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Introduction 

icrosoft Word 4 for the Macintosh, the latest version as of this 
writing, is at a crossroads in the development of word-processing 
software. In the dark ages of word processing-perhaps seven 

years ago-you were restricted by the limitations of the hardware you 
used. There were no mice then, and so you had to use the keyboard to place 
markers at the beginning and end points of text you wanted to edit. Text 
came in only one size, and you were lucky if your combination of program 
and printer could produce "special effects" such as boldface and underlining. 

Meanwhile, people in the publishing trade have long been working with 
a much more sophisticated set of parameters for measuring and formatting 
the text in books and other printed media. They know about kerning, letter
spacing, font families, font sizes, rules, and graphics. Moreover, they position 
elements on a page accura te to fractions of a point (1 point equals lh 2 inch). 
Unfortunately, the equipment needed to produce books, newsletters, and 
magazines by these methods is expensive and requires extensive training to 
use. So much training, in fact, that few have sufficient experience to com
mand the entire range of tasks necessary to produce high-quality resu lts. 

Word represents a meeting place for these two realities. Many come to 
Word with a background colored by "traditional" word-processing programs 
and might not realize how far word processing has come. In fact, it helps to 
get another perspective on Word by considering this: Word is not a word 
processor. 
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What is it then? To the extent that you can manipulate outlines with 
Word, you could call it an idea processor. To the extent that you can easily 
enter and modify text, you could call it a text ed itor. You could even call it a 
page-layout program, using this book as evidence: Everything between its 
covers was printed from Word. 

Word is the most successful of the new documenting environments in 
combining the ease of simpler word processors and the power of traditional 
typesetting systems. It's an environment that supports the entire range of 
tasks involved in creating a document, whether you're interested solely in the 
process of writing or charged with producing beautiful designs in print. 

You can eas ily learn enough about Word to produce well-formatted and 
well-designed documents. However, to reach the outer limits of the effects 
you can create, you' ll need to become familiar with some publishing concepts 
and terms. In this book we try to give you the complete range of experience 
you' ll need to push Word to its limits-there's a lot of ground to cover! 

To give you an overview of the process for creati11g a document in Word, 
Section 1, "Laying the Foundation," presents two tutorials: one for entering 
and editing a business letter, and one for an internal document a business 
might use. 

Section 2, "Building the Framework," concentrates on the essentials of 
the Word environment, outlining, editing, and using glossaries and the 
spelling checker. 

Section 3, "Refining the Appearance," discusses the wide range of 
formatting options available to you, as well as the process of printing 
documents. 

Section 4, "Adding the Final Touches," covers embellishments you can 
add to your document: indexes and tables of contents, other types of tables 
and lists, graphics, and merge printing. 

Section 5, "Blueprints for Projects," presents in detail a few projects that 
show what kinds of documents are possible in Word, with comments on how 
you might adapt them for your own needs. 

Finally, Section 6, "Appendixes," contains material you might find 
helpful: setting up your Word disks, a table of the character sets for six fonts, 
a short tutorial on using PostScript in your documents, another tutorial on 
typesetting mathematical formulas, and a list of the huge range of defaults 
you can modify to customize Word. 

Each chapter has the following elements: 

0 Where appropriate, numbered lists of steps to follow . 
0 Tips important for you to know, or tips of an advanced nature, which 

are shaded in the text to set them off from surrounding material. 

0 Summary sections at the end of each chapter, which outline the 
chapter's main points; numbered procedures and tables of mouse 
and key sequences are listed for futu re reference. 
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• Before you Continue ... 
As you read through this book, keep these points in mind: 

0 To simplify matters, we assume you're using the mouse. If you prefer to 
use the keyboard, refer to the summary sections for listings of keyboard 
equivalents. Word has key sequences for nearly every operation and 
often has more than one set for a given command. 

0 Some menu commands are single step: You choose the command, and 
Word immediately carries out your request. Other commands present 
a set of options within a dialog box. 

0 Step-by-step mouse movements to select a command or complete an 
action are omitted. Instead, the text indicates generally what to do, 
such as "Choose the Find command" or "Click the Cancel button." 

Before you begin to use Word, take the time to make backups of the 
Program and Utilities disks and arrange Word's files in a way that best suits 
your system. Appendix A gives details for creating working copies of your 
master disks. After you do this, don' t be afraid to experiment. If something 
happens to the copy, you still have the original. After playing for a while, 
check out the next two chapters, which introduce the vast world of Word. 
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Word-Processing Concepts 

ord version 4 is a sophisticated, multi featured program that 
enables you to produce professional-looking documents easily 
and quickly. You won' t master all of Word's possibilities in a few 

hours, of course, but you can productively use the program almost immedi
ately with some background information and a little practice. This chapter 
offers both: The first half conta ins a primer of basic word-processing concepts 
and introduces some of Word's fea tures. The second half presents a hands-on 
tutorial in which you'll create a simple one-page letter. 

Because the Macintosh and the mouse are such natural companions, 
many of the exercises and explanations in this book use mouse terminology 
such as drag, click, and double-click. Not every writer or typist is mouse 
friendly, however. Many nimble-fingered keyboard ists become annoyed 
when they have to use the mouse to perform such simple tasks as cutting 
and pasting. The programmers of this latest version of Word have taken 
great pains to please the most demanding of keyboard virtuosos. Almost 
every mouse-performed operation can also be accomplished with a key 
sequence, whether you are using a 512K Mac Enhanced , a Mac Plus, a 
Mac SE, or a Mac II. At the end of each chapter you' ll find tables of 
handy keyboard shortcuts for your machine. 
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Start Word by double-clicking the Word icon. The Galley View window 
(called Document View in Word 3) appears, ready to receive text. (Figure 1-1 
shows the window with a document displayed.) Drag down a command 
menu- for example, the Edit menu. Although you see only one set of 
commands, the menus in Word actually comprise two sets: Short Menus and 
Full Menus. (See Figure 1-2.) The Short Menus set contains commands for 
routine word-processing tasks; the Full Menus set contains the Short Menus 
commands and additional commands for more advanced tasks. If Word is in 
Short Menus mode, you'll see the Full Menus command at the bottom of the 
Edit menu-choose it to switch to Full Menus. If Word is in Full Menus, 
you'll see the Short Menus command on the Edit menu-choose it to switch 
to Short Menus. This ability to switch between modes is called toggling. 

Now that you are acclimated to Word's basic environment, you' re ready 
to learn about word processing in general and about Word in particular. 

/ Close box 

• _/tile Edit Formot Font Document Utilities Window 

I Rbout Charts ... 

A Chart tor All Seasons 

Column Charts 
Are useful for comparing the progress of a single variable over 

a period of time. For example, a column chart would be a good choice 
to show total do11ar amounts over several months or years. 

Bar Charts 
Are column charts set hOrizontally, but they are used to tell a 

different type of story. Bar charts are often us&d to compare similar 
items at a given time. 

Zoom box 

~ - Scroll arrow 

; : " Scroll box 
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Figure 1-1 
The Word desktop and a document displayed in Galley View. 
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The two sets of commands: Short Menus and Full Menus. 

Creating a document on a word processor involves five steps or 
functions: entering, editing, formatting, saving, and printing, as depicted 
in Figure 1-3. The first part of this chapter gives an overview of how you 
accomplish each of these steps in Word. 

Figure 1-3 

~ 
~ 

3 ... Format 

The five word-processing steps. 

4 ... Snve 

Nov to the 
t ime for 
all good •• 

2 .. . Edit 

5 ... Print 
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You won't necessarily use the entire set of steps every time you create 
a document, and you might not perform the functions in exactly the order 
presented. For a quick note to yourself, you might simply enter the text 
and print it. For a longer document, you might enter some text, save it, enter 
some more, pause to format a word (in italics, say), then edit a phrase, and 
so on. In Word, all five functions are available to you at all times. 

• Entering 
The first step in creating a document is to enter text by simply typing on 
the keyboard. In Word, you usually enter text by typing in Galley View; 
however, you can create raw material for your documents in other ways as 
well. Among Word's features are tools to produce outlines and to insert 
already existing text or graphics into your work. 

Outlines 
When you work in Outline View, Word displays each heading and 
subheading in the familiar indented style common to outlines, as shown in 
Figure 1-4. This feature lets you clearly see the overall plan of a document
more clearly than when you scroll through the document in Galley View. An 
added benefit is that you can easily manipulate the headings in the outline. 
You can, for instance, move an entire heading and its associated text and 
graphics to another place in the document with a few clicks of the mouse 
button . 

• File Edit Format Font Document Utilities Window 

10 About Charts ... 0 1 .. + .. + +> + - 1 2 3 4 Ill - ID 

"' A Chart for All Soasons 
o Column Charts Ji 

D Are useful for comparing tM progress of a single variable ... 'I 
0 Bar Charts 

I D Are column cbarts set horizontally, but they are used to tell a .. 
o Plo Cbarts 

D Show the size of each part as a percentage of the Whole. 
o Area Charts . Are a stylistic variation of line char ts. Most often they are . 
-

~ 
I 1: 

~ 
II ' IIQI~ !Normal IQL j l;;,lj'UIIIIIHiiif.,,l ''''I ljQ 1t!J 

Figure 1-4 
The same document as in Figure 1-1 displayed in Outline View. 
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Boilerplate Text and Graphics 
In the old days when s team boilers were common, manufacturers found tha t 
they could use the same basic metal sheets-known as boilerplate-to 
construct boilers of all sizes and types. The term boilerplate was later used in 
the newspaper industry to mean any journalis tic material in readily available 
form, usually columns or syndicated features that were a lready typeset. 

In word processing, boilerplnte text means any collection of characters
terms, short paragraphs, even whole d ocuments-that you can easily insert 
into a document. You can save generic documents as boilerplate and then call 
them up as needed, or you ca n copy sections from a boilerplate d ocument to 
the document you are crea ting. In Word, you can store boilerplate text in 
glossaries. A Word glossary is not a miniature dictionary; it is a collection 
of pieces of boilerplate text or graphics, each of which you can call up by 
entering the name that you assign it. 

The glossary feature provides the easiest way to import boilerplate 
material into a document, but you can insert ma teria l in other ways, too. 
You can copy material to the Scrapbook and then paste it into a d ocument, 
and with Word's QuickSwitch feature running under MultiFinder you can 
transfer ma terial between documents even if they were made by different 
applications. For example, you can create an illustration in MacDraw or a 
table in Microsoft Excel and then insert it into a Word d ocument. Unlike 
text, graphics cannot be edited in Word. You must go back to the original 
application used to create the graphic and edit it there. You can, however, 
indicate the exact placement of the graphic in the d ocument, and you can 
size or crop the graphic as d esired. (For more information on this subject, 
see Chapter 16, "Transferring Text and Graphics.") 

• Editing 
After entering text, you can edit it: correct spelling, typographical errors, 
and grammar, or simply change your mind and write something else. Unlike 
a typewriter, a word processor lets you make changes painlessly; you don' t 
have to commit your work to paper until you' re satisfied with it. Even after 
printing the document, you can recall it and further alter it if you've saved it 
on disk. Word has two features that make the editing process even easier: a 
search-and-replace function and a spelling checker. 

Search and Replace 
Let's say you write a letter in which you consistently spell your client's name 
Thomson instead of the correct Thompson. You could go through the d ocument 
and make each change manually, but a quicker approach is to use the Change 
command from the Utilities menu to replace the text. Simply enter both the 
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old and new spellings, and Word automatically corrects each occurrence of 
the name. You can change phrases and complete sentences in the same way. 
You can also search for a word or phrase without changing it, using the Find 
command; at each occurrence, Word stops and displays the text. 

Spelling Checker 
Nothing detracts more from a professional document than misspellings and 
typographical errors. Other than hiring a copy editor, the best way to avoid 
these embarrassing mistakes is to use a spelling-check program. Word's built
in spelling checker contains a dictionary with 130,000 entries. By comparison, 
the typical vocabulary of a college-educated adult is roughly 20,000 words, 
including slang. In fact, Word's dictionary includes many slang terms, so the 
spelling checker helps with many kinds of writing. You can even create your 
own dictionaries containing a total of about 64,000 words. 

• Formatting 
New users of word processors often confuse text and formatting. The dif
ference is important. Text consists of the individual typed characters-the 
content of the document. Formatting is the way the content appears on the 
page-the "look" of the document, including type, paragraph indents, 
margin widths, and so on. This distinction is maintained in Word; that is, 
manipulating content and determining appearance require separate actions. 

Like many word processors-and unlike typewri ters-Word can deter
mine much of the page and document formatting for you. For a start, it lets 
you enter text without concerning yourself with line endings and page end
ings. When a word won't fi t on the current line, it is carried to the beginning 
of the line below; this is called wordwrap. The only time you press the Return 
key when entering text is to begin a new paragraph. When you run out of 
space on the current page, Word starts a new page. In practice, it's as if you 
were writing on a continuous scroll of paper; you might not even be aware of 
where the pages break until you print the document. 

In Word, formatting involves five format domains: character, paragraph, 
table, section, and document. Basically, character formatting determines what 
the characters in your document look like; paragraph formatting controls the 
appearance of the lines of characters that form a paragraph; table formatting 
determines the size and arrangement of the cells in a table; section formatting 
specifies how columns of text are arranged; and document formatting deter
mines the overall size and shape of a document. These domains are repre
sented by commands on the Format menu (in Full Menus mode), although 
you can also change some characteristics of tables through the Edit and 
Document menus. 
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WYSIWYG User Interface 
WYSIWYG (pronounced "wizzy-wig") is an acronym for "what you see is 
what you get" and refers to the faithful reproduction on screen of the text as 
it will appear on paper. Word is almost entirely WYSIWYG. Text appears on 
the screen in the same font, size, and style used for printing. Margins and text 
alignment are accurately reflected as well. A space of one inch on the screen 
translates almost exactly as a space of one inch on the printed copy. 

Some formatting options, such as multiple columns, are not displayed 
on the screen in Galley View; but you can see the formatted result, without 
printing the document, in two ways. Choose Print Preview from the File 
menu to look at entire pages or pairs of pages, or choose Page View from the 
Document menu to both see your document as it will appear when printed 
and edit it. These commands save time and paper because you can check the 
layout of each page before printing. 

Character Formats 
Character formats affect such attributes as the font (typeface), font size, font 
style (for example, boldface or italic), and letterspacing. Spaces, created with 
the Spacebar, and tabs, created with the Tab key, are considered characters 
and can have formats, too. Although these characters-and thus their 
formats-conventionally are invisible, you ca n see them by choosing the Edit 
menu's Show<[ command. (See Chapter 8, "Character Formatting.") 

1 Paragraph Formats 
Some formatting options, such as indents, tabs, and line spacing, affect an 
entire paragraph. If you make a line-spacing change to a character in a para
graph, for example, the entire paragraph is altered, not merely the character 
or the line that contains the character. Some paragraph formatting options 
appear when you choose Paragraph from the Format menu. (This command 
appears in Full Menus mode only .) The Word Ru ler, displayed when you 
choose Show Ruler from the Format menu or use the Paragraph command, 
lets you set tabs, indention, line spacing, and alignment. (See Figure 1-5.) 

First-lim ind~ Left indent / Ruler scale 

li•!~~~~~!~~~u~n~,,~,,~ed~,~~~3~~~e~~0~~~- Right indent ~I ~ 12 1'1 IIi _-w 
~~ 4 

'-------7o~-----=IJ:lll=-,l•,..~ _12_1 t-._1--=o=ll=-r-t=-1 t=_~ ___ L.W ___ 
1
x__J:

1t';.l- Reset to normal paragraph 

Tab marker / Alignment / iLine spacing "'- Change ruler starting point 

Figure 1-5 
The Word Ruler, Short Menus version. 
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Indents 
Word lets you create various kinds of paragraph indents. Many people 
indent the first line of each paragraph one-half inch (about five characters) 
from the left margin and set subsequent lines flush with the left margin. You 
can enter first-line indents either one by one, by pressing the Tab key, or in 
any number of paragraphs a t once, by selecting the paragraphs and dragging 
the first-line indent marker (the upper of the two small triangles at the left 
margin in the Ruler) the desired distance to the right. 

You can also create hanging indents, in which the firs t line of a para
graph is flush left and the rest are indented. This s tyle of indention is often 
used in lists such as bibliographies. To create a hanging indent, drag to the 
right the lower of the two triangles in the Ruler. Figures l-6a, l-6b, and 1-6c 
show three types of paragraph indents; other types are possible. (Indenting is 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 9, "Paragraph Formatting.") 

10 Untitled I I 
10 _II [l_ 13_ l'l __1:!_ _II> _ 
t ~ .. a.! 1• 1 lSI 1•1 &ill Fl t=l ..... lXI 

• This.is.a.standard. tab. indent .. It was.indented. by. pressing. the. I 

Tab.key. to.express. the.tirst. tab.stopl'f i - . 
Figure 1·6a 
A standard (user-entered) indent. 

I Untitled I E!JI 
10 _l'l . ~ .. IIIII I~ 121 .I GJ 1-1 I=> 1.o.t.o.1 lXI 

This.ls.a.tirst-Une.indenl.The.indention.happens.automatically. 
wbenever.you.start.a.new.paragraph .. Note.the.indent.markers.in.the. 1; 
Ruler.q ~ 

Figure 1·6b 
A required (automatic) indent. 

I Untitled! E!JI . ~ 
tt .. • 1~ 1s1 • lliill Fl l=> ..... lXI 

This.is.a hanging.lndent,.wbere.the.tirst.llne-indent.marker .is.slid. l 

past.the.lett.lndent.marker .. Tbe.indention.happens.wbenever. 
you.start.a.new.paragraptfi 

I~ -
Figure 1-6c 
A hanging indent. 
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Alignment 
Alignment determines how the lines are placed between the right and left 
indents. Lines can be flush left (aligned on the left indent), flush right, 
justified (aligned on both indents), or centered between the indents. Figures 
1-7a, 1-7b, and 1-7c show the same text with three d ifferent a lignment 
formats. Notice that each paragraph is terminated w ith a paragraph mark, 
created when you press the Return or Enter key and made visible when you 
choose Show '[ from the Edit menu. 

Untitled I 
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Wtthout.!r*<lom o! .thougbt.there.can be no.such 
thing.as.wisdom,.and.no.sucb .thlng.as.pubhc. 
liberty,.without.rr*<lom .ot.speech;. Willen 1s the. 
rigbt.ot.every.man, as.rar.as.by.lt.ne.does not.nurt. 
and.control.the.rlgbt.or.another;.and.thts.ts the only. 
clleck.lt.ought.to.surrer,.and .the.only.bounds.l t. 
ought. to. know.'!! 
- .Benjamln.Franklln,. l 722 .(quoted.at.age. l 6:f'; 

Figure 1-7a 
Flush-left paragraph. 
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Figure 1-7b 
Centered paragraph. 
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Figure 1-7c 
Justified paragraph. 



t Stljles and Stljle Sheets 
In Word 4 the term stt;le denotes a collection of character and paragraph 
formats that has been given a name and applied to one or more paragraphs. 
Format and style are closely related, but there are differences between the 
two. A s tyle can be made up of a variety of character and paragraph for
matting options, given a name, and applied to blocks of text using the Styles 
command from the Format menu. (This command is available in Full Menus 
mode only.) A format is a single attribule, such as line spacing or font size. 

When first started, Word uses a standard block-letter style, called the 
Normal style. It calls for the 12-point New York font, indents set at the page 
margins, single-line spacing, and flush-left alignment. Figure 1-8 shows a 
document in Normal style. 

You can alter the Normal style at any time, even after you enter the text. 
When you change a style, every paragraph that was labeled with that style 
changes. You can even group styles to form style sheets, a powerful feature 
unique to Word. When you want to reformat a document, you simply edit 
the style sheet or import a style sheet from another document, and the 
document instantly takes on a completely new look. You' re saved the time 
and trouble of going through the text and reformatting it paragraph by 
paragraph. Best of all, once you get the hang of it, the s tyle sheet feature 
is easy to use . 

• File Edit Format Font Document Utilities Window 

I Anders on l e tte r E!ll ., I~ 
~ .. .. -llt!ISI.I IIIIJFII=I ""' lXI 1 
March 2 7, 1990 

John Anderson 

II American Title and Trust 
12 3 Main Street 
Mapletown,CT 0 1237 i; 
Dear Mr. Anderson: I 

:i This is in receipt of your letter dated September 15, 1989, regarding 
the lost instruments to your home ti tle. We are processing 

' replacement title papers and wUI mail them to you Within 15 days. l When you receive the papers, please sign them, keeping a copy for 
yourself, and mail them back to us. A pre-addressed. stamped 
envelope Is included for vour convenience. Have a nice davl I 0 

l'nqP I K !' II; 

Figure 1-8 
Word's Normal style. 

Table Formats 
Laying out p ieces of text in columns and rows is more complicated than 
formatting text in only one column, because the number of possible formats 
is much larger. Previous versions of Word offered the Side-By-Side 



paragraph format and multiple-column sections. Word 4 presents a new 
type of structure, the table, in which you can set up a rectangular grid of 
cells, each cell of which becomes a small window containing a number of 
paragraphs. Figure 1-9 shows an example. 

a File Edit fonmtt font Document Utilities Window 

10 Rbout Chorts ... Tobie 

A . Chart. for . AU. Seasons'i 
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INormol 

Figure 1-9 
A typical table, shown in Galley View. 

Section Formats 

EJi! 

Section formatting lets you determine certain overall layout features for any 
text that you define as a separate part of your document-that is, as a section. 
A good analogy for sections are the chapters in a book. For example, you 
might format one part of a document in two columns and leave the rest in 
one column, or you might create a running head tha t appears on every page 
of the document except the first page of each chapter. If a document has only 
one section-the d efault condition-Word applies the section formats you set 
to the entire document. 

Headers, Footers, and Footnotes 
Word greatly facilitates the use of headers and footers-repeating text 
that appears at the top (head) or the bottom (foot) of every page or of pages 
within desired sections. You need enter the text only once; Word then prints 
it on every designated page. Word also prints footnotes at the bottom of the 
appropriate page or at the end of a section or d ocument, as you request, and 
even keeps track of the numbering for you. For example, if you insert a new 
footnote, the program renumbers all subsequent notes and their in-text 
references. 

13 
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Columns 
Newsletters, brochures, menus, and many other types of documents are con
ventionally set up in two or more columns. Word lets you format a document 
with as many columns as there are characters on a line, but the practical 
maximum for a vertical8.5-by-11-inch page is four columns. The columns do 
not appear alongside one another as you enter the text in Galley View (and 
therefore are not WYSIWYG), but they do appear this way when you use 
Print Preview or Page View. 

Auto Numbering 
Certain documents, such as outlines, legal documents, screenplays, and 
technical manuals, use numbering to identify lines and paragraphs. Word 
can number lines and paragraphs, freeing you from this time-consuming 
task. The program can a lso renumber lines and paragraphs if you move, 
add, or delete blocks of text. 

Document Formats 
The fifth format domain, that of the document itself, controls the overall 
shape of each page, including attributes such as page size, the placement of 
footnotes, and page margins (although you can use paragraph formatting to 
change the "margins" for particular paragraphs-in Word these are called 
indents). You can change document formatting options in typical Macintosh 
style by choosing Page Setup from the File menu. When the Page Setup 
dialog box appears, click the Document button to access the Document dialog 
box. Or you can arrive at the same dialog box by simply choosing Document 
from the Format menu. 

• Saving 
You probably already know that all files that you intend to keep must be 
saved on a disk. Once saved on disk, files can be reca lled for subsequent 
editing or printing. When you save a fil e in Word with the Save or Save As 
command from the File menu, it is not erased from the screen, and thus you 
can continue working with it. This is useful because with Word, as with 
most other Macintosh programs, you should save each document at frequent 
intervals (every 15 minutes or so), as well as before you close the document's 
window or quit a session. Turning off the machine without saving the 
document erases all your work. 

Word lets you save documents in various data formats. You'll probably 
save most Word files in regular Word 4 format, but you can also save files so 
that they can be read directly by Word version 1, Word 3, Microsoft Write, 
MacWrite, and Microsoft Works (all for the Macintosh) and by Word for the 
IBM PC. Finally, you can save files in RTF interchange format (used by some 



Mac, IBM PC, and UNIX applications) and in ASCII (text only) format, with 
or without line breaks. This range of options lets you more easily export data 
for use with other applications, telecommunicate your Word documents to 
other Macs, and transfer them between the IBM PC and the Macintosh. 

9 • Printing 
Although technology pundits have long foreseen a paperless world in which 
all letters and other documents are distributed electronically, printed docu
ments are still the norm rather than the exception. Word has several major 
features that help you get your work on paper the way you want it. 

Print-Preview and Page View 
As you work on a document, it is often helpful to see exactly what it will look 
like when printed . Word 's Print Preview command , on the File menu, and 
the Page View command, on the Document menu, provide this view of your 
document. In Print Preview mode, an example of which is shown in Figure 
1-10, you can adjust the positions of headers (also called running heads), the 
width of margins, and the placement of page numbers. You can also change 
page breaks so that important headings appear at the top of a page. 

--~.=:._.:.::;::.~'1.1.."== --=~-:.:.::::-..:-:.=.=.: --------·-··---_.o;=.=:-."::..-:.:::-

Figure 1-10 
The same document used in Figures 1-1 and 1-4 in Print Preview mode. 

Page View provides another way of looking at your document. Instead of 
seeing a reduced view of an entire page as it looks when printed, when you 
choose Page View from the Document menu you see the full-scale version, as 
shown in Figure 1-11 on the following page. You can edit and format text in 

15 
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this view exactly as you can in Galley View. You might decide that you 
prefer working with documents from this view; if you do, you can tell Word 
to open documents in Page View by choosing Preferences from the Edit 
menu and clicking the appropriate button in the dialog box that appears. 
However, there is a cost: Every action you take in Page View is displayed 
more slowly than in Galley View because of the larger number of calculations 
Word must perform to display the document. 

• File Edit Formnt Font Document Utilities Window 
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Figure 1-11 
The same document shown in Page View. 

Pagination 
Pagination is the process of breaking text into pages and of numbering them. 
Word can break pages for you, or you can do it manually. Word can number 
pages; you can specify on which page to begin the numbering, where on the 
page to place the number, and what kind of numbering to use: Arabic 
numerals, Roman numerals (uppercase or lowercase), or letters. 

Hyphenation 
Word's built-in hyphenation feature, accessible from the Hyphenate 
command on the Utilities menu (Full Menus mode only), lets you correctly 
hyphenate almost every word in the English language. Hyphenation can 
improve the appearance of your copy by helping you avoid particularly 
unequal line lengths in ragged-right (flush-left) text and unsightly word 
spacing in justified text. 

You can have Word hyphenate the entire document automatically or 
have Word pause before each word it wants to hyphena te so that you can 
confirm the placement of the hyphen. With the latter method, when the 



program encounters a word that is too long to fit on the current line but can 
be hyphenated, the word is displayed in a dialog box and marked at one or 
more proper hyphena tion points. (See Figure 1-12.) You can then decide if 
and where the hyphenation is to occur. 

the .lost.ins truments. to. your .home. title ,. we.are. processing. 
replace!ll!ent. title.papers.and. Will. mail. them. to. you. Within. 15.days .. 
When. you.receive. the.papers,. please.sign. them,.keeping.a .copy .for. 
yourself,.and.mail. them. back. to. us .. A. pre-addressed,.stamped. 
envelope .is .included. r or. your. convenience .. Have. a .nice.da y .'I! 

ED llyphenote 

Hyphenate: re-plocelment 

0 Hyphenate Copltollzed Words 

( No Change JJ [ Chonge ~] [ llyphenote All ) ~ 

Figure 1-12 
The hyphenation feature. 

Merge Printing 
The process of merge printing, often simply referred to as merging, is similar 
to using boilerplate or glossary text. You simply merge the main document 
(containing the form letter) with a d ata document (containing names, 
addresses and other "personalizing" information). Word then prints a 
different version for each chunk of data in the data document: With a 
form letter, it prints a different copy for each name. (See Figu re 1-13.) 

oct ober 15, October 15, 

Joon Foxwo Robert Tem~ 
1025 Maple 15-23 Expre 
Moretown, N Nlogoro Foll 

Oeor Joon: Deer Bob: 

we·re movln we·re movln 
l orger accor larger occor 
l slond ond " lslono ond " 
new phone n new phone n 
of Novembe of Novembe 

Best, Best, 

Alex, Bet h, Al ex, Beth, t 

Figure 1-13 
Merge printing. 

October 15, Oct ober 15, 1990 

Jessica Stu Melvin Crooks, CPA 
634 Flower B76-A Moln 
Granger, MN Del Mor, CA 920 14 

Dear Aunt J Dear Mel : 

We're movln we·re movi ng ogelnl We've outgrown our 
lorger occo larger eccommodotlons. we·ve found o be 
Island end v Island and will be moving there by the 10 
new phone n new phone number ore l isted below. I' l l I 
of Novembe of November, and I hope you con camel 

Best, Best , 

Alex, Beth, Alex , Beth, end Mlkey 

17 



• Concepts into Action: Creating a Letter 
Theory goes only so far. In this section, you'll learn how to apply the five 
basic word-processing steps-entering, editing, formatting, saving, and 
printing- to create a basic one-page letter, using only the Short Menus 
commands. But first, you need to set up your program so that what you see 
on the screen matches the descriptions in this tutorial. 

Setting Up 
If you haven't already started Word, do so by double-clicking its icon. A 
blank Galley View window appears. Word will store your settings (such as 
Short Menus versus Full Menus) from session to session so that you don' t 
have to reconfigure the program to your liking each time you start it. Thus, 
before beginning the tutorial, do the following to ensure that your settings 
are the same as the ones used here: 

1. Choose the Short Menus mode. Pull down the Edit menu. If the Short 
Menus command shows near the bottom of the Edit menu, choose it. You 
are now in Short Menus mode. If the Full Menus command appears at 
the bottom of the Edit menu, you are already in Short Menus mode. 

2. Hide the formatting marks. Pull down the Edit menu. If the Hide en 
command is near the bottom of the menu, choose it. Word now hides all 
formatting marks. If Show en appears instead, the formatting marks are 
already hidden. 

3. Display sizes in inches. Choose the Show Ruler command from the 
Format menu. The Ruler should be graduated in inches, as shown at the 
top of Figure 1-14. If the Ruler shows centimeters, points, or picas, 
change it: 

0 Choose Full Menus from the Edit menu. 

@ Choose Preferences from the same menu. 

@} In the dialog box that appears, select the Inch option from the 
drop-down list. Then click OK 

0 Choose Short Menus from the Edit menu. 
0 Choose Hide Ruler from the Format menu . 
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Figure 1-14 
The four types of Ruler graduations. 

If you were to quit Word right now, these settings would be saved . You 
would not need to repeat the p rocedure of setting them up unless someone 
changed them on your working copy of Word . In Chapter 5, "Writing and 
Editing Techniques," you will learn more about setting preferences and 
saving them in the Word Settings file. 

Entering the Text 
Type the following text into the blank window. (When you see '[, press the 
Return key.) Notice tha t you don' t have to press the Return key after each 
line. Word places ("wraps") words that won't fit on the current line onto the 
next line. If you make a typing mistake, press the Backspace key (the Delete 
key on some keyboards) to erase characters to the left of the blinking 
insertion-point marker . 

January 15, 199011 
11 
Michael Fox, Associate Editor11 
MOTHER-OF-INVENTION NEWS11 
5690 Sunset Drive11 
Hollywood, CA 9150011 
11 
11 
Dear Mr. Fox:11 
11 
Thank you for your letter concerning our new line of high-impact plastic gears. We 
understand that you would like samples and product sheets for an article on designing 
with gears in an upcoming issue of Mother-of-Invention News . I've enclosed a 
merchandise request form. Once we have the form, we can send the samples to you.11 
11 
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Please don't hesitate to write or call if you need assistance. I can, if you wish, put you 
in touch with our engineers, who can answer any specific questions you may have.~ 

~ 
Sincerely , ~ 

~ 
~ 
~ 
David A. Buxton~ 
Public Relations Specialist~ 

~ 
En c.~ 

The text of the letter might not fit in one window on the screen. You can 
scroll back to the beginning of the d ocument by dragging the scroll box on 
the right side of the window or by clicking the up arrow in the scroll bar, as 
shown in Figure 1-15. Similarly, you can use the horizontal scrolling feature 
to pan back and forth to see all of an extra-wide d ocumen t. 

Click 
arrows 

Figure 1-15 

i1; \Drag 
:~~ scroll box 
!~ 

I 
i 
! 

'2l 

Vertical scrolling in a document. 

Editing the Text 
You can add characters, words, or sentences to the body of your letter. Add 
some text after the sentence I've enclosed a merchandise request form by 
following this procedure: 

0 Set the insertion point immediately to the right of the period at the end of 
the sentence by moving the I-beam pointer there and clicking the mouse 
button. 

@ Press the Spacebar once (or twice if you prefer two spaces between 
sentences). 
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@ Type this text: 

Please complete it and send it back to me at your convenience. 

As you add the new text, Word pushes the characters beyond the 
insertion point to the right. Repeat the procedure to add a single word in the 
next paragraph: 

0 Set the insertion point immediately after the word specific in the second 
paragraph. 

@ Press the Spacebar once. 

@ Type the word technical. 

U the two words run into each other, set the insertion point between them 
and press the Spacebar. If too many spaces occu r between the words, set the 
insertion point immediately to the left of the second word and press the 
Backspace key to delete each unwanted space. 

Adding Paragraphs 
Once you have typed the letter, you can go back and add any amount of text 
anywhere you like. Add more text to the letter by following this procedure: 

0 Set the insertion point after the last period of the second paragraph, at 
the end of the sentence ending questions you may have. 

@ Press the Return key twice to start a new paragraph and insert a blank 
line. 

@ Type this text: 

As you may know, we have been making high-grade gears for more than 50 years. In 
the early years, Anderson Gear had three employees: John Anderson, his wife Loretta, 
and his younger brother Ted. The company now employs more than 220 people and 
has sales offices around the world. In addition to the new line of affordable high-impact 
plastic gears, Anderson Gear manufactures and markets a complete line of stock gears 
made with brass, nylon, steel, aluminum, and fiber-reinforced plastic.~ 

Editing Words in Page View 
To see what the letter looks like as a printed page, choose Page View from the 
Document menu. What you see should match Figure 1-16 on the following 
page. Dotted lines surround the body of the text to show you where the 
margins are, if the Show Text Boundaries in Page View option is set in the 
Preferences dialog box. To return to Galley View, you would choose Page 
View again, but for now let's stay in Page View to edit the letter. 
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Figure 1-16 
Using Page View. 
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Dotted lines indicate 
the text bo11nrlaries. 

Click to go to previo11s or 
next page. 

If you scroll around on the page, you'll see tha t Word displays the 
margins and edges of the paper, showing you where the text appears relative 
to the page edges. Also, notice the set of arrows near the left end of the 
horizontal scroll bar. When you click one of these, Word switches to a view 
of the previous or next page. If you do this now, however, Word beeps 
because the document consists of only one page. 

Now change a word in the letter. Locate the term high-grade in the first 
sentence of the third paragraph. "High-grade" sounds like crude oil, not a 
precision-machined part, so change it to fine-grade. 

0 Set the insertion point immediately to the left of the hyphen. 

@ Press the Backspace key four times to delete the word high. 

@ Type the word fine. 

That was easy. Now try a different method to change a word . Locate the 
word people in the middle of the third paragraph (in the sentence The company 
now employs ... ). 

0 Place the pointer on people and double-click. (You don' t need to set an 
insertion point first to select an entire word.) 

@ Without doing anything else, type men and wome11 . Word replaces the 
selection (people) with the new text (men and women). 

Moving Paragraphs Within the Document 
In the original text, the paragraph beginning Please don' I hesitate to write or call 
closed the letter. Because you added a paragraph to the end of the text, how
ever, this closing sta tement moved to the middle of the letter. Instead of 
retyping the paragraph, cut and copy it using the Clipboard. 
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0 Scroll the window so that the Please don't hesitate to write or call ... 
paragraph is in view. 

$ Place the I-beam pointer on the paragraph, and s lowly move the pointer 
to the left. Just beyond the left edge of the text, the pointer changes to a 
right-pointing arrow, as shown in Figure 1-17. The pointer is now in the 
selection bar, an invisible strip that runs along the left edge of the window 
in Galley View and is just to the left of the left margin in Page View. The 
selection bar is useful for selecting lines, paragraphs, and even the entire 
document. 

Right-pointi11g nrrow 

Figure 1-17 
The pointer points to the right when in the selection bar. 

@) Double-click in the selection bar to select the paragraph. The entire 
paragraph should become highlighted. If not, go back to Step 2 and try 
again. 

0 Choose Cut from the Edit menu. Word removes the selected text from the 
document and places it on the Clipboard . 

0 Press the Backspace key (the Delete key on some keyboards) once to 
remove the extra line between the paragraphs. 

<D Set the insertion point on the line after the paragraph ending fiber
reinforced plastic. Press the Return key once. 

8 Choose Paste from the Edit menu. Word inserts the previously cut 
selection at the insertion point. 

Checking for Errors 
Word's built-in spelling checker scans your documents, looking for words 
that you misspelled or typed incorrectly. Word knows how to spell about 
130,000 words and, if you want, presents the correct spelling for you, saving 
you from having to look up entries in the dictionary. You can also enter the 
correct spelling from the keyboard and have Word use it to replace the 
incorrect text. You have full control over when and where Word alters the 
spelling of text. To check the letter for spelling: 

0 Set the insertion point at the beginning of the document. 

$ Choose Spelling from the Utilities menu. The dialog box shown in Figure 
1-18, on the following page, appears. 
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6} Start the spelling check by clicking the Start Check button or pressing the 
Return key. (You can always select bordered buttons in Macintosh dialog 
boxes by pressing the Return key.) 

0 Word may present another dialog box asking you to verify your choice. 
Answer by clicking the OK button. 

0 The first suspect word in the letter is Michael- that is, if you didn't 
make any mistakes before that word. It is shown after Unknown Word in 
the Spelling dialog box and is also highlighted in the text. This word is 
spelled correctly, but the spelling checker has noted it because it isn' t in 
Word's dictionary. (Nor are any proper nouns, although you can add 
them-as well as other words-to your own dictionary file, as explained 
in Chapter 2.) Click the No Change button and proceed. 

<D Assuming that you haven' t made any typographical errors, the next 
suspect word is Loretta. Again, the word is spelled correctly but isn't in 
Word's dictionary. Click No Change to skip past it. 

8 If a word is flagged as suspect and is indeed spelled incorrectly, change 
it by entering the proper spelling in the Change To box. Then click the 
Change button or press the Return key. 

JD Spelling 

words: Open Dictionaries: 

I ~ 
MS Dictionary jQ 
User 1 

K5 
Unknown Word: 

Change To: II 1088 
12?1 Ignore Words In All Caps 

( S1 art Check ) [i:hnng<!] [suggest] [ Cancel ] 

Figure 1-18 
The Spelling dialog box. 

G) Continue through the rest of the letter, clicking the No Change button 
for p roperly spelled words and entering the new text and clicking the 
Change button for improperly spelled words. 

CD After the letter has been checked, Word presents a dialog box saying End 
of document reached. Click OK. (If you started the spelling check at a 
point other than the beginning, Word asks if you want to start over at 
the beginning. In this case, click OK to check the entire document.) 

You can have Word analyze a suspect word and come up with a list of 
potential correct spellings by clicking the Suggest bu tton. Alternative spell
ings appear in the Word list box. (See Figure 1-19.) The firs t word in the list is 
highlighted and also appears after Change To. Scroll down the list if nec
essary, click on the suggestion you want, and then click the Change button. 



10 Spe lling 
Words: Open Olctionorles: 

Moin Olction11ry g 
OIIUII 

b 
user 1 

Oeull 
n 

Unknown Word: D11uld 

Ch11nge To: lili§Y.ii 1088 
C8J lgnore Words In Rll C11ps 

( No Chonge Jl~chonge) (Sugges t J ( Conce i J 

Figure 1-19 
Using the Suggest feature. 

Formatting the Text 
Formatting in Word is a fascinating and complex subject; in fact, several la ter 
chapters are devoted to the topic. This exercise gives you only a glimpse of 
the possibilities. 

Formatting Characters 
You can change the font, font size, and style of any character in a Word 
document. For now, try underlining a few words. In the first paragraph, 
locate the text Mother-of-Invention News. (Remember that Word should 
still be in Page View.) 

0 Select the text as follows: Move the pointer just to the left of Mother. Press 
the mouse button and, holding it down, d rag the mouse until the pointer 
is after the s in News. (Don't select the period.) Then release the mouse 
button. The phrase Mother-of-Invention News should be highlighted. 

@ Choose Underline from the Format menu. The text becomes underlined. 

6) Click anywhere in the document window to deselect the text. 

Font styles can be mixed and matched. You can combine underlining 
with boldfacing, for example, or you can combine shadow, outline, and italic 
styles in the same text. The effect isn't always pretty, but you can experiment 
until you get the look you want. To combine styles, select the text and then 
choose each style. A check mark appears beside the styles you have activated. 
You can cancel any style by choosing it again. (The check mark goes away.) 
To return to regular text, select the text and choose Plain Text. 

Creating a Letterhead 
The sample letter is designed for use with preprinted letterhead stationery. 
You can incorporate a standard letterhead into the document and print it 
with the rest of the text. The letterhead can consist of text or graphics. 



First, you can "shrink" the document a bit to make room for the letter
head. Word normally starts up with the 12-point New York font. Reduce the 
letter in size by changing the font to 12-point Times (pick another font if 
Times isn't installed): Select the entire document by pressing the Command 
key and clicking in the selection bar, and then choose Times from the Font 
menu. Deselect the document by clicking anywhere in the window. 

Text Letterhead 
You can type the letterhead text directly at the top of the document. 

0 Set the insertion point at the very begi1ming of the document, before the 
J in January. Press the Return key once, then click in the new first line to 
set the insertion point there. 

@ Choose Show Ruler from the Format menu, as well as Show 'JI. 
@) Click the Center icon in the ruler (the second icon from the left in the 

alignment icons; see Figure 1-5). The text you enter will now be centered 
between the left and right indents. 

e Type this text. (Remember to press the Return key where you see a 'JI.) 

Anderson Gear Company11 
121 Pike Avenue South11 
Urbaneville, NJ 0111111 
(20 1 ) 555-126511 
11 

You can make the name of the company stand out by selecting it and 
choosing Bold from the Format menu. Scroll around on the page to see how 
the document looks. It should resemble Figure 1-20. 

Figure 1·20 
Letter with text letterhead, in Page View. 
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Notice that the date is too close to the letterhead. To correct this: 

0 Position the insertion point immediately to the left of the J in January. 

@ Press the Return key twice. Each time, the text moves down one line. 

Saving Your Work 
You'll probably want to save most of the documents you write with Word. 
To save the letter: 

0 Choose Save As from the File menu . 

@ Enter Reply Letter as the name of your sample letter, and click Save. 

If you want to save the letter on a disk other than your Word Program 
disk (the name of the disk appears in the upper right corner of the Save 
dialog box), click the Eject and Drive buttons, as you do in most other 
Macintosh applications. 

Note that the letter remains in the window so that you can continue 
working with it. When you are through making changes to a document, save 
it and then close the window by clicking the close box. If you forget to save 
the changes before closing the window, Word reminds you by displaying a 
dialog box. 

The times you need to use the Save As command are when you are 
saving a new file for the first time, when you want to save an existing file 
under another name, or when you want to save the file on another disk or in 
another file format. Otherwise, you can simply choose the Save command or 
press Command-S. Word then saves the file under the old name. If the disk 
that contains the document is not in a drive, Word asks you to insert it. 

It's a good idea to save your documents at frequent intervals as you work 
with them. Otherwise, if a power outage or other problem should occur as 
you' re writing, your work would be lost. By saving often and regularly, you 
decrease the chance of having to redo a document from scratch. 

Previewing and Printing the Letter 
Printing is one of the more straightforward tasks you do with Word. Before 
printing, however, check the document's layout in Print Preview to be sure it 
looks all right. Choose Print Preview from the File menu; the letter appears in 
minia ture form, as shown in Figure 1-21 on the following page. Note the four 
icons at the left side of the window. Here's how they work: 

0 Page Number: Click the icon, and then click on the page to set the 
position for the page number. 

0 Margin Set: Click to set page-specific margins and page breaks. 



0 One-page display: Click to switch betvveen one-page and two-page 
display. In a one-page display, the image is somewhat larger. 

0 Printer: Click this to bring up the Print dialog box. Enter a page range 
in the To and From fields, or leave the fields empty to print the entire 
document. 

You can't edit the document while in Print Preview, but you can change 
margins and set the position of the page numbers. (These techniques are 
explained in depth in later chapters.) Also, although Galley View and Page 
View occupy only the space on the screen you've given the window, the Print 
Preview window has the form of a dialog box and takes up the entire screen, 
regardless of which model of monitor you're using. 

To return to Galley View (if that was the mode currently in effect), click 
the Cancel button in the upper right comer of the Print Preview window, or 
press Command-(period). To return to Page View, click the Page View button 
in the upper right comer of the Print Preview window, or double-click 
anywhere on the displayed page. 

Page 
Number 

Margin Set 

One-Page/ 
Two-Page Display 

Printer 

Figure 1-21 
Print Preview of letter. 

!Jiilll:-

C11rrently active page Scroll to see more pages 



Now you can print the letter. Be sure the printer is turned on and on line; 
if you're using an Image Writer, the SELECT light shou ld be glowing. And 
of course, be sure the printer is loaded with paper and connected to the 
Macintosh. (Refer to your printer's instruction manual for details on setting 
it up and connecting it to the Macintosh.) To print the letter: 

0 Choose Print from the File menu. 

@ Select the appropria te options in the dialog box that appears for the 
printer, as shown in Figure 1-22. 

@) Click OK or press the Return key. 

~lm~a~g~e~W~ri~te~r~--------~--------~====~v2~6 (~) 
Quality: 0 Best ® Faster 0 Draft 

Poge Range: ® Rll 0 From: D To: 0 
Copies: D 
Poper Feed: @ Rutomotic 0 Hond Feed 

Section Runge: From: To: 0 Print S«l e< tmn lll•lq 

0 Print Hidden Teut 0 1'1 int lwu t l'i l <l 

.;;.LD;;,;s;.;;e;,;rW;;:r,;,it~e~r =====----------:===;;=='""""'v5;;;:.D~ n 01< J 
Copies:lllll Pages: ® Rll 0 From: CJ To: CJ ~ 

~ 
Couer Poge: ®No 0 first Poge 0 Lost Poge ~ 

Po per Source:® Po per Cossett e 0 Monuol Feed 
Section Runge: Fr om: I To: I 0 Print S<!l e< l i on Ontq 

0 Print Hidden Te11t 0 f'l in t Nt~H I H ie 0 Print Dock To front 

Figure 1-22 
The Print dialog boxes for the lmageWriter and LaserWriter. 

You can s top printing at any time by clicking the Ca ncel button in the 
dialog box that appears during printing, or in the case of the ImageWriter, 
you can temporarily freeze printing by clicking the Pause button. Figure 1-23 
on the following page shows how the letter looks when printed on the 
Laser Writer. 
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lanuory IS, 1990 

Anderson Gear Comp:my 
121 Pike Avenue South 
Urbaneville, 1"1 01111 

(201) 555·1265 

Mich~cl Fox, Associntc Edhor 
M011-IER·Of'· INVEN110 N NEWS 
5690 Sunset Drive 
llo llywood. CA 91500 

Dear Mr. Fox: 

T hank you for your letter concerning our new line of high-impnct pins t ic gears. We 
understand thiu you would like samples and product shecLS for an nnicle on dcsicning 
with gears in an upcoming issue of Mother-of-Invention News. I've enclosed tt 
merchandise request fom1. Please complete it and send it bock to me at your com•enicncc. 
Once we h3YC the fonn, lA>'e can send the samples to you. 

As you may know. we have been nuking fine·grndc gears for more th:m SO years. In 1he 
early years, Anderson Gear had three employees: John Anderson. his -.i re Loren•. and 
his younger brother T ed. The comp3ny now employs more thlln 220 men and women and 
hu sates offices around the .... -orld. In addition to the new line of affordable high-implc t 
plastic gears, Anderson ge;u nunufocturcs and m.ukets 3 compl<te line of stock geors 
m:lde with brass, nylon, Steel. aluminum, and fiber-reinforced plastic. 

Please don't hesiti3te to v.'Jite or call if you need assistance. 1 can, if you wish. put you in 
touch with our engineers, who can answer any specific technical quc:slions you may h:~vc. 

Sincerely, 

David A. Buxton 
Public l~c:l:ulons Specialist 

En c. 

-
Figure 1-23 
Final LaserWriter printout of letter. 
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• Points to Remember 
0 The five basic steps in word processing are entering, editing, formatting, 

saving, and printing. You will not always go through all of these steps for 
every document, and you may want to vary their order from document 
to document. 

0 Word provides two sets of menus: Short Menus and Full Menus. Choose 
the Short Menus or the Full Menus commands from the Edit menu to 
toggle between the two. Full Menus mode offers many more features 
and is thus more useful once you know your way around in Word. 

0 Formatting in Word involves five format domains. 

Character formats determine what the characters in your document look 
like (the font and font style, for example). 

Paragraph formats control the appearance of the lines of characters that 
form a paragraph, including line spacing, alignment, and the positions of 
tab stops within a paragraph. 

Table formats set up special gridlike structures for arranging text in rows 
and columns. 

Section formats determine the appearance and arrangement of sequences 
of paragraphs, such as the number of horizontal columns on a page, and 
the location and content of running headers and footers. 

Document formats specify the overall defaults for the document (the size 
of the page, the position of margins on the page, and the placement of 
footnotes, for example). 

0 Word provides four ways to view a document. 

Galley View is the way you normally view a document-it shows how 
the text itself looks, with line breaks and character and paragraph 
formats in place. However, some parts of the document, such as headers 
and footers, are not displayed. 

Outline view collapses the document into an outline form so that you can 
see and manipulate the list of topics. 

Page View lets you both see your document as it looks when printed, and 
edit the document. 

Print Preview lets you check the layout of a document in reduced size and 
change certain aspects of a document such as margins and page breaks. 

0 A style is a collection of character and paragraph formats that describe a 
given paragraph or group of paragraphs. Styles can be grouped together 
to form style sheets that apply to an entire document. 

0 The selection bar is an invisible strip that runs a long the left edge of the 
window in Galley View or Page View. It lets you select lines and para
graphs quickly. When you see a right-pointing arrow, your pointer is in 
the selection bar. 

31 
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• Techniques 

Basic Skills 
Scroll in a document 
0 Click the appropriate arrow in the vertical scroll bar. 

Select text 
0 Move the pointer to one end of the text. 

@ Press the mouse button, drag the pointer to the other end of the text, and 
release the mouse button. (See also the shortcuts in the following section.) 

Deselect text 
0 Click anywhere in the document. 

Editing 
Insert text 
0 Position the pointer and click to set the insertion point. 

@ Type the new text. 

Replace text 
0 Select the text to be replaced. 

@ Type the new text. 

Move text 
0 Select the text to be moved. 

@ Choose Cut from the Edit menu to move it to the Clipboard. 

~ Set the insertion point where you want to move the text. 
0 Choose Paste from the Edit menu. 

Check spelling 
0 Set the insertion point where you want the spelling check to begin. 

@ Choose Spelling from the Utilities menu, and press the Return key. 
~ Click Suggest to have Word lis t potential correct spellings for an 

unknown word. 

0 Select the correct spelling from the list Word offers, or enter the correct 
spelling in the Change To field. 



0 Click the Change button to change the spelling. 

Formatting 
Display or hide formatting marks 
0 Choose Show en or Hide en from the Edit menu. 

Display or hide the Word Ruler 
0 Choose Show Ruler or Hide Ruler from the Format menu. 

Change graduations in Ruler 
0 Choose Preferences from the Edit menu. If you are in Short Menus mode, 

choose Full Menus first. 

@ In the dialog box that appears, click the button for the type of graduation 
you want. 

@ Click OK. 

Change a character attribute 
0 Select the text to be changed. 

@ Choose a character format from the Format menu. 

Or, 
0 Select the text to be changed. 

@ Choose Character from the Format menu. 

@ Select the formatting options you want. 

0 Click OK. 

Change the font and point size 
0 Select the text to be changed. 

@ Choose a font from the Font menu. 

@ Change the point size of selected text by choosing a point size from the 
same menu. 

Center text 
0 Set the insertion point within the paragraph to be centered, or select a 

block of text to be centered. 

@ Display the Word Ruler, and click the Center icon. Any text you type 
while the Center icon is selected is centered. 
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Preview a document before printing 
0 Choose Print Preview from the File menu. 

To return to Galley View from Prin t Preview, either click the Cancel button in 
the upper right corner of the window or press Command-(period). 

Preview a document and edit it 
0 Choose Page View from the Utilities menu. If you are in Print Preview, 

click the Page View button or double-click anywhere on a displayed 
page. 

To return to Galley View from Page View, choose Page View again. 

Saving 
Save a new document 
0 Choose Save As from the File menu. 

@ Type a filename, and select the folder or disk to which you want to save 
the document. 

fD Press the Return key. 

Save an existing document 
0 Choose Save from the File menu. 

You'll see the progress of the save expressed as a percentage in the lower left 
corner of the window in Galley View or Page View. 

Printing 
Print a document 
0 Choose Print from the File menu. 

@ Check the settings. 

fD Press the Return key. 



• Keyboard and Mouse Shortcuts 
To 

Show/Hide~ 

Show/Hide Ruler 

Copy 

Cut 

Paste 

Select a word 

Select a paragraph 

Select lh.e entire document 

Print lh.e document 

Save lh.e document 

Do this 

Command-Y (toggles) 

Command-R (toggles) 

Command-C 

Command-X 

Command-V 

Double-click on the word. 

Double-click in the selection bar next to 
the paragraph. 

Click in the selection bar while pressing 
the Command key, or press Option
Command-M. 

Command-P 

Command-S 
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Word Fundamentals: 
Creating a Two-Page Document 

he exercise presented in this chapter begins where the letter tutorial 
in Chapter lleft off. Now that you've worked in Short Menus mode 
to produce a standard block-format letter, you are ready to create 

a different, more elaborate kind of document while exploring Full Menus 
mode. Along the way, you will use some of Word's more advanced features: 
You'll learn how to work with outlines, add words to a personal dictionary, 
and create style sheets, as well as how to take fuller advantage of the Ruler 
and formatting commands. By the end of the chapter you will have trans
formed two pages of raw text into a polished piece of work. 

• Entering the Text 
llWord isn't already up and running, start it from the desktop. Check the 
menu and preference settings, as described in Chapter 1. This tutorial 
assumes that: 

0 Full Menus mode is in effect. 
0 Format marks are not displayed. 
0 The unit of measurement is inches. 
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Making an Outline 
Your first step in creating a document might be to stop and think about what 
you want to say. Suppose that you are a senior account representative for 
Garrett & Associates, a public rela tions firm doing promotional work for 
the New York entertainment industry. Because the company's accounts are 
growing at a rate that fast outstrips the staff's ability to handle them, you 
recently hired a new crop of junior account representatives to fill the gap. 
Before they can hope to succeed in the trade, however, they need to master 
the common jargon; toward this end, you must create a vocabulary list. 

Start by using Word to organize your thoughts. When you choose 
Outlining from the Document menu, you see a blank window in Outline 
View, as shown in Figure 2-1. We will explore Outline View in detail in 
Chapter 4, "Organizing Through Outlining," but for now, let's use only 
enough of Word's outliner to rough ou t our document. 

• File Ed II Format Font Document Utilities Window 

IJ Untitled I 0 1 .. + + + +> + - I 2 3 4 Ill - Ill 
c 

-

~ I 
I 

I 

i! 
I 

-5 
' Ill}~ 1neaa1ng 101 i ifl!lH' ''d'!ftHH'l~; iH I~ 

Figure 2-1 
A blank window in Outline View. 

You decide that first you need an introduction, then the list of jargon 
terms, and finally a cute closing remark. Type these three headings in your 
document; where you see the 'j[ symbol, press the Return key. 

lntroduction1] 
Jargon T erms11 
Cute Closing Remark1] 

As you enter these headings, Word displays the level of each in the lower 
left corner of the window, in an area called the status box. You can change 
the level of a heading very easily by clicking one of the firs t two icons in the 
Outline icon bar. Do this with the list of jargon terms that you enter next. 
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0 Place the insertion point at the end of the Jargon Terms heading by 
clicking anywhere to the right of the line. 

@ Press the Return key to start a new line. The status box gives the level of 
the new heading as heading 1. (In previous versions of Word, this would 
read Ievell.) 

@ Click the right arrow icon in the Outline icon bar. The insertion point 
moves to the right, and the status box now says heading 2. Anything you 
type will now be a subheading under the level 1 heading. 

0 Enter these terms: 

Boffo1] 
Wipe1] 
Big Dance in Newark1] 
Tasty1] 
RAP1] 
Tenay Deejays1] 
Angel1] 
Breather1] 
Zzz1] 
Bally1] 
Brodie1] 
Gig1] 
Four & Three1] 
HIP1] 
Nope1] 

You typed the terms as they might have occurred to you, but they really 
should be in alphabetical order. No problem-simply use the Sort command 
while in Outline View: 

0 Select the list of terms by moving the pointer to the left margin of either 
the first or last line of the list. Move the pointer in the margin (the selec
tion bar) until the 1-beam pointer turns into a right-pointing arrow. Hold 
down the mouse button and drag the mouse to the other end of the list to 
select only the terms. 

<D While the words are selected, choose Sort from the Utilities menu to re
order the list instantly. Click anywhere in the document to deselect 
the list. 

If you made a mistake-selected the wrong text, for instance-merely 
choose Undo Sort from the Edit menu before you do anything else, and try 
again. The Undo command is remarkably handy: The phrase you see when 
you display the Edit menu reflects the last operation performed. The outline 
should now look like Figure 2-2 on the following page, with every heading 
formatted in 12-point New York. If the headings are formatted in Helvetica 
or Geneva and are in boldface, click the icon at the right end of the Outline 
icon bar. This toggles the display of the default character formats assigned to 
the various levels of headings, discussed a little later in this chapter. 
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a File Edlt Format Font Document Utilities Window 

I Untltledl E!ll 
+ • + + ~ + - I 2 3 4 ~ ~ W ~ 

., lntro<lucUon 
o jargon Terms 

., Angel 

., Bally 

., Blg Dance In Newark 

., Botto 

' IU t~ 

., Breather 
- Brodie 
., Four & Three 
., Gig 
., H[P 
., Nope 
., RAP 
., Tasty 
., Tenay Deejays ., !pe 

1neaa1ng 2 

Figure2-2 
The terms after being sorted. 

Editing the Outline 

I 

While you're in Outline View, change the major headings so that they more 
fully describe their purpose: 

0 Select the first heading, Introduction, by clicking in the selection bar to the 
left of it. 

@ Type the following text, which replaces the text you selected (don't press 
the Return key after you type it): 

Show Biz Buzzwords 

Now change the second and third headings: 

@) Select the Jargon Terms heading, and replace it with this text: 

The Lingo 

0 Select the Cute Closing Remark heading, and replace it with this text: 

In Closing ... 

Now that you have edited the outline, you can move on to work with the 
body of the text. The finished outline is shown in Figure 2-3. 
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• File Edit Format Font Document Utilities Window 
I Untitled! 01 
~-++.,.+>+- 2 34 1il "'ID ~ 

o Show Biz Buzzwords 
o ThE> Lingo 

o Angel 
o Bally 
o Big Dance In Newark 
o Boffo 
o Breather 
o Brodie 
o Four & Three 
o Gig 
o HIP 
o Nope 
o RAP 
o Tasty 
o Tenay Deejays 
o Wipe 
oZzz 

o In Closin<Ll 
Lt>1u •~ I lhendlno 

Flgure2-3 
The finished outline in Outline View. 
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To return from Outline View to Galley View, again choose Outlining 
from the Document menu. What you now see depends on whether or not 
you have the 12-point Helvetica font installed in your System file. If you do, 
Word uses it as the default font for your base style, as shown in Figure 2-4 on 
the following page. If you don' t, Word uses 12-point Geneva as the default 
font. To see the complete list of fonts available, choose Character from the 
Format menu. The Font menu lists only a few of the more common fonts 
(unless you've already added some fonts to it). 

Now, before you enter the rest of the text, save the document by choosing 
Save As from the File menu. Name the document Buzzwords, and click Save. 
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!Show Biz Buzzwords 

llm...LJDlJ!I 
l'flgel 
Bally 

Big Dance In Newark 

Boffo 

Bmalher 

Brodie 
FOIW & Tlv1le 

Gig 

HIP 

Nope 
RAP 

Figure 2-4 
The finished outline in Galley View. 

Using Styles 

X 

Notice that when you return to Galley View, all the headings and jargon 
terms you entered are there, but their formatting is a little different from 
when you entered and edited them in Outline View. The text is in boldface, 
and the Ievell headings seem to have a little more space above them than 
before and are underlined. If you set the insertion point in any of the head
ings, the name of the level you assigned to that heading becomes visible in 
the status box. This is the name of the style you attached to the text when you 
entered the topic in Outline View and assigned it a heading level. Every level 
of heading you create in Outline View has a style name, from heading 1 to 
heading 9, even though you see icons in the Outline icon bar only for levels 1 
through 4. (We'll discuss how to access the other heading levels in Chapter 4, 
"Organizing Through Outlining.") 

Let's investigate this further. Click anywhere in the first heading, Show 
Biz Buzzwords, and choose Define Styles from the Format menu. A dialog box 
like the one in Figure 2-5 appears. 

Listed are four items. Ignore the New Stt;le item for now, and click on 
hetlding 1. When you do this, the style's name pops up in the Style field, and a 
list of the style's formatting attributes appears below the name. Currently, the 
hetldiltg 1 style definition should read Normal + Font: Helvetica, Bold Underline, 
Space Before 12 pt. This means that the hetlding 1 style is based on the Normal 
(default) style, that it is displayed in boldface with an underline, and that an 
extra 12 points of line spacing is inserted before the heading to set it off from 
the preceding text. (Font sizes and line spacing are specified in Word in 
points. A point is a conventional unit of measure equal to 1/n inch, so 12 
points of extra line spacing is equal to 1/6 inch.) When you click the Show 
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Formatting icon in the Outline icon bar, Word toggles the display of the 
headings between their formatted and unformatted versions. Each item in 
the Define Styles list box is a style, and the collective list is called the style 
sheet for that document. Word stores a style sheet within each document 
you create. 

10 Define St les:Buzzwords 

"'•heading 1 
•heading 2 
•Normal 

lheodlflll1 + 

NeHt Style: I 

Figure2-5 

I 811Sed on: I heading 1 

The Define Styles dialog box. 
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You might have noticed in looking at the heading 1 style definition that 
formats for two of the four format domains-character and paragraph-are 
represented. The boldface a ttribute is a character format; the extra line spac
ing is a paragraph format. Style definitions can contain both types of formats, 
but when you apply a style to some text, the formats that make up the style 
affect the entire paragraph that contains the text. If, for example, you change 
the font, font size, font style (such as bold or italic), line spacing, space before 
or after a paragraph, or alignment in a style definition, the change is reflected 
in every paragraph to which you attached the style. Thus, you can't use a 
style to change the format of a single word within a paragraph. 

Play a bit with the heading 1 s tyle definition so that you can see how 
changing the style changes your document. While the Define Styles dialog 
box is displayed and the heading 1 style is selected, choose Italic from the 
Format menu. Every heading in your document that has the heading 1 style 
changes at the same time. The style definition also changes to reflect the new 
attribute. This is why the style feature in Word is so powerful: It allows you 
to establish a consistent design for a document and to refine that design until 
it's exactly the way you want it, without having to hunt for and reformat 
every piece of text. The care and feeding of style sheets is discussed later in 
this chapter and throughout this book, but for now make a few adjustments 
to the heading styles so that you can enter the rest of the text. With the 
heading 1 style still selected: 

0 Choose Italic again from the Format menu to return paragraphs having 
the heading 1 style to the unitalicized typeface. (This is one of the 



commands in Word that toggle: Choose it once to tum it on; choose it 
again to turn it off.) 

@ Click the Define button in the dialog box, and then click OK. 

Now change the definition of the heading 2 style, which is attached to the 
jargon words in the document: 

~ Click on any of the jargon words. 

0 Choose Define Styles from the Format menu. 

0 Select the heading 2 style. 

(J) Choose Bold from the Format menu to toggle off the boldface format. 

8 Choose Italic to italicize all the jargon words. 

G) Click the Define button, and then click OK. 

At this point, your document should look like Figure 2-6. The next step is 
to enter the introductory paragraph, the jargon defi nitions, and the closing 
paragraph . 
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Figure 2-6 
The document after redefining the styles. 

Entering the Body Text 
The body of the document consists of three distinct portions: an introductory 
paragraph, then a series of smaller paragraphs for the definitions, and, 
finally, the closing paragraph. 
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The Introductory Paragraph 
Place the insertion point at the end of the Show Biz Buzzwords heading by 
clicking anywhere to the right of the line, and press the Return key. Type the 
following text: 

Garrett & Associates Public Relations serves more than a dozen entertainment
industry clients, from a three-person circus act to a multibillion-dollar-a-year record 
company. Like all fields, the entertainment industry has its own peculiar lingo: colorful 
words and phrases used in conversation, news releases, and even newspaper and 
magazine articles. Here is a short list of some of the more common show biz terms 
you'll need to know in your new position as junior account representative. 

At some point as you typed this text, you might have noticed that the 
style name in the status box for the text you entered is Normal. Take a quick 
look at the definition of this style by choosing Define Styles again and then 
selecting the Normal style. This is the style assigned to your text in the 
absence of any other style definition. Many people who use Word without 
learning about style sheets use this style constantly without ever being aware 
that it exists. Yet by changing the definition of this style, you can reformat all 
the body text in your document in one stroke (well, maybe one stroke and a 
couple of mouse clicks). Click Cancel to close the dialog box. 

The Jargon Definitions 
Each definition of a term is a separate paragraph following its heading in the 
heading 2 style: Enter each definition by placing the insertion point at the end 
of a term, pressing the Return key, and typing the definition. Don't type the 
terms again, only the definitions. 

Angel: 
The backer of the show. During the Roaring Twenties, the term angel was used by con 
men to describe the victims of their swindles, so use the term carefully!1[ 

Bally: 
A free show. Used most often in connection with a carnival sideshow to promote the 
main attraction inside the tent. The bally often ended up being more interesting than 
the real show, which is probably why the term is often used today to describe a show 
that promises more than it delivers.1[ 

Big Dance in Newark: 
Everyone loves your show-the producers, the backers, the critics, even the 
stagehands. So why isn't anyone in the audience? There must be a big dance in 
Newark!1f 

Boffo: 
A success through and through. The word probably sprang from the phrase "good box 
office." See brodie.1[ 
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Breather: 
A film that has little going for it except atmosphere: the mood created by the lighting, 
set decoration, and camera angles.1J 

Brodie: 
A turkey. The term was first coined in dubious recognition of Steve Brodie, perhaps the 
greatest belly flopper of all time. Disgruntled by his lack of success, poor Steve tried to 
end it all in 1886 by jumping off the Brooklyn Bridge. He flopped on that one, too: He 
survived the attempt and went on living for another 40 years. See boffo.1J 

Four & Three: 
A theatrical company not located in New York City. The term's origins lie with the small 
New York-based repertory troupes, whose casts comprised four men and three women.1J 

Gig: 
In the music industry, an engagement to perform.1J 

HIP: 
Short for high-impact priority. Any record album called a HIP hit is slated for a 
multimillion-dollar advertising campaign.1J 

Nope: 
Short for no promotion. If a record company doesn't think an album has a chance, 
the album is marked as a nope (usually with a hole drilled in the corner of the cover), 
given no advertising, and sent to the cutout bins of cheap department stores.1J 

RAP: 
Short for radio airplay.1J 

Tasty: 
In the record industry, the current in word for "the greatest." Generally replaces boss, 
groovy, heavy, and mellow.1J 

Tenny Deejays: 
Radio station deejays who play only the Top Ten.1J 

Wipe: 
Being fired before the show ends.1J 

Zzz: 
A G-rated film .1J 

Part of the document, with the definitions typed in, i s shown in Figure 2-7. 
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Figure2-7 
Portion of document after entering the definitions. 

The Closing Paragraph 
Now wrap up this production by entering the closing remarks. Place the 
insertion point at the end of the last heading, In Closing, press the Return 
key, and type this text: 

Be a boffo representative of Garrett & Associatesllf you pull a brodie and don't please 
your angel by giving these tasty terms some RAP, we'll mark you nope, and you might 
even need a HIP promotional to land another gig (undoubtedly with a Four & Three) 
after you get wiped! 

• Editing the Text 
For the purpose of this tutorial, we' ll assume that you are an inspired writer 
and need make no changes to your document other than to correct a few mis
spelled words. If you think you made a few mistakes other than incorrect 
spelling, take a moment to scroll through the document and make changes 
using the methods you learned in Chapter 1. 

Even if you're an expert typis t, it's still a good idea to use Word's spell
ing checker to locate misspelled words. This time, however, try adding words 
to a personal dictionary. 

Creating a Personal Dictionary 
The entertainment-lingo document contains numerous words not found in 
Word's main dictionary, which is stored in a file named MS Dictionary. 
In your role as senior account representative, you might use some of these 
words in future documents, in which case you should add the specialized 
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words to a personal dictionary. (You cannot add to or edit the main dic
tionary.) Adding words to a personal dictionary is a straightforward task: 

0 Save the document again before using the spelling checker: Choose Save 
from the File menu. 

@ Set the insertion point at the beginning of the document (immediately 
before the 5 in Show), and choose Spelling from the Utilities menu. A 
small dialog box appears briefly, telling you that the MS Dictionary is 
being loaded. 

When the Spelling dialog box appears, note that the Open Dictionaries 
list box shows MS Dictionary and User 1. User 1 is a personal dictionary that 
Word creates for you. Later you will learn how to create other dictionaries. 
Both the MS Dictionary and your personal dictionaries (User 1, User 2, and so 
on) are loaded automatically when you choose the Spelling command if the 
dictionaries are in the same folder as Word when you launch the program. 
Otherwise, you may see a dialog box asking where they are. (Refer to 
Appendix A for recommendations on arranging your Word files.) 

~ Click the Start Check button. 

0 Unless you somehow misspelled Show, the first unknown word should 
be Biz. Click the+ button to add the word to your personal dictionary. 

@ Click the Continue Check button. The next suspect word should be 
Garrett. Skip this one by clicking the No Change button. 

<D Continue checking until you reach the end of the document. Notice that 
the spelling checker differentiates between uppercase and lowercase 
letters: The program stops at biz, even though you previously added 
Biz to the dictionary. Later in this book, you' ll learn how to check both 
uppercase and lowercase versions of words, adding only the lowercase 
version. When you reach the end, a dialog box appears, saying End of 
document reached. Click OK. 

Reopen the Spelling dialog box by choosing the Spelling command one 
more time. Click on User 1 in the Open Dictionaries list box. The words you 
added are shown in the Words list box. If you discover that you added a 
word you don't want, select it and click the- (minus) button. 

Saving the Dictionary 
Like documents, your dictionaries should be saved before you quit Word. 
The easiest way to save your User 1 dictionary is simply to quit Word when 
you are ready to end your session; a dialog box appears, giving you the 
opportunity to save both your document and the User 1 d ictionary: 

0 Choose Quit from the File menu. 
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@ Word asks if you want to save your Buzzwords document. Click Yes. 

@) Word asks if you want to save your User 1 dictionary. Click Yes. 

0 The Spelling dialog box appears as Word verifies that it's a dictionary 
you're saving; then a Save As dialog box appears in front of the Spelling 
dialog box. Word assumes that you want to save the User 1 dictionary in 
the same folder as your document, but instead save it in the same folder 
as Word. Then, the next time you start Word and do a spelling check on 
another document, Word will be able to access this dictionary without 
having to ask you where it can be found. After you switch to the correct 
folder, click Save. Your User 1 dictionary is now recorded on disk. 

If you or someone else used the program's spelling checker before, the 
actual sequence of steps may differ from that presented here. For example, if 
the User 1 dictionary is already in the Word folder, Word will simply ask you 
if you want to save the changes to User 1 rather than presenting the Save As 
dialog box. Click Yes to update the dictionary. 

• Formatting the Text 
With all the text entered and corrected, now you can play with designing and 
formatting the document. The styles you used earlier will make this process a 
breeze. After you adjust the design of the document, you will finish the for
matting by changing the characteristics of individual words. You can always 
alter the font, font size, and font style while you're writing, of course, and 
you will probably do this often, but for the sake of simplicity this exercise 
separates the entering and editing process from the formatting process. 

Establishing a Design Through Styles 
You can establish an overall design for the document by working with the 
style sheet. Start Word again, and open the Buzzwords document. The first 
step is to adjust the style for the first and second levels of headings: 

0 Choose Define Styles from the Format menu, and select the heading 1 
style. 

@ Choose Character from the same menu. The Character format dialog box 
appears. 

@) In the upper left corner a drop-down list displays the names of all the 
fonts that have been installed in your System file, when you click on the 

· box or the arrow to the right of the box. Select Times from the list; when 
you do, all the font sizes installed for that font appear in the drop-down 
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field just to the right, when you click on the arrow. Select the 18-point 
font. If either or both of these options aren't available, simply choose 
another font and point size from the options available, or click in the field 
and enter another size. 

0 In the lower left corner of the dialog box, the Bold typeface option is 
selected. The 18-point font is visible enough without boldfacing, so click 
in the Bold check box to toggle off the format. Also, notice that the 
Underline drop-down list reads Single. Finally, click OK. 

~ In the lower right corner of the Define Styles dialog box, the contents of 
the Based On field read Normal. This means that if you did not set a 
specific format (for the font, for instance) for the heading 1 style, then that 
format is taken from, or based on, the Normal style. This topic is explored 
in depth later; for now, simply double-click on the word Nonnal and 
press the Backspace key. (On some keyboards this key is called the Delete 
key.) This makes the heading 1 style independent of the Normal style so 
that the changes you will make to the Normal style a little later will not 
affect this style. Click in the style definition area or in the style name edit 
field to upda te the definition. 

<D The heading 1 style definition now reads Font: Times 18 point, Underline, 
Flush Left, Space Before 12 pt. All the first level headings in your document 
have changed to reflect the modified style. Click Define. 

8 Now select the heading 2 style, and choose the Character command again. 

G} Change the font to Times (or whatever font you chose in Step 6)), and 
leave the 12-point size option as is. Leave the italic typeface, but add 
boldface; then click OK. The heading 2 style definition should read Font: 
Times 12 point, Bold Italic, Flush Left, Space Before 6 pt. Select and delete 
the contents of the Based On field, as you did for the heading 1 style. 

@> Now click Define and Cancel. (Clicking Define and OK would define the 
style and then apply it to the paragraph containing the insertion point. 
Clicking Define and Cancel redefines the style without applying it.) 

Thus, without having to search for each heading and repeat the same 
steps over and over, you simply and elegantly established a design for most 
of the document. If you used the Times font for the headings, your document 
should look like the one in Figure 2-8. 
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Figure2-8 
Portion of document showing reformatted headings. 

Now work with the body text. This time you' ll change not only the 
character formatting (the font and size) but also the paragraph formatting. 

0 Choose Define Styles again. Select the Normal style . The current style 
definition should read Font: New York 12 point, Flush left. 

@ Choose the Character command. Select Palatino 10 point (or any other 
suitable font and size). Click OK. 

@) Choose Show Ruler from the Format menu. The Ruler appears at the top 
of the document window, as shown in Figure 2-9 on the following page. 

0 Change the position of the left indent, a paragraph format. Position the 
pointer over the left indent marker (the lower of the two small triangles 
in the Ruler), press the mouse button, and drag the marker half an inch to 
the right. Both triangles will move. The left indent of the body text (but 
not of the headings) changes to reflect the new indent. 

0 Click the Justified alignment icon (the last of the alignment icons in the 
Ruler). If the alignment icons are obscured by the Define Styles dialog 
box, drag the dialog box out of the way by its title bar. In the Define 
Styles dialog box, click Define and Cancel. 
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Figure2-9 
Ruler with pointer positioned at left indent marker. 

Making Final Formatting Adjustments 
Now that the overall design is set, you need to reformat a few words. Under 
the Boffo heading, look for the words See brodie, double-dick on brodie, and 
choose Italic from the Format menu. Under the Brodie heading, look for the 
words See boffo, double-click on boffo, and choose Italic again. In the final 
paragraph, italicize the words boffo, brodie, angel, tasty, RAP, nope, HIP, 
gig, Four & Three, and wiped. Standard style recommends using italic for the 
punctuation following an italicized word. Also, you might notice that the 
I-beam pointer, the insertion point, and the highlight showing the selection 
all slant to the right over italicized material-a new feature in Word 4. (For 
better word spacing after the italicized words, you could add an extra space, 
but spacing in italicized words almost always looks better on paper than on 
the screen, especially on PostScript printers.) 

Adding a Footer and Page Number 
Your document should now be approximately Jl/2 pages long- that is, long 
enough to have a header or footer and page numbers. To see exactly where 
the page break occurs, choose Repaginate Now from the Document menu. 
The page break-a dotted line, as shown in Figure 2-10-should be within 
the Tash; definition. The Print Preview and Page View commands also 
repaginate the current document. Notice that the page break occurs between 
the term and its definition; we'll fix this in Print Preview in a moment. 
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Flgure2-10 
A page break produced by repagination. 

To create a footer containing the page number: 
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0 Choose Open Footer from the Document menu. The Footer window 
appears at the bottom of the screen. Choose Show Ruler from the Format 
menu to see the type and placement of the default tabs in the Footer 
window. The status area in the lower left corner of the Footer window 
says footer because the text you type in this window has this style, which 
is another of the automatic styles. (If you chose Define Styles now, you 
would see this style added to the other so-called automatic styles in the 
list box.) 

@ Type the text Garrett & Associates into the Footer window. Press the Tab 
key twice to move past the center-aligned tab stop to the right-aligned 
tab stop superimposed over the right indent marker. Type Page. Press the 
Spacebar once to put a space after the word. 

@) Click the Page Number icon in the upper left corner of the Footer 
window. The numeral1 or 2 appears, depending on which page contains 
the insertion point when you choose the Open Footer command. Choose 
Show '![ from the Edit menu for a moment: A dotted box surrounds the 
number. When you clicked the Page Number icon, you inserted a special 
character into the footer that Word increments for each new printed 
page. Choose Hide '![ to hide the formatting marks, and choose H ide 
Ruler to hide the Ruler. 

0 Press the Return key to move the insertion point to the start of the next 
line, and type 43215th Avenue, New York, NY 10011. 

~ Select both lines, and choose Italic and then Bold from the Format menu 
to set them off a little from the body text. Choose the 12 Point option 
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from the Font menu to make the footer text a little larger. Your footer 
should look like the one in Figure 2-11. 

<D Now click in the close box in the upper left corner of the Footer window 
to save the footer. 
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Flgure2-11 
The completed footer. 
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• Previewing and Printing the Document 
In Word, looking at your document in Print Preview and Page View modes 
is a great way to avoid printing draft copies repeatedly. You can get im
mediate feedback on the overall appearance of your document, zoom in to 
take a closer look, and adjust margins, page breaks, and header and footer 
placement. Let's use Print Preview to check the layout of the Buzzwords 
document. 

When you choose Print Preview from the File menu, you see the entire 
Buzzwords document in miniature. Play around a little in this mode to get 
a taste of how to make final adjustments to your document before printing. 
Click the second icon from the top, the Margins icon. A set of guidelines 
appears on the second page, showing the placement of the margins and 
the footer for both pages of the document, as in Figure 2-12. 
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Figure2-12 
The document in Print Preview mode, showing the margin and footer guidelines. 

To adjust the left margin, place the pointer on the handle of the left 
margin guideline (see the arrow pointer near the bottom of Figure 2-12), 
and drag it to the right. As you do this, the area to the left of the Page View 
button displays the width of the left margin. Set the left margin to 1.5 inches. 
To have Word update the screen image using the new margin, click the 
Margins icon again. You can also click anywhere else on the screen except 
within the page that shows the guidelines. Now move the right margin 
toward the left so that it is set to 1.5 inches as well. 

Take a look at your screen now to see how the page number in the footer 
turned out. The page number is now positioned a little to the right of the 
right indent of the body text. This happened because the position of the page 
number in the Footer window is determined by a tab stop, and tab stops are 
measured relative to the left indent of the paragraph. (If you want, you can 
go back to the Footer window later to realign the page number.) 

Before you print this document, adjust the page break so that the Nope 
definition moves to the top of the next page: 

0 Click the Margins icon, and then click anywhere in the first page. The 
guidelines will move to the first page of the displayed document. 

@ Move the pointer to the page-break line, a broken line just above the line 
for the bottom margin. You can tell the page-break line from the bottom 
margin because the page-break line appears between the side margins 
only, whereas the bottom margin runs across the entire page. You'll 
know the pointer is in the right place when the arrow pointer changes 
to a cross-hair pointer. 

@) Press the mouse button when you see the cross-hair pointer, and drag the 
page-break line up until it is above the heading Nope. When you release 



the button, the display will be updated, and the entire Nope definition 
will appear on page 2. 

Note that Word will not adjust this manual page break if you later edit 
the document and then repaginate it. As a result, you may end up with page 
breaks in odd places. If necessary, you can move the offending page breaks 
out of the way in Print Preview mode or simply select and delete them in 
Galley View. Figure 2-13 shows that this type of page break, called a 
manual or forced page break, looks different from those produced when you 
repaginate a document. 
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Figure 2-13 
A manual page break inserted in Galley View. 

The document requires no special print settings, so print it in the 
usual way: 

0 Choose Print from the File menu. You can print while you are in 
Print Preview mode. 

@ Be sure the printer is on and is loaded with paper. 

4D Click the OK button. 

If you need to stop the printing process during printing, press 
Command-(period), if you're using a LaserWriter. If you're using an 
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ImageWriter, you can also click the Pause or Cancel buttons. The printed 
document should look like Figures 2-14a and 2-14b on this and the following 
page, which were printed on a LaserWriter. 

Show Biz Buzzwords 
Cnrrett &c Assocla.tl., Public Rcl.ltions serves more than a. dozen cn lcrtilinmc nt · 
Indust ry c lients, from a thl"ec..pcrson circus ac t to a mulli blll lon-dolla r·a·ycar 

~~~~ ~:;'J:t~~;~~ca~~ (~~~s~~h:::~~~~:v:~~it~~,s~~w~:e;~~~."n~~~~~~~ 
ncwsp.1pcr nnd mnga.l..inc articles. Here is a short li st of some of the more 
common show biz terms you11 nt'C..'d to know in your new position ns junior account 
representative. 

The Lingo 
;lngel 

Bally 

The bJdc.c r of the show. During the Roaring Twenties, the term nngcl was u sed 
by con l"ren to describe the '"ictims of their swindles. so use the tenn carefully! 

A free show. Used mo~ often in connection "';th a carnival sideshow to promote 
the main aHractlon Inside the tent. The b.lll~ often ended up bclns more 

:~~~;~~"~~~~~~: ~~";,·::ii!:s ~~o~~a~~~ ~~\~h~.term ts ortcn used 

Big Danct in Nrwark 

Boffo 

Everyone loves your s how- the producers the backers. the critics, even the 
stagehands. So why Isn't ;anyone In the audiC1'1Ce? There must be a big de~ nee In 
Ne\o\·ark! 

A success through and through. The word probably spr.mg from the phr~t sc .. good 
box o rticc." Sec brodic. 

Breather 
A Him tha t hns little going for It eJCrcpt a tmosphere: the mood crcatN. by the 
ligh t ins- set decornllon, and camera angles. 

Brodie 
A turkey. 11'c term was firs t coined in dubious recognition of StC\'C Drodic, 
perhaps the ~rea lest bclly-Ooppcr of a ll time. Disgruntled by his lnck of 

i~~p~~n~~~~t1ro~.'~;,~d~! ~~!~i~: ~~ j~::'l~~~ ~~"!:~~~~>~v~~~dfoe; 
•nothcr .co years. Sec OOffo. 

Four & Thrtt. 

t~~~c~~~~~~~~ ~~~~n~~~~~~t!~~:;;;~~~u0r5!n:~ 
thn.">Cwomcn. 

Gig 
In the music Industry, an engagement to perform. 

1/IP 

Garrett & Associates 
4321 SOt Avc1111e, NcttJ York, NY 10011 

P1tgc1 

Figure 2-14a 
First page of the printed document. 
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Nope 

RAP 

Tasty 

Shot I for no promotion. If a n"C''r'd company d OC"Sn't think an ~lbum has a chanre, 
I he ~!bum Is mukcd as a no~ (usually with a hole drilled In the comer of the 
CO\'Ct ), &ivcn no advtrtising. and sent to tht' cutout bins of che~p department 
stores. 

Short for radio airpl1y. 

In the record Industry, 1he current in word for "'the grcalc$1.'" Ccncmlly replaces 
boss. r;roovy, heavy, and mellow. 

T cnny Dujnyt 
Rndiu Stillion deejays who play only the Top Ten. 

\Vipe 
llcing fin:.'<i before the show ends. 

A C·rntcd tum. 

Garrell & Associntes Page 2 
4321 5tlr Avenue, New York, NY 10011 

Figure 2-14b 
Second page of the printed document. 

You've now learned the basics of creating documents with Word. You 
have also begun to appreciate how easy the program is to use and have 
gained some sense of the variety and depth of its features. When you' re 
ready to take fuller advantage of Word's power, turn to Section 2, "Building 
the Framework." 



• Points to Remember 
Many of these techniques and topics are covered in much greater detail in later 
chapters. 

0 The text you see in Outline View resembles a traditional outline. The 
different levels of headings are indented, and you can toggle the display 
of character formats in the text by clicking the Show Formatting button. 

0 You can have up to nine levels of topics in an outline, but the Outline 
icon bar contains icons for displaying only up to level4. (See Chapter 4, 
"Organizing Through Outlining," for tips on displaying the other five 
heading levels.) 

0 The status box in the lower left corner of the window shows, among 
other items, the name of the style assigned to the paragraph containing 
the insertion point. If no other style has been assigned, the Normal style 
is used. 

0 A style applies to an entire paragraph. You cannot apply a style to part of 
a paragraph, and you can assign only one style to a paragraph. In Word, 
a paragraph is defined as any amount of text followed by a paragraph 
mark (shown as a 1[ when Show 1[ is in effect). It is possible to change the 
format of individual characters in a paragraph. Simply select the text to 
be changed and choose the attributes you want from the Font and Format 
menus. 

0 Word maintains a personal dictionary named User 1 for you. You can 
add words to and delete words from your own personal dictionaries, but 
you cannot change entries in Word's MS Dictionary. 

0 The first time you save a personal dictionary, be sure to put it in the same 
folder as the Word program so that Word will be able to find it. Other
wise, Word will save the dictionary in the same folder as the document, 
which may not be the right one. 

• Techniques 

Basic Skills 
Undo the previous command 
0 Choose Undo from the Edit menu. 

The words that appear after Undo vary depending on the previous 
command. 
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Outlining 
Enter Outline View 
0 Choose Outlining from the Document menu. 

Return to Galley View 
0 Choose the Outlining command again. 

Enter outline headings 
0 Type your headings, and press the Return key after each one. 

@ Click the right arrow icon in the Outline icon bar to begin typing 
subheadings. 

@) Click the left arrow icon to return to the next higher level of heading. 

The status box in the bottom left of the window shows the level of the 
current heading. 

Change the level of an outline heading 
0 Set the insertion point on the heading to be changed. 

@ Click the left arrow icon in the Outline icon bar to promote the heading, 
or click the right arrow icon to demote the heading. 

Replace an outline heading 
0 Select the heading to be replaced. 

@ Type the new heading. 

Do not press the Return key after you type the new heading. 

Enter body text into an outline 
0 Return to Galley View. 

@ Set the insertion point a fter the appropriate heading. 

@) Press the Return key, and type the text. 

Sorting 
Arrange a group of lines in alphabetical order 
0 Select the lines to be sorted . 

@ Choose Sort from the Utilities menu. 



Working with Styles 
Display the definition of a style 
0 Choose Define Styles from the Format menu. 

@ Select the style from the list box. Its definition will appear below the 
Style field. 

@) Click Cancel when you are through. 

Alter the character attributes of a style 
0 Choose Define Styles from the Format menu. 

@ Select the style you want to alter from the list box. 

@) With the Define Styles dialog box open, choose from the Format menu 
the attributes you want to assign to the style (Bold, Italic, Underline, 
and so on). Alternatively, choose the Character command to select 
options from the Character dialog box, and click OK when done. 

0 Click Define, and then click Cancel. 

Alter the left indent of a style 
0 With the Define Styles dialog box displayed, choose Show Ruler from the 

Format menu. 

@ Drag the left indent marker (the lower of the two triangles on the left) to 
the new indent position. (Both triangles will move.) 

@) Click Define and Cancel in the dialog box. 

Alter the alignment of a style 
0 Follow the steps for adjusting the left indent, but click one of the 

alignment icons in the Ruler instead of moving the left indent marker. 

Using a Personal Dictionary 
Add a word to a personal dictionary 
0 During a spelling check, click the + button in the Spelling dialog box to 

add the highlighted word to your User 1 dictionary. 

@ Click Continue Check to check the rest of the document. 

Remove a word from a personal dictionartj 
0 Click on the name of a dictionary in the Open Dictionaries list box. 
@ The list of words in that dictionary appears in the Words lis t box. 

@) Select the word you want to delete, and click the - button. 
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Page Formatting 
Add a footer with a page number 
0 Choose Open Footer from the Document menu. 

@ Type any text that is to appear at the bottom of every page. Text you type 
at the center-aligned tab stop in the footer style will be centered. 

@} Place the insertion point where you want the page number to appear. 

0 Click the Page Number icon to have Word insert page numbers. 

0 Format the footer as you like. 

<D Click in the close box to save the footer. 

Adjust margins in Print Preview mode 
0 Click the Margins icon to display the margin guidelines. 

@ Drag the handle of the margin you want to move to the new location. 

@) Click outside the page to update the screen. 

0 Click the Margins icon again to remove the guidelines. 

Adjust page breaks in Print Preview mode 
0 With the margin guidelines displayed, drag the page-break line (the 

dotted line stretching from the left margin to the right margin near the 
bottom of the page) to the new loca tion. The display updates when you 
release the mouse button. 

@ Click on a page to move the margin guidelines to tha t page, if necessary. 

This process inserts a manual page break that will not be changed when 
Word repaginates the file. 





The Word Environment 

etting around in the Word environment, as powerful as it is, can be 
a bit disorienting for firs t-time users. Although your document has 
only one appearance when printed, when writing and editing in 

Word you Jearn to view a document in more than one way, and to navigate 
between views, as well as within documents, menus, and dialog boxes. Word 
also offers a great degree of freedom in the way you set up your working 
environment: If you want, you can move almost any command to any menu, 
or you can assign your own key sequences for invoking the various commands 
available. Once you've set the environment up the way you want, you can 
save the configuration in the form of a Settings file, so you can return to the 
same environment established in a previous session or even create and switch 
between different versions of the environment customized for specific 
purposes. 

• Navigating in Word 
You've already encountered all four of Word's views on a document in 
Chapters 1 and 2-Galley View, Page View, Outline View, and Print Preview. 
Each of these views on a document has its purpose, and as you explore the 
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farthest reaches of Word, you'll find yourself flipping easily from one to 
another. Word also presents a ple thora of ways for you to divide and conquer 
the windows on your desktop and to use them to find your way around in a 
document. Finally, you can also use the keyboard to call up Word's menus 
and dialog boxes and to choose from among their options without having to 
use the mouse. 

Word's Views on a Document 
Older typesetting systems produce long rolls of text, called galleys, containing 
paragraphs printed one after another. Professional layout people would cut 
these galleys into pieces and paste them onto boards in the arrangement each 
page was to have. Word's first view, Galley View, shown in Figure 3-1, is 
similar because it displays paragraphs in the actual order they occur in the 
document. Galley View offers the fastest mode available in Word for writing, 
editing, and adding most character and paragraph formats to text. 

In Galley View complica ted formats such as Side-by-Side paragraphs, 
page headers and footers, footnotes, and so on, do not appear in their final 
positions as they do when printed but are arranged one after the other. 
Multiple-column text appears in only one column, and to enter and format 
headers, footers, footnotes, and page numbers you must open a separate 
window or switch to another view. When you repaginate, Word draws 
dotted lines across the screen to indicate the page breaks. 

Word usually starts up in Galley View, but you can make Word start up 
in Page View by choosing Preferences from the Edit menu and setting in the 
dialog box the Open Documents in Page View option. 

from Experience .. . 
RALPH WALDO EMERSON 

• Time disstpales trJ 
shining ether the solid 

angularil.y of film.» 
Esseys: First Series. 

re o ve o.,. In a ,.lito of vhlch ve do not tnov lhe 
exa.mes, an! bebevo that It has none. We ....U. and find o""e)'IU on a stair; I 
the~ aa :staiD bdov us. vbich we :seem ., have a,cended, th.ere m :stallS 
abovo m, many a one, vhlch co upvard and out of •lchl But tru Genius 
v hlch, occollilnl: " tru old belie!, stords at tha door by which ve en.,r, &M 
civt• us tha Jelhe" drink, that ve may .. u no tales, mixed lha cup "o otrorcly, 
and ve shaM of! tho JelhaJty nov 

all our ll!ellmt about 

Figure 3-1 
A document displayed in Galley View. 



Page View, new in Word 4, lets you write, edit and format your docu
ment almost as it will appear when printed, although more slowly than in 
Galley View. You can edit and reformat text, and you can see headers, 
footers, page numbers, and footnotes on screen. In Page View you can see 
an actual representation of each page, as shown in Figure 3-2. Complex 
formats such as Side-by-Side paragraphs and multiple-column text appear 
on screen in the same way they do when printed. To edit headers, footers, 
and footnotes, you simply move to the appropriate location on the page 
instead of opening another window as in Galley View. 

Because it takes Word longer to recalculate and update the screen in 
Page View than in Galley View, you're usually better off doing the bulk of 
your writing and editing in Galley View and then switching to Page View 
when you want to refine the document's appearance. The actual order of the 
paragraphs in a document can be difficult to discern in Page View, because 
you can place paragraphs in fixed positions relative to other paragraphs, 
the text column, or the page. You can see the extent of each block of text by 
pressing Command-Y or setting the Show Text Boundaries in Page View 
option in the Preferences dialog box (which causes Word to draw dotted 
lines around each block of text). 

Because an image of each page is created, there's no need to indicate 
page boundaries by dotted lines (as in Galley View). When you scroll off 
of one page or click one of the paging icons in the status area, Word jumps 
to the next or previous page. 

Figure 3-2 

from Experience ... 
RALPH W ALDO EMeRsoN I 

fWben: do 'lie fiM ourselve.s? In a 3er\e;:! 
ot vhlch "" do rot knov the ex ttomes, 
and bellevo thet lt 11M none We 'Wlte and 
Clnd oumlvos on a stair; theJO .,. ste.lto 
belov us , vhlch "" seem tD havt 

there.,. ste.lto abovo ';--;::::-::-;-c:-=:-.:-==~ii-1 

The document displayed in Page View. 
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Outline View, shown in Figure 3-3, lets you work with the structure of 
the document, apart from the presentation of the document on the page. In 
Word 4, you can also see the character formats of the text if you want. You 
can enter blocks of text, assign headings, and rear range the sequence of 
thoughts in your documents simply by p ressing a few keystrokes. For more 
information on working in Outline View, see Chapter 4, "Organizing 
Through Outlining." 

• rue Ed it r orm11t Font Docume nt Utilities Window 

10 Eme rs on 0 1 .. ... + + +> + - 1 2 3 4 Ill Iii! ID 1.!1! 

0 from Experience ... 
~ 0 RALPH WALDO EMERSON 

a "1'imt! dlsslpaln ID shining ether the solid angrtkuil:j of jruls. » 

E=zys: Fin/ Series. 
a JWiu!n do VI fird Out3elves? In a mito of vtuch,.. do not :tnov t11o extmn..,, 

I and bollevo that It lw none. We vake and fiwl o=e!ve• on a •tali; tllo10.,. 
3tai:rs belov m~ vhk:h ,-e seem to have ascended; there are stairs above w. many 
a one, vlllch co upvanl on:! out of •i&:ht But tho Oenlm vhich, ocamlinc n tllo 
old belief, stllll4s at tha door byvhlch VI enter, and elves "' tho lethe to dr1Jll\, 
that vo may ten nD tales, mixed tho cup tlO stro~ly, and VI cannot sllal<o off tho 
letllaJiy IIDV at IIDOJ'day. 

a Sleep 1Jniel'3 an our liJetlme about our eyes, as nJibt hovel'3 an day In tllo bouch> 
of tllo fir·tlee. AU thlnc• svirn and a:lltler. OurliJe b nDt ro mu::h tllnatened as 
our perception. Obostlilco Vlllllde tlooucb nature and should nDt kmv our plal:o 
ea:aln. Did our blrlh tan In some fit of indi&:ence on:! trucanty In nature, tlla.tsbe 
vas .a sponrc of ber fino on:! •o hbe!OI of her earth, that it appear.s to"' that VI 
lock tt.e e.UirmatiYil principle. and thoucb VI haYil bealth and 10ason, yet ve hevo 

I nD sufertlllityof spirtt1ornewe100tlon? We have onDucb n liYe on:! to brln& tha :5 yeara~out, tiut not an ounce n Impart or to lnwst All thatourOeniiiS ,..,. a 
oge (Normal IQI •; · •·~W ! ·q ,. , , ,_!c~f il l~ 

Flgure3-3 
The document displayed in Outline View. 

You can use the fourth view, Print Preview, to check the layout of whole 
pages of the document as it appears when printed. (See Figure 3-4.) You can't 
edit in Print Preview-page images appear in a dialog box, and you can't 
choose any of Word's menu commands while in this mode. However, you 
can make a few types of formatting changes, such as adjusting the placement 
of headers, footers, and page numbers. 

You can also adjust the margins and set page breaks by d ragging 
guidelines with the mouse. For additional information on using Print 
Preview to refine page layouts, see Chapter 14, "Document Formatting 
and Printing." 



II · Edit Formnt Font Document Utilities Window 

Print Preuiew: Emer son 

Figure 3-4 

'-'•r"-•··· --
Pnges 1-2 ~ [ Pnge Uiew J [Cancel J 
-~~~~ 

The document displayed in Print Preview. 

The process of switching between views is fairly straightforward, 
although you'll encounter a few quirks. The following table shows how you 
can switch to almost any view from any other view. For example, repeatedly 
choosing Page View from the Document menu alternates between Page View 
and Galley View. To switch to Outline View, choose O utlining from the 
Document menu. However, if the prior view was Page View and you choose 
Outlining again, Word switches to Galley View; ins tead, choose the Page 
View command to switch to Page View. 

To go from 

Galley View 

Page View 

Outline View 

Print Preview 

To 

Page View 

Outline View 

Print Preview 

Galley View 

Outl ine View 

Print Preview 

Galley View 

Page View 

Print Preview 

Galley View 

Page View 

Outline View 

Do this 

Choose Page View (Command-B). 

Choose Outlining (Command-U). 

Choose Print Preview (Command-1). 

Choose Page View again (Command-B). 

Choose Outlining (Command-U). 

Choose Print Preview (Command-!). 

Choose O utlining again (Command-U). 

Choose Page View (Command-B). 

Choose Print Preview (Command-!), but 
the preview you see is of the outl ine. 

If the prior view was Galley View, click 
Cancel (Command- .). 

Click the Page View button, press 
Command-S , or double-click on page. If 
the prior view was Page View, you can 
also click Cancel (Command- .). 

Not available-if you press Command-U, 
Word beeps. 
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Window Management 
Depending on the memory available, you can have up to 23 windows open at 
the same time. Most dialog boxes are not true windows, because they lack a 
close box, scroll bars, and in many cases a title bar. However, some dialog 
boxes behave like windows in many ways, and so some of the window
management techniques discussed here can be applied to certain dialog 
boxes as well. 

Usually you will have only one window open, and it will fill the 
screen. You can move around in the document by using any of the techniques 
discussed so far, but you will probably use the scroll bars most often. (See 
Figure 3-5.) The horizontal scroll bar lets you scan back and forth across the 
printable area of the document. With Word, you can create documents that 
are up to 22 inches wide. 

I(] Untitled 1 

I nyL> I Normal 

Flgure3-5 
Using the scroll bars. 

Drag to move 
anywhere 
along length 

Drag to move 
anywhere 
along width 

Click to move 
right/left one 
screenfrtl 

Click to moue 1/2" to left 
(press Shift ke.J to scroll 
left of left margin) 

Resizing and Relocating Windows 

Click to go 11p one line 

Click to move up/down 
one screenful 

Click to go down one line 

Click to moue 1/2" to right 

Whether you have one window on the screen or many, you can freely 
resize and move them. Word 4 saves the size and placement of a window 
with the document, making it easy to maintain special locations for 
documents on screen. 

0 To expand or shrink a window, drag the size box (in the lower right 
comer). 

0 To move a window around the screen, drag it by its title bar. You can't 
push the entire title bar off the screen. To drag an inactive window with
out first making it active, press the Command key while you drag it. 



0 To quickly expand or shrink a window, double-dick in the size box or 
title bar, or single-click in the zoom box in the upper right corner. These 
actions toggle the window between a full-screen display and its previous 
size and location. This is handy if you need to keep a collection of win
dows on the screen; when necessary, you can zoom one out to take over 
the screen and then send it back to its original dimensions when you are 
finished with it. 

Many dialog boxes with title bars can be moved around on the screen 
like windows, although they can't be resized or scrolled. To move a dialog 
box when you want to see the text underneath, simply click on the title bar 
and drag it out of the way. To move the box back so that you can work with 
it, double-dick on the title bar. Every time you double-click, the dialog box 
reverts to its previous position. Word saves the positions of dialog boxes in 
the Word Settings file when you quit, so they'll be in the same place when 
next invoked. 

Handling Multiple Windows 
Only one window is active at a time. Commands you choose and characters 
you type affect or go into the active window only. You can always identify 
the active window: It's the only one in which the scroll bars and title bar are 
visible. To make a window active, click anywhere in it. The active window is 
always on top; others might be hidden behind it. 

Another way to activate a window is to c;hoose it from the list that 
appears in the Window menu. (See Figure 3-6.) Each window is listed by 
document name. Windows that haven't been saved yet are named Untitled I, 
Untitled2, and so on. To activate a window, select it from the list. 

" Monthly.E:rpenses<i 
• [temoAmount+ Due.Date+ Payee<J 
• House+ $1 169.00• 1+ Mountain.Mtge.<i 

car• $304.83• 10• RM.Trust.BanK<J 
• Food+$420.00+ ---+ ---~ 

• Clottdng• $200.00+ ---• ---~ 
• rnsurance• $30.70+ l st.worl<.lng.day+GH. Letter 
• rRA+ $166.67+ Payday+ Sound.FundsRoya!.Heights.Savings<J 
• Savings+ $*l Oll:+ Payday+ Royal.Heights.Savings<J 
• Mise+$+ ---• - --<1! 
• Total~• ~ 
Monthly . lncome<J 
• rtem..-.mount+ Pay.Date+ Payor<J 
• Salary+ $2378.40+ 5,20+GH.Compass. Worl<.s<J 

Figure 3-6 
Windows listed in the Window menu. 
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You can also open more than one window on the same document, by 
choosing the New Window command on the Window menu. The title bar of 
each new window displays both the document's name and its number. Each 
time you choose the New Window command, Word adds a new window and 
increments the number appended to its name in the title bar. To remove a 
second window, click its close box. This feature of Word is particularly useful 
when you want to work at two or more locations in a document, or in more 
than one view at a time. For example, you can put the entire outline of a 
document in a second window while you edit the document's text in the first. 

Split Windows 
All windows in Galley View, Page View, and Outline View can be split 
horizontally into two panes (in Full Menus mode only). The top and bottom 
panes have their own scroll bars so that you can selectively view any part of 
the document in either one. Split windows are most often used to view two 
separate portions of the same document-the beginning and end of a report, 
for example, to see how well the closing remarks summarize the rest of the 
document. 

You can't display a different document in each pane, but you can display 
the same document in a different view in each pane. This can be tremen
dously helpful when, for example, you'd like to enter and edit text in a pane 
set to Galley View, but instantly see the effects of formats as printed in a pane 
set to Page View. Another use, discussed in Chapter 4, is to put one pane in 
Galley View and the other in Outline View, so you can enter and edit text
and at the same time keep track of the overall structure of the document. 

To split a window, drag the split bar (the black bar immediately above 
the vertical scroll bar) downward, or press Option-Command-S. You can 
vary the proportion of the panes by positioning the split bar exactly where 
you want it. As with windows, only one pane is active at a time. The active 
pane is the one containing the insertion point. To remove the split, drag the 
split bar all the way up or down; the view in the lower of the two panes takes 
over the screen. 

Other Ways to Find Your Way 
Word offers you a multiplicity of ways to find your way around in a doc
ument. You can use synchronized scrolling with a split window, one pane of 
which is in Outline view. You· can also use the Find command, discussed in 
Chapter 5, "Writing and Editing Techniques," to jump to the location of a 
significant phrase. If you're working on a document and need to quit for the 
day, you can type a unique string, such as@@@, to mark your place and to 
use as the search string the next day. 

You can also go to a specific page, jump to any of the last few places you 
edited using the Go Back command, or arrange your windows so that you 
can see more than one part of your document at a time. 



The Go To Command 
Choose Go To from the Utilities menu to jump to a specific page in your 
document, or click in the left half of the status area, where the current page 
number is normally displayed. Keep these facts in mind when using the 
Go To command: 

0 The document must be paginated. 
0 If changes were made to the document since it was paginated, the page 

numbers in the status box will be dimmed. You can still use the Go To 
command, but the page numbering might not be accurate. 

0 If you specify a number larger than the number of pages in the 
document, Word takes you to the last page. 

0 If your document has more than one section, you can enter a section as 
well as a page number. For example, you can enter 2s3 to go to the sec
ond page in the third section, but only if the Restart At 1 option is set for 
that section. (See Chapter 12, "Section Formatting.") You can also enter a 
section number alone, such as s3, to go to the page beginning that section. 

The Go Back Command 
The Go Back command is one of Word's most convenient features, yet it's 
one of the least known. The idea is simple: Word remembers the locations of 
the last few places where you entered or edited text. To move the insertion 
point to the last place you edited, choose Go Back on the Utilities menu, 
press Option-Cornmand-Z on the keyboard or the 0 key on the keypad. 
Use it again to go to the location before that, and so on. By using the com
mand repeatedly, you can cycle through the locations over and over again. 
Word remembers as many as four locations, although the actual number 
of locations is often only two or three, depending on what you did last. 
Every time you make a change at a different place, the location of the 
oldest edit is forgotten. 

You can use this feature when you want to paste something into your 
document and then continue typing at the beginning of the pasted text rather 
than at the end. After you paste something into a document, the insertion 
point moves to the end of the pasted material If you then use the Go Back 
command, the insertion point jumps back to the beginning of the pasted text, 
where you first placed the insertion point. Using it again takes you to the 
place you edited before that, and eventually the insertion point ends up back 
at the end of the material you pasted. 

Another good use for this feature is when you want to move a section out 
of the area in which you are working and then continue editing in that area. 
Simply select and cut the material, scroll to the new location, paste it, and use 
the Go Back command twice. The insertion point jumps first to the beginning 
of the pasted text and then to the place from which the material was cut so 
that you can continue working. 
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Finally, you can use the Go Back command if you've scrolled away from 
the area in which you were working and you simply want to return there. In 
this case, Word returns first to the location of the insertion point and then to 
the location of the last edit. 

Navigating by Keystroke 
Continuously reaching for your mouse to invoke one of Word's many editing 
and formatting effects can sometimes be frustrating. So you start memorizing 
the key sequences that call up the effects, which helps keep your fingers 
on the keys and off the mouse. But you soon discover that the number of 
assigned key sequences runs into the hundreds-nearly 300 commands are 
available in the Commands dialog box (discussed later in this chapter), 
and most of these can have one or more assigned key sequences. Your Mac 
and Word have enough memory to keep track of them, but you might not. 
Fortunately, Word provides a number of key sequences for moving among 
menus and activating the various components of dialog boxes. This con
venient feature allows you to develop a general technique for invoking 
effects without having to remember specific sets of keystrokes. 

Moving Among Menus 
To activate a menu item without touching the mouse, press the period key on 
the keypad. Word highlights the menu bar at the top of the screen to signal 
that it's ready for your impending choice of a menu. Next, either press the 
number of the menu, counting from left to right (the Apple menu is 0, the File 
menu is 1, and so on), or press the first letter of the menu. The menu having 
that number or beginning with that letter drops down. If you use a letter and 
want to go beyond the first menu starting w ith that letter-usingf to go to 
the Format menu, for instance-press the Shift key first. Pressing! repeat
edly, while holding the Shift key down, cycles the selected menu among the 
File, Format, and Font menus. You can also use the left and right arrow keys 
to lower the menus in turn, starting with the File menu. 

To choose a command on a menu once the menu is displayed, press the 
first letter of the command. Word highlights the first command beginning 
with that letter. If you continue pressing the key, Word cycles through all the 
commands on the menu beginning with that letter. Alternatively, you can use 
the up and down arrow keys to move the highlight one command at a time; if 
the command is near the bottom of a menu, it's often easier to press the up 
arrow key to move the highlight up from the bottom. When the command 
you want is highlighted, press Return to execute the command. 

If you make a mistake or change your mind about choosing the com
mand, press Command-(period), the Escape key (if your keyboard has one), 
or the Backspace key to cancel the operation. Also, the keypad exhibits an 
interesting behavior: The first press of the 4 key or the 6 key drops the menu 



having that number, but subsequent presses move the opened menu to the 
left or right in the same way that the arrow keys do. 

Moving in a Dialog Box 
Once you've called up a dialog box, you can use various sequences of 
keystrokes to move among and activate the various objects in it-buttons, 
check boxes, radio buttons, edit fields, list boxes, drop-down lists, and drop
down fields. Figure 3-7 shows the Character dialog box and the Save As 
dialog box, which between them contain most of of the standard objects 
you're liable to find. 
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Figure 3-7 
The objects found in dialog boxes. 

Experienced Mac users usually know that pressing the Return key or the 
Enter key has the same effect as clicking OK or, in general, as clicking the 
button surrounded by the thick line. Similarly, pressing Command-(period) 
is the same as clicking the Cancel button. Slightly more complicated key 
sequences exist in Word for activating the other items in a dialog box, as 
discussed in the following paragraphs. 

You can also assign a key sequence to a specific feature, option, or 
command that you access frequently, through the Commands dialog box, 
discussed later in this chapter. The names of all commands available in 
Word are listed at the end of each chapter and again in Appendix E, "Word's 
Preset Defaults." To reproduce complicated combinations of key sequences, 
try using a macro-recording program such as MacroMaker, Automac III, or 
Tempo to automatically open the dialog box and move to the desired group 
or option. 



Edit Fields 
Use the Tab key to move the insertion point from one edit field to the next, in 
roughly a top-to-bottom order within the dialog box. If you press Shift-Tab, 
the insertion point moves in a bottom-to-top order. The text in the field is 
selected; when you begin to type, the new text replaces it. If an edit field is 
not active, the insertion point skips over the field . If you first activate the 
field, repeatedly pressing the Tab key eventually moves the insertion point 
to the field. For example, if the Normal option is set in the Spacing group of 
the Character dialog box, the By field is dimmed. If you then select the 
Condensed option, the By field becomes activated, and pressing the Tab key 
moves the insertion point to the field. 

List Boxes 
If the dialog box contains a list box, pressing the up arrow or down arrow 
key moves the highlighted selection. If a folder name in the list box is 
selected, you can press Command-down arrow, Return, or Enter to open the 
folder. If a filename is selected, pressing Command-down arrow moves the 
selection downward to the next file or folder. Similarly, you can shift to the 
next higher folder (that is, close the currently open folder) by pressing 
Command-up arrow. 

In the Open and Delete dialog boxes, you can make the highlight jump to 
a specific file by typing the first few letters of the file's name. If you type the 
first few letters in a dialog box that has an edit field as well as a list box, such 
as in the Save As dialog box, the letters you type appear in the field rather 
than select a name. Unfortunately, this trick doesn't work in list boxes other 
than those displaying filenames, such as the list box in the Styles dialog box. 

Selecting by Letter 
If you press Command and the first letter of the option you want to change, 
the effect is often as if you had clicked the check box, radio button, drop
down list, or action button with the mouse. Predicting the precise effect in 
any given dialog box requires experience, because this technique chooses 
only the first option in the dialog box that begins with the letter. For example, 
pressing Command-Bin the Character dialog box selects the Bold option in 
the Style group. Check boxes have an additional property-you can press 
Command-B again in the Character dialog box to deselect the Bold option. 
However, pressing Command-E selects the Expanded option in the Spacing 
group. If you want to return the text to Normal spacing, pressing Command
N won' t work because the key sequence selects the Normal option in the 
Position group! 

You can also open drop-down lists and drop-down fields in the same 
manner. In the Character dialog box, pressing Command-F opens the Font 
drop-down list and leaves it on the screen. You can then use the up and 
down arrow keys to move the highlight up and down in the list, but a more 
efficient way to select a font is to type the first letter of its name. If you do 
this, the highlight jumps to the first option that begins with the letter. 
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If you keep pressing the letter, the highlight cycles through all the options 
beginning with that letter. Press Command-(period) to cancel the drop-down 
list, or press Return to accept the selected option. 

Finally, selecting an item by letter also works with action buttons such as 
OK, Cancel, and Apply. In the case of the Character dialog box, this works 
only with the Apply button, because Command-C opens the Color drop
down list, and Command-O toggles the Outline option in the Style group. 

Selecting by Item 
The most general way to select options in a dialog box from the keyboard is 
simply to move from one option to the next and do the keyboard equivalent 
of clicking on the option to select it. When you press Command-Tab or the 
period key on the keypad, Word displays a dotted underline under an 
option, usually the Cancel button in the dialog box. The dotted underline 
blinks at roughly the same rate as the insertion point. Use the Control Panel 
to change the rate, as discussed later in this chapter. 

If you keep pressing either key sequence, the dotted underline moves 
among the various items in the dialog box in generally a top-down or left-to
right fashion. If you simultaneously press the Shift key, the dotted underline 
moves in the opposite direction. When the dotted underline moves to the 
option you want to activate, whether it be a check box, radio button, drop
down list, drop-down field, or action button, press Command-Spacebar or 
the 0 key on the keypad to activate the item. Pressing either of these two 
key sequences is the same as if you had clicked on the item with the mouse. 

Finally, you can press the right arrow and left arrow keys to quickly 
move the underline to the first option in each of the option groups in the dia
log box. For example, pressing the right arrow key in the Character dialog 
box cycles the dotted underline among the Style, Position, and Spacing 
groups-Word briefly underlines the title of each group to draw your 
attention to the group. After the dotted underline has moved to the first 
option in the group, use Command-Tab or the period key on the keypad to 
highlight the specific option you want. 

Getting Help 
Word offers several ways to get help. If Word isn't running, you can 
double-click the icon of the Help file from the Finder's desktop to both 
launch Word and access the Help feature. If Word is already running, you 
can choose About Word from the Apple menu and then click the Help 
button, or you can choose Help from the Window menu. Either way, Word 
displays the Help dialog box: Scroll in the list of topics, and double-click 
the topic you want to read about. 

You can obtain wha t is called context-sensitive help by first pressing 
Command-? (strictly speaking, you actually press Command-/) and then 
clicking on the option, choosing the command, or using the key sequence for 
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which you want help. Word opens the Help dialog box, shown in Figure 3-8, 
and presents the relevant topic. For example, you can display the d ialog box 
containing the topic shown in the figure by pressing Command-/ to request 
context-sensitive help, then pressing Command-I again to get help on Help 
itself! A page reference in the dia log box leads you to a page in the 
documentation where the topic is discussed in more detail. 
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Figure 3-8 
Word's Help dialog box. 

Opening the Help File as a Document 
One fascinating feature of the Help file (which Word uses to present the Help 
dialog box) is that it's a document like any other you might create in Word 4. 
This has two implications. The first is that you can make a copy of the file, 
and then you can open the copy to reforma t and print it as a quick reference 
guide. This lets you review or quickly find hard-copy summaries for the;rJlOSt 
important features of Word. The second implication is that you can edit the 
Help .file by changing parts of it, adding new text to existing topics, or 
creating new topics. 

Be careful when experimenting with the following advanced procedure, 
however; work with a copy of the Word Help fi le from the original Utilities 
disk, in case the file becomes unusable. You also need a copy on hand of 
ResEdit (or any utility that can change file types). Let's assume you wanfto 
add a new Help topic called My Notes, to be listed just after the Using Help 
topic in the list of topics that appears when you first choose Help. 

0 Duplicate the Word Help file. Change the name of the original file to 
Word Help ORIG (or a similar name). Change the name of the duplicate 
file to Word Help. !; 

@ Launch Word 4 and open Word Help. 



6) Insert a new topic under the line that begins Using Help. Enter the name 
of the new topic: My Notes. You might notice at this point that you can 
enter page references for the topic by following the format of the other 
entries- turn on Show Hidden Text in the Preferences dialog box first, 
because the page references have the Hidden character format. 

0 The material for each help topic is in its own section, delimited by section 
marks. Insert a new section between Using Help and Product Support. 

~ Enter your notes. You can use the style sheet that belongs to the Help 
document. If you want to use symbols found in other topics, copy and 
paste them. 

<D Save the file (turn Fast Save off first) and quit Word. 

8 Start ResEdit, select the changed Word Help file, and choose Get Info 
from the File menu. In the File Type edit field, replace WDBN with 
WHLP. Quit ResEdit. (You aren' t limited to ResEdit; you can use any 
utility that permits changing the file type of a file.) 

When you launch Word again and choose Help, either tfuough the 
About Word dialog box or by choosing Help from the Window menu, you'll 
see that the title of the new topic, My Notes, appears in the expected place, 
immediately under the Using Help title. Double-clicking My Notes opens the 
relevant topic. 

• Customizing Word 
As you plumb the depths and scale the heights of serious writing and editing 
with Word, you might find it convenient to adapt the Word environment to 
your particular needs. You can do this in three ways: 

0 By making changes in the Control Panel. These changes are stored within 
your Macintosh and apply to all the programs you use. 

0 By changing Word's default settings for characteristics such as the 
current unit of measurement, the arrangement of commands on menus, 
the key sequences used to activate commands, size of margins, number 
of text columns, and so on. Word 4 typically stores these defaults in a file 
called Word Settings (4) , but you can create and easily switch between 
Settings files having other names, containing defaults for a variety of 
working environments. 

0 By adding your own PostScript operators to the Word program itself. 
This is an advanced procedure, described in Appendix C, "Using 
PostScript." 
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The Control Panel 
The Control Panel desk accessory, shown in Figure 3-9, controls several 
characteristics of the Macintosh keyboard and screen display. You can alter 
these characteristics with the Word startup disk or any startup disk on which 
the Control Panel desk accessory is installed. The changes to the Control 
Panel are stored in the Mac's parameter RAM and are kept fresh by the Mac's 
battery; they remain in effect until you change them again or until the battery 
fails or is removed. Because the Control Panel is part of the Macintosh system 
software, any changes you make to the Control Panel affect not only Word 
but also any other program you work with. (Be sure you have the latest 
versions of the Mac system software.) 
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Figure 3-9 
The Control Panel. 

The Control Panel options of primary interest are: 

0 Key repeat rate (displayed when you click the Keyboard icon): Sets the 
rate at which the character keys repeat when they are held down. Touch 
typists often prefer to set the key repeat at fast or moderately fast; others 
should set it at slow or moderately slow. 

0 Delay until repeat (displayed when you click the Keyboard icon): Sets 
the time interval after which the keys start to repeat. Touch typists can 
choose a short delay; others do best with a moderate delay. 

0 Double-click speed (displayed when you dick the Mouse icon): Sets the 
interval between successive clicks that the Mac interprets as a double
click. Keep it a t the slow setting if you're new to double-clicking. If 
you're comfortable with the mouse, you might prefer the fastest setting. 

0 Mouse tracking (displayed when you click the Mouse icon): Sets the 
tracking ratio of the mouse and pointer. When you select one of the 
tracking options, the pointer moves in a variable ratio depending on the 
speed of the mouse-the faster the mouse moves, the farther the pointer 
travels. If you choose the tablet option, the pointer moves in a constant 
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1:1 ratio with the mouse, regardless of speed . Choose this setting if you're 
using a graphics tablet or if you're having trouble positioning the pointer 
accurately. 

0 Rate of insertion-point blinking (displayed when you click the General 
icon): Sets the rate at which the insertion point blinks. It's difficult to 
locate a slowly blinking insertion point in a full screen of text. Choose 
the medium or fast speed to enhance visibility of the insertion point. 

0 Menu blinking (displayed when you click the General icon): Sets the 
number of times a chosen menu item blinks before the command is 
carried out. Most people set this at one blink to save a little time. 

0 If you' re using a Mac II with a color monitor, you'll probably find it 
helpful to reduce the number of colors displayed (displayed when you 
click the Monitors icon). Scrolling speed in Word (as well as in most 
other programs) is greatly affected by the number of color levels set here. 
Scrolling when using 16 or 256 colors is much s lower than when using 
only black and white, particularly when you've set the Fractional Widths 
option in the Document dialog box (discussed in Chapter 14, "Document 
Formatting and Printing"). 

Changing Word's Defaults 
No word processor can please all the people all the time. Word is extremely 
accommodating, however, letting you personalize certain operating param
eters to make life easier. Your preferences are usually recorded in a file called 
Word Settings (4), which you can see in the System Folder on the Finder's 
desktop. You can also create a series of settings or configuration files with 
different names, each containing d efaults that customize Word for different 
purposes, and easily switch from one settings file to another. If the Word 
Settings (4) file is erased or damaged, Word reverts to the "preset" settings, 
which are hard-wired into the Word program itself. To see the complete set 
of these defaults, see Appendix E, "Word's Preset Defaults." 

You can change defaults from several places in Word: 

0 By choosing Preferences from the Edit menu and setting options in the 
dialog box that appears. 

0 By clicking the Set Default button in the Define Styles, Section, and 
Document dialog boxes. (Additional details on choosing new defaults 
are provided in the chapters that deal with these topics.) 

0 By taking a variety of other actions, such as setting Full Menus or Short 
Menus, moving Word's dialog boxes around on the screen, or changing 
the number of pages shown in Print Preview-even turning on the 
NumLock key, for those having Extended keyboards. 

0 By choosing Commands from the Edit menu to bring up a dialog box 
where you can assign commands to menus or assign your own keystroke 
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sequences to these commands. You can also add the names of docu
ments, glossary items, and style names to the Work menu, withou t 
using the Commands command. 

Appendix E, "Word's Preset Defaults," contains a table that lists the 
categories of defaults that a Settings file stores (Word's default settings) and 
lays out some of your options. If you're reading this book for the first time, 
front-to-back, some of these options might be cryptic. Never fear- refer back 
to the table as you read on. 

Setting Preferences 
To set default options, such as the unit of measurement and whether text 
formatted with the hidden character format is visible on screen, choose 
Preferences from the Edit menu. The dialog box shown in Figure 3-10 
ap pears, listing various options. 
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Figure 3-10 
The Preferences dialog box. 

Unit of measurement 
Click in the d rop-down list and drag to choose a unit of measure-inches, 
centimeters, points (lh2 inch), or picas (1/6 inch, or 12 points). The u nits 
displayed for measurement in many text fields (as well as on the Ruler) 
change to the new choice. In other fields, such as the Line Spacing field in the 
Paragraph dialog box, the point unit is always used. You can also express a 
measurement in another unit, and Word converts it to the current preference 
the next time you display the d ialog box. To enter a measurement, use the 
abbreviations in, em, pt, and pi. Regardless of the u nit used, all measurements 
in Word are accurate to 1 point. 

Show Hidden Text 
If you format text with the Hidden character attribute, the text won't appear 
in the document when p rinted (unless you set the Print Hidden Text option 
in the Print dialog box). It also disappears from the screen version of the 
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document-unless you've set the Show Hidden Text option. When you make 
hidden text visible, Word indicates it by putting a dotted line under the 
material. The Dotted Underline character format looks exactly the same on 
screen, so be careful when using both formats in the same document. 

The space that visible hidden text takes on screen affects repagination. 
Be sure to turn off Show Hidden Text when you get to the point of working 
with the layout and page breaks in the document. The page numbers in an 
extracted table of contents or an index, however, aren't affected by visible 
hidden text, because Word turns off the option before the extraction. 

Use Picture Placeholders 
Scrolling through a passage in a document containing many bitmap-type 
graphics often requires pa tience. If you're using a Mac II with a color 
monitor, scrolling through color bitmaps can be maddeningly slow. When 
you set the Use Picture Placeholder option, Word represents graphics as 
gray rectangles, permitting fast scrolling regardless of the size or type of 
the graphic. This option is an excellent candidate for placement on a menu 
or for calling via a key sequence of your choice, if you find yourself flipping 
frequently back and forth between displaying and not displaying graphics. 
On the other hand, once you've inserted graphics into a document, you gen
erally don't need to see them again until the document is printed. (Setting 
the option doesn't affect the way graphics are printed.) 

Show Table Grid lines 
Without seeing the extent of each cell in a table, it can be difficult to know 
where to place the pointer for selecting lines and paragraphs. Selecting the 
Show Table Gridlines option facilitates editing in tables by marking the edges 
of the rows and columns in the table with a dotted line. These lines are visible 
in both Page View and Galley View. (For a discussion of Word 4's table 
format, see Chapter 11, "Formatting Tables and Lists.") 

Show Text Boundaries in Page View 
Editing in Page View can be a little tricky if, for example, you've set up 
complicated structures of Side-by-Side formatted paragraphs and you 're 
not quite clear where one paragraph ends and another starts. Setting this 
option helps here. When the option is set, Word draws dotted lines on the 
boundaries of each paragraph. Setting the option also helps to lay out your 
pages; you can more easily see the page as an arrangement of blocks of text. 
However, you can duplicate the effect of both this option and the Show Table 
Gridlines option by using the Show <j[ command, which also displays 
boundaries as dotted lines. 

Open Documents in Page View 
Setting this option tells Word you want every newly opened document to 
appear in Page View instead of Galley View. The cost of working in Page 
View is speed-slower editing, scrolling, and formatting speeds-because 
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Word makes more time-intensive calculations to present material with 
complex formats than it does in Galley View. 

Background Repagination 
In previous versions of Word, you had to repaginate manually-by using the 
Repaginate command, by switching to Page Preview (now Print Preview), 
or when extracting a table of contents or index. Word 4 repaginates dynam
ically when the Background Repagination option is set, by waiting for 
moments when you aren't using the keyboard or mouse. The cost of back
ground repagination is a small decrease in responsiveness. 

"Smart" Quotes 
One of the most telling ways to determine the level of expertise used in 
desktop publishing is to notice whether quotes are represented by the correct 
characters. To typographers and others in the publishing industry, the com
mon ' and " symbols are foot and inch marks, not quotes. On the Macintosh, 
you can enter standard single (' ') and double("") quotes, both opening and 
closing, by pressing combinations of the Shift, Option, and the [ or the] key. 
Unfortunately, it's hard to embed these key sequences in one's unconscious 
without practice. Word makes using correct opening and closing quotes easy 
when the Smart Quotes option is set-all you do is type either the ' or the " 
key, as usual. Word then scans the surrounding text and inserts the appro
priate character. If a space precedes the quote, Word inserts an opening 
quote; in all other cases, Word inserts a closing quote. This is particularly 
handy for apostrophes, which a re represented by single closing quotes. 

Custom Paper Size 
If you've chosen one of the Image Writers as the current printer, you can set 
up a custom paper size that becomes one of the paper size options in the 
Page Setup dialog box. If you've chosen a LaserWriter, the Custom Paper 
size options are dimmed and unselectable. 

The Memory-Management Options 
What exactly is memory management? Normally, Word loads only parts, 
or segments, of itself into memory as needed. When a segment is no longer 
needed, it remains in memory until Word needs to use the memory for 
another segment. Similarly, Word loads only part of your document at a 
time. As you scroll through the document, Word loads additional parts of 
the document while returning other parts to disk. 

This memory-management system makes sense if your Mac has little 
memory to spare, but all the loading and unloading of program and file 
segments can slow the program's operation. If you like, you can tell Word to 
load nearly all the program into memory at once. (Word will still load its 
printing and file-conversion segments only when they are needed.) When 
you launch the program, it takes a little longer for the blank document 
window to appear, but thereafter Word runs briskly. And you can further 
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instruct Word to load and keep an entire document in memory. Again, you 
will notice a delay as a long document loads, but subsequent operations are 
speeded up, because Word doesn't need to access the disk drives as often. 

You can even open multiple documents at once-theoretically as many 
as 23-and load each one entirely into memory (as long as there is enough 
free memory to accommodate them). Word uses a few of the slots that are 
available for opening files for its own purposes, such as for opening the 
Glossary and for maintaining headers and footers, so at times it might seem 
that the limit is less than 23 files. If you really need to open as many docu
ments as possible, try quitting Word to close every file (whether or not the 
file was opened by you), and launch Word again to clear the slate. 

Word lets you specify whether you want to load the program or files 
into memory for the current session only or for all sessions; if you choose the 
latter, Word records the change in the current Settings file when you quit. 

0 To load all of Word or the current document (the frontmost document on 
Word's desktop) for the current session only, select the appropriate Now 
option. 

0 To load all of Word or the current document for all sessions, select the 
appropriate Always option. 

Using Memory-Management Options with One Disk Drive 
You can particularly benefit from the memory-management options if you 
have only one disk drive. Normally, Word would keep asking you to swap 
disks in and out of the drive as you work with your documents. With both 
Word and the documents fu memory, however, you can minimize disk 
swapping and thus make your work go much faster. 

How well the memory-management options work depends on how 
much memory is available to Word. The options fare better with a Macintosh 
Plus, SE, or II than with a 512 KB Mac, because the first three machines have 
more memory. Running under MultiFinder can also cramp Word. If you 
select the icon for the Word program from the Finder's desktop, and then 
choose Get Info, you'll see two areas called Suggested Memory Size and 
Application Memory Size. Word runs well when given at least 1024 KB of 
RAM-give it more (for example, 1536 KB) if you often work with very large 
documents. In addition, memory-gobbling utilities and desk accessories, such 
as the DeskPict INIT file (a utility that permits replacement of the usual 
patterned background with an image of your choice), eat into the space 
otherwise used by Word's memory-management options and make them less 
effective. 

Interestingly, although these memory-management options make the 
program more responsive, they don't affect the overall length of your editing 
session. This is because Word reserves a block of memory for keeping track 
of the changes you make to a document, and the size of this block never 
varies. Preloading the program into memory affects the responsiveness of the 
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program when you issue a command, and preloading a document affects the 
speed of operations such as scrolling and searching and replacing. In Word 4, 
the amount of memory available for editing is less of a concern, because the 
size of this area in memory is much larger than in earlier versions. 

Using Disk Caching with Word's Memory-Management Options 
The Macintosh system software lets you control an aspect of memory 
management through a technique called disk caching, in whichy~u set , 
aside some of the Mac's memory to store frequently accessed(b,locks of the ' 1 

documents you work with; this memory is then unavailable for the progrim. 
(See the RAM Cache option in the Control Panel shown in Figure 3-9.) 
Because Word does a good job of managing memory, it's usually counter-,. 
productive to hflcve both disk caching and the memozy-man;tgement optic.~~ 
set at the sametime. Usually, you'll benefit most from using Word's ··· · 
memory-management preferences alone. 

Creating Custom Menus and Key Sequences 
Word is one of the few Macintosh programs to let you change the contents 
of its menus-in effect to create custom commands! You can change menus 
in Word in two ways. First, you can quickly add formats to the Format 
menu and documents, glossary items, and style names to the special Work 
menu by using a special key sequence and selecting what you want to add. 
(We'll discuss this method next.) Second, through the Commands command, 
Word 4 offers an almost frightening degree of freedom in assigning com
mands to menus and in assigning key sequences to these commands. 

Changing Menus Without the Commands Command 
Simply press Option-Command- + (actually the = key-not the plus key on 
the keypad), and then select the font, format, document, or whatever you 
want to add. Experiment by adding a document to the Work menu: 

0 Press Option-Command-+. The pointer changes to a large plus sign. 

@ Choose Open from the File menu, and double-click on the filename you 
want to add. A new menu name, Work, appears in the menu bar, and the 
menu bar blinks to signal that the item has been added. Note, however, 
that Word doesn't actually open the document. 

@} Pull down the Work menu; the first item on it is the name of your 
document. Choosing the new "command" opens the document. 

The Work menu is convenient for documents that you use frequently or 
need quick access to, such as boilerplate text or a list of ideas that you add to 
throughout the day. Later chapters describe how to add glossary items and 
styles to the Work menu. Adding to the Font and Format menus is also easy. 
To add a character format, for example, simply press Option-Command- +, 
choose Character from the Format menu, and click on the option. 
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You can even add many items to a menu at the same time. Begin by call
ing up the appropriate dialog box-the Character dia log box, for instance. 
Then press Option-Command-+, click on the font or format you want to add, 
and repeat these two steps as many times as you want while the dialog box is 
displayed. Each time you add an item, the menu bar blinks. If you wish, you 
can a lso hold the Shift key down as you click on a series of items to add. If 
you try to add an item that's already on the menu, you' ll hear a beep, but no 
harm will be done. Click Cancel when you're finished. Resist the temptation 
to add every conceivable option to the menus, for the amount of free memory 
decreases with each addition. 

Removing options that you don't use from these menus is simple: Press 
Option-Command-- (hyphen), pull down the appropriate menu, and choose 
the option you want to delete. The pointer is a large minus sign when you're 
in the delete mode. You can delete more than one item by holding down the 
Shift key as you remove menu items. 

Changing Menus and Key Sequences with the Commands Command 
Using the Option-Command- + key sequence is perhaps the easiest way to 
add documents, glossary items, and styles to the Work menu, but it isn' t the 
most powerful way. The reason is that Word makes assumptions about 
where you want the item to appear on the Work or Format menu. Through 
the Commands dialog box, you can add, move, or remove almost all of 
Word's commands to or from any of Word 's menus. You can also assign or 
reassign the preset key sequences for Word's commands. 

Customizing menus and key sequences is also important because only 
a few of the total number of commands available in Word are assigned to 
menus when you first start the program, in either Short Menus or Full Menus 
mode. (For a complete list of Word's commands and what they mean, refer to 
Appendix E, ''Word's Preset Defaults.") For example, in the Outline View of 
Word 3, you could selectively display up to nine levels of outline headings by 
clicking the appropriate icon in the outline icon bar. In Word 4, the outline 
icon bar reveals icons for displaying only up to four levels. However, the 
commands for displaying up to the ninth level still exist but aren't assigned 
to either icons in the Outline icon bar or commands on any menu, so you can 
access them by adding them to a menu or by assigning them a set of key 
sequences. Similarly, if you use the Side-by-Side paragraph format (formerly 
an option in the Paragraph dia log box of Word 3), you can add a command 
for it to the Format menu. 

When you choose Commands from the Edit menu, Word displays the 
Commands dialog box, shown in Figure 3-11 on the following page. On the 
left side of the dialog box is a list box displaying almost every menu com
mand, action, or dialog box option available in Word. On the right side 
are areas for adding a selected command to a menu and for assigning a key 
sequence to the command. At the bottom is an area for saving and loading 
sets of default configurations. 
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Figure 3·11 
The Commands dialog box. 

Let's add a command to the Format menu-and assign it a key sequence 
as well. The Use Picture Placeholders option in the Preferences dialog box is a 
good one to add: It doesn't appear on any menu, it doesn't have an assigned 
key sequence, and yet it's the type of feature you might want to easily toggle 
on and off. 

0 Choose the Commands command. 

@ Scroll in the list box, and select the Use Picture Placeholders command. 
Its name appears under the Commands heading at the top of the dialog 
box, and the drop-down list underneath is activated. 

@) To add the command to the Edit menu at the position suggested by 
Word, simply click the Add button under the Menu drop-down list. To 
append the command below whatever other commands have already 
been added to the menu you've selected, click the Append button. (If you 
select a command that already exists on a menu, the name of the menu 
appears at the top of the Menu drop-down list but is d immed, and the 
Add button changes to Remove. Click the Remove button first, and then 
add the command to the menu you want.) 

0 To assign a key sequence to the command, click the Add button in the 
Keys group. Word displays a dialog box requesting the key sequence you 
want to add. For this example, press Shift-Option-Command-p (for 
Picture). The dialog box disappears, and symbols representing each of 
the keys you pressed appear in the Keys list box. If you use a key 
sequence that has already been assigned to another command, Word 
displays a dialog box telling you this and gives you the options of 
replacing the previous assignment or canceling the operation. 

fit Click Cancel. 
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Some of the command names are a bit cryptic. If you select a command 
and click the Help button, Word displays a dialog box containing a sentence 
or two of explanation. If you click the List button, Word creates a list of all 
the key assignments for the current menu . If you want a list of all the com
mands, not only those having menu or key assignments, press the Shift key 
as you click the List button. Appendix E, ''Word's Preset Defaults," contains 
tables listing the keyboard symbols that Word uses as well as each of the 
commands available in the dialog box, its meaning, and the default key 
sequence assigned to it 

Several types of commands are listed in the Commands dialog box, and 
the way you handle each varies with its type: 

a Standard menu commands such as Open from the File menu, and Page 
View from the Document menu. These already have a place on a menu 
but might not have a corresponding key sequence. You can remove the 
command and add it to another menu, or you can assign a key sequence 
to it. 

0 Options normally found in dialog boxes, such as the Small Caps char
acter format, the Page Break Before paragraph format, or the Use Picture 
Placeholders option in the Preferences dialog box. These commands 
generally don' t have either a menu or a key sequence assignment. 

0 Options that normally have a key sequence but generally aren't found on 
a menu. An example is the Activate Keyboard Menus command, which 
you use when pressing Command-Tab or the period key on the keypad 
to select a menu command from the keyboard, as discussed earlier this 
chapter. Some of these options can't be added to menus or removed from 
the menu where they reside, such as the About Microsoft Word com
mand, which must remain on the Apple menu. Another example is the 
Backspace command-when you select it in the list box, a menu name 
doesn't appear in the drop-down list, and Word doesn' t let you add the 
command to any menu. You can, however, assign another key sequence 
to it or change its existing key sequence. 

0 Using a command followed by an ellipsis (. .. ) brings up the appropriate 
dialog box. The options you choose in the dialog box determine the effect 
produced. For example, you can add the Paragraph Borders command to 
the Format menu and thereby avoid having to click the Borders button in 
the Paragraph dialog box each time you want to crea te a paragraph 
border effect. 

a Selecting a command followed by a colon displays a drop-down list in 
the Command area that allows you to add more than one form of the 
command. For example, selecting the Apply Style Name command 
brings up a drop-down list containing the names of all styles defined 
in the current document and offers the Work menu as the place to store 
them. In this case you could add all style names in the drop-down list 
to the Work menu-or, for that matter, to any other menu. 
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When you add a name listed in the drop-down list, Word adds a dia
mond bullet before it to verify that you've added the option as a menu 
command. If you select one of the style names in the drop-down list, you 
can specify a key sequence for it, but Word doesn't indicate that a key 
sequence has been added until you reselect both the Apply Style Name 
command and that style name in the drop-down list. To see the complete 
list, click the List button to create a table. 

The current arrangement of menus and key sequences is stored in the 
Word Settings file specified at the bottom of the Commands dialog box. 
The buttons in the Configuration area of the dialog box affect the menu 
assignments, as discussed in the next section. 

Combining Custom Key Sequences with Macros 
Assigning your own key sequences to comma11ds is particularly effective 
with macro recording programs such ~s Tempo from Affinity M~crosystems 
and AutoMac III, which is shipped witJ:hhe Word 4 p.tility disks. Most 
macro recording programs work better when recording keystrokes' rather 
than mouse movements, because key-sequence commands generally take 
effect relative to the position of the insertion point, while mouse movements 
are general~y made relative to some position on the screen. It's mu,ch easier to; 
predetermine the position of the insertion point with'key commands than by I 
positioning the pointer. 

Also, macros recorded from keystrokes typically work more quickly 
than those recorded from mouse movements, because Word permits entering 
dialog box commands, for instance, anead of the actual appearan~eof the .. 
dialog box. ' ' · · '" ' 

Loading, Saving, and Resetting Settings Files 
Once you've spent time setting up a custom configuration of menus and key 
sequences, you can save the configuration in a Settings file under a name that 
reflects its purpose. As mentioned earlier, these Settings files contain all of 
Word's defaults, not merely those set through the Commands command. The 
complete list of defaults stored in a Settings file is presented in Appendix E. 
Customized configurations have many uses: 

0 The Short Menus configuration offers one set of menu commands, and 
the Full Menus another. You can set up menu configurations that are 
between Short and Full Menus in complexity, adding commands to 
menus as you learn about and use them. 

0 If you're used to working with another word processor, you can change 
the key commands to ones you've already learned. 

0 You can create Settings files for different purposes. For example, you 
could customize Word for working on a newsletter, and then change to 
a different configuration for correspondence. 



0 Different users working on the same Mac can create their own menu and 
key-sequence configurations. 

When you launch Word by double-clicking its icon, settings from the file 
named Word Settings (4) are loaded. You can also locate a Settings file on the 
Finder's desktop and double-click it to start Word. Word uses these settings 
as it loads. Whichever Settings file is loaded becomes the current Settings file 
for that session. Any preference changes you make during the session are 
recorded in that Settings file when you quit Word. 

At any time during the course of a session, you can save the current state 
of the Settings file under any name you choose. When you click the Save As 
button at the bottom of the Commands dialog box, Word presents a version 
of the Save As dialog box for saving the Settings file under the same name or 
under a new name. The System Folder is the best place to save Settings files, 
because it's the same place that Word stores the Word Settings (4) file when 
you first launch Word. 

To switch to a new Settings file, first open the Commands dialog box and 
save the current state of the Word environment in the Settings file you've 
been using. Next, click the Open button; Word displays a form of the stan
dard Open dialog box, showing only the names of folders and valid Settings 
files. Simply double-click the name of the Settings file to load it. 

Clicking the Reset button in the lower right corner of the Commands 
dialog box has various effects, depending on whether you press the Shift key 
or the Option key as you click the button. 

0 If you've changed the configuration of the currently loaded Settings file 
and want to return it to the state it was in when first loaded, simply click 
the Reset button. Word responds with a dialog box requesting Are you 
sure you want to revert to configuration file settings? Click OK to reset the 
current Settings file. 

0 If you want to return the current Settings file back to the preset defaults 
set by Microsoft for the Word Settings (4) file, press the Shift key while 
clicking the Reset button. Word responds with a dialog box requesting 
Are you sure you want to revert to default settings? Remember that all 
custom menu arrangements, key assignments, the style sheet, and other 
defaults stored in the Settings file revert to the preset defaults, not only 
the keyboard and menu assignments. 

0 Pressing Option and clicking the Reset button is more for fun than for 
anything else, because it adds all the commands that can be added to the 
suggested menus. When you do this, Word asks Are you sure you want to 
add all commands to menus? The menus (predominantly the Edit, Format, 
Document, and Utilities menus) grow to dozens of items each, forming a 
very impressive array when demonstrating your knowledge of Word to 
your associates! Unlike using the Shift key, resetting the menus with the 
Option key doesn't affect the other items stored in the current Settings 
file. 
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• Saving Your Work 
If you've ever had something go wrong while you were working at a 
computer and realized in horror that a lot of hard work had disappeared 
forever, you know the importance of saving files regularly-and of making 
backup copies. If this has never happened to you, don't learn this lesson the 
hard way. It's a good idea to save your work after every page or so. That 
way, if something happens, you stand to lose only the last page, not the 
entire manuscript. To save your document, do the following: 

0 Choose Save from the File menu. 

@ If the document hasn't been saved before, Word asks for a name. Type a 
suitable name into the Save Current Document As field. 

~ Click the Save button. 

Names can be up to 31 characters long, but you should keep your names 
short so that you can read them easily on the Finder's desktop. A name can 
contain any character except the colon(:). To save the file on a different disk, 
click the Drive or the Eject button, as usual. To save it in a different folder, 
select the folder you want from the list box and then click Save. 

The only time you have to provide a name for a document is the first 
time you save it. After that, when you choose Save, Word assumes that you 
want to use the same name and record the document on the same disk. . 

Replacing a File 
If the name you give a document has already been used for another docu
ment in that folder, you have three choices: 

0 Choose another name. 
@ Save it on another disk or in another folder. 

~ Save it on the current disk with the name provided. 

The first two choices leave the old file alone. The third erases the old file 
and replaces it with the new one-so be sure that this is what you want to do. 
Word provides a safety feature to help you avoid accidentally erasing files. If 
you use a name that already exists in that folder, Word beeps and displays a 
dialog box. Click No if you don't want to replace (and therefore erase) the old 
file; click Yes if you do. 

Doing a Fast Save 
Word stores in memory a list of the edits you make rather than altering the 
original text of the document. This is one of the secrets of Word's editing 
speed-it doesn' t take the time to actually rearrange the text every time you 
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make a change. What you see on the screen is a combination of the original 
draft and the list of corrections. 

If the Fast Save option is selected when you click the Save button, the 
document itself isn' t updated; only the most recent corrections are added to 
the file. Fast saves are faster because it takes less time to update the list of 
corrections than to reorder the entire document. If you do a fast save when 
this list gets too long, Word rewrites the entire document anyway to empty 
the list and speed up subsequent editing. This complete reordering is called a 
full save. You can tell when Word is doing a full save because the status box 
displays what percentage of the document has been saved, and it increments 
more slowly for full saves than fast saves. 

Other than when you deselect the Fast Save option manwilly, Word also 
deselects the option when you save the document for the firs t time, when you 
change the name of the document, or when you save it to another disk. 

When·m~t to Us~ the Fast Save Option , ; , . 
You may\t>ant to tum'off the Fast Save option under two exceptional 
circumstances. First, if you need to make a large number of changes to a 
document (perhaps by using the Change command), do a full save first to 
empty the edit Jist. This gives Word more memory to store the impending 
chang,e~~,$irnilarly, when the document is very larg~, you may find that 
Word.:i;t!ins' out of men}ory more freq1,1ently. Doil1g full saves rathertthan fast 
saves preserves as much memory as possible for your document. Second, 
some programs that can read Word files, such as PageMaker from Aldus 
Corporation, require that you do a full save of the document before they 
can successfully read the file . 

• ~ .; .: . < 

Making Backup Copies 
Often it's a good idea to preserve the last version of an important document 
as a backup, in case you make a mistake you can' t undo and want to revert to 
the earlier version. You can make a copy from the Finder's desktop, but 
Word lets you make a backup copy without leaving the program. 

0 Choose Save As from the File menu. 

@ Click the Make Backup option. 

tD Click the Save button. 

The backup is named Backup of (filename). Whenever you save the 
document from this point on, Word saves the previous version of the docu
ment as the backup and the edited version as the actual file. However, when 
you use this feature, it overrides the Fast Save option and does a full save 
every time. 

TIP , 
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Saving in Different Formats 
Word normally saves documents in Word 4 format, but you can also save 
your document in other file formats. For example, you can save a document 
in Text Only format so that it can be read by another word processor or 
transferred to a spreadsheet. To save in a format other than Word 4 (in Full 
Menus mode only): 

0 Choose the Save (for a first save) or Save As command. Before providing 
a name and clicking the Save button, click the File Formats button. A list 
of formats appears in a dialog box, as shown in Figure 3-12. Click the 
format you want. The available formats are as follows: 

Normal: Stores the file in Word 4 format. 

Text Only: Creates an ASCII file. Files in this format contain text char
acters only, without formatting. For use with other word processors and 
some telecommunications programs. 

Text Only with Line Breaks: The same as Text Only, but Word inserts a 
paragraph mark or carriage return at the end of each line. 

Microsoft Word 1.0/Microsoft Works: Stores the file in the format used 
by Word 1.0 for the Macintosh. This format is also used by Microsoft 
Works. When you open a document created with Word 1.0 or Microsoft 
Works, Word converts it to Word 4 format. 

Microsoft Word 3.0/Microsoft Write: Stores the file in the format used 
by Word 3 for the Macintosh. This format is also used by Microsoft 
Write. When you open a document created with Word 3 or Microsoft 
Write, Word converts it to Word 4 format. 

Microsoft Word (MS-005): Stores the file in the format used by 
Microsoft Word for MS-DOS computers. Of course, you must first trans
fer the file to a disk that is compatible with the MS-OOS computer. 

MacWrite: Stores the file in the format used by Apple's MacWrite 
(compatible with both the RAM-based and disk-based versions). When 
you open an existing MacWrite document, Word converts it to Word 4 
format. 
Interchange format (RTF): RTF stands for Rich Text Format, a format 
used by programs that run on the IBM PC, the Macintosh, and XENIX/ 
UNIX computers. An RTF file contains both text and English-like for
matting instructions. Word can convert an existing RTF file into Word 4 
format. 

@ Click the OK button in the Format dialog box. 

@} Provide a name for the document. 

0 Click Save. 

If you select a file format other than Normal, Word activates the Default 
Format For File check box at the bottom of the dialog box. If you select this 



option, Word always converts the file to that format when saving. This can be 
helpful, for instance, when working with Text Only files, and you don't want 
Word to save a style sheet with the text. 

When you convert a Word 4 file to another format, be aware that many 
formats have no analog in the formats supported by other word processors. 
Converting between various formats will surface again in Chapter 16, 
''Transferring Text and Graphics/' which discusses the problems involved 
in transferring files between programs and from one machine to another. 

File Format-------, 
@Nonnol 
O TeHt Only 
0 Tent Only with line Breol<s 
Microsoft Word 

0 1.0 I Microsoft Works 
0 3.0 I Microsoft Write 
O M S-DOS 

O MocWrlte 
0 Interchange format (RTF) 

0 llt.>fnult tormnt tor tif t~ 

Figure 3-12 
The File Format dialog box. 
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• Points to Remember 
0 Word offers four views on a document. Galley View is for rapid writing, 

editing, and formatting, but doesn' t display such formats as side-by-side 
paragraphs and multiple-column text. In Page View you can write and 
edit documents as they will appear when printed, but screen updating is 
slower than in Galley View. Outline View displays the overall structure 
of a document, so you can rearrange its parts easily. Print Preview dis
plays entire pages of a document, allowing you to check the layout of 
pages and to change certain document formats such as margins and page 
breaks. 

0 You can have as many as 23 windows open at one time, including those 
for documents, headers, footers, and dialog boxes. You can open more 
than one window on a document, or split a window into two panes, each 
of which contains a different view. 

0 The status box in the lower left corner of a documen t window usually 
contains the current page number. In the following situations, the page 
number is replaced with other information: 

After an Open, the number of characters in the document is briefly 
displayed . 

If you open a locked file, you can read it but not change it, and the status 
box displays the message Locked File. 

During a time-consuming operation, such as a Save, the percentage of the 
task completed is d isplayed. After a Save, the number of characters in the 
file is displayed. 

When you enter a temporary mode, a prompt is displayed. For example, 
after you press Shift-Command-S to assign a style from the keyboard, the 
status box reads Style. 

During certain graphics and Page Preview operations, sizes and the 
pointer position are displayed . 

During repagination, printing, and table-of-contents or index generation, 
the page currently being processed is displayed . 

0 Many ways exist to navigate among Word's views on a document, 
among menu commands, and within dialog boxes. If you want, you can 
operate Word almost solely from the keyboard. 

0 The Control Panel, available from the Apple menu, lets you control 
characteristics of the mouse, keyboard, and screen display. 

0 Word maintains the Word Settings (4) file to store your preferences from 
session to session so that you don' t have to set them each time you start 
Word . You can have more than one settings file and switch between 
them. To start Word with a settings file other than Word Settings, 
double-click on the settings file you want to use or load it through the 
Commands dialog box. 



0 If you have enough memory, Word will run faster when you load the 
entire program and any open documents into memory. To change this 
and other operating preferences (such as the current unit of measurement 
and custom page sizes), choose Preferences from the Edit menu and set 
the appropriate options. 

0 The Work menu is a user-defined menu to which you can add docu
ments, glossary entries, and styles that you use frequently. 

0 You can add unlisted commands and options to any menu in Word, and 
you can remove and change their location on menus. You can also assign 
one or more key sequences to most of the commands and options in 
Word using the Commands command. 

0 A document name can be 31 characters long, but short names are easiest 
to read in the Open and Save As dialog boxes and on the Finder's 
desktop. 

• Techniques 

Navigating Among Views on a Document 
To switch from one view on a document to any other, use the commands in 
the following table. For alternate key sequences, see the Commands table at 
the end of the Summary. 

Togo from 

Galley View 

Page View 

Outline View 

Print Preview 

To 

Page View 

Outline View 

Print Preview 

Galley View 

Outline View 

Print Preview 

Galley View 

Page View 

Print Preview 

Galley View 

Page View 

Outline View 

Do this 

Choose Page View (Command-B). 

Choose Outlining (Command-U). 

Choose Print Preview (Command-!). 

Choose Page View again (Command-B). 

Choose Outlining (Command-U). 

Choose Print Preview (Command-I). 

Choose Outlining again (Command-U). 

Choose Page View (Command-B). 

Choose Print Preview (Command-1}, but lhe 
preview you see is of the outline. 

If the prior view was Galley View, c lick 
Cancel (Command- .) 

Click the Page View button, press 
Command-S, or double-click on page. If 
the prior view was Page View, you can 
al so click Cancel (Command- .). 

Not available- if you press Command-U, 
Word beeps. 
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Managing Windows 
Move a window 
0 Drag the title bar. 

Close a window 
0 Click the close box at the left end of the title bar. 

Change the size of a window 
0 Drag the size box (in the lower right corner). 

Split a window into two panes 
0 Drag down the split bar (the black bar above the vertical scroll bar) or 

press Option-Command-S. 

@ Drag it up or down to restore the window to one pane. 

Toggle between a small and a full-size window 
0 Click the zoom box at the right end of the title bar, or double-click in the 

title bar or the size box in the lower right corner. 

Shrink two full-screen windows to half-screen size 
0 Double-click the size box of each window. 

The first is placed in the upper half of the screen, and the second is placed in 
the lower half. 

Open a new window for the document in the active window 
0 Choose New Window from the Window menu. 

The title bar of each new window on the same document contains the 
document's name and ends with a distinguishing sequence number. Changes 
made in one window appear in all others belonging to the same document. 

Scrolling 
Scroll a line at a time 
0 Click the arrows at the ends of the scroll bars. 

Scroll a screenful at a time 
0 Click the gray part of the scroll bar, above or below the scroll box, 

depending on whether you want to scroll forward or backward. 



Scroll quickly in the document 
0 Drag the scroll box to the corresponding position. 

The current page number appears in the status box, dimmed after the point 
where you've edited the document, to indicate that it's an estimation. 

Scroll back to a previous selection or insertion point 
0 Press the Go Back key (Option-Command-Z or 0 on the keypad on the 

keyboard). 

Pressing the key repea tedly cycles through the last several edit locations. 

Scroll horizontally to left of left margin 
0 Hold down the Shift key and click on the left arrow in the horizontal 

scroll bar. 

Scroll to a specific page 
0 Choose Go To from the Search menu, or double-click the left half of the 

status area. 

@ Type the number of the page you want. 

@) Click OK. 

The page numbers refer to the last repagination of the document. If each 
section of your document begins with page 1, you must also specify a section 
number. For example, 1s2 indicates page 1 of section 2. You can also use the 
scroll box to go to a page by following the display of page numbers in the 
status box as you drag the scroll box. 

Customizing Menus 
Add a command to a menu 
0 Press Option-Command-+ (on the keyboard). The cursor changes to a 

plus sign. Click on the item you want to add. Use Shift-click to add more 
than one item. 

You can add 

Formatting options 

Documents 

Glossary entries 

Styles 

To this menu 

Format or Font 

Work 

Work 

Work 

Items to add 

Any item from the Character or Paragraph 
dialog boxes or from the Ruler. 

Any document in the Open dialog box or on 
the title bar of a window. 

Any entry in the Glossary dialog box. 

Any style name in the Styles or Define Styles 
dialog box. 
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Delete a command from a menu 
0 Press Option-Command-- (hyphen). 

@ Choose the command you wan t to delete from the Format, Font, 
or Work menu. 

@) Use Shift-click to delete more than one item. 

Add a command through the Commands dialog box 
0 Choose Commands from the Edit menu. 

@ Select the command you want to add in the list box. Its name appears 
under the Commands heading at the top of the dialog box, and the drop
down list underneath is activated. 

@) To add the command to the menu at the position suggested by Word, 
click the Add button under the Menu drop-down list. To append the 
command below whatever other commands have alread y been added 
to the menu you've selected, click the Append button. (If you select a 
command tha t already exists on a menu, the name of the menu appears 
at the top of the Menu drop-down list but is dimmed, and the Add 
button changes to Remove. Click the Remove button first, and then 
add the command to the menu you want.) 

0 Click Cancel. 

You can display a brief summary of the meaning of a command by selecting 
it and clicking the Help button. You can get a list of the current menu and 
key assignments by clicking the List button. If you want a list of all the 
commands, not only those having menu or key assignments, press the Shift 
key as you click the Lis t button. The tables in the Summary section of each 
chapter list these commands, as does the table in Appendix E, "Word's Preset 
Defaults." 

Add a key sequence to a command 
0 Choose Commands from the Edit menu. 

@ Select the command to which you want to assign a key sequence. Its 
name appears under the Commands heading at the top of the dialog box. 

@) Click the Add button in the Keys group. Word d isplays a dialog box 
requesting the key sequence you want to add. Enter the key sequence. 
The dialog box disappears, and symbols representing each of the keys 
you pressed appear in the Keys list box. If you use a key sequence that 
is already assigned to another command, Word displays a dialog box 
telling you this and gives you the options of replacing the previous 
assignment or canceling the operation. 

0 Click Cancel. 



Saving 
To save a document, glossary, or personal dictionary; rename a document; 
make a backup copy; save on a different disk; or save a document in a 
different file format for use with other programs: 

0 Choose Save As from the File menu. 

Save Current Document As: Type the document name. If the document 
is already named, Word proposes the current name. Click Save to accept 
the proposed name, or type a new document name. 

Fast Save: Saves your documents much faster but creates longer files that 
take up more disk space. When edits to a document accumulate, Word 
disables this option automatically and does a full save to consolidate 
changes. 

Make Backup: Creates a backup copy of the las t version you saved 
under the name Backup of (filename). 

File Format: Lists options for saving your document in different file 
formats. After clicking this button, you can choose among the following: 

File format option 

Normal 

Text Only 

Text Only with Line Breaks 

Microsoft Word 1.0/Microsoft Works 

Microsoft Word 3.0/Microsoft Write 

Microsoft Word (MS-DOS) 

Mac Write 

Interchange format (RTF) 

Saves as this 

Word 4 fo rmat. 

Creates an ASCII file without Word formatting; 
use for transferring the document to other 
programs. 

Creates an ASCII file without Word formatting 
but with carriage-return characters at the end 
of each line. 

Saves in Microsoft Word 1.0 format (for working 
with external programs that read only Microsoft 
Word 1.0 format, such as Microsoft Works). 

Saves in Microsoft Word 3 format; also used by 
Microsoft Write and certain other programs. 

Saves in PC Word format (for transferring files 
from your Macintosh to a PC). 

Saves in MacWrite format. 

Converts all formatting, the style sheet, and 
graphics into the RTF interchange format 
and saves as a text file. 
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• Command and Keyboard Shortcuts 

Manipulating Windows 

To 

Make next window active 

Zoom window 

Split window 

Keyboard press 

Option-Command-W 

Option-Command- ) (toggles) 

Option-Command-S (toggles) 

Choosing Commands with the Period Key on the Keyboard 
0 Press the period on the keypad (or Command-Tab) to enter into menu

selection mode. The menu bar is highlighted. In this mode, you can do 
any of the following from the keyboard: 

To 

Choose a menu 

Choose a command 

Execute a command 

Cancel a command 

Keyboard press 

First leiter of menu, 
or Shifl-leltcr to 
choose next menu 
s tarting with thai 
leiter, or right and 
le ft arrow keys 

First leiter of command, 
or up and down arrow 
keys 

Retum or Enter 

Backspace (delete), 
Commancl-(period) 

Navigating in Dialog Boxes 

To move 

To next text field 

To previous text field 

Up in list box 

Down in list box 

To next group of options 

To previous group of options 

To next option 

To previous option 

Select the current option 

Select an option directly 

Keyboard press 

Tab 

Shift-Tab 

Uparrow 

Down arrow 

Right arrow 

Left arrow 

Comm<md-Tab 

Shift-Command-Tab 

Command-Spacebar 

Command-first le tter 
o f option, or only the 
letter if only buttons 
are present 

Keypad press 

Number of menu--0 for 
Apple menu, I for 
File menu, and so on. 
Once menu is selected, 
use the 4 and 6 keys to 
move left and right. 

2 and 8 

Keypad press 

. (Decimal point) 

0 



Commands 
See the table in Appendix E, "Word's Preset Defaults," for a table describing the key 
icons used in the following table. 

Command name 

About Microsoft Word 

Activate Keyboard Menus 

Add to Menu 

Assign to Key 

Background Repagination 

Cancel 

Close 

Commands .. . 

Context Sensitive Help 

Delete .. . 

Fast Save Enabled 

Find Again 

Find ... 

Go Back 

Go To ... 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standa rd 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Identifies version of Word and provides access to onl ine help. 

• 
Activates menu bar so that you can choose menu commands 
us ing keys. 

00 .. 1 !iilll. 
Adds the selected command to its predefined "home" menu. 
Mouse pointer changes to+. 

00~= or 
OOfr~= 

Assigns a key combination to a command. Mouse pointer 
changes to 00. 

Toggles option to automatically repaginate a document during 
pauses in typing and ed iting. 

Stops current command action. 

00. 
Closes active document. 

File 
Creates and opens customized keyboard and menu 
configuratjons. 

Edit 
Displays Help information for open command dialog box or a 
command you subsequently select from a menu. 

00/ help 

Dele tes an unopened document. 

File 
Toggles option to save a file more quickly but with less 
e fficient use of memory. 

Repeats search for text or format you speci fied when you last 
chose Find or Find Formats command. 

Utilities 
Searches for text and/or special characters. 

Utilities OOF 
Displays previous selection or returns insertion point to its 
previous position. 

Utilities 00~2 mmo 
Displays indicated page if document has been paginated. 

Utilities 006 
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Command name 

Help ... 

Hide~ 

List All F oms 

Load File imo Memory 

Load Program into Memory 

Make Backup Files 

More Keyboard Prefix 

Move Down One Text Area 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standa rd 
keyboard Keypad 

Displays list of online Help topics. 

Window 

Extended 
keyboard 

Toggles display of Word's normally invisible characters, such 
as spaces, tabs, and paragraph marks. If the characters aren't 
visible, the command reads Show f and appears in the list box 
after Show Text Boundaries. 

sgn 
Lists all installed fonts on Font menu. 

Toggles option to load as much as possible of open file into 
memory for current session. 

Toggles option to load as much as possible of Word program 
into memory for current session. 

Turns on and off the option to make a backup copy of a saved 
document. 

Amplifies extent of subsequent keyboard action; e.g., right 
a rrow key moves to next paragraph instead of next character. 

38~ ' 

Moves insertion point to text area below text area containing 
insertion point (in Page View) or to cell below cell containing 
insertion point (within a table). 

38~1§12 

Move Left One Text Area Moves insertion point to text area left of text area contain ing 
insertion point (in Page View) or to cell at left of cell 
containing insertion point (within a table). 

38~1§14 

Move Right One Text Area Moves insertion point to text area right of text area containing 
insertion point (in Page View) or to cell at right of cell 
containing insertion point (within a table). 

38~1§16 

Move to Bottom of Window Places insertion point after last character visible in window. 

end 
Move to End of Document Places insertion point after last character in document. 

381l!ill3 38end 
Move to End of Line Moves insertion point to end of current line. 

Move to First Text Area 

Move to Last Text Area 

m1il1 
Moves insertion point to fi rst text area visible in window (in 
Page View) or to first cell visible in window (within a table). 

00~1§17 '' 
0 

Moves insertion point to last text area visible in window (in 
Page View) or to last cell visible in window (within a table). 

38~!i11il1 



Command name 

Move to Next Character 

Move to Next Line 

Move to Next Page 

Move to Next Paragraph 

Move to Next Sentence 

Move to Next Text Area 

Move to Next Window 

Move to Next Word 

Move to Previous Character 

Move to Previous Line 

Move to Previous Page 

Move to Previous Paragraph 

Move to Previous Sentence 

Move to Previous Text Area 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Moves insertion point right one character. 

+or ~6 
OO~L 

Moves insertion point down one line. 

+or ~2 
oo~. 

Extended 
keyboard 

In Page View, moves insertion point to top of next page. 

OO page 
down 

Places insertion point at start of next paragraph. 

00+ or 00~2 
3€~8 

Places insertion point at start of next sentence. 

00~1 

Moves insertion point to next text area at right (in Page View) 
or to next cell (within a table). 

00~@])3 

Activates next document window, based on order in which you 
opened windows. 

oo~w 

Places insertion point after current word or next word. 

3€+ or 3€~6 
00~; 

Moves insertion point left one characte r. 

+ or @])4 
OO~K 

Moves insertion point up one line. 

+ or 1§)8 
00~0 

In Page View, moves insertion point to top of preceding page. 

00 page up 
Places insertion point at start of current paragraph or preceding 
paragraph. 

3€+ or 
OO~Y 

Places insertion point at start of current sentence or preceding 
sentence. 

3€~7 

Moves insertion point to preceding text area at left (in Page 
View) or to preceding cell (within a table). 

OO~fiim9 
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Command name 

Move to Previous Word 

Move to Start of Document 

Move to Start of Line 

Move to Top of Window 

Move Up One Text Area 

New 

New Window 

Meaning, 
menu 

Sta nda rd 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Places insertion point before current or preceding word. 

311+ or X liiD14 
3C~J 

Places insertion point before fi rst charac ter in document. 

3C mm 9 3€home 
Moves insertion point to beginning of current line. 

[§]7 

Places insertion point before first character visible in window. 

3CiiiD15 home 
Moves insertion point to text area above text area containing 
insertion point (in Page View) or to cell above cell containing 
insertion point (within a table). 

Opens a new untitled document. 

File 3CN 
Opens a new window for active document. 

Window 

F5 

-frF5 

Open Documems in Page View Toggles option to open documents in Page View rather than 
Galley View. 

Open File Name: 

Open ... 

Page View 

Preferences ... 

Quit 

Remove From Menu 

Save 

Save As ... 

Screen Test 

Opens indicated document. 

Opens a document. Dialog box lists all Word files and fi les in 
formats recognized by Word. 

File 3CO Ffi 
Toggles Page View. 

Document 3CB 
Brings up the Preferences dialog box. 

Edit 

F13 

Quits Word and prompts you to save changes to open 
documents, glossaries, and dictionaries. 

File 3€0 
Removes a selected command from a menu. Mouse pointer 
changes to-. 

Saves active document under its current name. 

File F7 
Renames document , saves it in a di fferent format, or saves it in 
a different drive or fo lder. 

File -frf7 

Displays graphics to test display monitor. Click the mouse to 
stop. 



Command name 

Scroll Line Down 

Scroll Line Up 

Scroll Screen Down 

Scroll Screen Up 

Select Whole Document 

Select Window: 

Short Menus 

Show Clipboard 

Show Hidden Text 

Show Menu Function Keys 

Show Table Gridlines 

Show Text Boundaries 

Show~ 

Smart Quotes 

Split Window 

Undo 

Use Picture Placeholders 

Zoom Window 

---Separator---

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Scrolls first line in window out of view, displaying one more 
line at bottom of window. 

Scrolls last line in window out of view, displaying one more 
I ine at top of window. 

~( @!I+ 

Displays next screenful (based on window size) of document. 

3€~. '!llll.l3 page down 
Displays preceding screenful (based on window size) of 
document. 

1§)9 page up 
Selects entire document. Same as pressing the Command key 
while clicking in the selection bar. 

OO~M ',,;\, 
Activates indicated document window. 

Switches between Full Menus and Short Menus. 

Edit 
Displays contents of Clipbo:ud. 

Window 
l 

l 

Toggles display of hidden text, indicated with a doued 
underline. 

Toggles display of extended keyboard function keys assigned 
to menu commands. 

Toggles display of nonprinting grid lines in a table. 

Toggles display of nonprinting boundary lines of text areas in 
Page View. 

Displays screen symbols such as ~ (paragraph mark). 

Edit OOY ;;, 
"'9.::( 

Toggles option to use " " and ' ' instead of " and ' when you 
press the standard quote key. 

Splits active window. 

oo~s 

Reverses latest command action if poss ible. 

Edit 002 rt' i 
Toggles display of g ray rectangles in place of graphics. 

Switches active window between its full s ize and an alternate 
size. 

Inserts a dashed line at bottom of selected menu (used to 
separate groups of commands). 
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Organizing Through Outlining 

hether you're writing a business letter, preparing an important 
speech, or churning out a spy thr iller, Word's built-in outlining 
feature can help you transform your thoughts into a complete, 

well-organized document. The feature serves not only as a planning aid
that is, as a means to create a conventional outline--but also as a powerful 
writing and editing tool. In fact, you can use it to reorganize an entire docu
ment, freely moving blocks of text with a few clicks of the mouse. 

To enter Outline View, be sure that you are in Full Menus mod e, and 
then choose Outlining from the Document menu. If you are starting a new 
document, the outline window is empty. If you already entered some text in 
Galley View or Page View, however, it appears in the window (although you 
might see only the first line of each paragraph). This occurs because Outline 
View presents a different view of the same document, not a different docu
ment. Thus, any change you make to an outline is reflected in the Galley 
View or Page View text, and vice versa. 



• Creating and Manipulating Outline Text 
Across the top of the outline window, Word displays the Outline icon bar 
(shown in Figure 4-1), which contains the tools you use to work with out
lines. Most menu commands are accessible in Outline View and operate the 
same as they do in Galley View and Page View, but the Footnote, Spelling, 
and Hyphenate commands, for example, are unavailable and dimmed. In 
Word 3, many commands on the Format and Font menus were also unavail
able, but in Word 4 you can access them if the Show Formatting icon is 
selected in the Outline icon bar. Let's examine the function of each icon . 

\ 

\ . Demote to body text 
Movedow11 

Move up 

Figure 4-1 
The Outline icon bar. 

Show levels 
Show all levels 

Show U: 
formatting 

Show first lines of body text 

Setting Levels and Promoting and Demoting Headings + + 
Like conventional outlines, Word outlines are organized by heading level, 
with each level distinguished from the others by the amount of indention. 
The main, or Ievell, headings appear near the left margin; level 2 headings 
are indented one d efault tab stop (set in the Document dialog box) to the 
right; level 3 headings are indented an additional tab stop; and so on. Any 
paragraph that isn't a heading is called body text, is indented half a default 
tab stop to the right of its heading, and is preceded by a small square, as 
shown in Figure 4-2. Subtext is any text that falls under a heading, including 
subordinate headings and body text. Headings that have subtext are preced
ed by a plus sign; those that don' t have subtext are preceded by a minus sign. 

In typical Word 4 fashion, many ways exist to manipulate headings and 
body text in Outline View. As described in Chapter 2, to establish the level of 
a heading, you can select some text or start a new line and click the Promote 
icon ( +) or the Demote icon (+).The left arrow "promotes" the heading to 
the next higher level; the right arrow "demotes" the heading to the next 
lower level. You can use the Promote and Demote icons before or after you 
enter headings or other text in the outline. 

You can use the mouse in an intuitive way to drag a heading or body text 
paragraph to a new level or position in the document. If the pointer is over 
any of these icons, it becomes a four-headed arrow. You can drag the heading 



to the left to promote the head ing, to the right to demote it, up to move the 
heading toward the beginning of the document, and down to move it toward 
the end of the document. If you click on a plus icon, all associated subtext 
becomes selected , too. If you hold down the Option key and click, only that 
head ing becomes selected. When you drag the material to the left or right to 
change its level, the pointer changes to a pair of arrows pointing left and 
right, and Word d raws a dotted vertical line at that heading level on the 
screen. Dragging the pointer and the line to the left, for example, p romotes 
the headings in the selected material-when you release the mouse button, 
Word promotes the headings in the material, but leaves the body text as is. 

If your keyboard has arrow keys, you can also establish heading levels by 
pressing the left or right arrow key. Don't try to establish levels by pressing 
the Tab key, however. As in Galley View, it simply inserts a tab character and 
indents the line to the next tab stop. This means that your heading will not be 
associated with the appropriate style. If you think that you may have 
absen tmindedly used the Tab key in an outline, choose Show <j[ from the Edit 
menu to make the tab characters visible. 

The current level is displayed in the status box in the lower left comer of 
the window, as illustrated in Figure 4-2, and names the style of the paragraph 
in the selected text. Once a level has been established , you can either type 
some text or edit text you already entered. If the text extends beyond one line, 
the characters on subsequent lines are indented when the text wraps. When 
you finish a heading, press the Return key; the heading then becomes a 
separate paragraph. The insertion point stays at the same heading level. If 
you want to change levels, simply click the Promote or Demote icon again. 

/ Body text paragraph 

'* ile Edit Format Font 

iD 
-t + ++> +

Heading with subtext Heading without subtext 

Utilities Win 

,o~~Y:e:tty:s:b:::ur::g-::A:dd:r::es::s-:-N:o::ve:m::::b'!..e:-r -;-:l9::-, -;::;;:?"..:::.....------:===~c-? Each level indented to a 
Working outline for the spe default tab stop 
o I. Nation rounded 6 ars ago, base<! on: 

c A. Liberty. 
c iB Equality. - ---------- ---- --li+,!I-Heading promoted 
o 2. Civil War now tearing us apart. 

c A. war is testing us. fro m level 3 to level 2 
c B. War has caused death in this battlefield. 
c C. We are here to honor those Who dted. 

o 3. Dedication is to the men, not to the battle. 

l'lll.ll' I 

c A. Those or us Who are alive must see to it that they 
did not die needlessly, and that others don't have to. 

c B. Increase<! resolution~to~s~to~pi!_th~e~::-;:-=: 
~ ~ "<<estroy this country. 

Crarent level displayed i11 status area 

Figure 4-2 
The outline window. 

Heading paragraph 
without text 

Body paragraph 
w ithout text 
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You insert new levels between existing ones the same way that you insert 
new paragraphs in Galley View. Click at the end of the line above where you 
want to insert the new line, and press the Return key. The space you open for 
the new entry has the same level as the heading above it, as shown in Figure 
4-3. Click the icons or press the left or right arrow key to promote or demote 
the new heading. 

Word's outlining feature is extremely flexible: You can enter headings 
and establish levels in a variety of ways. For example, you can enter all the 
Ievell headings first, without having to switch between level settings, and 
then go back and insert the level 2 headings. Or you can simply type in the 
entire outline and then establish levels afterward. To speed up the latter 
approach, you can promote or demote a number of adjacent headings at the 
same time, even if they are on different levels, by selecting them as a group 
and clicking the appropriate icon, or dragging them with the mouse. This 
shortcut is also handy if you want to make room for new levels or place 
existing headings under a newly created heading. 

•o Untltled2 I .. .. + + +> + - 1 2 3 4 Ill liil ff ~ 
0 Gettysburg Address-november 19, 16o3 F . Work.lng ouUine for the speech . 

0 1. Nation founded 67 years ago, based on: 
r: C> A. Liberty. 

C> B. Equality . 
0 2. Civil War now tearing us apart. ,. 

C> A. War ls testing us. •;i 
C> B. War bas caused death in this battlefield . 
"' c. We are here to honor those Who died. I 

0 3. Dedication is to the men, not to the battle. 1---
"' A. Those of us Who are a live must see to it that they.-------- 1 

did not die needlessly, and that others don't have to. 
o l 
C> B. Increased resolution to stop the war. 

Press Return here 

Insert new heading here 
C> c. This war cannot-must not-<lestroy this country. 
0 \ . 

[529 Chors !hBOOing l 101 ·\ l' li'•~·i!l ~·~ u ~lll: i li ~· :,· tm:~~a:lilii i Q 

Figure 4-3 
Inserting a new heading. 

Moving Headings Up and Down + "' 
The Move Up ( +) and Move Down ( + ) icons in the Outline icon bar let 
you rearrange headings and the body text beneath them. Simply select the 
material you want to move, and click the appropriate icon. If you select two 
or more headings, they all move at once. If you select the first line of a para
graph of body text, the entire paragraph moves. The Move Up and Move 
Down icons do the same job as the Cut and Paste commands (which are also 
available in Outline View), but they do it more quickly. You can also use the 
up and down arrow keys if your keyboard has them. 

You can move material within an outline in one of two ways: selecting 
by line or by heading. For either way, you can click the appropriate icon or 
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use the arrow keys on the keyboard. You can also use the mouse to drag the 
selected material up a number of lines-when you do this, the pointer 
changes to a pair of arrows pointing up and down, and Word draws a d otted 
horizontal line across the screen. Dragging the pointer up moves the line up 
a heading at a time-when you release the mouse button, Word inserts the 
material there. 

Selecting by Line 
Suppose you want to reverse the order of two headings, neither of which has 
any subheadings or body text. You can accomplish this most easily with a 
technique called line selection. Simply click anywhere within the first heading 
and then click the Move Down icon (or click within the second heading and 
click the Move Up icon). For example, if you select heading 2 in the outline 
shown in Figure 4-3 and click the Move Down icon, the heading moves down 
one line, as shown in Figure 4-4. The level of the headings remains the same, 
even if the two headings you are reversing are on different levels. 

You can also select single lines by clicking once in the selection bar next 
to the line to be moved or by holding down the Option key as you click the 
icon to the left of the line. 

If you select two or more adjacent lines, you can move them as a group. 
(To select multiple lines, drag in the selection bar or drag over the lines 
themselves.) In Outline View, Word selects the entire heading, even when 
you click in the middle of it. 

10 Untltled2 0 1 
.. + ... .D.. +> + - 1 2 ~ 4 lil ff 

o Gettysburg Address-November 19, 161)3 
o working outline ror the speech. J· ll 

o 1. Nation rounded 6 7 years ago, based on: i 
c A. Liberty. I 
c B. Equality. ----------T;[11- Hending moves down 
c A. War is testing us. /' 

o 2. ~ivil war now tearing us apart.- - I I O/le me 
c B. War has caused death in this battlefield. 
c C. We are here to honor those who died 

o 3. Dedication is to the men, not to the batUe. 
c A. Those or us who are alive must see to it that they 

dld not dle n&edlessly, and that others don't have to. 

c B. Increased resolution to stop the war. 
c C. This war cannot-must not-<lestroy this country. 
0 

tneaotng l 

Figure 4-4 
Moving a heading one line at a time. 

Selecting by Heading 
Moving selected lines one line at a time is useful for fine-tuning an outline, 
but often you' ll want to rearrange your document more radically, for ex
ample, by placing all of part 3- the major heading, its subheadings, and all 
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body text paragraphs- before part 2. You do this with a technique called 
heading selection. 

To select a heading and all its associated subtext, double-dick in the 
selection bar next to the heading, or simply click on the icon to the left of the 
line. Clicking the Move Up icon now moves the selected heading and its 
subtext up one line. 

Demoting a Heading to Body Text +> 
Normally, the text you type in Outline View consists of headings of varying 
levels. Sometimes, however, you may want to enter a short paragraph of 
body text within an outline and format it in the Normal style, Hke regular text 
entered in Galley View. (In OutHne View, body text is any paragraph that is 
not formatted as a heading; it is indented half a default tab s top to the right of 
its heading.) One method is to enter the text as an outline heading (levell for 
maximum line length), and then select anywhere within the text and click the 
Demote to Body Text icon ( +> ). To continue entering headings, simply start 
a new line and click the Promote or Demote icon. 

You can also change body text to an outline heading by selecting 
anywhere within the text and clicking the Promote or Demote icon or by 
dragging the icon of the body text to the desired level in the outline. 

Collapsing and Expanding Subtext + 
Word lets you collapse and expand the subtext under a heading so that 
you can view only what you want to see. There are two ways to do this. The 
first way is to collapse all the text under the heading. When you either 
double-d ick the heading's icon or click in the selection bar to the left of the 
heading and click the Collapse icon (-), the material underneath dis
appears. A dotted line appears under a collapsed heading to indicate the 
hidden material. The Expand icon ( +) does the reverse: When you select a 
heading in the same way and click the Expand icon, the subtext reappears. 
Or double-dick the heading's icon again. 

The second way is to collapse successive levels of body text and 
headings; only the body text paragraphs firs t, then the lowest level of 
subheadings, and so on, until only the main heading remains. To do this, 
either click the heading's icon once or place the insertion point within it, 
then click the Collapse icon once for every level you want to collapse. 

Word does not print collapsed text, so if you want to print the entire 
outline, be sure all levels are expanded. If you do print an outline with some 
text collapsed , the dotted line representing collapsed text does not appear in 
the printed version. 
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Moving a Main Heading by Collapsing and Moving It 
ln'addition to the heading-selection method described above, you'can 
also move a main heading along with all its subtext by selecting the main 
heading, clicking the Collapse icon, and then clicking the Move Up or Move 
Down icon. Word treats the heading and its subtext as one group. 

Showing Specific Levels 1 2 3 4 

The Expand and Collapse icons work on only those headings you've selected; 
the number icons, on the other hand, collapse and expand one or more head
ing levels for the entire outline. For example, if you click the number 2 in the 
icon bar, the outline displays levels 1 and 2; any higher numbered levels are 
collapsed. (See Figure 4-5.) When you use the number icons, regular text 
paragraphs are always collapsed, so if you want to see all heading levels 
without body text, simply choose an icon number higher than the number of 
heading levels in your outline. And because Word does not print collapsed 
levels, you can use the number icons to create a simplified outline for dis
tribution to others while maintaining a complete version for your own use. 
(An alternative is to extract a table of contents from the outline, a subject 
covered in more detail in Chapter 15, "Creating a Table of Contents and 
Index.") 

10 Untltled2 
+-++++>+-lr.J!3 4 111 ff 

Jneodlng 2 

Figure 4-5 
Headings collapsed by clicking the 2 icon. 

The Outline icon bar in Word 4 has level icons only up to level4. To 
display levels 5 through 9, you can press Option-Command-T and enter the 
number of the level you want to display. For example, to display heading 
levels 1 through 5, press Option-Command-T. The word Outline appears 
in the status area. When you press the number 5 on the keyboard, Word 
expands or collapses the outline to that level. You could also use the 

TIP .~ 
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Commands command to add the desired Show Level command to a menu of 
your choice. (The default is the Document menu.) Or you can assign your 
own key sequence to the command, such as Command-S for displaying 
through heading levelS. Chapter 3, ''The Word Environment," describes 
how to use the Commands dialog box. 

Showing All Text ~ 
The Show All icon ( ~) to the right of the number icons works like a switch. 
Click it once to collapse only the body text while displaying all heading 
levels. As with collapsed levels, collapsed body text is indicated by a dotted 
line on the screen. You can click it again to display all heading levels and the 
body text. 

Showing Body Text .. · 
Normally, Word displays only the first line of each body text paragraph. If 
the body text is longer than one line, an ellipsis( ... ) appears at the end of the 
line. If you want to expand all body text paragraphs to their fullest extent, 
simply click the Show Body Text icon( ... ). Word highlights the icon. Click 
the Show Body Text icon again to collapse body text paragraphs to their first 
lines. 

Displaying the Character Formats of Headings ff 
It's often helpful to see the formats of the headings in an outline as they 
appear in Galley View. Click the Show Heading Formats icon ( ff) to see 
the formats; click again to remove the formats. This function displays only 
the character formats-if the paragraph formats were displayed, the logical 
structure of the outline might well become unrecognizable. 

Changing the Format of Headings in a Document 
,In Outline View, te,xt is normally shown it1 either the character formats for 

l'pteNorm~{i style o~;the char~ct~r form~ts for the styles as,~igned ,tCMf1Ch 
,paragraph. Clicking the Show Formats icon toggles the display of '~hese 
character formats. The look produced by the default defu1itions for the 
~eading styles becomes visible when you go to Calley View or Pag~ View, <~ . , 

1i'Yhere Y<Jwsee thafthe heading styles are approXirnatelyJhe,sarne1as'the 'fil/ 
Normal style, except that they call for the Helvetica font, boldface, and add ·· 
.~little space before each heading. See Appendix E, "Word's Preset Defaults/' 1 
Jer ,the p:~set defiffif!ons of ~he heading and oth,~r autom~~ic styl~3; [,, . ',:lJJ!H 
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To change a heading style, you can go through the text and format each 
instance manually, but it is far easier to change the format of all instances of 
each style by using style sheets. Simply choose Define Styles from the Format 
menu, click on the name of the heading style you want to change, then choose 
the formats you want from the appropriate menus, and click Define and 
Cancel, as you learned in Chapter 2. See Chapter 10, "Working with Style 
Sheets," for a thorough discussion of this topic. 

• Numbering 
You can use the Renumber command from the Utilities menu to number or 
renumber an outline of up to nine levels. The command affects all selected 
headings; if no text is selected, Word renumbers the entire document. To 
select all the outline except its title-which you probably don't want to 
number-use the Shift-click method: Click at the beginning of the desired 
selection and, while holding down the Shift key, click at the end. 

Once the headings are selected, choose the Renumber command; the 
dialog box shown in Figure 4-6 appears. Click the All button beside the 
Paragraphs label. The Start At field probably contains a 1. If it doesn't, the 
first paragraph selected will start with a number other than 1. If you want to 
start at a number other than what Word proposes, simply select the contents 
of the field and enter the number. 

Renumber 

Porogrophs: ® All 0 Only If Already Numbered 

Stort Dt:j j FormDt:j 
'----' 

Numbers: ® 1 0 I .1 ... 0 By Ettomple 0 Aemoue m ( concel) 

Figure 4-6 
The Renumber dialog box. 

Unless you specify otherwise, Word numbers each level starting with 
numeral1. The numbering is repeated for each set of levels, producing a 
result like that shown in Figure 4-7 on the following page. (If you want to 
try this with the sample outline we've used in this chapter, remove all the 
numbers first.) 
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o Gettysburg Address-November 19, 1863 
• Worklng outline tor the speech. 

o it. Nation rounded 8 7 years ago, based on: 
c 1. Liberty. 
c 2. Equality. 

o 2. Civil War now tearing us apart . 
c 1. War Is t&stlng us. 
c 2. War has caused death in this battlefield. 
c 3. We are here to honor those Wllo died. 

o 3- Dedication Is to the men, not to the battle. 

Poo_w 1 

c 1. Those ot us Wllo are alive must see to It that they 
did not die needlessly, and that others don't have to. 

c 2. Increased resolution to stop the war. 
c 3. This war cannot-must not--<lestroy this country. 
0 

lhelldlng 2 

Figure 4-7 
Portion of a numbered outline. 

E!ll 

Word provides a large range of numbering formats. In addition to Arabic 
numerals, you can use uppercase or lowercase Roman numerals, uppercase 
or lowercase letters, or any combination of these. Furthermore, you can fol
low the numbers or letters with a period, comma, parenthesis, or any other 
nonalphanumeric character. 

For example, suppose you wanted to number a five-level outline using 
this standard format: 

I.A.1 .a.i. 

That is, the Ievell headings are to be preceded by an uppercase Roman 
numeral, the level2 headings by an uppercase letter, the level3 headings by 
an Arabic numeral, and so on; and each number or letter is to be followed by 
a period. You would enter the desired format in the Format field, as shown in 
Figure 4-Sa, and click OK. The resulting outline would resemble Figure 4-Sb. 

Renumber 

Pnrngrnphs: @ All 0 Only If Already Numbered 

Stnrl a t : jl I Formot: j i.R. I.o.q 

Numbers: @ 1 0 1. 1 ... 0 By E1111mp1e 0 Romoue 

OEJ) [ Concel) 

Figure 4-Ba 
A numbering style specified in the Format field. 
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!0 Untltled2 1:!11 .. .. + ... +> + I 2 3 4 Ill - ff ~ 
<> Gettysburg Address-November 19. IM>3 . Working outline !or the s peech . I 

o I!. Nation founded 6 7 years ago, based on: 1'1 

Q A Uberty. r 
Q B. Equality. II: 0 l l. Civil War now tear ing us apart. 
Q A. War is tesung us. 
c B. War has cause<! death in this batUe!leld 

l.n ., C. We are here to hOnor those Who died . 
0 ll l. Dedication is to the men. not to tlle battle 

~ ! Q A. Those o! us Who are alive must see to it Ulat they 
did not die needlessly, and that others don't have to. 

j! Q B. Increased resolution to stop the war. 
c C. This war cannot-must not-{!estroy this country I i 

<> II . 
K5 

I'Dt.(l' I 1nead ng ;t. IQI :11 .~ru 1 ·na 1c;; 1'21 

Figure 4-Bb 
The result after renumbering. 

To have each heading reflect both its own level and the levels above 
it, select the 1.1 option in the Numbers field. In the outline shown in Figure 
4-8b, for example, this option would cause the B section of part I to be num
bered ! .B. instead of merely B. 

Whether you use the 1.1 option or the 1 option, you can easily rearrange 
and then renumber headings by repeating the numbering process. Simply 
select the affected text, choose the Renumber command, specify the number 
format, and click OK 

As you can see, the numbering function is not only flexible but easy to 
use. If you experiment further with the Renumber command, however, you'll 
find that it reveals some complexities and, occasionally, offers frustrations. 
For example, although you might never use this information, it's interesting 
to know that you can have a character precede as well as follow your outline 
numbers. Word inserts a starting character before each entry if the first char
acter you enter in the Format field is nonalphanumeric-a parenthesis, for 
example. Such a character is optional, as is an ending character such as the las t 
period in the Format field of Figure 4-8a. But beware: If you dispense with an 
ending character-a period, for example-no period will appear after Arabic 
numerals in your outline, but one will still follow aU letters and Roman 
numerals. Word does this to prevent confusion in a case such as the 
following: 

A A New Way to Number Outlines 
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A word of warning: The Renumber command sometimes produces 
results that initially surprise you. Simply experiment until you get the 
look you want. A few more instructions and tips follow: 

0 The Start At option works only for the first heading level. 

0 To create an alphabetical sequence, starting \o\rith a letter other than A, 
use the letter's corresponding number in the Start At field and either the 
A or a format in the Format field. For example, to start the numbering 
with D-1, enter 4-1 in the Start At field and A -1 in the Format field. 
Roman numbering works similarly. 

0 To remove outline numbering, double-click the Remove option in the 
Renumber dialog box. Double-clicking any of the radio buttons is the 
same as selecting it and clicking OK. 

0 If you change the order of part of the outline after numbering it, select 
the text and the first heading level above it that still has correct 
numbering. When you choose the Renumber command, the By Example 
option is selected, and the Start At field displays the number of the first 
selected paragraph. Word assumes that you want to use the numbering 
format of the first paragraph you selected unless you specify otherwise. 

0 If you want to number only some headings in an outline, place a number 
(any number will do) beside those headings as you create the outline. 
When you are done, select the entire outline and click on the Only If 
Already Numbered option. Headings without numbers are skipped. 

0 If you follow the numbering format with a space, Word follows each 
number in the outline with a space instead of the customary tab char
acter. However, first remove the numbering before using this format. 

0 You can change the numbering manually and then use the Sort com
mand from the Document menu to reorder your outline. (See Chapter 11, 
"Formatting Tables and Lists/' for more information on the Sort 
command.) 

0 You can use the Renumber command on any set of paragraphs, not 
only outlines. Lawyers use this feature, but prefer the Line Numbering 
paragraph format, which permits numbering every line in a paragraph. 
The Line Numbering format is discussed in Chapter 9, "Paragraph 
Formatting," and in Chapter 12, "Section Formatting." 

• Using Outlining as an Editing Tool 
You can use Word's outlining feature as an editing tool in two ways. First, 
you can navigate in a document very easily in Outline View- much more 
easily than by scrolling manually or by searching for key words in Galley 
View. Second, you can rearrange large sections of text more efficiently with 
outlining icons than with the Cut and Paste commands. 
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Navigating with Outline View 
In Word, you can manually scroll through a document to find what you're 
looking for, you can use the Find command to look for key words, or you can 
use the Go To command from the Search menu to go to a specific page. None 
of these methods can take you directly to the beginning of a section of text, 
but the outlining feature can, through a method called synchronized scrolling. 
The procedure is simple. Display the document in Outline View, and then 
click in the vertical scroll bar until the heading you want is the topmost line 
in the window. Now return to Galley View. That heading appears at the top 
of the window. 

Synchronized scrolling works even better when you split a window into 
two panes with one pane in Outline View and the other in Galley View. 
Starting in Outline View, for example, divide the window by dragging down 
the solid black bar (the split bar) at the top of the scroll bar. Then click in 
one pane, and press Command-U to switch to Galley View. Now scroll a bit 
through the pane conta ining the outline; the topmost heading in the Galley 
View pane changes as you scroll. This synchronization makes it easy to work 
on the structure of a document in one pane and on the bod y text in the other. 
To remove the split from the window, drag the split bar to the top or bottom 
of the window; the bottom pane takes over the window. (See Chapter 3, 
"The Word Environment," for more information on split-screen techniques.) 

Moving Paragraphs 
You've already seen how to use the Move Up and Move Down icons to move 
headings around in an outline. You can also use this feature to move entire 
paragraphs within a document without having to carefully select text, cut it 
out, set a new insertion point, and paste it in again. Simply select the para
graphs and click the appropriate icon. (See Figure 4-9.) When you return to 
Galley View, you see that all characters in the selected text are transported , 
including blank lines and forced page breaks. You can remove these if they 
adversely affect the layout of the document. 

Ouerulew em .. .. n + +> + - 1 2 :5 4 lil - ff !!!! 
0 Overview of Modern Word Processing . With the first release of Mlcrosoftt> Word in I 963. personal ... !'li . What-you-see-Is-What-you-get (WY~ ~~--. These features were technically very advanced and ... iii 

o Anticipation 

~I; • In reality, Word anti; :·~~aly precise ·printing ... 
• Bnt racte happened. HeWlett-Packard® ... 
• ~crosoft Word on the IBM personal computer and ... 
• So Word and Macintosh seemed destined for a happy ... l;! i 

Moving a pnragraph up 

Flgure4-9 
Moving a paragraph within an outline. 
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• Points to Remember 
0 In Outline View, any change to the outline changes the document itself. 

0 Outlines can contain two kinds of paragraphs: headings, which are 
assigned styles heading 1 through heading 9, and body text, which is 
any other style of paragraph. The subtext of a heading consists of all 
the subordinate headings and body text under that heading. 

0 The way in which you select a heading determines how the Move Up 
and Move Down icons work. If you double-click in the selection bar, the 
icons move the selected heading and its associated subtext up or down 
one line. With line selection, the icons simply move the selected block 
up or down one paragraph. 

0 The way in which you select a heading also determines how the Expand 
and Collapse icons work. If you click in the selection bar or otherwise 
select the entire heading , the icons collapse or expand all the subtext 
at once. If instead you select only part of the heading or merely set the 
insertion point somewhere in it, each click on the icons collapses or 
expands one subheading level at a time. 

• Techniques 
See "Mouse nnd Ket;bonrd Shortcuts" later in this summan; for an overview of the 
icons in the Outline icon bar. 

Scroll to a specific section (synchronized scrolling in one pane) 
0 Enter Outline View. 

@ Scroll until the section you want to see is at the top of the window. 

@) Return to Galley View. 

Show Outline View in one pane and Galley View in the other 
0 Drag down the split bar (the black bar at the top of the vertical scroll bar) 

as far as you want. 
@ Click in the pane you want to appear in Outline View. 

@) Choose the Outlining command (Command-D). 

6 When you scroll in one pane, the other pane scrolls accordingly. 

Select a heading and all its subtext (Outline View) 
0 Double-click in the selection bar, or click the icon that precedes the heading. 

Promote or demote a group of adjacent headings 
0 Select the block to be affected and click the appropriate icon. 



Promote body text to a heading 
0 Select the paragraph to be promoted and click the Promote icon, or drag 

its icon to the heading level you want. 

Move a heading and its subtext, or a body paragraph, up or down 
0 Select the entire heading by double-clicking in the selection bar to the left 

of the heading, or click the heading's icon. 

@ Click the Move Up or Move Down icon, or drag the selected material to 
the new location. 

Or, 

0 Collapse all levels beneath the level of the heading you want to move. 

@ Select the heading and click the Move Up or Move Down icon, or drag 
the collapsed material to the new location. 

Print a simplified outline 
0 Collapse the outline to show only the heading levels you want to print. 

@ Choose Print from the File menu. 

Number or renumber an outline 
0 Select the text to be renumbered. (If none is selected, the command affects 

the entire document.) 

@ Choose Renumber from the Document menu. 

@) Specify the options you want to use. 

The 1.1 option precedes the number for a heading with the numbers of 
the headings above it (for example, 1.2.1.). 

The By Example option causes Word to use the numbering format of the 
first selected paragraph. 

0 Click OK. 

SpeciftJ a numbering format 
0 Unless you indicate otherwise, Word uses Arabic numerals followed by 

periods. 

@ Enter the format you want to use in the Format field of the Renumber 
dialog box (for example, I.A.i.). 

Remove outline numbering 
0 Click Remove in the Renumber dialog box. 
@ Click OK. 
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• Mouse and Keyboard Shortcuts 
In Outline View, as in Galley View, the keypad keys are available for moving 
the insertion point. 

To 

Promote heading 

Demote heading 

Move heading up 

Move heading down 

Demote heading to body text 

Collapse next lower heading 
or text 

Expand subtcxt 

Collapse selected heading 

Expand selected heading 

Display up to level 4 

Display levels 5 through 9 

Mouse 
click .. 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+> 

+ 

1 2 3 ... 

Display all levels [g) 
and body text (toggles) 

Display all lines in body text 

Display character fonnats of ff 
headings 

Keyboard Keypad 
press press 

left arrow 

right arrow 

up arrow 

down arrow 

Command-
right arrow 

+ 

Command- -

Command-+ 

Option-
Command-T, 
then the number. 

* 

= 
I 

To manipulate the outline while in Galley View or Page View, press Option
Command-T and then press the key(s) indicated below: 

Keyboard Keypad 
To press press 

Promote heading left arrow or K 4 

Demote heading right arrow or L 6 
Move heading up up arrow 8 

Move heading down down arrow 2 

Demote heading to body text Command-right arrow 



• Commands 

Command name 

Collapse Selection 

Collapse Subtext 

Demote Heading 

Expand Subtext 

Make Body Text 

Move Heading Down 

Move Heading Up 

Outline Command Pre fix 

Outlining 

Promote Heading 

Renumber . . . 

Show All Headings 

Show Heading 1 

Show Heading 2 

Show Heading 3 

Show Heading 4 

Show Heading 5 

Show Heading 6 

Show Heading 7 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

In Out line View, hides selected outline headings and/or body 
text regardless of heading leve l. 

In Outl ine View, hides all subordinate levels or the next 
higher level subordinate to the selected outline heading, 
depending on whether the entire heading is selected. 

Lowers selected heading paragraph to next lower outline level. 

In Outline View, displays all subordinate levels or the next 
lower level subordinate to the selected outline heading, 
depending on whether the entire heading is selected. 

Makes selected paragraph the body text of preceding outline 
head ing. 

Moves selected outline heading or body text below next 
visible paragraph in outline. 

Moves selected outline heading or body text above preceding 
visible paragraph in outline . 

Sets the prefi x enabling you to promote, demote, and move 
outline paragraphs in Galley View or Page View by pressing a 
key. 

3€~1 

Toggles Outline View. 

Document 3€U frF13 
Raises selected heading paragraph to next higher outline level. 

Automatically numbers or renumbers selected paragraphs in 
specified sequence. 

Utilities 3€F 15 
ln Outline View, displays headings of all levels and body text. 

In Outline View, displays only heading level I. 

In Outline View, displays only heading levels I and 2. 

In Outline View, displays only heading levels 1-3. 

In O utline View, displays only heading levels 1-4. 

In Outline View, displays only heading levels 1-5. 

In Outline View, displays only heading levels 1- 6. 

In Outli ne View, displays only heading levels 1-7. 

(continued) 
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Command name 

Show Heading 8 

Show Heading 9 

Show/Hide Body Text 

Show/Hide Formatting 

Sort 

Sort Descending 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

In Outline View, displays only heading levels 1- 8. 

In Outline View, displays heading levels 1- 9. 

In Outline View, switches between display of all body text and 
fi rst I ine only. 

In Outline View, turns on and off display of character 
formatt ing. 

Sorts entire document or selected paragraphs, columns, or lines 
in ascending order (A- Z or 1-9) according to leftmost 
character. 

Utilities 
Sorts entire document or selected paragraphs, columns, or lines 
in descending order ('Zr-A or 9-1) according to le ftmost 
character. 



Writing and Editing Techniques 

ith Word, the process of writing, or entering text, is nearly 
indistinguishable from rewriting, or editing. Letters, words, 
and entire phrases can be added easily, deleted, or moved 

around, even during the initial writing stages. In this chapter, therefore, 
writing and editing are generally treated as one concept. Here, we'll examine 
in greater detail some of the features and techniques introduced in Chapters 
1 and 2, and you'll cover some new ground. More specifically, you will learn 
about entering standard and special characters, selecting text you want to 
manipulate, moving text within a document, and finding and changing text. 

• Discovering Word's True Characters 
On your Macintosh keyboard, you'll find represented the alphabetic, 
numeric, and punctuation characters that appear on a typewriter keyboard. 
However, Word supplies many characters that a typewriter, or even other 
word processors, don't. And some familiar characters work, in Word, in 
unfamiliar ways. This section provides a brief overview of some of the pro
gram's character features. For a thorough discussion of fonts, see Chapter 8, 
"Character Formatting." 



Special Font Characters 
Almost every Mac comes with several fonts, or typefaces, that comprise 
standard characters as well as some additional ones. To see the standard 
characters in a given font, choose the Key Caps desk accessory from the 
Apple menu and choose the font you want to see from the Key Caps menu in 
the menu bar. (See Figure 5-1. In Key Caps desk accessory versions before 3.0, 
you can view the Chicago font only.) To see the characters available with 
different key combinations, hold down the Shift key, the Option key, the 
Shift-Option combination, or the Control key on some keyboards. Each time 
you press one of these, the Key Caps keyboard displays the set of characters 
produced when you hold down that key and press the keys on the keyboard. 
When you type on the Mac keyboard or click on the Key Caps keyboard, text 
appears in the field above the keyboard. You can cut or copy the text to paste 
it into a Word document; the text is transferred, but not the font. 

Figure 5-1 
Key Caps with the Venice font. 

Word is an international program that lets you add accent (diacritical) 
marks to characters by pressing the following key combinations. The accent 
is added to the next character typed; pressing the Option-key combination 
twice creates only the accent character. 

Press To get 

Option- ' ' (grave accent) 

Option-e ·(acute accent) 

Option-i " (circumflex) 

Option-n -(tilde) 

Option-u ··(umlaut) 

You can also buy fonts that have special zero-width characters. Typing 
one of these characters produces a symbol that overlays the next character 
typed- useful for creating obscure accented or combined letters. And you 
can use font-editor programs such as Fontographer from Altsys Corporation 
to make adjustments to one of Word's fonts. Unless the font editor supports 



the LaserWriter and PostScript, however, the font changes you make might 
not appear when you print the document on a PostScript printer. 

Almost all fonts contain not only text characters but graphic characters as 
well. The chart in Figure 5-2 shows some of the characters found in common 
fonts. To see one example of a graphic character, press Shift-Option-' (grave 
accent); as the chart indicates, the current font and point size determine 
which character is entered. Use the Key Caps desk accessory to find the key 
sequences for other graphic characters, such as the bullet ( •, Option-S) and 
the paragraph mark ('ll, Option-7). 

You can also use fonts containing nonalphabetic images such as Cairo, 
Taliesin, Symbol, and Zapf Dingbats. (The last hNo are high-resolution fonts 
that print well on the LaserWriter.) The Symbol font has a special signifi
cance: Word uses it to construct equations in its formula-translation feature. 
See Appendix D, "Mathematical Typesetting," for more information. 

9 12 14 16 24 36 46 72 

New York v + " ¥ i • i i 
Geneva <> +ot .L Q '* Q ,.... '* 

Toronto • ~ • @ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Venice . .. <> ~ ~ '\)o 0- ~ 

.... .~ ..':. 
•: I • . .. ... .... •: .':. Btllm' . .. " .. ':. ...~ ••• • • 

Ban rrlnl:l&co - ... --~ ~ ~ 6'8 

Figure 5-2 
Some graphic characters available in Word fonts. 
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Hyphens, Dashes, and Spaces 
Use hyphens to join words together, to make a compound word or phrase, 
such as built-in or state-of-the-art. When you press the hyphen key (located 
to the immediate right of the zero key), you create what is termed a normal 
hyphen. If a hyphenated word or phrase appears at the end of a line, Word 
may break (wordwrap) the line at the hyphen, like this: 

built-
in 

or this: 

The new toy is a three
wheeled cart. 

If you then edit the text in a way that affects the wordwrap, Word 
rejoins the compound word on one line. 

If you don' t want Word to break a line at a hyphen, you can enter a 
required, or nonbrec..'·ing, hyphen by pressing Command-- (actually, the 
Command key and the ' key) . If you want a word to be hyphenated only if it 
falls at the end of a line, enter an optional hyphen by pressing Command-
(the Command key and the hyphen key). Optional hyphens have no width 
and usually don't appear on the screen unless the word breaks at the end of 
the line. Word inserts optional hyphens when you choose Hyphenate from 
the Utilities menu. To display optional hyphens (whether inserted by you or 
by Word), choose Show <j[ from the Edit menu. Figure 5-3 shows the appear
ance of the three types of hyphens when Show <j[ is on. (For more information 
on hyphens and the Hyphenate command, see Chapter 14, "Document 
Formatting and Printing.") 

10 
Normal.hyphen 

Non-brealdng.hyphen ......... . 

Optlonal.hypllen 

Normal.space 

Non -breaking space 

Figure 5-3 
The three types of hyphens and two types of spaces. 

Similar to hyphens are the less frequently used en(-) and em(-) dashes, 
created by pressing Option-- and Shift-Option--. The em dash is the type
setter's equivalent of two hyphens-the common alternative--used when 
you want to indicate a break in thought, for example. The en dash, which is 
a bit wider than a hyphen, is used primarily with ranges of numbers, as in 
1987-88 or pp. 18-24. The en dash is also used to join two terms when one of 
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them consists of two separate words or a hyphenated word (for example, 
New York-based, first-in-first-out accounting). Word will break at these 
dashes if they occur at the end of a line. 

With Word, as with a typewriter, pressing the Spacebar creates a blank 
space. In Word, however, this space is a nonprinting character, appearing as 
a small dot when Show~ is on. Actually, you can produce two kinds of 
spaces. When you press the Spacebar alone, you insert a normal space; Word 
understands that it can break a line at the space and that it can adjust the 
width of the space in justified paragraphs. When you press Option-Spacebar, 
Word inserts a nonbreaking space, at which it will not break the line (see 
Figure S-3). You might use a nonbreaking space to keep compound words, 
names, or addresses on the same line. You can also insert this character after 
the numbers in a numbered list when you're using justified alignment. That 
way, when Word adjusts the width of the spaces within each line, the space 
after each number remains unchanged. Use this type of space judiciously; too 
many nonbreaking spaces will make the right edge of your text look very 
ragged or, if you are using justified alignment, will cause unacceptably wide 
spaces between words. 

ASCII Codes and Characters 
A little-known but useful feature of Word is its dual ability to report the 
ASCII code of any selected character in a document and to enter any charac
ter into a document when you type its ASCII code. ASCII-the American 
Standard Code for Information Interchange-assigns a number for every 
letter, number, punctuation mark, and symbol so that different computers 
and different programs on the same computer can (at least theoretically) 
read one another's text. The letter A, for instance, is assigned the code 65. 
A complete set of ASCII codes for some common fonts, including Symbol 
and Zapf Dingbats, is given in Appendix B. 

You can find the ASCII code for any character by selecting the character 
and pressing Option-Command-Q. The code for that character appears in the 
status box in the lower left comer of the screen. If you type the ASCII code 
for a different character, the new code replaces the old in the status box; 
when you press the Return key, the new character replaces the old in text. 

To enter a character without replacing another, place the insertion point 
where you want the character to appear and press Option-Command-Q. The 
word Code appears in the status box, and the character assigned to the num
ber you type is entered in the document when you press the Return key. You 
can cancel this operation by pressing Command-(period) or by clicking in the 
window. Also, if you need to enter another character by its ASCII code, you 
can simply click in the status box without first pressing Option-Comrnand-Q. 
The word Code appears again and you can then enter the ASCII code for 
the character. 
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• Basic Editing 
Of the basic actions required to enter and edit text, three of the most basic 
are creating paragraphs, backspacing to erase text, and selecting text before 
otherwise manipulating it. You practiced these actions in Chapters 1 and 2; 
this section gives you some additional information. 

Creating Paragraphs 
Pressing the Return (or Enter) key both completes a paragraph- leaving 
behind a paragraph mark, which is visible with Show <JI on-and starts a 
new line and paragraph; this is called a hard return. Many of Word's format
ting options, such as alignment and margins, apply to an entire paragraph; 
that is, the lines of text preceding the paragraph mark conform to the 
formatting options you chose for that paragraph. See Figure 5-4 for an 
example of this. 

Ode.to.the. Word 'I! 
'I! 
Nothtng_.surely,.Ls.more.allve.than.the.word.'lf---- -----
• • • -.J .. Donald.Adams'l! 
'I 

Paragraph mark 

A.blow.with.a.word.strikes.deeper .. -----------JtJrl 
tban.a.btow.with.a.sword.<tt 
• • • - .Robert.Burton'll Newline mark 
'II 
Words.are. What. hold .society. together .'II 

• • -.Stuart.Cbase<il 

Tab mark 

Space mark 

Figure 5-4 
Sample text with formatting marks. 

If you want to finish a line without starting a new paragraph, p ress 
Shift-Return to enter a soft return, also known as a newline mark. You can 
use soft returns when you want to handle a series of lines as one paragraph. 
The paragraph formatting commands then apply to all the lines. 

Finally, if you want to end a paragraph but not move the insertion point 
to the new line, press Option-Command-Return. This action is useful if you 
want to break a paragraph in the middle and then start typing at the end of 
the first paragraph. 
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Backspacing over Text 
As you've learned, pressing the Backspace key (or the Delete key) deletes the 
character to the immediate left of the insertion point. If you try to backspace 
from one paragraph to another that has a different format, however, Word 
beeps when you reach the paragraph mark and refuses to backspace over it. 
It does this to keep you from losing any formatting. To delete the paragraph 
mark, you must select it (by double-clicking on it as though it were a word
although you can also double-click to the right of the paragraph mark) and 
then press the Backspace key. 

Selecting Text 
In Word, as in most other Macintosh applications, you first select the text 
you want to manipulate, and then you specify what you want to do with it. 
Most word processors for other types of computers require you to work in 
reverse: Choose the action first and then select the text. The latter method 
isn't as intuitive, and it usually requires you to reselect the same text block 
again and again if you want to perform a number of actions on it. Word lets 
you select text in a variety of ways. Some of these ways call for you to click in 
the selection bar; this is an invisible strip that runs along the left edge of the 
document window. The pointer becomes a right-pointing arrow when it is in 
the selection bar. 

To select 

An insertion point 

One or more characters 

A whole word 

One sentence 

One line 

One paragraph 

A range of text 

The entire document 

A column of text 
(also called block selection) 

Do this 

Click at the desired spot. 

Drag over them. 

Double-click on the word. 

Press the Command key, and click 
anywhere in the sentence. 

Position the pointer in the selection bar 
next to the line, and click. 

Double-click in the selection bar nex t to 
the paragraph. 

Position the pointer in the selection bar 
at one end of the section, and drag to 
the other end of the section. 

or 

Click at one end of the section; Shift-click 
at the other end of the section. 

Press Option-Command-M. 

or 

Position the pointer in the selection bar, 
and Command-click. 

Press the Option key, and drag through 
the column. (See Figure 5-5, following.) 
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Fin11ncial Highlights 

Yt.l¥ Ew.t JWl.t 30, 

Figure 5-5 
Selecting a column of text. 

There is also a huge variety of ways to use the keyboard to move 
the insertion point and select text. The commands and key sequences for 
effecting them can be found in tables at the end of this chapter and in 
Appendix E, "Word's Preset Defaults." 

Shift-Clicking and Other Methods 
Shift-clicking is one of the easiest ways to select text. You click once to set a 
starting point, or anchor, and then click again-this time holding down the 
Shift key-at a second point either before or after the anchor. 

To see how this works, click within some text to set an anchor point, 
press the Shift key, click again at some other point (either before or after 
the anchor point), and then drag the mouse. Note that the selection is 
anchored where you first clicked the mouse button. When you release the 
mouse button after clicking the second time, the selection is set. 

Another way to select text is a unit at a time. You can select text one 
word at a time by double-clicking on the first word and then dragging over 
the other words you want to select. Only whole words are added to the 
selection. If you press the Command key, click in a sentence, and then drag, 
the selection proceeds a sentence at a time. If you double-dick in the selection 
bar and drag, you select one paragraph at a time, and clicking once in the 
selection bar and then dragging causes text to be selected one line at a time. 

When you use this method, the unit selected becomes the anchor. For 
example, if you double-click in the selection bar and then drag, the entire 
paragraph you clicked in is a lways part of the selection, regardless of the 
direction in which you drag the mouse. 

This technique can be very useful, but it can also be a bit frustrating if, 
for example, you are selecting paragraphs and then decide you want to end 
the selection in the middle of a paragraph. You won't be able to do it without 
deselecting the text and starting over using the Shift-click method. 



Extending or Reducing a Selection 
Once you have selected some text, you can extend or reduce the selection. 
The basic technique for doing this is to press the Shift key before you click. 
To extend the selection, move the pointer to the end of the text you want to 
add and Shift-click. To reduce the selection, move the pointer to the 
beginning of the text you want to deselect and Shift-click. 

The original anchor that you set with your first mouse click is used as 
a reference point when you extend or reduce the selection. Thus, you can 
extend a selection in only one direction: the same direction as the original 
selection. If you try to extend it in the opposite direction, the text from the 
anchor to the new selection boundary will be selected, but text on the other 
side of the anchor will no longer be selected. Think of the selection as 
revolving around the anchor. 

The unit of text that is added to or removed from the selection depends 
on the method you use to make the original selection. If you select text by 
dragging over it or by using the Shift-click method, you can Shift-click on a 
given character and extend or reduce the selection exactly to that character. 
If you double-click to select a word and then Shift-click in the middle of 
another word, the whole word will be added to the selection. Similarly, if 
you double-click in the selection bar to select a paragraph and then extend 
the selection by Shift-clicking in the middle of the next paragraph, the entire 
paragraph will be added. This also works for sentence and line selection. 

• Copying and Moving Text 
Word gives you two ways to copy and move text. You can use the Cut, Copy, 
and Paste commands (all in the Edit menu), which use the Clipboard, or you 
can use the Copy To and Move To keyboard commands, which bypass the 
Clipboard. If you copied graphics into your document from another source, 
you can move or copy them with these commands; the procedure is the same 
as for text. 

Both these methods let you move or copy text within a Word document 
or from one Word document to another. However, both files must be open if 
you want to use the Move To or Copy To command to transfer text between 
documents. This is not necessary with the Cut, Copy, and Pas te commands. 

It is also possible to use the Cut, Copy, and Paste commands to move or 
copy text to or from another Macintosh application, such as Microsoft Excel 
or Microsoft Works. This is discussed in Chapter 16, "Transferring Text 
and Graphics." 
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Using the Cut, Copy, and Paste Commands 
To move or copy with the Edit menu commands: 

0 Select the block of text to be cut or copied. 

@ Choose Copy or Cut from the Edit menu. 

@) Indicate a new location for the text by selecting an insertion point (in the 
current document or another document). 

0 Choose the Paste command to enter the block at the insertion point. (See 
Figure 5-6.) 

Go to the library today. Come back, find a comfortable place to 
sit, and jot down a few observations. You 11 likely make note of the 
compl&K lndeKing system used to find books, magazines, and other 
printed material. Let's say you want to know more about 
hydroponics- gardening Without soil. Don't go through the hundreds 
ot books on the sh&lves; look up "Gardening: Hydroponics" In the 
Subject index file. It tells you where the books In the category are 
and, for each book, It gives you the author·s name, the date of 
publication, and sometimes, a brief synopsis or the book's theme. 

The same kind of detail can be paid to any lnCor mation, even 
yours. It could be a list or rela tives (names. addresses, and wh .. e .:_:."- --11rrl Original (copied) text 
they tend to drop by the house uneKpectedly), a compilation " t 

statistics lor a science project In school, or a rundown, by 
department, or company profits. It's all done With a data 
management program. I 

------In- Pasted text 

Start of paste (iusertion point here) 

Figure 5-6 
Pasted text. 

Viewing the Clipboard 
From time to time, it's helpful to view the contents of the Clipboard to see 
what you are pasting into the document. To do this, choose Show Clipboard 
from the Window menu. A short Clipboard window appears on the bottom 
of the screen. To see more of the window, enlarge it by dragging the title bar 
upward and then dragging the size box in the lower right corner until the 
window is the size you want, or expand it to full size by clicking in the zoom 
box in the upper right corner. Click in the close box when you are through. 



Using the Move To and Copy To Keyboard Commands 
Word includes two shortcut commands that bypass the Clipboard: the 
Move To and Copy To keyboard commands. In addition to saving time, these 
commands let you duplicate or relocate blocks of text without disturbing the 
contents of the Clipboard and work with large documents when free memory 
is scarce. To copy text: 

0 Select the text you want to duplicate. 

@ Press Option-Command-C. Note that the status box in the lower left 
corner of the window reads Copy to. 

@) Scroll or move to the spot in the document where you want to copy the 
text block, and click. A dotted insertion point appears, as illustrated in 
Figure 5-7. 

0 Press Return to copy the block. The original text block is unaffected. 

and, for each book, it gives you the author's name, the date or 
publication. and sometimes, a brief synopsis of the book's theme. 

The same kind or detail can be paid to any information, even 
yours. It could be a list or re latives (names, addresses, and when 
they tend to drop by the house unexpectedly), pr a rundown, by 
department. or company profits. 1 t's all done w\_th a data 
management program. \ 

\ 
tt;opy to Norma 

\Text copied from here ... \ To here 

Figure 5-7 
Copying text with the Copy To command. 

I 

If you change your mind or discover that you selected the wrong 
material, you can press Command-(period) to cancel the operation before 
you press Return. Also, instead of simply clicking an insertion point for the 
destination, you can select text for replacement using any of the methods 
described above. You' ll see a dotted underscore rather than the normal 
highlight, and the selected text is replaced by the copied text. 

The process of moving text is nearly identical: 

0 Select the text you want to move. 

@ Press Option-Cornmand-X. Note that the status box reads Move to. 
@) Scroll or move to the spot in the document where you want to move the 

text block, and click. A dotted insertion point appears. (See Figure 5-8 on 
the following page.) 
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0 Press the Return key to move the block. The original text block is deleted 
and appears in the new location. 

and. tor each book, it gives you tile autilor·s name. the date of 
publication. and sometimes, a brief synopsis of the book's theme. 

he same kind of detail can be paid to any information. even 
yours. ould be a list of relatives (names, addresses, and When 
tiley tend rop by tile house uneKpectedlyl, a compilation of 
statistics tor a s nee project in school. or a rundown, D 
de artm&nt~ of com y proctts. IMlliiMIWI 

Figure 5-8 
Moving text with the Move To command. 

All this is fine for moving or copying material from the place in which 
you're working in a document to another place. But what if you're typing 
and suddenly decide to grab a phrase or sentence from a dis tant paragraph 
and enter it at the insertion point? It turns out that the Copy To and Move To 
commands magically become the Copy From and Move From commands if 
no text is selected when you issue the command. Simply set the insertion 
point and press Option-Command-Cor Option-Command-X. The insertion 
point stops blinking, and the status box reads Copy from or Move from. Select 
the material you want to copy or move; as you do so, it will be underscored 
with a dotted line. Press the Return key after selecting the material to 
complete the command. 

• Finding and Changing Text 
Want to find all occurrences of the word halcyon in your latest manuscript? 
If the document is any size at all, you' ll spend a lot of time if you have to 
hunt down every last one. But Word can do it in a flash. And if you want to 
replace halcyon with another, easier-to-understand word, such as tranquil 
or peaceful, Word can do that, too. 

Finding Text 
Word can search a document for any character or group of characters. You 
can enter a part of a word, an entire word, or a phrase, and Word will find 
every occurrence of it. To find a word, you usually start by clicking at the 
beginning of the document to set the insertion point there. The search then 
starts from the beginning. Then do the following: 



0 Choose Find from the Utilities menu. A dialog box, like the one in Figure 
5-9, appears. 

@ Enter the word or words (hereinafter called a string) into the Find What 
edit field. 

@) Set the Whole Word and Match Upper/ Lowercase options, as desired. 
(See below.) 

0 Click the Start Search button. If Word finds a match, it stops and selects 
the string in the document. 

0 To find the next occurrence, click the Find Next button. 

When you are finished, click Cancel or click in the Find window's close box. 

!0 Find 

Find Whet: Ll h_el_::cy::..._o_n - -------' 

0 Whole Wo~d 0 Motch Uppe~/Lowe~cose 

(( Sto~t Seo~ch H [ Concel) 

Figure 5-9 
The Find dialog box. 

Word helps you avoid finding matches that are not what you want by 
letting you set two options, Whole Word and Match Upper /Lowercase. 

With Whole Word, the program selects only text strings that stand on 
their own, with a space on either side. When searching for hyper, for instance, 
Word normally flags hyper, hyperbole, hyperspace, and all other words that 
have hyper anywhere in them. Click Whole Word, and the program flags 
only hyper. 

Leave the Whole Word option off when you are searching for both the 
root and derivations of a word. Searches work best when the root is an un
common word. The search string the will select a lot of words (these, other, 
their, thesis, and so forth); the search string magnet narrows the field to only 
a few similar words: magnetize, electromagnetic, magneto, and so on. 

The Match Upper /Lowercase option specifies that you are looking for 
words that are capitalized (or not capitalized) in a certain way. If this option 
is off, Word would find a word like Eschew in all its possible capitalizations: 
eschew, ESCHEW, esChew, and so forth. With the case option on, Word would 
flag only Eschew. 

If you want, you can also copy text from a document and pas te it into the 
Find What field. Word enters the text, removing any formatting it had. 
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Changing Text 
To replace a text string, you usually start by clicking at the beginning of the 
document to set the insertion point there. Then do the following: 

0 Choose the Change command from the Utilities menu. A dialog box, 
like that shown in Figure 5-10, appears. 

@ Enter the text to be replaced in the Find What field. 

@) Type the replacement text in the Change To field. 

0 Set the Whole Word and Match Upper /Lowercase options as desired. 

@ Click the Start Search button. If Word finds a match, it stops and selects 
the string. Click the Change button to replace the string, or click No 
Change to leave the string as it is and continue the search. 

<D If you want Word to change all occurrences of the string without having 
you verify them, click the Change All button instead of Start Search. 

10 Chnnge 

Find Whot: I hole yon 
l==='=========l 

Chnnge To: 1'-'-p-eo_c_ef_u_l _____ __, 

0 Whole Word 0 Mntch Upper/ Lowercnse 

fstnrt Seorch)J~ ( Chnnge Rll ) ~ 

Figure 5-10 
The Change dialog box. 

The Change Selection button makes the change in the currently selected 
text and stops the search. This button has two uses. For one, you can use it to 
replace at once all occurrences of the search string in a selected block of text. 
To do this, select the block, choose Change, enter the text you want to find 
and replace, and click Change Selection. Because Word selects the search 
string when it finds it, you can also use this button to change the current 
occurrence of the string and then discontinue the search. Simply click Change 
Selection when the program stops at a word. Word will change the selection 
and leave the Change dialog box on the screen so that you can enter a new 
Find What or Change To string and begin another search. 

Wildcard Searches 
In card games, a wildcard is a chameleon; it can assume the identity of any 
card in the deck. In Word, a wildcard is a special character that assumes the 
identity of one or more characters in a search (Find What) string. You use 
wildcard characters to find variations in spelling and so forth. You cannot, 
however, use wildcard characters in the Change To field. 



Word supports one wildcard character: the question mark(?). The 
question mark substitutes a single character in that position in the search 
string. Here are some examples: 

Type 

Budget? 

sep?rate 

To find 

Budget/ , Budget2, Budget3, and other 
words that start with Budget and have 
one other character (won' t find 
Budget/0). 

separate , seperate, and other spellings in 
which the fourth character is di fferent. 

Searching for and Replacing Special Characters 
Word lets you search for special characters, including format marks, page 
breaks, and tabs. To make it easier, first display the space, tab, paragraph, 
and newline marks by choosing the Show 'II command. You enter the 
circumflex (A) character by pressing Shift-6. 

Type 

"w 

"s 
" r 
"P 
"n 
1\ 

"-
"d 

"\ 
1\1\ 

To find 

"White" space (as seen with paragraph 
formatting symbols off). It finds all 
formatting marks, including nonbreaking 
spaces, paragraph marks, tabs, 
newline marks, optional hyphens, 
section marks, and page breaks. If 
several marks are together, Word 
selects them all when found. 

A nonbreaking space. 

A tab mark. 

A paragraph (hard return) mark. 

A newline (soft return) mark. 

An optional hyphen. 

A nonbreaking hyphen. 

A section mark (including required page 
breaks). 

A question mark. 

A formula character. 

A caret. 

Interesting Facts About Finding and Changing Text 
Interesting Fact 1. Unless Match Upper / Lowercase is on, Word retains the 
capitalization when replacing text. This means that capitalization at the 
beginning of sentences is kept. For example, if you entered hello in the 
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Find What field and howdy in the Change To field, they would come out in 
your document as follows: 

Original word 

hello 

Hello 

HELLO 

Changed to 

howdy 

Howdy 

HOWDY 

Interesting Fact 2. The Find What and Change To fields can each contain 
up to 24 visible characters, but you can type as many as 255 characters in 
each field. The runoff text in the field scrolls left as you type. 

Interesting Fact 3. You can replace a block with text that is longer than 
255 characters by first copying the new string into the Clipboard (select it and 
choose Copy) and then typing "c in the Change To field. This code does not 
work in the Find What field: To search for text that matches the contents of 
the Clipboard, simply copy the text and paste it into the Find What field. 

Interesting Fact 4. The text strings that you enter in the Find What and 
Change To fields remain there until you change them or until you quit Word. 
This saves you from having to retype the text if you use the same string over 
again. Further, the Find What fields of the Find and Change dialog boxes are 
shared. For example, if you type dimethylnitrosamine in the Find What field 
of the Find dialog box, the same word will appear if you then display the 
Change dialog box. 

Interesting Fact 5. To search for a string with a question mark in it, 
precede the question mark with a circumflex character("). Here is an 
example: 

To find 

What is this thing 
called love? 

Type 

What is this thing 
called love" ? 

Interesting Fact 6. To search for a string with a circumflex(") in it, 
precede the character with a second circumflex; you would enter 40""6 to 
find 40"6. 

Interesting Fact 7. To find any ASCII character, whether you can type it 
directly from the keyboard or not, enter the ASCII code for that character by 
typing "n, replacing n with the ASCII code number you want, from 0 to 255. 
You can use this technique in the Change To field as well. See Appendix B, 
'Table of Character Sets," for a complete list of the codes for each special 
character. Interestingly, if you enter the code for a letter and don't have the 
Match Upper/Lowercase option selected, Word will find both uppercase and 
lowercase letters. 

Why is this so useful? Because some formatting characters and special 
graphic characters exist that you can't type directly from the keyboard 
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or enter as one of the special characters described in the previous section. 
Specifically, you can use the ASCII code numbers to look for the following: 

To find Type 

Graphics 1\j 

Page number character from A2 
header 

Current date character from AJ 
header 

Current time character from 1\4 

header 

\(used in formulas) 1\6 

and footnote separator 

Footnote continuation separator 1\7 

Page break A/ 2 

Required hyphen AJO 
Space character AJ2 

Other ASCII codes produce characters that either can be typed directly 
from the keyboard or are undefined, but undefined characters appear as 
small rectangles ( D ). 

Removing Undefined Characters from Imported Text Files 
Often, when you capture a file with a modem or transfer a file from a 
PC, strange char~cters appear in your document. The linefe~d character, 
ASCII 10, is probably the most common of these. If you choose Show<][,:'( 
often all you see is the standard Mac symbol for an undefined character, 
a small rectangle (0 ). If all you can see is this generic character, how 
can you search for it and rel?lace it with nothing? 

Simply select the mystery character, find its ASCII code'py pressing , 
Option-Command-Q, and enter that decimal ASCII code in the Find What 
field of the Change dialog box, leaving the Change To field blank. See 
Chapter 16, "Transferring Text and Graphics," for more information on 
importing text files. 

• The Undo and Again Commands 
Mistakes happen to everyone, but when you're hurrying to perfect a term 
paper, report, or magazine article, accidentally deleting a paragraph you 
really want to keep or fouling up the formatting of an entire page can be 
frustrating and nerve-racking. Word lets you undo almost any action, 
including typing, editing, deleting, and formatting. 

To undo the previous command, choose Undo from the Edit menu 
immediately. Word remembers only one action at a time, and thus you 
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can undo only the last action or command. When you are typing, Word 
remembers all the characters you entered since the last command. 

The Undo command is context sensitive-that is, it describes the 
command that can be undone, as shown in Figure 5-11. For example, if 
you typed some text, the command reads Undo Typing. If you did a paste, 
the command reads Undo Paste. If the previous command is one that can't 
be reversed, the command reads Can't Undo and is dimmed. 

Undo Cut 3112 

( ut 

Figure 5-11 
Examples of the Undo command. 

Using the Undo Command to Experiment 
You can use the Undo feature to test the look and feel of formatting, editing, 
or some other change in the document. Make the change, and then look over 
the document. If you like the way it looks, keep it. If you don't, undo the 
change and start over. When you've undone something, the Undo command 
changes to Redo. You can undo and redo changes easily by pressing 
Command-Z. 

Word doesn't have Undo commands for the actions listed in the table 
below. Fortunately, however, they can be reversed by clicking a Cancel 
button in a dialog box if it appears, by choosing the command again, or by 
some other action. To stop a command that is in progress, try pressing 
Command-(period). 

To reverse 

Starting Word 

About MS Word 

New 

Open 

Close 

Save As 

Delete 

Page Preview 

Merge Print 

Page Setup 

Print 

Quit 

Show/Hide~ 

Do this 

Quit Word (use Command·Q). 

Click the OK button. 

Close the new window. 

CUck the Cancel button. 

Click the Cancel button (or reopen 
the document). 

Click the Cancel button. 

Click the Cancel button. 

Close the Page Preview window. 

Click the Cancel button. 

Click the Cancel bullon. 

Click the Cancel button. 

Click the Cancel button (or restart Word 
after you reach the Desktop). 

Choose the command again. 



To reverse 

Preferences 

Short/Full Menus 

Go To 

Show/Hide Ruler 

Outlining 

Spelling 

Window menu commands 

Do this 

Click the Cancel button. 

Choose the command again. 

Click lhe Cancel button. 

Choose the command again. 

Choose the command again. 

Click the Cancel button. 

Close lhe window (for Show Clipboard, 
or New Window), or reactivate the 
desired window. 

On the other hand, there will be times when you want to use the same 
command repeatedly. You can do this with the Again keyboard command. 
Simply press Command-A to repeat your last command. To repeat the last 
Find command, press Option-Command-A. The Again command can save 
you a good number of keystrokes. Here are a few other ways to use it: 

0 After replacing text by typing over it, you can replace other text with the 
same phrase by selecting the text and pressing Command-A. 

0 After a copy operation done without the Clipboard (Option-Command
C), you can copy the same text to another place by setting the insertion 
point in another location and pressing Command-A. 

0 After making a set of formatting changes using a dialog box, the Ruler, 
or the Copy Formatting command (Option-Command-V), you can apply 
the changes to another selection. 

0 You can repeat a Print command and use the same options. 

0 You can mix repeated find operations with general editing, repeated text
replace commands, or formatting changes. 

• Counting Words in a Document 
Word 4 has a very convenient feature for professional writers and others 
who need to keep track of their progress when writing. The Word Count 
feature scans through the current document and counts characters, words, 
lines, and paragraphs in the body of the document and its footnotes, but not 
headers or footers. If you've selected a range of text, Word counts only the 
items in the selection. Make sure the Show Hidden Text option in the 
Preferences dialog box is turned off before starting the count, unless you 
want text having the Hidden character format to be scanned as well. (The 
Hidden character format is discussed in Chapter 8, "Character Formatting.") 
When you choose Word Count from the Utilities menu, the dialog box in 
Figure 5-12 on the following page appears. 
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- - "--=-~~-- ~= Word Count 
Moln TeHt Footnotes Totol 

181 ChOracters I 
181 words 
0 lines 
181 P11r11gr11phs 

~------------~----~ 

S)! concel ] 

Figure 5·12 
The Word Count dialog box. 

In the dialog box, select the items you want to count-the Lines option is 
not selected by default, because the number of lines in a document varies 
with the way it's formatted, but the number of characters, words, and 
paragraphs do not. Next, click the Count button; as it counts Word displays 
the percentage of the document or selection that has been read. Click the 
Cancel button when done to dismiss the dialog box or to abort the count 
before Word has finished. 



• Points to Remember 
0 Use the Key Caps desk accessory to view characters that constitute a font. 

You can copy specia l characters from Key Caps to paste into a document. 

0 Word has three types of hyphens: normal hyphens, which are always 
visible; nonbreaking hyphens, which are always visible but are never 
broken at the end of a line; and optional hyphens, which are only visible 
at the end of lines. Don' t confuse these hyphens with the en dash 
(Option--) and the em dash (Shift-Option--). 

0 Word supports two types of space character- the normal space and 
the nonbreaking space (Option-Spacebar). Word does not break a 
nonbreaking space if it occurs at the end of a line. In justified text, 
Word doesn' t expand nonbreaking spaces. 

0 You can find the ASCII code of a selected character, and enter a character 
by its ASCII code, by using the Option-Command-Q key sequence. 

0 Word supports normal end-of-paragraph marks (which you create by 
pressing the Return key) and soft returns, or newlines (which you create 
by pressing Shift-Return). 

• Techniques 

View the contents of the Clipboard 
0 Choose Show Clipboard from the Window menu. 

@ Click the close box when you're through. 

Repeat the previous command (the Again key) 
0 Press Command-A. 

To repeat the las t Find command, press Option-Command-A. 

Undo the previous command 
0 Choose Undo from the Edit menu. 

Entering formatting characters 

To enter 

End of paragraph 

Nonbreaking space 

Nonbreaking hyphen 

Press 

Return or Enter 

Option-Spacebar 

Command- -

(continued) 
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To enter 

Optional hyphen 

End of line (newline) 

New page 

New section 

Formula character 

Paragraph mark 
after insertion point 

Entering accented characters 

Press 

Command- - (hyphen) 

Shift-Return 

Shift-Enter (on keypad) 

Command-Enter (on keypad) 

Option-Command-\ 

Option-Command-Return 

0 Press the keys for the accent desired from the following table. 

@ Enter the character to be accented. 

To enter 

Grave accent (') 

Acute accent (') 

Circumflex(") 

Tilde(-) 

Umlaut C) 

Entering other characters 

To enter 

En dash(- ) 

Em dash(-) 

ASCII character codes 
(see Appendix B) 

Press 

Option-' 

Option-e 

Option-i 

Option-n 

Option-u 

Press 

Option- - (minus) 

Shift-Option-- (minus) 

Option-Command-Q, then enter the 
character's ASCII code and press 
the Return key 

View characters available with different key combinations 
0 Choose Key Caps from the Apple menu. 

@ Select a font from the Key Caps menu. 

@} Hold down the Shift key, the Option key, or the Shift-Option 
combina tion to see the characters available from the keyboard. 

If you want, 
0 Type the characters you want. 

@ Choose the Copy or Cut commands. 

@ Paste them into the Word document. 

0 Format them in the font you desire. 
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Selecting Text 
To 

Select an insertion point 

Select a character 

Select a word 

Extend a selection by words 

Select a sentence 

Extend a selection by sentences 

Select a line of text 

Extend a selection by lines 

Select a paragraph 

Extend a selection by paragraphs 

Select any block of text 

Select the entire document 

Select a graphics frame 

Copying Text 
Copy text using the Clipboard 

SUMMARY 
Writing and! EdiJ:in iliecfil:'igca s 

Do this 

Point to where you want to insert, and then click. 

Drag over it. 

Double-click anywhere in it. 

Double-click and drag. 

Command-click anywhere in the sentence. 

Command-click and drag. 

Click in the selection bar to the left of the line. 

Drag in the selection bar. 

Double-c lick in the selection bar to the lefl of the 
paragraph. 

Double-click in the selection bar and drag. 

Drag across the text, or click at one end and 
Shift-click at the other end. 

Command-click in the selection bar, or press 
Option-Command-M. 

Click inside the frame. A solid frame and three 
handles will appear. 

0 Select the text and choose Copy from the Edit menu. 

@ Position the insertion point where you want to place the text. 

6} Choose Paste. 

Copy text without using the Clipboard 
0 Select the text and press Option-Command-C. Copy to appears in the 

status box. 

@ Set the insertion point where you want to copy the text. 
6} Press the Return key. 

You can also start with an insertion point placed where you want to put 
the text: 

0 Press Option-Command-C. Copy from appears in the status box. 
@ Select the text you want to copy. 

6} Press the Return key. 

You can cancel tills command by pressing Command-(period). 
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Moving Text 
Move text using the Clipboard 
0 Select the text you want to move. 
@ Choose Cut from the Edit menu. 

@} Position the insertion point at the new location. 
0 Choose Paste. 

Move text without using the Clipboard 
0 Select the text, and press Option-Command-X. Move to appears in the 

status box. 

@ Position the insertion point where you want to move the text. 

@} Press the Return key. 

You can also start with an insertion point: 

0 Press Option-Command-X. Move from appears in the status box. 

@ Select the text you want to move. 

@} Press the Return key. 

You can cancel this command by pressing Command-(period). 

Finding Text 
Search for text 
0 Choose Find from the Utilities menu to search for text and select it. 

@ Enter up to 255 characters in the Find What field, and set options from 
the list at the top of the following page. To find a special character, enter 
a code from the following table: 

To find Type 

Any single character 

A question mark 

White space 

A nonbreaking space 

A tab mark 

A paragraph mark 

A newline mark 

An optional hyphen 

A nonbreaking hyphen 

A section mark or page break 

A caret (11) 

Any character by its ASCII code 

? 

"? 
"w 
"s 

"' 
"p 

" n 

" 
"-
"d 

"" 
"ddd, where ddd is its ASCII code 



Whole Word: Finds whole words only-not those embedded in other 
words. 

Match Upper / Lowercase: Finds only the arrangement of uppercase and 
lowercase characters you specify. If this option is turned off, the search 
string will be matched regardless of capitalization. 

@) Click one of the buttons in the following list: 

Start Search: Starts the search at the insertion point or the beginning of 
the selection. 

Find Next: Continues the search. 

Cancel: Stops the search. 

0 If you started the search at some place other than at the beginning of the 
document, when Word reaches the end, it asks if you want to continue 
the search from the beginning of the document. Click Yes or No. 

Finding and Changing Text 
Search for and replace text 
0 Choose Change from the Utilities menu. 
@ Enter the text to be found in the Find What field. See "Finding Text" on 

the previous page for a list of special characters you can use in this field. 

@) Enter the replacement text in the Change To field. If you leave this field 
blank, Word deletes the search text. To specify a special character, type 
the appropriate entry from the following table: 

To replace with 

A nonbreaking space 

A tab mark 

A paragraph mark 

A newline mark 

An optional hyphen 

A nonbreaking hyphen 

A page break 

A caret(") 

The contents of the Clipboard 

Any ASCII character 

Type 

"s 

"t 

"P 
"n 

"-
"-
"d 
1\1\ 

"c (must be used by itselt) 

"ddd, where ddd is its ASCn code 

Whole Word: Finds and changes whole words only-not characters 
embedded in words. 

Match Upper / Lowercase: Finds and changes only the arrangement of 
uppercase and lowercase characters you specify. If this option is turned 
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off, the search string will be matched regardless of capitalization, 
and replacement text will be adjusted to match the capitalization of 
found text. 

0 Click one of the buttons from the following list: 

Start Search: Starts the search at the insertion point or the beginning of 
the selection. 

No Change: Leaves the selected text unchanged and finds the next 
occurrence. 

Change: Changes the selected text and finds the next occurrence. 

Change All: Changes all occurrences of the search text throughout the 
document. 

Change Selection: Changes all occurrences of the search text within the 
selection and cancels the search. 

@ If Word reaches the end of the document, it asks if you want to continue 
the search again from the beginning of the document. However, if you 
started at the beginning of the document, Word simply says it has 
reached the end of the document. Click Yes or No. 

Find and change text in a footnote or header 
0 Open the Footnote window by pressing Shift-Option-Command-S, by 

pressing the Shift key while dragging down the split bar, or by choosing 
Open Header or Open Footer from the Document menu. 

@ Choose Change, and search for and replace the text as you would 
normally. 

• Mouse and Keyboard Shortcuts 

To delete 

Previous character 

Previous word 

Next character 

Next word 

Block of text 

Block of text and move it 
to Clipboard 

Block of text and 
replace with new text 

Mouse click 

Select text and press 

Select text, 
choose Cut, or press 

Select text and 

Keyboard press 

Backspace (Word stops at 
paragraph marks that 
separate paragraphs with 
different formats.) 

Option-Command-
Backspace 

Option-Command-F 

Option-Command-O 

Backspace 

Command-X 

Type replacement text 
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• Commands 

Command name 

Again 

Backspace 

Change ... 

Clear 

Copy 

Copy as Picture 

Copy Text 

Cut 

Delete For.vard 

Delete Next Word 

Delete Previous Word 

Extend to Character 

Find Again 

Find ... 

Hide~ 

Insert Formula 

SUMMARY 
Writing and[E:c!i!Jr;tg iTi ~. nig\!le s 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Repeats latest command or editing action. 

Edit OOR 

Extended 
keyboard 

Deletes selection or character left of insertion point. 

Finds and replaces text with replacement text you specify. 

Utilities 00~ 

Deletes selection from document without placing it on 
Clipboard. 

Edit 
Copies selection to Clipboard. 

Edit OOC Fl 
Copies selection as a MacDraw graphic onto Clipboard. 

00~0 

Copies current selection to new location or copies subsequent 
selection to current posit ion of insertion point. 

:~e~c on 
Deletes selection from document and places it on Clipboard. 

Edit OOH F2 
Deletes character to right of insertion point. 

OO~F 

Deletes word (or part of word) to right of insertion point. 

3C~G 

Deletes word (or part of word) to left of insertion point. 

3C~<8l 

Extends selection (highlighted area) to character you type. 

OO~H gj-

Repeats search for text or fo rmat you specified when you last 
chose Find or Find Formats command. 

1Utilities · OO~R 
Searches for text and/or special characters. 

Utilities OOF 
Toggles display of Word's normally invisible characters, such 
as spaces, tabs, and paragraph marks. If the characters aren't 
visible, the command reads Show fl and appears in the list box 
after Show Text Boundaries. 

3CR 
Inserts formula code ( \). 

00~\ 

(continued) 
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Command name 

Insert Index Entry 

Insert Line Break 

Insert New Paragraph 

Insert Nonbreaking Hyphen 

Insert Nonbreaking Space 

Insert Optional Hyphen 

Insert Page Break 

Insert Tab 

Insert Table ... 

Insert TOC Entry 

Move Text 

Move to Bottom of Window 

Move to End of Document 

Move to End of Line 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Inserts index entry codes, formatted as hidden text, before and 
after selected text or on either side of insertion point. 

Document 
Breaks a line of text without starting a new paragraph. Inserts 
newline character (displayed as +-' with Show~ on). 

{}..., 

Terminates current paragraph and inserts a paragraph mark. 

.... or 
w 

Inserts a hyphen preventing a line break within a hyphenated 
word that occurs at end of a line. Hyphen is displayed as :
when Show, is on. 

00' 

Inserts a space preventing a line break on either side of space. 
Space is displayed as":' when Show ~ is on. 

~ ... or 
3€ ... 

Inserts a hyphen that is printed only when a word is broken at 
the hyphen. Hyphen is displayed as~ when Show~ is on. 

00-
Inserts a manual page break at insertion point. 

Document {}w 

Inserts tab character, displayed as+ when Show ~ is turned 
on. 

+1 or 
~+I 

Inserts a table having specified number of rows and columns 
at insertion point. 

Document 
Inserts table-of-contents entry codes, formatted as hidden text, 
before and after selected text or on either side of insertion 
point. 

Document 
Moves current selection to new location or moves subsequent 
selecLion to current position of insertion point. 

llfl~H {}f2 
Places insertion point after lasl character visible in window. 

end 
Places insertion point after last character in document. 

llfl@il3 OOend 
Moves insertion point to end of current line. 

@il1 

(continued) 



Command name 

Move to Next Character 

Move to Next Line 

Move to Next Paragraph 

Move to Next Sentence 

Move to Next Word 

Move to Previous Character 

Move to Previous Line 

Move to Previous Paragraph 

Move to Previous Sentence 

Move to Previous Text Area 

Move to Previous Word 

Move to Start of Document 

Move to Start of Line 

Move to Top of Window 

Numeric Lock 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Moves insertion point right one character. 

·.;+or ;-
d'·· oo~L 

Moves insertion point down one line. 

+or ~2 
oo~. 

Extended 
keyboard 

Places insertion point at start of next paragraph. 

' :, OO+ or l ' '.i:~nmi2 ' · 
·/ 3fl~B ''\;'; 

Places insertion point at start of next sentence. 

00ffiill1 
Places insertion point after current word or next word. 

00+ or 00~6 
~sc~; ~=lH_If1 

Moves insertion point left one characte r. 

+or ffiill4 
OO~K 

Moves insertion point up one line. 

, f.-tor 
00~0 

Places insertion point at start of current paragraph or preceding 
paragraph. 

3€+ or 
. ~~y 

Places insertion point at start of current sentence or preceding 
sentence. 

Moves insertion point to preceding text area at left (in Page 
View) or to preceding cell (within a table). 

·~·!~~9 
Places insertion point before current or preceding word. 

; 3€+ or ~t§J4 
:Ml~J 

Places insertion point before first character in document. 

oo~9 OOhome 
Moves insertion point to beginning of current line. 

1§]7 
Places insertion point before first character visible in window. 

OOJ¥Iil5 home 
Toggles Num Lock so that you can type numbers using 
numeric keypad. 

(continued) 
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Command name 

Paste 

Paste Special Character 

Select Whole Document 

Show Clipboard 

Undo 

Word Count ... 

"Smart" Quotes 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Inserts Clipboard contents at insertion point or in place of 
current selection. 

Edit 88lJ F4 
Inserts a special font character indicated by decimal code you 
type. 

OO~Q 

Selects entire document. Same as pressing the Command key 
while clicking in the selection bar. 

*l~M 

Displays contents of Clipboard. 

Window 
Reverses latest command action if possible. 

Edit 3CZ F 1 
Displays number of characters, words, paragraphs, and lines in 
a document or selection, excluding headers and footers. 

Utilities ~F15 

Toggles option to use " " and ' ' instead of " " and ' ' when you 
press the standard quote key. 



Automatic Text Entry with Glossaries 

icrosoft Word has many features aimed at automating the 
writing process. One of the most important of these is its 
support for glossaries. If you've ever found yourself thinking, as 

you typed the same text over and over, that there must be a better way, or if 
you've ever wished that you could insert a letterhead at the top of a docu
ment quickly and easily, the glossary feature is for you. It allows you, with a 
few keystrokes, to insert a predefined block of text or a graphic anywhere in 
any of your documents. 

In Word, a glossary is not a list of terms and their definitions but a file 
containing blocks of text and graphics. Each block is called a glossary entry, 
and each glossary entry has a name that you use when you want to insert 
it into a document. With glossaries you save time, not to mention many 
keystrokes. 

Suppose that you are a lawyer or a lawyer's assistant and that you often 
prepare contracts for clients. Most contracts contain small chunks of standard 
text. Instead of typing these chunks each time you draw up a contract, you 
can record them as separate glossary entries. Then, when you want to insert 
one into a contract, you press a few keys in the proper sequence, and the text 
appears automatically. 
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This chapter shows how to use glossaries to drastically reduce the time 
you spend typing text. You'll learn how to create a glossary entry, call it up at 
a moment's notice, delete or edit it, as well as how to manage glossary files. 

• Anatomy of a Glossary 
As illustrated in Figure 6-1, each block of text or graphic is a single entry. 
Glossary entries are similar to the cuttings you might keep in the Scrapbook 
desk accessory, but you can access glossary entries much more quickly. 

One glossary entry 

Figure 6-1 
A glossary is similar to the Scrapbook. 

You already saw how a glossary could make assembling a legal contract 
easier and faster. Here are a few other items that are perfectly suited to be 
glossary entries: 

0 Letterheads (text, graphics, or both). 

0 Your name and return address. 

0 Often-used mailing addresses of friends and business associates. 

0 Account numbers. 

0 Telephone numbers. 

0 Names or long words, such as Santiago de los Caballeros and phenylalanine. 

0 Text with unusual formatting, such as the Zapf Dingbat o followed by a 
tab character, which we use for the shadowed boxes in this list. 

0 Headers and footers that you use regularly. 

0 Graphic elements, such as gray rules from MacDraw or digitized logos. 
0 PostScript graphics elemen ts. 

0 Character names, scenes, and camera directions in screenplays. 

0 Samples of long mathematical formulas. (See Appendix D, 
"Mathematical Typesetting.") 
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0 The complimentary close in business letters, such as: 

Sincerely, 11 
11 
11 
11 
David A. Buxton11 
Public Relations Specialist11 
11 
enc. 11 
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Word comes with a glossary file called Standard Glossary. Inside this 
file are a number of default glossary entries, each marked by a bullet in the 
Glossary dialog box, for inserting the time and date in various formats, 
for inserting the current page number, and for using Word 's print merge 
commands. The time and date entries are of two types: static and dynamic. 
When you enter a static item into your document, Word inserts the appro
pria te text but does not continuously update it. When you insert a dynamic 
time or date, Word updates it when you print the document. Sta tic entries 
contain the word now, and dynamic entries contain the word print. You can 
either add to the Standard Glossary or create your own glossary files. The 
Standard Glossary is accessed every time you start Word . Unlike style sheets, 
which are linked to a single document, glossaries can be shared among all 
your Word documents. 

• Creating a Glossary Entry 
The first step in creating a glossary entry is to select a graphic or a block of 
text to use. You can also paste the contents of the Clipboard into a glossary, if 
it is more convenient to do so. Of course, the number and size of your entries 
determine the size of the glossary file, and the larger the file the less room 
there will be on your work disk for other files. Most of your glossary entries 
will be a sentence or two in length, and the graphics will be relatively small. 
However, Word doesn't restrict the size of an entry- you could store a blank 
business-letter template, for example. To add an entry to the glossary: 

0 Select the text or graphic in the normal way, or copy or cut something to 
the Clipboard. 

@ Choose Glossary from the Edit menu. The Glossary dialog box appears. 
(See Figure 6-2 on the following page.) 

@) Think of a name for the glossary entry. The shorter the name the better, 
but it should be fairly descriptive. Type the name into the Name field. 

0 If you want to use the contents of the Clipboard as the glossary entry, 
choose the Paste command and skip to <D. (Pasting something from the 
Clipboard au tomatically defines the entry.) 
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0 Click the Define button. The item, whether selected or on the Clipboard, 
is recorded as an entry in the current glossary, with the name you 
provided. 

<D Close the Glossary dialog box by clicking the Cancel button or the 
close box. 

10 Glossa ry 

•date - now - abbreulated 

~ 
s 

•date - now - long ( Define) 

•date - now - short (Cancel) 

Name: II I 

Figure 6·2 
The Glossary dialog box. 

If you click the Define button without providing a name, Word names 
the glossary entry for you. The first name assigned is Un namedl , the second 
is Unnamed2, and so forth. You can change the name of a glossary entry by 
selecting the name you want to change in the list box, typing a new name in 
the Name edit field, and then clicking Define. 

Like any other Word document, a glossary must be saved or any changes 
and additions you have made will be lost. If you don' t save the glossary, 
Word will prompt you to do so when you quit the program. If you add sev
eral entries to the glossary, it is a good idea to save them right away, rather 
than waiting until the end of your Word session. However, you don't need to 
save a glossary in order to use entries you've just added. To learn more about 
your options for saving a glossary, see ''Working with Glossary Files," later 
in this chapter. If you simply want to save your new entries in the Standard 
Glossary file, d isplay the Glossary dialog box and choose Save As from the 
File menu. Be sure that the filename is Standard Glossan;, and then click Save. 

• Inserting a Glossary Ent ry 
You can insert a glossary entry into your document in three ways: by choos
ing the Glossary command, by accessing the glossary from the keyboard, or 
by choosing a glossary entry that you have added to the Work menu. (See 
Chapter 3, "The Word Environment," for more about the Work menu.) 

Regardless of the method you use, you must first set the insertion point 
where you want the entry to appear. If, instead of merely placing the inser
tion point, you select a graphic or a block of text, the glossary entry will 
replace the selection. 



Choosing the Glossary Command 
To insert an entry using the mouse and the Glossary command, do the 
following: 

0 Choose the Glossary command. The Glossary dialog box appears. 

49 Scroll through the list box and click on the entry you want to use. 

@) Click the Insert button, or simply double-click on the entry name. 

The entry is placed at the insertion point, as shown in Figure 6-3, or it 
replaces the previously selected text or graphic. If you decide not to use a 
glossary entry, click the Cancel button or the close box. If you make a mistake 
and need to undo the entry, choose Undo Insert Glossary Text from the Edit 
menu. 

10 Untilled I 

Color composite monitors can't deliver tine detail In Ule images Uley 
show. Minute details don't show up very well Enter Ule color RGB 
monitor. (f) 
-

10 Untilled I 

Color composite monitors can't deliver flne de tall in Ule images Uley 
show. Minute detalls don't show up very well. Enter Ule color RGB 
monitor. (RGB stands !or Red-Green-Blue, Ule Ulree primary colors 
used in television I> 
-

Figure 6-3 
Before and after inserting a glossary entry. 

Using the Keyboard 

01 

~ 
; 
I 

I 

~ 
1-i 

I;, 
~ :j, 

Before glossary 
insertion 

After glossary 
insertion 

If you remember the name of the glossary entry, you can insert it more quickly 
by using the keyboard. Simply place the insertion point, or select the material 
you want to replace with the entry, and then do the following: 

0 Press Command-Backspace. As Figure 6-4 on the following page shows, 
the status box in the lower left corner of the window reads Name. 

49 Type the name of the entry. You can use uppercase or lowercase letters; 
Word doesn' t care. Keeping your entry names short helps make this 
process more convenient. 

@) Press the Return key when you're finished typing. The entry is placed at 
the insertion point or replaces the previously selected material. 

If you misspell the entry, the program will beep at you. To cancel the 
insertion, press Command-(period) or click anywhere in the document. 
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Figure 6-4 
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The status box during entry insertion from the keyboard. 

Using the Work Menu 
The third way to insert a glossary entry is to create an item for it on the Work 
menu and then simply choose that menu item when you want to insert the 
entry. To add a glossary entry to the Work menu, do the following: 

0 Press Option-Command- +. The pointer changes to a large plus sign. 

@ Choose the Glossary command, and click on the entry you want to add 
to the Work menu. The menu bar blinks to confirm the addition. 

To test the new Work menu item, place the insertion point somewhere 
in your document, and then choose the new glossary menu item. It couldn't 
be easier. You may want to add all your glossary entries to the Work menu 
in this way, but restrain yourself. Once you begin using the Work menu to 
add documents, glossary entries, and style names, you' ll realize that 
selecting items from a huge menu can take longer than going through the 
Glossary d ialog box. 

Formats Within Glossary Entries 
Any glossary entry you create contains, in addition to text or graphics, any 
character or paragraph formats the material may have. If the selected or 
copied material for the entry contains a paragraph mark, the paragraph 
formats that are attached to it (such as line spacing, indention, and style 
information) remain with the entry in the glossary. For this reason, unless 
you specifically want the paragraph formats to travel with the entry, select 
only the text inside a paragraph and not the entire paragraph before you 
create the glossary entry. If you do this, only the character formats of the 
selected material remain with the entry. 

Any styles a ttached to the material at the time you create the entry 
are also recorded in an invisible glossary style sheet. These formats and 
styles are carried over when you insert an entry into a document, even if it is 
not the same document from which the entry originally came. If a style name 
attached to the entry already exists in the document, Word uses the docu
ment style to format the inserted entry. On the other hand, if a style attached 
to the entry does not exist in the document's style sheet, then Word adds it 
from the style sheet hidden in the glossary. 



For example, let's say that a book you are working on has a heading 
called For Further Reading at the end of each chapter, listing the biblio
graphic references for the chapter, and that it has the heading 2 style. In 
addition to using the heading 2 style that you developed (say, 14-point 
Palatino bold with 20 points Space Before), you manually added italics to 
the For Further Reading heading. Then, suppose that you select this heading 
and create a glossary entry called headfbiblio. 

If you opened a blank document and inserted this glossary entry, you 
would see the italic formatting of the original but not the 14-point Palatino 
bold style you defined in the first document, because the heading 2 style is an 
automatic style, meaning tha t it is automatically predefined for every blank 
document. Because the default definition for the heading 2 style is the Normal 
style font in bold, with 6 points Space Before, you would see these formats 
plus the italic you added manually. In all probability, this is not what you 
expected or wanted. 

This behavior may seem awkward to you, but there is a reason for it 
that applies to other aspects of Word as well. When you copy a style into 
a document-whether by inserting a styled glossary entry or by copying and 
pasting styled material from one document to another-the styles of the 
document, not of the inserted material, take precedence. This approach pre
serves the information contained in the document until you decide to change 
it. If it were otherwise, a style a ttached to an inserted paragraph could 
overwrite a style in your document's style sheet, causing all the text in that 
style to be changed. In other words, you can add a style that wasn't in your 
document before, but Word won' t let you replace a style without making a 
conscious choice. 

If you want the heading 2 styles in the two documents to ma tch, it's easy 
enough to copy the styles from the source document to the new document. 
Simply choose Define Styles while the new document is active; then choose 
Open and open the source document's style sheet. All the styles defined in 
the source overwrite the styles of the same name in the new document. See 
Chapter 10, "Working with Style Sheets," if you want to copy only a few of 
the styles to the new document. 

The behavior of not transferring a style definition that already exists in 
a document when you insert a glossary entry also holds for a glossary itself. 
This is a consequence of the fact that a glossary has only one hidden style 
sheet. For example, suppose that you define a new entry in the current glos
sary for a paragraph having a style called letterhead. Suppose you now close 
the document from which this entry came and open a new document. In the 
new document you create a definition for the letterhead style that is different 
from that .in the first document. If you now create a new glossary entry for a 
paragraph having the letterhead style of the new document, the new defi
nition does not s tay with the entry in the glossary because the glossary's 
hidden style sheet already contains a definition for tha t style. 
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Here is an experiment for the stouthearted to demonstrate that glossaries do 
indeed have hidden style sheets. Note that the average user will never need 
to open a glossary in this way; it is easy to make almost any change to a glos
sary using the standard methods described in the next section. 

First, close every open document for safety's sake. Then open a new 
document and choose the Glossary command. Next choose Save As, naming 
the glossary G/ossan; Test, in order to create a copy of the glossary for your 
experiments. Once yotive done this, quit and restart Word; this is necessary 
because Word lets yot( open a glossary as a document only if it's the first time 
it is being opened for any reason during that session. Now hold down the 
Shi.ft key while choosing Open Any File from the File menu. A dialog box 
appears, listing every file in the current folder, regardless of whether it's a 
Word document or not. Open Glossary Test as a document. 

You see a list of every entry in your glossary, each ended by a paragraph 
mark (invisible unles~ Show 1 is on). You can carefully change the material in 
this document-editing within an entry, reformatting text, and so on-but be 
careful not to delete an entry. If you do, glossary entries may no longer match 
their correct names or the glossary may become totally unusable. 

Choose the Define Styles command to see the list of styles attached to the 
glossary. You can do many things with the glossary's style sheet: change style 
definitions, delete styles that are no longer attached to glossary entries, and 
even open a style sheet belonging to another document to merge its styles 
into the glossary's style sheet. 

When you have finished editing the glossary document, save it. A Fast 
Save preserves the file type attached to the glossary so that you can ope11 it 
as a glossary agam without problems. However, if you made many edits, 
have many documents open (remember the suggestion to close all open 
documents?), or repaginated the glossary document (although you should 
never need to do this), Word does a Full Save and changes the document's 
file type and icon to those of a standard Word document. 

If this happe11s, d9n' t worry; you can still open the document as a 
glossary if you haven~t1Changed the file too much. To do this, restart Word, 
choose the Glossary command, and press the Shift key while choosing Open 
from the File menu. When the Open dialog box appears, open Glossary Test. If 
all goes well, your edited glossary document will be reopened as a glossary. 
To complete the process, immediately save this glossary under a third name, 
such as New Glossan;, so that Word will change the file type and icon back to 
those of a glossary. 

Any time you open a glossary in this way, test carefully any changes you 
make before using it with an important document. 

This technique can be helpful if for some reason you suspect that your 
glossary has been damaged and you want to recover its contents. Simply 
open the glossary as a document using the steps outli11ed above, and copy its 
contents into a blank document. You can then reconstruct the glossary. 
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• Modifying a Glossary Entry 
You can change the contents, format, and name of any glossary entry except 
the standard entries (those preceded by a bullet in the Glossary dialog box). 
You can also delete any glossary entry you no longer need (again, with the 
exception of the standard entries). 

Editing an Entry 
Often, after creating a glossary entry, you will decide that you need to make 
a few changes in it. Start by inserting into a document the entry you want to 
change. Use a new, blank document window if necessary, to avoid messing 
up the one in which you are currently working. Then redefine the contents of 
the entry as follows: 

0 Make the desired changes in the contents and format of the material you 
inserted. 

@ Select the edited material. 

@) Choose the Glossary command. 
0 Select in the list box the entry to be replaced, and click the Define button. 

~ Click Cancel to resume editing. 

Another way to accomplish the same end is to copy the edited entry, 
open the Glossary dialog box, select the entry, and then choose the Paste 
command. 

Edltjllg Graphics Stored in the Glossaey . <I·t' . 
w.,lMi'cimnot edit g1r~phics imported itr<l>m programs' ~~:MacPaint or 

-~ ;~-,..l'~ ~{ ,' -- ,., - ~: - t · · ). 

Macpraw. If you heecLto edit a graphic, stored as a glossary entry, ope the 
Glossary dialog box, select the entry, and choose the Copy command. Then 
go back to the drawing program, paste the graphic, change it, and cut or copy 
the fi;e'w version to the Clipboard. Finally, restart Word~ppen the Gloss~ry 

1 d~al9g })9x again, se~e<;~; the entry nam~, and choose the;~aste commap4;f6 
' reRl~£~:tne entry.wittl!f.he contents of the Clipboard'_, !!'IH1:1t · :;!i\ILm .,: 
• -Jd·;:.:~ - , ~ _, :,~ . :0 < -~:>-.<:> < :.::::1 ~$1 lli~ ~ 1 -:t~~· .. , .x~. 

Changing the Name of an Entry 
To change the name of a glossary entry without changing its contents, do the 
following: 

0 Choose the Glossary command. 
@ Select in the list box the entry to be renamed. 
@) When you click on a glossary entry, the name appears selected in the 

Name field. Enter the new name. 
0 Click the Define button. 

TIP , · 
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~ Click Cancel to resume editing. 

Even though you may have selected or copied something in your docu
ment, when you change an entry name, Word assumes that you don't want 
to store the selected or copied material under the new name. If you change 
your mind and decide you do want to create a new entry with the selected or 
copied material, click Cancel and create the new entry as described earlier. 

Deleting an Entry 
To delete a glossary entry you no longer need, do the following: 

0 Choose the Glossary command. 

@ Select in the list box the entry to be deleted. 

f) Choose the Cut command. 

0 Word double-checks to be sure you really want to delete the entry. Click 
Yes if you do or No if you don't. 

~ Click Cancel to resume editing. 

Once you have cut an entry, you may find it helpful to paste its contents 
into a document you called, for instance, Glossan; Heap, so that you can 
recover it if you need it again. 

• Working with Glossary Files 
Glossaries have many applications. You can, if you want, store full para
graph formatting with glossaries so that when entries are inserted in text, 
they use their own special formatting characteristics, rather than the 
characteristics of the surrounding text. You can also store only the text of a 
paragraph, without its paragraph formatting but retaining its character 
formatting. You can also print glossaries so that you have a record of the 
name and definition of each entry. 

You are by no means limited to a single glossary. Custom glossaries 
are ideal for storing text and graphic entries for specialized applications. 
One glossary file might contain entries for use with the Laser Writer and 
PostScript, another might contain entries for use with business correspon
dence, and still another might include entries for technical and scientific 
papers. You can use one glossary file at a time, or you can combine them in 
any way you want, by cutting and pasting entries between them or by 
incorporating all the entries from one glossary into another. 

Once you have set up glossaries to your liking, you can print them so 
that you have a record of the name and definition of each entry. 

Word opens the Standard Glossary file the first time you choose the 
Glossary command. This file is included on the Word master disk and should 
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be kept in the same folder as the Word program. If, when it starts, Word 
cannot find a Standard Glossary file on the disk (see Appendix A, "Setting 
Up Word," for the list of where Word looks for files), it creates a new one. 
Of course, you can generate your own custom glossary files and store them 
on any disk. 

Probably the most important thing to understand about glossaries is 
the relationship between the Standard Glossary and the current glossary. 
The current glossan; is a working area within Word; it is simply a block of 
memory. The Standard Glossary is a file that actually exists in your Word 
folder. When you choose the Glossary command for the first time in a 
session, Word opens the Standard Glossary file and adds its entries to the 
current glossary. If you add entries to the current glossary from your docu
ments and then quit Word, Word asks if you want to save the current 
glossary and prompts you with the Standard Glossary filename if you 
haven't opened any other glossaries in the meantime. 

To begin exploring glossary files, try saving any entries you've added to 
the current glossary in the Standard Glossary file. The easiest and the most 
common way of doing this is simply to quit Word and have it ask whether or 
not you want to save the changes to the glossary. However, often you will 
want to save changes you made and either begin a new glossary or open one 
that you already created. To save the current glossary as the Standard 
Glossary, do the following: 

0 Choose the Glossary command. 

@ Choose Save As from the File menu. A dialog box appears, requesting a 
filename for the current glossary. 

@} If you haven't cleared the current glossary or opened one with a different 
name, Word suggests the obvious, Standard Glossan;, as the filename. If 
that name doesn't appear, type it in. 

0 Click Save. Word asks you to confirm that you want to replace the 
existing Standard Glossary file. Click Yes. 

0 Click Cancel in the Glossary dialog box. 

Note that saving a glossary does not affect the contents of the current 
glossary. 

Clearing the Current Glossary 
Every time you open a glossary file, you add its contents to all the other 
entries in the current glossary. To avoid this, you CC\n explicitly clear the 
current glossary of entries beforehand. You should also do this when you 
want to create a new glossary so that you start with a clean slate before 
adding new entries. 

For example, suppose that you start Word and begin using the glossary. 
The current glossary would then consist of the entries in the Standard 
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Glossary, which Word opened when you chose the Glossary command. 
If you choose Glossary again and open a different glossary, you would add 
the contents of the second glossary to the current glossary, which already 
contains the entries in the Standard Glossary. Later, when you quit Word 
and save the current glossary under the same name as that of the second 
glossary you opened, all the entries, including those in the Standard 
Glossary, would be saved in the file. As you can see, it is important to 
clear the current glossary before opening or creating another if you want 
to keep the entries separate. 

To clear the current glossary, you open the Glossary dialog box and 
choose New from the File menu, as follows: 

0 Choose Glossary from the Edit menu. 

@ Save any changes you made to the current glossary, if you want to 
keep them. 

@) Choose New from the File menu. The dialog box shown in Figure 6-5 
appears, to verify that you want to clear the contents of the current 
glossary. Click Yes. 

r- & -
1- Delete 1111 nonst11nd11rd gloss11ry 

~ 
entries? 

' Yes ~~ 
LConcelj 

N11me: I I 

Figure 6-5 
Word verifies that you want to clear the g lossary. 

At this point, the current glossary is empty of entries other than the 
standard items. You can now either create a new glossary or open another 
glossary stored on disk. To start a new glossary, select each piece of boiler
plate text in turn, and enter it into the current glossary with a suitable name. 
When you're finished, save the current glossary with an appropriate title, 
or quit and let Word lead you through the process. 

You can also clear the current glossary and create a new entry at the 
same time. Simply select the material (text, graphics, or both), open the 
glossary, clear it, name the new entry, and click the Define button. 

Opening a Glossary 
Once you've created a custom glossary, you need to know how to open it so 
that you can use it in your documents and add, delete, or modify its entries. 

0 Choose the Glossary command to open the Glossary dialog box. 
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@ Choose the New command to clear the current glossary. 

@) Choose the Open command. A list of available glossary files appears in 
the list box. Click the Drive and Eject buttons if you want to view glos
sary files on other disks. The Standard Glossary file is exactly the same 
as any other (except that it is the one opened by default), so you can open 
or reopen it if you want. 

Repeat the process for as many glossary files as you like. Remember, 
however, that the entries from each file will be added to the others in the 
current glossary. If you would rather delete entries in the current glossary 
before opening another one, choose the New command first. 

If you want, you can start Word and open a glossary file at the same 
time by double-clicking on the icon of the glossary file. 

Combining and Extracting Glossary Entries 
Because opening a glossary without dearing the current glossary first adds 
the glossary's contents to the current glossary, you can combine entries from 
many smaller glossaries into larger glossaries. Combining glossaries lets you 
share entries across many disks. However, because glossary entries are stored 
by name, trouble can arise if you merge an entry into a glossary that already 
has an entry of the same name. When this happens, Word gives preference to 
the merged glossary item, and the entry with that name in the current 
glossary is replaced. 

To remove one or more entries that you don't want included in the com
bined glossary, select each entry and choose the Cut command. Word verifies 
your choice with a dialog box; click Yes or press the Return key to delete the 
entry. When you have deleted all the entries you don't want, save the current 
glossary under a new name. 

If you mistakenly delete an entry you want to keep, don' t panic. The 
entry isn' t permanently gone; it still exists in the original glossary file on 
disk, and it may even exist in the Clipboard, if you haven' t replaced it with 
other material. Choose Show Clipboard from the Window menu to see if it is 
still there. If it is, paste it back as though you were creating a new entry. You 
can also get an entry back by opening its glossary again. This will merge all 
the deleted entries back into the combined glossary, so if you don' t want 
some entries, you will have to delete them again. 

Another way to recover an entry or to move or copy an entry from one 
glossary file to another is to save the current glossary under a new name, 
clear it, open the old glossary, and cut or copy entries from the old glossary 
to the new one. To do this, first save the current glossary, and then do the 
following: 

0 Choose the New command to dear the current glossary. 
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TIP 

f9 Choose the Open command and open the glossary from which you want 
to copy the entry. 

8) Select the entry you want to copy. 

0 Choose the Copy command to place the entry in the Clipboard. 

0 Choose the New command again to clear the current glossary. 
<D Choose the Open command and open the glossary to which you want 

to copy the entry. 
8 Choose the Paste command to add the entry to the current glossary. 

Before you go on to other tasks, it is a good idea to save your combined 
glossary. Otherwise, your hard work may be lost. If you neglect to save 
the glossary, Word will remind you to do so when you quit the program. 

Movi~ 1Groups of Glossary Entries . -
tlf yoq1, to ll)o~e ~~re ~ha~.one glq~~ary entry,anr ti~e, you Jffi~ht try 
a few · ,

11 
• The first -trick ts simply to msert all the entries you WfPlt to 

move froin the source glossary into a document, clear the current glossary, 
·open the, destination glossary, and then add the entries to it. The second 
trick il' f~Mave a copy of the source glossary under a temporary name, such 
as M~j~~~~q~hJ(trash,,m~ t~en delet~1 ,'Ml the entries yo~ don't w:-wr· t~ 
move. i\~l\(hithls mod~fted glossary as,;tpe current glossary, opet\ the · 
destination glossary to'merge the two sets of entries. ' 

The third trick, not for the fainthearted, is to make a duplicate of the 
source g~f?ssary, cleadhe current glossary, open the destination glossary, 

1an~ ~~r~l~p~n the f,c:u?~§of the sourc~,pl?~sary as a ~~fument bypr~s~ingthe 
Shift~-~~~lille cP.oo~m~:the Open f\ny File comm?!ld. You can-t'lifn,scroll 
throughtthe entries, selecting and reentering them as needed. Delete the 
copy of the source glossary when yoti're done, as it might no longer be a 
usable glossary file . 

... - ; .;:. ~ 

Printing the Current Glossary 
Names of glossary entries can be as difficult to remember as names of styles. 
Fortunately, you can print the name and definition of every currently loaded 
glossary entry. A printed list of available glossary entries can serve as a 
helpful reference while you are working. 

To print the entries in a particular glossary file, first clear the current 
glossary and open the glossary you want to print. If you simply want to print 
the entries in the current glossary, you need not bother to do this. Then do 
the following: 

0 Choose the Glossary command to display the Glossary dialog box, 
if it's not already on the screen. 

@ Choose the Print command. 
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~ Select the desired options, and then click OK. 

If you'll be printing more than one glossary file, remember to clear the 
slate each time before you open the next glossary file, or all the entries will 
be merged into one huge glossary. 

The glossary entries are printed in alphabetical order. The printout 
includes the name of each entry and its contents. (See Figure 6-6.) 
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A page from a printed glossary. 
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• Points to Remember 
0 A glossary is a collection of entries, each with a name, that you can 

insert into your documents quickly and easily. An entry can consist of 
text, graphics, or both. 

0 Unless you specify otherwise, Word stores your glossary entries in a file 
called the Standard Glossary. This file is provided on your Word disk 
and must be in the same folder as the Word program. 

0 Word loads the Standard Glossary when you first choose the Glossary 
command or otherwise access a glossary entry in a given session. 

0 All glossary files contain the following standard entries, which you 
cannot modify or delete (although you can change the format of time 
entries from 12-hour to 24-hour format through the Control Panel): 

Glossary entry Type Format of entry 

date - flOW - abbreviated static Fri, Jan 5, 1990 

date - flOW - long static Friday, January 5, 1990 

date - now - short static l/5/90 

date -print - abbreviated dynamic Fri, Jan 5, 1990 

date - print - long dynamic Friday, January 5, 1990 

date - print- short dynamic l /5/90 

page number dynamic (current page number) 

print merge static (()) 

time- now static 7:01AM 

time - now- with seconds static 7:0 1:03 AM 

time - prilll dynamic 7:01AM 

time - print - with seconds dynamic 7:01:03 AM 

0 Each glossary entry retains the style, character formats, and paragraph 
formats that were attached to the text when the entry was created. How
ever, if the document into which an entry is inserted contains a style with 
the same name as a style attached to the entry, the inserted entry is for
matted according to the document style, not the glossary style. If no style 
exists by that name, the glossary style is used. 

0 The current glossary is a work area that contains the entries belonging 
to the glossaries which have been opened. Each time you open another 
glossary, its contents are added to the current glossary. If you want to 
remove the current entries before you open another glossary, you must 
do so explicitly by choosing the New command. 



• Techniques 

Working with Glossary Entries 
Create a glossartj entrtj 
0 Select the text or graphic you want to use. 
@ Choose the Glossary command. 

@) Type a name for the entry. 

0 Click Define. 

Insert a glossary entrtj into a document 
0 Place the insertion point. 

@ Choose the Glossary command (Command-K). 

@) Select the name of the entry to be inserted. 

0 Click Insert, or simply double-click the entry name. 

Or, 
0 Place the insertion point. 

@ Press Command-Backspace. (The status box displays the prompt Name.) 

@) Enter the name of the glossary entry you want to insert. 

0 Press the Return key, or cancel by pressing Command-(period). 

Display an entry 
0 Choose the Glossary command. 

@ Select an entry name. 

@) The first part of the entry text appears at the bottom of the dialog box. 

To see the entire entry, insert it in your document, read it, and then choose 
Undo (Command-Z) to remove it. 

Replace an entrtj 
0 Select the replacement material in your document. 

@ Choose the Glossary command. 

@) Select the name of the entry to be replaced . 

0 Click Define. 

The text from the document replaces the previous entry; the first part of the 
new entry appears a t the bottom of the dialog box. 
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Delete an entrtj 
0 Choose the Glossary command. 

@ Select the name of the entry to be deleted. 

@) Choose the Cut command. 

0 Click Yes in the dialog box that appears. 

The entry will be moved to the Clipboard . 

Rename an entry 
0 Choose the Glossary command. 

@ Select the entry to be renamed. 

@) Type the new name. 

0 Click Define. 

Add a glossartj entrtj to the Work menu 
0 Press Option-Command-+. 

@ Choose the Glossary command. 

@) Click on the entry you want to add. 

This lets you insert the entry simply by choosing it from the Work menu. 

Working with Glossary Files 
Save the current gloss art} 
0 Choose the Glossary command. 

@ Choose the Save As command. 

@} Type the name of the glossary to be saved. 

0 Click Save. 

Clear the current glossary 
0 Save the current glossary first if it contains changes you want to keep. 

@ Choose the Glossary command. 

6) Choose the New command. 
0 Click Yes in the dialog box that appears. 

Open a custom glossartj 
0 Choose the Glossary command. 

@ Clear the current glossary, if you want. 



@) Choose the Open command. 

0 Select the glossary file you want to open. 

Copy an entn; from one glossary file to another 
0 Choose the Glossary command. 

@ Open the source glossary. 

@) Copy the appropriate entry to the Clipboard . 

0 Clear the current glossary. 

0 Open the destination glossary. 

<D Paste the entry into the glossary. 

Print the current gloss an; 
0 Choose the Glossary command. 

@ Choose the Print command. 

@) Click OK. 

• Commands 
Command name 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Glossary Entry: Inserts indicated glossary entry at insertion point. 

Glossary .. . 

Insert Date 

Insert Glossary Text 

Insert Page Number 

Insert Time 

Inserts or defines a glossary entry. 

Edit SCK 
Inserts current date glossary entry (m/d/y). 

Prompts you to type a glossary entry name and inserts glossary 
entry text at insertion point or in place of selection. 

seu 
Inserts automatic page number glossary entry. 

Inserts print time glossary entry. 
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Using the Spelling Checker 

ord's built-in spelling checker is a boon to anyone who makes 
typing mistakes or sometimes forgets how to spell a word-and 
who d oesn't? Because the spelling checker is built into Word, you 

don't have to quit the program and start up another application in order to 
check spelling. This means that you can call up the spelling checker at a 
moment's notice and quickly check text, even a single word. 

This chapter discusses the nuances of the spelling checker. You' ll learn 
how to do basic tasks, such as adding words to and deleting words from one 
or more personal dictionaries, as well as more advanced techniques, including 
how to manipulate personal dictionary files. 

• Doing a Spelling Check 
You can run a spelling check at any time, but for most documents, you'll 
want to wait until most of the writing and editing is done. Checking a 
document too early in the creative process doesn' t guard you against spelling 
and typographical errors later on. 

If you have any text in hidden format in your document, be sure it's 
visible before you start the spelling check: Choose Preferences from the 
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Edit menu, and click Show Hidden Text in the dialog box if the option is not 
already on. Word won' t check hidden text unless it's visible. (Hidden text is 
discussed in Chapter 8, "Character Formatting.") Then, to check an entire 
document: 

0 Click a t the beginning of the document to place the insertion point 
there. (Word begins checking from the insertion point. ) 

@ Choose Spelling from the Utilities menu. After a short wait while Word 
loads the dictionary (when this is the first time in the session that you 
use the spelling checker), the dialog box shown in Figure 7-1 appears. If 
Word can' t locate the MS Dictionary file, it presents a dialog box asking 
you to find the folder or insert the disk containing the file. 

@) Click the Start Check button to begin the spelling check. 

When Word finds a word that isn' t in its dictionary, it selects the word 
and displays it after Unknown Word, and the Start Check button now reads 
No Change. Your options at this point include any of the following: 

0 Correct the word. 

0 Have Word suggest an alternate spelling. 

0 Add the word to a personal dictionary. 

0 Both correct the word and add it to a personal dictionary. 

0 Do none. of the above-neither correct the word nor add it. 

These options are described at length in the sections that follow. If you 
want to get on with your work now and learn the details later, you can use 
the spelling checker at its most basic level by doing one of the folloWing: 
Click No Change to continue the spelling check without changing the word; 
type the correct spelling after Change To, and then click Change to correct 
the word and continue the spelling check; or click Suggest to have Word dis
play a list of proposed spellings for the word, select one, and click Change. 

10 Spe ll ing 

Words : Open Olcllonorles: 

I c 
MS Olctlonory lQ 
User I 

lo 
Unknown Word: 

Chonge To: I 10 88 
[8) 1 gnore Words In All Ca p s 

' Stort Check J (UullliJI.' J [ ~ug\J I.' S 1j ( Con cel ] 

Figure 7-1 
The Spelling dialog box. 
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You don't have to check the entire document; you can also check single 
words and blocks of selected text by selecting the text before you choose the 
Spelling command. If you select only one word, Word checks that word. 
When it has finished checking the selection, Word displays a dialog box 
that says Finished checking selection. Click OK (or press the Return key), 
and you are back to editing. 

You can use this feature to check the spelling of single words as you type. 
After entering a wurd that you suspect may be spelled incorrectly, double
click on it to select it, and then choose the Spelling command. If the word is 
spelled correctly, Word displays its Finished checking selection message. 
Press the Return key to resume editing. If the word is spelled incorrectly, 
Word flags it as an unknown word. 

lf you start a spelling check anywhere but at the beginning of a docu
ment, Word displays the message Continue checking from beginning? when 
it reaches the end. Click Yes to have Word check from the beginning of the 
document, or click Cancel to resume editing. 

Ignoring Words in All Caps 
Acronyms are words formed from the initial letters within a term and are 
usually capitalized. Because of their specialized nature, acronyms are not 
included in Word's dictionary. If you write or edit a document that is loaded 
with acronyms, the spelling check will stop every few words, making the 
whole process a hindrance rather than a help. 

For this reason, Word lets you ignore words that are capitalized. If you 
want to skip over acronyms and other words that are all caps, be sure that 
the Ignore Words in All Caps option is on (on is the default setting) before 
you start the spelling check. If you want to check capitalized words, click 
the box to turn off the option. 

Correcting a Word 
If you're like most people, your most common mistake will be mistyping 
words that you know how to spell. For example, you might have typed 
adding the term to adictionan; and want only to separate the correctly 
spelled words. To do this, you can either type the correct word (or words), 
or you can edit it. 

To retype the entire text: 

0 Click in the Change To edit field and type the correct spelling 
(a dictionan; in the example above). 

@ Click the Change button. Word replaces the text and continues 
checking your document. 
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To edit the text: 

0 Click on the word displayed next to the Unknown Word label. The 
term appears in the Change To edit field. 

@ Click in the Change To field to deselect the word and set the insertion 
point. 

@} Edit the word. When you're finished, click Change to change the word 
in the document and continue the check. 

Having Word Suggest a Spelling 
If, while checking a document, Word finds an unknown word that you' re not 
sure how to spell, don't reach for your printed dictionary yet. You can access 
Word's internal dictionary by clicking the Suggest button. The program then 
presents a list of words that it believes are close to the one you want, in order 
of its estimation of the probability. (See Figure 7-2.) These suggestions come 
from the MS Dictionary only, not any of your personal dictionaries. If it can't 
find any alternatives, Word displays a message telling you this. Then you can 
grab your Webster's. 

If many words are displayed in the list box, scroll to find the one you 
want. When you spot the right word, select it, and then click the Change but
ton or simply double-click on the word in the list box. If you click the Suggest 
button by accident after Word has presented the list, you may see a dialog 
box that says Word is already spelled correctly. This happens because the 
program is reading the word in the Change To field, which is the word 
currently selected in the Words list box, and that word is spelled correctly. 

Getting a suggestion for a word you typed can be very efficient, some
times even more efficient than taking the time to remember how to spell it 
correctly and edit it manually. Simply double-dick on the word, choose the 
Spelling command, click the Suggest button, and double-click on the correct 
spelling to replace the word in your document. 

I 

cancels 
canceled 
comello 

Spellln 
Open Olctlonnrles: 

MS Dlctlonory 
User I 

Unknown Word: canceln 

Change To: 1088 
18J ignore Words In All Cups 

( No Cl1nnge J([chtlngeD [Suggest J [ Concel] 

Figure 7-2 
A list of suggested words. 



If you don't find the word you're looking for in the list of suggestions, try 
this: Enter a different (probably incorrect) spelling of the word in the Change 
To field, and then click the check mark (.J) button located immediately to its 
right. Clicking this button asks Word to search for the Change To word in its 
dictionary. If the word is spelled correctly this time, a dialog box appears 
telling you so. If the word isn't found in the dictionary, the program displays 
it as the Unknown Word. To list a set of alternatives for the new entry, click 
the Suggest button again, and see if the correct word is provided in the 
Words list box. 

Adding Words to a Personal Dictionary 
Often, a term that Word stops on is spelled correctly but is not in the MS 
Dictionary. The word might be a proper noun or a specialized term used in 
your field or profession. If the word is one that you're likely to use again, 
you'll probably want to add it to one of your personal dictionaries. The 
words you add are recognized in subsequent spelling checks, and you 
usually don't have to worry about them anymore. 

The MS Dictionary, which is shipped with Word, cannot be altered. 
The internal format of the file is designed for maximum efficiency-adding 
words to it would slow down the checking process. Instead, words are added 
to personal, or User, dictionaries. You can create and use any number of 
personal dictionaries, although having a large number of dictionaries open 
at the same time can also slow down the checking process. A good rule of 
thumb is to keep fewer than 1,000 words in each of five open dictionaries. 

For example, you can create a dictionary filled with legal terms for 
use when you write and edit legal documents. Another dictionary can hold 
contractors' terms, for writing and editing home-building specifications. The 
smaller the dictionary, the faster the spelling checker works. It's better to 
have many small dictionaries and use them as needed than to have one very 
large personal dictionary. 

Creating a personal dictionary and adding words to it is simple. Word 
assumes that you want to use the MS and User 1 dictionaries whenever you 
use the spelling checker, so Word opens them when you choose the Spelling 
command. (See Appendix A, "Setting Up Word," for a list of the folders 
Word checks to find the MS and User dictionaries.) The Open Dictionaries list 
box shows the dictionary files that are currently open. (See Figure 7-3 on the 
following page.) Unless you've already added words to it, the User 1 
dictionary is empty. 

To add a word to User 1 or another personal dictionary, assuming that 
the Spelling dialog box is displayed and the unknown word is selected: 

0 If you have more than one personal dictionary open, click on the name 
of the dictionary to which you want to add the term. This step is 
optional if only the User 1 and Main dictionaries are open, because 
Word assumes you want to add terms to the User 1 dictionary. If more 
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than one personal dictionary is open, Word assumes that you want to 
add the term to the dictionary you selected last, unless you specify 
otherwise. 

@ Click the plus(+) button, as shown in Figure 7-3. The word is added to 
the selected dictionary, the contents of which appear in the Words list 
box. (If more than four words are in the dictionary, you may have to 
scroll in the Words list box to see the word you just added.) 

@) Repeat the process for each additional word that you want to add 
to the selected dictionary. 

ID Spelling 

Words: Open Olctlonerles: 

I ''"w'"" ~ ; MS Oldloo"'o K 

b 
Unknown Word: 

Chunge To: liillliiQ.Jil 101\8 
[81 Ignore Words In Rll Cups 

~Continue Check~ [c hnn•Jl') [sugges t) [ Cencei) 

Figure 7-3 
Adding a word to the User 1 dictionary. 

Correcting a Word and Adding It to a Dictionary 
Of course, nothing prevents you from both changing the word and adding it 
to a personal dictionary. You can accomplish this as follows: 

0 Click on the name of the dictionary to which you want to add the 
word. 

@ Click in the Change To field and enter the correct spelling, or click on 
the unknown word to enter it into the Change To field, and edit it. 

@) Click the +button to add the word to the selected dictionary. 

0 Click the Change button. Word replaces the text. 

Beware of trying to add more than one word at a time when you click 
the+ button, as you might when separating two words joined by a typing 
mistake. If you do this, unpredictable results can occur; for example, the 
words you add might not show up in the list for the dictionary you selected. 
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Skipping Past Words 
Very often, Word's spelling checker will stop on a person's name, a company 
name, a street name, or another word that you don't want to add to a per
sonal dictionary. The easiest thing to do in this situation is to click the No 
Change button and continue. Once you've done this for a given word, the 
program remembers it, and for the rest of that session, it skips past the 
word, pausing on it only long enough to let you know the word might still 
be suspect. 

However, what if you change your mind and decide to add the word or 
name to a dictionary after all? Because Word only pauses on the words you 
have skipped over, it doesn't seem as though you have the opportunity any 
longer. If you double-click on the word and choose the Spelling command to 
check its spelling, Word responds that the word is spelled correctly. The 
program assumes that you knew what you were doing when you skipped 
over the word and that, therefore, it must be spelled correctly. 

Word offers two ways to get around this and add a word to a selected 
dictionary once you've skipped over it. The first is to set an insertion point in 
the document, choose the Spelling command, type the word into the Change 
To field, and click the+ button. 

The second way involves a trick. If you press the Shift key while 
choosing the Spelling command, you'll see that the Spelling command has 
changed to the Reset Spelling command. If you choose the Reset Spelling 
command, Word forgets its list of skipped words and stops on each one 
again, allowing you to correct it or add it to a dictionary. Therefore, to 
add a word, double-click on it to select it and then press the Shift key while 
choosing the Spelling command. This time Word doesn't tell you that the 
word is spelled correctly, but instead presents the Spelling dialog box. 
Simply select the dictionary to which you want to add the word, and 
click the + button. 

Removing Words from a Dictionary 
Sooner or later, you'll need to delete a word from one of your personal dic
tionaries. You might decide that you no longer need a word you previously 
added, or you might find out that zephir is spelled with a y instead of an 
i and want to remove the mistake. Here's how to do it: 

0 Select the dictionary from the Open Dictionaries list box. The words 
in that dictionary appear in the Words list box. 

f9 Select the word to be deleted in the Words lis t box. 

@} Click the minus(-) button to delete the word. 
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Moving a Word from One Dictionary to Another 
To move a word to another dictionary, you must remove it from the source 
dictionary and then add it to the destination dictionary. The Change To field 
makes this process simple: 

0 Select the source dictionary in the Open Dictionaries list box. 

f9 Select the word to be moved in the Words list box. The word appears 
in the Change To field. 

@) Click the - (minus) button to delete the word from the dictionary. 

0 Select the destination dictionary in the Open Dictionaries list box. 

0 Click the+ (plus) button to add the word to the dictionary. 

• Working with Dictionary Files 
Using dictionary files is much like using any other file; you can open them, 
close them, and rename them with the commands on the File menu while the 
Spelling dialog box is active. You can replace the MS Dictionary with one 
more suited to speakers of the King's English: the UK Dictionary. You can 
even transfer groups of words from one dictionary to another or convert a 
dictionary from another word processor into one that Word can use, 
although these procedures are only for experimentalists. 

Saving Dictionaries 
Dictionaries, like documents, must be saved on a disk, or their contents will 
be lost. Word opens the MS and User 1 dictionary files whenever you start 
the fi rst spelling check in a session. If you want your most frequently used 
personal dictionary opened for you each time you use the spelling checker, 
have it be the one named User 1, and store the file in the folder that contains 
the MS Dictionary. 

To save the User 1 dictionary, select it, and then choose the Save com
mand while the Spelling dialog box is active. Click the Save button in the 
dialog box that appears. (If you've already used the dictionary and created 
a User 1 dictionary, Word simply saves the file under that name without 
presenting the dialog box.) The file is saved on the disk as User 1. If you 
neglect to save the dictionary, Word reminds you to do so when you quit the 
program. If this happens, click the Yes button to save the dictionary. 

Alternatively, you can save the dictionary under a different name, 
on a different disk, or in a different folder. With the User 1 dictionary 
selected, choose the Save As command and type the new name, as illustrated 
in Figure 7-4. Note that the Save dialog box looks and behaves like the one 
you see when saving a regular document, except that you can't specify a file 
format or make backup copies of the dictionary file. Click the Drive or Eject 
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button if you want to place the dictionary on another disk. A dictionary can 
have any name, but to help keep things straight on your desktop, why not 
add Diet to the end of its name, to differentiate it from the other documents 
you have on the disk? 

I ell Word 4.01 
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The Save Dictionary dialog box. 

Creating a New Dictionary 
Adding words to the User 1 dictionary is by far the most convenient 
approach to take if you want all your words in one place. However, if you 
work with documents from many different fields, you might find that your 
User 1 dictionary contains so many terms that the speed of the spelling check 
degrades. (Each personal dictionary works best when kept to fewer than 
1,000 words.) You might also find it convenient to keep proper names in one 
dictionary (called Name Diet, for instance), standard words not in the MS 
Dictionary in the User 1 dictionary, and special jargon in yet another (such 
as Apiarian Diet). To start a new dictionary: 

0 Choose the Spelling command. 

49 Choose New from the File menu. The name of the new dictionary 
appears in the Open Dictionaries list box. If the only dictionaries 
open are MS Dictionary and User 1, the new name is User 2. 

@} Choose the Save As command to rename your new dictionary, 
if you like. 

After you've created a new dictionary, add your terms to it and save the 
changes when you quit Word. 
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Opening and Closing Dictionaries 
To open a previously saved dictionary: 

0 Choose the Spelling command. 

@ Choose the Open command. 

@) A list of dictionaries in the current folder is shown in the dialog box. 
Select and open the dictionary you want. 

Open dictionaries are displayed in the Open Dictionaries list box. They 
remain open until you close them or quit Word. To close a dictionary: 

0 In the Open Dictionaries list box, select the name of the dictionary you 
no longer want to use. 

@ Choose the Close command from the File menu. If you've made any 
changes to the dictionary, Word displays a dialog box asking whether 
you want to save the dictionary first. Click Yes to save it and close it. 

Remember: Keep open only those dictionaries that you need. Your 
spelling checks are faster that way. 

Changing the MS Dictionary to th'e UK Dictionary 
If you live in the British Isles or Canada, you'll probably be interested in 
spelling words the British way: theatre, humour, realise, and so on. You 
can do this from the Finder by substituting the UK Dictionary (found on the 
Word Utilities disk) for the MS Dictionary. Simply change the name of the 
MS Dictionary file to another name, such as US Dictionan;, and then change 
the name of the UK Dictionary toMS DictionanJ. Reverse the process to 
switch back. 

Advanced Work with Dictionaries 
The normal way of adding words to a dictionary is to enter each individually 
as you check a document. This can be time-consuming if you want to create a 
dictionary from a word list or convert a dictionary from another word 
processor or spelling-check program to a Word dictionary. 

Adding a Word List to a Personal Dictionary 
The procedure for adding a large group of words to a dictionary without 
using tricks is straightforward. Simply open the document containing your 
word list, choose the Spelling command, start the check, and for each word 
that Word selects, click the+ button (or press Command- +) and then press 
the Return key. If you're working with more than one dictionary, first select 
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the dictionary to which you want to add the word. Otherwise, Word assumes 
that you want to add all words to the last dictionary selected. 

Converting a Non-Word DictionanJ to a Word Dictionary 
The process just described can be time-consuming for lists containing hun
dreds of words. A shortcut exists for converting a word list to a dictionary, 
but proceed with caution: Damaged dictionary files might result. Make 
copies beforehand of every dictionary you use, and revert to the duplicate if 
you damage a dictionary file. You can copy a file by quitting Word and using 
the Duplicate command from the Finder's File menu. 

The document containing the list of words you want to convert to a 
dictionary must be stored as a text-only file. First be sure that the words 
in the document are in the proper format. Each word must be on a line of its 
own and should end with a paragraph mark (a Return). No extra spaces 
should appear before or after any word, as shown in Figure 7-5. (The best 
way to check this is to choose Show <J[ from the Edit menu.) The words 
should not have capital letters in them unless you want to require that 
a given word (such as a proper name) be capitalized. 

&acll'i 
word <!I 
on 'II 
a 'II 
separat&<J 
line 'II 
rouowed<J 
by<!l 
a 'I' 
r&turn<J 
no'll 
punctuatlon'll 
or<J 
spaces<J 

Figure 7-5 

I 

The format for converting a word list to a dictionary. 

Next, organize the words into three groups, with all-capped words (such 
as acronyms) first, then initial-capped words (such as proper names), and 
finally lowercase words. Then select one group at a time and choose the Sort 
command. The words in each group are sorted from A through Z. When you 
have sorted the list, be sure there are no blank lines anywhere, including the 
paragraph mark at the end of the document. (Word does not let you remove 
the last paragraph mark in a document, so remove the one at the end of the 
line before it to close up the blank line.) Save the document as a text-only file. 
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(Choose Save As, click the File Formats button, and click on the Text Only 
option.) Then close the document. So far, so good. 

To convert the document into a personal dictionary, do the following: 

0 Choose New from the File menu to open a blank document. 

@ Choose the Spelling command. The Spelling dialog box appears. 

@} Press the Shift key and choose the Open Any File command. (Use the 
mouse, not Shift-Command-O, which is the keystroke sequence for 
inserting open space in a paragraph.) 

0 Open the previously saved document by double-clicking on its name in 
the list box that appears. The document's name will appear in the Open 
Dictionaries list box. 

0 Select the dictionary's name in the list box (if it's not already selected ). 

<D Choose the Save As command. Type a new name, or keep the old 
name. When using the old name, Word asks you to verify that you 
want to replace the old file; click Yes. 

Word converts the file into a personal dictionary, which can be used like 
any other dictionary. You can add words to it, delete words from it, open it 
(in the same way you open other dictionaries), close it, and more. 

Converting a DictionanJ to a Regular Document 
You can open any dictionary other than the MS Dictionary as a normal 
document. You might want to do this, for instance, when using a Word dic
tionary with another spelling-check program (on the Macintosh or some 
other computer). The other spelling program must accept word lists that 
have one word per line, each line ending with a paragraph mark. 

You can also use this technique if you want to print a list of the words in 
a personal dictionary, because Word currently doesn't offer a way to print a 
dictionary fi le. In addition, you can open more than one personal dictionary 
and combine, split, or transfer groups of words at a time. 

To convert a dictionary to a regular Word document: 

0 Make duplicates of the dictionary files you want to convert, in 
case something goes wrong. Do this by quitting Word and using the 
Duplicate command on the Finder's File menu. 

@ Restart Word. If you try to open a dictionary as a document after 
choosing the Spelling command in a session, Word will present a 
dialog box saying Not a valid Word document. 

@} Press the Shift key and choose the Open Any File command. The 
names of all the documents in the current folder are shown. Open your 
personal dictionary file as a document. Do this for every duplicated 
dictionary fi le with which you want to work. 



A void the temptation to open anything other than regular Word docu
ments and personal dictionary files, unless you're opening a duplicate of the 
file. Even if Word can successfully open a file (such as the Finder), doing so 
might cause Word to fail or, worse, might disrupt and permanently damage 
the file if you try to save it. 

0 Edit the lists; cut, copy, or paste between them; or format and print 
them. If you want to prepare a text-only document to be converted 
back into a dictionary, however, be sure tha t each word list you 
create conforms to the pa ttern described in the previous section. 

fO When you 're finished, save each word list. If you want to convert a 
word list back into a dictionary, save it in Text Only file format. 

Once you've opened and converted a dictionary in this way, you should 
quit and restart Word before using it with the spelling checker. You can then 
open the word lists you created as dictionaries if you want, using the 
methods described earlier in this section. If you don't restart the program, 
Word will insist that any dictionaries you converted are still open, even if 
you've closed all document windows. 
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• Points to Remember 
0 You cannot change entries in Word's MS Dictionary, but you can create 

your own personal, or User, dictionaries. Each personal dictionary can 
have as many as 64,000 entries, and you can have as many as 16 dictio
naries open at once, but for speedy spell-checking, limit your entries to 
1,000 per dictionary, and don' t have more than five dictionaries open at 
one time. 

0 The spelling checker will not check text that is in hidden format unless 
it is visible. The Preferences dialog box controls the display of hidden 
text. 

0 Word opens the MS Dictionary and the User 1 dictionary when you 
choose the Spelling command. You must open other dictionaries you 
want to use. 

0 When you click the No Change button for an unknown word during a 
spelling check, Word ignores that word for the rest of the session. To 
have Word "forget" its list of No Change words, press the Shift key 
while you choose the Spelling command. 

0 If you need to, you can convert a document to a dictionary file or open 
a dictionary file as a document. However, always be sure to make 
copies of any files you manipulate in this way, in case one should 
become damaged. 

• Techniques 

Check Spelling 
The Spelling dia log box 

Words list box 

Open Dictionaries list box 

Unknown Word area 

Change To field 

Ignore Words in All Caps 
option 

...J button 

Action 

After you click Suggest, shows possible 
correct spellings; after you select a 
personal dictionary, shows the words 
in that dictionary. 

Shows the names of the open 
dictionaries. 

Shows the word that caused the 
spelling checker to stop. 

Contains the word that is to replace 
the unknown word or that is to be 
added to the selected dictionary. 

Indicates whether Word should ignore 
uppercase text and acronyms. 

Checks the spe lling of the word 
shown in the Change To field. 



T he Spelling dialog box 

+button 

- button 

Start Check or 
Continue Check button 

Change button 

No Change button 

Start a spelling check 

Action 

Adds the unknown word or the word 
in the Change To field to the selected 
personal dictionary. 

Removes the selected word from the 
selected dictionary. 

Starts or continues a spelling check. 

Replaces the unknown word with the 
word in the Change To fie ld. 

Skips past the word for the rest of the 
session. 

0 Position the insertion point where you want to begin the spelling 
check, or select specific text. (Double-click on a word to check its 
spelling alone.) 

@ Choose Spelling from the Utilities menu. Word checks first the word 
containing the insertion point or to the left of it. 

fD Click Start Check, or press Return. 

When a word is not found in a dictionary, it appears in the Unknown Word 
area. If you start a check in the middle of a document, when Word reaches 
the end, it asks if you want to continue checking from the beginning of the 
document. Click OK to continue or Cancel to stop. 

Add the unknown word to a personal dictionanJ 
0 Select the dictionary. 

@ Click the+ button, or press Command- +. 

Correct the unknown w ord 
0 Type the replacement in the Change To field, or click on the unknown 

word to display it in the Change To field and then edit it. 

@ Click the Change button, or press Return. 

Correct the unknown w ord and add it to a dictionanJ 
0 Type the replacement in the Change To field, or click on the unknown 

word to display it in the Change To field and then edit it. 

@ Select the dictionary to which you want to add the word . 

fD Click the + button, or press Command-+. 

0 Click the Change button, or press Return. 

191 
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Have Word suggest a spelling for the unknown word 
0 Click the Suggest button, or press Command-S. 
@ Select the correct word. 

4D Click the Change button, or press Return. 

Do nothing to the unknown word 
0 Click the No Change button, or press Return. Word will not stop on 

that word again during the current session. 

Remove a word from a dictionary 
0 Choose the Spelling command. 

@ Select the dictionary by clicking on its name in the Open Dictionaries 
list box. 

4D Select the word to be removed from the Words list box, or type it in the 
Change To field. 

0 Click the- button, or press Command--. 

Working with Dictionary Files 
Create a new dictionanJ 
0 Choose the Spelling command. 
@ Choose New from the File menu. 

4D In the Change To field, type each word you want to add and click 
the+ button after each. Be sure to type words as they should appear 
in the document; for example, type all proper names with an initial 
capital letter. 

You can also run a spelling check on a document containing the words you 
want to add. 

Open a dictionary 
0 Choose the Spelling command. 
@ Choose Open from the File menu. 

4D Open the desired dictionary file. 

The name of the dictionary appears in the Open Dictionaries list box. 



Save a dictionanJ 
0 Choose the Spelling command. 

@ Select the dictionary you want to save. 

4D Choose the Save command. 

0 If you haven't saved the d ictionary before, Word will ask you to 
specify a name. Do so, and then click Save. 

Close a dictionary 
0 Choose the Spelling command. 

@ Select the dictionary you want to close. 

4D Choose Close from the File menu. 

Move a word from one dictionanJ to another 
0 Choose the Spelling command. 

@ Select the source d ictionary and select the word to be moved. The word 
appears in the Change To field. 

4D Click the - button to delete the word . 
0 Select the destination dictionary. 

0 Click the+ button to add the word to the selected dictionary. 

Use the UK DictionanJ 
0 Give the MS Dictionary another name, such as US Dictionan;. 
@ Change the name of the UK Dictionary file to MS Dictionan;. 

Reverse the process to go back to using the MS Dictionary. 

• Commands 
Command name 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Reset Spelling Clears list of spelling corrections Word remembers fo r current 
session. 

Spelling .. . Checks a document or selected text for incorrect spelling. 

Utilities ~l ;. ,F15 
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Character Formatting 

hen you spend a lot of time getting the wording in a document 
just right, you want it to look good on paper. A well-designed 
document p resents text in a format that is attractive, readable, 

and easy to follow. It invites the reader to delve into its pages. A docu-
ment that is not formatted or that is poorly designed is likely to turn away 
potential readers. Reading such a document is d istracting because the design 
elements that should serve as guideposts for readers are inconsistent or 
missing altogether. A poor design can intrude upon and detract from the 
message you are trying to get across. 

Microsoft Word provides many features for enhancing the look, style, 
and readability of your written communications. These capabilities allow you 
to do much more than cons truct simple paragraphs or italicize a word here or 
there. Word's formatting features enable you to personalize your documents 
and make them special with little extra work on your part. 

With Word, you can format your documents almost any way you like. 
For example, Word lets you freely adjust tabs, margins, line spacing, and 
character attributes. With only a handful of commands, you can precisely 
control the location of every character on every page. In the next several 
chapters, you' ll learn about controlling the look of your text and the shape 
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of each paragraph, numbering pages in a variety of styles and formats, 
creating tables, breaking documents into sections, and more. 

• An Overview of Document Design 
Look at the sample documents in Chapter 18, "Blueprints." They were 
developed not to represent the ultimate in modern graphk design but to 
give you an idea of the range of effects you can achieve in Word and to show 
you how to go about creating similar designs for your own documents. As 
you read the next few chapters, keep in mind the following principles of 
good design. 

Your primary goal is a document that is attractive and readable. The 
font you use must be easy to read, and the relationship of the font used for 
body text to the fonts used in headings, headers, and footers should be har
monious and balanced . The lines of text should be short enough for you to 
read without losing your p lace. You should be able to find the major sections 
in a document, but the design elements that give the document its order and 
structure should not be overwhelming or distracting. 

The appearance you develop for a document should be consistent. 
Readers use design elements (the style of headings, for example) to orient 
themselves. If a main heading and a subtopic look too much alike, or worse, 
if the same level of heading is in a different style in two places, the reader 
may become confused as to the logic and structure of your thesis. Style sheets 
in Word are a tremendous aid for establishing a consistent design. With this 
feature you can attach styles to the different elements of your document and 
fine-tune the design before, during, and after the writing of text. When you 
make a change to a style definition, every instance of that style in the 
document changes as well. 

The design you develop for a document should also be appropriate to its 
subject. Poetry, for example, doesn't consume much space on a page, and so 
you can be freer with margins and line spacing, and you might arrange to 
have each poem printed on the right side of the page, with a graphic on the 
left. A scientific treatise might have four or five heading levels, because its 
purpose is not so much to provide an aesthetic experience as to communicate 
information clearly. 

Of course, more than anything else, you want the design of your docu
ment to present your topic clearly. After all, unless you write for yourself 
alone, you are writing to communicate with the reader. Every element in 
a document-the content as well as the appearance-should support that 
clarity. The reader should not have to work to extract meaning from the 
material you present. 

The need for clarity and consistency is of such importance that in many 
fields documents must be formatted according to specific requirements, or 
they are rejected out of hand . Doctoral dissertations, for example, must be 
prepared using a strict set of manuscript preparation rules; the same applies 



to screenplays, government bids and reports, and application forms. Often 
you can get style guides from writer's manuals, from the editorial offices of 
the publication for which you are writing, or from the department where 
you expect to get your doctorate. Once you have received a style guide, you 
must then translate its rules into a set of specifications-page dimensions 
and margins, font choices, style sheet definitions, placement of footnotes, 
and so on- in Word. 

The Five Format Domains 
In Word, you apply formatting and design decisions by making changes 
within one of the five format domains. These range in scope from the 
smallest unit your document can contain- the character- to the largest 
possible-the document itself. 

Character Formats 
A character to Word is like an atom to a chemist; in a Word document, there 
is no smaller unit. You can change the appearance of almost all256 elements 
in the ASCII character set by changing their font. Some fonts, such as Zapf 
Dingbats, contain few or no alphabetic letter shapes, but ins tead consist of 
geometric shapes, border patterns, specialized icons, and so on. You can 
change the point size, or font size, of characters, and you can also change their 
attributes, or font style (not to be confused with styles on a style sheet), by 
making them bold or underlining them. Finally, you can adjust the place
ment of characters on a line by superscripting or subscripting them, or by 
expanding or contracting the spacing of characters. These topics are covered 
in this chapter. 

Paragraph Formats 
A paragraph is any collection of characters that is delimited by the paragraph 
mark, which is entered when you press the Return key. The paragraph attri
butes you can change in Word include margins, indention, location and type 
of tab stops, alignment and spacing of lines, and space before and after each 
paragraph. You can also draw lines around paragraphs as well as change 
their placement on the page-printing them side by side, starting them at 
the top of a page, or making sure that two paragraphs are kept together on 
one page. The next chapter covers this subject. 

You can collect a set of character and paragraph formats, give it a name, 
and store it in a style sheet with other style definitions. When you apply 
a style, you apply it to one or more whole paragraphs; each paragraph in 
a document is assigned a style. When you make adjustments to a style, 
the changes are reflected in every paragraph to which that style has been 
applied. Styles are discussed in detail in Chapter 10, 'Working with Style 
Sheets." 
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Table Formats 
The Table format domain is a new fea ture in Word 4. It fulfills many of the 
purposes of both the Side-by-Side paragraph format and the multicolumn 
section formats. It has the advantage of being much more intuitive than 
either method for arranging text and graphics in rows and columns. You 
can create a table by choosing Insert Table from the Document menu and 
specifying the number of rows and columns the table is to have. Or you can 
transform a selected series of paragraphs into a table. For example, if you 
want to put a series of twelve paragraphs into a grid of three columns by 
four rows, simply select them, choose Insert Table, and enter the appropriate 
numbers in the Insert Table dialog box. Each cell in the table becomes a 
"minidocument" having its own selection bar, indents, and spacing. You 
can create even more complex structures by entering more than one para
graph in a given cell. 

Once you've created a table, you can add, subtract, and merge rows, 
columns, and cells through the Table command, found on the Edit menu. 
You can also alter the spacing within the table and add borders with the 
Cells command, found on the Format menu, and by making adjustments in 
the Ruler. We'll go into tables more deeply in Chapter 11, "Formatting 
Tables and Lists." 

Section Formats 
Sections are collections of paragraphs that are separated by the double-dotted 
line that appears when you press Command-Enter. Sections are perhaps most 
easily compared to chapters in a book: You can have a chapter always s tart 
on a right-hand page, or you can use a running head that is different from the 
chapter before it, and you can specify that footnotes be printed at the end of 
each chapter. In a more generic sense, sections control some of the larger 
design elements in a document. For example, you can change from three
column text to one-column text and back again within one page of a 
newsletter by defining each of the areas as a different section. Chapter 12, 
"Section Formatting," covers this topic, and Chapter 13, ''Headers, Footers, 
and Footnotes," deals with more of these large-scale design elements. 

Document Formats 
The largest unit in your document is the document itself, composed of one 
or more sections. Some of the parameters that pertain to the document as a 
whole include the size of the paper on which you want to print your docu
ment, the overall margins of the page, whether you want to print vertically 
or horizontally, and whether footnotes should fall at the end of the docu
ment or at the end of sections within the document. You can change these 
attribu tes by choosing Document from the Format menu, by manipulating 
the document while in Print Preview mode, and by making adjustments in 
the Ruler. Document formatting, Print Preview, and all prepa rations for 
printing are covered in Chapter 14, "Document Formatting and Printing." 



• Working with Character Formats 
Characters consist of the letters, numbers, symbols, and punctuation marks 
you write with in Word. You can vary the shape, size, style, and placement of 
characters individually or throughout an entire document. Character formats 
in Word consist of the following: 

0 Font: You are limited only by the number and variety of fonts 
installed in the System file on the Word disk. 

0 Font size: The size of a font can range from 2 points to 127 points. 
The Macintosh follows typesetting standards and displays 72 points 
per inch on the screen. 

0 Font style or attribute: Choose from among underline, otntlfune, 
bold, italic, and more-or combine them as you see fit. You can 
bury comments, editorial notes, and so on in your documents by 
using the Hidden character attribute. 

0 Position: In addition to their normal position on the baseline, 
characters can be either above it (as a superscript) or below it 
(as a subscript). 

0 Spacing: You can s t r e t c h or shi'k the spacing of characters. 

0 Color: You can change the color of text, and see the color when the 
text is displayed on a color monitor. However, colored text always 
prints in black, even on a color printer. 

You establish a character format primarily through the Character dialog 
box, although you can also access some formats from the Format and Font 
menus. Text can be formatted either after you've entered it or as you type it. 
In the first case, you simply select the text and choose one or more character 
formats. In the second, you set the insertion point and choose a new character 
format. Every character you type after that reflects the new format. 

When you replace text, the characters you type retain the format of 
the original text. Suppose you underlined one word in a document. If you 
double-click on the word to select it and then start typing, the new text will 
be underlined. If you backspace over the word to delete it, the insertion point 
is still set for the underlining attribute, even after you delete the last char
acter. Any new text you type in that spot will be underlined. 

This behavior can be a little confusing; you probably don't expect to see 
underlining after you've deleted the word. However, Word assumes that 
you've just placed the insertion point there and chosen that set of formats in 
preparation for inserting some text. A good trick for getting around this is 
simply to backspace one character past the beginning of the underlined word 
to reset the insertion point to plain text. 

When you choose Character from the Format menu, you see a dialog box 
like the one shown in Figure 8-1 on the following page. It is divided into 
groups of options that reflect the character formats you can apply to text. 
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You can move this dialog box, as you can move the others that have a title 
bar, by dragging it to a new position. Double-clicking in the title bar toggles 
the dialog box between its original position and the new position so that you 
can reveal the text beneath it. For your convenience, Word records in the 
current Word Settings file the position the box is in when you quit the 
program. 

Charocter 

font: Size: (CEJ} 
I New York !ol la•l~ 
Underline: Color: [Cancel] 

[ None IOI I Olnck !ol~ 
Style- Position 
OBold @Normal By: 
0 ltollc 0 Superscript [····--] 
0 Outline 0 Subscript .............. 

0Shadow 
0 Strikethru Spoclng 
OSmoll Cops ® Normol Dy : 
0 All Cops 0 Condensed [--J 
0 Hidden 0 EHpanded --

Figure 8-1 
The Character dialog box. 

The Character dialog box is the control center for all character formats; 
you can see what formats your text has by placing the insertion point and 
displaying this dialog box. 

By definition, the insertion point is always between two characters. The 
format of text you type at the insertion point is almost always determined by 
the preceding character. The exception is when the preceding character is one 
of the special characters Word uses for such items as footnote references and 
the page and date elements in the Header and Footer windows. In these cases 
the format is taken from the text immediately preceding the special character. 
The reason for this should be obvious: You want any text you insert after a 
footnote reference to have the same format as the rest of the text, rather than 
the format of the footnote reference. If for some reason you have more than 
one of these special characters in a row (for example, the time and date ele
ments in a Header window), Word reverts to plain text instead of taking the 
format from the text preceding the special characters. 

Changing the Font 
Word uses the 12-point New York font when you first start typing in the 
Normal style (if you haven't yet redefined the style), but you can choose a 
new font for any text in the document. 

Fonts, sometimes called typefaces, are stored as resources in the System 
file on the Word disk. The Character dialog box displays the names and point 



sizes of all the fonts that are currently installed. All startup disks have their 
own System file, each of which can contain a different set of font resources. 
Use the Apple Font/DA Mover to install or remove fonts (as well as desk 
accessories). The amount of space a font consumes is not triviat especially 
if you install a range of point sizes. The larger the point size of a font, the 
more disk space it uses. It is best to install only fonts you will use regularly. 
Alternatively, if you don't have a hard disk, you can use more than one 
System disk, each with its own System file and font assortments, for special 
occasions when you need an unusual or special typeface. 

Choosing Fonts from the Character Dialog Box 
Word displays fonts in the Font drop-down list in the Character dialog box 
and on the Font menu. To choose a new font from the list box: 

0 Choose the Character command. The dialog box appears. 

@ Select the font you want from the Font drop-down list. 
@) Click OK. 

Instead of clicking the OK button, you can click the Apply button to see 
the effect of your font choice in the document without dismissing the dialog 
box. Clicking Cancel after using the Apply button does not cancel the font 
change; to do that, you must choose Undo Formatting from the Edit menu. 

Choosing Fonts from the Font Menu 
To choose a new font from the Font menu, simply pull down the menu and 
select the one you want. If the font isn't there, you must access it through the 
Character dialog box. In both Short Menus and Full Menus, all the installed 
fonts are normally listed on the Font menu. 

If fonts you use regularly are not on the Font menu, you can add them as 
follows: First choose the Character command; then, for each font you want to 
add, press Option-Command- + and click on the font name. Similarly, you 
can remove a font name by first pressing Option-Command-- and then 
selecting the name from the Font menu. 

The Font, Format, and Work menus in Word 4 are no longer limited to 
31 items each. If you've added more fonts than your screen can display at one 
time, you see a triangle at the bottom of the menu. Drag the pointer below 
the end of the menu to scroll the menu and display the items at the bottom of 
the list. When you do this, the first few items on the menu are replaced with 
another triangle, which signals that more items are listed above the top of the 
menu. Unfortunately, you cannot choose these "hidden" menu items from 
the keyboard; use the mouse instead. 

Choosing Fonts from the Keyboard 
You can also set a font from the keyboard. Press Shift-Command-E; the word 
Font appears in the status box of the window. Type the first few letters of the 
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name of the font you want-enough to establish it as unique-and press the 
Return key. To change the font again, simply click in the status area. The 
word Font appears again, and you can type a new font name. 

Font 10 Numbers 
Instead of typing the font name in the status box when you are using the 
Shift-Command-E key sequence, you can type the ID number for the font. 
The Macintosh system and some programs know each font both by a number 
assigned to it and by its name. This table lists some common font ID (FID) 
.numbers: 

FID Name 

0 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 

Chicago 
Geneva 
New York 
Geneva 
Monaco 
Venice 
London 
Athens 
San Francisco 
Toronto 
Seattle 
Cairo 
Los Angeles 

FID Name 

13 
14 
15 
16 
l8 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
33 
34 

Zapf Dingbats 
Bookman 
Helvetica Narrow 
Palatino 
Znpf Chancery 
Times 
Helvetica 
Courier 
Symbol 
Mobile 
Avant Garde 
New Cencury Schoolbook 

Word, however, uses only the font ID number, and not the font name, 
to keep track of your fonts internally. This can cause occasional problems, 
because the Font/DAMover is capable of changing this number if you install 
a font that has the same number as a font already installed in the System file. 
Suspect that you are having this problem if you create a document under one 
System file and find that, when you reopen it under another, a font used in 
the document seems to have been replaced with another, even though that 
font is also installed in the second System file. (If a font used in your docu
ment doesn't exist in the System file, Word substitutes another font, usually 
New York or Geneva.) 

For example, the Boston and Zap£ Dingbats fonts may collide if your 
System file originally had Boston in it and you added Zapf Dingbats later. 
If you create a document containing some dingbats on another Mac and then 
open the document under this System file, all the Zap£ Dingbats in. your 
document change to characters in the Boston font. To correct this situation: 

0 Launch the Font/DA Mover, and open the System file's fonts. 
e Remove the Zapf Dingbats and Boston fonts. 
fl) Reinstall the Zapf Dingbats font from a copy of the original disk 

containing the LaserWriter Plus fonts. (If you don't have the disk, 
try installing the font from another System file that doesn't have 
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Boston on it.) The original font ID number is preserved this time, 
because no collision occurs. , 

0 Reinstall the Boston font. Because the Zapf font has already been 
installed, the ID number of the Boston font in the System file changes 
instead of that of the Zapf font. 

e Quit the Font/DA Mover. 

Because the Macintosh font-numbering conventions no longer strictly 
require that each font have a unique ID number, you might run into this 
problem more frequently with special fonts obtained from sources other 
than Apple. 

If you don' t have the option of removing and adding fonts to the System 
file of the Mac which prints your document, you can also try saving the file 
in the Rich Text Format (RTF) on the Mac that you've used to create the 
document. When you do this, Word encodes the fonts used in the document 
both by name and by font number. Then, when you want to print the docu
ment on the Mac having a different arrangement of fonts, simply open the 
file from Word on that Mac to convert the RTF file back to Word format. In 
fact, to see the ID numbers attached to the fonts in your System file, you can 
save any file--even an empty document-in RTF and then open the file as 
text, without converting the file into a Word document. A table listing the 
fonts and the font numbers appears at the beginning of the RTF file. (For 
more information on RTF files, see Chapter 16, ''Transferring Text and 
Graphics.") 

Changing the Font Size 
Fonts come in different point sizes, usually ranging from 9 to 24 points. You 
can actuaJJy use any point size from 2 to 127 (in whole numbers); if the speci
fic point size you want is not installed on the disk, Word scales the font to fit 
your request. Scaled fonts typically look jagged and uneven, as depicted in 
Figure 8-2, because the scaling is not always perfect. For speed and appear
ance, choose only font sizes that are installed on the disk. If you are using a 
LaserWriter, the scaling issue is not as important, because fonts are scaled 
smoothly when printed, regardless of what you see on the screen. 

Thi s is text i n 12- poi nt Geneva. 

Thi s is text in 2 1 -poin t Geneva. 
F/gureB-2 
A normal font and a scaled font. 



Note tha t when you choose a font from the Font menu, some of the sizes 
are outlined and others are plain. In Figure 8-3, the outlined font sizes are the 
ones installed in the System file for the font preceded by a check mark in the 
lower part of the menu. The nonoutlined sizes are not installed; if you choose 
one of these, Word scales the font from one of the sizes that are available. 

Athens 
..; Au on t Gorde 

Oookmon 
Bull ets 
Coiro 
Chlcogo 
Courier 
Geneun 
Heluetlcn 
l ondon 
Los Angeles ... 

Figure 8-3 
Font menu for Avant Garde sizes. 

If you must pick a font size that is not installed in your System file, try 
for one that's exactly twice as large as an outlined font s ize. Text scaling in 
Word-and in other Macintosh applications, for that ma tter-works better 
when performed in even multiples of an installed font. A 12-point font scaled 
up to 24 points looks better than the same font scaled to 18 points. 

Choosing a Font Size from the Character Dialog Box 
You can choose a font size at any time, whether you pick a new font or not. 
Like fonts, font sizes can be selected from within the Character dialog box 
or from the Font menu. To change the font size from the Character dialog 
box, do the following: 

0 Choose the Character command. 

@ The Font Size drop-down field (to the right of the Font drop-down 
list) lists the point sizes installed on the disk for the selected font. 
If you see the size you want, select it. Otherwise, type the new point 
size in the Size field. (The number displayed in the field is the 
currently selected size.) 

Remember that scaled fonts slow down the Mac and might look jagged 
and uneven onscreen and remain so when you print the document on a dot
matrix printer such as the Image Writer. If you print on a PostScript printer 



such as the LaserWriter this is not as important a consideration, because they 
can scale fonts much more smoothly. 

Choosing a Font Size from the Font Menu 
To pick a new font size from the Font menu, pull down the menu and select 
the one you want. Like fonts, font sizes can be added to and removed from 
this menu. For example, if you are doing a newsletter and use 36-point 
Bookman for the titles of your articles (commonly called the display font, 
as opposed to the text font for your document), you would add the 36-point 
size to the Font menu as follows: 

0 Choose the Character command. 

@ Press Option-Command-+. The mouse pointer changes to a plus 
symbol. 

41} Because the Size field is already selected, type 36, replacing the 
previous contents of the field. 

0 Click on the entry in the Size field. The menu bar blinks, signaling 
that the item has been added to the Font menu. 

0 Click Cancel to dismiss the dialog box. 

To remove a size from the Font menu, press Option-Command-- and 
select the size from the menu. 

Choosing a Font Size from the Keyboard 
You can't set a specific font size from the keyboard, but you can easily 
increase or decrease the current size. Simply select some text or set an 
insertion point, and press either Shift-Command-> to increase the size or 
Shift-Command- < to decrease the size. Word displays the new point size 
in the status box of the window, choosing the next size from a list of the most 
common font sizes (7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24, 36, 48, 60, and 72 points). Keep 
increasing or decreasing the size until you have what you want. 

Changing Character Styles 
All characters can be assigned various styles, such as boldface or underlining. 
Do not confuse these with paragraph styles, which are discussed in Chapter 
9, "Paragraph Formatting." These styles are listed in the Style option group 
in the Character dialog box and in the Underline drop-down list above. Most 
character styles can be mixed-that is, you can both boldface and underline 
text if you want. Do this with caution, however; too many character styles 
can spoil the brew. Figure 8-4 on the following page shows Plain Text (for 
comparison) and the 12 possible character styles and how they look on the 
screen. (See "Removing Character Formats"· later in this chapter.) 
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Plain Text- ABCDEFabcdef1234567890 
Bold - ABCDEFabc def1234567890 
Italic- .48COEF~:~b"-d6't"/.2 ... '14S6i'8M 
Underline - ABCDEFabcdef 1234567890 
YlQrs1 Under! ine - ABCDEFobcdef 1234567890 
Double Underline- ABCDEFabcdef 123456 7890 
.D.Qil~.QJ.)ll.®.!:li.rut.- Ae.CD.Ef.llQ.~_d~1J.n.1~QJ_1~.2Q 
Stri l~ethFll ABCD~eGdef 12345671l9G 
IDili~UOnl!l - AlieCI!liiEIF~f12~~5a!ll'HO 
l~mtl8w - MICMIFmllllftlllri lll~liiii711D 
SMALL CAPS- ABCOEFABCDEF I 234567890 
ALL CAPS - ABCDEFABCDEFI234567890 
tlL<;lg~n.- 8f.\J::D.m:tP..~s!dJ2;?..1.~_Ql.!.l.2.Q 

Figure 8-4 
Plain Text plus the 12 character styles. 

When every character of a block of text you've selected has exactly the 
same set of character styles (a homogeneous set of character styles) and you 
choose the Character command, you see those styles checked in the Style 
group of the dialog box. If some of the characters in the selected text have 
different formats, you see all the check boxes filled with gray. The check 
boxes are also gray if you've selected a large amount of text, roughly 500 
characters if you are selecting by characters or 40 paragraphs if you are 
selecting by paragraphs. 

If you are experienced with Microsoft Excel, you might expect Word to 
use a similar convention for the display of style options in the dialog box: 
checked if all selected text has the format and gray if only some of the text 
has the style. However, there are so many possible combinations that it 
would take Word too long to analyze the text you've selected and display 
the information in the dialog box. Instead, Word shows every check box 
filled with gray. 

A similar condition exists in the lower half of the Format menu. If you 
select text that has a homogeneous set of character styles and then pull down 
the menu, you see those styles checked on the menu. If you select text that 
does not have a homogeneous mixture of character styles (or if too much text 
is selected), not one of the menu items is checked. 

Choosing Character Styles 
You can set a character style in one of three ways. First, you can choose 
Character from the Format menu and select options from the dialog box 
that appears. 

The second way is to choose an option from the lower half of the Format 
menu. You can add character styles to the Format menu by first choosing the 
Character command and then pressing Option-Command-+ and clicking on 
every character style you want to add to the menu. When you' re finished 
adding the styles, click Cancel to avoid changing anything in your document. 
Similarly, you can remove a character style by pressing Option-Command- -
and selecting the relevant menu item. 
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The third way to set a character style is to press a sequence of keys from 
the keyboard. You might better remember these sequences if you keep in 
mind that Word uses Shift-Command combinations for formatting opera
tions and Option-Command combinations for editing operations. The com
plete set of key sequences you need to achieve these effects is presented at the 
end of this chapter. Don't forget that you can assign your own key sequences 
to the character style commands through the Commands dialog box. 

All these methods for setting a character style toggle. For example, 
if you select a word and underline it, you remove the underlining by using 
the same command or set of keystrokes again. If the text you select does not 
have a homogeneous set of styles, the style you choose will be applied to all 
the text. Using the same command again will then remove the style from 
every character in the text. 

Now let's take a tour through Word's range of character styles. 

Undoing Style, Position, and Spacing Formats 
While the Character dialog box is displayed and before you click Apply, 
you can return certain options in a changed format to their original states 
without res~tpng other options you want to keep-like a partial Undo 
command. E~ch group in the Character dialog box is surrounded· by a line 
and has ~ .pt~~" ,tyl~, ·spacing, and P~si~o~. (The font and, font; ~~~ ~ren't 
marked ·m:t · ; ay and don't work hl<~th1s.) If you selected.:a,l ~~~~~fchanges 
to the optio , , 'a particular group and ~ant to return them t ,d tljekoriginal 
states, simply· Click on the title of that group. For example, to revert to the 
previous character style settings, you would click on the Style title in the 
dialog box. 

The Bold, Italic, Outline, Shadow, and Strikethrough Styles 
The bold, italic, outline, shadow, and strikethrough character styles are quite 
straightforward. To set one of these styles, simply select the text and apply 
the format by using one of the methods described in the previous section. 

The outline and shadow formats (as well as the underline, subscript and 
superscript formats discussed below) are unusual in that using them often 
changes the line spacing for the lines in the paragraph containing the for
matted text. For example, if you outline a word in a paragraph, you might 
notice that the following line moves down a bit. This happens because the 
format has changed the dimensions of the text in the paragraph, and Word 
pushes down the subsequent lines to accommodate the change. 

Usually you don't want this to happen, as it detracts from the appearance 
of your document. Choose the Paragraph command from the Format menu 
and check the Line field in the Spacing group; when the line spacing is set to 
Auto or to a number close to single spacing, Word makes adjustments to the 
line spacing. The remedy is either to set the line-spacing number high enough 
to provide room to spare if a format increases the vertical dimension of the 
text, or to use a negative number in the Line field. A negative line-spacing 

TIP .· 
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number tells Word to use that line spacing regardless of the dimensions of 
the text in the line. This is discussed in more detail in the next chapter, 
"Paragraph Formatting." 

Underlining Text 
Word supports five forms of underlining, only one of which can be selected 
at a time: 

0 None: Choose this when you've underlined text and want to remove 
the underlining. 

0 Underline: A standard underline. Underlines all characters, 
including spaces. 

0 Word Underline: Underlines complete words and punctuation marks 
only; spaces, nonbreaking spaces, and tabs are not underlined. 

0 Double Underline: Places a double underline below all characters 
and spaces. 

0 Dotted Underline: Places a dotted underline below all characters 
and spaces. When printed on the LaserWriter, a dotted underline 
looks more like a gray bar than a series of dots. 

If you are experienced with earlier versions of Word, you might have 
used its tab leader feature to draw horizontal lines in your documents for 
elements such as dotted lines in contracts or page-number references in tables 
of contents. This feature exists in Word 4, but you don' t have to use it as 
much because of the new version's wider range of underline attributes (as 
well as a wider range of paragraph border formats). When you underline text 
containing tabs, the tabs are underlined as well. If you want to underline only 
text-the headings in a table, for instance-use the Word Underline format. 

Capitalizing ·Text 
You can choose SMALL CAPS or ALL CAPS but not both. Small caps are 
commonly used for the abbreviations A.M., P.M., B.C., and A.D., for acronyms 
that might be obtrusive if presented in full-size capital letters, or to give a 
distinctive look to display text (such as article titles). You type lowercase 
letters, which in small-capped format are converted to capital letters in the 
next smaller font size. 

These formats are interesting in that they don't really convert lowercase 
letters to uppercase letters; only the appearance of the text changes. If you 
type lowercase letters in one of these formats, you see uppercase letters as 
though you had pressed the Caps Lock key. However, if you then remove 
the formats, the text retu.rns to whatever case you originally typed. 
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Using Hidden Text 
The hidden format affects characters in one of two ways: When the Show 
Hidden Text option is turned on in the Preferences dialog box (displayed 
from the Edit menu), characters formatted as hidden appear with a dotted 
underline, as shown in Figure 8-5. This is easy to confuse with the dotted 
underline format-in fact, text can have both formats at the same time. When 
Show Hidden Text is turned oft the text disappears from view. The Show 
Hidden Text option affects the visual display of characters only; a similar 
option in the Print dialog box controls whether or not hidden text is printed. 

10 Untitled! 

!iil!£!.~t!:!J&.llUQAA~ILYiLllU..I!gl:lt9~llJ1il~r!in.~. Tll.~t..t&l.!!_ 
l!I.~P~<!r.o.lf.Q!n..Y~'tl.WMn. .. Yl~9.:.:t.J:IIQ.gg_n.I~llt.9I1!-i9.n..Un.!;!}g__ 
!1~J.!d~r~.(~r~!J~!t~_I;>Q1:1)J~_WJM.9_9.HJ. 

Figure 8-5 
Hidden text as it appears on the screen. 

Pl. 

Hidden tex.t can be considered the ultimate formatting option because 
you can control whether text with this format is visible or invisible. The main 
uses for hidden text are as follows: 

0 To bury comments in a document. This is useful for documents 
created or edited by more than one person. You can pass remarks 
from person to person without changing the apparent content of the 
document. 

0 To hide PostScript commands in a document. (See Appendix C, 
"Using PostScript." ) 

0 To indicate markers for tables of contents and index entries. (See 
Chapter 15, "Creating a Table of Contents and .Index.") 

0 To bury a filename before material transferred with Word's 
QuickSwitch feature. (See Chapter 16, "Transferring Text and 
Graphics.") 

Hidden text has a few properties that make it different from the other 
character attributes. When you d o a spelling check, for instance, Word does 
not check the spelling of hidden text while it is invisible. To check the spelling 
of hidden text, first turn on the Show Hidden Text option. Similarly, you 
usually d o not want to repaginate or hyphenate hidden text, and so you 
should make it invisible before repagina ting or hyphena ting you r document. 
Also, you can print the hidden text regardless of whether or not it's visible on 
screen when you select the Print Hidden Text option in the Print d ialog box. 
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, TIP Adding Show Hidden Text to the Format Menu 
You can add the Show Hidden Text option to the Format menu by choosing 
Preferences from the Edit menu, pressing Option-Command-+, and clicking 
on the Show Hidden Text option. The menu bar blinks to signal that the 
option has been added to the menu. To remove the option, press Option
Command-- (minus), and choose Show Hidden Text from the menu. 

Changing the Position of Text 
The various characteristics of characters have been given names over time; 
Figure 8-6 shows some of them. Word usually prints and displays characters 
with their baselines aligned, even when more than one font, size, or character 
style is on a line. You can move text up or down relative to this baseline with 
the Position options in the Character d ialog box. 

s:nan I crunpar~ _1} poi"',;, 

line spacing 

thee._lo_a ·- _ baseline 

Figure 8-6 
Character anatomy. 

The superscript format is often used to place numbers or special graphic 
characters (often called dingbats) a little above the text for such purposes as 
marking footnote references. In fact, if you look at the automatic style defi
nition for footnote references, you'll see that it uses the superscript position 
format. Here are some of the characters that frequently appear as superscript: 

Character Name Key sequence 

.. asterisk Shifl-8 
TM trademark Option-2 

® registered trademark Option-R 

§ section mark Option-6 

'f dagger Option-T 

:j: double dagger Shift-Option-7 



You can use the Key Caps desk accessory to find other special characters. 
Another use for superscripts and subscripts is for exponents and for the 
indices of subscripted variables: 

r(n+ 1)2 = x2 + y2 

Look closely at the Mac's screen and you'll see that it is composed of 
many lines, each of which is made up of tiny dots, or pixels. The standard 
Macintosh screen contains 342lines with 512 dots per line (or a screen 
resolution of 512 by 342 pixels). Each pixel on the standard screen is 1 point, 
or Vn inch, on a side. · 

In Word, you can specify both superscripts and subscripts in increments 
of 1 point, from 0.5 to 63.5 points (about '1's inch). Measurements as thetj are 
reported by Word are rounded to increments of a point, regardless of the 
measurement you enter. It may seem extreme to have a superscript that is as 
much as 63 points above the baseline, but it isn't when you consider that in 
some mathematical applications superscripts themselves can have super
scripts and that large font sizes might need high superscripts to achieve the 
right effect. 

To raise text by 1 point, select it and choose the Character command. 
Click the Superscript option in the Position group. Word offers the default 
positioning, 3 points. Change the number to 1 point and click OK. Figure 8-7 
shows the effect of superscripted and subscripted text moved 2, 4, and 6 
points above and below the baseline. 

The key sequence for superscripting, Shift-Command-+, raises the 
selected text 3 points above the baseline. Interestingly, it also reduces the font 
size to the next lower size, as if you had pressed Shift-Command-< as well. 
The key sequence for subscripting, Shift-Command--, works similarly. 

liD Untllled2 

Most printers come with either one or two types or interfaces -
adapters to allow them to hook up to your computer. By far the most 
common Is the parallel interrace. It's also the easiest to use. 

Most printers come with either one or two types of interfaces -
adapters to allow them to hook up to your computer. By far the most 
common is the parallel Interface. It's also the easiest to use. 

Most printers come with either one or two types or interfaces -
adapters to allow them to hook up to your computer. By far the most 
common is the parallel Interface. lt"s also the easiest to use. 

Most printers come with either one or two types of Interfaces -
adapters to allow them to hook up to your computer. By far the most 
common Is the parallel interface. It"s also the easiest to use. 

I IU ·~ !Norma 

Figure 8-7 

~ 

II 

I 
Subscripted and superscripted text (the boldface is for emphasis). 
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Changing the Spacing of Text 
Most fonts for the Macintosh are known as proportional fon ts-that is, the i's 
and /'s take up less horizontal space than the m's and w's. Characters in fixed
width, or monospace, fonts, including Monaco and Courier (the latter is used 
with the LaserWriter), are evenly spaced on the screen and on paper. The 
spacing p roperties of a font are built into it when the font is created . You 
can extend or contract this spacing with the Spacing options. The process of 
adjusting the spacing between letters or throughout a font is called. kerning 
in the publishing and graphic-arts trades. 

To increase the spacing between characters, choose the Character com
mand, click Expanded in the Spacing group, and enter the number of points 
by which you want to increase the spacing. Word always adds the space 
after the character, not before. You can expand the spacing by as much as 
14 points. However, as is the case with the Position formats, the spacing is 
rounded to increments of 1 point when printed . To decrease the spacing, 
click Condensed and enter a measurement from 0 to 1.75 points; because 
Word rounds to increments of one point, the only value that works here is 
1 point. Figure 8-8 shows some examples of expanded and condensed text. 

Expanded 0.0 points 
Expanded 0.5 points 
Expended 1.0 points 
Expended 1.5 points 
Expended 2.0 point s 

Condensed 0.0 point s 
Condensed 0.5 points 
Condensed 1.0 points 
Condensed 1.5 points 
Condensed 1.75 points 

Figure 8-8 
Expanded and condensed text. 

Generally you kern text for three reasons: to adjust specific letter pairs, to 
stretch or contract an entire font, and to achieve special typographic effects. 

Kerning Pairs of Letters 
Often, a pair of letters does not fi t together pleasingly when p rinted, leaving 
either an unsightly gap or no space at all. Consider the following examples: 
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Unkcrned Kerncd Effect used 

VA VA Condensed, I poinl 

RT liT Condensed, I poinl 

we we Expanded, I point 

$400 $400 First character expanded, 
3 points 

At a quick glance, these differences might seem subtle, but they can have 
a significant impact on the aesthetics of your documents, particularly in large 
display text such as titles of articles or sections in a document. 

To kern a pair of letters, select the first letter, choose the Character com
mand, and enter an appropriate spacing. Because the spacing is measured 
from the end of each letter selected and you want to adjust the gap between 
two letters, be sure to select only the first letter in the pair. 

Kerning Tables in Word 
A kerning table in typography consists of a list of selected pairs of letters and 
a specification for each pair describing how much space to remove (or add) 
between them. Word doesn' t support kerning tables yet, in that it can't look 
for specific pairs of letters and adjust their spacing automatically, but with 
some work you can achieve a similar effect. To create a "kerning table" in a 
cer tain font at a specific point size (such as that established in a style 
definition), do the following: 

0 ln a blank area of your document, type each pair of letters that needs 
kerning. Select the first letter in each pair, and set its spacing. 

@ When you've finished, go back to the beginning of the list and copy 
(don' t cut) the first pair to the Clipboard. 

6) Choose Change from the Search menu, and enter that pair in the 
Find What edit field and enter "c in the Change To field. This allows 
you to replace the pair with the contents of the Clipboard. 

0 Search through the document, replacing each match in that font and 
font size with the kerned pair. Because the spacing characteristics of two 
letters depend on w hether the letters are in uppercase or lowercase, you 
may want to create new pairs for uppercase and lowercase combinations. 

This can be an involved task if carried to extremes, so it's best to limit 
the kerning replacements to obvious cases. You can also use macro-recording 
software-such as AutoMac III, Apple's MacroMaker, or Tempo from 
Affinity Microsystems-to make this process more automatic. 

Finally, note that you can use Word's mathematical typesetting feature 
to position characters relative to each other a t intervals beyond condensing 
by 1 point or expanding by 14 points. See Appendix 0 , "Mathematical 
Typesetting," for more information. 

TIP .• 
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Kerning a Font 
The phrase kerning a font properly refers to the process of establishing a 
kerning table, often containing hundreds of character pairs, and slowly 
refining it until the spacing is perfect (to a typographer's eyes, which are 
more sensitive than those of mere mortals). Here the term describes the act 
of expanding or condensing every character of a font by a certain amount 
of space; this is known as a tracking adjustment. 

Because a style sheet definition specifies at most one font per style, you 
can use this feature to stretch or compress all text in a given style. Simply 
choose Define Styles from the Format menu, select the style you want to 
adjust, choose the Character command, and alter the spacing. Click OK to 
add the spacing format to the style definition. If you use this method to 
adjust the spacing between the characters in a font attached to a style, 
remember that it will also apply to any text within a paragraph having 
that style, not only the font the style specifies. 

Expanding or Contracting Selected Text for Effect 
The third major use of spacing adjustments is purely for artistic effect. 
Consider these typographic elements: 

T H E JUPITER 
coooocoooooococooococoooooocooooco 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 

Configuring Your Word Disk 

As you can see, you can change the spacing of text in your document for 
reasons that have nothing to do with the legibility of the text. Simply select 
the text to be affected, choose the Character command, and enter the spacing 
you want to use. Click Apply or OK to put the spacing into effect. 

Adding Position and Spacing to the Format Menu 
You can add position and spacing formats to the Format menu, but the 
method for doing so is a little different from that for adding other character 
formats. To add a 2-point superscript to the menu, choose the Character 
command, select the Superscript option, and enter 2 pt in the edi~.field. Then 
press OpJion-Command- +,click on t~eSuperscript option again,;~!ltl click 
Cancel. .w~en you pull down the Format menu, you will see, to~f\fd .!~~ 
bott~~\ft,~~ · ~uperscript 2 ~t opt_ion. Y;~y ~an add a col~ectio':' 8f;~9-fMt~t~} ,sjay r, 
1-po,m~; z.~poutt, and 3-pomt superscr~pts;. to the menu. Incrden~~~1Jy;,_ ;you c~n 
add the'I\lonnal Spacing and Normal Position options to ~e~e~t'.nis w~ll. 



Changing the Color of Text on the Screen 
If you select a color from the options on the Color drop-down list, the 
selected text changes to that color on the screen. Currently, only seven colors 
(other than black) are available: blue, cyan, green, magenta, red, yellow, and 
white. Unfortunately, if you print a document containing colored text, the 
text prints in black, even if the printer is capable of printing color. However, 
using colored text in documents does benefit you in that it lets you mark text 
for editing or to indicate on screen who has entered what text when more 
than one person works on a document. 

Setting text to a color works even if your Mac or monitor isn't capable of 
displaying color. Simply select the text and give it the desired color attribute. 
When the document is viewed on a Mac II with a color monitor, the text 
appears in the color you've set. 

Using colored text does have one drawback. On-screen scrolling is 
dramatically slower when more than two colors are displayed on a Mac li
the more colors displayed, the slower the scrolling becomes. (You set the 
number of colors displayed by opening the Control Panel, selecting the 
Monitor icon, and setting the desired number of colors.) Scrolling is even 
slower when you've also set Fractional Widths in the document-as much 
as six times slower than when scrolling in black-and-white. If you need to 
use color, you might try restricting its use to writing instead of editing and 
to when you aren't using the scroll bars as much. 

Removing Character Formats 
Once you've established a set of formats for the characters in your text, how 
do you go about selectively removing them if you need to? The most obvious 
way to remove a specific character attribute is to call up the Character dialog 
box and deselect the option. Remember that, depending on the amount of 
text selected when you choose the Character command and whether it con
tains a homogeneous set of formats, some options in the Style group of the 
dialog box might be selected and some or all of the options might be gray. 
The C.haracter dialog box is like a master control panel for the character 
formats in the selected text. Clicking on a gray attribute option fills the box 
with an X and sets that format for all the selected text. Clicking on the option 
again clears the box arid removes that format from the text. 

To remove one of the position or spacing formats, simply click the 
Normal radio button in the appropriate group of the dialog box. Of course, 
because these groups use an edit field to specify the amount of spacing 
change for the format, you can't return a 3-point superscript, for example, 
to a previously established 2-point superscript without typing the number 
in the field. 

Sometimes you will want to remove all the character attributes without 
affecting the font, spacing, and position formats in your text. One way to do 
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this is to deselect the options in the Character Style group one by one, as has 
been discussed. An easier way is to choose Plain Text from the Format menu, 
or press Shift-Command-Z. This command deselects every option in the Style 
group of the Character dialog box, leaving the font, position, and spacing 
unch~nged. It works even if these character attributes are part of a style 
definition assigned to the text; selecting the text and using this command 
removes the attributes. 

If you work with styles, you will often find that it's convenient to return 
selected text in a paragraph to the base character formats defined for the style 
assigned to that paragraph, removing any additional formats (attribute, font, 
position, or spacing) you've added. You can accomplish this by selecting the 
text and choosing Plain Text for Style from the Format menu, or press Shift
Command-Spacebar. 

Testing New Character Formats 
The Character dialog box has three buttons: OK, Cancel, and Apply. Clicking 
the OK button tells Word to implement your formatting choices and close the 
dialog box. The Cancel button aborts your changes (as long as you haven't 
yet clicked Apply) and closes the dialog box. The Apply button, however, lets 
you test the new format without closing the dialog box. When you click tltis 
button, any selections you made in the Character dialog box are applied to 
the selected text without dismissing the dialog box. (See Figure 8-9.) You can 
move the dialog box out of the way if it covers the selected text. (Double-click 
on the title bar to toggle it between the two positions.) The Apply button is 
a time-saver when you're experimenting with a new format. Use it when 
you're having trouble making up your mind or simply trying out an option. 

Figure 8-9 
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0 Outline 0 Subscript 
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0 Strlkethru 
0Smell Ceps 
ORII Cups 
0 Hidden 

Speclng ------. 
® Normol By: 
0 Condensed CJ 
0 EHponded --

Applying a new format. 



If, after experimenting with the Apply button, you want to return your 
text to its original state, simply click OK and then choose Undo from the Edit 
menu. Clicking Cancel won't remove the formats you've added with Apply. 
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SUMMARY 

• Points to Remember 
0 A well-designed document is attractive and readable. Use a design 

appropriate to your subject matter. 

0 To implement the design of your document in Word, you work with 
five format domains: character, paragraph, table, section, and docu
ment. The character domain, the subject of this chapter, controls font, 
font size, character attributes (boldface, italic, and so on), letter
spacing, and the position of characters with respect to the baseline. 
The other domains are described in detail in later chapters. 

0 The Character dialog box, displayed when you choose Character 
from the Format menu, is the main vehicle for altering character 
formats, although you can also issue certain commands from the 
Font menu, the Format menu, and the keyboard. 

0 The Character dialog box shows the forma ts in effect for the selected 
text or for the text containing the insertion point. If all the selected 
characters don't have the same attributes or if you've selected a large 
amount of text, the boxes in the Style group are gray, and the drop
down lists appear blank. 

0 The Hidden character format lets you create hidden text. Text in this 
format doesn' t appear when Show Hidden Text in the Preferences 
dialog box is turned off, and it isn' t printed when Print Hidden Text 
in the Print dialog box is turned off. When hidden text is invisible, 
it isn' t hyphenated , repaginated, or checked for spelling. 

0 Even though you can make formatting adjustments in Word of 
fractions of a point, all measurements as reported by Word are 
rounded to increments of a point when the document is printed. 

• Techniques 

The Character Dialog Box 

Option 

Font information group 

Font drop-down list 

Size drop-down fie ld 

Action 

Sets the font and font size. 

Shows the names of the fonts currently installed in 
your System file. The font selected is the 
current font. 

Shows the current font size. You can select 
another from the list of available sizes, or you 
can enter a different fon t size (from 2 points 
to 127 points). If you specify a size that is not 
available, Word scales the font to match the 
size you requested. 



Option 

Style settings 

Underline drop-down list 

Color drop-down list 

Style group 

Position group 

Normal button 

Superscript button 

Subscript button 

By field 

Spacing group 

Normal button 

Expanded 

Condensed 

By field 

Buttons 

OK 

Cancel 

Apply 

Action 

Adds or removes character styles. 

Sets an underline format: None, Single, Word, 
Double, and Dotted. 

Sets the color of text on-screen: Black, Blue, 
Cyan, Green, Magenta, Red, Yellow, and 
White. Colored text prints in black, even 
with printers capable of color. 

Sets other character styles for text: Bold, Italic, 
Outline, Shadow, Strikethru, Small Caps, 
All Caps, Hidden. 

Positions characters relative to the baseline. 
Enter values from I to 63 points, in !-point 
increments. 

Places text on the baseline. 

Places text above the baseline; defaults to 
3 points. 

Places text below the baseline; defaults to 
2 points. 

Specifies how many points above or below 
the baseline to position text. 

Sets the spacing between characters (kerning). 

Uses the default spacing. 

Increases the space between characters by up to 14 
points. 

Reduces the space between characters by up to 
I point when printed. 

Specifies number of points to add to or subtract 
from the normal spacing between characters. 
Enter values in multiples of I point. 

Implements the selected formats and closes the 
dialog box. 

Closes the dialog box without implementing the 
selected formats. 

Implements the selected formats without closing 
the dialog box. 

Change the character format of existing text 
0 Select the text. 

@ Choose Character from the Format menu. 

4B Make the desired changes in the dialog box. 

0 ClickOK. 
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(If the formats you want appear in the Font or Format menu, simply select 
the text and choose the desired options.) 

Change the character format before typing text 
0 Set the insertion point where the text is to appear. 

@ Choose Character from the Format menu. 
@) Make the desired changes in the dialog box. 

6 Click OK. 

(If the formats you want appear in the Font or Format menu, simply set the 
insertion point and choose the desired options.) 

Undo a formatting change 
0 Choose Undo Formatting from the Edit menu immediately after you 

make the change. 

Add a font to the Font menu 
0 Choose the Character command. 

@ Press Option-Command-+. 

@) Click on the font you want to add. 

Add a font size to the Font menu 
0 Choose the Character command. 

@ Select the font for which you want to add the font size. 

@) Select the font size in the list box, or type it in the Size field. 

6 Press Option-Command-+. 

0 Click on the font size. 

Add a character attribute to the Format menu 
0 Choose the Character command. 

@ Press Option-Command-+. 

@) Click on the attribute you want to add. 

Add a position or spacing format to the Format menu 
0 Choose the Character command. 

@ Select the option you want to add, and enter the amount of the 
spacing in the By field. 

@) Press Option-Command-+. 

6 Click on the option to be added. 



Remove a format from the Format or Font menu 
0 Press Option-Command-- (minus). 

@ Pull down the menu from which the option is to be removed. 

@} Choose the option to be removed . 

Remove all character attributes from selected text 
0 Choose Plain Text, or press Shift-Command-Z. 

Restore selected text to the base style for the paragraph 
0 Choose Plain Text for Style from the Format menu, or press Shift

Command-Spacebar. 

• Keyboard Shortcuts 

Changing the Font 
To 

Set the font for selected text 

Insert a Symbol font character 

Press 

Shift-Command-E. enter first letters of font name 
or font lD number, and then press Return. 

Shift-Command-Q, then type the character. 

Use the Key Caps desk accessory to view font character sets. You can copy 
characters you type in Key Caps and paste them in your document. The new 
text takes on the style of the surrounding text, but new paragraphs are 
formatted in the Normal style. 

Changing the Font Size 
To 

Increase the font size 

Decrease the font size 

Press 

Shift-Command- > 
Shift-Command- < 

The new font size appears in the s tatus area. 
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Changing Character Styles 
These key sequences toggle; use the same keystrokes to set and remove the 
format. 

For Press 

Bold Shift-Command-S 

Italic Shift-Command-1 

Underline Shift-Command-U 

Word underline Shift-Command-] 

Double underline Shift-Command-[ 

Dotted underline Shift-Command-\ 

Strikethrough Shift-Command-/ 

Outline Shift-Command-O 

Shadow Shift-Command-W 

Small caps Shift-Command-H 

All caps Shift-Command-K 

Hidden text Shift-Command-X 

Changing the Position 
For Press 

3-point superscript , reduced font size 

2-point subscri pt, reduced font size 

Shift-Command- + (plus) 

Shift-Command- - (minus) 

Removing Formats 
To Press 

Return to the character attributes 
defined for that style 

Shift -Command-Spacebar 

Remove character attributes only Shift-Command-Z 

• Commands 

Command name 

Black 

Blue 

Bold 

Meaning, 
menu 

Sta nda rd 
keyboard 

Toggles black character color. 

Toggles blue character color. 

Toggles bold character format. 

Formot S&ifB 

Keypad 
Extended 
keyboard 

FlO 



Command name 

Caps 

Change Font 

Character. .. 

Condensed: 

Copy Formats 

Cyan 

Dotted Underline 

Double Underline 

Expanded: 

Find Formats 

Font Name : 

Font Size: 

Green 

Hidden Text 

Italic 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Toggles capitals character format. 

OO.frK 

Extended 
keyboard 

.frF1 0 
Changes current font to font you indicate by typing font name 
and pressing Rerum. 

3C.frE 
Changes character formatting of current selection. 

format 3CD F14 
Reduces space between characters by specified number of 
points. 

Copies character or paragraph formatting of selection 
(depending on whether entire paragraph is selected) and 
applies it to subsequently selected text. 

3C~U .frF4 
Toggles cyan character color. 

Toggles dotted underlining. 

31:{)-\ 

Toggles double underlining. 

3C.fr[ 

~F12 

.frF12 
Increases space between characters by specified number of 
points. 

Searches for character or paragraph formats matching that of 
selected text, depending on whether an entire paragraph is 
selected. 

3C~R 

Applies specified font to selected text or to text typed at 
insertion point. A drop-down list appears at the top of the 
dialog box, where you can select a font to add to the Font 
menu. You can also assign a key command to the selected font. 

Font 
Applies specified font size to selected text or to text typed at 
insertion point. A drop-down field appears at the top of the 
dialog box, where you can select a font size to add to the Font 
menu or enter an unlisted font size. You can also assign a key 
command to the selected font size. 

Font 
Toggles green character color. 

Toggles hidden text character format. 

OO'OU 3C'OH 
Turns italic character format on and off. 

Format 

~F9 

F 11 

(continued) 
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Command name 

Italic Cursor 

Larger Font Size 

List All Fonts 

Magenta 

Normal Position 

Normal Spacing 

Outline 

Plain Text 

Red 

Shadow 

Show Hidden Text 

Small Caps 

Smaller Font Size 

Strikethru 

Subscript: 

Superscript: 

Symbol Font 

Underline 

White 

Word Underline 

Yellow 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Toggles slanted insertion point and mouse 1-beam pointer in 
italic text. 

Increases font size to next larger size. 

lle-fr. or 
llC -fr > 

Lists all installed fonts on Font menu. 

Toggles magenta character color. 

Applies normal character position (re lative to text baseline) to 
selected text or text you type at insertion point. 

Applies normal character spac ing to selected text or text you 
type at insertion point. 

Toggles outline character format. 

Format 00-frD F11 
Removes character formatting that can be turned on and off, 
such as bold, italic, and underlining. 

Format lle-fr2 -frF9 
Toggles red character color. 

Turns shadow character format on and off. 

Format ~F11 

Toggles display of hidden text, indicated with a dotted 
underline. 

Turns small capitals character format on and off. 

00-frH ~F1 0 
Decreases font size to next smaller size. 

llC -fr< 3€ -fr ' 
Turns strikethrough character forn1at on and off. 

llC -fr I 
Lowers characters below baseline by specified number of 
points and reduces font size to next smaller size. 

3€-fr-
Raises characters above basel ine by specified number of points 
and reduces font size to next smaller size. 

3€-fr= 
Applies Symbol font to current selection. 

3€-frQ 
Turns single continuous underlining on and off. 

Format 3€-frU F12 
Toggles white character color. 

Toggles word underlining. 

3€-fr] 
Toggles yellow character color. 

3€F12 



Paragraph Formatting 

hapter 8 discussed the types of formatting you can do within the 
character format domain, Word's smallest level of detail. This 
chapter explores the next horizon, the paragraph format domain. 

Paragraph formats control these characteristics: 

0 Indention. 

0 Alignment. 

0 Line spacing. 

0 Space before and after the paragraph. 

0 Type and location of tabs. 

0 Graphic treatment of paragraphs-lines, boxed paragraphs, 
and so on. 

0 Grouping and placement of paragraphs on a page. 
0 Whether the lines of the paragraph are numbered when printed. 



SECTION 3 

• Working with Paragraphs 
Previous chapters have defined a paragraph, but it's worth repeating. 
In Word, a paragraph is any block of text that precedes a paragraph mark, 
which is created by pressing either the Return key or the Enter key. A para
graph can have one letter in it or hundreds. It can even be a blank line. 

If you want to see the boundaries of paragraphs, you can do so by 
choosing Show en: from the Edit menu. With Show en: in effect, you see all 
the characters that are usually invisible, including paragraph marks, 
newline marks, tabs, and spaces. 

To see how the paragraph mark acts as the boundary of a paragraph, 
type two paragraphs of sample text, and then select and delete the first para
graph mark. It's relatively easy to select a paragraph mark when it's visible; 
when it's not visible, a good trick is to position the mouse pointer just to the 
right of the last line of the paragraph and double-click. You' ll see a black 
rectangle representing the selected paragraph mark. When you delete the 
mark, the two paragraphs fuse into one. 

Before launching into a full-scale exploration of paragraph formatting, 
you should know a few techniques for working with paragraphs. 

0 You can join two paragraphs by selecting the paragraph mark 
between them and pressing the Backspace key. If you try to back
space through a paragraph mark to delete it, and the preceding 
paragraph has different paragraph formats, Word beeps and does 
not delete the paragraph mark. Word does this to decrease the 
likelihood of your deleting paragraph formats unintentionally. 

0 Pressing Option-Command-Return inserts a paragraph mark after 
the insertion point instead of before it. This is useful when you want 
to both break a paragraph and continue typing at the end of the first 
paragraph. 

0 Changes to the paragraph formatting of existing text affect only the 
selected paragraphs. If you set the insertion point or select only part 
of a paragraph, the formatting within a ll that paragraph, and in 
that paragraph alone, changes. 

0 If you alter paragraph formats while typing, you change the for
matting for any paragraphs you type after that. (This might not 
apply if you use the Next Style feature of Word's s tyle sheets, 
discussed in the next chapter.) 

0 Pressing Shift-Return starts a new line but does not end the para
graph. These newlines, also called soft returns, are helpful when 
you need to start a new line but want Word to consider the lines as 
one paragraph. The uses of the newline character are discussed in 
this and later chapters. Note that its mark (with Show en: on) looks 
like a bent arrow instead of the proofreader's paragraph mark, as 
shown in Figure 9-1 on the following page. 



qj Paragraph mark 

+-' Newline mark 

Figure 9-1 
Paragraph and newline marks. 

• Changing Paragraph Formats 
To change a paragraph format in a document, first select one or more 
paragraphs, and then do one of the following: 

0 Choose Show Ruler from the Format menu, and click one of the icons 
in the Ruler icon bar. You can also change some document properties 
(such as page margins) from the Ruler. 

0 Choose Paragraph from the Format menu, and make changes within 
the Paragraph dialog box. You can also call up the Paragraph dialog 
box by double-clicking any of several items in the Ruler: the indent 
markers, the scale in the Ruler bar itself, or any of the line-spacing 
or paragraph-spacing icons in the icon bar. (Double-clicking the tab 
icons brings up the Tabs dialog box.) 

0 Choose an option you've added to the Format menu or another 
menu. 

0 Use a key sequence to make the change. 

0 Set a style by choosing it from the Style drop-down field in the Ruler, 
by choosing Styles or Define Styles from the Format menu, or by 
choosing a style you've added to the Work menu. (The next chapter 
is devoted to this subject, so we won' t cover it here.) 

Some formats are not accessible by every method . You can set alignment, 
for example, from the Ruler, from the Format menu (after you have added 
its options), and from the keyboard, but not from the Paragraph dialog box. 
Each of these methods is discussed briefly here and in more detail where we 
explore each of the paragraph formats. 

Styles and Paragraph Formats 
Changing paragraph formats through the s tyle sheet is much easier than 
hunting down each ins tance of a text element and reformatting it manually. 
See Chapter 10, "Working with Style Sheets," for more information. 

The Ruler 
Word's Ruler controls the position of indents and tabs, text alignment, and 
spacing between lines and paragraphs. Through the Ruler you can also 
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change some document and table formats. For example, you can change the 
margins of the document and the width of columns in tables. Many of these 
functions are also available through other commands in Word, but the Ruler 
makes them more accessible. The Ruler must be visible for you to use it. If 
it is not displayed at the top of the window in Galley View or Page View, 
choose Show Ruler from the Format menu. Conversely, to remove the Ruler, 
choose the Hide Ruler command. You can also display the Ruler in the 
following windows: 

a The Header window. 

a The Footer window. 

a The Footnote window, as well as the Footnote Separator, Continued 
Separator, and Continued Notice windows (all of which concern 
footnotes). 

The Ruler is shown in Figure 9-2, with labels for the various icons and 
markers. The unit of measure shown in the Ruler reflects the current Default 
Measure setting in the Preferences dialog box. 

The 0 point 011 R11ler is left margin 
First-line i11dent 

Left indent 

Tab-stop ico11s 
Style drop-down field 

Figure 9·2 
The Ruler, showing the normal scale. 

Defar~lt tnb stops 
Right inde11 t 

Riglzlmnrgin 

Pnragraplt-spncing icons 
Li11e-spncing ico11s 

Alig11ment icons 

Clicking the Scale icon toggles among three types of scale in the Ruler. If 
you ar e using a sp lit window and choose Show Ruler, the Ruler appears at 
the top of the active pane. Regard less of its loca tion, the Ruler changes to 
reflect the formats of the currently selected text, whether the text is in the top 
or bottom pane or even if it has scrolled off the screen. The formats reported, 
and the settings you change within the Ruler, depend on which of the three 
types of scale is visible-paragraph in the normal scale, document in the 
page scale, or table in the table scale. This effect d iffers from that of the 
character formats, which you can apply to a single character if you want. 
You can make changes from the Ruler while you type your document or 
while you edit it. 



In the normal scale, discussed in this chapter, you can place tab markers 
and change the position of indents. The 0 point is placed at the left edge of 
the text column (which is the same as the left margin for one-column text), 
the left edge of cells in tables, or the left edge of the text column in multi
column sections. 

In the second type of scale, called the page scale, the 0 point is placed 
at the left edge of the paper, and you can drag the bracket-shaped margin 
markers relative to the edges of the page. If you're using more than one 
column in the current section, you can also set the column width and the 
spacing between columns. Section formats are discussed in Chapter 12, 
"Section Formatting," and document formats are discussed in Chapter 14, 
"Document Formatting and Printing." 

The third type of scale, called the table scale, appears only if the currently 
selected text is in a table. In it you can change the left indent of the table and 
the relative widths of cells in the table. Tables are discussed in Chapter 11, 
"Formatting Tables and Lists." 

Clearing the Ruler 
If you make many alterations in the Ruler and then change your mind, you 
can reset the paragraph formats in several ways. You can choose Undo from 
the Edit menu to remove all the formats you've added in the Ruler since the 
last nonformatting operation. For example, if you click the right-alignment 
icon in the Ruler, choose the Character command, click Cancel, click the 
double-space icon in the Ruler, and then choose Undo, both the right
alignment and the double-spacing formats are undone. 

Another way to reset the paragraph forma ts for text is to reapply the 
style assigned to the text. To reapply a style, select the paragraph, click in 
the style field in the Ruler, and press Return. Word displays a dialog box 
asking if you want to reapply the style to the selected text. Click OK or press 
Return. A faster way to do this is to assign a key sequence to the Styles com
mand. (In Word 3, this was Command-B, but pressing this in the d efault key 
assignment now switches to and from Page View.) When you press the key 
sequence you've assigned, the Styles dialog box appears with the style of the 
paragraph highlighted in the the list box. Press Return to reapply the style. 
Because you can issue commands at a faster rate than Word processes them, 
you can press the key sequence and immediately press Return: If you do this 
quickly, Word reassigns the style without displaying the Styles dialog box. 

The Paragraph Command 
Just as the Character dialog box is the master control panel for the character 
formats, the Paragraph dialog box is the primary means of controlling the 
layout of paragraphs. Choose the Paragraph command to bring up the dialog 
box shown in Figure 9-3 on the following page. 
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The Ruler accompanies the dialog box (if it is not displayed already), as if 
you had chosen both the Show Ruler and Paragraph commands at the same 
time, and you can make adjustments in either the Ruler or the dialog box. 

The Paragraph dialog box is divided into six basic sections: the Indents 
option group, the Spacing option group, a series of check boxes that control 
options for grouping pcuagraphs relative to one another, and three buttons 
that bring up dialog boxes for setting tabs, drawing borders, and positioning 
paragraphs. 

Pnrngroph 

Indents 

~~.~,·~ (C!J) Left: § Right: Before: [ Cnncel] 

First : Rft er. ~ 
0 Poge Break Before 0 line Sumllt.>ring 
0 Keep Wltll NeHt 'I 0 Keep Lines Together 

( lobs ... ) ( Borders ... ) (Posi tion ... ) 

Figure 9·3 
The Paragraph dialog box. 

The Paragraph dialog box also has three control buttons: OK, Cancel, 
and Apply. These work exactly like the buttons in the Character dialog box. 
OK indicates that you're through fiddling with the formats and you want to 
implement the changes you made and get back to the document. Cancel 
means that you've decided not to make any changes after all. 

The Apply button lets you audition format changes without closing the 
Paragraph dialog box. This works best when you are changing the format of 
previously typed text; you can't readily see the change in a blank document. 

To use the Apply button, select the paragraphs to be changed, display the 
Paragraph dialog box, and click the options you want. Drag the box by the 
title bar if it obscures the text you want to see. (Double-click in the title bar to 
alternate between the two positions.) Click the Apply button to audition the 
changes. The dialog box stays open, but the text changes to the new format. 
Continue choosing new formats and applying them for as long as you like. 
When you leave the dialog box, use the Undo command if you want to revert 
to the format that existed before the last Apply. Clicking Cancel doesn't undo 
an Apply. 

[f you need to see the effect of a massive formatting change and are 
afraid you might mess up the document or forget how it was originally 
formatted, save the document before the test. Then, if the experiment goes 
awry, you can close the document without saving it and reopen the original. 
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Adding Paragraph Formats to the Format Menu 
So far in your exploration of Word, you've seen how to add documents, 
glossaries, font names and styles to Word's menus. You can also add all the 
paragraph forma ts to the Format menu by pressing Option-Command- + and 
clicking the desired paragraph format in either the Ruler or the Paragraph 
dialog box, but you can' t ad d any tab-stop formats. By using the Commands 
command, you can assign formats to menus other than the Fonnat menu, 
and you can add or change the key sequences attached to Word's formatting 
commands. As we'll see later, there are some paragraph formats that you 
must add to a menu or assign a key sequence in order to use, such as the 
command for the Side-by-Side format, discussed later in this chapter. 

• Working with Paragraph Formats 
Now that you've learned the various methods for using the paragraph for
mats, let's consider each format in turn. Figure 9-4 shows a typical paragraph 
and some of the formats you can change . 

• 
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Figure 9-4 
A typical paragraph. (Note the insertion point at the end of the first body paragraph.) 

Indents 
Setting an indent is not the same as setting a margin, and many people are 
confused on this point. You set the margins by changing the contents of the 
Margins edit fields in the Document dialog box (available from the Format 
menu), in Print Preview, or by clicking the Scale icon in the Ruler and drag
ging the margin markers to a new position. You set indents by dragging an 
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indent marker in the Ruler in the normal scale or by specifying an indent in 
the Left, Right, or First edit fields in the Paragraph d ialog box. 

What is the difference between an indent and a margin? The Margins 
settings in the Document dialog box apply to your document as a whole; they 
specify the default boundaries of the text on the page, whether the text is in 
the Norma/style, in another style, or in a header, footer, or other element. 
Until you change the margins, Word establishes them at 1 inch from the top 
and bottom of the page and 1.25 inches from the left and right edges of the 
page. 

Indents, on the other hand, are a way of temporarily changing the left 
and right margins for selected paragraphs in your document. The three types 
of indent are left, right, and first line. If you haven't explicitly changed the 
left or right indents (the first-line indent will be discussed in a moment), 
Word assumes you want your text to run to the margins. 

Indents are measured from the left and right edges of the text column 
for the currently selected paragraphs. For normal single-column text, the text 
column is the same as the distance between the left and the right margins. 
For multiple-column text, the text column is the same as the width of one 
column. For cells in a table, it's the width of a cell. The left edge of the text 
column is the 0 point on the Ruler, and the position of the left indent (the 
lower of the two triangles at the left edge of the Ruler) is relative to this point. 
If you change the left margin (and thus change the 0 point), the left indent 
changes too, remaining the same distance from the 0 point as before. Similar
ly, the position of the right indent is relative to the right edge of the text 
column, which appears as a dotted vertical line in the Ru~er. (See Figure 9-2.) 

Besides the left and right indents, you can control the first-line indent 
(the upper of the two triangles at the left edge of the Ruler). This indent 
applies only to the first line of the paragraph. The first-line indent is mea
sured relative to the left indent rather than to the 0 point on the Ruler, and 
the left and first-line indents are normally linked together so that moving the 
left indent also moves the first-line indent. (To move the left indent indepen
dently of the first-line indent, hold down the Shift key as you drag the left
indent marker.) The most common use of the first-line indent is to offset the 
first line of a paragraph, but its range of applications is much wider, as you 
will see in the next section. 

A Small Gallery of Indention Effects 
This section gives you a quick tour through the range of effects that you can 
achieve through different placements of the left, right, and first-line indents 
relative to one another in your documents. 

To provide a reference point for this discussion, Figure 9-5 shows the 
standard format for normal paragraphs. The left and right indents are at the 
same location as the left and right margins, and th~re is no first-line indent. 
Many people use a tab to indent the first line of a paragraph; whether you 
do this or use the first-line indent is not important as long as you achieve 
the results you want. 
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Figure 9-5 
Normal paragraph indention. 
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You can create another indention pattern, called nested indention, by 
moving the left and right indents toward the center and away from the 
margins, as shown in Figure 9-6. Nested indents are often used for quota
tions or to set off captions for figures. 
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Figure 9-6 
Nested paragraph indention. 



A hanging indent occurs when you place the firs t-line indent to the left of 
the left indent, as shown in Figure 9-7. Hanging indents are very useful for 
lists and are often used in bibliographies. The numbered procedures in this 
book, each paragraph of w hich is preceded by Zapf Dingbat characters such 
as 0 (ASCII characters 182 through 191), are called numbered lists and use 
hanging indents. The unnumbered lists in this book, each paragraph of which 
is preceded by the Zapf Dingbat character 0 (lowercase o), are called bulleted 
lists. In both cases, a tab mark is used within the ha11ging indent to make the 
number or bullet stand out from the body of text. 
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Figure 9-7 
Hanging indents. 

Finally, Word le ts you place any of the indent markers outside the limits 
of the page margins. Negative indents are particularly good for the headings 
in a document. Such indents are called negative indents because they must be 
measured in negative numbers; otherwise, they would be confused with nor
mal indents. (See Figure 9-8.) Because Word does not display the edges of the 
printable area of the page in the Ruler, when you use negative indents you 
risk having your text run off the page. You can u se Print Preview, or you can 
click on the Ruler scale icon to switch to the page scale (which does show the 
left and right edges of the page, although your printer might not actually 
print to the page edge) to check for this problem. Also, because negative left 
indents run to the left of the left margin, Word may not show them in Galley 
view. To shift the screen to the right, as shown in the figure, press the Shift 
key while clicking the left arrow in the horizontal scroll bar. 

You can combine these indention patterns in any way you want. For 
example, you can create negative hanging indents or use a nested indent for 
the left edge of the text and leave the right indent a t the right marg in. 
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Figure 9-8 
Negative indention . 

Setting Indents from the Ruler 
To set indents with the Ruler, first choose Show Ruler from the Format menu 
and select the paragraphs to be affected. If you are changing only one para
graph, simply click in it: Because indention is a paragraph format, this will 
cause the new indents to be applied to the entire paragraph. When you click 
in a paragraph, the Ruler in the normal scale displays the current placement 
of the three indent markers. If you select more than one paragraph and those 
paragraphs use different formats or have been assigned different styles, the 
Ruler is filled with gray and the markers reflect the indents of the first 
paragraph selected. 

Once you've specified the text, drag the appropriate indent marker in the 
Ruler to the location of the new indent. To move the first-line and left-ind ent 
markers together, drag the lower triangle. If you d rag only the upper trian
gle, you' ll move only the first-line indent. To move only the left indent, press 
the Shift key and then drag the lower triangle. The position of the first-line 
indent is always linked to that of the left indent. Even if the two indents are 
in different positions, moving the left indent causes a corresponding change 
in the position of the first-line indent. The Shift key uncouples the markers 
so that you can d rag them separately. 

Indents can be positive or negative with respect to the left and right 
edges of the text colu mn. You normally start the text at the 0 point on the 
Ruler, but you can also start it farther to the left or right. This 0 point is 
normally locked at the left edge of the screen, but you can drag the first-line 
or left-indent marker (or both) past the edge of the screen . After a delay of 
about one second, the scale in the Ruler and the contents of your document 
slide to the right, revealing the negative indent positions. Alterna tively, you 
can Shift-click the left arrow in the horizontal scroll bar to move the docu
ment to the right, and then you can move the indent markers. 
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Setting Indents from the Paragraph Dialog Box 
When you choose the Paragraph command, the Ruler appears, so everything 
discussed in the previous section applies here as well. However, the Ruler 
limits the precision with whkh you can specify an indent. As elsewhere in 
Word 4, the Ruler uses minimum increments of 1 point (1/72 inch), converted 
into the unit you've chosen in the Preferences dialog box-multiples of 0.014 
inches, 0.035 centimeters, or .083 picas. By using the Left, Right, or First edit 
field in the Paragraph dialog box, you can specify indents with an accuracy of 
1 point, again converted to the current unit of measure. 

Suppose you have set il1ches as the unit of measure in the Preferences 
dialog box. U you want to set a left indent of 1 pica CV6 inch, or 0.1667 inch), 
you need to use the Left edit field, as follows: 

0 Select the text you want to format. 

@ Choose the Paragraph command. The Ruler and the Paragraph 
dialog box appear. 

@ Click the first-line indent marker. The position of the left indent is 
displayed in the Left field. 

0 Enter the position of the indent-0.1667 in, 12 pt, or 1 pi. Or you can 
drag the marker and watch the value in the Left edit field change 
accordingly-of course, if you've set picas as the default unit of 
measurement in the Ruler, it's much easier to set the indent to 
1 pica . Click OK to implement the indent. 

Remember that first-line indents are measured relative to the left indent, 
not the left page margin. U you want to set a hanging indent, enter a negative 
number. 

Checking Special Indent Values 
An interesting problem can occur when you want to check an indent value 
(or a tab value, for that matter) that you have set to an intermediate position 
(that is, a position between two Ruler increments). If you open the Paragraph 
dialog box and click on an indent marker set to a special value, it pops to the 
nearest interval (1/16 inch if you're using inches), and the corresponding edit 
field shows the new position, not the original value. 

To read the value associated with an indent or tab marker without 
changing it, you can pretend that you want to create a new style and choose 
the Define Styles command. The New Style item in the list box is selected 
automatically; the definition displayed underneath describes the formats 
contained in the selected text, including the position of the marker. 

If the selected text already has a style attached, the definition simply 
names the ~tyle and does, not list its definition. In such cases, delete the con- ., 
tents of the Based On field and then click in the Style field. The complete 
definition for the selected text appears, as though you were starting from 
scratch, and you can find the position of the marker in the definition. Click 
Cancel when you're ready to close the dialog box. 



Paragraph Alignment 
The Ruler alone controls the alignment of lines within each paragraph; no 
alignment options are available from within the Paragraph dialog box. You 
can choose from four types of paragraph alignment, as shown in Figure 9-9: 

0 Left aligned ("flush left"). Lines are even with the left indent, and 
their right edge is ragged. 

0 Centered. Lines are centered over the midpoint between the left and 
right indents. 

0 Right aligned ("flush right"). Lines are even with the right indent, 
and their left edge is ragged. 

0 Justified. Lines are even with both the left and right indents. Word 
expands the spaces between words to push the ends of lines to the 
left and right indents. 

To set alignment, select some paragraphs (or set the insertion point if 
only one paragraph is to be affected) and click one of the alignment icons in 
the Ruler. To indicate the alignment of a paragraph you are about to type, set 
the insertion point and then click the appropriate icon. 

A lone f igure stood emong the brick buildings, a figure accustomed to Left aligned 
the dankness of t he night ano t he glare of the street lamps. The eyes 
of the figure sl owl y scanned up end down the avenue, but the rest of 
the body was awkwardly still, as if the we tness end clinging coldness 
had paralyzed it. 

A lone figure stood among t he brick buildings, e figure Centered 
accust omed t o the dankness of the night and the glare of t he 

st reet lamps. The eyes of t he figure sl owly scanned up and down 
t he avenue, but t he r est of the body wos awkwardly still, os If 

the wet ness end cl inging coldness hod paralyzed l t. 

A lone figure stood among the brick bui ldi ngs, o figure accustomed to Right aligned 
the dankness of the night end the glare of the street lamps. The eyes 
of the fi gure sl owly scanned up and down the avenue, but the rest of 

the body was awkwardly sti ll , as if the wetness and cl inging coldness 
hod parol yzed It. 

A lone fi gure stood among t he brick bui ldings. o figure accustomed to Justified 
the dankness of the night end the glare of t he street lamps. The eyes 
of the figure slowly scanned up end down the avenue, but the rest of 
the body wos awkwardly still , as if t he wetness end cl inging coldness 
hod paralyzed it. 

Figure 9-9 
The four types of paragraph alignment. 

Line Spacing 
Word can separate lines by almost any distance that you'd like. In typeset
ting, the term line spacing refers to the distance from the baseline of one line 
of text to the baseline of the next or preceding line. Word does not use the 
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same convention, but for most purposes the effects are similar. You' ll learn 
more about this in a moment, but first let's work with setting line-spacing 
formats from the Ruler. 

Setting Line Spacing from the Ruler 
The Ruler provides three line-spacing settings: single space (or auto line 
spacing), one-and-one-half space (18 points), and double space (24 points). 
This lets you set the three most common line spacings quickly, without 
calling up the Paragraph dialog box. To change the line spacing for a 
selected paragraph, click the desired line-spacing icon just to the right 
of the alignment icons. The effects of the three line spacings are shown 
in Figure 9-10. Like the other paragraph formats, the line-spacing setting 
affects the entire paragraph. 

When you use the default single spacing, Word adjusts the line spacing 
to the point size of the text in the paragraph. Clicking this option is the same 
as calling up the Paragraph dialog box and entering auto in the Line Spacing 
edit field. For example, if a paragraph is in a 10-point font, the automatic line
spacing format sets the line spacing to about 12 points. (The actual auto line 
spacing varies with the font, and is usually two or three points more than the 
font size.) If you insert a character (or graphic) that is taller than 10 points, 
the spacing around that line opens up a bit to accommodate the oversized 
element. This happens frequently when you use more than one font or point 
s ize in a line of text, use the outline or underline character formats, or have 
subscripts or superscripts in your text. If you want the line spacing to remain 
constant at a certain setting, regardless of the size of the elements within the 
line, you must set it with the Paragraph command, discussed in the next 
section. 

An leyb""" bun&: over the denl<. oU-soel:ed street disperstn(l the li(lhl 
of the tamps overhead tnto adlm. musty halo. Unlna: the narrovavenue.,... ---~-+- Single space 
en almost endless rov of crowed briek buildinll•· tanered end vorn from aae. 
muddted from the reeent rains. 

An lcyh0%e hun& over the dank, oil-soaked street, dl•perolna: Ute lliht 
of the lamps overhead into a dim., musty bela Linin& the narrov avenue was ---!·"'-I-- (Jll£~-m1tl-,oll£~-llllif space 
en at moot endte= rov of crovde<l briek bwldlna:s. tattered end -wrn from <~&e. 

muddled from the recent ram s. 

An leyh""e hun&: over the denl<. oil-soaked street. disperslna: the Ha:ht - - -FP+- Dollble space 
or the lamps overhead in to a dim. musty halo Lintn ~r the narrow avenue va: 

en almost e ndless rov of croWed brick bu.Udlnfis. 1attercd and "WOrn f'rom oa-o. 

muddi ed f r om 1he recen1 r ains. 

Figure 9-10 
The three types of line spacing available from the Ruler. 
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The one-and-one-half-space option sets the line spacing to 18 points per 
line, but Word will open up the line spacing if something in a line is larger 
than 18 points. The double-space option works in the same way but sets the 
spacing to 24 points per line. Actually, both these spacing options are mis
named: The only font size for which 24 points really is double spaced is, of 
course, a 12-point font. If you use the double-space option with an 18-point 
font, you still get 24 points of space, not 36 points. 

Setting Line Spacing from the Paragraph Dialog Box 
You can get much more control over the line spacing in your text by using 
the Line field in the Spacing group of the Paragraph dia log box. It Jets you 
specify line spacing in the following measurements: 

0 Points. Enter 12 pt, for instance, to single-space a 12-point font. 

0 Inches. If you require a spacing of 1 inch between lines, for example, 
enter 1 in in the Line field . 

0 Centimeters. To specify a spacing of 2 centimeters between lines, 
enter 2 em in the Line field. 

0 Picas. Even though the pica unit of measurement isn' t commonly 
used to specify line spacing, you could, for example, enter 2 pi to 
space lines 2 picas apart. 

0 Lines. You can set line spacing in multiples of lines. To triple-space 
your text, for example, enter 3 li in the Line edit field. Word inter
prets a line as 12 points. 

You can express any measurement in fractions, but the next time you 
open the Paragraph dialog box, Word converts the measurement into mul
tiples of 1 point. To express a fractional measurement, use a decimal value 
(for example, 1.13 in or 2.5 pl). Enter the word auto or the number 0 to have 
Word adjust the line spacing automatically for the font size, which is what 
Word enters if you've previously clicked the single-space icon in the Ruler. 

As was mentioned earlier, some character formats or font sizes can pro
duce text elements that extend higher or lower than the rest of the characters 
in a line of text, causing Word to add extra space above or below the line. 
This can happen regardless of the line spacing, given an extreme enough 
combination of character formats. Whenever the Line edit field contains a 
measurement expressed as a positive number, Word adjusts the actual line 
spacing to accommodate oversized elements. To prevent this behavior and 
force a specific line spacing regardless of the dimensions of the text, enter the 
line-spacing distance as a negative number: Word then uses the absolute 
value of the number. 



TIP Line Spacing in Word 
Word does not follow the standard publishing convention of measuring line 
spacing from baseline to baseline. Instead, it calculates the spacing from 
descender to descend~r. (See Figure 9-11.) You may recall from Chapter S 
that a descender is the part of a character that extends below the baseline of 
text, such as the tails of the lowercase letters y(.g, and q. The descender-to
descender distance is often the·same as the baseline-to-baseline distance. 

You can see the space allotted for a line by selecting it and observing the 
upper and lower limits of the highlight, as shown in Figure 9-11. To illustrate 
this point, the size of a word con taining a descender has been increased to 
accentuate the effect. The highlight extends from the top of the highest char
acter in the line (or, in some fonts, a point or two higher than the highest 
character) to t11e bottom of the lowest character. Notice that the h ighlight 
touches the descender of the line above it. 

t .t t. 

Sleep lingers all our lifetime 
about our eyes, as night hovers all 

in the s of the fir -tree. 

Our life is not so much threatened 
as our perception. Ghostlike we 

Figure 9-11 
Line spacing is actually measured from descender to descender. 

When you set automatic line spacing by entering auto in the Spacing 
field of the Paragraph dialog box, the spacing of each line is determined by 
the distance from the top of the highest ascender to the bottom of the lowest 
descender. If a given line doesn' t contain· characters with descenders, the 
space for the descender is s till reserved. Similarly, space is also reserved for 
the ascender height of a fon t even if a given line doesn't contain characters 
with ascenders. 

When you increase the line spacing to more than that set by automatic 
spacing, the extra space appears above each line in the paragraph, even the 
first line in the paragraph. This behavior can lead to some tricky problems if 
you 're aiming for highly accurate paragraph formatting in a document. This 
is particularly true when two successive paragraphs have different line
spacing formats. 



For example, the distance between level headings and the first paragraph 
under them will vary if the font sizes of the various types of headings are 
different, yielding descenders of different lengths. If the body text under each 
heading is in the Normal style with automatic line spacing, the distance be
tween the baseline of a heading and the baseline of the first line in the para
graph depends solely on the font size of the heading, not the line spacing. To 
adjust the actual baseline-to-baseline distance between paragraphs with 
different line-spacing formats, experiment with setting negative line-spacing 
formats and with the Before and After paragraph formats discussed next. 

Paragraph Spacing 
A second type of spacing within the paragraph format domain is used to 
separate a paragraph from the ones before and after it. The Space Before 
format adds space above the top edge of the interval set by the line spacing 
in the paragraph, and the Space After format adds space below the lowest 
descender in the last line of the paragraph. Figure 9-12 shows how these 
formats work together. The paragraph containing the title of the essay and 
the name of the author are separated by the title's Space After format, not a 
blank line. The first and second paragraphs of the essay are separated by the 
Space Before format of the second paragraph, as indicated by the highlight. 
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Figure 9-12 
The Space Before format in relation to a typical paragraph. 

Open space 

Closed space 

The Space Before and Space After formats are useful for setting off 
body text, indicating a pause in the flow of a document, or setting off the 
headings in a document. The Space Before format is used in the default 
heading 1 and heading 2 styles. (Again, using the style sheet to establish 
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space around text elements is a powerful means for developing a consistent 
design in a document.) 

Setting Paragraph Spacing from the Ruler 
The Ruler offers only two paragraph-spacing options: either no extra space 
(the Closed Space icon) or 12 points of space before each paragraph (the 
Open Space icon, which was used in Figure 9-12). If you want paragraphs to 
be separated by the same amount of space as the lines, click the Closed Space 
icon. If you want extra space between paragraphs, click the Open Space icon. 
You can also get to the Paragraph dialog box by d ouble-clicking any of the 
line-spacing or paragraph-spacing icons. 

Setting Paragraph Spacing from the Paragraph Dialog Box 
Use the Before and After fields in the Spacing options of the dialog box to set 
the spacing before and after each selected paragraph. Like the Line edit field, 
these fields accept spacing in inches, centimeters, points, or lines, although 
Word always displays the measurements in points when you reopen the dia
log box. To remove extra spacing before or after a paragraph, you must enter 
0 pt in the appropriate field; simply deleting the entry won't work. 

Paragraph S,pacing in Word 
Like line spacing, paragraph spacing is not measured from baseline to 
baseline. Technically, the Space Before format (for instance) sets the distance 
to, the bottom of the prior paragraph's Space After format. . ! 

This can lead tosome confusing effects in your document, p~t,Hcularly 
when you are trying to achieve a consistent design. In a good design, the 
treatment of elements such as level headings, including the amount of spa~e 
before each one, must be con sistent. Yet the actual ampunt of space before a 
heading, measured from the baseline of the heading to the baseline of the 
previous paragraph, depends not only on the Space Before format of the 
heading, bur on both the font size of the prior paragraph (especially the ' 
length of its descenders) and the prior paragraph's Space After format. 

However, you can take steps to minimize this type of inconsistency. The 
most ob·vious stra tegy is to use either the Space Before or;Space Aftt;r form,<It 
in'your design. That• way, yoti will know that any variation in the placement 
of design elements is caused by differences in the d epth of the descenders in 
the prior paragraph, a function of the font size used. 

The ·next step is to r ealize that the design elements in a document usual;ly 
follow one another in regular patterns. For example, body text almost always 
follows a heading. Generally, you want to add extra space not only before 
tl}e, headingbut after it as well. In such cases, it's b etter to set both'Before 
and After spacing formats for the headings so that you don't have to locate 1 

the first paragraph of body text after each heading and to manually set a 
Sppce Before format for it. By analyzing your document, you can determine 
which elements follow one another and adjust your fonnats accordingly. H' 



Finally, you can create special spacing elements that consist of nothing 
more than a paragraph mark to which you have assigned an appropria,~e 
style. For example, you can use a style called Std. Line Space with a specific 
line spacing to regularize the spacing around figures and around numbered 
and bulleted lists. You can store the paragraph mark in a glossary; when you 
insert it, if that s tyle name exists in your document, Word uses its definition; 
ifnot,Word.copies the style from the style sheet hidden in the glossary. 

You can even crea te a complete set of spacing elements, each with its 
own special style, for removing the spacing inconsistencies between any two 
design elements in your document. In other words, you can create a spacing 
element for all possible pairs of paragraphs, for example: 

Sp/Norm-Level1 
Sp/Norm-Level2 

' Sp/Notm-Level3 
Sp/Fig-Level1 
Sp/Fig-Level2 
Sp/Fig-Level3 
Sp/Norm-Numlist (before a numbered list) 
Sp/Numlist-Norm (after a numbered list} 

Then, after you've placed all the spacing elements (hopefully by inserting 
. elements from the Glossary) and you're ready to fine-tune the design of the 
document, you can adjust the spacing throughout by changing the style 
definitions for these elements. This is the method used to implement the 
design of this book. Obviously, this can lead to very complicated style sheets 
and is only for the most demanding of document designs. 

Tabs 
Tabs are characters that you can use to align text in columns without labori
ously adding and deleting spaces. Tabs are invisible, but you can use the 
Show <JI command to make them appear. When you press the Tab key (or 
Option-Tab when working within a table), the insertion point moves to the 
next tab stop. If you haven' t changed the default tab stops in the Document 
dialog box, Word assumes tha t you want them placed evenly at V2-inch 
intervals. The four different types of tab stops, shown in Figure 9-13 on the 
following page, are: 

0 Flush left. Aligns the left edge of the text with the tab stop. This is the 
default tab stop. 

0 Centered. Centers the text over the tab stop. 
0 Flush right. Aligns the right edge of the text with the tab stop. 
0 Decimal aligned. Aligns the decimal point with the tab stop. 
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The different types of tab stops. 

You will often use centered and flush-right tab stops to create smart
looking tables. The decimal tab stop is ideal for presenting numbers in an 
orderly fashion. You can have any number of digits to the right and left 
of the decimal point, yet all the decimal points line up at the tab stop. If 
the number doesn't have a decimal point, the tab stop acts like a flush-right 
tab stop. 

A fifth icon in the Ruler is next to the four tab-stop icons. The vertical 
line is not really a tab s top, but it is often used to draw lines in tables and 
so is grouped with them. It draws a line that you can use as a separator or 
border. You simply select the icon and click in the Ruler where you want a 
line to appear; you don't need to enter any characters to create the line, and 
the insertion point skips past the line when you press the Tab key. The line 
continues down the page through each paragraph that has this format. This 
feature can be used for other types of formatting as well, especially multiple
column documents. The flush-right tab-stop example in Figure 9-13 shows 
how you can use this tab stop with the vertical line format. 

You can set tab stops in several ways in Word 4: 

0 Change their default positions from the Document dialog box. 

0 Select a tab icon in the Ruler, and drag a tab marker to the desired 
position. 

0 Specify new positions in the Tabs dialog box, which you can call up 
by clicking the Tabs button in the Paragraph dialog box, by double
clicking any of the Tab icons, by adding the Tabs command to a 
menu, and by assigning a key sequence to the Tabs command in 
the Commands dialog box. 
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Changing the Default Tab Stops 
Word's default tab stops are set a t V2-inch intervals along the length of the 
Ruler. The positions of the default tab stops are marked by tiny, upside-down 
T icons in the Ruler. Technically, these default tab stops are not in the para
graph format domain but are part of a document level format that belongs to 
every paragraph in the document. Even if you set some tab s tops, the default 
tabs will remain to the right of those you've set unless you completely clear 
all default tab stops. 

Tab markers take precedence over the default tabs, so ii you place a tab 
marker on the Ruler, the default tab stops to the left of it disappear. To 
change Word's default tab stops or to eliminate them completely, do the 
following: 

0 Choose the Document command from the Format menu. 

@ Double-dick in the Default Tab Stops field , and enter a new 
number. The measurement can be in inches, centimeters, or points. 
The smallest d efault tab stop you can set is 1 point, converted to the 
current unit of measurement; the largest is 22 inches. (Enter 22 in if 
you want to remove all the default stops.) 

@) Click OK to set this tab-stop interval for the current document only. 
Click Set Default to store the new default tabs in the current Settings 
file and use them for all subsequent documents you create under that 
Settings file. 

Setting Tabs Stops from the Ruler 
As with indents, nondefault tab stops can be set in two ways: from the Ruler 
alone or from the Tabs dialog box. To set a tab stop from the Ruler, do the 
following: 

0 To place a tab stop on the Ruler, drag the icon for the type of tab you 
want to the desired location on the Ruler. You can also simply click 
the icon for the type of tab you want and then click at the desired 
location in the Ruler. 

0 To move a tab stop, drag its marker along the Ruler to the new 
position. 

0 To remove a tab stop, drag its marker off the Ruler and release the 
mouse button. 

If you're moving a tab stop and you click near but not directly over it, 
the marker moves with the pointer (even though the pointer isn't directly 
over the marker). This can be a problem when you are positioning tab stops 
close to one another or close to an indent marker-instead of adding a new 
marker, Word assumes you want to move the old marker. To avoid this, click 
somewhere else in the Ruler to add the tab marker and then drag it to the 
correct position. If a tab marker is positioned directly over an indent marker 
and you click over both, moving the pointer moves the tab, not the indent. 



Often it's helpful to drag more than one tab marker at a time. If you press 
the Shift key before dragging the first tab marker, all the markers to the right 
move with it, retaining their relative positions. 

If you select several paragraphs having different tab settings, the Ruler 
is filled with gray and shows the tab markers for the first paragraph only. 
Because any paragraph can have up to 50 tab stops set within it, when you 
add a tab stop to a Ruler filled with gray, you add that tab stop to every 
paragraph selected. The new tab stop replaces an old one only if they are in 
the same position. To remove the tab stops from every paragraph and add 
new ones, you first have to remove all the tab markers from each paragraph. 
You can then reselect the paragraphs and establish the new tab stops. 

Note: The Ruler is also filled with gray if any of the other paragraph 
formats vary among the selected paragraphs. However, because the other 
paragraph formats permit only one option each (for ins tance, a paragraph 
can have only one left indent and only one line spacing format), changing 
such a format replaces that format in all the paragraphs selected . 

Setting Tab Stops from the Paragraph Dialog Box 
Tab stops are easily set from the Ruler. Like indents, however, they can be set 
more precisely from the Position field in the Tabs dialog box. The minimum 
increments for tabs set from the Ruler are the same as those for indents set 
from the Ruler: 1 point, converted to the current unit of measure. Also, the 
dialog box offers several tab leaders (discussed in the next section). To set a 
tab stop using the Tabs dialog box: 

0 Select the paragraphs you want to format. 

@ Choose the Paragraph command. The Paragraph dialog box appears, 
as does the Ruler if it isn' t already visible. Click the Tabs button (or 
use any of the methods to call up the Tabs dialog box described 
earlier) . The Tabs dialog box appears. 

@} Drag the desired tab stop onto the Ruler. The Position field displays 
the current position of the tab marker. 

0 Enter a position for the tab stop, click OK, and press the Return key 
(or click Set to set the tab stop and keep the Tabs dialog box open). 

To remove a tab stop, either drag it off the Ruler or select it and click the 
Clear button. If you place a number of tab stops, make mistakes, and want to 
start again from scratch, you can clear all the tab stops from the Ruler by 
clicking the Clear All button. However, if you have set tab stops in a style 
and want to remove only those you've added to a paragraph beyond those 
set in the style definition, you must reapply the style. Click the Clear All 
button to remove all tab stops, even those set in a style definition. 



A Hanging Indent Sets the First Tab Stop Automatically 
If you,create a hanging indent by setting the first-line indent to the left of the 
·left indent, Word sets the first tab stop at the position of the left indent. For 
example, the numbered and bulleted lists in this book use a default tab stop 
of 18 points, or 0.25 inch. Because the first line of the text for each item in the. 
list begins at the left indent (for example, Drag in~ on the previous page), 
we didn't establish an additional tab-stop format for the first line. 

Tab Leaders 
Tab leaders are extra characters that Word uses to fill blank spaces before a 
tab stop. You can use a tab leader, for example, when preparing a table of 
contents, as shown in Figure 9-14. The tab stop on the right, for the page 
number, has a dotted leader. When you press the Tab key to move to the 
tab stop, Word inserts the leader in the line. The three styles of leader are 
dots, dashes, and underlines. You can assign a different tab leader to each 
tab stop you place on the Ruler. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

lntroduction ................. .. .... .. . .. .. ......... 1 

Chapter l - The Art of the Macintosh . . .......... .4 

Chapter 2 -Getting Started ........... .. . . ........ .... 9 

Chapter 3 -Using MacPaint ............................. . . .......... 2 l 

Chapter 4 -Using MacDraw ........................................... ................ .43 

Chapter 5 - Using SuperPalnt... ............... ................... 76 

Figure 9-14 
Dotted tab leaders in a table of contents. 

A leader fills the space before the tab stop to which it is assigned. To 
assign a tab leader to a tab s top: 

0 Select the paragraphs you want to format, and call up the Tabs 
dialog box. 

@ Drag the type of tab you want from the icon bar onto the Ruler at the 
position you want. 

@} Click the leader you want in the Leader option group. Click OK to 
resume editing. 
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To add a leader to an existing tab stop, display the Tabs dialog box, click 
the tab marker to receive the leader, and then click on the type of leader you 
want. Click Set or OK to implement the leader. Word adds a dot to the left of 
the marker in the Ruler to indicate that you've assigned a leader to the tab 
stop. Remember that tab leaders, like tabs, are in effect only for those 
paragraphs that are so formatted. If you want tab leaders to apply to all 
paragraphs in your document, either specify them before you start writing, 
select all the paragraphs and choose the tab leader for them at the same time, 
or add the leader to one or more style definitions. 

Checking Tab Leaders 
You can check the type of tab leader assigned to a tab and change it if you 
want, by clicking the tab marker in the Ruler (with the Tabs dialog box 
displayed). When you do so, the option for the tab leader assigned to that 
marker is selected. Click another option if you want to change the leader. 
Click the tab marker carefully, without moving the mouse-or you might 
have to reassign its position. 

You can also check tab leaders by choosing Define Styles from the 
Format men~ ,to see the proposed definition, as though you were.going to 
create a style based on the attributes of the currently selected paragraph. 
This technique is discussed in the tip "Checking Special Indent Values" 
earlier in this chapter. 

Borders 

The Border options allow you to draw lines, often called rules, arow1d para
graphs. When you click the Borders button in the Paragraph dialog box, 
the Paragraph Borders dialog box appears, as shown in Figure 9-15 on the 
following page. (Of course, you can also call up the dialog box by adding the 
Paragraph Borders command to a menu or by creating a key command for 
it.) The border formats were originally intended to be used for setting up 
tables; they are considerably enhanced in Word 4. In fact, the border formats 
in Word 4 take two forms, one for paragraphs and one for the cells in tables. 
Tables are discussed in detail in Chapter 11, "Formatting Tables and Lists"; 
for now, we will limit the discussion to an overview of the various effects you 
can achieve with borders in paragraphs. 

The four types of border format, shown in Figure 9-16 on the following 
page, are Plain Box, Shadow Box, Outside Bar, and Custom. When you set up 
a box format, you will see changes in the tiny schematic in the center of the 
dialog box, which represents two paragraphs. Any of the four border types 
can be drawn in 1-point lines, 2-point lines, double 1-point lines, 1-point 
dotted lines (actually gray when printed on a PostScript printer), and 
hairlines (1/2-point lines when printed on a PostScript printer a11d 1-point 
lines otherwise). Finally, the Spacing field lets you adjust the distance 
between the border and the material in the paragraph. 
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Figure 9-15 
The Paragraph Borders dialog box. 

In addition t~ the borders created with this feature of Word, you can 
create effects with the Vertical Bar icon next to the Tab icons in the Ruler, 
with the tab leader characters, with any of the various underlining character 
formats, with lines and other shapes copied from drawing programs such as 
SuperPaint or MacDraw, or by inserting PostScript operators before the 
paragraph. 
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Figure 9-16 

Plain Box 

Shadow Box 

Outside Bar 

Custom 

The four types of paragraph border boxes. 

Plain and Shadow Boxes 
The Plain Box option draws a line around the limits of the selected 
paragraphs. The Shadow Box option is the same as the Plain option, except 
tha t 1-point lines are added to the bottom and right edges of the box, 
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regard less of the border style used. The placement of the sides of the box, 
apart from the use of the Spacing field, is determined by the following 
parameters: 

Side 

Left 

Right 
Top 

Bottom 

Controlled by 

Left or first-line indent, whichever is leftmost. 

Right indent. 
Highest ascender in first line of paragraph. 

Lowest descender in last line of paragraph. 

Figure 9-17 shows an example of this format. You might think tha t the 
upper and lower limits of the box would be set by the Space Before and Space 
After formats, bu t this is not the case. Use these paragraph-spacing formats 
instead to set off boxed text so tha t the lines do not run too close to the pre
ceding or succeeding paragraph. 
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Figure 9-17 
The Plain Box border effect. 

Probably the easiest way to create a simple Plain Box effect for a 
series of paragraphs is to select them, bring up the Paragraph Borders 
d ialog box, and double-click the Plain Box option. (However, you can 
also use the Commands command to add to a menu the command with the 
daunting name TLBR Single Paragraph Border.) All the box options, except 
Custom, toggle when you click them, so to remove a box you simply click the 
option again. The borders in the tiny two-paragraph schematic d isappear. 
In Word 4, the boundary between two paragraphs is free of a border unless 
you put one there with the Custom forma t. 
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In Word 4, it's easy to add space between the text in the paragraph and 
the border: To set uniform spacing around the text, you click in the Spacing 
field, enter a number in points (entering pt to specify points is optional, 
although you can use other units of measurement as well), and click the Plain 
Box option. When you do this, Word reduces the size of the mock paragraphs 
in the schematic to reflect the amount of space added. (The draw ing would 
be more representative if the paragraph remained the same size and the bor
ders enlarged.) The default spacing distance is 2 points: you can add betvveen 
0 and 31 points of space to that, but Word doesn't let you use nega tive num
bers to shift the border within the indents. The added space extends to the 
left and right of the indents that you've set and is added to the Space Before 
and Space After settings established in the Paragraph dialog box. 

Outside Bars 
Ordinarily, the Bar option causes Word to draw a vertical line to the left 
of the paragraph. Like the other box formats, bars are placed 2 points to the 
left of the leftmost indent. However, if you turn on the Mirror Even /Odd 
Margins option in the Document dialog box, Word places the bar on the left 
side for left-hand (even-numbered) pages and on the right side for right-hand 
(odd-numbered) pages. 

Custom Boxes and Other Border Effects 
Word 4's border feature really shines when you' re creating custom border 
formats. When you select the Custom box option, you can click in the ap
proximate areas of the top, bottom, left side, and right side of the schematic 
to place borders there. You can also click on the boundary between the two 
mock paragraphs to establish the border to be used between paragraphs. If 
you select a line weight (thickness) before clicking on a side, that line weight 
is used . U you enter a spacing distance before clicking on a side, the spacing 
separates that border from the text. Word updates the schematic to reflect all 
selected options. 

You can place rules above or below a paragraph in Word 4 by clicking 
only the top or bottom border in the schematic. The placement of lines above 
and below a paragraph follows the rules for boxes: The leftmost indent (left 
or first-line) determines the left end of the line, and the rightmost indent sets 
the right end. 

If you happen to create a Custom box format that you could have created 
by setting the Plain Box option, you'll see that Word selects it for you when 
you next call up the Paragraph Borders dialog box or look at the definition of 
the style in the Define Styles dialog box. 

Figure 9-18 on the following page presents a small gallery of custom 
border effects; we've added <j[ symbols to make the end of each paragraph 
more apparent. 
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Between paragraphs only . qJ 

Affects all selected paragraphs . qJ 

Top and bottom only . qJ 

(jl 

Affects all selected parag.raphs . qJ 

Thick at top and bottom. qJ 

sin&le to left and right . (jl 
Affects all selected paragraphs . (jl 

Figure 9-18 
A sampling of custom border effects . 

Special Border Effects 

Affects all selected paragraphs. (jl 

Left and r ight sides only . qJ 
(jl 

Affects all selected paragraphs . qJ 

Left and Bottom only. qJ 
(jl 

You have two ways of establishing designs for the elements in your 
documents: You can work within the normal range of the software to see 
what effects you can create, or you can start out with an idea and experiment 
to see how that design might be implemented. The first method is generally 
easier, whereas the latter method yields richer results at a greater expense 
of time. Working with the border formats in Word is no different, and to 
that end here is a potpourri of suggestions for special border effects: 

a Remember tha t you can use alignment on a hanging first-line indent 
to set the left edges of boxes and rules. You can then set a tab stop to 
set the actual s tarting position of the first line. 

0 You can construct boxes from underlined tabs, tab leaders, and 
vertical bars, in addition to using the border formats. 

0 You can combine vertical bars with the paragraph border formats. 
The vertical bar will extend to the edge of the relevant border. 
This is particularly useful for setting up tables. (See Chapter 11.) 

0 You can use newline marks (Shift-Return) and tabs to create extra 
space between borders and the paragraph text. lf you're using 
justified alignment, a newline mark causes the text in that line to 
spread out to the righ t indent (if the line contains more U1an one 
word). This can happen when you use a newline mark to simulate 
the end of a paragraph in a series of paragraphs that you want to 
surround with one box. If this occurs, insert a tab character just 
before the newline mark to force left alignment of the last line 
in the paragraph. 
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0 You can create rules and other graphic elements in MacDraw, 
MacPaint, or another drawing program and copy them into your 
document. You can then format the graphic with any of the border 
formats, vertical bars, and so on. The glossary is a good place to 
store these elements when you have perfected them. 

0 You can turn the formatted image of a set of paragraphs into a 
graphic by selecting the paragraphs, pressing Option-Command-O, 
and pasting the image back into the document. You can then assign 
the Outline character format to the image to put a border around it. 
This border can be stretched until it is placed correctly with respect 
to the text. After doing this, format the original paragraphs as hid
den text so that you can edit the text if you need to. See Chapter 16, 
''Transferring Text and Graphics," for more information on using this 
technique. 

0 Instead of using the document itself to experiment with exotic border 
elements, open a new, blank document and copy material from the 
document. Or you can save a copy of the document under a different 
name, such as Test, and experiment with the copy instead. 

0 You can use a macro-recording desk accessory, such as AutoMac or 
Tempo, to standardize complicated formatting operations. 

0 Finally, you can create nearly any effect you want by adding PostScript 
commands before the paragraphs. This topic is covered in Appendix C, 
"Using PostScript." 

Options for Paragraph Layout 
The spatial arrangement of paragraphs on the pages of most documents is 
straightforward. Each paragraph you type typically follows the one you've 
typed previously, and a paragraph that doesn' t end at the bottom of a page 
spills over to the top of the next. More complex sh·uctures, however, are 
much harder to conceptualize and implement in soft:vvare. 

If pixels and phosphor were type on paper, arranging text or graphics 
would be easier-simply cut the paper, stick the material an}"oVhere on the 
page, and arrange the text around it accordingly. Unfortunately for the 
paper-and-scissors method, positioning one piece of text according to the 
design rules for the document doesn' t mean you've positioned all such pieces 
of text in the document, as you can by using styles in Word. And if the design 
rules change, someone must pull all the sticky pieces of paper off the boa rd 
and start over. 
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Word 3 offered several approaches for grouping and arranging para
graphs in the traditional sequential format, whether they contain text, 
graphics, or both. These approaches are supported in Word 4 through the 
Paragraph dialog box: 

0 You can use the Page Break Before format to ensure that one selected 
paragraph, or all paragraphs assigned a style having the format, 
are placed at the top of a page. 

0 You can use the Keep With Next <j[ option to ensure that a heading 
and the text it heads, for example, are never separated by a page 
break. 

0 If you want a given paragraph always to appear in one block, you 
can use the Keep Lines Together option. 

0 Although not properly a page-layout option, you can establish the 
numerical sequence of paragraphs by using the Line Numbering 
option in conjunction with the Line Numbering section format. 

When faced with the task of laying out paragraphs in patterns other than 
strict sequential chains, you could use other features of Word 3-all of which 
are supported in Word 4: 

0 You can use tab stops in conventional tables to separate items of text, 
discussed earlier in this chapter as well as in Chapter 11, "Formatting 
Tables and Lists." 

0 You can use section formats to flow text into more than one column 
on a page. (See Chapter 12, "Section Formatting.") 

0 Finally, you can use the Side-by-Side paragraph format to overlap 
paragraphs or arrange them horizontally within a column of text. 

Although Word 4 supports tabbed tables, multiple columns, and the 
Side-by-Side format, two new features-the Table format and the Position 
paragraph format-reduce the need for them. You can use the Table format 
to create gridlike structures consisting of columns and rows of cells, each of 
which can contain paragraphs of text to which you've added character, 
paragraph, and style formats. We cover the Table format in Chapter 11. 

The Position paragraph format goes far in solving the sticky problem 
of creating arbitrary arrangements of paragraphs. With positioned para
graphs, you can take a given paragraph out of the standard one-after-another 
sequence and put it anywhere on the page, in much the same way you could 
with scissors, paper, and layout wax. In fact, you can place the paragraph 
not only by entering measurements and settings options in the Position 
dialog box, but also by dragging the positioned object around on the page in 
Print Preview, almost as if it really were a floating rectangle of paper. When 
you position paragraphs in this way, Word 4 displays a surprising ability to 
wrap the text belonging to the other paragraphs on the page around the 
positioned object to make space for it. 
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Because the Table format and the Position paragraph format replace most 
of the uses for Side-by-Side paragraphs, the Side-by-Side format is no longer 
represented by an option in the Paragraph dialog box. To apply the Side-by
Side paragraph format, you must create a key sequence for it or add it to a 
menu through the Commands command. Nevertheless, this format is still the 
best one to use for certain effects, such as drop caps-an example of which 
you can see in the first paragraph of each chapter in this book. 

We'll discuss the paragraph version of the Position format (a version 
also exists for tables) in this section, followed by an excursion into the fading 
glories of the Side-by-Side forma t. But first, let's consider the simpler 
methods for controlling the arrangement of paragraphs on a page. 

Page Break Before 
The Page Break Before option tells Word to start the paragraph on a new 
page. You might use this feature at the beginning of a full-page chart or to 
start a chapter of a book on a new page. (This can also be done with section 
formats.) In most cases, you'll preview page breaks before printing. To set the 
page-break format, select the paragraph, choose the Paragraph command, 
click on the Page Break Before option, and then click OK. This is often an 
easier way to force a page break than entering a manual page break through 
Page Preview or pressing Shift-Enter. You can add the Page Break Before 
format to a menu, assign it a special key sequence through the Commands 
command, or attach it to a sty le such as the heading 1 s tyle. 

If you have already used Word 3, you might have noticed the interaction 
between page breaks and the Space Before format. If you manually created a 
page break-by entering a required page break (entered with Shift-Enter), by 
using the Page Break Before format, or by entering a section mark-Word 3 
began the new page with the Space Before distance of the paragrapl1. On the 
other hand, if Word created the page break through repagination, the Space 
Before format was ignored. Now, Word 4 always uses the Space Before 
forma t, regardless of how the page break was created . 

Keep With Next Yf 
Use the Keep With Next ljJ option to group two or more paragraphs on one 
page. You can use this feature to keep a heading with the text it heads, a 
caption with a graphic, or the name of a character in a screenplay with the 
dialogue that follows. Note that Word is still free to chop either paragraph 
in two to start a new page, but it will never break the page between the two 
paragraphs. To keep a series of paragraphs together, simply select aU but 
the last paragraph. (Because the format keeps the paragraph to which it 
is assigned with the one that follows it, you don't need to select the last 
paragraph.) Then choose the Paragraph command, and select the Keep 
With Next 'II option. 

You can remove paragraphs from the series at any time by selecting one 
or more of the paragraphs and turning off the Keep With Next 'II option. 
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Line Numbering 
The Line Numbering option is dimmed unless you have turned on the Line 
Numbering option in the Section dialog box. When you set the Line Number 
section format, Word turns on the Line Numbering paragraph format, and 
you have to turn it off for the paragraphs you don't want numbered. Th is 
feature is covered in more depth in Chapter 12, "Section Formatting." 

When the Line Numbering format is set for a paragraph, you don't see 
the numbers in Galley view, but they appear in Print Preview and when you 
print the document. Line numbering has its own automatic style, but it 
doesn't support some paragraph formats, such as tabs and first-line indents. 
Word doesn' t use these formats, even if you do add them to the definition for 
the line number s tyle. Also, line numbering doesn' t appear in side-by-side 
paragraphs or in headers and footers. 

Keep Lines Together 
The Keep Lines Together option keeps an entire paragraph on one page, pre
venting Word from breaking it in the midd le. Use this option with Keep With 
Next CJ[ if you need to create an unbroken block of text. 

A practical limit exis ts to the amount of text tha t can fit on one page. 
If you tell Word to keep lines together, yet the paragraph is longer than one 
page, Word fills the first page with as much text as it can and then puts the 
remainder on a fresh page, rather than insisting that the job can' t be done. 

The Position Dialog Box 
The easiest way to experience the power of the Position paragraph format is 
to work through an example. Let's say you have a quotation that you want to 
position on the right s ide of the opening paragraph in a newsletter article, 
with the text of the first paragraph wrapped around the left and bottom sides 
of the quote. Start by entering the quote immediately before the first para
graph in the article: We have increased the font size to 14 points, added the 
italic and bold character formats, and centered the text between the indents. 
Figure 9-19 shows how the quote and the rest of the text might look in Page 
View before turning the paragraph containing the quote into a positioned 
object. 

To make the boundaries of the paragraph more obvious, select the 
paragraph containing the quo te, ca11 up the Paragraph Borders dialog box, 
and select the Plain Box format. Then add a little space between the border 
and the top and bottom lines in the quote; enter 4pt in the Spacing field of 
the Border dialog box, and click on the upper and lower edges of the border 
schematic. (Notice that the border type changes to Custom when you do 
this.) Finally, click OK to apply the border format. 
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Figure 9-19 
The text of the article and the quote in Page View. 

Now add the Position paragraph format and see wha t happens in Page 
View. With the paragraph still selected: 

0 Choose the Position command, or choose the Paragraph command 
and click the Position button. This command has its own entry on the 
Format menu because you can position tables as well as paragraphs, 
as discussed in Chapter 11, "Formatting Tables and Lists." The 
Position dialog box appears, as shown in Figure 9-20. 

@ The Paragraph Width field should read Auto. Select this entry and 
replace it with 2.25 in . The Distance From Text field should read 
.125in, (Vs inch). 

@) From the Horizontal drop-down field , select the Right option to align 
the right edge of the paragraph on the right side of the column. 
Leave the d efault contents of the Vertical drop-down field In line as is 
for now. 

0 Click OK. 
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Figure 9-20 
The Paragraph Position dialog box. 



Figure 9-21 shows the result as it might appear in Page View. The 
text of the first paragraph wraps around the quote, and both paragraphs 
align on their upper boundaries. The quote fits into an area 21/4 inches 
wide, as set in the Paragraph Width field. [t helps to think of this field 
as setting synthetic margins against which the indents of the paragraph 
are aligned. When the field contains the default setting, Auto, the width 
of the positioned area corresponds to the dis tance between the left and 
right edges of the text column. This example contains a single column of 
text, so the left and right edges of the column correspond to the left and 
right margins. 

Notice the small box near the upper left corner of the quote in Page 
View-visible when Show 1I is also on. If you double-click this mark, called 
the paragraph properties mark for that paragraph, the Position dialog box 
appears, enabling you to refine the position of a paragraph without having 
to choose the Position command again . 
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Figure 9-21 

Paragraph 
properties 
mark 

The quote in Page View, after formatting as a positioned paragraph. 

When you replace the Auto entry in the Paragraph Width field with a 
new value, Word activates the Distance From Text field. This field adds 
space (the default is 0.125 inch) to separate the positioned paragraph from 
the text that wraps around it. If you play with this field for a moment, 
you'll see that if the upper or lower limits of the positioned paragraph plus 
the value entered in the Distance From Text field intrude even one pixel 
into a line of the text wrapping around the quote, the nonpositioned text 
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wraps to a new line. This space extends out from all sides of the paragraph 
that contact text; s ides touching the margin, for instance, aren't separated 
from the quote by the Dis tance From Text value. 

Another Way to Distance Text from Positioned Paragraphs 
The value you set in the Distance From Text field also extends above and 
below the positioned paragraph, often combining with the way the non
positioned text wraps to produce unsightly gaps at the top or bottom of the 
positioned material.You can work around this by setting the distance to 0 
and using the indents within the positioned material to create gaps on the 
left and right sides. When you click in a positioned paragraph with the 
Ruler displayed on the screen, the 0 point on the Ruler shifts to the left edge 
of the positioned paragraph as established by the Paragraph Width value, 
as the Ruler in Figure 9-21 shows. Because the added space starts from the 
limits of "synthetic margins" established by the Paragraph Width value 
and not from the position of the indents, you can use indention to place the 
paragraph anywhere within the positioned area. 

Similarly, you can use the Line Spacing, Space Before, and Space After 
paragraph formats to adjust vertically the placement of the paragraph 
within the positioned area. 

Positioned paragraphs offer a variety of options for placement 
relative to the prominent features on a page. In the example discussed 
above, selecting the Right option from the Horizontal drop-down field 
tells Word to align the right edge of the quote on the right edge of the 
text column, because the Relative To option in the Horizontal group was 
set to Column. By selecting options from the Horizontal and Vertical drop
down fields, you can determine how the positioned object is aligned with 
the area set in the Relative To options. If you select the contents of the 
Horizontal fi eld and enter a number, the left edge of the positioned object 
is positioned relative to the left edge of the area selected from the Relative 
To options. The Vertical field works similarly, except that the vertical 
position is determined from the top edges of the positioned object and 
either the margin or the page. 

By selecting the appropriate Relative To options in either the 
Horizontal or Vertical group, you can align an edge of the positioned 
object on an edge of the overall page margins, an edge of the page, or an 
edge of the text column. The 18 Horizontal positioning formats and 
9 Vertical positioning formats can create a total of 162 different arrange
ments of positioned paragraphs. The table on the following page shows 
the combinations possible for each orientation. 
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Margin Page Column 

Horizontal Options 

Left Left edge aligns Left edge aligns Left edge aligns 
on left margin. on le ft edge of on left edge of 

page. current column. 

Center Centered between Centered between Centered between 
left and right left and right left and right edges 
margins. edges of page. of current column. 

Right Right edge aligns Right edge aligns Right edge aligns 
on right margin. on right edge of on right edge of 

page. current column. 

Inside On right-hand (odd) On right-hand (odd) On right-hand (odd) 
pages, left edge pages, right edge pages, left edge 
aligns on left aligns on left aligns on le ft edge 
margin. margin. of current column. 

On left-hand (even) On left-hand (even) On left-hand (even) 
pages, right edge pages, left edge pages, right edge 
aligns on right aligns on right aligns on right edge 
margin. margin. of current column. 

Outside On right-hand (odd) On right-hand (odd} On right-hand (odd) 
pages, right edge pages, left edge pages, right edge 
aligns on right aligns on right aligns on right edge 
margin. margin . of current column. 

On le ft-hand (even) On left-hand (even) On left-hand (even) 
pages, left edge pages, right edge pages, left edge 
aligns on left aligns on left aligns on left edge 
margin. margin. of current column. 

Absolute Left edge measured Left edge measured Left edge measured 
relative to left re lat ive to left relative to left edge 
margin. edge of page. of current column. 

Vertical Options 

In Line Relative To seuings have no effect here. Top edge aligns with top 
edge of the Space Before selling of the fi rst non positioned paragraph 
following it. 

If more than one in- line paragraph occurs in a chain, 
the firs t paragraph top-aligns with the top edge of the first 
nonpositioned paragraph after the chain, and each additional 
in-line paragraph starts at the bottom of the one before it. 

Top Top edge aligns Top edge aligns (Not available.) 
on top margin. on top edge of 

page. 

Center Centered between Centered between (Not available.) 
top and bottom top and bottom 
margins. edges of page. 

Bottom Bottom edge Bottom edge (Not available.) 
aligns on bottom aligns on bottom 
margin. edge of page. 

Absolute Top edge measured Top edge measured (Not available.) 
relative to top relative to top 
margin. edge of page. 
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The distinction between the Absolute entries and the others in the 
first column of the table merits some discussion. You can select the contents 
of either the Horizontal or Vertical drop-down fields and enter a number 
to set an absolute distance from the desired boundary. Another way to 
accomplish this is to assign a Position format to the paragraph and then 
to click the Preview button in the Position dialog box to switch to Print 
Preview. If you click the Margins icon, a set of guidelines appears, delimit
ing the various features of the page. You can drag these guidelines to adjust 
the placement of these features. We'll discuss the adjustments you can make 
in Print Preview to your document in Chapter 14, "Document Formatting 
and Printing," but for now, notice the dotted guidelines surrounding the 
quote. If you place the pointer within the rectangle, the pointer changes 
to a cross, signifying that you can d rag the positioned object to a new 
position on the page. 

When you move a positioned object in this way, Word usually replaces 
the previous contents of the Hori zontal and Vertical fields with numbers 
representing the absolute location of the object from the top and left edges 
of the page. However, this is not a lways the case: If one of the edges of a 
positioned object corresponds to one of the natural boundaries you might 
have chosen in the Position dialog box, Word might take the liberty of 
selecting it for you. However, if you place the top edge of a positioned 
paragraph on what might be considered its In Line alignment, Word 
doesn' t select the option for you. 

This approach has one d rawback. Let's say you 've set up the Right 
Relative to Margin and the In Line formats, and then you switch to Print 
Preview to ad just the placement s lightly. Word will probably convert the 
placement of the paragraph rela tive to the original body text to its absolu te 
placement on the page. If you then switch back to Galley View and add more 
text above the spot where the paragraph is located in Galley View, the 
positioned paragraph stays in the same location on the page-even if you 
might have wanted the paragraph to move down with the body paragraph. 
For this reason, unless you have a need to place a paragraph in a specific 
.location on the page, use the In Line option rather than placing the para
graph by d ragging it in Print Preview. 
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Electronic Posted Notes, Marginal Annotations, and Sidebar Boxes 
You can set up a convenient style for entering editing notes or marginal 
annotations in a document by using the Position paragraph format. 
An example of a marginal annotation is shown in Figure 9-22 . 
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Figure9-22 
A marginal annotation created with the Position paragraph format. 

To create this style, first select a paragraph containing a note to which 
you want to attach the style. Formatting the text in a small, dense point size 
(such as 9-point Times) might be a good idea. Next, display the Ruler ii it 
isn't visible, and apply Position formats to the note by following these steps: 

0 In the Horizontal drop-down field, select the Right option. Also, 
select the Page option in the Horizontal group. As mentioned in the 
table above, this puts the positioned object in the right margin, with 
the right edge of the positioned object aligned relative to the right 
edge of the page. 

@ From the Vertical drop-down field, select the In Line option. (The 
Relative To setting is irrelevant.) 

@) Enter a Paragraph Width value that will allow the positioned text 
to fit between the right margin and the right edge of the paper: If 
it's too wide, some text will drift into the left edge of the body text, 
causing the body text to wrap around the note. For this examp~e, let's 
say the distance between the right margin and the right edge of the 
page is Jl/zinches; therefore, enter 1 in. 



9 Set the Distance From Text value to .25 in to separate the note from 
the .r:ight edge of the page. You might have to increase the Distance 
From .Text value if your printer can't print closer to the.edge of the 
page than this. · 

0 Click OK. 
@ Finally, click in the Style drop-down field in the Ruler, enter note 

or a similar name, and press Return. Word presents a dialog box 
asking Define sh;le "note" based on selection?. Click OK to definethe 
new style. 

A variation on this theme exists that is better suited for creating sidebar 
boxes than for creating posted notes. Use the same settings as in the example, 
but select the Outside format instead, to make the left edge of the note align 
on the right margin, distanced from the text by 1/4 inch. Finally, don't forget 
that you can add a boxed border format to make the sidebar text stand out 
from the body of the document. 

A Miscellany of Positioning Tips 
0 Normally, you can bring up the Paragraph dialog box by double

clicking the paragraph properties mark visible when Show 'I[ is 
on. (See Flgw·e 9-21.) For positioned paragaphs, double-clicking 
brings up the Position dialog box. 

0 Positioning a paragraph determines only the paragraph's position 
on the page, not the page number on which the object appears. 
Whether or not a positioned object will appear on a given page 
depends on its sequence in Galley View. 

0 Setting the Background Repagination option in the Preferences dialog 
box helps when you're working with paragraph formats such as the 
Position format, because you'll see more quickly the effects of new 
formats on screen. 

0 · If the interval available for wrapping text around a positioned object is 
less than 1 inch wide, Word doesn't try to fill the space with text; instead, 
it leaves the area blank. 

0 You can gain a clearer understanding of the way the various paragraph 
formats interact by setting the Show Text Boundaries in Page View 
option in the Preferences dialog box. 

0 Because positioning unlinks the connection between paragraph order in 
Galley View and its final position on the page,. you can betternavigate 
around complicated layouts by splitting the window into two panes, one 
in Galley View and the other in Page View. 
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Side-by-Side 
The Side-by-Side paragraph format is similar to the Position format. 
However, instead of permitting the placement of paragraphs anywhere on 
the page, regardless of their actual sequence in Galley View, the paragraphs 
are placed next to each other in a controlled manner. The paragraphs to be 
placed side by side follow one another ~n the document and are meant to be 
grouped horizontally. You can use the Side-by-Side format for design 
elements such as the following: 

0 Two-column scripts, although the Table format might be easier to 
use. 

0 Marginal annotations, references, or graphics and captions arranged 
horizontally, although the Position format is usually better for this 
pmpose. 

0 Drop caps-as mentioned in the section on the Position format 
earlier. It's easier to use the Position format, but duplicating the 
same effect through the Side-by-Side format gives you more control 
over the placement of the drop cap. 

You can format Side-by-Side paragraphs as you write, or you can select 
and format them after you've entered them. Most of Word is WYSIWYG 
(what you see is what you get), but this is not really the case with Side-by
Side paragraphs. Instead, in Galley View the paragraphs appear one after 
the other, properly indented so that they will not overlap when printed side 
by side. However, once you've set up paragraphs in this format, it's a simple 
matter to use the Print Preview command to see what they will look like 
when printed. Unfortunately, the Page View feature of Word 4 doesn't 
support displaying Side-by-Side paragraphs as well as it does the Position 
format; often the paragraph having the format becomes invisible when you 
switch to Page View. Also, as mentioned earlier, the Paragraph dialog box in 
Word 4 doesn't contain an option for the Side-by-Side format: To use this 
option, use the Commands command to add it to the Format (or to another) 
menu, or assign a key sequence. For the following discussion, we'll assume 
you've added the Side-by-Side command to the Format menu. 

Setting up Side-by-Side paragraphs involves two steps: assigning the 
Side-by-Side format to the paragraphs you want to group and then adjusting 
the indents for the paragraphs so that they are placed the way you want 
them. The order of the steps doesn't really matter. Be sure that each pair of 
paragraphs to be formatted in this way touch. It won't work if you've insert
ed a paragraph mark between the two paragraphs to create a blank line. 



Let's take the simplest case first-two paragraphs tha t are to be arranged 
horizontally on the page, as shown in Figure 9-23. First, assign them the Side
by-Side format: 

0 Select both paragraphs. 

@ Choose the Side-by-Side command. 
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Figure 9-23 
The two paragraphs to be set side by side. 

At this point you don't see a visible difference on the screen. Next, indent 
each paragraph in turn, one on the left and one on the right: 

~ Select the first paragraph by clicking in it. 

0 Display the Ruler. 

0 Set the left and right indents for the first paragraph. You want the 
first paragraph on the left side of the page, and the left indent is 
undoubtedly already at 0 inches, so s imply drag the right indent 
marker to 3 1/2 inches. 

@ Select the second paragraph. 

6 Set a 1/4 inch interval between the paragraphs by dragging the left 
indent of the second paragraph to 3 :Y4 inches. 

You can also set the indents in the Indents group of the Paragraph dialog 
box. The screen should now look like Figure 9-24 on the following page. To 
check your work, view it in Page View or Print Preview. (See Figure 9-25.) 
Alternatively, you can print the experimental paragraphs alone: Select the 
paragraphs, choose the Print command, select the Print Selection Only 
option, and then click OK. 
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Figure 9-24 
The paragraphs after Side-by-Side formatting in Galley View. 
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The same paragraphs in Page View. 

Using the Style Sheet to Set Indents 
Going back and forth between two or more indent settings can be a chore, 
but you can almost eliminate the trouble by using the style sheet feature. 
Simply define two styles on the style sheet, one for the left paragraphs and 
one for the right paragraphs. You can then assign either style with a few key
strokes. See Chapter 10, "Working with Style Sheets," for more information. 

Now let's consider a more complicated case, one that reveals the inner 
logic of the Side-By-Side format. Suppose you're preparing a newsletter in 
a single-column format but want to place a graphic in the center of the page 
with notes arranged around it, as shown in Figure 9-26. (The attribution of 



tribe names to these artifacts is whimsical.) Figure 9-27 shows the original 
sequence of the paragra phs. (Incidentally, the gra phic is an arrangement of 
full-screen images digitized with ThunderScan and compressed to 50 percent 
of their original sizes, using a technique described in Chapter 16, "Transfer
ring Text and Graphics.") 
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Figure 9-26 
A more complex side-by-side arrangement. 
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To re-create this arrangement of paragraphs, enter the paragraphs listed 
in the figure. Select all the paragraphs (including the graphic), and set the 
Side-by-Side format. Then, for each paragraph, set the left and right indents 
according to the following table. 

Element Left indent Right indent 

Paragraphs I and 2 0 inches I inch 

Paragraph 3 and graphic I I/s inches 3 7Jg inches 

Paragraphs 4 and 5 4 inches 5 inches 

When you're done, the paragraphs should look like Figure 9-28. To make 
the group look better, add 4 points of space after each text paragraph. Also, 
paragraphs 1 and 2 are right aligned, paragraph 3 is justified, and the para
graph containing the graphic is centered and has a box border format. 
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Figure 9-28 
The formatted paragraphs in Galley View. 

Word actually places each paragraph in a chain of paragraphs having 
the Side-by-Side format according to the position of its left or first-line indent 
alone, whichever is leftmost. (A chain of paragraphs is any sequence of para
graphs that is preceded by and succeeded by paragraphs not in the Side-by
Side format.) 



The rules for the placement of paragraphs in the Side-by-Side format are 
as follows: 

::J If the paragraph's leftmost indent is the same as the one before it, 
Word places the paragraph in the same column as the one before it. 

0 If the leftmost indent of a paragraph is greater than (to the right of) 
the leftmost indent of the one before it, Word starts a new column. 
The new column starts at the beginning of the Space Before setting 
for the first paragraph in the chain having a left indent less than 
that of the new column. 

0 On the other hand, if the paragraph's leftmost indent is less than the 
one before it, Word places the paragraph in a new row. The new row 
starts just below the longest column in the row above it. 

In the example, the first and second paragraphs are in the same column 
because they have the same leftmost indents. The third paragraph starts a 
new column because its leftmost indent is greater than that of the one before 
it; it is aligned with the beginning of the first paragraph. The paragraph 
containing the graphic goes below the third paragraph because they have the 
same leftmost indents. The fourth paragraph starts a new column because, 
again, its leftmost indent is greater than that of the graphic and paragraph 3. 
Finally, the fifth paragraph has the same leftmost indent as the fourth one. 
Because no paragraph has a leftmost indent less than the one before it, no 
new rows were started. 

Experimenting with the Side-by-Side Format 
Set up the following three styles to play with this feature of Word: 

~ ., ~ 

Style and alternate name Indents 

Column], c I 0 and 2 inches 

Column2, c2 2 and 4 inches l 

Column3, c3 4 and 6 inches 

'*· 1~ th_ d 

Assign the Side-by-Side format and the Plain Box format to each. Th~ Plain 
Box format will make it easier to see the limits of each paragraph. Create 
a series of about six short paragraphs of different lengths, an.(!, numper themj,. 
as in the example so that you can see where they'll go. Then you can assign a 
column style to a paragraph by clicking in it, pressing Shift-Command-S, 
entering the alternate name (cl, c2, c3) of the style you want·to give·toithe 
paragraph, and then pressing the Return key. Use Print Preview or print the 
page to see how assigning styles in different patterns change~ _their arrange-
ment with respect to one another. tt ·' 
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• TIP Drop Caps 
A drop c::ap is a typographic element that consists of a large capitallett~r 
at the beginning of a paragraph- usually at the start of a chapter or major 
section in a document-that is brought down (or dropped) below the base
line of the first line in the paragraph. You can create drop caps like the one 
showp in Figure 9729 (shown as text rather than as a screen dump, because 
Word doesn't display side-by-side drop caps in this case) in a few steps. 
After typing the paragraph: 

0 Type the capital letter by itself in <l,new paragraph before 
the paragraph in question. Set a larger font size for the capital 
letter, and give it and the paragraph it belongs to the Side-by
Side format. 

@ Mqve the leftinde11t of the paragr~ph containing the capjtal 
a bit (about 1/4 inch) to the left of the body paragraph. This 
makes the body paragraph start a new column to the right of 
the capital. Word draws overlapping paragraphs as though 
they were transparent-a side effect of the Side-by-Side format 
and one of the few advantages that Side-by-Side has over the 
Position format-so neither obscures the other. In this way, you 
can create elements you couldn't create with Word's standard 
range of features. 

6) Insert tabs at the beginning of the first few lines of the text 
paragraph to create? space for the capital, and insert a tab 
before the capital to position it flush left with respect to the 
leffindent ofthe body paragraph. 

0 Use Print Preview to see the effect. You can lower or raise the 
drop cap by adding space before or after it in the Paragraph 
dialog box. Figure 9-30.shows the formats used to create.the 
drop cap in Figure 9-29. 

'llfW here do we find ourselves? ln a series of which we do not know the extremes, and 
\Ill believe that it has none. We wake and find ourselves on a stair; there are stairs below 

us, which we seem to have ascended; there are stairs above us, many a one, which go 
upward and out of sight. But the Genius which, according to the old belief, stands at the 
door by which we enter, and gives us the lethe to drink, that we may tell no tales, mixed 
the cup too strongly, and we cannot shake off the lethargy now at noonday. 

Figure 9-29 
A Side-by-Side drop cap (the letter W). 
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Figure 9·30 
The Ruler settings for the drop cap in the previous figure. 

• Formatting Tricks and Tips 
This section consists of a collection of useful tips you can use while format
ting your documents. 

Searching for and Replacing Formats 
You can search for and select text that has the same formats as the text you 
have just selected by using the Option-Command-R key sequence. Use this 
feature, along with the Again commands (discussed i.n a moment), to find 
and change all text with a specific set of formats. 

What you find depends on what you have selected. For example, to find 
all occurrences of a particular set of paragraph formats, select a paragraph 
having those formats by double-clicking i.n the selection bar. (However, if 
Show 9! is on and you double-click in the first line of a paragraph that con
tains a paragraph properties mark, Word displays the Paragraph dialog box 
or the Position dialog box.) Then press Option-Command-R. If Word finds 
any paragraphs after tl1a t with the same formats, it selects them, stopping 
at the end of the last paragraph with that set of formats. 

Similarly, if you set an insertion point and use the Option-Command-R 
key sequence, Word selects every character beyond that point having the 
character formats of the character preceding the insertion point, up to the 
first character having a different format. Incidentally, if the selection stops at 
the end of a paragraph when you do this, it's because the (usually) invisible 
paragraph mark doesn' t have the same formats. If you set an insertion point 
in plain text (that is, text with no additional character formats) and search for 
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formats in this way, Word selects 'all text after the insertion point that has the 
same font. 

If you select more than one word but not an entire paragraph, Word 
searches for the formats of the last character in the selection. The main use 
for this technique is to systematically replace one set of formats (character or 
paragraph) with another, particularly when you aren' t using style sheets. 
However, once you have changed the formats for a given paragraph or set 
of characters, how do you search for further occurrences of the old formats? 
There is no text nearby in the old format that you can select and use as a 
pattern for a new search. 

Simply press Option-Command-A (Again) to repeat the original format 
search. Notice the similarity between this key sequence and the Command-A 
sequence used to repeat the last action. These commands are designed to 
work together, as follows: 

0 Select the text having the formats you want to find and change. Press 
Option-Command-R to find the next segment of matching text. 

f9 When Word selects the matching text, change its formats as needed. 

@} Press Option-Command-A to repeat the format search. 

0 When Word selects more matching text, press Comm and-A to repeat 
the format change. 

0 Repeat steps 3 and 4 throughout the rest of the document. If no 
matching text is found, when Word reaches the end of the document 
it asks if you want to continue from the beginning. Click Yes if you 
do, or click No if you don't. If you're changing all of a certain set of 
formats, you probably should click Yes, because the text upon which 
you based your original search has not yet been changed. 

Using the Again Command for Ruler Format Changes 
When using the Ruler to make formatting changes to a paragraph, you can 
use the Command-A key sequence to repeat the last set of format changes 
collectively. For example, you can set justified alignment, a range of tab 
stops, and double spacing in one paragraph and then repeat the entire set 
of formats in another paragraph by clicking in it and pressing Command-A. 

Transferring Formats Quickly 
You can easily transfer the formats of a paragraph to others without using 
style sheets, if need be. You use one paragraph as the master paragraph and 
copy its formats to the others. This trick relies on the fact that Word connects 
the formats for a given paragraph to its paragraph mark. When you replace 
the paragraph mark of a paragraph with that of another, you also replace its 
paragraph formats. 



First, select the paragraph mark for the master paragraph by double
clicking in the space just to the right of it (turning Show 'lion beforehand 
makes this easier), as Figure 9-31 illustrates. Press Command-C to copy it to 
the Clipboard. Next, select the paragraph mark for the paragraph you want 
to change and press Command-V to replace it with the one in the Clipboard . 
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Figure 9-31 
A selected paragraph mark. 

You can replace a group of paragraph marks at once by first copying the 
master paragraph mark to the Clipboard and then selecting the range of 
paragraphs you want to change. Next, choose the Change command; in the 
Find What field enter 1\p, and in the Change To field enter /\c. Click OK to 
replace the paragraph marks. One fina l observation: The style assigned to a 
paragraph is also tied to the paragraph mark, so you can use this technique 
to assign a style to a selected range of paragraphs. 

Formatting Glossary Entries 
Most of the time, text you select for use as a glossary entry will not include 
the paragraph mark. Text without the paragraph mark is s tored without 
paragraph formatting. If you insert that text into the middle of a pa ragraph, 
it takes on the formats of the paragraph. 

However, if you specifically want to store the paragraph formats as 
well-for a com pany letterhead, for example-select both the text and the 
paragraph mark before creating the new glossary entry. You can even store 
the paragraph mark only, without the text. 
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Copying Character and Paragraph Formats 
You can copy either character or paragraph formats from a sample without 
having to repeat a complicated set of formatting steps. Whether you copy 
paragraph or character formats depends on what you have selected-a series 
of characters or an entire paragraph. 

0 Select the sample text or paragraph. 

@ Press Option-Command-V. The status box in the lower left corner 
of the screen reads Format To. 

@) Select the text you want to reformat. The selection has a dotted 
underline. When all the text is selected, press the Return key to 
transfer the character or paragraph formats. 



SUMMARY 

• Points to Remember 
0 A paragraph is any block of text that precedes a paragraph mark (Ill). 

It can even be a blank line. Paragraph marks are visible only when 
Show <[,from the Edit menu, is in effect. 

0 The paragraph format domain controls tabs, indention, alignment, 
line spacing, the spacing before and after paragraphs, the presence 
of rules or boxes around paragraphs, the grouping and placement of 
paragraphs on the page, and the numbering of lines in paragraphs. 

0 Paragraph formats are attached to the paragraph mark. Deleting the 
paragraph mark removes the formats. (The paragraph then merges 
with the one that follows it.) Replacing the paragraph mark changes 
the paragraph formats to those attached to the new paragraph mark. 

0 The Paragraph dialog box and the Ruler, displayed when you choose 
Paragraph from the Format menu, are the primary means by which 
you alter paragraph formats. You can display the Ruler alone by 
choosing Show Ruler from the Format menu, and you can a lso add 
paragraph formats to menus through the Commands command. 

0 The Ruler and the Paragraph dialog box show the paragraph formats 
in effect for the selected paragraphs or for the paragraph containing 
the insertion point. If the selected paragraphs have different formats, 
the Ruler and the boxes for the paragraph layout options in the 
Paragraph dialog box are filled with gray. 

0 The unit of measure shown in the Ruler reflects the current unit of 
measure set in the Preferences dialog box, available from the Ed it 
menu. You can choose inches, points, picas, or centimeters. 

0 The Indents group in the Paragraph dialog box and the Tabs dialog 
box a llow you to set indents and tabs more precisely than you can 
with the Ruler. The minimum interval for each in the various units 
of measure is 1 point, converted to the current unit of measurement: 

Unit of measure 

Inches 

Centimeters 

Points 

Picas 

Accuracy in edit field 

0.01 4 inch (in) 

0.035 centimeter (em) 

I point (pl) 

0.083 pica (pi) 

0 Indents are not the same as margins. Margins are in the document 
format domain and apply to your document as a whole; you set them 
with the Document dialog box, available from the Format menu. 
Indents apply to individual paragraphs and are used to override the 
margin to achieve a particular effect in your document. On the Ruler, 
the 0 point represents the left margin, and a dotted vertical line 
shows the location of the right edge of the column: If one column 
exists, the dotted line also corresponds to the right margin. 
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0 Setting a tab s top removes all default tab stops to its left. 

0 Specifying a tab stop for selected paragraphs adds a new tab stop to 
the ones already there and replaces an existing tab stop only if set at 
exactly the same position. 

• Techniques 

The Ruler 
Icon 

Indent markers .. 

Default tab stops 

~ 
\ 

Style drop-down field 

!Normal I[ID 
Tabs 

t 

t 

t. 

Name 

First line indent 

Left indent 

Right indent 

Default tab stop 

Style drop-down field 

Flush left tab 

Flush right tab 

Centered tab 

Decimal aligned tab 

Vertical line 

Action 

Sets the indent for the fi rst 
line of tl1e paragraph. 

When you d rag the left
indent marker, the first
line indent moves wi th 
it. To move the left
indent marker alone, 
press Shift and drag the 
marker. 

Sets the right indent. 

Defined in the Document 
dialog box. 

Sets the style, or redefi nes 
the style by example. 

Characters begin at the tab 
stop. 

Characters end at the tab 
stop. 

Characters are centered 
over the tab stop. 

Decimal points are aligned 
on the tab stop. 

Draws a vertical line in the 
paragraph. Not a true tab 
stop. 



Icon 

Alignment 

1=-1 

1=1 

1-1 

I I 

Line spacing 

1=1 
1=1 

1=1 

Paragraph spacing · 

l:==ll 

1:::::::1 

Ruler scale 

.Lw.1 

Name 

Flush left alignment 

Centered alignment 

Flush right alignment 

Justified alignment 

Single space 

One-and-one-half spaces 

Double space 

Closed space 

Open space 

Scale icon 

Action 

Lines are even with the left 
indent and ragged on the 
right. 

Lines are centered between 
the left and right indents. 

Ragged on the left. 

Lines are even with the left 
and right indents. 

Sets auto line spacing. 

Lines are 18 points apart. 

Lines are 24 points apart. 

Specifies no extra space 
before the paragraph. 

Sets a Space Before format 
of 12 points for the 
paragraph. 

Switches the Ruler between 
margin-relative and 
page-relative 
measurement. 

The Paragraph Dialog Box 

Indents group 

Left field 

Right fie ld 

First field 

Spacing group 

Line 

Shows or sets the position of the indent marker. 
Measurements can be in inches (in), centimeters 
(em), points (pt) , or picas (pi). 

Sets the le ft indent. Measured from the left edge 
of the text column. 

Sets the right indent. Measured from the right 
edge of the text column. 

Sets the first-line indent. Measured relative to the 
le ft indent. 

Determines the spacing before, within , and after 
the paragraph. Specify spacing in inches (in), 
centimeters (em), points (pt) , picas (pi), or lines 
( li). Fractional values are acceptable; values 
with more than two decimal places are 
truncated. 

Specifies spacing between lines in a paragraph. 
Auto (the default) sets the spacing automati
cally; spacing varies with the font size. The 
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SUMMARY 

Before 

After 

Tabs dialog box 

Type option group 

Leader option group 

Set button 

Clear button 

Clear All button 

Position field 

Borders dialog box 

Border type group 

Box type option group 

Spacing field 

Paragraph layout options 

Page Break Before option 

spacing within a paragraph varies, when 
necessary, to accommodate larger elements. 
Enter a negative value to prevent this. 

Specifies the spacing before a paragraph. Enter 
0 pt to remove the extra space. 

Specifies the spacing after a paragraph. Enter 0 pt 
to remove the extra space. 

Sets various types of tabs for paragraphs. 

Spec ifies the type of tab stop. Decimal aligns text 
on the first internal period within it; if there is 
no period, text aligns on the right edge of the 
text. Bar draws a !-point vertical line, not a true 
tab stop; pressing the Tab key expresses the 
insertion point through the bar. 

Specifies the type of tab leader: periods, hyphens, 
or underscored space characters . Word adds a 
dot to the left of the tab marker having a leader. 

Sets the tab format without dismissing the dialog 
box. · 

Clears the selected tab stop. 

Clears all nondefault tab stops. 

Click on a tab stop in the Ruler, and the entry 
changes to re flect its position. Enter a new 
value, click Set or OK, and the position 
changes. 

Draws various types of borders around para
graphs. Select a border type and a box type, 
or click on the boundaries in the paragraph 
schematic at the center of the dialog box. 
The four sides are de termined by the leftmost 
indent , the right indent, the highest ascender 
in the first line, and the lowest descender in 
the last line. 

Sets the type of border to be drawn. 

Sets the type of box drawn. Plain Box draws 
a border around the perimeter of a chain of 
se lected paragraphs. Shadow Box is similar, but 
draws a thicker line at the bottom and 
right edges. Outside Bar draws a vertical bar 
2 points to the left of the left indent or on the 
mllside indent if Mirror Odd/Even Pages is set 
in the Document dialog box. 

Adds space beyond the 2-point space separating 
the border from the text in the paragraph. To set 
a different spacing on a certain side, enter the 
spacing value, and then click on the desired 
boundary in the schematic. 

Establish various spatial arrangements for 
paragraphs. 

Starts the paragraph on a new page. 



Keep With Next ~ option 

Line Numbering 

Keep Lines Together 

Position dialog box 

Horizontal drop-down field 

Vertical drop-down field 

Relative To groups 

Distance From Text field 

Paragraph Width field 

OK button 

Cancel button 

Reset button 

Preview button 

Paragraph dialog box buttons 

OK button 

Cancel button 

Apply button 

SUMMARY 

Does not permit a page break after the paragraph. 
Word is still free to place a page break within 
any paragraph having this format. 

Adds or removes line numbering in a paragraph. 
This option is dimmed unless the Line 
Numbering option in the Section dialog box 
is turned on. 

Does not permit a page break anywhere in the 
paragraph. 

Sets the type of horizontal alignment to the 
boundary set in the Relative To group below. 
Aligns the left or right edges of the paragraph 
on the left , right, inside, or outside edge of the 
selected boundary; or centers the paragraph 
between the left and right edges of a boundary. 

Sets the type of vertical alignment to the 
boundary set in the Relative To group below. 
In Line aligns the top edge of the positioned 
paragraph with the top edge of the first 
nonpos itioned paragraph following. You 
can also align the paragraph on the top edge, 
bottom edge, or centered between the top and 
bouom edges of a boundary. 

Sets the vertical and horizontal boundaries on 
which the paragraph is to be positioned: 
margins, page edges, or the left and right edges 
of the current text co lumn. 

Sets the space between t.he synthetic margins set 
by the Paragraph width value and the body text 
wrapped around the positioned object. 

Sets synthetic margins against which the indents 
of the positioned paragraph are measured. 

Implements the selected position formats and 
closes the dialog box. 

Closes the dialog box without implementing the 
selected formats . 

Converts a posit ioned paragraph into a 
nonpos itioned paragraph. 

Switches to Print Prev iew for you to check the 
placement or to drag the posi tioned object after 
clicking the Margins icon. 

Implements the selected formats and closes the 
dialog box. 

Closes the dialog box without implementing the 
selected formats. 

Implements the selected formats without closing 
the dia log box. 
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Working with Paragraphs 
Merge two paragraphs into one 
0 Choose Show 'IT from the Edit menu to d isplay the paragraph marks. 

8 Select the paragraph mark between the two paragraphs. 

@) Press the Backspace key. 

Start a new line without ending the paragraph 
0 Press Shift-Rehtrn. 

Insert a paragraph mark after the insertion point 
0 Press Option-Command-Return. 

Copy paragraph formats from one paragraph to another 
0 Select the paragraph mark of the paragraph whose formats are to be 

copied, and copy it to the Clipboard. 

@ Select the paragraph mark for the paragraph to be changed. 

@) Paste the paragraph mark from the Clipboard to the document, 
replacing the selected paragraph mark. 

You can also use this technique to copy styles among paragraphs. 

Copy character or paragraph formats from one place to another 
0 Select the text whose formats are to be copied. If the selection 

includes a paragraph mark, the paragraph formats are copied. 

8 Press Option-Command-V. The status box reads Format To. 

@) Select the text to be reformatted, and press the Return key. 

Specifying Text to Be Formatted 
Format one paragraph 
0 Set the insertion point in the paragraph. 

Format several sequential paragraphs 
0 Select the paragraphs. 

Format text you are about to type 
0 Set the insertion point where you plan to enter the text. 



Setting Indents 
Set an indent from the Ruler 
0 Select the paragraphs to be indented. 

@ Choose Show Ruler from the Format menu. 

@) Drag the appropriate marker to the location of the indent. 

If you move the left-indent marker (the lower of the two left triangles), the 
first-line indent moves with it. To move the left indent only, press Shift and 
then drag the left-indent marker. 

Set the left or first-line indent to the left of the page margin 
0 Drag either or both indents past the 0 point on the Ruler. 

@ After a 1-second delay, the window scrolls to the right. 

You can also scroll to the left of the 0 point by pressing the Shift key as you 
click the left scroll arrow. 

Set an indent 
0 Select the paragraphs to be indented . 

@ Choose Paragraph from the Format menu. 

@) Click in the First, Left, or Right edit fields, and enter the position of 
the indent in inches, centimeters, points, or picas. 

6 Click OK. 

You can also drag an indent marker in the Ruler; the value of the indent 
appears in the appropriate field in the Indents group. 

Setting Line and Paragraph Spacing 
Set line spacing or paragraph spacing from the Ruler 
0 Select the paragraphs to be affected. 

@ Display the Ruler. 

@) Click the appropriate icon. 

Set line or paragraph spacing with the Spacing options 
0 Select the paragraphs to be affected. 

@ Choose the Paragraph command. 

@) Enter the new spacing in the Line, Before, or After field. 

6 Click OK. 
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Setting Tabs 
Change Word's default tab stop interval 
0 Choose Document from the Format menu. 

@ Double-click in the Default Tab Stops field. 

@} Enter a new tab-stop interval in inches, centimeters, points, or picas. 

0 Enter 22 in to remove all default tab stops. 

0 Click OK 

You can set up to 50 tab stops in a given paragraph. 

Set tab stops from the Ruler 
0 Select the paragraphs to be affected . 

@ Choose Show Ruler from the Format menu. 

@} Drag the appropriate tab icon to the desired location on the Ruler. 

Set tab stops from the Tabs dialog box 
0 Select the paragraphs to be affected. 

@ Choose the Paragraph command, and click the Tabs button. 

@} Drag the icon for the type of tab you want onto the Ruler. The setting 
for the tab stop appears in the Position field . 

0 Enter the new position of the tab stop in the Position field. 

0 ClickOK. 

Delete a tab stop 
0 Drag the tab marker off the Ruler, or select the tab marker and click 

the Clear button in the Tabs dialog box. 

Move a tab stop 
0 Drag the marker on the Ruler, or click on the marker and specify a 

new position in the Position field . 

Place a vertical line in the paragraph 
0 Select the paragraphs to be affected. 

@ Choose Show Ruler from the Format menu. 

@} Drag the Vertical Line icon to the desired location. 

Assign a tab leader to a tab stop 
0 Select the paragraphs to be affected. 
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@ Choose the Paragraph command, and click the Tabs button. The Tabs 
dialog box appears. 

fD Set a new tab, or click on an existing tab. 

0 Click the option you want in the Leader option group. Click None to 
remove an exis ting tab leader from the stop. 

0 ClickOK. 

Adding Borders 
Adding a Plain Box, Shadow Box, or Outside Bar 
0 Select the paragraphs to be affected. 

@ Choose the Paragraph command, and click the Borders button. The 
Borders dialog appears. 

fD Select a line style: Single, Thick, Double, Dotted, or Hairline. On a 
PostScript printer, the Dotted line type prints in a 50 percent gray, 
and the Hairline is l/1so inch thick (about l/2 point). On a non
PostScript printer, the Hairline width is 1 point. 

0 Enter a positive number in the Spacing field to add more than the 
2-point minimum space between the border and the text. Borders are 
measured from the leftmost and right indents of the paragraph and 
from the upper and lower limits of the Line Spacing setting. 

0 Select the Plain Box, Shadow Box, or Outside Bar options. The 
Outside Bar prints on the left side of the paragraph or on the outside 
edge of the paragraph if you've set the Mirror Even/Odd Margins 
option in the Document d ialog box. 

<D Click OK. 

Double-clicking anywhere on the outer edge of the schematic sets the Plain 
Box type. Clicking in the center of the schematic adds a border between every 
two paragraphs having tha t forma t. 

Adding a Custom border 
0 Select the paragraphs to be affected. 

@ Choose the Paragraph command, and click the Borders button. The 
Borders dialog box appears. 

For each border added: 

fD Select a line style, as for the standard boxes. 

0 Enter a positive number in the Spacing field to add more than the 
2-point minimum space beh-veen the border and the text of the 
paragraph. 
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0 In the schematic, click on the paragraph boundary that is to have the 
border. If the Custom box type isn' t already selected, clicking on one 
of the paragraph boundaries automatically selects it. 

<D When you've finished specifying borders, click OK. 

Clicking in the center of the schematic adds a border between every two 
paragraphs having that format. To determine the line style on a given 
boundary, press the Option key and click on the border. The icon for that line 
s tyle becomes selected. Two clicks, a moment apart, (not double-clicking) on 
a boundary that has a border deletes the border. Otherwise, clicking 
on a boundary that has a given line style toggles the border on and off. 

Specifying Paragraph Layout Options 
Force a page break before a paragraph 
0 Select the paragraph to be affected. 

@ Choose the Paragraph command. 

@) Click the Page Break Before option. 

0 Click OK. 

Disallow page breaks in or between paragraphs 
0 Select the paragraphs to be affected. 

@ Choose the Paragraph command. 

@) Click the Keep With Next<[ or Keep Lines Together option (or both). 

0 Click OK. 

Remove line numbering from a paragraph 
The Line Numbering option is dimmed unless you have turned on the 
Line Numbering option il1 the Section dialog box. When you do this, all 
lines are numbered automatically. To remove the line numbers from certain 
paragraphs: 

0 Select the paragraphs to be affected. 

@ Choose the Paragraph command. 

@) Click the Line Numbering option. 

0 Click OK. 

Create positioned paragraphs 
0 Select the paragraph to be affected. 

@ Choose the Position command, or click the Position button in the 
Paragraph dialog box. 
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@ Set the desired horizonta l and vertical alignment options relative to 
the desired boundary of the left, right, top, or bottom margins or 
page edges, or set them to the left and right boundaries of the current 
text column. 

0 Enter a number in the Paragraph Width field other than the default 
Auto to establish synthetic margins against which the indents of the 
positioned paragraph are measured. 

~ Enter a value in the Distance From Text field to add space between 
the positioned object and the body text wrapped around it, if any. 

<D Click OK. 

If you click in the positioned paragraph and the Ruler is visible, the 0 point 
on the Ruler shifts to the left edge of the boundary set by the Paragraph 
Width va lue. 

Set paragraphs side by side 
This format doesn't appear in the Paragraph dialog box of Word 4. You must 
add it to a menu or create a key sequence for it through the Commands 
dialog box. 

0 Select the paragraphs to be affected . 

@ Choose the Side-by-Side command or use the key sequence. 

Next, indent the paragraphs so tha t they will fit beside one another in the 
arrangement you want, according to the position of their left or first-line 
indents (whichever of the two indents is leftmost). You can preview Side-by
Side arrangements in Print Preview but often not in Page View. 

0 If the leftmost indent of a paragraph is greater than (to the right of) 
that of the paragraph above it, the paragraph goes to the right of the 
preceding paragraph on the same row. 

0 If the leftmost indent of a paragraph is less than tha t of the preceding 
paragraph, it starts a new row below the preceding paragraph. 

0 If the two leftmost indents are the same, the second paragraph 
appears underneath the one before it and in the same column. 

Other Techniques 
Change the alignment of text 
0 Select the paragraphs to be a ffected. 

@ Choose Show Ruler from the Format menu. 

@ Click the icon for the type of alignment you want. 
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Return the selected paragraphs to the Normal style 
0 Press Shift-Command-P, or choose the Normal style from the drop

down field in the Ruler, or press Shift-Command-S and type Normal. 

Display a list of the formats for the current paragraph 
0 Choose Define Styles from the Format menu. 
~ If the current formats are not listed, delete the contents of the Based 

On field and click in the Style field. 

@) Click Cancel when you are finished . 

Add paragraph formats to a menu 
0 Press Option-Command-+. 

@ Choose Paragraph from the Format menu. 

@) Click on the option you want to add in the Ruler or dialog box. 

Or, add the desired commands through the Commands dialog box. 

Search for and replace paragraph formats 
0 Select text having the formats you want to search for. 

@ Press Option-Command-R. Word selects the next block of text with 
those formats. 

@) Change the formats as needed. 

0 Press Option-Command-A to search for the next occurrence of the 
formats. 

€) Press Command-A to repea t the format change. 

• Commands 

Command name 

I 112 Line Spaced 

Centered 

Change Ruler Scale 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Sets one-and-one-hal f-line spacing ( 18 points) for selected 
paragraphs. 

Centers text of selected paragraph between left and right 
indents . 

3€ -frC 
Cycles among the three ruler scales: nonnal, page, and table 
scales. 

(continued) 



Command name 

Close Spacing 

Copy Formats 

Double Space 

Find Formats 

First Line Indent 

Flush Left 

Flush Right 

Hanging Indent 

Hide Ruler 

Hide~ 

Insert New Paragraph 

Justified 

Keep Lines Together 

Keep with Next fl 

Nest Paragraph 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard 

SUMMARY 

Keypad 
Extended 
keyboard 

Removes vertical space before selected paragraphs. 

Copies character or paragraph formatting of selection 
(depending on whether entire paragraph is selected) and 
applies it to subsequently selected text. 

oo~u iH4 
Sets double-spac ing (24 points) for selected paragraphs. 

lll!<l- Y 
Searches for character or paragraph formats matching those of 
selected text, depending on whether an entire paragraph is 
selected. 

OO~R 

Indents first line of selected paragraph to first default tab stop 
to right. 

OO <l-F 
Aligns text of se lected paragraph flush with left indenl. 

OO<l- l 
Aligns text of selected paragraph flush with right indent. 

lll!<l- R 
Indents lines after first line of selected paragraph to next 
default tab stop to right. 

lll! <l-T 
Toggles display of the Ruler. If the Ruler isn' t visible, the 
command reads Show Ruler and appears in the list box after 
Show Menu Function Keys. 

OO R 
Toggles display of Word's normally invisible characters, such 
as spaces, tabs, and paragraph marks. If the characters aren't 
visible, the command reads Show fl and appears in the lis t box 
after Show Text Boundaries. 

lii!R 
Terminates current paragraph and inserts a paragraph mark . 

.... or 
w 

Justifies text of selected paragraph between left and right 
indents. 

Prevents a page break within selected paragraph. 

Prevents a page break between selected paragraph and 
following paragraph. 

Shifts left indent of selected paragraph to next default tab stop 
to right. First-line indent is relative to new left indent pos ition. 

lll! <l-N 

(continued) 
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Command name 

New~ After Ins. Point 

No Line Numbers in Paragraph 

Nonnal Paragraph 

Open Spacing 

Paragraph Border: 

Paragraph Borders ... 

Paragraph ... 

Position ... 

Show Ruler 

Show Sryles 0 11 Ruler 

Show~ 

Side by Side 

Single Line Spaced 

Tabs ... 

Unnest Paragraph 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Inserts a paragraph mark after insertion point without moving 
insertion point to nex t line. 

oo~ .... 

Turns off line numbering for selected paragraph. Available if 
line numbering option is on for current section. 

Applies Normal style to paragraph. 

00-fr p 
Adds 12 points of vertical space before selected paragraphs. 

00(1- 0 
Applies specified type of border to selected paragraph. 

Applies and removes paragraph borders. 

Changes paragraph formatting of selected paragraph(s). 

Format OOM OF14 
Positions selected paragraphs on current page. 

Format 
Toggles display of ruler at top of document, footnote, or 
header/footer window. 

Format OOR 
Displays list of styles from ruler sty le selection box. 

Displays screen symbols such as~ (paragraph mark). 
Edit OOY , 

Applies Side-by-S ide format to selected paragraphs. 

Sets single-spacing ( 12 points) for selected paragraphs. 

Sets and c lears tabs for selected paragraph(s). Controls tab 
alignment and type of tab leader. 

Shifts left indent of selected paragraph to next defau lt tab stop 
to le ft. First-line indent is relative to new left-indent position. 

OO<tM 



Working with Style Sheets 

he style sheet might 'vvell be Word's most powerful feature, yet it is 
also the least understood. Although styles can be used to produce 
complex effects, the basic concept behind them is quite simple: A 

style is merely a group of character and paragraph formats that you've given 
a name; a style sheet is all the styles one document contains. 

You've already encountered styles many times in this book. In Chapter 2, 
you learned how to create an outline and use the heading styles to establish a 
consistent design for the heads in a sample d ocument. You've also seen 
numerous allusions to the fact that using styles is easier than repea ting a 
complicated series of formatting operations for each element in a document. 
Finally, it should be clear by now that every d ocument uses styles, even if 
you haven't assigned any explicitly, because Word assigns the Normal style to 
the text you enter in the absence of any other style. 

The most important principle behind the concept of styles is that nearly 
every document consis ts of repea ting design elements, such as: 

0 Level headings (assigned one of the heading styles) 

0 Body text (assigned the Normal style) 

0 Headers 

0 Footers 



0 Figure captions 

0 Tables 

0 Lists 

0 Side-by-side text in columns 

0 Marginal annota tions 

Without s tyles, you would have to mainta in a d etailed list of the font, 
font size, line spacing, alignment, and other character and paragraph formats 
for each element. Experimenting with the design for a document would be 
difficult, as you would have to make each fom1atting change individually. 

With styles, all you have to do is identify the unique design elements in a 
document and define and name each element. You can then a ttach a s tyle to 
an element simply by selecting the element and specifying the style; the 
character and paragraph formats contained in the style definition are applied 
to the text a t once. If you want to play with the appearance of a document, 
you merely have to modify a s tyle, and every paragraph assigned that s tyle 
changes instantly. 

Moreover, once you 've taken the time to work out a well-balanced and 
good-looking set of s tyles for one d ocument, you can easily transfer the style 
sheet to another d ocument. In this way, you can build on your efforts rather 
than repeat them. ln addition to letting you transfer s tyles be tween docu
ments, Word a lso supports standard opera tio ns such as the cutting, pasting, 
and deletion of s tyle entries. 

• Style Sheet Basics 
As was mentioned earlier, a s tyle is a collection of character and paragraph 
formats that has a name. More specifically, a style can contain any format
ting instruction available in the Character dia log box, the Ruler, and the 
Paragraph dialog box. Section and document formats set in the Section dialog 
box, Document d ialog box, and elsewhere cannot be stored in a style. 

Each style sheet can contain a maximum of 255 styles. Many of these 
s tyles a re so common tha t they are predefined as automatic styles; there a re 34 
of these, including the Norrnal style. You've already encountered the heading 
styles in Chapter 2; others include the header sty le for head ers, the foo ter style 
for footers, and the page 11umber style, which controls the forma t of the page 
number you can place in Page Preview. That leaves 221 empty slots for your 
design elements. By com parison, this book uses 52 sty les, 14 of which are 
automatic s tyles. 

Styles affect an entire paragraph a t a time and therefore might better 
be termed paragraph styles. The style assigned to a p aragraph is tied to its 
paragraph mark, as was mentioned in the previous chapter. You can' t, for 



example, double-space half a paragraph and single-space the other half. Once 
you assign a style to a paragraph, you can selectively alter the format for any 
character within the paragraph. If a style calls for bold text, for instance, you 
can still remove the boldface from any portion of the text. Similarly, you can 
override any paragraph format in a style definition by manually applying 
another format. 

However, once you have created a style, you should generally alter 
the formats of text having that style through the style sheet, rather than by 
making extensive manual adjustments. As Figures 10-1a and 10-1 b illustrate, 
if you change the definition of a style, all text formatted with it changes 
instantly. 

Unlike a glossa ry, which can be shared by all documents, a style sheet is 
considered a part of a particular document. You can, however, copy style 
sheets from one document to another, as you'll see later in this chapter. 

You do not need to save your style sheets on disk, as you do personal 
user dictionaries, glossaries, or documents. Because the style sheet is a part 
of the document, it is saved when you save the document. 

Word keeps the preset definitions for the automatic styles in a default 
style sheet, stored in the current Word Settings file. You can change the 
preset definitions of these styles and even add more styles to the list so that 
any new document you crea te starts with the new defaults. This, too, is 
discussed later in the chapter. First, you have to learn how to define and 
use styles. 

Figure 10-1a 

Geneuo 
Heluelico 
L Heluetico Light 
LD lleluetlca Black 

Changing the font form at through the style sheet. 
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Figure 10-1b 
After the style has changed. 

Multiple Word Settings Files and Default Style Sheets 
Although this was mentioned in Chapter 3, it bears repeating in this context: 
You can create different settings files for different purposes (giving each a 
different name, of course). To start Word with one of these settings files, 
double-click its icon from the Finder, or call it up in the Commands dialog 
box. In this way you can set up different environments, each with its own 
default style sheet. When you double-dick a document icon or the Word 
icon, the program uses the defaults specified in the file named Word Settings. 
If no Word Settings file exists, Word creates one and fills it with the preset 
defaults. 

• Defining Styles 
You will probably want to become acquainted with styles by defining a few 
of your own and applying them in a document. This section and the next 
describe how to do this. You will learn how to alter the Normal s tyle, define 
your own styles, and make changes to styles, including the automatic styles. 
Once you know these basic techniques, you'll see how you can assign styles 
to paragraphs of text. Finally, the last section of this chapter concentra tes on 
more advanced techniques for manipulating styles. 
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Redefining the Normal Style 

The easiest way to begin learning about styles, and probably the most com
mon use for styles, is to redefine the Normal style, one of the 34 automatic 
styles that Word supports. When you choose New from the File menu and 
start typing, this is the style Word assigns to your text. The preset definition 
for the Normal style is as follows: 

Q Character forma ts: 12-point New York. If the New York font is not 
installed in your System file, Geneva is used instead. 

0 Paragraph formats: Single-line spacing, flush-left alignment, no tabs 
other than the d efaults established in the Document dialog box, 
closed paragraph spacing, paragraph indents even with the left and 
right margins. 

Each new Word d ocument starts with the Normal style. The style that 
is assigned to the first paragraph of text you selected (or the paragraph 
containing the insertion point) appears in the right portion of the status box, 
located near the lower left corner of the window. (See Figure 10-2.) When you 
open a new document, the box always reads Normal. 

!Normal+ ... 

Figure 10-2 
The style name in the status box. 

Try redefining the Normal style by changing its font from New York to 
Helvetica and specifying double-spaced lines. Start by m aking a copy of a 
short d ocument for your experiments. You can do this from the Finder by 
selecting the file and choosing Duplicate from the File menu, or from Word 
by opening the file and saving it under a different name. 

Now s tart Word if you haven't already, open the file, and save it as 
Text Only by choosing Save As from the File menu, clicking the File Format 
button, selecting the Tex t Only option, clicking OK, and then clicking Save. 
This step removes all character and paragraph formats from your document 
and converts it to Nor111al style lexl. 

Next, choose the Define Styles command, or double-click the style-name 
portion of the status area. The Define Styles dialog box appears, as shown in 
Figure 10-3 on the following page. 



~0' - Define Sllles:Untitled S 

/::.~'!?!!~" ~ ~ [ Cancel J 

~ 

L-----;:==============~ [Set Default ] 
Style: Define 

Neu I Style: I I Based on: I Normal 

Figure 10-3 
The Define Styles dialog box. 

The list box showing all the styles currently d efined in your document 
contains only two entries: New Style and Normal. The name Normal is pre
ceded by a check mark, indica ting that it is the style of the currently selected 
paragraph, and a bullet, indica ting that it is one of the automatic styles. The 
automatic styles appear in this list box only when you use them in a docu
ment. For example, when you look at the styles for a document created with 
the outlining feature, you see a style name for every level your outline uses. 

Notice that the New Style entry is underlined ; this means it really isn' t a 
style per se but a "dummy" style. Word assumes when you call up the dialog 
box that you want to create a new style rather than modify an old one, and so 
instead of highlighting the name of the s tyle of the selected text, it highlights 
New Style. 

0 Click on Normal in the list box. The current definition of the Normal 
style appears in the lower part of the dialog box. 

@ Choose Character from the Format menu. Select Helvetica (or any 
other font) and click OK. Notice tha t all the text in your document 
changes to the new font. 

fD Press Command-R to display the Ruler. (Or choose Show Ruler from 
the Format menu.) 

0 Click the double-space icon in the Ruler. The text in your document 
changes to the d ouble-space format. (Incidentally, this is a great way 
to set double spacing for printing the rough drafts of your document. 
You can change it back to single spacing when you're ready to print 
the final version.) 

0 Click the Define button to redefine the Normal style, and then click 
Cancel. If you want to both redefine the style and apply it to the 
currently selected text, click Define and OK (however, simply 
clicking OK alone also defines it). If you want to cancel the operation, 
click Cancel without clicking Define. 
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If you want, you can redefine the Normal style for all new documents by 
clicking the Set Default button just above the Define button. Both buttons 
redefine the style, but the Set Default button also changes the definition in 
the current Word Settings file. The Define button changes the style for the 
current document alone . 

Defining a New Style by Command 
You saw how to redefine the Normal style by command. Defining a new style 
by command involves a similar process, except that you work with the New 
Style item instead of the Normal entry in the list box of the Define Styles 
dialog box. Here is the procedure: 

0 Choose the Define Styles command. When the dialog box appears, 
the New Style item is selected. 

@ Enter a name in the Style edit field. Style names can contain any 
character except the comma. Word is case sensitive when it comes to 
styles: It maintains a distinction between uppercase and lowercase 
letters. Keep this in mind when you assign style names. Also, even 
though you can enter names up to 254 characters long, only 24 
characters fit into the Define Styles list box. 

@) Choose the character and paragraph formatting commands you want 
to define for the style from the Format and Font menus, or use the 
key sequences for the formats. As you set the formats, they appear in 
the d efinition area of the dialog box. (See Figure 10-4.) 

0 When you 're done, click the Define button; then click OK to apply 
the new style to the currently selected paragraph or Cancel to define 
the new style without applying it. 

It is possible to assign alternate names to a style by separating the names 
with commas. This is useful if you want to assign short codes that are easy to 
enter from the keyboard. Alternate s tyle names are discussed in more d etail 
later in this chapter, in the section on assigning styles from the keyboard. 

style: II II Define ) 
/f.lormal + Small Ceps, Condensed 1.5 Polnh , Spece Before 24 pt, , 
(eep With tlext 

NeHI Style: I I Dosed on: I Normol 

Figure 10-4 
Styles in the definition area. 
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Defining a New Style by Example 
Defining a new style by example is like defining one by command, but in
stead of choosing a series of formatting commands, you base the style on 
a sample of text that has the character and paragraph formats you want. 

This technique is useful if, for example, you make some paragraph 
formatting changes to text in the Normal style and then decide to save these 
formats as a separate style so that you can use them again. When you change 
the formats in a paragraph of normal text, you see Normal+ in the status box. 
You can interpret this as "This paragraph uses the Normal style, with some 
additional paragraph formats applied manually." When you display the 
Define Styles dialog box, the formatting changes you have made are listed 
in the definition area. 

You can define a style by example in two ways: through the Define Styles 
dialog box and from the Ruler (a much easier way available in Word 4). 

Defining by Example Through the Define Styles Dialog Box 
Here's how to define these formats as a style th rough the Define Styles dialog 
box. After you create the combina tion of character and paragraph formats 
you want to use as a template: 

0 Choose Define Styles from the Format menu. The New Style item is 
selected in the dialog box, and the current defini tion of the selected 
paragraph appears in the lower part of the dialog box. (If you select
ed more than one paragraph, you see the paragraph formats of the 
first paragraph and the character formats of the first character of 
the selection. If you only set the insertion point, you see the character 
formats of the first character after the insertion point.) 

@ Click in the Style edit field, and type the name of your new style. 
Do not use commas in the name. (See the previous section for more 
information on style names.) 

@) Click the Define button, and then click OK to apply the new style to 
the currently selected paragraph, because you undoubtedly want to 
assign the style to the paragraph you used to create the style. 

The name of the new style appears in the status box. 

Defining by Example from the Ruler 
Using the Ruler to define formats as a style is far easier than using the Define 
Styles dialog box. After you create the effects you want to record in the style 
and select the paragraph: 

0 Choose Show Ruler from the Format menu . (If you selected more 
than one paragraph, you'll be adding the paragraph formats of the 
first paragraph and the character formats of the first character of the 



selection. If you only set the insertion point, you'll be adding the 
character formats of the first character after the insertion point.) 

@ Click in the Style drop-down field, and then type the name of the 
new style. Do not use commas in the name. (See the previous section 
for more information on style names.) 

@) Press Return. Word displays a dialog box, asking whether you want 
to define a style having the name you've entered, based on the for
mats in the selected paragraph. Click Define or press Return again. 
(If you're sure you want to define the style, it's much faster simply to 
press the Return key quickly twice-when you do this, Word doesn't 
display the dialog box.) 

Word adds the name of the new style to the others on the drop-down 
field. 

Creating a Work Area for Styles in a Document 
A good way to experiment with styles, while minimizing the effect of for
matting on the actual text of the document, is to create a work area at the 
end of the document, as follows: 

0 Copy a sample of each design element to the end of the document. 
For example, copy an example of each level of heading-one for 
the body text, a sample of each type of table or list, and so on. 

@ Place the insertion point at the beginning of each paragraph, and 
enter the name you will give to the style when you define it. 

@} Format each element until you have what you want. 

0 Use each formatted sample to define the style for it by example, 
as was just described. 

Using a work area is also a good way to get all the design elements in 
one place so that you can see how they work together. 

• Assigning Styles to Paragraphs 
Once you've named and defined a style, you can apply it before or during the 
typing of a paragraph or any time after you type it. When you apply a style, 
the selected paragraphs take on the defined formats, as though you had 
manually set an entire range of character or paragraph formats at once. 

You apply a style in one of five ways: by choosing a style from the Styles 
drop-down field in the Ruler, by choosing the Styles command or the Define 
Styles command from the Format menu, by choosing a style that you've 
added to the Work menu, or by using a key sequence to call up the style by 
name. Also, if certain styles tend to follow each other, you can have Word 
assign them as you write. 

TIP :' ,, 



Applying a Style from the Ruler 
This is perhaps the easiest way to attach a s tyle to a paragraph. Assuming the 
Ruler is visible, select one or more paragraphs and choose the style from the 
Style drop-down field. 

If the first paragraph in the selection already has the s ty le you want to 
apply, Word responds with a dialog box, asking if you want to reapply the 
style to the paragraph. This is useful when you've applied a paragraph 
format that doesn't belong to the definition for the style. (You can tell this is 
the case when the style name in the status area has an appended plus sign 
and ellipsis.) 

Using the Styles or Define Styles Command 
The technique for applying styles is basically the same for the Styles and 
Define Styles commands. Either command works well for this purpose. 
Simply select some text, choose either command, select a style, and click OK 
to assign the style to the text. If you choose the command while typing or if 
you place the insertion point in a paragraph, the style is applied to the 
paragraph conta ining the insertion point. 

You' re alread y familiar with the Define Styles d ialog box. The Styles 
dialog box, shown in Figure 10-5, is an abbreviated version of the Define 
Styles dialog box. It contains a list box showing all the styles on the style 
sheet. (Remember that only the automatic styles you' re actually using appear 
in the box.) The definition of the highlighted style appears in the lower part 
of the dialog box. Finally, you see the familiar OK, Cancel, and Apply buttons 
on the right side of the box. You might find it more convenient to use this 
dialog box for applying styles, once you've defined them with the Define 
Styles dialog box. 

10 Styles 

•heodlng 1 g (CE:J 
• heodlng 2 

(Cancel ) 
' 0 ~ 

font : Nw Yor~ 12 Poi nl, Fl u•h lert 

I 
Figure 10-5 
The Styles dialog box. 
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Applying Styles from the Work Menu 
Once you're comfortable with styles, adding them to the Work menu 
makes applying them within your documents very convenient. The process 
is simple: Choose the Styles or Define Styles command, press Option
Command-+, and click on a style name in the list box. The menu bar blinks 
to signal the addition. If you've already added that style to the menu, the 
program beeps. Once you've added a style to the Work menu, you can apply 
it simply by placing the insertion point in a paragraph or selecting some text 
and then choosing the style from the menu as though it were an ordinary 
Word command. 

As was mentioned earlier, style sheets are kept with their documents. 
However, Word stores the Work menu in the current Word Settings file and 
makes the same menu available to any document you work with. If you 
choose a style from the Work menu that doesn't exist in the document, Word 
merely beeps and does nothing. 

This situation suggests two approaches you can take when working with 
styles that you have added to the Work menu. The first approach, and by 
far the most powerful, is to standardize the names you give your styles. The 
definition assigned to a given name can vary from document to document. 
Remember that Word is sens itive to case in s tyle names, so be careful to keep 
capitalization consistent. You can even share styles among documents you 
use to promote this consistency. (This topic is explored later in this chapter.) 

The other approach is to maintain a series of different Settings files and 
start Word by double-clicking on the Settings file you want to use for that 
session or by loading the Settings file from the Commands dialog box. This 
approach is a bit more cumbersome than standardizing the style names but 
can be very useful when you work with widely varying types of documen ts. 

Applying Styles from the Keyboard 

Using the keyboard to assign styles saves you from reaching for the mouse 
and pulling down menus. You might prefer the keyboard method once you 
get used to style sheets and want to work as quickly as possible from the 
keyboard alone. The keyboard approach does require that you know your 
styles by name, because you must enter their names from the keyboard. 

0 Set the insertion point or select the text to be affected by the new 
style. 

@ Press Shift-Command-S. Note that the sta tus box now reads Style. 

@) From the keyboard, type the name of the style you want to use, and 
press the Enter key or the Return key. 
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You do not need to type the entire name of the style you want, only 
enough to dis tinguish it from the rest of the styles in the style sheet. Also, 
a lthough Word is case sens itive when you are defining styles and invoking 
them from the Work menu, here you can enter the name in lowercase letters 
if it w ill not conflict with another style name. 

For example, suppose you wanted to apply a style the you've named 
Special. None of Word's automatic styles start with Sand, assuming that none 
of the s tyles you've created start with an 5 (whether uppercase or lowercase), 
you can simply press Shift-Command-S, type the letter s and press the Return 
key. Word will understand which style you want to use. 

However, suppose now that you have another style called Specification. 
Both Special and Specification start with the same five letters, so to differentiate 
between the two, you must type at least the first six letters of the style you 
want to use, ei ther specin or specif. 

If you change your mind about applying the style after us ing this short
cut, you can abort the command by pressing Command-(period) or clicking 
anywhere in the document window. Word also aborts the command if you 
take longer than about 20 seconds to enter a style name in the status area. 

A Shortcut for the Keyboard Command 
If you are assigning styles to text you've already entered, you will probably 
use the mouse to scroll through the document and select insertion points. 
After you've used the Shift-Command-S keyboard routine once, you can 
merely click in the status box to display the Style prompt. (See Figure 10-6.) 
Then type the first few letters of the style name and press the Return key. 

JSiyle .• Nonnol 101 I i 

(Normol 1¢1 )Hd 

Figure 10-6 
Clicking in the status box. 

The status box a lso displays prompts for other options, including font 
selection and the entry of ASCII cod e characters. To recall the Stt;le prompt 
after us ing any other of these commands, press Shift-Command-S again . 

Alternate Style Names 
When you enter a name for a style you're defining, you can give the style 
one or more alternate names separated from one another by commas. The 
best use for these alternate names is to create code names that are easy to 
remember and easy to enter from the keyboard. 
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For example, suppose you are writing a screenplay and have created 
different styles for the various parts of the document, such as for the char
acter name, dialogue, and action. The names and codes you use for these 
styles might resemble the ones in Figure 10-7. You can apply the dialogue 
style by pressing Shift-Command-S and typing the entire word dialogue to 
differentiate it from the dialogue list style, or you can simply type dg. You 
can add the code when you first d efine, or later redefine, the style. 

iO~ Define Styles:screenploy format ~ 

New Sty!Jl. fQ roD) 
oction 

'I [Cancel J 
· ·~i 

./ cnorocter,cn ·," 
~ dialogue list ,dl ~ ~~ 

diologue,dg 
•Normol ~ [Se t Oefoult) 

Style: I comero,c~ I ( O~t ln~ ) I Nor mol + Copo, Spoce Before 12 pt , Keep With Next 

I 
NeHt style: I action I Dosed on:/ Normol I 

Figure 10-7 
Style names and their alternates in the Define Styles list box. 

Remember that the rules about entering a unique style name when 
using Shift-Command-S apply to alternate names as well as full names. 
For example, if in Figure 10-7 the style dialogue had the alternate name dia, 
and the style dialogue list had the alternate name dial, you would not be able 
to access the dialogue style by entering di alone, because di is shared by two 
alternate names. 

Applying Styles with the Again Key 
In Word, Command-A is the Again command; it repeats the previous 
command. You can use this command to apply the same style repeatedly 
to different paragraphs within your document. First, apply to some text the 
style you want to use. Then, set the insertion point where you want to apply 
the style again and press Command-A. 

The Next Style Option 
The Next Style option is a great help when you're entering the text for a 
document and expect certain styles to follow one another in a logical 
progression. 

For example, body text usually follows a heading in a document. If you 
are using one of the heading styles for the heads and the Normal style for the 
body text, this means you want to start typing in Normal style text after 
you've entered the heading and pressed the Return key. 
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Without the Next Style fea ture, you would have to change the style for 
the body text to Normal manually. However, if you enter Normal in the Next 
Style edit field when you define the style for each level of head ing, Word 
switches automatically to the Normal style when you press the Return key 
after typing a heading. 

The automatic heading styles are preset to use Normal as the Next Style. 
For other s tyles, the style itself is the default; that is, text you type after 
pressing the Return key continues in the same style. For an example of how 
this feature of Word migh t be used in a document, take a look a t the 
screenplay document in Chapter 18, "Blueprints." 

Overriding the Next Style 
If a style has a Next Style entry different from the name of the style itself, 
and if you want to continue in the style instead of proceeding to the Next 
Style, then press Command-Return at the end of the paragraph. Word 
ignores the Next Style and continues in the same style as that of the 
preceding paragraph. 

Applying Styles and Pre-existing Character Formats 
Suppose you have been writing in the Normal style and have put some text in 
italics, as shown in Figure 1 0-8a. La ter, you decide you'd like to create a style 
for quotes that contains the italic character a ttribute. lf you go back and apply 
the style to the entire paragraph, you' ll see every word in the paragraph 
become ita licized except the quoted text, which returns to the un-italicized 
(often called Roman) typeface. Figure 10-Bb on the following page shows how 
this might look. 

10 Eme rs on/Compe nsotlon 

This Law writes the laws of cities and nation•. It 
will not be baulked of its end in the small .. ! iota. it 
is in vain to build or plot or combine against it. 
Things refuce to be mismana~d long. Jir'.< Jmltwl 
diu JJJ.tlc.' \'fdJJuJu: .. ·tJ:tl1: Though no checks to a new 
evil appear, the check• exist, and will appear. If the 
government is cruel, the governor's life is not safe. 
If you to.x too high, the re11enue will yield nothing. 
If you mako the criminal code sanguinary, I uries 
will not con11itt. Nothing arbitrary. nothing 
a11ifid•l can endure. Em~J'$on~ Clv»J7tt-JI.\.,.JJlw. 

Pll 

jNormol IOL J ''!IOitt!J 

Figure 1 0-Ba 
The text as it might appear if you add italics manually. 
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TJJ/11~ Jtifu .... It> bto JJJJ:<JJJ;f11,1&'t'tf '""&' R .. nolunt 
diu male administra.ri. Thousb Jto dJt~J.:-.: /l1 ;t ,,~, 
r-r."ii .ippnu; lilt» ,-,h~c::J. ... · ~.r,:.:t .uuf will ;;(/lt"i-tJ: If tht» 

l'l h"'' "~JIIIJJ~JII J:<:c.'l71t"/, /}J,, h't' r.~JJUV'.:..· Ji ;:,· JWI.~k. 
lf•tm t:.tr /tl('l lu);/J... IJJI:f J't'~Jllt~ willyi~Jd JIC1/iJiJ16"· 
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,·utilkhl tWJJ tVJduJ-r-. .EnJr-J:,.'tut, Compensation. 
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tQ 

I f' <lHO I I QUOte tQlJ''.f!OQJ 

Figure 10-Bb 
The text as it appears if you apply a style containing the italic character attribute. 

Why does this happen? In most cases, you change the typeface of text to 
emphasize it or to convey a certain quality. When you apply a style contain
ing the character format you've previously added to text in a paragraph, 
Word preserves the distinction between the words you've altered and those 
you haven't by toggli11g the character format you've added . 

This can be confusing when you have formatted all the text in a para
graph with a certain character format and then decide to create a style for the 
paragraph containing the same character format. When you apply the s tyle to 
the paragraph you've formatted manually, it appears as if the character 
format you added has disappeared. 

For example, suppose you put a heading in boldface to make it more 
visible, redefine a heading style for it, and then add the boldface attribute to 
its definition . When you apply the s tyle back to the head ing, the boldface 
attribute that was already there toggles, and the boldface goes away. 

To reset the character formats for the heading to those defined in the 
style, do the following: 

0 Select the text, either by selecting only the text you want to reset or 
by double-clicking in the selection bar next to the heading to select 
the entire paragraph. 

@ Choose the Plain Text command, or press Shift-Command-Z. 

• Redefining Styles 
You can use the technique you learned for redefining the Normal style, 
presented earlier in this section, to alter any style you want, including the 
automatic styles. Any change you make to an automatic style affects the 
current d ocument only; the default styles are not changed. (You'll learn how 
to reset the d efaults ·later in this chapter.) You can redefine an existing style 
in two ways: through the Style drop-down field in the Ruler and through the 
Define Styles dialog box. 
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Redefining a Style from the Ruler 
If the Ruler is visible, this is the easiest way to redefine a pre-exis ting s tyle: 

0 Select a paragraph having the style you wa nt to redefine. 

@ Modify its character and paragraph formats until it's formatted the 
way you want the style to look. 

@) Choose that style name from the Style drop-down field. Or click in 
the fi eld, ty pe the name, and press Return. 

0 Word displays the dialog box, asking if you want to rea pply or 
redefine the style. 

0 Select the Redefine option and click OK. 

Redefining a Style Through the Define Styles Dialog Box 
The ad vantage of using the Define Styles dialog box is that you can edit a 
series of style definitions more easily by working with each in turn, ins tead 
of using the Ruler to redefine an example of each style in the document. This 
method also works better if the style sheet contains a s tyle that isn' t assigned 
to any text in the document. Here is the basic procedure for redefining an 
existing style through the dialog box: 

0 Choose the Define Styles command, and select the style you want to 
redefine. The definition of that style appea rs in the definition area. 

@ Make the desired changes in the style by choosing commands from 
the Format and Font menus or by using their keyboard equivalents. 

@) Click the Define button, and then click Cancel, because you probably 
want to redefine the style without applying it to the currently 
selected paragraph. 

If you change your mind about redefining the style and you haven't yet 
clicked the Define, OK, Apply, or Set Default buttons, you can restore the 
style to its original definition by clicking on another style name or clicking 
the Cancel button. 

Renaming a Style 
To assign a different name to a style, do the following: 

0 Choose the Define Styles command. Scroll through the styles in the 
list box and click on the one you want to rename. 

@ Edit the name in the Style edit field , and then click the Define button. 

@) Word double-checks to verify that you want to change the name. 
Click OK. 

0 Click OK or Cancel to resume writing or editing. 



Note that if you try to rename one of the au tomatic s tyles, Word simply 
assigns the new name as an alternate name. You can use this technique to 
assign all paragraphs in one style to another style. Suppose, for example, that 
you've created two styles, called styleA and sh;leB, forma tted a series of 
paragraphs with each style, and then discovered that you really want to 
group both sets of paragraphs under stt;leA and not use styleB at all. You 
might think you'd have to find each instance of styleB and change it to styleA, 
but there's a better way. You can merge all the paragraphs in styleB into 
stt; leA by doing this: 

0 Choose the Define Styles command and select stt;leB. Its name 
appears in the Style edit field . 

@ Change the name to styleA, and click Define. 

@} Word asks Name matches style. Merge with styleA? You want to assign 
styleA to all the paragra phs now in styleB, so click OK. The Define 
Styles dialog box reappears, and styleA is selected in the list box. 

0 Click Cancel because you probably don' t want to app ly styleA to the 
currently selected text. 

Also, if both styles that you merge have short names, both sets of short 
names remain. For example, suppose stt; leA has the short name a, and styleB 
has the short name b. If you merge styleB into styleA, the resulting entry in the 
list box will appear as stt;leA, a, b. 

Transferring Formats w ith Cut, Copy, and Paste 
You can copy character and paragraph formats both between styles in a 
style sheet and from sample text to a style in the same d ocument. Doing so 
replaces the definition of the style receiving the copied formats. 

To use sample text as a template for a style, select it, choose Define Styles, 
select a s tyle name from the list box, and choose the Paste command. (After 
selecting the template text, you could choose the Copy command, but in this 
case it's necessary only to select the text.) Click Define to record the new 
definition. Instead of pasting the text you've selected (or copied), the com
mand transfers only the formats of the text to the style, replacing the prior 
definition. This is similar to the process of defining a new style by example, 
but this method is better when you've already defined a s tyle and want to 
replace its d efinition with another. 

Similarly, you can cut or copy a definition from one style to the 
Clipboard and use it to replace the definition of another style. If you choose 
Cut instead of Copy, Word asks you to verify that you want to delete the 
style. After the style is in the Clipboard, select another style in the list box 
and choose the Paste command to replace its definition. Then be sure to click 
Define to define the new style. Note that you can' t use this technique to 
transfer styles from one d ocument to another. 
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TIP 

When a dialog box is active on the screen, Word lets you click the buttons 
in it by pressing the Command key and the first letter of the text that shows 
in the button. This causes conflicts with the standard key commands for 
editing; for instance, the key command for Cancel is Command-C, the same 
as the keyboard equivalent of the Copy command. The d ialog box takes 
precedence; therefore, in this case you have to use the mouse to choose the 
Copy command. However, because no button in the dialog box starts with 
the letter V, you can use Command-V to paste a style definition if you want. 

Resetting ~ Style to the Definition of: the Nonnal Style ' ' 
An(;!asy ~ay to reset the definition of a style t,o that 9f the l'[orma{[>tyle ~to 
select thed)ame oHhe s tyle in the Defipe Styles dialog box}choos~ the Shbw ' 
Ruler command if the Ruler isn't visible, and then press Shift-Command-P, 
the )<ey se1~uen~ejfpr resE!tting paragraphs to ,the Nop,nal sty,te. 

Redefining the Automatic Styles 
You can redefine the automatic styles just like you can redefine any of the 
styles that you create. You can also change the defaults for these styles. If you 
don' t like the way Word formats indexes, for example, you can change the 
automatic index styles to your liking and use the modified styles as the new 
defaults. 

To see an automatic style listed in the Styles or the Define Styles dialog 
box, choose the Define Styles command and enter its name in the Style edit 
field. Also, you can force Word to show all its automatic styles by pressing 
the Shift key while choosing the Define Styles command. A bullet precedes 
each of the automatic styles in the list box. 

To change an automatic style, do the following: 

0 Select the automatic style you want to modify. 

@ Change the style definition by command or by copying and pasting 
formats from another style or from some sample text. 

@) If you want to redefine the style without setting a new default, click 
the Define button and then click Cancel. If you want to use the 
definition as the default, click Set Default. Word asks you to verify 
that you want to record the style in the default style sheet. Click OK, 
and then click OK or Cancel in the Define Styles dialog box, 
depending on whether or not you want to assign the style to the 
current paragraph. 

When you click Set Default, the new default style is stored in the Word 
Settings file. 

To return to the original, or preset, definitions for the automatic styles, 
rename the Word Settings file and start Word again by double-clicking the 
Word program icon. When you do this, Word uses the preset definitions 



stored within the program itself. (Refer to Chapter 3 for more information 
on the Word Settings file.) 

The following table, repeated in Appendix E, "Word's Preset Defaults," 
lists the formats for Word's automatic styles. You can change any of the 
definitions to suit your needs. 

Style name 

footer 

foomote reference 

footnote text 

header 

heading I 

heading 2 

heading 3 

heading 4 

heading 5 

heading 6 

heading 7 through heading 9 

index I 

index 2 through index 7 

line number 

Normal 

page number 

PostScript 

rocl 

toe 2 through toe 9 

Definition 

Nonnal + Tab stops: 3 in Centered; 6 in Right 
Flush 

Nonnal + Font: 9 Point, Superscript 3 Point 

Nonnal +Font: 10 Point 

Nonnal + Tab stops: 3 in Centered; 6 in Right 
Flush 

Nom1al +Font: Helvetica, Bold Underl ine, Space 
Before 12 pt 

Nonnal + Font: Helvetica, Bold, Space Before 
6 pl 

Nonnal + Bold, Indent: Left 0.25 in 

Nonnal + Underline, Indent: Left 0.25 in 

Nonnal +Font: 10 Point, Bold, Indent: 
Left 0.5 in 

Normal + Font: I 0 Point, Underline, lndenr: 
Left 0.5 in 

Normal+ Font: I 0 Point, Italic, Indent: 
Left 0.5 in 

Nonnal + 

Nonnal + Indent: Left (in multiples of 0.25 in) 

Nonnal + 

Font: New York 12 Point, Flush left 

Nonnal + 

Normal + Font: 10 Point, Bold Hidden 

Nonnal + Indent: Right 0.5 in, Tab stops 
5.75 in 00 .; 6 in Right Flush 

Nonnal + Indent: Left (in multiples of 0.5 in), 
Right 0.5 in, Tab stops: 5.75 in 00 .; 6 in 
Right Flush 

Don' t use these names for your own styles unless you want to replace 
their definitions. In addition, avoid names that begin with the same letters as 
any of these names. The more diverse the name, the easier you can call it up 
with the Shift-Command-S key sequence. 

Some au tomatic s tyles have unusual characteristics that affect the way 
you use them. 

0 Line number, page number: These two styles are based on the Normal 
style with no additional formatting. You can set more character 
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formats for them, but Word ignores any paragraph formats you set. 
The reason is that Word locks the position of line numbers on the 
line, and-page numbers are placed in the location you specify in Page 
Preview. 

0 PostScript: If you intend to use PostScript in your documents, you 
must assign this s tyle to each line of PostScript code in your 
document. You can change any format in the definition for this style, 
except that it must have the Hidden format. See Appendix C, "Using 
PostScript," for more information. 

0 Footnote reference: This is the style used for footnote reference marks 
in your documents. It is unusual in that you can set it for text that 
appears within a paragraph. This is the sole exception to the rule that 
a style must be attached to an entire paragraph; a paragraph can 
have a style and also contain a footnote reference that has its own 
style. For this reason, the footnote reference style has been called a 
semicharacter style, whereas all the others are true paragraph styles. 
When you redefine this style, the formats of all the footnotes you 
entered previously do not change; this style affects only those you 
enter after you redefine the style. To reformat the footnote references 
you entered before changing the style, you must go back and reenter 
each footnote reference mark. 

• The Based On Field and Style Families 
The Based On edit field in the Define Styles dialog box represents an option 
that you don' t need to use when learning about s tyles but is tremendously 
useful when you want to use styles to their fullest. The Based On field lets 
you base one style on another and add formats to the dependent style. 

The Based On option in the Define Styles dialog box allows you to define 
styles that are based on other s tyles. When you change the "parent" style, all 
the dependent styles change accordingly. 

Good design practice typically requires the use of two or three fonts in 
a document. More fonts than this tends to confuse the reader and results in a 
cluttered graphic style. On the other hand, most documents do have more 
than a few design elements. For example, in a book you might have: 

0 Three or four levels of headings. 

0 A running head style. 
0 A body text style. 

0 A figure-caption style. 

0 A chapter title s tyle. 

0 A style for marginal notes or annotations. 

0 A style for formatting figures. 
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Document designers commonly divide fonts into two classes: display 
fonts, such as those used for chapter titles and level heads, and body fonts, 
such as those used for footnotes and the body text itself. Imagine putting 
each style in the list above into one ca tegory or the other and being able to 
play with various combinations of fonts to see how they work together 
without having to redefine each style manually. 

This is the principle behind the Based On option. With this feature you 
can create two parent styles called DisplayFont and Body Font, for instance, 
and base each style in the list on one style or the other. Each parent style 
contains one or more format specifications; in this case, each would contain 
only the font you wanted to use for that type of style. Each dependent style 
would then refer to its parent for the font to use and add the other character 
and paragraph formats you specified in its definition. 

An Example 
Let's consider a typical use for the Based On option. Suppose you wanted all 
the headings in a document to use the same font but want to wait to decide 
on a font until after you've entered the text. You'd like to vary the heading 
styles by using different point sizes for each and making them bold to 
distinguish them from the body text. A good way to do this is with the work 
area technique presented in the tip "Creating a Work Area for Styles in a 
Document," earlier in this chapter. First, create a style called DisplayFont: 

0 Go to the end of the document, start a new paragraph, and press 
Shift-Command-P to reset all paragraph formats for it to the Normal 
style. 

@ Without moving the insertion point, type DisplayFont Sample. 

@) Double-click in the selection bar next to the paragraph to select it, 
and give it the display font you'd like to start with. (The whole point 
of styles is that you can change your mind as often as you like 
without having to reformat everything.) Use Avant Garde or any 
sans serif font such as Helvetica or Geneva. 

0 With the paragraph still selected, choose the Define Styles command. 

When the dialog box appears, the New Styles item is highlighted, 
and you can see the current definition of the selected sample paragraph: 
Normal +Font: Avant Garde. The Based On edit field reads Normal. Leave 
Normal as the parent style-it's useful to base all other styles in a document 
on the Normal style. Then, if you need to apply a format across every style at 
once, you can apply it to the Normal style. 

For example, you could double space your entire document by setting 
the double-space format in the Normal style. All styles based on the Normal 
style are then double spaced unless you have set new line-spacing formats in 
the definitions of the dependent styles. You could then change all styles back 



to single-spacing for the final version by redefining the Normal style to use 
the single-space format. Now define the style: 

0 Enter DisplayFont in the Style edit field . 

<D Click Define. Because you also want to apply this style to the sample 
text, click OK The style area in the status box now reads DisplayFont, 
as you can see in Figure 10-9. 

i!O"'"' Styles work oren 

~ 
Display Font Somplej 

h-

I ~~~ 
~ 

P<I!Je 1 iDisployFont 

Figure 10·9 
The DisplayFont sample after the style is defined. 

Next, redefine the heading styles, much as you did in Chapter 2 when you 
created the show biz document. This time, however, base the definition for 
the heading styles on the display font defined in the Display Font style: 

0 Select and copy the DisplayFont sample paragraph to the Clipboard. 
Set an insertion point about two lines down, and press Command-V 
to paste the line back into the document. 

49 Replace the name OisplayFont in the new sample with heading 1. 
@) Choose the Define Styles command. Figure 10-10 shows the dialog 

box that appears. 

liD~ Define Sl l es:Styles work area 

./ DisployFont 
•Normal 

L----;;:=:=:=:=:=:=:==: [Set Defoult J 

Style: I llt'tllll' J 

' Displ•yfont • I 

NeHt Style: I I Dosed on: I DisployFont I 

Figure 10-10 
The Define Styles dialog box before a new heading style is defined. 



The New Style entry in the list box is selected. The Based On edit field 
now reads DisplayFont, because the paragraph containing the insertion point 
has been assigned that style. The definition reads DisplayFont +, reiterating its 
dependence on that style. 

0 Enter heading 1 in the Style edit field to name the style. 

@ Choose 18 Point from the Font menu, and choose Bold and Underline 
from the Format menu to add these formats to the heading 1 style. 
Choose the Paragraph command, set the Before field to 20 points, 
and click OK. 

The definition now reads DisplayFont +Font: 18 point, Bold Underline, 
Space Before 20 pt, reflecting the changes you've made. This means that the 
heading 1 style uses the font defined for Display Font but in the 18-point size, 
boldfaced, and underlined; in addition, paragraphs in this style are set off 
from the preceding text. If you change the font specification in DisplayFont, 
the definition shown for heading 1 doesn' t change, although heading 1 will use 
the new font. 

CD Click Define. 

8 Word responds with the message: Style is automatic. Change its 
de-finition to match New Style? You'll see this message because, 
even though the heading 1 style does not appear in the list box, 
it is an automatic style and therefore still defined for the document. 
Click Yes. 

f3 To assign the redefined heading 1 style to the currently selected 
sample text, click OK. 

When you click OK, the dialog box goes away, the sample text takes on 
the formats of the new heading 1 style, and the status box reads heading 1, 
as shown in Figure 10-11. 

!0 Styles worlc oreo 0 1 
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Figure 10-11 
The work area after the heading 1 style is redefined. 
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Use the same process to redefine the heading 2 and heading 3 styles. 
Because you want to base their definitions on the DisplayFont sample, copy 
and paste it again for each of the two styles. Change the names in the samples 
to heading 2 and heading 3. Then, for each style, do the following: 

0 Select the sample text and choose the Define Styles command. The 
Based On edit field reads DisplayFont. 

@ Enter heading 2 or heading 3 in the Style edit field. 

@} Set appropriate formats for each style from this table: 

Style 

heading 2 

heading 3 

Formats 

14 Point, Bold, 14 points Space Before 

12 Point, Bold, 8 points Space Before 

e Click Define, and then click OK when Word asks if you want to 
redefine the pre-existing style. 

0 Click OK to apply the style to the sample text. 

When you're done, the Style work area should look like Figure 10-12. 
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Figure 10-12 
The work area after the heading styles are defined. 

This may seem like a lot of work, but it will save you time later. You can 
format the headings in your document by assigning the appropriate style, 
and when you are ready to refine the design for your document, you can do 
so without searching for and reformatting each head. Finally, if you want to 
change the font for the headings, you have to redefine the DisplayFont style 
only once. 

Note that you can also simply type a style name in the Based On field if 
you choose not to use the work area technique. 
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Style Sheet Strategies 
If you extend the hierarchy implied by the previous example you might get a 
structure like that shown in this table: 

Style name 

Normal 

DisplayFonr 

header 

footer 

heading I 

heading 2 

heading 3 

(other styles based on DisplayFonr) 

BodyFont 

BodyText 

footnote reference 

footnote text 

Table/2 column 

Table/3 column 

(other styles based on BodyFont) 

Definition 

Palatino 10 Point, Flush Left 

Nonnal +Font: Avant Garde 

DisplayFont +Font: 10 Point, Bold, Border: 
Line Below 

Display Font+ Font: I 0 Point, Bold, Border: 
Line Above 

DisplayFont + Font: 18 Point, Bold, Space 
Before 20 pt 

DisplayFont +Font: 14 Point , Bold, Space 
Before 14 pt 

DisplayFont +Font: 12 Point, Bold, Space 
Before 8 pt 

Nom1al + 

BodyFont + Line Spacing -12 pt 

BodyFom +Font: 9 Point, Supt:rscript 3 Point 

Body Font+ Space After 3 pt 

BodyFont +Space After 4 pt, Tab stops: 0.13 in; 
2.25 in; 2.38 in 

BodyFom +Space After 4 pt , Tab stops: 0.13 in; 2 
in; 3.38 in; 3.5 in 

The Normal style is at the top level, followed by the two font styles, 
Display Font and BodyFont. Based on the Display Font style are the heading 
styles you just redefined, as well as the header and footer styles. Stemming 
from the BodyFont style is a style called BodyText for the main body text, as 
well as the various styles for footnotes, tables, index entries, and so on. 

Word supports these dependent relationships through the Based On field 
to a depth of nine styles, including the Normal style. This means that if Sh;lel 
is based on the Normal s tyle, Style2 is based on Stylel, and so on, with the 
deepest style you can define being ShjleB. With a total of 255 styles and a 
depth of 9 styles, Word's style sheet can handle nearly any structure you can 
imagine. 

An interesting fact about this structure is that no text in the document is 
actually formatted in the DisplayFont or BodyFont styles, other than the sam
ples in the work area. These styles are used only to enhance the consistency 
of the document's design and make it easier to adjust and maintain. 



Your own s tyle sheets don' t have to follow this pattern if it does not suit 
your documents. The table of preset style definitions presented earlier in this 
chapter and in Appendix E, "Word's Preset Defaults," lists what is probably 
the most common way of arranging the dependencies in a style sheet. This is 
the structure Word supplies if you ignore the Based On field completely. All 
styles, including the automatic ones, are based on the Normal style. When 
using this arrangement, you typically enter the body text in the Normal style 
and define all other styles in relation to it. This arrangement is easy because 
you can create and maintain it with no special effort and because you can use 
the commands that reset the style of selected paragraphs, such as the Shift
Command-P key sequence, to return the text to the Normal style. 

Occasionally it's useful to minimize the interactions between the styles 
on a style sheet. You might find it helpful to do this when you're first learn
ing about style sheets, for instance. If you remove the entry in the Based On 
edit field for a s tyle, the style retains the formats of the former parent style 
but is no longer linked to it. You can see the definition of the style change in 
the Define Styles dialog box when you delete the contents of the Based On 
field; the definition of the parent style is added to the definition of the style 
that was once dependent. 

A similar result occurs v.rhen you change the parent of a dependent style 
by entering the name of the new parent style in the Based On field. If sh;leA 
is the name of the first parent style and styleB is the name of the second, the 
definition of the dependent style changes from styleA + (jonna ts) to styleB + 
(formats). 

Subtracting Formats from Dependent Styles 
If you think about the syntax of a style definition in the Define Styles dialog 
box, you might notice that it usually says something like Normal +Font:, and 
so on. The definition of a dependent style is either additive or replaces a 
format in its parent's definition. What do you do if a parent style specifies 
a format that you don' t want in the dependent style definition? 

For most character and paragraph formats, one format merely replaces 
another. For example, if you don' t want a font, you set a different font. But 
the tab-stop paragraph formats are different, because you can specify a list of 
various types of tab stops in the definition for the style. In this case, you can 
actually subtract a paragraph format without replacing it with another. 

For example, let's say the parent definition sets a tab s top at 2 inches. 
When you define the dependent style, you' ll see the tab stop at the expected 
location in the Ruler. If you drag the tab stop off the Ruler, you'll see the 
words Not at 2 in appended to the definition of the dependent style. This 
tells you that even though the parent style sets a tab stop, that specification 
doesn' t hold for the dependent style. 



Resetting Character and Paragraph Formats 
If you've set paragraph and character formats for text to which you've 
assigned a style (even if you haven' t, the text still has the Normal style), you 
can return either the p aragraph or character formats to the base definition for 
the style. First, select the text. To return the text to the base character formats 
for the style, press Shift-Command-Spacebar. To re turn the text to the base 
paragraph formats for the style, reapply the style. 

• Sharing Style Sheets Among Documents 
Every new document you create has its own style sheet. This can be both a 
hindrance and a help. You benefit from this because you can create many 
kinds of formats for a variety of documents-from reports, manuscripts, and 
outlines to screenplays, proposals, and le tters-and work with only those 
styles that are used w ith the specific kind of document. The disadvantage is 
that sharing a common s tyle among many d ocuments is a little m ore difficult. 
H owever, Word gives you four ways of doing this: 

0 Merge the style sheet of another document into the current 
d ocument. 

0 Transfer s tyles w hen you copy styled text from one document to 
another. 

0 Add styles to Word 's defaul t style sheet s tored in the Word Settings 
file, and update a document's style sheet from that one. 

0 Add the s tyles kept w ith an entry stored in the glossary when you 
insert that entry. 

Merging a Style Sheet from Another Document 
You can copy an entire style sheet from another document; any styles in the 
current document tha t have the same name are replaced w ith the ones being 
copied. Here's w hat to do: 

0 Choose the Define Styles command. 

@ While the d ialog box is active, choose Open from the File menu. 

@) Select and open the document containing the style sheet you want 
to import. 

The document itself won' t be opened, but Word w ill add the styles in 
it to the style sheet for the current document, as illustrated in Figure 10-13 on 
the following page. When two styles have the same name, the style being 
merged replaces the one in the destination docu ment. If a style in the source 
d ocument doesn' t exist in the destination document, Word adds it to the 
d estination document. If a style in the destination document has a name that 

TIP ,:i' 
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doesn' t exist in the source document, its definition remains intact. Therefore, 
if you want to preserve a style that has the same name as a style in the source 
document, change the name before you merge the style sheets. 
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Figure 1 0·13 
Merging style sheets. 
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The greatest use for merging s tyle sheets is when you want to maintain 
a consistent style across many documents. You can create and maintain a ref
erence document, or template, containing the styles tha t establish the design. 
In this document, keep at least one sample of text formatted with every style 
in the style sheet so that you ca n see how the styles work together. 

This method is similar to the technique described earlier of using a style 
work a rea at the end of your document, except that you keep this work area 
in a separate document. You can even develop families of template docu
ments, each of which expresses a highly refined design. 

You can use these templates in two ways to create new documents: 

0 Make a copy of the template fi le and type your new document into it. 
This leaves the original templa te document unchanged. 

0 Start a new document and merge the template style sheet into it, 
using the instructions given above. 

If you enter text directly into the template document, you run the risk 
of accidentally saving it without first renaming it. You can avoid the extra 
trouble this causes by being sure you have a backup of the template in case 
anything happens to the original. 
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Protecting Template Style Sheets 
If you've invested much time in developing a complex style sheet for a 
design, you might try locking the template document while you are in the 
Finders desktop. Do so by clicking the icon for the document and choosing 
the Get Info command. Then click the Locked check box. This prevents the 
template from being accidentally thrown away or resaved. To turn the 
protection off, open the Get Info box again and click the Locked check box 
once more. If you try to save a locked document, Word offers you the chance 
to provide a different name. 

Transferring Styles by Copying Text 
When you copy s tyled text from one document into another, and that text has 
a s tyle that is not on the destination document's style sheet, Word transfers 
that style and its definition. If the destination document has a style with 
the same name as the copied text, the pasted text takes on the formats of the 
same style in the destination document. 

You can use this behavior to selectively transfer a few styles from a sam
ple instead of all of them. Select a paragraph in the source document th~t is 
formatted with the style you want, copy it to the Clipboard, and paste it into 
the destination document. You can then delete the copied text if you want; 
the style will remain in the destination style sheet even if the text is removed. 

Beware, however, of copying too many styles at once with this method . 
If you copy more than 51 paragraphs in one opera tion, Word will decide to 
copy all the styles to the destination document. This can be confusing, but 
you are not in any danger of losing style information in the destination docu
ment; when styles are copied into a document in this way, the definitions of 
the styles in the destination document are not replaced by those of the same 
name in the source document. 

Updating Styles from Word's Default Style Sheet 
You've already seen how to add styles to the default style sheet stored in 
the Word Settings file. Every time you create a new document, Word uses 
this default s tyle sheet to establish formats for the design elements in it. 
However, when you change one of the au tomatic styles, the new style does 
not affect previously typed documents. 

To update the style sheet of an existing document after you've changed 
the default styles in the Word Settings file, first create a new document. The 
new document uses the default style definitions. Then, copy into the blank 
document the contents of the document you want to update, in pieces if you 
want. Those styles in the pasted text having the same names as ones in the 
default style sheet take on the formats of the new default s tyles. Don't forget 
to copy the contents of the Header, Footer, and Footnote windows as well. 

TIP .1 •• 
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Using the Glossary to Insert a Style 
Chapter 6 mentioned that the glossary contains its own style sheet for 
glossary entries that have styles attached. An entry can contain more than 
one style. When you insert a glossary entry into a document, it's as though 
you had pasted it into the document; the styles in the destination document 
take precedence. Therefore, this method works only for styles that don' t 
alread y exist in the document's style sheet. 

You can have glossary entries that consist of nothing more than para
graph marks to which styles are attached. Give these style glossary entries 
the same name as the style itself. 

• Printing Style Sheet Definitions 
While the Define Styles dialog box is active, you can choose Print from the 
File menu to print a complete list of the styles you are using in a given docu
ment. Having a list of s tyles in front of you makes designing a system of 
styles easier and also reminds you of their names. Further, the definition 
area in the dialog box doesn't have quite enough room for complicated style 
definitions, such as those you might create for a table with many tabs. Word 
prints the styles in alphabetical order by name; the definition appears on 
the next line. 



• Points to Remember 
0 A style is a named collection of paragraph and character formats. A style 

sheet is the collection of styles for a document and is saved with the doc
ument. If no other style has been assigned to a paragraph, it defaults to 
the Normal style. A style sheet can have as many as 255 styles. 

0 Word includes a set of 34 automatic styles that are assigned by opera
tions such as specifying a header, placing a footnote, or using the out
lining feature. You can redefine automatic styles. A style sheet shows 
only the automatic styles used in the document. To see all 34 auto
matic styles, press the ShHt key while choosing Styles or Define Styles. 

0 Only one style can be assigned to a given paragraph and is tied to its 
paragraph mark. Some styles, such as footnote reference, page number, 
and line number, have special characteristics. 

0 You can override the formats in the s tyle assigned to a paragraph by 
manually specifying new formats. 

0 A style can have more than one name; separate names by commas. 
You can use a second, shorter name to make the key sequence for 
assigning a style (Shift-Command-S) easier to execute. 

0 Use the Define Styles command to create new styles and mod ify exist
ing ones. When the Define Styles dia log box is displayed, all menu and 
keyboard formatting commands, includ ing the Ruler, are available and 
apply to the style selected in the list box. Use the Define Styles or the 
Styles command from the Format menu to apply styles. 

0 You can add s tyle names to the Work menu, but the definitions for 
the styles are not attached to the names; any s tyles you assign from 
this menu must already be defined in your document. 

• Techniques 

The Define Styles dialog box 
(The Styles d ialog box is an abbreviated version of the Define Styles d ialog 
box and thus will not be described separately.) 

Item 

Styles li st box 

Description 

Lists all styles defined for the document. A bullet 
precedes automatic styles . A check mark pre
cedes the style assigned to the currently 
selected paragraph. Any action you perfonn 
while this dialog box is displayed affects the 
highlighted sty le. 

(cont inued) 
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Item 

Style edit field 

Definition area 

Based On edit field 

Next Style edit field 

Buttons 

OK button 

Apply button 

Define button 

Set Default button 

Working with Styles 

Description 

If New Style is highlighted in the list box, th is field 
lets you enter a name for the new style. 
If some other style name is selected in the 
list box, this fie ld lets you enter a new name 
for that style. A style name can contain any 
character except the comma. You can assign 
more than one name to a sryle by separating 
them with commas. 

Shows the fom1ats used in the currently selected 
style or in the current ly selected paragraph. 

Lets you define a new style by starting with an 
existing style as its base. Any changes to the 
base, or parent, style affect the dependent style. 
Deleting the name from the Based On field 
removes this link wi thout altering either style. 

Lets you specify the style that will follow by 
default any paragraph entered in the style you 
are defining. The change of style takes place 
during text entry only, when you press the 
Return key or the Enter key with the insertion 
point immediately in front of the paragraph 
mark. This doesn't work when the window 
is in Outline view. 

Applies the highlighted style to the current ly 
selected paragraphs and closes the dialog box. 

Applies the highlighted style to the selection in the 
document without closing the dialog box. 

Creates a new style, renames an existing style, 
or records changes to the formats of a style. 

Adds the selected style to Word's default style 
sheet in the Word Settings file. If the style name 
already exists in that style sheet, the 
new definition replaces the old. 

Assign a style to text using the Ruler 
0 Select the paragraphs to which you want to assign the style, or set the 

insertion point where you' ll begin typing in the s tyle. 

@ If the Ruler isn' t visible, choose Show Ruler from the Format menu. 

@) Select the s tyle you want to assign from the Styles drop-down field. 

If the first paragraph in the selection already has that style, Word presents a 
dialog box asking if you want to reapply the style. 



Assign a style to text using the Styles command 
0 Select the paragraphs to which you want to assign the style, or set the 

insertion point where you will begin typing in the style. 

@ Choose Styles from the Format menu. 

@) Select the style you want to assign. 

0 Click OK or Apply. 

Assign a style to text from the keyboard 
0 Select the paragraphs to which you want to assign the style, or set the 

insertion point where you will begin typing in the style. 

fiJ Press Shift-Command-S. 

@) Enter enough of the name of the style to distinguish it from any other 
style, and press the Return key. 

Define a style by command 
0 Choose Define Styles from the Format menu. 

fiJ Be sure the New Styles item is selected . 

@) Type the name for the s tyle in the Style field . 

0 Choose the character and paragraph formats for the s tyle. Each 
forma t you choose appears in the definition area of the dialog box. 

0 Click Define to define the style. 

<D Click OK or Cancel. 

Define a style by example through the Ruler 
0 Select the paragraph containing the formats you want to use in the 

style. 

@ Click in the Style field in the Ruler. Type a name for the style in the 
Style field , and press Return. 

@) Word presents a dialog box, asking if you want to define the style 
based on the selection. Click Define or press Return. 

A quick way to add styles by this method is to enter the new style name and 
press the Return key twice quickly. 

Redefine a style by command 
0 Choose the Define Styles command. 

@ Select the style you want to redefine. 

@) Change the formats in any way you like. 

0 Click Define, and then click Cancel. 
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Redefine a style by example 
0 Select a paragraph having the style you want to redefine. 

@ Change its character and paragraph formats until it's the way you 
want it to look. 

@) Click in the Style field in the Ruler, and press Return. 

@) Word presents a dialog box asking if you want to reapply or redefine 
the style based on the selection. Select the redefine option and click 
OK or press Return. 

Rename a style 
0 Choose the Define Styles command. 

@ Select the style you want to rename. 

@) Type the new name in the Style field. 

0 Click Define, and then click OK in the dialog box that appears. 

0 Click Cancel. 

Add an alternate name to a style 
0 Choose the Define Styles command. 

fJ Select the style you want to rename. 

@) Click at the end of the style's name in the Style edit field, type a 
comma, and then type the alternate name. 

0 Click Define, and then click Cancel. 

Delete a style 
0 Choose the Define Styles command. 

fJ Select the style you want to delete. 

@) Choose Cut from the Edit menu. Word asks for confirmation. 

0 lf the style also appears in the default style sheet, Word asks if you 
want to delete the style there too. 

Any text having the deleted style reverts to the Normal style. 

Delete a style and assign text in that style to another style 
0 Choose the Define Styles command, and select the style to delete. 

fJ In the Style edit field, replace the name of the s tyle being deleted 
with the name of the style to be used instead . 

@) Click Define, and then click OK in the dialog box tha t appears. 

0 Click Cancel. 



Transfer selected styles from another document 
0 Select text having the styles to be copied, and copy it to the 

Clipboard. 

@ Open the document to receive the styles, and set the insertion point. 

@} Choose the Paste command to copy the text and its accompanying 
s tyles from the Clipboard . Any styles not alread y defined in the 
destination document are added to its style sheet. 

Note: This works only if the styles being copied do not have the same names 
as styles already in the destination document. 

Insert a style attached to a glossanJ entnJ 
0 Insert the glossary entry into the document. Any sty les not already 

defined in the document are added to its style sheet. 

Note: This works only if a style with tha t name is not already defined in the 
document. A glossary maintains only one common style sheet for all entries, 
so if you create a glossary entry for text having a style that is already defined 
in the glossary, the new glossary entry uses the previously defined style. 

Remove a style from a glossanj's style sheet 
0 Press the Shift key while choosing the Open command. 

@ Select and open the glossary. The glossary opens as a Word 
document. 

@} Choose the Define Styles command. 

0 Select the s tyle you wa nt to remove from the glossary's style sheet. 

0 Choose the Cut command . Click OK when Word asks if you want to 
delete the style. 

<D Click the Cancel button in the Define Styles dialog box. 

@ Save and close the glossary. 

Any glossary entries having the deleted s tyle revert to the Normal style. 

Merge a style sheet from another document 
0 Choose the Define Styles command. 

@ Choose the Open command. 

@} Open the document containing the style sheet you want to copy. 

The opened style sheet is merged with the style sheet of the active document. 
In case of conflict, the definition in the opened style sheet prevails. 
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Transfer formats between styles in a document 
0 Choose the Define Styles command. 

@ Select text having the formats you want to transfer. 

@) Choose the Copy command to copy the definition to the Clipboard. 

0 Select the style to which the definition is to be transferred. 

0 Choose the Paste command. 

<D Click Define, and then click Cancel. 

Copy formats from text to an existing sttjle within a document 
0 Select the text whose formats you want to copy. (You don' t need to 

choose the Copy command to copy the formats to the Clipboard.) 

@ Choose the Define Styles command, and select the style receiving 
the formats. 

@) Choose the Paste command. 

0 Click Define, and then click OK or Cancel. 

Add an automatic sttjle or change an automatic style's defaults 
0 Choose the Define Styles command. (Hold down Shift and choose 

Define Styles to view all the automatic style definitions.) 

@ Select the automatic style you want to modify, or type the name of a 
new style that you want to add. 

@) Choose the character and paragraph formats to be used in the style. 

0 Click Set Default, and then click OK in the dialog box that appears. 

0 Click OK or Cancel. 

Print a style sheet 
0 Choose the Styles or Define Styles command. 

@ Choose the Print command. 

This is especially useful if you've created a complex style sheet or styles with 
complex definitions that don' t fit in the Styles dialog box or the Define Styles 
dialog box. 

Add a sttjle to the Work menu 
0 Choose the Styles or Define Styles command. 

@ Press Option-Command- +. 

@) Click on the name of the style you want to add. If you want to add more 
than one style, press the Shift key while clicking on the style names. 

0 Click Cancel to close the dialog box. 



• Commands 
Command name 

All Styles . . . 

Apply Style Name: 

Change Style 

Define All Styles .. . 

Define Styles . . . 

New ~ with Same Style 

Plain For Style 

Plain Text 

Show Styles on Ruler 

Styles ... 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Applies a selected style to selected paragraph(s) . Dialog box 
lists defined styles and all automatic styles. 

Applies indicated style to selected paragraph. 

Changes style of se lected paragraphs to style you indicate by 
typing style name and pressing Return . 

00-Q-S 

Defines. modifies, and appl ies styles. Dialog box lis ts defined 
styles and all automatic s tyles (even if you haven't explic itly 
de fined them). 

Defines, modifies, and applies styles. Dialog box lists defined 
styles and automatic styles used in your document. 

Format WT 
Start s a new paragraph with same style as current paragraph. 
Overrides Next S tyle indicated in Defi ne Styles dialog box. 

:~e ..... 
Removes a ll character formatting not de fined in the current 
style from se lected text. Restores font , font s ize, and other 
character formats de fined fo r style of a paragraph. 

Format 00 -Q-... f9 

Removes character formatting that can be turned on and off, 
such as bold, italic, and underlining. 

Format 00 -Q-2 -Q- F9 

Displays list of styles from ruler style selection box . 

Appl ies a selected style to selected paragraph(s). Dialog box 
lists defined sty les and automatic s tyles used in your document. 

Format 
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Formatting Tables and Lists 

n the past, using a word processor to format financial, statis tical, and 
mathematical data was a formidable, if not impossible, task. Tables 
and lists were best presented by using a spreadsheet program such as 

Microsoft Excel or Multiplan . Microsoft Word version 4 changes all this. You 
can directly format tables and lists to prepare multicolumn ledger sheets, 
invoices, s tatistical tables, and more. Word even has a calcula tion feature that 
you can use to add, subtract, multiply, and divide groups of numbers. 

You can set up three main types of tables in Word: 

0 The "traditional" tabbed table, in which columns of text are 
separated by tab characters, as shown in Figure 11-1 on page 331. 
You can enter the tabs yourself, or you can copy the table from a 
spreadsheet program such as Microsoft Excel. When you paste a 
range of cells copied from a spreadsheet program, you'll find that 
the tabs have been automatically inserted. A paragraph mark ends 
each row. A list is a variation of this kind of table, consisting of one 
column of entries with a paragraph mark at the end of each line. 

0 Tables created in the Table format, new in Word 4, as shown in 
Figure 11-7 on page 339. You can create a table before you enter text, 
or you can convert a series of paragraphs or columns delimited by 
tabs to a table, by using the Insert Table command. 
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0 A more obscure way to create tables, by formatting paragraphs with 
Side-by-Side or Position paragraph formats, as shown in Figure 11-34 
on page 369. This method can be useful in certain cases-we discuss 
it here because many users of Word 3 were accustomed to creating 
tables with the Side-by-Side format. 

To distinguish these ways of structuring tables, we'll call them tabbed 
tables, cell tables, and Side-by-Side or Position paragraph tables. 

You can also use other, more obscure, types of tabular arrangements to 
place paragraphs of text in columns and rows. For example, you can arrange 
text in one or more columns with the Section command, discussed in Chapter 
12, "Section Formatting." Multicolumn sections don't preserve the horizontal 
placement of elements customary in standard tables, so we won't discuss 
them in this chapter. 

You can even edit and format a table in a program such as Microsoft 
Excel, and then copy an image of the table and paste it into Word as a 
graphic. (For more information on moving tables prepared with a spread
sheet program to Word, see Chapter 16, "Transferring Text and Graphics.") 

You can even create complex, hybrid types of tables containing tables 
within tables, or lists within tables; for example, you could put a small tabbed 
table inside one cell of a larger cell table, or a list within a cell in a cell table. 
Word also gives you the ability to convert tables from one type to another. 

We'll discuss all three types of tables in this chapter. We'll also present 
other information related to the care and feeding of tables and lists, such as 
sorting the items in tables and lists, renumbering them, adding various types 
of borders, and using Word to perform simple mathematical calculations. 

• Working with Tabbed Tables 
The new cell table format in Word 4 is preferred for most purposes. 
However, traditional tabbed tables are better for certain applications. One 
reason is that the cell table format doesn't support styles, so if a document 
contains many tables that have a common style-in particular those that 
don't contain wrapped lines-you're often better off using the simpler 
tabbed-table format. Because most people have some familiarity with 
tabbed tables, we'll discuss this type of table first. 

Editing and Fonnatting Tabbed Tables 
The most rudimentary form of tabbed table contains only numerical data 
or text formatted in the Normal style. It consists of a series of lines in which 
entries (typically numbers) are separated by tab characters. The tabs align the 
entries according to the tab stops you set so that the table is easier to read. 
A sample of this type of table is shown in Figure 11-1, both without and with 
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'Show <JI turned on, so you can see more clearly where the tabs have been 
placed . Notice the insertion point at the beginning of the first line in the body 
of the table; the Ruler reflects the positions of the tabs established for that 
line. We've also used the newline mark, entered when you press Shift
Return, to break the lines in the table's title and in the table headings. 
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Figure 11-1 
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A simple table, shown without and with Show ~turned on. 

As was discussed in Chapter 9, "Paragraph Formatting," Word supports 
four types of tabs, all of which are suited for tabbed tables: right-aligned, left
aligned, centered, and decimal. You can also use the vertical-line "tab stop" 
to format this type of table. The vertical line isn't actually a tab s top because 
it doesn't force text to align at a particular distance from the left margin, but 
it works well with the other tab markers for creating vertical borders within 
tabbed tables. 

Of the four types of tab markers, the decimal tab is most frequently used 
with numeric data. (See Figure 11-1.) With a decimal tab, the decimal points 
are aligned vertically, regardless of the number of digits that precede or 
follow the point. Right-aligned and left-aligned tabs are most often used to 
present textual data. You can, of course, mix tab types on a line. 

You can arrange tab stops either before or after you enter the data for a 
tabbed table. If you enter the data before setting tab stops, Word assumes 
that you want to use the default tabs, which are placed at intervals along the 
Ruler. You can change this default tab-stop interval in the Document dialog 
box. To enter the data, type each number or piece of text, and then press the 
Tab key to move the insertion point to the next default tab stop. 
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Once you've entered the data, select the lines for which you want to add 
tab stops, and choose Show Ruler. For each column of da ta, select the desired 
tab icon, click in the Ruler to establish an initial position away from any other 
tab marker, and then drag the icon to its final position. Every time you add a 
tab stop, the default tab stops to the left of it disappear. (Several other ways 
of setting tab stops were described in Chapter 9.) If you need to reposition 
any tab stops, remember to select all the lines in the table before adjusting the 
tab stops. (See Figure 11-2.) Otherwise, you' ll end up changing only the tabs 
in the selected lines or in the line containing the insertion point. 
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Figure 11·2 
Adjusting the tab stops in the entire table. 

Editing a tabbed table is only slightly more difficult than editing regular 
text. The point to remember is that tab characters separate the items on each 
line, and if you delete one of these characters, all the items to the right of it 
slide one tab stop to the left. You can delete the item itself if you want to have 
a blank space in the table, but leave the tab before it in place. It might help to 
display the tab characters by choosing the Show 'j[ command before you 
prepare or edit the table. (A side note: If an entry contains no periods, you 
can select the entire entry by p ressing the Command key and clicking 
anywhere in it.) 

You can also wrap lines in tabbed tables, continuing the entries in each 
row of the table on one or more lines, while preserving the structure of one 
"record" per carriage return. This type of format is useful for telephone lists, 
an example of which is shown in Figure 11-3. 
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A two-line phone list. 

Using Styles to Format Tabbed Tables 
You might recall from Chapter 9 that if you've set different paragraph 
formats for some paragraphs in the selected text, the Ruler might be filled 
with gray. This can lead to minor difficulties when setting tabs, because 
you might see only those set for the first lir1e of text in the selection, and no 
others. If you add a tab stop to the selected text, Word doesn't remove the 
other tab stops unless you actually replace one that was there before. Word 
also fills the Ruler with gray if all the tabs in the selection are the same, but 
you've added any other paragraph format to some but not all lines in the 
selection. To determine the formats that have been set in the text, often it 
becomes necessary to click in each line to discover which line has the 
differing paragraph formats. 

One way to deal with inconsistent paragraph formats in a table is to 
return all the selected text to the Normal style and start over. However, 
instead of setting tab stops manually, you can define a style that has the 
tab stops you want and apply it to all the lines in a tabbed table. Then, if 
you need to adjust the table at any time, you redefine the style instead of 
manually reformatting the lines in the table. This technique is particularly 
handy when you have many tabbed tables in a document that are formatted 
in the same way. 

Cutting and Pasting Data in Tabbed Columns 
Word normally treats the characters in a document like one long string of 
beads, connecting the end of one line to the beginning of the next. When you 
select text in the document, you select a string of characters that starts at one 
point in the text and stops at another point. 

Word also lets you select a portion of two or more lines, rather than all 
the characters between two points. That is, you can select one column of text 
in a multicolumn tabbed table and leave alone the remainder of each line. 

TIP :' 
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To select a column of text, hold down the Option key while d ragging 
over the column you want to select. As Figure 11-4 shows, Word doesn't 
select the portions of the line before and after the column. (The rule for 
selection of characters is this: If any part of a character lies within the 
highlighted block, it becomes part of the selection.) Once you've selected the 
column, you can copy or move it elsewhere or format it all at once. This 
feature can be a tremendous timesaver for editing tabbed tables; without it 
you would have to move each item in the column individually. 

Note that if you select the tab characters along with the data in the table 
and then choose the Cut command, the columns to the right of it slide to the 
left. You might not want this to occur. Also, if the widths of the text in a 
column vary greatly or if you're using the left-aligned or centered tab stop for 
the column, you might find it necessary to adjust the positions or type of tab 
stops for the table so that you can select the material correctly. You can also 
drag from any corner of the intended selection. Once the column is in the 
Clipboard, you can paste it anywhere, even to another program such as 
Microsoft Excel or Microsoft Chart. If you paste it into Excel, for example, the 
tabs are removed, and each item goes into a separate cell in the spreadsheet. 
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Figure 11-4 
Selecting a column by holding down the Option key while dragging up 
and to the right from the lower left corner of the column. 

You can use this method for selecting blocks of text to move a column or 
to switch the order of two columns in a tabbed table. Suppose, for example, 
you have a four-column table and you want to reverse the order of the 
second and third columns. Here's what you could do: 

0 Press the Option key and select the third column. You also want to 
select the tab characters preceding the items in the third column, so 
start at the right edge of the first item in the second column, and drag 
down to just beyond the right edge of the third column. 



@ Press Command-X to cut the third column and place it in the 
Clipboard . 
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@) Place the insertion point immediately to the right of the first item in 
the first column. 

9 Press Command-V to paste the column back into the table. The 
columns on the right move to the right to make room for it. 

Of course, you could also select and cut the second column instead 
of the third. 

If you are pasting an extra column into a table, be sure that an extra tab 
marker is present to accommodate the new column. If you try to insert a fifth 
column into a table that has tab markers for only four columns (that is, only 
three tab markers per line), Word might paste in the new column without 
separating it from the column to the left. Remember that you can undo the 
Paste command if the results aren' t what you expected . If the extra tab 
characters aren't in the column copied to the Clipboard, you should add 
them to the table before you paste in the column. 

This process isn' t as easy if you want to copy or move a column to the far 
right of a tabbed table, because each line of the table ends with a paragraph 
mark rather than with a tab character. One way to deal with this is to select 
and cut the tab characters preceding the text in the column instead of those 
following. Another way is to add a tab character at the end of every line 
before you paste in the new column. You can insert a tab character at the end 
of each line of the last column, before the paragraph mark, by searching for 
the paragraph marks and replacing each with a tab character and a para
graph mark, as follows: 

0 Select every line in the table. 

@ Choose Change from the Search menu. 

@) Enter " p in the Find What field. 

9 Enter " t" p in the Change To field. 

0 Click the Change Selection button. Close the Change dialog box 
when the program finishes. 

<D Cut the column, place the insertion point between the newly inserted 
tab mark and the paragraph mark at the end of the first line, and 
paste in the column. 

Enhancing Tabbed Tables 
Basic, unadorned tabbed tables are fine for routine work, but for a touch of 
pizzazz, you can enhance them by adding horizontal and vertical lines and 
boxes. Chapter 9, "Paragraph Formatting," d iscusses these formats at length. 
This brief recap explains how to use them with tabbed tables. 
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Adding Vertical Lines 
You can use the vertical-line tab icon in the Ruler to separate columns. With 
the Ruler visible, select the entire table and place a vertical line tab at each 
spot along the Ruler where you want a column separator to appear. Figure 
11-5 shows a tabbed table to which a vertical line has been added . 
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Figure 11-5 
A vertical line used as a column separator. 

Remember that the vertical-line marker isn't a true tab stop. When you 
press the Tab key, the insertion point skips past the vertical line to the next 
true tab stop. Thus, adding vertical lines doesn' t a ffect the overall positioning 
of the items in a tabbed table. 

Adding Horizontal Borders 
As discussed in Chapter 9, horizontal borders stretch from the leftmost 
indent to the right indent of the paragraph to which you add the border. You 
might use such borders, for example, to separate column headings from the 
data underneath them. To draw a line under column headings, for example, 
do the following: 

0 Select the line containing the tabbed table's column head ings. 

@ Choose the Paragraph command, and click the Borders button. (It's 
convenient to add the Paragraph Borders command to the Format 
menu and then to choose the new menu command. Adding commands 
to menus is discussed in Chapter 3, "The Word Environment.") 

@} Select a line type, and click in the area below the paragraph template 
in the Border dialog box. 

0 Click the OK button. 



In Figure 11-5, for example, we added a border 3 points below the 
headings in the table by setting the appropria te options in the Paragraph 
Borders dialog box, and we added 3 points of Space Below to separate the 
heading and borders from the text beneath. Adjust the right and left indents, 
as needed, if the line stretches too far. 

Boxing a Table 
Boxing a table isolates it on the page. lf you're familiar with Word 3 you 
might remember that if you wanted one box to surround the whole table, you 
had to replace the paragraph marks at the end of all but the last line in the 
table with newline marks (created when you press Shift-Return). This made 
one paragraph of the entire table, to which you could then add a box format. 

In Word 4, however, the task of drawing one box around the entire table 
becomes almost trivial. To have Word draw a simple box around a tabbed 
table, do the following: 

0 Select every line in the table. 

@ Choose the Paragraph command and click the Borders button, or 
choose the Paragraph Borders command. 

@) Select a line weight and the Plain Box option. 

0 Click OK. 

Select other options in the Paragraph Borders dialog box to change line 
types or the spacing between the border and the text. You can mix line types 
and the spacing along the various boundaries to create special effects, as dis
cussed in Chapter 9, "Paragraph Formatting." Figure 11-6a and Figure 11-6b 
(on the following page) present a small gallery of box formats for a typical 
tabbed table. (You can also combine vertical-line tabs from the Ruler with 
border formats, as shown in the fourth example in the figure.) 
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Figure 11-6a 
Box border variations. 
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Box border variations. 
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• Working with Cell Tables 
The cell table structure is the most flexible way to arrange text in rows and 
columns of elements. You can put almost anything into a cell-as much as a 
standard page of text and graphics, formatted w ith collections of character 
and paragraph formats. You can even update the contents of a cell, or update 
the entire table, by establishing a link to a document created in a program 
other than Word (as discussed in Chapter 16, "Transferring Text and 
Graphics"). Cell tables have other uses as well. For example, you can use a 
cell table as a data document (as discussed in Chapter 17, "Merge Printing"). 

Cell tables have one drawback over traditional tabbed tables- Word 
doesn' t permit setting up s tyles for them . However, you can add styles to the 
text within a cell in a table, and you can create glossary entries for tables that 
contain table elements which conform to standard design rules for documents. 

Think of a cell in a table as a "mini-document" that has its own selection 
bar, and has its own top, bottom, left, and right margins, set by the limits 
of the cell boundaries. A typical cell table is shown in Figure 11-7. Notice 
that one of the major advantages of the cell table structure is that you can 
wrap text within cells, without having to break lines and insert tabs between 
columns (as is necessary in the tabbed table structure). 

As shown in the figure, the cells in a table can form regular arrangments 
of cells in a rectangular grid. Cell tables can also form irregular arrangements 
in which a cell (for example, the one containing the name of the table in the 
figure above) can stretch across one or more columns. A cell can contain 
more than one paragraph, each formatted with a d ifferent style, if desired. 
Each cell is a unit: If a cell doesn' t fit at the bottom of one page, Word moves 
the cell to the top of the next page rather than break the cell into two pieces. 
If a cell is too long to fit entirely on one page, Word cuts it off at the bottom 
of the page without running the text onto the top of the next page. 
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Figure 11-7 
A typical cell table. 

When you turn Show <j[ on, Word displays dotted lines around each cell, 
called table gridlines, and ends the material contained in the cell with a large 
dot, called the end-of-cell marker. This marker also ends each row. You don't 
see standard paragraph marks at the end of each snippet of text in the figure; 
the end-of-cell marker fulfills the same purpose, but you can ' t select (or copy 
or paste) the mark as you can paragraph and section marks. 

Most of your work with cell tables is done with three commands: Insert 
Table on the Document menu, Table on the Edit menu, and Cells on the 
Format menu. You choose the Insert Table command to insert an empty table 
grid into a document or to change a series of previously entered paragraphs 
into a filled cell table. 

Once the table is created, you can add or delete rows, columns, or 
selected ranges of cells with the Table command, found on the Edit menu . 
With the Table command you can also merge the contents of two or more 
cells together or split cells that have been previously merged. 

Finally, you can use the Cells command to alter the width, height, inden
tion, and alignment of the cells in a table, although you can also change the 
width and indention of cells from the Ruler. 

You can add borders to individual cells, to ranges of cells, or to the entire 
table by clicking the Borders button in the Cells dialog box, or by adding the 
Cell Borders command to the Format menu and choosing it. You can also set 
the placement of cells and rows in a table through the Position dialog box, in 
much the same way that you can with standard paragraphs, as discussed in 
Chapter 9, "Paragraph Formatting." 
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Creating and Converting Cell Tables 
You can create a cell table in two ways. You can insert a blank table of a 
specified number of rows and columns, or you can convert to a cell table a 
previously existing series of paragraphs (whether it was originally a table 
or not). You can also convert an existing cell table to a series of paragraphs 
formatted in the more standard format. 

Regardless of what you want to do, you use the Insert Table command, 
found on the Document menu. The specific action varies with the selection 
you made before choosing the command. If nothing is selected- that is, if 
you simply clicked an insertion point-Word inserts a blank cell table of a 
specified number of rows and columns. If you select a series of paragraphs 
that aren' t already a cell table, Word assumes you want to convert the para
graphs to a cell table. Finally, if you select a number of rows in a previously 
existing cell table, Word assumes tha t you want to convert the rows to a tab
delimited or other form of table and replaces the Insert Table command on 
the Document menu with the Table to Text command. 

Throughout the following discussion, you might find it convenient to use 
the Commands dialog box to add commands found at the end of this chapter 
to an appropriate menu. To avoid confusion, use the menu placement Word 
suggests until you become more familiar with this type of table. 

Inserting a Blank Cell Table 
To insert a new, empty cell table, do the following: 

0 Place the insertion point where you want the table. 

@ Choose Insert Table from the Document menu. The dialog box in 
Figure 11-8 appears. Notice that the options in the Convert From 
group at the bottom of the dialog box are dimmed, verifying that 
you aren' t converting previously existing text to a table. 

Insert TDble , ... ,. "'"""'' I' I m 
Number of Rows: 1 ~ 

Column Width: 3 in (rormot...J 

Conuert From 
0 f' llr<IIJntplt~ 0 l:omn111 ill~ limlt l' t l 

0 l nh ill~l imitl'tl 0 S l th~ bt.l Sld<l On lu 

Figure 11·8 
The Insert Table dialog box. 

~ Initially, Word uses values which create a table consisting of two 
columns and one row. You can create tables of up to 31 columns, 
and a theoretically unlimited number of rows. Enter the number of 
columns and the number of rows you want in the two edit fields. For 
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this example, enter 3 in the Number of Columns field, and enter 5 in 
the Number of Rows field . 

0 Word sets the initial width of each column of cells to half the width 
of the current text column-for one-column text, this would be the 
same as the distance between the margins. You can change the width 
of selected columns later, either from the Ruler or through the Cells 
command, found on the Format menu. The default values for the 
Left and Right margins, set in the Document dialog box, are 1.25 
inches, leaving a text column width of 6 inches. In this example, 
Word divides this by 3, for the three columns of the proposed table, 
and displays the result, 2 in, in the Column Width field. Leave the 
suggested column width as is. 

0 Click OK to insert the table. Figure 11-9 shows the resulting empty 
table, displayed with Show 'I! on. 

10 Untitled I E!JJj 
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Figure 11-9 
The new table, with Show 1] on. 

As you can see in the figure, Show <[ displays both the end-of-cell 
markers and the edges of the cells in the table. You can also choose 
Preferences from the Edit menu and select the Show Table Gridlines option, 
which displays the dotted lines in the table, but not the end-of-cell markers. 
Each cell is 2 inches wide, and the indent markers in the Ruler reflect the 
"pseudo-margins" established by the cell boundaries. 

The width of a table doesn' t change if you later change the margin 
settings, and (as mentioned earlier) you can' t establish styles for tables, so 
you should be fairly certain your margins won' t change before creating a 
large number of tables in a document. Otherwise, you have to go back and 
reformat the column widths for each table you've entered in the document. 

If you click the Format button in the Insert Table dialog box, Word inserts 
a table corresponding to the values you 've entered and immediately brings 
up the Cells dialog box, just as if you had clicked OK and then chosen Cells 
from the Format menu. (We' ll discuss the Cells command a bit later in this 
chapter.) 



Converting a Series of Paragraphs to a Table 
If you' re familiar with Word before version 4, you've probably created tables 
from columns of entries separated by tab characters, as discussed earlier in 
this chapter. Word lets you convert this type of table (as well as others) to 
the cell table structure. Simply select the table and choose the Insert Table 
command. You can convert four types of traditional tables to cell tables: 

0 Tables consisting of a series of paragraphs. 

0 Tables constructed from tabbed columns. 

0 Tables constructed from entries separated, or delimited, by commas. 
Word's merge data documents are good examples of this. Many 
database programs also generate text files in this forma t. 

0 Tables constructed from paragraphs hav ing the Side-by-Side 
paragraph format in Word 3. Because the cell table structure fulfills 
this need well, you can convert this older type of table to a cell table. 
(Occasionally, however, tables formatted with the Side-by-Side and 
the related Position paragraph formats are useful, so we also discuss 
these later in this chapter.) 

Let's say you want to convert the body of the tabbed table used in Figure 
11-1 to a cell table. To do this, do the following: 

0 Select the tabbed table, as shown in Figure 11-10. (We'll add the cells 
for the title and source reference la ter.) 

@ Choose the Insert Table command. The dialog box in Figure 11-11 
appears. 
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Figure 11-10 
The tabbed table with the body of the table selected. 
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The Insert Table dialog box after selecting the tabbed table in Figure 11-10. 

Notice that Word has made a good guess about the type and structure of 
the table from what has been selected. It proposes 4 columns and 13 rows
one row for each line ending in a paragraph mark and an extra line for the 
column headings, because the first line ends in a newline mark. The Number 
of Rows field is dimmed because, for the number of entries selected, the 
number of rows created depends solely on the number of columns specified. 
Word has also calculated the width of each column by dividing the number 
of columns into the width of the current text column. In this case, the text 
column in 4 inches wide, so the suggested column width is 1 inch. Notice a lso 
that Word has selected the Tab Delimited option in the Convert From group. 

@} Click OK to convert the tabbed table to the cell table format. The 
result is shown in Figure 11-12 on the following page. Each line of 
the rightmost three column headings in the tabbed table appears in 
its own cell. We'll combine the entries later, when we discuss editing 
the contents of cells. 

Figure 11-12 
The resulting cell table after conversion from the tabbed format. 
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If the selected text has a very complex arrangement, the precise effect of a 
conversion can be hard to foretell. For example, if you select a series of para
graphs in which the entries in each row are separated by commas instead of 
tab characters, Word suggests the Comma Delimited option in the Convert 
From group. However, if you selected the text in the table above and selected 
the Comma Delimited option instead of the suggested Tab Delimited option, 
Word changes the number of suggested columns to 2. Why? Because Word 
scans the selected text, finds the single comma in the second column after the 
row starting with the word Lead, and determines that this divides the row 
(and therefore the table) into two columns. If you clicked OK with the pro
posed formats, Word would separate the 2 and the 000. With both the Tab 
and Comma Delimited formats, Word scans each row in the selection- the 
row containing the greatest number of tabs or commas determines the 
number of columns suggested. 

Similarly, if you select a series of paragraphs, call up the Insert Table 
dialog box, and select the Paragraphs option in the Convert From group, 
Word tries to determine the number of rows and columns to suggest by 
trying to evenly divide 2 or 3 columns into the number of paragraphs in the 
selection and then presents the resulting number of rows. If the number of 
paragraphs you' re trying to convert isn't divisible by those numbers, Word 
gives up and waits for you to enter the desired number of rows and columns. 

Finally, if you've constructed a table from paragraphs having the Side
by-Side paragraph format, Word converts the selected paragraphs in much 
the same way it does when the Paragraph option is selected, but removes 
the Side-by-Side format, even if it's part of the style definition for those 
paragraphs. Also, Word translates the indention for the paragraphs into 
approximately the same column widths as in the selection. 

Converting a Table to a Series of Paragraphs 
If you select a series of rows in a table and then look for the Insert Table 
Command on the Document menu, you' ll see that the Insert Table command 
has changed to the Table To Text command. The associated dialog box is 
shown in Figure 11-13. Word gives you the option of converting a cell table to 
a series of paragraphs, a tabbed table, or a series of rows, each item of which 
is separated by a comma and a space character. 

Tnble To Tent 

Convert To ---. ([ )J 
® Porngrophs OK 
0 lob delimited ( Cance l ) 
0 Commo delimited 

Figure 11-13 
The Table To Text dialog box. 
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If you select the Paragraphs option, Word creates a series of paragraphs 
consisting of the contents of the first cell in the first row, then the contents of 
the second cell in the first row, and so on. If you select the Tab Delimited 
option, Word creates a paragraph of each row but inserts tab characters 
between each column entry. If you choose the Comma Delimited option, 
Word creates a paragraph of each row, as with the Tab Delimited option, but 
separates entries with a comma and a space character instead. 

Word doesn't support converting a table to a Side-by-Side series of para
graphs. However, you can convert a cell table to a simple series of paragraphs 
and then add the Side-by-Side format and the appropriate margin formats, as 
discussed in Chapter 9, "Paragraph Formatting." 

To convert a cell table to one of these standard formats, do the following: 

0 Select the table. To select the entire table, press the Option and 
Command keys, and double-click anywhere in the table. 

@ Choose the Table To Text command. The dialog box in Figure 11-13 
appears. 

@) Select the type of paragraphs to which you want to convert the table. 

0 Click OK. 

What happens if you've entered more than one paragraph into a given 
cell? A good way to think of the conversion process is to imagine that Word 
converts each end-of-cell marker to a paragraph mark, a tab character, or a 
comma-and-space, depending on which you've selected. The paragraph 
marks that existed in the original cell table are untouched by the conversion. 

Editing Tables 
Once you've created a cell table or converted one from another format, you 
can edit the contents of cells in tables or alter the arrangement of the cells in a 
table. To do this, you need to know how to select the text in cells and ranges 
of cells in a table and how to move the insertion point around in a table. You 
can use the Copy, Cut, and Paste commands on the Edit menu to rearrange 
the text in cell tables. You can also use the Table command to change the 
order of cells in a table, to insert new rows and columns, and to merge the 
contents of two or more cells into one cell stretching across more than one 
column. 

Selecting in Tables 
The rules for selecting text in a cell table are a little different than for selecting 
normal text. For example, in normal text, you can select a line by clicking in 
the selection bar next to the line. In tables, each cell has its own selection 
bar-if you click in a cell selection bar, however, you select the entire cell. 

Similarly, double-clicking in the selection bar of any cell in a row selects 
the row-not the paragraph. You can also double-click anywhere to the left 
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of the leftmost cell boundary. To select a paragraph within a cell, you must 
explicitly drag from the beginning of the paragraph through the paragraph 
mark a t the end. 

To select an entire column, move the pointer to the top border of the 
topmost cell in that column. You' ll see the pointer change to a downward
pointing arrow. You can achieve the same effect more easily by pressing the 
Option key and clicking in a column. To select the entire table, press the 
Option key and double-click in any column. 

The reasons for selecting text in a cell, and ranges of cells in a table, are 
the same as anywhere else in a document- for editing text and for applying 
forma ts. For example, you can apply a tab-stop format to an entire column a t 
once by selecting the column and applying the tab format, either from the 
Ruler or through the Tabs djalog box. 

In the same way that clicking in a paragraph selects the entire paragraph 
for paragraph formatting, selecting any text in a cell (or simply clicking in a 
cell) selects the cell for formatting through the Cells dialog box, discussed 
later in this chapter. 

Moving in Tables 
The easiest way to move the insertion point from cell to cell within a table is 
to press the Tnb key. This behavior is meant to simulate the use of the Tab 
key in spreadsheet p rograms such as Microsoft Excel. To enter a tab character 
in a table, press Option-Tab. To move in the opposite d irection, press Shlft
Tab. If the insertion point is in the last cell in the table when you press the 
Tab key, Word inserts a new row below the las t row and moves the insertion 
point to the first cell in the new row. 

You can also use the keypad to move the insertion point from cell to cell 
within a table. The following key sequences (except for Tab and Shift-Tab) 
move between text areas in Page View, but they also work within a cell table 
in either Page View or Galley View: 

To move 

Right 
Left 

Up 

Down 

To next cell 

To prev ious cell 

Press 

Option-Command-6 

Option-Command-4 

Option-Command-S 

Option-Command-2 

Option-Command-3, or Tab 

Option-Command-9, or Shi ft-Tab 

Each of these operations is represented by a command in Word's 
Command dialog box, and you could add them to a menu or change the key 
sequence assignment from the table above. (Refer to the table of commands 
at the end of this chapter for a complete listing of commands for working 
with tables.) 



Decimal Tabs in Tables 
Word's behavior with regard to decimal tabs in tables is interes ting. 
If you set a decimal tab within a cell and then press the Tab key to move 
the insertion point to that cell, Word automatically moves the insertion 
point to that tab P,Osition. Moving to other types of tab stops in a table 
doesn't work inj~i.s way. When you set a decimal tab for al"l empty cell, 
'Word moves tne:end-of-cell marker to that position to indicate that 
this is where the irisertion point will move. Setting an alignment for a 
range of cells moves the end-of-cell marker in a similar fashion. 

Copying, Cutting, and Pasting Cells 
If you select a range of cells-a row, a column, a range of cells within 
the table, or the entire table-and then choose the Copy command, 
Word transfers both the text in the cells and the arrangement of cells 
selected to the Clipboard. Choosing the Cut command has the same 
result but empties the cells in the range you selected instead of actually 
removing the cells; to delete the cells, you must use the Table command, 
discussed below. 

If you choose Show Clipboard from the Window menu, you'll see the 
copied material, as shown in Figure 11-14. If Show~[ is on, Word displays 
the cell boundaries in the Clipboard window as well as in the document. 

!0~ Cllpboord 0 1 

Figure 11-14 
The Show Clipboard window after a range of cells has been copied. 

When you paste the range of cells contained in the Clipboard, what 
happens depends on whether you' re pasting into an area of the table or 
into an area outside the table. If you place the insertion point outside the 
table and choose the Paste command, Word inserts the actual arrange
ment of cells as well as their contents, as shown in Figure 11-15 on the 
following page. Notice that the width and border formats in the pasted 
material remain. 
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Inserting a block of cells by copying and pasting. 
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If, however, you place the insertion point in a cell or select a range of cells 
inside a table having the same number of columns and rows as the copied 
cells, and then choose Paste, Word replaces the contents of that range of cells 
with the material in the Clipboard and d oesn't insert the actual cells. (See 
Figure 11-16.) If you paste into an area of selected cells that doesn' t have the 
same number of columns and rows, you' ll see the message Copy and Paste 
areas are different shapes. 

When you paste a range of cells into a table, the cell formats in the pasted 
material are lost. This eliminates the need for extensive reformatting in the 
table after moving things around- the formats of the destination cells take 
precedence over the pasted material. Consequently, the cell widths in the 
pasted text in the figure are all the same, and the border formats have 
d isappeared. The character and paragraph formats in the copied materia l 
remain. 

You can also place the insertion point before an end-of-row marker. If 
you click in this area with the Ruler scale set to the Table scale, you' ll see that 
the margins set for it are only about 1/s inch wide. However, you can paste a 
range of cells into this area, bu t you can' t enter text there. If you d o, you' ll see 
the message Not a valid action for end of row. 
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Figure 11-16 
The effect of pasting a copied range of cells back into a table. 

Editing Tables with the Table Command 
The Cut, Copy, and Paste commands on the Edit menu allow you to move 
the text in a range of cells to another area in a table or to extend the table by 
copying and pasting sections of it. To work with the actual structure of the 
table apart from the material contained within it, however, you need to use 
the Table command, often in conjunction with Cut, Copy, and Paste. With it, 
you can add and delete rows and columns, reverse the order of rows and 
columns, and merge a collection of smaller cells into a larger cell. 

When you choose Table from the Edit menu, you' ll see the dialog box 
shown in Figure 11-17. Depending on the range of cells you've selected, some 
options in the d ialog box might be dimmed or have different names. For 
example, Word permits splitting only those cells that have been previously 
merged-if you select a merged cell and choose the Table command, the 
Merge Cells button in the dialog changes to Split Cell. 

ORow 
0 Column 
®Selection 

Shift Cells 

Tobie 

Figure 11-17 

Insert 

Delete 

[MNI.I I~ l: l" lls) 

[ Concel ) 

The Table dialog box. 
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Throughout the following discussion, as elsewhere, you might find it 
helpful to assign a key sequence to the Table command or even to add the 
commands for the various options in the Table dialog box to the Edit menu. 
This will make it easier to play vvith this feature of Word without having to 
use the mouse. 

Inserting and deleting new rows, columns, and ranges of cells 
To insert a new row or column in a table, do the following: 

0 Click anywhere in the row or column. 

@ Choose the Table command. 

~ Select the Row or Column option, and click the Insert button. 

Word inserts the new row above the cell containing the insertion point. 
If you select the Column option, Word inserts the new column to the left of 
the cell. If you select an entire row or column before choosing the Table com
mand, Word preselects the appropriate option for you. If you select a range 
of cells, Word preselects the Selection option in the dialog box. 

To add more than one row, select the number of rows you want to insert 
and then use the Table command: Word inserts the number of rows you 
selected. New rows are inserted above the topmost row in the selected range. 
Similarly, you can insert more than one column by selecting the number of 
columns you want to insert before choosing the Table command. New col
umns are inserted to the left of the leftmost column in the selection. 

If you've selected a range of cells instead of entire rows or columns, the 
Shift Cells group in the dialog box becomes active. You can use this group to 
insert one or more cells in a table, either by shifting previously existing cells 
to the right (horizontally) or by inserting the number of rows in the selected 
range and shifting the selected range down (vertically). Notice tha t shifting 
cells horizontally extends the table to the right by exactly the number of cells 
you selected, while shifting cells vertically inserts entire rows. 

When you do insert or delete ranges of cells, the table usually changes 
from a rectangular shape to one having an irregular arrangement of cells, an 
example of which is shown in Figure 11-21 on page 354. 

The process for deleting rows, columns, or ranges of cells is similar to 
that for inserting them; you simply select the cells you want to delete, choose 
the Table command, and click the Delete button. The remaining cells slide 
over to fill the gap. Be careful with this: If you've selected an entire column 
and then you select the Row option in the Table dialog box, you could delete 
the entire table! If you happen to delete something by mistake, simply choose 
Undo from the Edit menu. 



Cell tables consisting of one cell 
If ydu copy a cell and paste it into nontabular text, the result is a table 
consisting of only one cell. One-cell tables have a number of interesting uses. 
You can use styled text within the cell and change the width of the cell, in 
effe~,~ sreating,a,t,t exceptiop to the established page margins or to the left and 
riglhi indents, without having to add or subtracLparagraph formats or' change 
the page margins in the Document dialog box. The Table indention, position, 
spacmg, and border formats are all independent of the paragraph formats of 
the'teX,:t within the cell. 

ivou can use one-cell tables to set up design elements tnat might occur 
only a few times in a document, when you don't want to spend extra time 
creating new styles. For example, if you want to put a special note in a box, 
yet have the te;xt in the box retain its style and paragraph formats, you can 
putthe text into'a'cell and,then position and add borders to. the cell rather 
than to the text in the cell. 

Inserting a New Row at the End of a Table 
One way to insert an arrangement of cells at the end of a table is to select and 
copy or cut the cells, enter an empty paragraph after the end of the table, and 
choose the Paste command. If you cut the cells, the cells are emptied of their 
contents, but the arrangement of empty cells remains. This method inserts 
not only the specific arrangement of cells you copied but the contents of the 
cells as well. 

If, however, you want to continue the table with the same cell formats as 
the last row, simply click in the rightmost cell of the last row and press the 
Tab key. 

Inserting a Normal Paragraph Above a Row 
An interesting problem can occur if you've constructed a cell table at the very 
beginning of the document and then you want to insert a normal, non tabular 
paragraph before the table. You can't place the insertion point before the 
table-if you try to click there, the insertion point appears before ·the first 
character in the first cell of the table. And if you then press Return, the new 
paragraph appears inside the first cell. Similarly, you might want to break a 
table into two tables, with normal, nontabular text between them. 

One way of inserting the normal paragraph would be to create a new 
blank row, select it, and choose Table To Text from the Document menu, but 
there is a better way. All you do is place the insertion point in any cell of the 
row above which you want the normal paragraph and then press Option
Command-Spacebar. The normal paragraph is inserted above the row 
containing the insertion point, breaking the table into two tables if the 
insertion point is anywhere in the table except the first row. 
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Inserting a Column Past the Rightmost Column 
You can easily insert a new row beyond the last row in a table, but how do 
you insert a new column beyond the far right side of a table? Because Word 
inserts new columns to the left of the selected range of cells, you might think 
it impossible to select a range of cells past the rightmost column. 

However, if you turn Show ~[ on in the Preferences dialog box, you' ll 
see that each row of cells ends in a marker like the end-of-cell marker. 
Technically, the end-of-row marker marks a cell that cannot contain material 
or formats but is a cell nonetheless. You can see the limits of this cell by 
choosing Show Ruler from the Format menu. The indent markers are close 
together; if you try to change the width of the cell by dragging the indent 
markers, the markers simply pop back to their original positions. If you 
choose the Cells command, you see the message Invalid selection to format 
cells. If you try to enter text into it, you see the message Not a valid action 
for end of row. At other times, Word simply beeps or does nothing. 

However, you can place the insertion point just before this marker to 
select this "pseudo-cell" and then choose the Table command to add the new 
rightmost column. 

0 Place the insertion point before the end-of-row marker at the end of 
any row, as shown in Figure 11-18. (Turn Show <j[ on first to see the 
end-of-row markers and the cell boundaries.) 

@ Choose the Table command. 

@) Select the Column option. 

0 Click the Insert button. 
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Figure 11-18 

X 

Placing the insertion point for inserting a new column beyond the 
rightmost edge of the table. 
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Word inserts the new column on the right edge of the table, as shown 
in Figure 11-19. Notice that, in this case, the widths of the new cells in the 
column aren't all the same and that the end-of-cell markers aren' t located in 
the same place in every celL The reason for this is simple: When you insert a 
new cell, Word usually copies the cell, paragraph, and character formats 
from the cell that is to the right. When you insert a cell at the end of a row, 
however, Word copies formats from the cell to the left. In the case of the first 
and last cells in the table, which have been merged (see the section on 
merging cells below), Word simply inserts a default cell that is one inch wide. 

Figure 11-19 
After inserting the new column. 

Word also copied the paragraph formats into the new cells from the cells 
to the left. In the figure, the placement of the end-of-cell markers in all but the 
first two and last rows of the last column of the table are determined by the 
decimal tab stops that have been set there. 

If you want to insert more than one column, you can choose the Again 
command, or simply press Command-A. 

Switching the Order of Rows and Columns 
To delve deeper into the process of using the Cut, Copy, and Paste com
mands with the Table command, let's switch the order of two columns in 
a table. Let's say you want to switch the order of the Human Activity and 
Natural Sources columns in the Metals table, shown in Figure 11-20. Just to 
make it harder (and perhaps more realistic), we'll reverse only the range of 
cells containing the data, not the entire columns, because we want the 
merged cell containing the text thousand tons to be unaffected by the change. 
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To reverse the order of the two columns in the table, do the following: 

0 Select the range of data in the second column, as shown in 

10 

Figure 11-20. 

Metnls (Cell Tobie) 
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Figure 11-20 
After selecting the data in the second column. 

0 1 

@ Choose the Table command. (The Selection and Horizontally options 
should be selected-if not, go back to 0 and select the data again.) 
When you click the Insert button, a new range of cells in the same 
shape as the selection is inserted between the fi rst and second 
columns, as shown in Figure 11-21. 

10 Metnls (Cell Tobie) 

Figure 11-21 
After inserting a blank range of cells. 
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Notice that the paragraph formats of the inserted cells are faken from the 
cells to the right of the new cells. In this case, the text in the first column is 
left-aligned, and the numbers in the second column are formatted with a 
decimal tab stop. (Remember that setting a single decimal tab stop in a cell 
doesn't require you to actually add a tab character within the cell to align the 
text: This is the only type of tab stop in tables that acts this way.) 

@) Select the range of cells containing both the Human Activitt; and 
Natural Sources numbers, and choose the Cut command. This leaves 
the arrangement of cells intact, clears the range of text, and transfers 
the range of cells to the CUpboard. 

0 Click the insertion point in the first cell of the empty range in the first 
column, and choose the Paste command. The table should look like 
Figure 11-22. (It's often easy to select the entire cell, highlighting the 
cell, rather than simply clicking the insertion point there. If you 
choose the Paste command with only one cell selected, Word reports 
Copy and Paste areas are different shapes.) 

10 Metols (Cell Tobi e) 
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Figure 11-22 
After pasting the Human Activity and Natural Sources columns. 

0 Select the empty range of cells in the fourth column, choose the Table 
command, and click the Delete button. The rightmost column contain
ing the ratios slides to the left, returning to its original position. 

All that remains is to exchange the contents of the cells containing the 
Human Activity and Natural Sources headings of the columns. You can do 
this in the way just described. However, for editing the text in single cells, 
it's often easier simply to cut the text in the cell and paste it into the new 
location, rather than adding and deleting cells. 
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Merging and Splitting Cells 
In our last example, we worked around the merged cell beneath the headings 
of the second and third columns in the table, containing the text thousand tons, 
as shown in Figure 11-22. When you merge two cells, you create one cell 
which combines the contents and the area of both. There are two other exam
ples of merged cells in the Metals table: One contains the title at the top of the 
table, and the other contains the attribution at the bottom of the table. Let's see 
how these were created . Figure 11 -23 shows the table before merging the cells 
beneath the column headings. 
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Figure 11·23 
The two cells before merging. 

To merge the two cells, do the following: 

0 Select the range of cells you want to merge. 

@ Choose the Table command. 

@) Click the Merge Cells button. The result is shown in Figure 11-24. 

Figure 11-24 
After merging the two cells. 

As the figure shows, the merged cell stretches across two columns, but 
each cell has become one paragraph in the cell. If the Ruler is set to the 
Normal scale, you'll see that the new indents of the cell correspond to the left 
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and right edges of the cell boundary. To finish, select and delete the para
graph mark, and apply the Centered paragraph format to the text in the cell. 

Interestingly, once two cells are merged into one, you cannot merge the 
merged cell with yet another cell. If you do select them both and choose the 
Table command, you'll find that the Merge Cells button is dimmed. 

To split a previously merged cell into two cells, the process is reversed: 

0 Select the cell. 

@ Choose the Table command. Notice that the Merge Cells button is 
now the Split Cell button. 

@} Click the Split Cell button. 

Word permits splitting only those cells that have been previously merged. 
The resulting number of cells equals the number of cells originally merged. 

The text from the merged cell is distributed among the split cells in an 
interesting way. If the number of paragraphs in the original merged cell is 
greater than the number of resulting cells, Word works from the bottom of 
the list and begins by putting the bottom paxagraph into the rightmost cell, 
the second-to-the-last paxagraph in the cell second from the right, and so on. 
All the leftover paxagraphs at the top of the list are placed in the leftmost cell. 
If, however, the original merged cell contains fewer paragraphs than 
resulting cells, Word works down from the top of the list and inserts each 
paragraph into a cell, working from left to right. 

Formatting Tables 
After you've established the basic structure of your table and entered the text 
or graphics you want in its cells, you can work on refining the appearance of 
the table. Of course, as elsewhere in Word, you can easily shift back and forth 
between editing a table and making it look better. For example, you'll prob
ably find it useful to change the dimensions of cells immediately after enter
ing the text, in order to make room for the text. Most of the formats you can 
add to tables are similar to for:mats that you can add to paragraphs, but 
you should keep in mind that they are two separate format domains. You 
can change table formats with the following features of Word: 

0 The Ruler-to change indention of rows and width of columns. 

0 The Cells dialog box-to change column width, space between 
columns, the indention of rows in the table, the height of rows in the 
table, and the alignment of rows relative to the page margins. You 
can also add borders to cells, columns, rows, and the entire table, 
either by clicking the Borders button in the Cells dialog box or by 
adding the Cell Borders command to the Format (or other) menu 
and choosing the command. 
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0 The Position dialog box-to change the position of the table on the 
page, in much the same way you use the Position paragraph format 
to place one or more paragraphs on the page. 

Ruler Formatting 
If you've selected text that isn't in a table, clicking the Scale icon at the right 
end of the Ruler cycles between the Normal scale and the Page scale, as dis
cussed in the Ruler Formatting section in Chapter 9, "Paragraph Formatting." 
If the insertion point is within a cell of the table and the Ruler is set to the 
Normal scale, the 0 point is set at the left edge of the cell boundary, and you 
see the paragraph formats-indents, tabs, alignment, and so on-attached to 
the selected paragraph in the cell. If the Ruler is set to the Page scale, you see 
the square brackets ( t l ), which correspond to the left and right page margins 
or to the edges of the current text column in a multiple-column section. 

When the insertion point is within a table, however, the Table scale is 
added to the list. Place the insertion point in a table, and call up the Ruler. 
Click the Scale icon at the right end of the Ruler until you see the table 
formatting marks in the Ruler, as shown in Figure 11-25. We've indented the 
Metals table 1/2 inch from the left margin of the document, as indicated by 
the left-indent marker at that position in the Ruler. The edge of each column 
is marked by aT (T ). The dotted line represents the right margin for one
column sections or the right edge of the current column for multiple-column 
sections. Notice that the icons representing the paragraph formats in the icon 
bar are dimmed-a reminder that you can apply these only when the Ruler is 
set to the Normal scale. 
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Figure 11-25 
The Ruler showing the Table scale. 
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What you change from the Ruler is applied to all the cells in the currently 
selected rows; if you want to change the indention or column widths for an 
entire table, select the entire table. To change column widths or the left indent 
from the Ruler, do the following: 

0 Select the rows you want to change. 

@ Drag the left-indent marker to a new position to change the 
indention of the selected rows. Drag a column marker to change the 
position of the right edge of the cells in that column. The markers to 
the right of the dragged marker move with it. To prevent this, press 
the Shift key before you drag the marker. 

The Cells Command 
The Ruler presents an easy way to change the indention and width of cells in 
a table. You can also use the Cells command to change the same character
istics, as well as many others. When you select a range of cells in a table and 
choose the Cells command, Word displays the Cells dialog box, as shown in 
Figure 11-26. 

As elsewhere in Word, the right side of the dialog box contains the OK 
button for setting cell formats and dismissing the dialog box, the Cancel 
button for canceling the operation, and the Apply button for applying for
mats without dismissing the dialog box. The Apply button works well with 
the Previous Column and Next Column buttons in the lower right corner 
of the dialog box. You can click the Apply button to set formats for the cur
rent column without dismissing the dialog box and then click the Next 
Column button to move the selection to the next column to the right: If 
you've clicked in or selected a cell, the selection moves by cells; if you've 
selected a column, the selection moves by columns. (Remember that you 
can easily select an entire column by pressing the Option key and clicking 
anywhere in the column.) 

Cells 
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Figure 11-26 
The Cells dialog box. 
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Through the Cells dialog box, you can change the following characteris
tics of tables, as discussed in the next several pages. Almost every option in 
the dialog box affects the entire set of rows containing the range of cells 
you've selected. For example, if you select three cells in one column of a cell 
table and enter a value in the Indent Rows field, every row that contains a 
selected cell becomes indented. 

There are two exceptions to this. If you enter a number in the Width of 
Column field, the new column width is applied only to the cells you've 
selected. Applying border forma ts to cells works in the same way-you can 
draw a border around one cell, around the edge of a range of selected cells, 
and around the entire table. 

Column Width 
The first field in the Cells dialog box sets the width of the selected column or 
columns. Although the process is similar to setting column widths from the 
Ruler, with the Cells dialog box you can format more than column at a time. 
When you select a range of cells in a column and choose the Cells command, 
the actual name of the field changes to reflect the selection. For example, if 
you select a range of cells in columns 2 through 4, the name of the field reads 
Width of Columns 2-4. As just mentioned, the new column width is applied 
not to each cell in the selected rows, nor to entire columns, but solely to the 
cells you've selected. 

Space Between Columns 
The Space Between Columns field is similar to the Spacing option in the 
Section dialog box. You can use this setting to add space between the col
umns in a table. When you bring up the Cells d ialog box and you haven't 
previously entered a value in the Space Between Columns field, Word sets 
a default of 0.111 inches. Word puts half the space entered in the field on the 
left side of each cell in the selected rows and half on the right side; the overall 
width of the cell doesn't change, but the room remaining for the text in the 
cell decreases. If you click in the cell and look at the position of the left and 
right indents in the Ruler in Normal scale, you' ll see that the distance be
tween the left cell boundary and the zero point in the Ruler is half the value 
entered in the Space Between Columns field. 

Let's consider an example. Figure 11-27 shows the headings from the 
Metals table we've used earlier in this chapter; the alignment in earlier 
instances of the table was set to Centered, but here we've set it to Flush Left 
and set the left indents at the 0 point in the Ruler so you can see where the 
left edge of the text falls. We've a lso set the Space Between Columns value 
to 0 in, so the left indent coincides with the left edge of the cell. 
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Figure 11-27 
The headings in the Metals table, with the Space Between Columns 
value set to 0 in and the alignment set to Flush Left. 

If you set the insertion point in, say, the first cell of the row containing 
the headings and change the Space Between Columns setting to 0.25 in, Word 
adds a gap of 0.125 inch on the left and right sides of each cell in the row, as 
shown in Figure 11-28. 
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Figure 11-28 
After setting the Space Between Columns value for the row to 0.25 in. 

The result of adding this space is that the 0 point of the text in the column 
aligns where it did previously, but the left edge of the cell moves to the left of 
the 0 point. Because the overall width of the cell doesn' t change, you see the 
right edge of the cell moving to the left by 0.125 inch as well, but the space 
reserved for the text in the cell (indicated by the indent markers in the Ruler) 
decreases by 0.25 inch. Notice that the word Contribution in the last column 
wraps to the next line because the available width in the cell has decreased . 
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This behavior can lead to an interesting problem. Because half the space 
Word adds for thls format is to the left of the zero point, any borders you've 
added to the cell (discussed below) move as well. If the text above and below 
the table aligns at the 0 point (usually the left margin), this seems to move the 
left edge of the table to the left of the rest of the text. Typically, designs for 
documents specify tha t the left edge of an element (such as a graphic or table) 
aligns cleanly on one or more edges. 

Probably the best time to use the Space Between Columns format, 
therefore, is when you don' t need to implement exacting standards for the 
design of a document and can live with a uniform amount of space between 
the columns in the table. You can effectively remove the Space Between 
Columns format by entering 0 in in the field; instead, use the left (and right) 
indents belonging to the text in cells to add space between the columns. The 
first cell in the row that contains the headings in Figure 11-27 shows the cell 
with no space between columns, and the heading touches the left edge of the 
cell. Figure 11-29 shows the same table, but 1/16 inch indents are used instead, 
as indicated by the position of the left indent in the Ruler. 
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Figure 11-29 
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Using the indents to add space between columns. 

Another point to consider when deciding whether to use the Space 
Between Columns format or paragraph indention for a particular table is 
whether you want to establish one or more styles for the text in the cells. If 
you want the control that styles afford, adding an indention format to the 
style probably won' t cause additional work. However, if you would like all 
the text in the cells to have the same format as text outside the table, such as 
the Normal style, you might be better off using the Space Between Columns 
format in conjunction with Row indention, discussed next. 

Row Indention 
Entering a value in the Indent Rows field indents the entire row, in much the 
same way that paragraph indention works for paragraphs. You can indent 
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rows through the Cells dialog box or by dragging the left-indent marker in 
the Ruler in the Table scale. The indention is measured from the 0 point in 
the Ruler's Normal scale-the left margin for single-column sections or the 
left edge of the column for multiple-column sections. 

You can use this feature to counteract the effects of adding the Space 
Between Columns format discussed above or to create a special effect in a 
document. For example, it's relatively easy to create a "stair-step" structure 
for a table, such as that of the first table shown in Figure 11-30, by deleting 
cells on the right side of a rectangular table. 

Untltled2 
0 12 13 14 15 II> 

Page I Normol 

Figure 11-30 
"Stair-step" table structure created by deleting cells. 

However, if you'd like to begin the stair-step s tructure on the left side of 
the table, like that shown in the second table of Figure 11-30, you couldn't 
simply delete cells on the left side of the table-the cells on the right would 
then slide to the left. Instead, you could simply leave the cells on the left 
side of the table empty, and indicate the edges of the structure with border 
formats. Another way to accomplish the same result using row indention 
would be to indent each row by the width of one column, as you can see by 
the position of the indents in the Ruler in the figure. 

Row Height 
The Minimum Row Height field is similar to the Line Spacing field in the 
Paragraph dialog box. If the field contains the text Auto, the height of the row 
is determined by the height of the cell containing the "tallest" amount of text 
or graphics, either because the cell contains the most material or because 
you've set paragraph spacing formats for the text in the cell. (For example, 
the tallest cell could consist of less text than in other cells but be formatted 
with a large amount of Space Before and Space After.) 

If you enter a measurement in the Minimum Row Height field, the value 
sets the height of the cells in the selected rows. If you enter more text in a cell 
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than will fit within this cell height, Word increases the row height to 
accommodate the extra material. 

Finally, in the same way that you can insert a minus sign before the 
measurement in the Line Spacing field of the Paragraph dialog box, you can 
insert a minus sign before the value entered in the Minimum Row Height 
field. In this case, a better name for the field might be Maximum Row Height, 
because Word does not increase the height of the cells in the row to 
accommodate the cell with the tallest material. 

Setting an absolute row height for a cell can be very useful for creating 
forms, when the fields in the form should always have the same dimensions, 
or for creating regular gridlike structures. Sometimes, for example, it's 
desirable to set up a design for a document that requires "writing to the 
page." In such a design, no topic in the document can run over to the next 
page, and each piece of text must be placed on a specific area on the page. 
You can set up single cells having an absolute row height, and no matter how 
much text you enter in the cell, it will stay within the cell and remain on that 
one page. Unfortunately, the maximum number you can specify in the field is 
6 inches, the same as for the Line Spacing field in the Paragraph dialog box. 

Beware of entering too much text in such a cell, however, because the text 
can disappear past the bottom boundary of the cell. If you' re using keyboard 
commands, the insertion point can travel into the undisplayed text. If the cell 
contains too much text and Show 'If is on, Word reminds you that text exists 
"below the horizon" by drawing a thick bar across the bottom of the cell, as 
shown in Figure 11-31. (Don't confuse this bar with a thick border format.) 

10 Metols (Cell Tobie) 

SOtiJICE:.Ju:us .N .. GlllDWJ.y .tt.U.,. ''TrM t · Mtlal:s . h . ArllospMr.(. • 
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Figure 11-31 
The cell in the last row of the table has an absolute 
Minimum Row Height and contains 1oo much text. 



Alignment of Rows 
Setting the alignment of rows works much like the process of setting align
ments for paragraphs, except that you set the alignment of paragraphs 
through the Ruler and set row alignment through the Cells dialog box. 
Simply select the rows you want to realign, choose the Cells command, 
and click the appropriate option in the Align Rows group. 

Cell Borders 
You can invoke the Cell Borders command in two ways-either by clicking 
the Borders button in the Cells dialog box or by adding the Cell Borders 
command to the Format (or other) menu and choosing it instead. When you 
select a range of cells and call up the Borders dialog box (by either method), 
you'll see a dialog box like that shown in Figure 11-32. 

Cell Borders Cell Borders 

Apply To CEJ Apply To 
[( OK JJ 

®Selected Cells As Block 0 Selected Cells Rs Block 
0 Euery Cell In Selection [ Concel J ® Euery Cell In Selection [Con eel ) 

.. J . .J ... L_ . -.1 1... . 

··I-- [ .. __ , 
"'1 ••. 1 I"' 

Figure 11-32 
The Cell Borders dialog box, in its two versions. 

The Cell Borders dialog box contains a schematic similar to that found in 
the Paragraph Borders dialog box. By clicking on the various boundaries in 
the schematic, you can draw lines around the perimeter of a range of cells or 
on one side alone. You can also click in the center of the schematic to d raw 
lines between any two cells in the selected range. 

You can add borders to individual cells, to columns, to any selected 
range of cells, or to the table as a whole, depending on what range you 
selected before calling up the dialog box. Specifically, what you add borders 
to depends on which of the two options you select in the Apply To group: If 
you select the Selected Cells As Block option, you see the schematic shown in 
the first version of the dialog box in Figure 11-32, and you add borders to the 
entire range of cells you selected as if it were one object. For example, you 
can draw a border around an entire table by selecting it and using this 
option. 

If, however, you use the Every Cell In Selection option, the schematic 
changes to the second version of the Cell Borders dialog box shown in Figure 
11-32. Note that the schematic represents only one cell with four boundaries; 
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the border formats you select are applied to each cell independently of the 
others in the range you selected. 

Notice that the Cell Borders dialog box does not contain an edit field for 
border spacing, as does the Paragraph Borders dialog box. If you'd like to 
adjust the distance between a cell border and the text within the cell, you can 
do this by adding a Space Between Columns format, or by adding combina
tions of paragraph indention and Space Before and Space After. Of course, 
you can also ignore the Cell Border format completely and use paragraph 
borders to achieve much the same effect. 

Spacing in Tables 
Setting the spacing of elements in a table can involve a large number of 
parameters-it can get very complicated if you use many types of vertical 
and horizontal spacing in text at the same time. Here are the paragraph 
formats and table formats that influence spacing in tables: 

Item 

Paragraph formats: 

Indents 

Line Spacing 

Space Above and Space Below 

Border spacing 

Alignment 

Positjon formats 

Table formats: 

lndention 

Column widths 

Space Between Columns 

Minimum Row Height 

Alignment 

Position fom1ats 
(see next section) 

Horizontal 

Left, right, lll;ld first-line. 

Left and right. 

Left, right, and centered. 

Vertical 

Space is added above 
each line. Otherwise, • 1 

space is determin,ed by ; 
the tallest character or ' 
graphic in each line. . 

Top and bottom. 

Top and bottom. 

Text wraps around all sides of positioned paragraphs. 
You can also set the Distance From Text value, 
which is added to the border spacing. 

Left indent. 

Left and right. 

Space is added to both 
the left side and the 
right side of each 
column. 

No effect , 

Left, right, and centered. 

Distance betw~en top and 
bottom cell boundaries, 
detennined by the tallest 
collection of text, · 
graphics, and paragraph 
fonnats in the cell. 

Text wraps around all sides of positioned tables. 
You can also set the Distance from Text value, 
which is not affected by table borders . 



Table Position 
When you select one or more rows in a table and choose the Position 
command, Word presents the Position dialog box, shown in Figure 11-33. 
You can also click the Preview button or choose Print Preview from the File 
menu to drag positioned tables from one place to another on a page, just as 
you can with positioned paragraphs. 

Horizontol 

lm.lfQJ 
Reiotiue to: 
0Morgin 
QPoge 
®Column 

Figure 11-33 

Position 

Uertlcoi n OK I] 
lin line IIQJ 

[ Concei I 
Reiotlue to: 
@Morgin ~ 
0 Poge [ ) Preuiew ... 

The Position dialog box. 
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The rules for placing tables are similar to the rules for positioning 
paragraphs, discussed in Chapter 9, "Paragraph Formatting," so we'll discuss 
only the peculiarities for positioned tables here. The Position command on 
the Format menu actually has two applications-one for Positioned para
graphs and one for Positioned tables. This can be a bit confusing because the 
Position format, when applied to paragraphs, becomes a paragraph format 
and obeys the rules for paragraph formats in general-you can add the 
format to a style definition, and so on. 

When you apply the Position format to a table, however, it's applied to 
the text in the table you've selected-it's still a paragraph format, but its 
behavior changes. You can position an entire table, or you can position any 
selection of rows within the table. The position of the first cell takes prece
dence over the position of any other cell in the row. 

As with paragraphs, adding a Position format to a row takes it out of the 
standard strict succession of paragraphs, which is the normal case in Galley 
View. For example, if you select a row and position it outside the margin in 
the upper right corner of the page, in Gailey View the row appears to be part 
of the table, but in Page View the row moves to the position (in the upper 
right corner) it will have when printed. 

• Making Side-by-Side Paragraph Tables 
When you enter a tabbed table of numbers into Word, you type lines, not 
columns, although the tab characters allow you to align the entries one above 
another. When you transfer numbers from an on-line service such as Dow 
Jones or CompuServe, however, you might get the numbers in a list-one per 
line. If you want to place the columns side by side, you have to rearrange the 
numbers, which can be quite time-consuming. One way to do this is to use 
the Option key to cut and paste blocks of text, as described earlier in this 
chapter. 

Another way to format such data into columns is to use the Side-by-Side 
paragraph format. Each line in the column can end with either a paragraph 
mark or a newline mark. Select the lines that you want to put into one 
column, and set indents for that column in the Ruler. (See Figure 11-34.) 
Repeat this process for each column. Then select all the columns and turn on 
the Side-by-Side option. Check the format in Print Preview or in Page View. 
(As discussed in Chapter 9, "Paragraph Formatting," remember that Word 
might not be able to accurately display in Page View some arrangements of 
Side-by-Side paragraphs.) Figure 11-35 shows an example of columns for
matted in this way. To set up separate groups of columns on a page, repeat 
this process for each new group. 
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Figure 11-34 
Setting Ruler indents for a column in Side-by-Side format, 
in Galley View. 

Figure 11-35 

12345 
23456 
34567 
45678 
56769 

67890 
7890 1 
8901 2 
90 123 
01234 

12345 
23456 
34567 
45678 
56769 

The formatted columns in Page View. 

67890 
78901 
890 12 
90123 
0 1234 

12345 
23456 
34567 
45678 
56789 
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• Renumbering and Sorting Tables and Lists 
A list in Word is simply a series of items, each of which ends in a paragraph 
mark. An item can consist of one character or a string of characters on one 
line, or it can extend across several lines. If two or more successive lines on 
the screen do not end with a paragraph mark, Word considers them one list 
entry. After you've created a list, you can number its items either by using 
the Line Numbering paragraph format or by inserting numbers at the 
beginning of each paragraph. If you've inserted numbers, you can sort the 
items in the list alphabetically or numerically. 
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Using the Line Numbering Format to Number a List 
If you only want to keep track of the number of entries in the list, and if none 
of the entries are longer than one line, try using the Line Numbering option 
in the Section dialog box. The line numbers appear only when you print the 
document or audition it with Print Preview (as shown in Figure 11-36). Be 
sure tha t your lis t is in a separate section unless you want to number all the 
lines in the document. 

The Line Numbering format isn' t affected by sorting; if you sort the list, 
the line numbering remains consecutive: The new first item will be number 1. 
For this reason, you can' t use line numbers as the basis for sor ting the lis t. 

Print Pre uie w: Untilled Poge 1 ( Pogo Uiew ) [Con eel ) 
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Figure 11-36 
Line numbers in Print Preview. 

Using the Renumber Command to Number a List 
If some of the items in the list are longer than one line, or if you want to pre
cede or follow the numbers with other characters or use letters instead of 
numbers, use the Renumber command . Numbers are inserted at the begin
ning of each paragraph and appear immediately on screen ra ther than 
becoming visible only when the document is previewed or printed. This 
command is discussed in Chapter 4, "Organizing Through Outlining"; 
following is a brief review of the process. To number a list: 

0 Select the items in the list. 

@ Choose the Renumber command. The dialog box shown in Figure 
11-37 appears. 
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Renumber 

Porogrophs: ®All 0 Only If Rlreody Numbered 

Stort ot: J J Formot: I._ ___ _, 
Numbers: @ I 0 1.1 ... 0 By EHomple 0 Remoue m [concel] 

Figure 11-37 
The Renumber dialog box, 
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@) Click the Only if Already Numbered option if you want to renumber 
only those entries that already have a number. 

0 Enter a number in the Start At field if you want to begin with a 
number other than 1. 

0 Enter a numbering or lettering format in the Format field, and click 
By Example or select one of the other Numbers options. Figure 11-38 
provides some ideas for formats you can use when numbering lists. 

<D Click the OK button. 

Word inserts a line number (or letter) and a tab character before each 
item in the list. Word doesn't insert numbers before empty paragraphs. If you 
subsequently add more items, or if you delete or rearrange some items, 
repeat this routine to have Word renumber the lines in the list. 

Figure 11-38 

Renumber 

Paragraphs: ® All 0 Only If Rlreody Numbered 

Stortot:lt. I Formot: l n 
'----:---

Numbers: 0 I 0 1.1 ... ®By Enample 0 Remoue 

OOJ [concel] 

Renumber 

Porogrophs: ® All 0 Only If Already Numbered 

Start at:lt, I Format: ._ll. ___ _.j 

Numbers: 0 1 0 1.1 ... ®By [Hample 0 Remoue 

(["01(']) [ Con eel] 

Renumber 

Poragrophs: ® All 0 Only If Already Numbered 

Stnrt ot: Jt. I Formnt: l._e_-__ _, 

Numbers: 0 I 0 1.1 ... @ By EHomple 0 Aemoue 

OQ [cancel ] 

Numbering formats for lists. 
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" 
~ TIP Renumbering Columns in Tables 

Because the renumbering feature acts upon paragraphs, you can't renumber 
only one selected column in a table. If you do select the second column in a 
table, for instance, Word inserts a number before every non-empty cell in 
every row containing a selected cell. 

Instead, try copying the table, or that column of the table, and pasting it 
into a spreadsheet program such as Microsoft Excel. You can use the pro
gram's Series command to create a new column of numbers, combine the 
numbered column with the data you've transferred, and then transfet the 
numbered data back into Word. Alternatively, you could create a numbered 
series in Microsoft Excel and then copy the range and. paste it into a new 
column to the left of the column that you want to renumber. Finally, use 
Word's Table command to merge the two columns, as descr~bed earlier in 
this chapter. 

Sorting the List 
You can sort the items in lists and tables alphabetically or numerically in 
either descending or ascending order. Each item in the list must end with a 
paragraph mark. To sort a list, follow these steps: 

0 Select the list. Leave out any portions (such as headings) that you 
don't want to sort. 

@ Choose the Sort command. 

Word sorts the list by the first character of each paragraph. If a para
graph begins with double quotation marks, spaces, tabs, or diacritical char
acters (foreign accents alone rather than accented characters), the program 
ignores them and instead uses the next character in the paragraph; however, 
accented characters aren't ignored. The sorting sequence is as follows: punc
tuation marks, numbers, and letters. (Note: The specific sorting sequence 
used is customized for the country in which you purchased your copy of 
Word.) Word places an uppercase letter before a lowercase letter, all other 
things being equal; for example, Fire comes before fire. 

Word sorts numbers by their value, ra ther than "alphabetically." For 
example, Word correctly puts the number 17 before 120. Incidentally, you 
might have noticed that sorting filenames By Name in the Finder doesn't 
work this way: To sort numbers correctly, you must insert zeros before tl1e 
number as placeholders. For example, File 017 would come before File 120 
(but File 120 would come before File 17). 

The following table shows the sorting sequence for single characters in 
the visible ASCII character set for the Times font. Because the attachment 
of certain characters to ASCII numbers above 128 varies with the font used, 
Word reverts to sorting these characters in ASCII sequence. Finally, certain 
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combinations of the Macintosh system software and internationalized 
yersions of Word might sort in an order different from the one listed here. 
For example, the Swedish version of Word uses its own sort table. All other 
non-American systems use a third table; the French Canadian version alone 
uses a slightly different version of this table. 

34 < 60 e 145 p 11 2 0 161 I 218 

" 94 61 F 70 Q 81 ¢ 162 a 219 
126 > 62 f 102 q 113 £ 163 220 
33 ? 63 G 71 R 82 § 164 221 
193 i 192 g 103 r 114 165 fi 222 

« 199 @ 64 H 72 s 83 ~ 166 fl 223 
)) 200 B 167 h 104 5 115 ® 168 :j: 224 

210 [ 91 I 73 T 84 © 169 225 
211 \ 6 105 l 116 TM 170 226 

# 35 \ 92 146 u 85 171 
" 

227 
$ 36 ] 93 147 u 117 172 o/oo 228 
% 37 - 95 148 t1 156 ~ 173 A. 229 
& 38 96 y 149 u 157 176 E 230 

39 A 65 J 74 Q 158 ± 177 A 23 1 
212 a 97 j 106 0 134 :;; 178 E 232 
213 a 135 K 75 i.i !59 ~ 179 E 233 
40 A 203 k 107 v 86 ¥ 180 f 234 
41 a 136 L 76 v 118 ).1 181 y 235 

* 42 fi 137 I .108 w 87 a 182 .i 236 
+ 43 A 128 M 77 w 11 9 r 183 l 237 

44 li 138 m 109 X 88 rr 184 6 238 
30 A. 204 N 78 X 120 1t 185 6 239 
45 ii 139 n 110 y 89 f 186 240 
46 8 66 N 132 y 121 187 0 241 

I 47 b 98 ii 150 y 216 0 188 (J 242 
0 48 c 67 0 79 z 90 n 189 0 243 
I 49 c 99 0 Ill z 122 -, 194 CJ 244 
2 50 <;: 130 6 151 A 129 " 195 245 
3 51 rt 141 0 152 11 140 f 196 246 
4 52 D 68 0 153 ;E 174 197 247 
5 53 d 100 <) 133 ;e 190 D. 198 248 
6 54 E 69 5 154 0 175 20 1 249 
7 55 e 101 6 205 ¢ 191 208 250 
8 56 E 131 6 155 { 123 209 251 
9 57 e 142 CE 206 I 124 + 214 252 

58 e 143 207 I 125 0 215 .:. 253 re 
59 e 144 p 80 t 160 y 217 254 

Sorting is normally done in ascending order-smallest to largest or A to 
Z. If you want to sort in descending order, press the Shift key while choosing 
the Sort command. If you do this, the Sort command changes to Sort 
Descending. Of course, you can also add the Sort Descending command to 
the Utilities menu. 
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Sorting Data in Tables 
You can use the same basic procedure to sort the data in both tabbed tables 
and cell tables as to sort a list, but an added capability is available: You can 
sort the entire table by any selected column. If you want to alphabetize a Jist 
based on the contents of the third column of a tabbed table, for instance, hold 
down the Option key and drag over the third column to select it, and then 
choose the Sort command. (See Figure 11-39.) Word moves entire lines, not 
only the selected column, thereby keeping each row in the table intact. Each 
line is considered a complete entity. 

One implication of this is that you can perform multiple sorts by sorting 
first on one column and then on another. For example, if the first column in a 
table contains last names, and the second column contains first names, you 
can alphabetize the first names of people having the same last name by sort
ing first by first name and then by last name. To sort only one column in a 
table and not the others, you mu~t remove the column, sort it, and then 
replace the unsorted version. 

Word normally sorts paragraphs by the first character in each line; 
however, when you use the Option key to select a column, you can end each 
line with a newline mark as well as with a paragraph mark. Similarly, you 
can select a colu mn in a cell table and sort every row containing a cell of the 
selection. 

QltH ISIIIHI l(;li l=i I 

56769 01234 56769 
45678 90 123 45678 
34567 690 12 34567 
23456 7890 1 23456 
12345 67690 12345 

i.O tab tob1e 
12 13 14 

> 
Hormol liD .. f .t t . I IQI I. I ISI I"'I lliil!l-1 ~ 

12345 67890 12345 67890 12345 
23456 7890 1 23456 7890 1 23456 
34567 89012 34567 890 12 34567 
45678 90 123 45678 90 123 45678 
56769 01234 56789 01234 56769 

Figure 11-39 
Sorting a table by one of its columns. 
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• Performing Mathematical Calculations 
Word's rudimentary electronic spreadsheet function allows you to add, 
subtract, multiply, and divide a set of numbers. It can also calculate 
percentages. You can use this feature to prepare invoices, statements, and 
inventory reports. Typically, addition is the most common operation; the 
program adds a column of numbers, and you insert the total at the bottom 
of the column. Figure 11-40 shows a simple tabbed table in which Word has 
calculated the total for each column. (Each column was added separately.) 

12345 67690 12345 67690 
23456 76901 23456 7690 1 
34567 890 12 34567 690 12 
45678 90123 45678 90 123 
56789 0 1234 56789 01234 

Totals 172 835 327160 172835 327 160 172835 

Figure 11-40 
Table with calculated totals. 

With a bit of trickery, you can set up fairly complex working formulas 
for such tasks as calculating sales tax or figuring out a discount rate. Bear 
in mind, however, that Word isn' t an electronic spreadsheet program; using 
the built-in calculator requires manual intervention, but it relieves you from 
reaching for your calculator or switching to a program like Microsoft Excel 
to prepare a mere expense report. 

Doing Simple Addition 
To add the numbers in a column or row, simply select them. If the numbers 
are in a tabbed table, you can select the column you want by pressing the 
Option key and dragging across the column. The same process works within 
cell tables as well-simply select the range of cells you want Word to calcu
late. Remember that you can select a column in a cell table by clicking in the 
selection bar at the top of the column or by holding down the Option key 
while clicking in the column you want to select. Blank lines or lines filled 
with text alone aren't included in the calculation; thus, you can even select 
a paragraph and have Word add the numbers it contains. 

After the numbers are selected , choose the Calculate command. The sum 
of the numbers appears in the s tatus box. Word also places the total in the 
Clipboard so that you can paste it where you want it. Set the insertion point 
where you want the total to appear and choose the Paste command. 



Using Math Operators 
To perform other types of calculations, use the following math operators: 

To 

Add 

Subtract 

Multiply 

Divide 

Find a percentage 

Use 

+(or no operator, because addition is assumed) 

-(or parentheses around the number) 

* 

% (divides the preceding number by 100) 

Enter the+,-,*, and I operators before the number they are to act upon; 
type the percent sign(%) after the number. Figure 11-41 shows some 
examples. Characters such as $, #, and = have no effect, but avoid using 
parentheses unless you want to subtract the number. 

7*4 
2-5 
-3-9 
25/5 
23*7% 
12(7) 
114(-65) 

Seven times tour 
Two minus five 
Negative three minus nine 
Twenty-five divided by nve 
Seven percent of twenty-three 
Twelve minus seven 
One hundred fourteen minus negative sixty-five 

Figure 11-41 
Examples of using math operators. 

Word calculates a formula from left to right and from top to bottom. 
Unlike an electronic spreadsheet program, no precedence of operations exists. 
Multiplication and division aren't carried out before the other operations, and 
calculations within parentheses aren't performed first. Instead, Word assumes 
that numbers enclosed in parentheses are negative. The percent sign is the 
only exception to this left-to-right sequence, because the preceding number is 
converted to a percentage before the number is used in the calculation (see the 
fifth example in Figure 11-4L) 

The result that Word provides contains commas and decimal points only 
if one or more of the numbers in the formula contains them. The number of 
digits to the right of the decimal point is also determined in this way. If one 
of the numbers has five digits to the right of the decimal point, for example, 
the result is also shown with five decimal places-

If you don't want the math operators to appear in the printed copy, 
format them (including parentheses) as hidden text, as illustrated in Figure 
11-42. The operators must be visible on the screen when you perform the 
calculation, so be sure that the Show Hidden Text option is on_ 
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Figure 11-42 
Math operators formatted as hidden text. 

Constructing and Using Formulas 
Figure 11-43 shows how you can use Word 's calculation fea ture. The invoice 
consists of four major parts: the number of items and their base price, the 
total for each item and the subtotal, the sales tax, and the grand total. To 
arrive at the grand total, you mus t make several sepa rate calculations. 
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3.51 
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4.68 
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Sample invoice using Word's calculation feature. 

You start by calcula ting the total price for each item- the base price 
multiplied by the quanti ty. After you paste in the item totals, you select them 
as a group and enter the sum as the subtotal. You then calculate the sales tax 
by multiplying the subtotal by a percentage-6% in the example-or by 
using the decimal form *.06; using the percent sign is a little easier. Finally, 
to get the grand tota l, you add the subtotal and the sales tax. 

Note that in the example the operators and the sales tax formula are 
hidden-they don' t appear in the final printout. 

For another example of using Word's calculator, see the invoice project 
in Chapter 18, "Blueprints." 
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SUMMARY 

• Points to Remember 
0 Word supports three basic types of tables: 

A tabbed table consists of lines containing text or graphics. You use 
tab characters to separate the elements within each line and to align 
them vertically in columns. You can set the tab stops manually for 
a table, or you can define a style that has the tab stops you want. 

A cell table consists of rows and columns of cells. Each cell can 
contain one or more paragraphs of text or graphics. You can assign 
any paragraph format to the text in cells, but you can't assign 
paragraph formats to the table itself. (The end-of-cell marker can 
"hold" paragraph formats in the absence of a paragraph mark, 
however.) 

A Side-By-Side or Position paragraph format table uses either of the 
two paragraph formats to place blocks of text in a tabular arrange
ment. Word's new cell table structure makes Side-by-Side tables less 
useful than in earlier versions. 

In addition, you can construct tables as a graphic in a drawing 
program (such as Mac Draw) or copy the image of a table 'tram a 
spreadsheet program (such as Microsoft Excel). 

0 You can number items in two ways. By using the Line Numbering 
format, you can number each line in a list; the numbering isn't 
affected by sorting. By using the Renumber command, you can insert 
numbers at the beginning of each paragraph in the list, and you can 
alter the numbering format to suit your needs. 

0 The Sort command sorts paragraphs by the first character in the 
paragraph, in the following order: punctuation marks, numbers, and 
letters. It ignores double quotation marks, spaces, tabs, and diacri
tical characters, but not accented letters. The sorting order varies 
with the country for which your copy of Word was customized. 

The Sort command works on paragraphs in tabbed tables and in the 
rows in cell tables. You can sort a table in the order of a selected 
column by using the Option key to select a column of text within 
a tabbed table or by simply selecting the column in a cell table. 

0 Word's calculation feature allows you to add, subtract, multiply, 
divide, and calculate percentages. It operates on the numbers in the 
current selection, displaying the result in the status box and also 
placing it on the Clipboard. The calculation proceeds from left to 
right and from top to bottom; multiplication and division aren't 
given precedence, and numbers within parentheses are assumed 
to be negative. The result contains commas and decimal points only 
if one or more of the numbers in the selection has them, and is cal
culated to the same number of decimal places as the number in the 
selection having the most decimal places. 



• Techniques 

Editing and Formatting Tabbed Tables 
Select a column instead of entire lines 
0 Press the Option key before dragging over the column. 

You can also use Shift-clicking with this method to extend the selection. 

Move a column in a table 
0 Select the column to be moved. Include the Tab character after the 

column in the selection, but not the one before it. 

@ Press Command-X to cut the column, and place it on the Clipboard. 

@ Set the insertion point where the column is to appear, before the first 
character of the column that will be to the right of the pasted column. 

0 Press Command-V to paste the column in the specified location. 

Add vertical lines between columns in a table 
0 Select the entire table. 

@ Using the Ruler, place a vertical line tab at each location where you 
want a line to appear. 

Add horizontal lines to a table 
0 Select the lines that are to have underlines or overlines. 

@ Choose the Paragraph command. 

@ Click either the Below or the Above option in the Border group, 
depending on whether you want underlines or overlines or both, 
and then click OK 

Draw a box around a table 
0 End each line (except the last in the table) with a newline mark (Shift-

Return); end the last line with a paragraph mark. 

@ Set the insertion point anywhere in the table. 

@ Choose the Paragraph command, and click the Borders button. 

0 Click either the Plain Box or Shadow Box option at the right side of 
the dialog box. 

0 Select a line type, if you want, and then click OK 

You can also select the Custom Box option, select line types and click on the 
various boundaries in the schematic to develop your own border designs. 
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Creating and Converting Cell Tables 
Create a blank cell table 
0 Place the insertion point where you want the table. 

@ Choose Insert Table from the Document menu. 

~ Enter the number of rows and columns you want. You can create 
tables of any number of rows and of up to 31 columns. 

0 Word sets the initial width of each column to the width of the current 
text column divided by the number of columns. You can change the 
width of selected columns later, either from the Ruler or through the 
Cells command. 

0 ClickOK. 

Convert a series of paragraphs to a table 
0 Select a series of paragraphs, a tabbed table, or a series of paragraphs 

delimited by commas given the Side-By-Side format. 

@ Choose the Insert Table command. 

@) If the number of columns proposed is incorrect, enter a new value in 
the Number of Columns field. Word displays the corresponding 
number of rows, based on the number of selected paragraphs. 

0 If the proposed width is incorrect, enter a new value in the Column 
Width field. 

0 Word proposes an option in the Convert From option group based 
on the structure of the material selected.lf incorrect, select the 
desired type of conversion. 

<D Click OK. 

Convert a range of rows to a series of paragraphs 
0 Select a range of rows in the table. To select the entire table, press the 

Option and Command keys, and double-click anywhere in the table. 

@ Choose the Table To Text command. 

~ Select the type of paragraph to which you want to convert the table. 

0 Click OK. 



Editing Cell Tables 
Select in tables 

To select 

A cell 

The text in a cell 

A row 

A column 

A table 

Do this 

Click in the cell's selection bar. 

Drag from the beginning to the end of the text. 

Double-cl ick in any cell 's selection bar in that 
row, or double-click to the left of the row. 

Press the option key, and click in the column. 

Press the option key, and double-click in any 
column. 

As with paragraphs, clicking in a cell selects the cell for cell formatting 
opera tions as well as for paragraph formatting. 

Move in tables 

To move 

Right 

Left 

Up 

Down 

To next cell 

To previous cell 

Press 

Option-Command-6 

Option-Command-4 

Opt ion-Command-S 

Option-Command-2 

Option-Command-3, or Tab 

Option-Command-9, or Shift-Tab 

Insert and delete new rows, columns, and ranges of cells 
0 Click anywhere in the row or column, or select a range of cells. 

@ Choose the Table command. 

8) Select the Row or Column option, and click the Insert button or the 
Delete button. 

Word inserts new rows above, and new columns to the right of, the cell 
containing the insertion point. If you select an entire row or column before 
choosing the Table command, Word preselects the appropriate option for 
you. If you select a range of cells, Word preselects the Selection option in the 
Table dialog box and activates the Shift Cells group. 

Inserting a new row at the end of a table 
0 Click in the rightmost cell of the bottom row. 

@ Press the Tab key. 
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SUMMARY 

Insert a normal paragraph above a row 
0 Place the insertion point in any cell of the row below which you want 

the normal paragraph. 

f9 Press Option-Command-Spacebar. 

Insert a column beyond the rightmost column 
0 Place the insertion point before the end-of-row marker at the end of 

any row. (Turn Show <JI on first to see the end-of-row markers and 
the cell boundaries.) 

f9 Choose the Table command. 

@) Select the Column option. 

0 Click the Insert button. 

Merge cells 
0 Select the range of cells you want to merge. 

f9 Choose the Table command. 

@) Click the Merge Cells button. 

Split cells 
0 Select a cell that has been previously merged. 

@ Choose the Table command. The Merge Cells button changes into the 
Split Cell button. 

@) Click the Split Cell button. 

Ruler Formatting 

0 Choose Show Ruler from the Format menu. Click the scale icon at the 
right end of the Ruler's icon bar until the Table scale appears. AT 
symbol marks each column boundary, and a triangle marks the 
selected row's left indent. (Tables don't have first-line indents.) 

f9 Select the rows you want to change. 

@) Drag the left indent marker to a new position to change the indention 
of the selected rows. Drag a column marker to change the position of 
the right edge of the cells in that column. The markers to the right of 
the dragged marker move with it. To prevent this, press the Shift key 
before you drag the marker. 



The Cells Dialog Box 
Item 

Width of Column field 

Space Between Columns field 

Indent Rows field 

Minimum Row Height field 

Align Rows option group 

Apply To opt ion group 

Borders Button 

Prev. Column 

Next Column 

OK button 

Cancel 

Apply 

SUMMARY 
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Action 

Sets the distance between cell boundaries for the 
columns within the selec ted range. The name 
of the field reflects the range of columns 
selected. 

Adds half of the space specified to the left edge 
and half to the right edge of every cell in the 
selected rows, even if one cell in each row is 
selected. 

Sets the left indent of the selected rows. 

Enter Auto if you want Word to adjust the height 
of rows to the cell having the " tallest" material. 
Enter a value to set the minimum row height. 
Precede the value with a minus sign to set the 
maximum row height. 

Sets alignment relative to the le ft and right 
indents; for s ingle-column text, the indents 
usually correspond to the le ft and right 
margins. 

Click the Selection option to apply the specified 
formats only to the currently selected cell 
range. Click the Whole Table option to apply 
formats to the entire table. 

Click to bring up the Cell Borders dialog box. 

Moves the selection to the preceding column. Use 
this button with the Apply button. 

Moves the selection to the next column. Use this 
button with the Apply button. 

Click to add the speci fied cell table formats. 

Click to dismiss the dialog box without adding 
the specified formats. 

Click to add fonnats without dismissing the 
dialog box. 

The Cell Borders Dialog Box 
Item 

Apply To 

Line type group 

Action 

Click the Selected Cells As Block option to apply 
border formats to the entire range as one 
object. Click the Every Cell in Selection option 
to apply borders individually to each cell in the 
selected range. 

Select a line type, and then click on the boundary 
in the schematic to have that border. 
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Renumbering and Sorting Tables and Lists 
Number a list by using the Line Numbering format 
0 Be sure each item in the list consists of only one line of text. 

@ Place the list in its own section. 

@) Set the insertion point in the section. 

0 Choose the Section command. 

0 Turn on the Line Numbering option, and then click OK. 

The line numbers do not appear until you preview or print the document. 

Number a list by using the Renumber command 
0 Select the lis t to be numbered . 

@ Choose the Renumber command. 

@) Set the appropriate options in the dialog box that appears, and then 
click OK. 

Word inserts the number before the first character in each paragraph and 
renumbers only those paragraphs containing text. If you try to renumber a 
single column in a cell table, Word renumbers every non-empty cell in each 
row that contains a selected cell. 

Sort a list 
0 Select the list. 

@ Choose the Sort command to sort in ascending order, or press the 
Shift key and then choose the Sort Descending command to sort in 
descending order. 

Sort a table based on any column 
0 Select the column that is to determine the sequence of the table. 

(Press the Option key as you drag within a tabbed table.) 

@ Choose the Sort command. 

Word sorts entire lines of normal text and rows of cell tables, not only those 
in the selected column. To sort in descending order, press the Shift key as you 
choose the Sort command. 

Perform calculations on selected numbers 
0 Enter math operators before each of the numbers in the calculation. 

The available operators are+,- (or parentheses),*, and /. For 
percentages, enter a percent sign(%) after the number. If you omit 
the operators, addition is assumed. 



SUMMARY 

@ Format the operators as hidden text if you don' t want them printed. 
They must appear on the screen when you do the calculation. 

@} Select the numbers for the calculation. Any text or symbols included 
in the selection will be ignored. 

0 Choose Calculate from the Document menu. 

Word places the result in the Clipboard and displays it in the status box. 

• Commands 

Command name 

Calculate 

Cell Border: 

Cell Borders ... 

Cells ... 

Change Ruler Scale 

Delete Cells, Shift Left 

Delete Cells , Shift Up 

Delete Columns 

Delete Rows 

Hide Ruler 

Insert Cells Down 

Insert Cells Right 

Insert Columns 

Insert Rows 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Computes numerical expression in the selection and places 
result on the Clipboard. 

Utilities ~= 

Applies specified type of border to selected cells of a table. 

Applies and removes cell borders in a table. 

Changes appearance of cells within a table. 

Format 
Cycles among the three ruler scales: Normal , Page, and Table. 

Deletes selected cells. Cells to the right of deleted cells are 
shifted left. 

Deletes selected cells. Cells below deleted cells are shi fted up. 

Deletes selected columns of a table or the column containing 
insertion point. 

Deletes selected rows of a table or the row containing insertion 
point. 

Toggles display of the Ruler. If the Ru ler isn't visible, the 
command reads Show Ruler and appears in the list box after 
Show Menu Function Keys. 

~R 

Inserts empty cells above selected cells . Number of cells 
inserted is equal to the number of selected cells . Selected cells 
are shifted down. 

Insert s empty cells to the left of selected cells. Number of cells 
inserted is equal to the number of se lected cells. Selected cells 
are shifted right. 

Inserts empty column(s) in a table to left of column containing 
insertion point or to left of selected columns. 

Inserts empty rows in a table above row containing insertion 
point or above selected rows. 

(continued) 
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Command name 

Insert Tab 

Insert Table ... 

Insert~ Above Row 

Merge Cells 

Move Down One Text Area 

Move Left One Text Area 

Move Right One Text Area 

Move to First Text Area 

Move to Last Text Area 

Move to Next Cell 

Move to Next Text Area 

Move to Previous Cell 

Move Up One Text Area 

Paste Cells 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Inserts tab character, displayed as+ when Show ~ is on. 

+• or 

~·· Inserts a table having specified number of rows and columns at 
insertion point. 

Document 
Inserts a paragraph mark having Normal sty le above table row 
contain ing insertion point. 

~~ ... 

Combines selected cells in a row into one cell. 

Moves insertion point to text area below text area containing 
insertion point (in Page View) or to cell be low cell containing 
insertion point (within a table). 

Moves insertion point to text area left of text area containing 
insertion point (in Page View) or to cell at left of cell 
containing insertion point (within a table). 

~~@])4 

Moves insertion point to text area right of text area contain ing 
insertion point (in Page View) or to cell at right of cell 
containing insertion point (within a table). 

~~Qill6 

Moves insertion point to first text area visible in window (in 
Page View) or to fi rst cell visible in window '(within a table). 

· sc~!\1ill7 
Moves insertion point to last text area visible in window (in 
Page View) or to last cell visible in window (within a table). 

~~@])1 

Moves insertion point to next cell (to right). 

Moves insertion point to next text area at right (in Page View) 
or to next cell (within a table). 

~~@])3 

Moves insertion point to preceding cell (to left). 

.0+1 
Moves insertion point to text area above text area containing 
insertion point (in Page View) or to cell above cell containing 
insertion point (within a table). 

~~.Qill8 

Inser1s contents of cells on C lipboard into an equal number of 
table cells. 

(continued) 



Command name 

Renumber. .. 

Show Ruler 

Show Table Grid lines 

Sort 

Sort Descending 

Split Cell 

Table to Text ... 

Table ... 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Numbers or renumbers selected paragraphs in specified 
sequence. 

Utilities 3€F15 

Toggles display of ruler at top of document, footnote, or 
header/footer window. 

Format :ICR 

Toggles display of nonprinting grid lines in a table. 

Sorts entire document or selected paragraphs, columns, or lines 
in ascending order (A- Z or 1-9) according to leftmost 
character. 

Utilities 
Sorts entire document or selected paragraphs, columns, or lines 
in descending order (Z-A or 9-1) according to leftmost 
character. 

Splits a merged cell into separate cells. 

Converts a table created with Insert Table command to text 
separated by paragraph marks , tabs, or commas. 

Adds and deletes rows, columns, and cells in a table and 
merges and splits cells. 

Edit 
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Section Formatting 

o far, you've lea rned about two of the four format domains in 
Word: the character and paragraph domains. This chapter describes 
a third: the section domain. Sections are one of the least intuitive 

fea tures of Word . A section can be as short as a single line or as long as your 
entire document. You decide where a section begins and ends. If you don' t 
define sections, Word treats the entire document as one section. The flex
ibility that this feature affords you will become more apparent as you 
continue reading. 

It helps to think of a section as a document within a document. A chapter 
in a book is a good example of a section, as is an article in a magazine or 
newsletter. Word lets you hand le each section as a separate entity. Within 
each section you can control the follmving: 

0 The format and position of the page number on each page. 

0 The position and content of headers and footers. 

0 The location of footnotes. 
0 Line numbering. 

0 The number of columns and the spacing between them. 

0 Whether the section sta rts on the same page, in a new column, or on 
a newpage. 
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• Dividing a Document into Sections 
Just as indents and tab setting~ affect an entire paragraph, section formats 
apply to a section-normally the entire document. If you divide a document 
into more than one section, you can reset these formats within each one. For 
example, you can change the headers in each section so that the title of the 
section appears at the top of each page. To create a new section, set the 
insertion point where you want the new section to start, and then press the 
Command and Enter keys simultaneously. 

A double dotted line appears (see Figure 12-1), marking the division 
between the two sections. The status box in the lower left corner of the 
document window displays both the page number and the section number 
if the document contains more than one section. This is important when you 
are alt~ring section formats because the insertion point must be inside the 
section you want to format. Note, however, that the status box displays the 
page number and section number of the topmost line in the window, not the 
section containing the insertion point. Newly created sections take on the 
section formats of the preceding section. 
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Figure 12-1 
A section mark. 

To apply section formats, you use the Section command, after first select
ing the section mark at the end of the section, selecting any text within the 
section, or simply setting the insertion point anywhere in the section. 

Choosing the Section command brings up the dialog box shown in Figure 
12-2. The options in the box are divided into seven groups: Start, Page 
Number, Columns, Include Endnotes, Line Numbers, Header /Footer, and 
the standard buttons. You can use the Section command even if you are 
working with a one-section document. 
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Section 
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Figure 12-2 
The Section dialog box. 

To remove a section mark, click in the selection bar next to the mark and 
press the Backspace key. Just as the paragraph mark can be thought of as 
holding the paragraph formats of the preceding paragraph, the section mark 
holds the section formats of the preceding section. When you delete a section 
mark, the section formatting for the section that preceded the mark is 
replaced by the section formatting for the section that fell after the mark. 

Let's take a tour of the section formats. As you read this chapter, refer to 
the multiple-column newsletter described in Chapter 18, "Blueprints." 

Working with Section Marks 
You can transfer section marks in many of the same ways that you can 
transfer paragraph marks. To promote the consistency of section formats 
within and between documents, you can select and cut or copy a section 
mark and paste it into another place in the document or into another 
document. You can even establish a range of specially formatted section 
marks in the glossary or archive them in your style template documents. 

• The Start Options 
The Start options in the Section dialog box define how Word begins a new 
section. Normally, the New Page option is set, meaning that Word starts the 
section at the top of the next page. You can change this by selecting from the 
drop-down list one of the following options. 

No Break 
The No Break option starts the section without beginning a new page; 
the new section begins on the page on which the preceding section ended. 
A primary use for this option is to vary the number of colunms within a 
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page. Look at the section layout from the newsletter in Figure 12-3. This 
page contains three sections that have varying numbers of columns. One of 
the sections, the article's title, is only one line long and is set to a one-column 
format that stretches from the left margin to the right margin. To add a little 
space around the article's title area, Space Before and Space After formats 
were added to the paragraph containing the title. Multiple-column format
ting is discussed further in "The Columns Options" later in this chapter and 
again in Chapter 18. 
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ltsr.lf ill to CYCry point. If the rood 
Is there, 10 Ia the evil, If the 
arrmhy, JO the rr.pullloa; if the 
fcta:, 10 Lhe. limlution. 

Thus i.l \be unh'tlSC aln-e. All 
lhin&s ~moral. nw 101.11 ..,hich 
withia us is 1 scntimeN, outside us 
is 1 law. We fer. I iu lnspirasions: 
out therein hi.sz.ory v.e can feel iu 
faW strenalh. It is almi&hty. All 
nature feels iu grasp. .. h iJ in the 
•'Odd, and~ world wu m:tde by 
it" It iJ elem&l bm it enacts itsclr 
i.n time lnd space, A perfect equity 
ldjusu its balanu In I ll pans or 
lire. Ot I(Upot tho{ a~t 

t:v.nwown. The dJcc of God r.re 
&JWJ)'S loedcd. 

page I 

The No Break option used to start a new section on the same page. 

1 

2 

3 



The header or footer for a section is taken from the section that appears at 
the top of the page. lf a section s tarts somewhere in the middle of a page and 
continues on to the top of the next page, its header or footer (if any) begins at 
the top of the next page. In fact, any section format you set in a section in 
which the No Break option is set (except for multiple columns and numbered 
lines) does not take effect until the following page. If a section doesn't start 
at the top of a page and doesn't continue on to the next, its header or footer is 
not printed at all. 

New Column 
The New Column option causes Word to start the new section at the top of 
a new column. This option works only in multiple-column documents if the 
preceding section has the same number of columns as the section having this 
format. Otherwise, sections with this format start at the top of the 
next page. 

Even Page and Odd Page 
The Even Page and Odd Page options are like Word's d efault New Page 
format, except that the section s tarts at the top of the next even-numbered 
or odd-numbered page. For example, if you set the Odd Page format for a 
section and the preceding section ends on an odd-numbered page, Word 
leaves the next even page blank and starts the new section at the top of 
the next odd page. 

• The Page Number Options 
When you add page numbers to a document, you don't see them until you 
enter Print Preview mode or print the document. You can number the pages 
in a document in one of three ways: 

0 By inserting the page number into a header or footer. (This is 
discussed in Chapter 13, "Headers, Footers, and Footnotes.") 

0 By dragging the page number to the desired position on the page in 
Print Preview. (This is described in Chapter 14, "Document 
Formatting and Printing.") 

0 By specifying the page number location and format in the Section 
dialog box. 

The page-numbering features in Print Preview and the Section command 
are linked; changes you make in one affect the other. Headers and footers 
have their own page-numbering method, as you will see in the next chapter, 
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although you can alter the characteristics of page numbers through the 
Section dialog box. To avoid duplicate page numbers, choose one method. 

The Page Number options in the Section dialog box let you: 

0 Turn page numbering on and off. 

0 Force page numbering to restart at 1 at the beginning of the section. 

0 Specify the numbering method: Arabic numerals (the default option), 
Roman numerals, or letters starting a t A. Roman numerals and 
letters can be either uppercase or lowercase. 

0 Set the exact location of the page number on the page. 

To set the page number for a section, do the following: 

0 Select the section, if your document has more than one, and choose 
the Section command. 

@ Click the Auto check box. Word activates the From Top and From 
Right edit fields. 

@) If you want numbering to restart at 1 at the beginning of this section, 
click the Restart at 1 check box. 

You can override the page numbering for the first section of a document 
with the Number Pages From field in the Document dialog box. This field 
allows you to start the first page of a document with a number other than 1, 
and it affects only the first section in the document. If the Restart At 1 option 
is turned on in subsequent sections, their page numbers begin with 1. 

You might wonder why only the edit fields become activated when you 
click the Auto check box, whereas the Restart At 1 and number format 
options are always active. This happens because these options also set the 
numbering format for the page numbers that are inserted into headers and 
footers when you click the Page Number icon in a Header or Footer window. 

0 Select the type of numbering you want; Figure 12-4 shows some 
examples. The default format is Arabic numerals. The front matter in 
a book, such as the preface, often uses lowercase Roman numerals. 
When you specify one of the letter options, Word numbers pages 1 
through 26 as A through Z and then restarts on page 27 with AA, 
AB, AC, and so on. 

@ Enter the position of the page number on the page in the From Top 
and From Right edit fields. The position (in inches, centimeters, or 
points) is measured from the top and right edges of the paper, not 
from the margins set in the Document dialog box. If you set the 
Mirror Even/Odd Margins option in the Document dialog box, 
Word orients the page-number placement from the upper left of left
hand (even-numbered) pages and from the upper right of right-hand 
(odd-numbered) pages. The Mirror Even /Odd Margins option is 
discussed in Chapter 14, "Document Formatting and Printing." 
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The Section page-numbering feature places only a number on the page. 
You cannot include any other characters with the number, such as hyphens 
on either side or the word Page. If you want to print additional characters 
with the page number, use headers or footers instead. 

When placing the page number, be careful not to put it in the middle of 
text such as a header, footer, or the body of the document. Use Print Preview 
to check the position of the page numbers before printing the document. The 
default position of 0.5 inch from the top and right edges of the paper will 
usually not interfere with the rest of the document. If you have trouble 
getting it right, use Print Preview to position the number, as described in 
Chapter 14, "Document Formatting and Printing." 

When you specify page numbers with the Section command, Word adds 
the automatic style named page number to the style sheet. You can set charac
ter formats for the page numbers by redefining this style, but Word ignores 
any paragraph forma ts you set. Even though the page number style pertains to 
all page numbers in the document, you can change the type of numbers used 
from section to section. You can also use the Restart At 1 and numbering 
options to change the page numbering in the head er or footer. 

Finally, suppose you've set the Page Numbering section format for a 
section, but later you decide you want to add a page number to a header or 
footer in that section instead. You only have to click the Page Number icon in 
the header or footer; when you close the window, Word removes the Page 
Numbering section format for you. 
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• The Line Numbers Options 
Many documents, such as legal briefs and contracts, have numbered lines. 
You can have Word insert line numbers at the left margin. The numbers do 
not appear in Galley view, but they show up when you print the document 
or audition it with Print Preview. You can' t edit the numbers or delete them 
individually, and they don't apply to side-by-side paragraphs or in headers 
and footers, but you can redefine their automatic style, called line number, if 
you want to. As it does with the page number automatic style, Word ignores 
any paragraph formats you set for this style. 

The Line Numbers options let you do the following: 

0 Turn line numbering on and off for the section. 

0 Indicate whether the numbers should restart at 1 at the top of every 
page or at the beginning of the section, or whether the numbering 
should be continuous. 

0 Number every line, or number lines at any interval you specify. 
Counting by 5, for example, numbers every fifth line. 

0 Indicate how far from the left margin of the text the rightmost digit 
of the line number is to be positioned. 

To specify line numbering in a section, do the following: 

0 Select the section, if your document has more than one, and choose 
the Section command. 

@ Select the Line Numbering option: By Page if you want the numbers 
to restart at 1 at the top of each page, By Section if the numbers are to 
restart at the beginning of the section, and Continuous if the number
ing is to continue across sections. Word activates the remaining 
options in the group. 

0 If you want to number lines a t an interval other than 1, enter the 
desired interval number in the Count By field . Word counts an 
empty paragraph as a line bu t does not consider space added with 
the Space Before or Space After paragraph formats as lines. 

0 Position the line numbers relative to the left margin by entering a 
measurement in the From Text field (or use the Auto setting to 
specify a position of 0.25 inch for a single-column section format 
and 0.125 inch for multiple columns). 

As was mentioned in Chapter 9, "Paragraph Formatting," when you turn 
on line numbering in a section, Word activates and sets the Line Numbering 
option in the Paragraph d ialog box. You can specify that the lines in a para
graph not belnumbered by selecting the paragraph, choosing the Paragraph 
command, and clicking the Line Numbering option. 



• The Header/Footer Options 
The options in the Header /Footer group let you indicate the vertical position 
of the header and footer and let you instruct Word to use a different header 
for the first page of the section. To specify a position for the header, enter a 
position in the From Top field. The measurement is from the top edge of the 
paper. To specify a position for the footer, enter a position in the From 
Bottom field. That measurement is from the bottom edge of the paper. The 
horizontal position of the headers and footers is determined by the margins 
and by any indents you set in the Header and Footer windows. 

Clicking the First Page Special check box creates a new header and footer 
for the first page of the section only, as illustrated in Print Preview in Figure 
12-5. When ypu tum on this option, Word adds additional commands to the 
Document menu for the first-page header and footer, but only in Galley 
View: If Word is in Page View, the Open Header and Close Header com
mands refer only to the current page. You can leave the first-page header and 
footer empty for a title page, use the option to place a logo or return address 
on the first page of correspondence, or assign a different header or footer for 
the beginning of each chapter in a novel. 

Print Preuiew: My Uocotion 

Figure 12-5 
A first-page header. 

If you want different headers for odd and even pages, you must set the 
Even/Odd Headers option in the Document dialog box. When you do this, 
you'll see a set of Open Header and Open Footer commands for both odd 
and even pages- but again, only in Galley View: In Page View you'll see 
only the Open Header and Close Header commands, which apply only to 
the current page. For more information on this and other aspects of using 
headers and footers, see Chapter 13, "Headers, Footers, and Footnotes." 
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• The Include Endnotes Option 
There is only one Footnotes option among the section formats: Include 
Endnotes. The option is active only if you have selected the End of Section 
option from the drop-down list in the Footnotes group of the Document 
dialog box. If you select the Include Endnotes option, Word places at the 
end of the section any footnotes that have accumulated. 

If you don't want footnotes printed at the end of the section, turn off the 
Include Endnotes option. Word then collects the footnotes and prints them a t 
the end of the next section in which the Include Endnotes option is set. If this 
option is turned off in every section, Word places the footnotes at the end of 
the document. See Chapter 13, "Headers, Footers, and Footnotes," for details 
on how to create footnotes. 

• The Columns Options 
Word makes it easy to create multiple-column documents. You enter the 
number of columns you want in the Number field and the spacing between 
columns you want in the Spacing field (in inches, centimeters, or points). 
Word then calcula tes the resulting column width . In Galley View, text 
appears as one long column, but when you examine the document in Page 
View or Print Preview mode, the columns a re divided and arranged next to 
one another on the page. The multiple-column format is different from the 
older Side-by-Side paragraph format, the Position paragraph format, and the 
Table format. When you use the Side-by-Side format, you tell Word tha t you 
want selected paragraphs to be placed next to one another in a specific 
horizontal arrangement. The Position format is similar to the Side-by-Side 
format but is broader in application. You use the Table format when text in 
your document needs a rectangular, gridlike structure. 

When you set a multiple-column section format, however, you tell Word 
that you don't care exactly where paragraphs fall horizontally on the page, 
only that you want the text to flow from the bottom of one column to the top 
of the next. This type of format is illustrated in Figure 12-6, in which you can 
see three sections. In each section, the No Break format has been set and the 
Space Before and Space After paragraph formats have been changed to add 
space between the sections. The middle section on the page contains one 
entire three-column section, and the text flows from the bottom of one col
umn to the top of the next within that section. Multiple-column formats are 
particularly useful for newsletters and magazines. 

When you create a multiple-column section succeeded by a section 
having the No Break format, Word adjusts the lengths of the columns until 
they are approximately equal. This operation is called column balancing. If the 
text in a multiple-column section runs over to the next page, it flows from the 
end of the last column on the page to the top of the first column on the next 
page, and Word balances the text on that page as well. However, the columns 
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at the end of the document are not balanced. If you want the text on the last 
page of a multiple-column document to be split evenly among the columns, 
insert one more section mark at the end of the document and set the No 
Break option for it. 

For more information on how to format a two-column document, refer to 
the multiple-column newsletter project in Chapter 18, "Blueprints." 

from Compensation ... 
by Ralph Waldo Emerson 

Thls Law writes the laws of clUes 
and nations. It will not be baulked 
of Its end In the smaUest lata. It Is 
In vain to build or plot or combine 
agatnst lt. Things refuse to be mls· 
managed long. Res noltmt dtu male 
IJl!mlnlstrcut. Though no checks to a 
new evil appear, the checks exist, 
and will appear. If the government 
Is cruel, the governor's Ufe Is not 
safe. If you tax too high. the rev· 
enue will yield nothing. If you make 
the criminal code sanguinary, juries 
Will not convict. Nothing arbitrary. 
nothing artificial can endure. The 
true Ufe and sausfacuons or man 
seem to elude the utmost rigors or 
felicities of condition and to 
establish themselves with great 
lndllferency under all varieties of 
circumstance. Under all govern· 
ments the Influence of character 
remains the same-In Turkey and 
New England nUke. Under the 
primeval despots of Egypt. history 
honestly confesses that man must 
have been as free as culture could 
make him. 

These appearances Indicate the 
fact tltal the universe Js represented 
In every one of Its particles. Every 
thing Jn nature contains all the 
powers of nature. Every thing Is 
made of one hidden stuff: as the 
naturalist sees one type under 
every metamorphosis, and regards 
a horse as a running man, a bird as 
a Oytng man. a tree as a rooted 
man. Each new form rereats not 
only the matn character a the type, 
but part for part all the details. all 
the alms, furtherances, hindrances. 
energies and whole system of every 
other. Every occupation, trade, art, 

Figure 12-6 

transaction. Is a compend of the 
world and a correlative of every 
other. Each one Is an enUre emblem 
of human life: of Its good and Ill, 
Its trials, Its enemies, Its course 
and Its end. And each one must 
somehow accommodate the whole 
man and recite all his d estiny. 

The world globes Itself In a drop 
of dew. The microscope cannot find 
the animalcule which Is less perfect 
for being little. Eyes, ears, tastes, 
smell. motion. resistance. appeute. 
and organs of reproduction that 
take hold of eterntty-all find room 
to constst 1n lhe small creature. so 
do we put our life Into every act. 
The true doctrtne of omnipresence 
Is that God reappears with nil his 
parts In every moss and cobweb. 
The value of the universe contrives 
to throw Itself Into every point. If 
the good Js there. so Js the evil. lf 
the affinity. so the repulsion: If the 
force. so the Umttatlon. 

Thus Is the universe al ive. All 
things are moral. That soul which 
Within us Is a sentiment. outside us 
Is a law. We feel Jts Inspirations: out 
therein history we can feel lis fatal 
s trength. It Is almighty. All nature 
feels Its grasp. "It Is In the world, 
and the world was made by II." It Is 
eternal but It enacts Itself In lime 
and space. A perfect equity adjusts 
Its balance In all parts of life. Ot 
ro/301 ;Ito' aet ev!ft'KOV<Tl. The dice 
of God are always loaded . 

Using the No Break section format to change the number of columns within a page. 
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1Starling Articles iria Newsletter, 
A commo,n requirement for newsletters and simila.rly structured documents 
;~: ' ' ' ! ~' ; . ' 1 : . :) ' . 

is the balancing of the columns on a page within both the ending of one 
.,frticle and the beginning of the next. For instance, if you set a two-column 
format for both articles and set the No Break format for both, you might see 
!Something like Figure 12-7. Notice that, in the absence of line spacing, Space 
Before, or Space After formats, the two sections run into one another. 
. :/ s 

Prudence, coiUJnJUd/rom JNIIt IJ 

There an:: aU dcgrccs of proficiency In 
knowledge of the world. It ls sufficlem to our 
present purpose to indicate three. One clus 
lives to the utilhy of the symbol, esteeming 
health and wealth a final good. Another class 
live: above this marlc: 10 the beauty o r the 
symbol, as the poet and anlst and the naiUrllill 
and man of science. A third class live above the 
be>uty or the symbol to the bauty or the thins 

from Compensation ... 

by Ralph Waldo Emerson 

This Ulw writes the laws or cities and natioru. 
h \loill noc. be b.lulkcd of iLS end in the smallest 
iota. ll is In vain to build or plot or combine 
against it. lltlngs refuse to be mismanaged 
loog. Res nohutt dlu mal< admlnlstrllll. Thoulh 
no dlC::du to a new evil appear, Lhe checks edst, 
and will appear. If the government is cruel, the 
governor's life Is not .safe. If you ux too high. 
the ~tvenue will yield oothing. If you make the 
aiminal code sanguinary, juries will oot con
vict. Nothing atblunry, nothing anlOclal can en· 
dun:. Tile 1rue liJe and sadsfacalons of man 
seem to elude the utmost rigors or felicities or 
cond!Uon and to e.slllbllsh UICIOsclvcs with srut 
indirfcrcncy under all varieties ofcircumslmX!e. 
Under atl govemmenu the lnOuence of 
character remains the snmo-in Turkey and 
New England alike. Under the primeval despolt 
of Egypt, history honestly oonfessc.s that man 
must have been as free as t:ullurc could make 
him. 

These: appeannees indicate the fact tJut the 
universe is represented In every one ofiu partl· 
ties. Every thing In nature conlains all tile pow
ers or naru ... Every thing Is made or one hldclen 
stuff; 1.5 the natur:lllst sees one type under every 
metamorphosi111, and regards a horse aJ a 
runnJna man, a bird :u a flying man, a ne u a 
roosed man. Each new form repealS not only the 
main chancier of the type, but pan for part all 
the detail s, all the alms, funhc:ranccs. 
hindn.nc:cs, cnerates and whole s)'llt.m of every 
other. Every occupation. lrade, a.n, l.I'Wl.Saclion, 
Is a compcnd of the world and 1 correlative or 

Figure 12;7, 

signified; these: are wise men. 1be first class 
have oommon sense: lhc second, wte; and the 
lhlrd, spirituiLI perception. Once In a long time, 
1 man traverses the whole scale, and sees :ltld 
c:njoys lhc l)mbol solidly, then also bas a clear 
eye for lhc beauty, rmd lastly, whilst he pitches 
his t.ent on this sacred volcanic Isle or nature. 
does not offer to build hotues and buns 
lhcreon, reverencing the splendor of the God 
..,.,'h,lch he sees bursting Uuough each chink and 
cramy. 
every other. Each one i5 an entire emblem of 
humon life: or iu good and Ill. Its trials. its 
enemies. hs course and its end. And each one 
must somehow accommodate the whole man 
I10d recite all his dc.nlny. 

The wortd globe.s itself in 3 drop of dew. 
11le microscope cannot find the animalcule 
which Is Its:~ perfect for being little... Eyes, cars. 
1astcs , smeJI, mouon, resistance, appetite. and 

orsaru of It' production thll take hold or eter· 
nhy-all lind room 10 consist in the smoll 
creature. So do we put our life into every act. 
1l1c true doctrine of omnipresence Is that God 
n:appean with all his pans in every moss and 
cobl4'eb. 11lc value of the unlvcnc contrives to 
th row itself Into every point. If the good is 
there, so Is the evil, If the affinity, so the n:· 
pulsion: lhhc: force, so the limitation. 

Thus is the universe alive. All tJdngs are 
moral. 'Tlut soul which within u.s: is a sentim-::nt, 
outs\dc us Is al.aw. We foel iu irupirations; out 
U~en:ln history we can feel iu: fatal strengU1. Jt is 
almighty. All nature feels its srasp. "It Is in the 
v.-ortd, and the world was made by it." It is etcr· 
nat but II enacu itself In rime and space. A 
perfect equity adjustJ Its b>lancc in all pllltS of 
life. Q no/Jot dto{.,.. fV!mi'O>'Ol. The dice or 
God arc alwoys loaded. 

Adjac~nt sections in two-column format without extra formatting. 
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You can achieve a better-looking break between the two sections by 
1insetting'betWeen ~hem a one-column section containing only one blankH 
line. You can ~ormat this blank line as needed to separate the two sections. 
Figtire 12-8 shows how this might look. To create this special section: ;, 

;0 1Place the,insedion point before the first character in the second,'' 
section. Press the Return key and then Command-Enter to start a 
new:panigraph and section. 

Prudence, COIIJii'Ultd jrrHn pare 1 J 

There art a ll degrees of proficiency in 
knowledge or the wortd. It is sufficient to our 
p!t$Cnt pu!J)Ose ID lndleato lhm:. One clw lives 
"' the u@ty or the symbol, eru:emlng heAlth and 
\llulth a fmal &001- Anolher clw 1i\'e above dlis 
marlc: ID the beauty of the symbol,"' the poet and 
anlst and lhc naturalist and man of science. A 
third cllWlivc abo\'< O~e bwlty of the symboi iD 
the beauty or Lbc thlng signlfied; these are wise 

from Compensation. .. 

by Ralph Waldo Emerson 

This Law writes the laws of cities and muioru. It 
wiU not be baulkcd of its end in the smallest iou. 
It is in vain to build or plot or combine: against il. 
Things refuse to be mismanaged long. Re.s 
nolu.nt d iu malt admlniltrtJTI. Though no 
checks co a new evil appear, lhc checks exist, 
and wiiJ appear. 1f the government is cruel, lhc 
governor's life is not ufe. IJ you t.u 100 high, 
the revenue will yield nolh.lng. IJ you mate lhe 
crlmlnal code Wlguinary,juries will not convkt. 
Nothing art>itrury, ncxhing ar1lfici:IJ can endure. 
The U\Je life and satisfactions of mll'l seem to 
elude the utmost rigors or felicities of condition 
and to euablish themselves with great 
indifferency under aU varieties of clrcumsunce. 
Under all governments the influence of char.lcter 
remains the s ame-in Turkey and New England 
alike. Under the primeval despots of Eg)'Pt, 
hiSlory honestly conresses that man mUSI have 
been as rree aJ culture couJd make him. 

Tilc:sc: appearances Indicate Che factlhatlhe 
w'liverse is rcpres.enled in every one of iLS pani
cles. Every thing ln nature contains aU the pow
ers of nature. Every thing is made of one hidden 
Stuff; a.s lhe naturalist sees one type under C\'try 
metamorphos is, and n:gatds a horse as a rumlng 
man , a bird iLl a flying man, a tree as a rooted 
mlJ\. Each new form repeatS not only the main 
durnc«r of the type, bot pan for pan all the 
detail$, all the ail'ls. funheranccs, hindrances. 
entlllies and whole sysu:m or every other. Every 
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men. 1llc: first class have common sense; the 
second. wto; and the third , spiritual perception. 
Once in a long time, a man traverses the whole 
scale. and sees llld enjoys the. symbol solidly. 
then also hu a clear eye for the beauty, and 
lastly, whilst he phchcs his tan on this sacred 
volcanic Isle or n:uure, does not offer to build 
houses and barns thereon , reverencing the 
(Jllc ndor of the Ood which he sees bursting 
through esch dlinlc and cranny. 

occupation, trade, an, tt1J\S3Ction, is :1 com pend 
of the world and a com:latlve of every olher. 
Each one Is an entire emblem of hum11n life; of 
ils good and iU, its trials, ils enemies, illl cou~ 
and its end. And each one mus:t somehow 
a.c:commodatc the whole m111 and recite all his 
destiny. 

The world globes Itself in a drop of dew. 
The microscope cannot find Lhe animalcule 
whlch is less perfect for being liuJe. Eyes, ears, 
tastes. smell, modon, resistance. appetite, 1lld 
organs of reproduction that lake hold of cter
nity-311 find room to consist in the small 
cruturc. So do we put our life iruo every act. 
TIIC true doctrine of omnipresence Is that God 
reappears with all his parts in every moss and 
cobweb. 'The value of the unJvc.rse contrives to 
throw itstlflntD every point. li the good is there, 
so lsl.he evil, if the affinity. so the repulsion: if 
the force. so the limilllion. 

Thus is the unJversc alive. AU things an: 
moral. 11\al soul which wilhin us is a scnlimcnt , 
outside us is a law. We feel itS inspinnlons; out 
therein histOry we can feel its f3tal st.rtngth. It is 
almighcy. All nature feels its grasp. " It is in the 
world, and the: world waJ made by it." ll is cter
n&l t\Jt it enxu itself In time and space. A perfect 
equity adj uns Its balance In mll pans of Ufe. Or: 
rru/Jot tho' aea evam:ovm. The dice of Goo 
an: always loaded. 

Inserting a one-column section to add space between two multiple-column sections. 
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@ Be sure to set the No Break option in all three sections. l1,1 the 
new middle sectien, set the number of columns to 1. 

6) Click in the single blank line in the new middle section and choose 
the Paragraph command. Set a double line above the paragraph, 
and set 18 points Space Before and 6 points Space After. 

You can change the spacing formats and use graphics copied from a 
program such as MacDraw instead of using the boxed paragraph formats. 

• The Command Buttons 
The Section dialog box has four command buttons: OK, Cancel, Apply, 
and Set Default. The OK, Cancel, and Apply buttons work as they do in 
the Character and Paragraph d ialog boxes. You click OK to implement 
the format changes and close the dialog box, Cancel to close the dialog box 
without implementing the format changes, and Apply to implement the 
format changes without closing the dialog box. 

When you use the Apply button to implement a section format, you can't 
undo the change by clicking the Cancel button. Should you decide to go back 
to the old format, reselect the original options and click OK (or choose the 
Undo Formatting command). 

The Set Default button lets you record your new section formats as the 
defaults. U you always begin a new section on an odd-numbered page (as for 
chapters in a book, for example), you can save time by turnjng on the Odd 
Page option and clicking the Set Default button. Word stores the new choice 
in the current Word Settings file. This button does not apply the format to 
the currently selected section. 



• Points to Remember 
0 A section is any block of text that precedes a section mark (a double 

dotted line). If you don't divide your document into sections, any section 
formats you specify apply to the entire document. 

0 The section format domain controls page numbering, number of columns 
on the page and spacing between them, whether the section starts a new 
page or column, the position and content of headers and footers, whether 
footnotes are printed at the section's end, and line numbering. 

0 Section formats are tied to the section mark; deleting the section mark 
deletes the section formats for that section and merges it with the section 
that follows. 

0 You can select and copy section marks and their formatting in the same 
way that you select and copy paragraph marks. 

0 When you have more than one section in a document, the status box 
indicates the section number as well as the page number of the top line in 
the window. Word updates page numbers the next time the document is 
repaginated. 

0 The page numbers controlled by the Section dialog box are separate from 
any you include in a header or footer. The Restart at 1 and numbering 
options in the Section dialog box affect both types of page numbers. 

0 Page numbers and line numbers do not appear in Document view. You 
must enter Print Preview or print the document to see them. 

0 You can change the character formats of page numbers and line numbers 
through the automatic styles named page number and line number. Word 
adds these styles to the style sheet when you set their options. 

• Techniques 

The Section dialog box 
Item 

Start drop-down list 

No Break 

New Column 

Action 

Detennines where the section begins on the page. 

Begins the section without starting a new page or 
column. 

Begins the section at the top of the next column. 
The sect ion must be in a multiple-column 
format, and the previous section must have the 
same number of columns as this one; otherwise, 
the section begins on a new page. 

(con tinued) 
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Item 

New Page 

Even Page, Odd Page 

Header/Footer option group 

From Top 

From Bottom 

First Page Special 

Page Number option group 

Auto 

Restart at I 

Numbering drop-down list 

1 2 3 

I II ill 

iii iii 

ABC 

abc 

From Top 

From Right 

Include Endnotes 

Action 

Begins the section at the top of the next page; this 
is Word's default. 

Begins the section at the top of the next even
numbered or odd-numbered page, respectively, 
inserting a blank page if necessary. 

Specifies the vertical position of headers and 
footers within the section and indicates whether 
to use a first-page header or footer. Enter 
measurements in inches, centimeters, or points. 

Specifies the distance between the top edge of the 
paper and the header. 

Specifies the distance between the bouom edge of 
the paper and the footer. 

Indicates whether the first page of the section uses 
a different header and footer. 

Adds page numbers to the section and controls 
their position and the type of numbering used. 

Turns on page numbering in the section. 

Begins the page numbers for the section at I. 

Sets the page-numbering format. 

Spec ific~ Arabic numeral~ fur the page numbers. 

Spec ifies uppercase Roman numerals for the page 
numbers. 

Spec ifies lowercase Roman numerals for the page 
numbers. 

Specifies uppercase letters for the page numbers . 
After Z, the pages are numbered AA, AB, AC, 
and so on. 

Spec ifies lowercase letters for the page numbers. 
The sequence is the same as for uppercase 
leuers. 

Specifies the distance between the top edge of 
the paper and the page number. The default is 
0.5 inch. 

Specifies the distance between the right edge of 
the paper and the page number. If the Facing 
Pages option is turned on in the Page Setup 
dialog box, this option specifies the distance 
from the left edge of the paper for even
numbered pages. The default is 0.5 inch. 

Prints at the end of the section any footnotes that 
have accumulated. Active only if the End of 
Section option in the Footno tes group of the 
Document d ialog box is selected. 

(continued) 



Item 

Include Endnotes, cont. 

Line Numbers option group 

Line Numbering drop-down list 

Off 

By Page 

By Section 

Continuous 

Count By 

From Text 

Columns option group 

Number 

Spacing 

Buttons 

OK button 

Cancel button 

Apply button 

Set Default button 

Create a new section 

Action 

If Include Endnotes is not set, footnotes are 
printed at the end of the next sect·ion in which it 
is set or at the end of the document if the option 
is tumed off in all subsequent sections. 

Controls line numbering. 

Causes line numbers to be printed to the left of the 
text in the section. 

Turns off line numbering. 

Starts the first line number of each page at I. 

Starts the first line number of the section at I. 

Begins numbering lines where the previous 
section ended. 

Specifies an interval for the line numbers. (To 
number every fifth line, for example, enter 5.) 

Specifies the distance from the left margin to the 
line number. When Auto is set, a space of 0.25 
inch for single-column text and 0. 125 inch for 
multiple-column text is used. 

Controls the number and spac ing of columns. 
Word sets the column width based on the 
values of these options_ 

Specifies the number of columns printed across 
the page. 

Specifies the space between columns. 

Implements the selected formats and closes the 
dialog box. 

Closes the dialog box without implementing the 
selected formats. 

Implements the se lected fonnats without closing 
the dialog box. 

Records the selected formats in the Word Settings 
fi le as the new defaults. Does not implement the 
formats in the current document 

0 Set the insertion point where you want the new section to begin. 

@ Press Command-Enter. 

Assign section formats to a section 
0 Set the insertion point in the section to be affected, or select the 

section mark. 

@ Choose Section from the Format menu. 
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@} Make the desired changes in the section formats. 

0 Click OK to apply the forma ts and close the dialog box. 

Create a multiple-column document 
0 Insert a section mark at each point in your document where you 

want to change the number of columns, begin a new column, or 
begin a new page. 

@ Set the insertion point in the first section you want to format. 

@} Choose the Section command. 

0 Specify the number of columns for this section and the spacing 
between columns in the Colunu1s option group. 

0 Indicate where the section should begin on the page by clicking one 
of the Section Start options. 

<D Click OK to close the dialog box. 

@ Format the next section, following the same procedure. 

0 Choose Page View or Print Preview to see how the document looks. 

• Commands 
Command name 

Alphabetic Page Numbers 

Arabic Page Numbers 

Auto Page Numbering 

Columns: 

First Page Special 

Insert New Section 

Line Numbers By Page 

Line Numbers By Section 

Line Numbers Cominuous 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Sets uppercase leiters A-Z for page numbers of selected 
section. 

Sets Arabic numerals for page numbers of selected section. 

Toggles automatic page numbering for selected section. 

Formats current section with number of text columns you 
specify. 

Adds Open First Header and Open First Footer commands to 
Document menu in Ga lley View so that you can create first
page headers and footers for selected section. Turns off 
automatic page numbering for first page. 

Inserts a section break at insertion point. 

OO w 
Turns on line numbering for selected section and restarts line 
numbering at I on each page. 

Turns on line numbering for selected section and restarts line 
numbering at I at beginning of section. 

Turns on line numbering for selected section and continues 
numbering sequence fTom preceding section. 

(continued) 



Command name 
Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Lowercase Alphabetic Page Numbers 
Sets lowercase letters a-z for page numbers of selected section. 

Lowercase Roman Page Numbers 
Sets lowercase Roman numerals for page numbers of selected 
section. 

No Line Numbers Turns off line numbering for selected section. 

Restart Page Numbering at I Toggles option to start page numbering of selected section 
from I. 

Roman Page Numbers Sets uppercase Roman numerals for page numbers of selected 
section. 

Section Starts on Even Page 

Section Starts on New Column 

Section Starts on New Page 

Section Starts on Odd Page 

Section Starts with No Break 

Section ... 

Starts selected section on next even-numbered page. 

Starts selected section in nex t text column on same page or, if 
selected section and preceding sections have di ffe rent numbers 
of text columns, on next page. 

Starts selected section on a new page. 

Starts selected section on next odd-numbered page. 

Starts selected section on same page as preced ing section. 

Brings up dialog box for changing page layout within the 
selected section. 

Format ~Ft4 
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Headers, Footers, and Footnotes 

his chapter provides the information you need to work with three 
special elements of your document: headers, footers, and footnotes. 
If you've ever written a research paper, you know what footnotes 

are, and you might already be familiar with headers and footers if you've 
worked with other word processors. For the uninitiated, here are some 
definitions: 

0 A header is repeating text that appears above the top of the body text 
on the page. (See Figure 13-1 on the following page.) 

0 A footer is repeating text that appears below the bottom of the body 
text on the page . • 

0 A footnote provides more information about one or more statements 
in the text. Although footnotes can contain parenthetical asides, they 
usually list sources of information or provide additional comments 
that support assertions made in the body text. A footnote can appear 
at the bottom of the page containing its reference, at the end of a 
section, or at the end of the document. 
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Figure 13·1 

Q earan§:e'&.J . SECTION 3 

GW6UF ··-· ""'WfMM I 42t 

rommond and ont.,. tho dlslanot! from the top ol tho pase to the top ol the 
heoderln tho Prom Top llcld. and.,..,. tho d btan<e lrum the bottom ol tho 
page to tho bottom ol the looter in the Prom Bolmm &ld. 

A distance of 05 Inch Ia atandard IO< both the hood.,. and looter. Most 
prln..,._lndudlng tho LuerWriter-can't print much doter than thb to 
the top and bottom edges of lht~per.to don' t ute a smaller value. Utlng 
a tarser value might make the printable area lor the body o1 the document 
smaller, because lor h.-den Word - the act\UI top margin lew t he body 
o1 tho document at the bottom ol the header. The piac<ment ol the actual 
bottom margin workl tlmllarly. You aet tho top ond bottom margins In the 
Document d ialog box, butprc<edlng the top or bottom meoJU"""""tJ ln the 
dialog box with a mlnw sign make~ thete marpno aboolute rather than rda· 
Uve to headers and footm. 

Using the Print Preview Command 
Print Prnolew b theruicst and mos1 strafghtforw•rd way ol adjusting the 
vertlcal pool lion o( heodon and roo ..... although you looe p recise control. 
Flnt d lcl< the Ma~Jins '""' to d isplay tho boundaries ol the marpno ond 
the limits of the headers and footers. You can d rag the header and footer 
anywhere above the top margin ond bet wren the left and right margins. 
The...,. posiUon It roll«ted ln the HN<l«/Footerlleldsof theSectlon 
dialog box. 

(f you preY the ShUt key befort!: dragging.. you can move the he.1der or 
looter Into the body ol the page. When you do thb, Word updates the 
contents not only oflhe Section df.aJog box. but abo enten a minus algn 
before the top or bottcwn IT\IJ'l!in meuurements ln the Documenl dialog box. 
Thl1 method alloWI you to see lmmedlltely theell«t the pooiUons ol the 
header ond loot .. have on the layout of the page. You' lllwn more about 
thil tech.nlque in Chapter 14, "l:)ocument Form.atting and Printing.'" 

• Creating and Editing Footnotes 
You we footnotes to klcntily tou rce~ ol quotation. acknowledge borrowed 
kleu, and provide supP~tary iniOI'TMtlon. You a n Indicate a footnote 
by a aupmcripted number,1 by a oyni>ol sueh •• the daggor' or a.sterisk." or 
even by a ahort pi""' o/ text..,.. 

1 A number tNt tw been railed above the bufline. 
t Somettm. called a dagger. 
• Molt manuab of aty .. r'U'Omi'I'ICnd ulinJ only Nperacripttd numbtn for footootes. 

but lithe document corrtaln.t oNyone or two footnoeea,. tymbobare an acorpuble 
al--

"'* Howewr,llhol1 phruaaafootnote mermcacanbeunw5e:kty. 

A page with a header, footer, and footnotes. 

Headers and footers can be used in almost any document, even a letter. 
They can contain page numbers, the title of the document or chapter, and 
the current time and date, among other information . Once you've defined a 
header or footer for a section, Word applies it to all subsequent sections of 
the document until you change or delete it for a section. 

Footnotes are generally used in academic and technical papers, journals, 
and books. They are rarely used in letters, casual business reports, and 
general-interest magazine articles. 
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• Creating a Standard Header or Footer 
Although headers and footers are independent entities, virtually no differ
ence arises in the procedure you use to create either one. For the sake of sim
plicity, this section discusses headers only, but you use the same techniques 
to create and work with footers. 

Think of a header that appears on every page of the document as a stan
dard header, to distinguish it from the more specialized headers that you can 
define for the first page of the document, for odd pages only, and for even 
pages only. To create a standard header in Galley View for a document 
composed of one section, do the following: 

0 Choose Open Header from the Document menu. (If you want to 
create a footer, choose the Open Footer command instead.) The 
Header window appears across the lower half of the window. (See 
Figure 13-2.) 

@ Type some text, such as the title of the document, into the Header 
window. This window works like the main document window; 
Word wraps to the next line text you type that extends beyond the 
right indent. 

6) Choose Show Ruler from the Format menu. Note that the tab stops 
for the Header window are not the same as the ones in the preset 
Normal style in the document window. The Normal style uses only 
the default tabs, but two tab stops are set in the Header window. The 
reason for this is that the text in the Header window defaults to the 
automatic style named header. This style contains two tab stops: a 
centered stop in the middle of the header area and a flush-right stop 
near the right indent. These tabs make it easy to position text in the 
header. 

0 When you are finished typing the header, click the close box of the 
Header window. 

10 Untitled t :lleoder El! 
~. f§l (E) (same fl ~ Prt~uious) 

heooer 

Figure 13-2 
The Header window. 
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You can move the Header window by dragging it by the title bar, and 
you can resize it by dragging the size box, located in the lower right corner of 
the window. To quickly enlarge or reduce the window, click in the zoom box 
in the upper right corner, or double-click in the size box or title bar. 

Keeping the Header Window Open 
You need not close the Header window when you are finished with it, but 
doing so frees up memory and keeps screen clutter to a minimum. To return 
to the document without closing the Header window, click anywhere in the 
main document window in Galley View. The Header window drops behind 
it and is deactivated. To reactivate the Header window, click inside it, choose 
the Open Header command again, or choose the Header window from the 
Window menu. 

', 

The header text appears only when you print the document or audition it 
in Print Preview or in Page View. You can also create headers in Page View. 
When you choose the Open Header or Open Footer command in Page View, 
Word places the insertion point within the top or bottom margin of the 
currently visible page. Theoretically, a header can contain as many lines as 
you can fit on a page, but most headers consist of only one or two lines. If 
you enter more than a few lines in Page View, you can see that Word moves 
down the body text to accommodate large headers. Similarly, the body text 
is pushed up by large footers. If this weren' t done, the text in the header 
or footer and the body text would overlap. (You might want to set the 
Background Repagination option in the Preferences dialog box to make 
screen updating proceed more quickly.) 

At some point, however, you might need to have a header overlap with 
the body text in order to achieve a particular design effect. One example of 
this is shown in Figure 13-3. You can achieve this type of effect by specifying 
that the margin not be changed, regardless of the length of the header. To 
do this, choose Document from the Format menu, and insert a hyphen, or 
minus sign (-), before the Top margin measurement (or before the Bottom 
margin measurement for a footer). Doing this sets a fixed margin for the 
entire document, not only for a section. This technique is similar to the one of 
putting a minus sign in front of the line-spacing value in the Paragraph 
dialog box to specify a line spacing that never varies. 

If you've experimented with the Position paragraph format, however, 
you might realize that you can achieve the same effect by giving one or more 
paragraphs in the Header an absolute position on the page. In fact, if you 
really wanted to complicate matters, you could place the contents of the 
header at the bottom of the page, and the contents of the footer at the top of 
the page! 
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Who will believe my verse in time to come, 
If it were fill' d with your most high deserts? 
Though, yet. Heaven knows, it is but as a tomb 
Which hides your life. and shows not half your parts. 
If I could write the beauty of your eyes, 
And in fresh number ail your graces, 
The age to come would say. "this poet lies: 
Such heavenly touches ne er touch' d earthly faces." 
So should my papers, yeilow'd with age. 
Be scorn'd, like old men of less truth than tongue: 
And your true rights be term'd a poet's rage, 
And stretched metre of an antique song: 

But were some child of yours alive that time. 
You should live twice- in It and In my rhyme. 

Figure 13-3 
A header overlapped with body text. 

SHAKESPEARE's 
SONNETS 

XVII 

• Creating a First-Page Header or Footer 
Letters, title pages, and the first pages of reports and other documents 
generally do not contain a header, and the footer for the first page may be 
different from those in the rest of the document, containing a copyright 
notice, for instance. Word lets you remove the header or create a special 
header and footer for the first page of the document. To do this while in 
Galley View: 

0 Choose Section from the Format menu. However, if a header or 
footer window is in the foreground, the Section option is dimmed-if 
you want to keep the window open, simply click in the Galley View 
window to bring it to the front before choosing the Section 
command. 

@ Select the First Page Special option, located in the Header / Footer 
group, and click OK. 

@) Pull down the Document menu. It now contains two sets of header 
and footer commands. (See Figure 13-4 on the following page.) 

0 Choose the Open Firs t Header or Open First Footer command to 
create a header or footer for the first page of the currently selected 
section. If you don' t want a header on the first page, press 
Command-Option-M to select the entire header, and then 
press the Backspace key to delete it. 

~ Click the close box. 
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Open Header .. . 
Open Footer .. . 
Open First Hellder •.. 
Open First Footer ... 

Footnote... ME 
Repoginote Now :MJ 

Figure 13-4 
The Document menu after setting the the First Page Special option. 

If you're in Page View, no new commands are added to the Document 
menu. The theory is that willie you're working with a document in Page 
View, you're only interested in the header and footer for that page. To edit 
the header of the first page of a section while in Page View, go to that page 
first, then choose the Open Header or Open Footer command. When you 
choose the Open Header command, for instance, Word jumps to the position 
of the header at the top of the page, and places the insertion point before the 
first character in the Header. Remember that it's easier to determine where 
you are on the page by using the Show <Jl command (Command-Y) or by 
setting the Show Text Rectangles option in the Preferences dialog box. 

Formatting Headers and Footers 
You can change the character and paragraph formatting of headers and 
footers in the same way that you change them for text in the Galley View 
or Page View windows. As mentioned earlier, the text you enter in the 
Header window is assigned the header style; text in the Footer window uses 
an automatic style named footer. To display the definition for this style, 
choose Define Styles and click on the header entry. (See Figure 13-5.) The 
header style is based on the Normal style, to which a centered tab stop and a 
right-aligned tab stop have been added. You can also format headers by 
redefining the header style, or you can insert text having any other style you 
have created. 

Sh ies 

llormel • Teb •tops: 31n Centered; 6 In RIQht Flu•h 

Figure 13-5 
The default header style. 
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Adding Page Numbers and a Time or Date Stamp 
The previous chapter described how to number pages through the Section 
dialog box, a method that is fine if all you need is an unadorned page num
ber. However, if you want to include any text or symbols before or after the 
number, you must include the page number in a header or footer. For exam
ple, you can create a header that prints any of the following along the top 
of the page: 

Report# 1 Mac's Mad Movies Page R1 -103 

Cascade Development Co. -43- April 15, 1991 

My Summer Vacation Page 1 of 4 

You add page numbers to a header while in Galley View as follows: 

0 Choose the Open Header command. 

@ Type the header text, and position the insertion point where you 
want the page number to appear. 

~ Click the Page Number icon in the Header window. The number of 
the current page appears. (See Figure 13-6.) Word places the correct 
number on every page when you print the document or view it in 
Print Preview. 

To add page numbers to a footer, follow the same procedure, but choose 
the Open Footer command. 

I Untitled I :Hellder e:m 
~ @J 0 ( Si!OJ(l fl~ l' rt> ulous ) Q . 

Overview. Report,. Page.~ 

r' -
ii 
0 

1neaoer 101 .lliiW IH . 'I.' II; I2J 

Figure 13-6 
A page number added to a header. 

You can readily identify a page number (or any of the other elements 
you insert by clicking icons in the Header or Footer icon bars) by choosing 
the Show <JI command. Page numbers are then boxed with a dotted line, as 
shown in the figure. You can delete, cut, and paste page numbers as you 
would any other text, but you can't edit the number within the element. 

The page number is formatted with the character formats currently in 
force in the header or footer. If no new character formats have been added, 
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the number uses the formats specified in the header or footer style (not the page 
number style, used when you set page numbers through the Section dialog 
box). To change the format, select the page number and choose the forma ts 
you want from the appropriate menu. 

Duplicate Page Numbers 
You can enter as many page numbers as you like in the header and footer. In 
fact, both the header and footer can contain a page number. Page numbers 
created with the Print Preview or Section command are handled separately 
from the header and footer page numbers. You can use both concurrently, 
and Word increments both sets. There are few practical applications for this, 
but you should be aware of it in case you change from one numbering 
method to the other. However, when you click the Page N umber icon and 
close the Head er or Footer window, Word turns off the Section page 
numbering forma t for you. 

You add the time and date in the same way that you add page numbers: 
Open the Header or Footer window, place the insertion point, and click the 
Clock icon for the time or the Calendar icon for the date. Word uses the cur
rent time and date as set by the Alarm Clock desk accessory. The time is in 
the form H:MM PM (or AM), and the date is in the form M/D/YY. The time 
and date change whenever you open ur print the document, or when you 
open the header or footer w indow. If you want to add a fixed time or date 
that does not change, type it explicitly from the keyboard, or use one of 
Word's standard time or date glossary entries. 

Like the page number, the time and date stamps each have a dotted 
box around them w hen Show CU is on and are considered one unit. You can 
neither edit the stamp nor delete a portion of it. If you backspace over any 
part of the stamp, it all disappears . 

Entering a Page Number, Time, or Date Stamp in a Document Window 
Because the Page Number, Time, and Date icons appear only in the Header 
and Footer windows, it might seem that you can' t insert these items into the 
body text of your documents. However, the Glossary of Word 4 supports 
several versions of the same stamps created when you click the icons in a 
header or footer w indow. When you click the Page Number icon, Word 
inserts the standard page number entry from the glossary. When you click the 
Date icon, Word inserts the date- print - short entry. Clicking the Time icon 
inserts the time- print- short entry. 

You can apply this principle in reverse, as well, by using the glossary to 
enter the time or date in formats other than those created by clicking icons in 
the header or footer window. Word updates each of these stamps in the body 
of the document in Galley View or Page View as it does w hen they are placed 
il1 a header or footer. Remember that the time and date are advanced only 
w hen you print, preview, or repaginate the document. 

'· 
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• Creating Headers for Facing Pages 
Word allows great flexibility in the use of headers and footers. You can set up 
special fonts, indents, and other formats for them as you would for the body 
text. As in the previous section, the focus here is on headers, but the same 
techniques apply to footers as well. 

If the final document will be printed on both sides of the paper and 
bound into a book, you may want to use facing-page headers, in which the 
headers on the left and right pages (the even- and odd-numbered pages, 
respectively) are independent. How can you use this feature? You might 
place the page number and the name of the document on all the even
numbered pages and the name of your company on the odd-numbered 
pages. Figure 13-7 shows a variety of uses for facing-page headers. 

I Page 4- Wastewater Report I I Wastewater Report - Page 51 

1-4 - Westeweter Report I ..._l_r_he_E_a_st-rl-dg_e_c_o. __ -_s_-__.1 

LIM_e_ci_n_to-sh_u_s_er_·s_G_u•_·d_e __ ~l ~~-----C-h-cp_t_er_t_ ... _l n-tr_od_u_ct_io_n~~ 

The Sociology of the Queen Bee January I 4, 1966 Pege 51 

Even-numbered pages Odd-numbered pages 

Figure 13-7 
Examples of facing-page headers. 

To create separate headers for even-numbered and odd-numbered pages, 
choose the Document command and select the Even/Odd Headers option. 
When you pull down the Document menu in Galley View after setting this 
option, you see two new sets of header and footer commands: one set for odd
numbered pages and one set for even-numbered pages. (See Figure 13-8.) 
Create each header as usual. You can test the layout of your headers by view
ing them in Print Preview or Page View. As mentioned earlier when we dis
cussed the First Page Special section format, Word lists only the Open Header 
and Open Footer commands when in Page View. 

lo 

Open First Heoder ... 
Open First Footer .•• 
Open Euen lleoder .•• 
Open Euen Footer ••• 
Open Odd Heoder ..• 
Open Odd Footer ... 

Figure 13-8 
The Document menu after setting both Even/Odd Headers and First Page Special. 
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How did odd-numbered and even-numbered pages come to be the right 
and left pages, respectively? In conventional publication design, the first page 
of a manuscript is numbered 1 and is on the right-hand side. Therefore, all 
odd-numbered pages are on the right and all even-numbered pages are on 
the left. In Word, however, you can use the Start Pages From field in the 
Document dialog box to start your document on a page number other than 1. 
This is useful if your document is part of a larger set of documents that must 
be numbered consecutively. If you do this, Word still places even-numbered 
pages on the left and odd-numbered pages on the right. If you start a docu
ment on page 2, for example, the first page is formatted as a left-hand page. 

• Creating a Different Header for Each Section 
You now know about three different types of headers: s tandard headers, 
firs t-page headers, and headers for even-numbered and odd-numbered 
pages. You can define these headers differently for each section of your 
document. 

As you learned in the previous chapter, you enter a section mark (a 
double dotted line) by pressing the Command and Enter keys. Any section 
formats you define for a section, in<;luding the headers and footers, are tied 
to the section mark that follows it. 

To create a new header in a section, scroll the window so that the desired 
section is in view; then click in that section to place the insertion point there. 
Remember that the status box shows the page and section number of the top
most line in the window, not the location of the insertion point. When you 
open the Header window, the title bar indicates the section number for which 
the header is defined; check to be sure it's the right one. 

Word saves you typing if you want to use the same or similar text for 
a new header. When you press Command-Enter to start a new section, each 
new header (or footer), whether it be first, odd, even, or standard, is copied 
from the one immediately preceding it. You can then open any of the Header 
windows and edit, delete, or replace the text. 

The Same As Previous Button 
A useful tool for creating new headers is the Same as Previous button in the 
Header or Footer window, but it's a little complicated to describe. Let's 
consider three cases. 

Suppose you create a standard header-not odd, even, or first page- in 
a document in which you have established three sections. Before you enter 
text into any of the three Header windows, each header is known as a null 
header. Now enter some text into the first section's Header window. If you 
open the Header windows for the second and third sections, you see the text 
you entered in the Header window for the first section. This happens because 
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for every null header, Word scans back through the preceding sections and 
uses the contents of the first non-null header it finds. 

Now open the Header window for the second section, select the default 
header text (which comes from the first header), and delete it. You might 
think that this action makes the head er for the second section an empty 
header, but this is not the case. Instead, the second head er remains a null 
header and contains only a single paragraph mark. (Every window in Word 
into which you enter text must have an ending paragraph mark, which you 
cannot delete.) lf you close the head er window for the second section and 
reopen it, you'll see that the previous contents have returned . In other words, 
paradoxica!Jy, deleting the contents of a header makes that header null, even 
if it was already null. 

When you open the Header window for the third section, you still see 
the first header's contents because the second section's header is still null. 
Because you haven't entered anything in the Header window for the third 
section, it's still a null header, and so its contents are taken from the first 
section's header. 

If you want to remove a header from a section, you must open the 
header, select its contents, and replace the contents with a space, a tab, 
or text given the Hidden character format-anything that takes up space in 
the header, but isn' t visible when printed. Deleting the contents of a header 
makes the head er null, and so it inherits the contents of the first preceding 
non-nu!J header. 

If you want to use the header for the first section again while leaving 
the header for the second section "empty" (having entered text which isn' t 
visible when printed), you must open the first section's Header window and 
copy it, and then open the third Header window and paste it in. 

Word supports the concept of the null header to make it easier to have a 
header default to the preceding header, yet allow you to "empty" a header 
and use that as the default as well. A good use for this feature is when you 
have a series of large graphs or tables in a section and want to reserve as 
much room on the page for them as possible by removing the head ers or 
footers for that section . 

What does the Same As Previous button have to do with all this? Click
ing the Same As Previous button in a Header or Footer window clears that 
header or footer to the null state, and is equivalent to deleting the contents 
of the header window. When a header becomes null, Word takes its contents 
from the firs t preceding non-null header it finds. When you open a Header or 
Footer window and the Same As Previous button is dimmed, the header is 
null. When you change the contents of a null head er, the button becomes 
active. 

Now consider the second case. This time, suppose you create different 
Odd, Even, and First headers in only one section. If you create an Odd header 
but leave the Even and First headers null, you 'll find that the Even header 
inherits its contents from the Odd header, but the Firs t header remains 
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empty. This happens because the Odd header has a special priority over the 
Even header in each section-entering text in the Odd header for a section 
creates a header for both odd- and even-numbered pages, until you explicitly 
enter text for the Even header. The First header does not inherit its contents 
from the Odd header, and so it remains empty. If you entered text into the 
Even header window, the Same As Previous button becomes active, 
indicating that it is no longer null. 

ln the third case, suppose you create three sections and enter different 
text into each of the three Header windows of the first section alone (all three 
headers in all other sections are null). U you open the headers in the second 
section, for example, you'll see that the Even header section is the same as the 
Odd header of the first section. This happens because the Even header inher
its its text from the Odd header in the same section, but this Odd header 
inherits its text from the first preceding non-null Odd header. 

If you enter text in the window for the Even header of the second section, 
the Same As Previous button becomes active, because it is no longer null. If 
you click the Same as Previous button, you get a copy of the contents of the 
Odd header from the same section because the Odd header has priority in 
that section. Again, the First header is outside this hierarchy and inherits 
from the first preceding non-null First header before it. 

• Positioning Headers or Footers 
You use the same character and paragraph formatting operations that you 
use for the text in the document window to adjust the horizontal position of 
the header or footer relative to the document's page margins. As for vertical 
placement, Word normally places the header 0.5 inch from the top edge of 
the page and the footer 0.5 inch from the bottom edge of the page. You can 
change the vertical placement of a header or footer in one of three ways: 

0 By adding blank lines to the top or the bottom of the text in the 
header or footer window. 

0 By specifying its placement in the Header /Footer group of the 
Section dialog box. 

0 By adjusting its position in Print Preview. 

As mentioned earlier, you can also format one or more paragraphs with 
the Position format to place the paragraphs anywhere on the page. 

Vertical Positioning with the Section Command 
For more precise control over the vertical placement of headers and 
footers, take advantage of the From Top and From Bottom edit fields in 
the Header/Footer group of the Section dialog box. Choose the Section 
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command and enter the distance from the top of the page to the top of the 
header in the From Top field, and enter the distance from the bottom of the 
page to the bottom of the footer in the From Bottom field. 

A distance of 0.5 inch is standard for both the header and footer. Most 
printers- including the LaserWriter-can't print much closer than this to 
the top and bottom edges of the paper, so don't use a smaller value. Using 
a larger value might make the printable area for the body of the document 
smaller, because for headers Word sets the actual top margin for the body 
of the document a t the bottom of the header. The placement of the actual 
bottom margin works similarly. You set the top and bottom margins in the 
Document dialog box, but preceding the top or bottom measurements in the 
dialog box with a minus sign makes these margins absolute rather than rela
tive to headers and footers. 

Using the Print Preview Command 
Print Preview is the easiest and most straightforward way of adjusting the 
vertical position of headers and footers, although you lose precise control. 
First click the Margins icon to display the boundaries of the margins and 
the limits of the headers and footers. You can drag the header and footer 
anywhere above the top margin and between the left and right margins. 
The new position is reflected in the Header /Footer fields of the Section 
dialog box. 

1f you press the Shift key before dragging, you can move the header or 
footer into the body of the page. When you do this, Word updates the 
contents not only of the Section dialog box, but also enters a minus sign 
before the top or bottom margin measurements in the Document dialog box. 
Thls method allows you to see immediately the effect the positions of the 
header and footer have on the layout of the page. You'll learn more about 
this technique in Chapter 14, "Document Formatting and Printing." 

• Creating and Editing Footnotes 
You use footnotes to identify sources of quotation, acknowledge borrowed 
ideas, and provide supplementary information. You can indicate a footnote 
by a superscripted number,1 by a symbol such as the dagger+ or asterisk,· or 
even by a short piece of text. note 

1 A number that has been raised above the baseline. 
+ Sometimes called a dagger. 
• Most manuals of style recommend using only superscripted numbers for footnotes, 

but if the document contains only one or two footnotes, symbols are an acceptable 
alternative. 

note However, short phrases as footnote references can be unwieldy. 



Footnotes always consist of two parts: 

0 A footnote mark, or reference. This is the superscripted number or 
symbol in the text. · 

0 The footnote text, printed at the bottom of the page, at the end of the 
section, or at the end of the document. 

Footnotes in Word are usually separated from the main text by a line 
2 inches long, which you see when the document is printed or previewed. 
Footnotes are not the same as bibliographies, which do not have references 
in text but which follow a similar end-of-section or end-of-document style. 

You can let Word do most of the footnote formatting for you, including 
the spacing and separator line. In fact, you can even have Word track the 
footnotes, numbering them for you as you go along. If you delete a footnote 
from the middle of the document, Word automatically renumbers the foot
notes that follow it. If you want, however, you can edit and reformat any 
element in the complex structure of a footnote. We'll discuss this later 
in the chapter, after we've covered the basics. 

Creating a Footnote 
You can insert a footnote reference and its accompanying text when you 
enter the text or when you ed it and format it. To create a footnote while in 
Galley View, place the insertion point where you want the reference mark 
to be. Then do this: 

0 Choose the Footnote command from the Document menu. The 
Footnote dialog box shown in Figure 13-9 appears. 

181 Auto-numbered Refere nce 

or 

Footnote Reference Mark:~ 
Foo tnot e Sep!irators----------, 

( Separetor ... J (Cont. Sepore tor. .. J (Cont. Notice ... ) 

Figure 13-9 
The Footnote dialog box. 

@ The Auto-numbered Reference option is already selected, so to insert 
a numbered footnote reference, simply press the Return key. If you 
want to use a footnote symbol (or up to 10 characters of text) instead 
of a number, type it into the Footnote Reference Mark field before 
pressing the Return key. Word inserts the reference number or mark, 
and the Footnote window opens, as shown in Figure 13-10. 
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Figure 13-10 
The Footnote window. 

@} Word inserts the same mark at the correct position il1 the Footnote 
window relative to the other footnotes. Type the foo tnote text after it, 
using any of the character and paragraph formats. Each footnote can 
be as long as you want; the Footnote window scrolls if you fil l it with 
text. Word assigns the automatic style named footnote text to the text 
you enter, but you can change this style if you want. 

0 When you're finished entering the footnote, close the Footnote 
window by dragging the split bar down. 

You can also enter footnotes while in Page View. If you choose the 
Footnote command while in Page View, Word moves the msertion point to 
the bottom of the page, the end of the section, or the end of the document, 
depending on which option is set in the Footnote Position drop-down list in 
the Document dialog box, discussed later in this chapter. You might set the 
Background Repagmation option in the Preferences dialog box so tha t Word 
more promptly updates the screen image for the new footnotes you've 
added . 

Speeding Up Footnote Entn; 
You can shorten this routme by using a few of Word 's command-key short
cuts. If you're letting Word number the footnote references, you can do this: 

0 Press Comrnand-E to open the Footnote dialog box. 

@ Don' t wait for the box to appear to press the Return key. Press it 
while Word is d rawing the Footnote dialog box on the screen, and 
you' ll go right to the Footnote window. This cuts a second or two off 
the time. Many commands in this and other Macmtosh programs act 
this way. 
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~ When you've finished entering the footnote, use one of the Go Back 
key sequences-Command-Option-Z or the 0 key on the keypad . 
This places the insertion point back in the main document window at 
the exact p lace you left off. The Footnote window stays open. 

The Footnote window opens in a pane of the window in Galley View. 
The upper pane contains the document; the lower pane contains the foot
notes. You can scroll the active window up or down. (The active window 
is the one containing the blinking insertion point.) You can enlarge the 
Footnote window by dragging the split bar up, making the pane containing 
the document proportionally smaller. If the window is already split when 
you open the Footnote window, Word removes the original lower pane. 
You have to resplit the window when you' re fini shed typing the footnote. 
To close the Footnote window, you can double-click the split bar or press 

· Shift-Option-Command-S. 
If you need to see the reference marks, choose the Show <[ command to 

reveal all the formatting marks and special characters. The footnote refer
ences are shown boxed with a dotted line. 

Automating Footnote Entn; 
You can enter a s tring of footnote references and then go to the Footnote 
window and type all the footnote text at once. To do this, create the first 
footnote as usual but don't type the footnote text yet. Instead, go back to the 
document and select the footnote reference number. Copy it to the Clipboard 
with the Copy command and close the Footnote window. Now go through 
the document and use the Paste command to insert any additional footnote 
references desired . Word increments each footnote number for you. Even if 
you return to the middle of the document and add more references, all the 
reference numbers will remain in the correct sequence in the document. 

To type the text for all the footnotes, open the Footnote window, if it isn' t 
alread y open. To do this, go back to the first reference number and double
click it. Alternatively, you can open the Footnote window directly by 
pressing the Shift key w hile dragging the split bar down. (You can also press 
Shift-Option-Command-S.) Word opens the Footnote window and places the 
insertion point at the end of the footnote text, if there is any. 

Note that the reference numbers for the footnotes you just inserted are 
already in the window. Scroll the window until the footnote number to 
which you want to add text is uppermost in the pane; Word scrolls the upper 
document pane to the position of the corresponding reference mark. This is 
called synchronized scrolling; the outlining feature works similarly. Set the 
insertion point between the reference number and the following paragraph 
mark and type the footnote text, as shown in Figure 13-1 1. 
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Figure 13-11 
A string of footnotes. 

The Special Footnote Character 
Word uses a special character-ASCII code 5--to place and find auto
numbered footnote reference marks. You can verify this by selecting an 
auto-nUJ11bered footnote reference mark and pressing Option-Command-Q 
to see its ASCU equivalent. Note that you cannot find in this way other 
footnote reference marks you've entered in the Footnote dialog box. 

You can quickly search for these references in your documents by typing 
"5 in the Find What field of the Find or Change dialog box. However, you 
cannot create a footnote reference by inserting that character alone in a 
document because Word attaches a "buried" format to it that users cannot 
reproduce. Instead, you must copy the mark and paste it at each reference; 
you can also store it as a glossary entry. 

Editing and Changing the Format of Footnotes 
Editing a footnote is almost as easy as entering it in the first place. You can 
display a footnote for editing in any of four ways: 

0 Double-click the footnote reference mark. 

0 Select a footnote reference mark and press Cornmand-E and then the 
Return key. Word takes you to the end of the footnote text associated 
with that mark. 

0 Press Shift-Option-Command-S to open the Footnote window. Scroll 
through the footnotes; Word scrolls in the document to show you the 
reference marks. Edit the text, then press Shift-Option-Command-S 
to close the footnote pane. 

0 Press the Shift key while dragging the split bar down. 
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You can change the format of the footnote reference mark and the text in 
the footnote itself in several ways. You can redefine the footnote reference and 
footnote text styles, or you can change the formats in a reference or the text in 
a footnote. Also, for footnote text alone, you can insert paragraphs into a 
footnote containing a style other than the footnote text style. Remember that 
both styles are based on the Nor111al style, so changes you make to Normal 
might affect them. 

The footnote reference style is not a full-fledged style: You can set Line 
Spacing, Space Above, and the Border formats for it, but they aren't used; 
only the character formats are used. One result is that redefining this style 
doesn' t automatically update the appearance of the footnotes in the 
document. For this reason, it's best to decide on the definition of the foo tnote 
reference style before you enter a large number of footnotes. 

To change the appearance of the references, you must go back through 
the document, select each reference mark, and press Command-E to reenter it 
at that position. (A keyboard macro program such as Tempo from Affinity 
Microsystems or AutoMac III is good for automating this process.) Even 
though it seems as though replacing a reference mark might replace the 
footnote text attached to it, the footnote text is not lost. If you're using auto
numbered footnotes, it can help to search for the magic character Word uses 
to mark them, as described in the previous tip, "The Special Footnote 
Character." 

Here's another way to change all the reference marks quickly to ensure 
that all the footnotes in a document have the same formatting: 

0 After you've redefined the style, go to the first footnote in the 
document and reenter it as described earlier. 

@ Select and copy that reference mark a lone. Press the right arrow key 
a few times to move the insertion point a few characters to the right 
of the first reference mark. 

@) Choose Change from the Search menu; enter "5 in the Find What 
field and "c in the Change To field. 

0 Click Change All to replace every reference mark in the document 
with the reference mark you reentered. 

Unfortunately, when you replace all the marks at once in this way, the 
footnote text is lost, so this method works best when you haven't entered 
any footnote text yet. Otherwise, try copying the text and pasting it into a 
new document to avoid losing the footnotes, then copy the footnotes back 
after you've replaced the reference marks in the body of the document. 



Changing the Formats for References Preceding the Footnote Text 
Often, you'd like to change the appearance of the ~eferences pr~ceding the 
footnote text that correspond to the reference marks in the body1of the doc\1.:. , 
ment. A convenient way to do this is to select all the text in the Footnote 
window by pressing the Command key and clicking in the selection bar, and 
assigning the footnote text style (or any style in the document's style sheet) . 
to everythir).g in the Footnote window, including the reference·warks. Thi~. ' 
brings thereference marks down to the baseline for the footnote text and 
brings together the formats for all the text in the Footnote window. When 
you do this, you may also have to press Shift-Command-Spacebar to return 
to the base character format any character formats you've given the text for 
the style you've just assigned. 

Deleting Footnotes 
When you are working with a typewriter, deleting a footnote also requires 
you to renumber all the following footnotes. Word does the renumbering for 
you, however, so deleting unnecessary footnotes is no longer a major chore. 
To delete a footnote: 

0 Select the reference mark in the document for the footnote you want 
to delete. 

@ Press the Backspace key. 

This simple procedure erases the footnote reference, erases the footnote 
text in the Footnote window, and renumbers the auto-numbered references 
that follow. 

Editing the Footnote Separators 
Word places a single 2-inch line, known as the footnote separator, between 
the body text and the footnote text. You can make this line shorter or longer 
or do away with it altogether. You can even replace it with a double line, a 
row of pound signs(#), or a set of bullets. Figure 13-12 shows a few unusual 
footnote separators you might want to try. 

1 rootnote reference one. 
2 Footnote reference tvo. 
3 Footnote reference three. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 footnote reference one. 
2 f ootnote reference two. 
3 footnote reference three. 

Figure 13-12 

1 Footnote reference one. 
2 footnote reference tvo. 
3 footnote r.rerence three . 

1 footnote reference one. 
2 footnote reference tvo. 
3 Footnote reference three. 

Some sample footnote separators. 
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When a footnote becomes too long to fit comfortably on the same page as 
the reference (assuming that you want it to appear on the same page), Word 
continues it on the next page. In such cases, Word inserts a single line that 
spans from margin to margin (called the continuing footnote separator) and 
can also provide a "continued" notice to help readers follow along. You can 
edit these as well; the changes affect the current document only and are not 
saved in the current Word Settings file. To edit the footnote separator, the 
continuing footnote separator, or the continuation notice: 

0 Choose the Footnote command. 

@ In the Footnote Separators option group, click the separator button 
for the feature you want to change. A special headerlike window 
appears, as shown in Figure 13-13. Edit the contents of the window. 
The Footnote Cont. Notice window is initially empty, but you can 
add text such as continued on next page. 

@) When you are finished, close the window by clicking the close box. 

!!0 Untltledl:Footnote Sepnrntor Bll 

Normo 

Figure 13-13 
The Footnote Separator window. 

Both separators are really special characters, as you can tell by turning on 
Show 1]1 and clicking on the separa tor line. The line is shown surrounded by a 
dotted box, a tellta le sign. Indeed, if you double-click on the line, all of it is 
selected, and pressing the Backspace key deletes all of it. lf you delete one of 
the separators (intentionally or not), you can get it back by clicking the Reset 
button. 

Because the separator characters are like the page number, time, and date 
characters discussed earlier, you can also create glossary entries for them 
beforehand. The ASCII code for the separator character is 6, and the code for 
the continuing separator is 7, but, as with the other special characters, you 
can't simply p ress Option-Command-Q, and then enter 6 to get the separator 
character. Instead, select and copy an instance of the character itself to paste 
or add to the glossary. Incidentally, if you create a glossary entry for the 
continuing separator, it becomes an easy margin-to-margin rule for use as a 
special design element. 



Formats in the Separator Windows 
Curiously, the footnote separa tor and continuation notice are contained in 
special'"header" windows that have the familiar Page Number, Time stamp, 
and Date stamp icons in them, although there is usually little reason why 
you'd want to use these. 

These windows share another feature with header windows: You can 
change the font, style, alignment, and position of characters within them. 
When editing the continuation notice, for example, you can.display the Ruler 
to adjust the margins and alignment of the text. The footnote separator can be 
plain or bold, shadow or outline, 12 point or 48 point. Use restraint, however, 
so that the special effects in a document don't overshadow its content. 

• Placing Footnotes in a Document 
You can have Word begin numbering footnote references at any number, not 
only at 1. To change the starting number, choose the Document command 
and enter a new number in the Number From field in the Footnotes group. 
This feature is handy if your manuscript spans several documents and you 
want the numbering sequence to continue where the numbering in the 
previous document left off. However, if you link documents through the 
Next File field, the process is not automatic-if you leave the Number From 
field blank, Word starts the count a t 1. 

You can also specify where the footnotes will be printed by selecting an 
option from the Position d rop-down list in the Footnotes group. Normally, 
Word prints footnotes at the bottom of each page. 

0 To place foohtotes a t the end of the entire document, select the End 
of Document option from the Position drop-down list. 

0 To place footnotes a t the end of each section, select the End of Section 
option. Then put the insertion point in each section, choose the 
Section command, and be sure the Include Endnotes option is set. To 
collect the footnotes at the end of a particular section , turn off the 
Include Endnotes option for all the sections whicl1 precede it. 

0 To place footnotes a t the bottom of the page, near the bottom margin, 
select the Bottom of Page op tion. 

0 To place footnotes at the end of the text on the page, select the 
Benea th Text option. 

The Bottom of Page and Beneath Text options are similar. If you select 
the Bottom of Page option, Word places the footnotes flu sh with the bottom 
margin, as shown in Figure 13-14 on the following page. If less than a full 
page of text is involved , a big gap can occur between the text and the 
footnotes. If you don't want a gap, select the Beneath Text option instead. 
This option causes the footnotes to be printed directly beneath the text. 
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Figure 13-14 
The difference between the Beneath Text and the Bottom of Page 
footnote options. 

If you have occasion to use both the Bottom of Page option and the No 
Break section format, you might be surprised by the results. Because these 
two options can be contradictory (for example, it might be possible to get two 
footnotes numbered 1 at the bottom of the page), Word ignores the Bottom of 
Page option and places footnotes beneath the text. 

The End of Section option in the Document dialog box tells Word to save 
footnotes until the end of each section, but only if you've set the Include 
Endnotes option in the Section dialog box. You can save footnotes across 
sections, and have Word "dump" the footnotes it has been saving at the end 
of a given section, by turning off the Include Endnotes option for every 
section except the one you want to contain the accumulated footnotes. Word 
saves its footnotes un til it finds a section in which the Include Endnotes 
option is on and prints them at the end of that section. 

Also, note that Footnote numbering is independent of the placement of 
the footnotes. To restart the numbering for each group, select the Restart 
Each Section option in the Document dialog box. 



• Points to Remember 
0 A header is text that is repeated above the top margin of the page. 

A footer is text that is repeated below the bottom margin of the page. 
These elements usually contain identifying text, such as page num
bers, the section or document title, and so forth. 

0 Word provides three types of headers and footers: Standard headers 
and footers do not vary from page to page. First-page headers and 
footers are printed only on the first page of the document or section. 
Even and Odd headers and footers are printed only on even
numbered and odd-numbered pages, respectively. 

0 You can define a different set of headers and footers for each section 
in your document. If your document is not divided into sections, the 
headers and footers you create apply to the entire document. 

0 Word moves the top and bottom margins, if necessary, to accommo
date the header and footer. To prevent this, enter a minus sign in 
front of the Top and Bottom margin measurement in the Document 
dialog box. 

0 If you include page numbers in a header or footer, be sure the Auto 
option in the Section dialog box is turned off. Otherwise, duplicate 
numbers will appear. 

0 A footnote provides supplementary information about one or more 
statements in the text. A footnote consists of a reference mark in the 
body text and the text of the footnote itself. Word can print footnotes 
at the bottom of the page on which their references appear, at the end 
of selected sections, or at the end of the document. 

0 Headers, footers, and footnotes don't appear in Galley View. You can 
see them by viewing your document in Print Preview or Page View. 

• Techniques 

Working with Headers and Footers 
Create a standard header or footer 
0 Set the insertion point in the section to contain the header or footer. 

@ Choose Open Header or Open Footer from the Document menu. The 
Header or Footer window appears. 

~ Type the header or footer text. These windows have two preset tabs: 
one centered between the indents and one flush right against the 
right indent. 

0 Click the close box of the Header or Footer window. 
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SUMMARY 

Add page numbers or the time or date to a header or footer 
0 With the Header or Footer window open, set the insertion point 

where you want the page number, time, or date to appear. 

@ Click the appropriate icon in the header or footer icon bar. 

Change the fonnatting of a header or footer 
0 Open the Header or Footer window. 

@ Change any of the character or paragraph formats as you would 
those of body text. 

$ You can also redefine the header and footer automatic s tyles or assign 
any style in your document to the header or footer. 

Adjust the distance between the top or bottom edge of the page 
and the header or footer 
0 Set the insertion point in the section to be affected. 

@ Choose the Section command. 

$ Enter the distance in the From Top or From Bottom field in the 
Header/Footer option group. 

You can also drag the header or footer in Print Preview. (See Chapter 14, 
"Document Formatting and Printing.") 

Create a header or footer for the first page of a section 
0 Set the insertion point in the section for which you want to define the 

header or footer. 

@ Choose the Section command. 

$ Select the First Page Special option, and then click OK 

0 Choose Open Firs t Header or Open First Footer from the Document 
menu. 

0 Proceed as you would in a standard header or footer. 

Create different headers and footers for odd and even pages 
Even-numbered pages print on the left facing page, and odd-numbered 
pages print on the right facing page. 

0 Choose the Document command. 

@ Select the Even/Odd Headers option. 
$ Choose Open Even Header, Open Even Footer, Open Odd Header, 

or Open Odd Footer from the Document menu. 
0 Proceed as you would in a standard header or footer. 



Define a header with the same text as the last nonempty header 
This also applies to footers. 

0 Open the Header window. 

@ Click the Same as Previous button. 

The text of the odd header for the section, if any, is used. If that header is 
empty, the text of the last nonempty header of the same type is used. 

Working with Footnotes 
The Footnote Dialog Box 
Item 

Auto-numbered Reference option 

Footnote Reference Mark field 

Footnote Separator button 

Cont. Separator button 

Cont. Notice button 

Buttons 

OK button 

Cancel button 

Create a footnote 

Action 

Numbers footnotes sequentially. Word renumbers 
these reference marks when you add, rearrange, 
or delete foo tnotes. If you enter a symbol in the 
Footnote Reference Mark fie ld, thi s option is 
turned off. 

Sets the type of reference mark to be used. Word 
will not change this mark. 

Presents a window for changing the separator 
between body text and footnotes when the 
document is printed. The default is a 2-inch 
line. 

Presents a window for changing the separator 
between the text and a footnote carried over 
from the previous page. The default is a solid 
line from margin to margin. 

Presents a w indow for changing text printed when 
a footnote is carried over to the next page. The 
default is no continuation notice. 

Inserts the footnote reference mark and opens the 
Footnote window. 

Closes the dialog box without inserting a 
reference mark. 

0 Position the insertion point where xou want the footnote reference. 
Choose the Footnote command . ' 

@ Type a reference mark, or click OK for an auto-numbered footnote. 

@) Type the footnote text in the Footnote window that appears. 

0 Drag the split ba r down to close the Footnote window. 
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Edit a footnote 
0 Open the Footnote window by double-clicking the footnote 

reference, pressing Shift while dragging the split bar down, or 
pressing Shift-Option-Command-S. 

@ Edit the footnote text, and close the footnote pane. 

Delete a footnote 
0 Delete the footnote reference mark in the document text. 

Word deletes the corresponding footnote text and renumbers the remaining 
footnotes. 

Specify the location of footnotes 
0 Choose the Document command. 

@ Select one of the Position options. 

Bottom of Page: Prints each footnote near the bottom margin of the 
page on which its reference appears. 

Beneath Text: Prints each footnote just after the text on the page on 
which its reference appears. 

End of Section: Prints footnotes at the end of sections in which the 
Include Endnotes option is selected, or a t the end of the document if 
this option is not selected in any section. 

End of Document: Prints footnotes at the end of the document. 

Change the formatting of a footnote reference mark 
0 Choose Define Styles from the Format menu, and select the footnote 

reference style. 

@ Change the formats for the style. However, only the character 
formats are used in the style. 

@} Then, for each reference in the document, select the reference and 
reenter it. Entering "5 in the Find What field of the Find dialog box 
helps to locate auto-numbered references. 

Change the formatting of footnote text 
0 Choose Define Styles from the Format menu, and select the footnote 

text style. 

@ Redefine the style as needed. 

Edit the footnote separators or continuation notice 
0 Choose the Footnote command. 



~ Click the button for the Footnote Separators option you want to 
change. 

@} In the window that appears, replace the separator or type text to be 
used as a continuation notice when a footnote is continued on the 
next page. 

0 Note that the preset separators are special characters; you can replace 
them, but you can' t edit them. 

0 Click the close box for the window when you're through. 

• Commands 
Command name 

Footnote Cont. Notice . . . 

Footllote Cont. Separator .. . 

Footllote Separator ... 

Footnote ... 

Include Endnotes in Section 

Open Even Footer ... 

Open Even Header ... 

Open First Footer . . . 

Open First Header .. . 

Open Footer ... 

Open Footnote Window 

Open Header ... 

Open Odd Footer .. . 

Open Odd Header . .. 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Opens footnote continuation notice window so that you can 
enter a continuation notice. 

Opens foo tnote continuation separator window so that you can 
change what separates main text from footnotes continued 
from preceding page. 

Opens footnote separator window so that you can change what 
separates footnotes from main text. 

Inserts a footnote reference mark at insertion point and opens 
footnote window. In Page View, moves insertion point into 
footnote text area. 

Document 3€E 
Toggles option to print footnotes at end of selected section. 

Opens footer window for even-numbered pages in selected 
section. 

Opens header window for even-numbered pages in selected 
section. 

Opens first-page footer window for selected section. 

Opens first-page header window for selected section. 

Opens standard footer window for selected section. In Page 
View, moves insert ion point into footer text. 

Document 
Opens footnote window and displays foo tnotes related to 
footnote reference marks visible in document window. 

OOfr~S 

Opens standard header window for selected section. In Page 
View, moves insertjon point into header text. 

Document 
Opens footer window for odd-numbered pages in selected 
section. 

Opens header window for odd-numbered pages in selected 
section. 
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Document Formatting and Printing 

his book presents a typical process for developing a document. First, 
you create the overall structure of the document with the outlining 
feature; then you enter the text, making use of glossaries (for boiler

plate text) and the Spelling command. Next, you format the document at the 
character, paragraph, table, and section levels and add headers, footers, and 
footnotes. Of course, infinite variations on this theme are possible. If you're 
using styles, much of the formatting you do s imply involves assigning styles. 
With Page View, you can better understand how the formats you've set 
influence the overall look of your document. 

Now, you adjus t the overall shape of your opus at the page and docu
ment level and then audition it in Print Preview. At this stage you often find 
room for further refinements and go back to change a few formats or adjust 
the margins. Finally, when everything is to your liking, you print the docu
ment. This part of the process is the subject of this chapter. It follows a 
s tandard sequence of steps for prepaiing your document for printing, 
including hyphenation, pagination, and page layout. 
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One of the topics covered in this chapter is Word 's fifth formatting 
domain, the document domain, which controls the following characteris tics, 
mostly through options in the Page Setup and Document dialog boxes: 

0 The size of the paper on which the document will be printed , as well 
as the reduction ra tio for printing . 

0 The page margins, which determine the initial placement of major 
elements such as the left and right edges of the text, the left and right 
indents, and the headers and footers. 

0 Whether the document will be printed on both sides of the paper and 
therefore needs to be adjusted for left and right pages. 

0 The default tab-s top interval. 

0 Whether Word should control widows (stray lines at the top or 
bottom of a page). 

0 Where to print the footnotes. 

0 How footnotes, lines, and pages should be numbered . 

0 Whether to print another document after this one. 

Let's go over the process of preparing a document for printing. First, you 
choose a printer. This is necessary because the actual size of the page and the 
position of margins, headers, footers, and so on, are affected by the printer 
used . The LaserWriter, for example, cannot print closer than 0.42 inch from 
the edge of the page. In addition, the ra tio of screen pixels to printed pixels is 
different for the LaserWriter and the ImageWriter. You specify the printer in 
the Chooser dialog box, available from the Apple menu. 

Next, you establish the overall shape of your document by setting for
mats in the Document dialog box. Once this is done, you can hyphenate the 
document. Hyphenation is optional, but it often enhances the appearance of 
a document, especially if you are using justified alignment. 

The next step is to control where on the page each part of the document 
will be printed. For example, if you're writing a book, you probably want 
each chapter to start at the top of a page and on a right-hand (odd-numbered) 
page. You don' t want a major section head to be printed alone a t the bottom 
of a page, nor do you want to separate a figm e and its caption. You can have 
Word take care of most of these page-layout decisions for you by using the 
Keep With Next 1[ and Page Break Before formats and the Section Start 
options in the Section dia log box. However, these methods aren't always 
sufficient, and you have to force page breaks at certain points to get the effect 
you want. One of the main reasons for doing this is to achieve a good visual 
balance among the elemen ts on a page. You want to maintain the clarity and 
proportion of the design. 
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The process of calculating the depth of each element (that is, it~ vertical 
dimension on the page) and deciding where to break the text and start a new 
page is called repagination. Word repaginates a d ocument when you specifi
cally tell it to by choosing the Repaginate Now command, when you print 
the document, when you work with the document in Page View or in Print 
Preview, or during idle moments if the Background Repagination option in 
the Preferences dialog box is set. 

The Print Preview command is an excellent way to see where Word has 
broken each page before you print the document. In Print Preview, you can 
move page breaks, the p lacement of head ers and footers, add page numbers, 
adjust the margins and see the effect of these changes ins tantly. 

After these final adjustments, you are ready for the coup de grace: printing 
the document. This should present few surprises (although you need to know 
about several fine points). The following sections describe each of these steps 
in detail. 

• Choosing a Printer 
The Chooser desk accessory lets you set the current printer. (Earlier versions 
of Word used an internal method for setting the printer.) Most people use 
either the Image Writer or the LaserWriter, or they use the Image Writer in 
the initial stages of writing, editing, and formatting and then switch to the 
LaserWriter for the final version. When you print a document, an application 
sends print commands to a special piece of Macintosh system software called 
a printer driver. The driver translates these commands into a form the printer 
can accept. 

The driver for your printer must be in the System Folder of the System 
disk you.use to start Word. If not, you must either copy it to the System 
Folder or use the appropriate Macintosh system software installer disk. 
Word supports the Image Writer and LaserWriter printer drivers. (Remem
ber to copy the Laser Prep file to the System Folder if you will be using the 
LaserWriter driver.) The versions of the LaserWriter and Image Writer drivers 
must be compatible with the system file you are using; you can check with an 
Apple dealer for the most recent system software. Word also supports serial 
drivers for many popular serial printers: To get these drivers, send in the 
card accompanying the Word documentation . 

To select a printer, choose Chooser from the Apple menu. The dialog box 
in Figure 14-1 on the following page appears. Icons for the available printers 
appear in the left side of the dialog box. Click the one you want. 
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Figure 14-1 
The Chooser dialog box. 

Some Macintosh applications, such as for a Microsoft Mail server or 
AppleShare, are accompanied by their own drivers, the icons of which can 
also appear in the Chooser dialog box. Now do one of the following: 

0 If you selected the Image Writer driver, the title of the list box to the 
right reads Select a printer port, and the Phone and Printer serial port 
icons appear in the list box. Click the icon for the port to which your 
printer is connected. If a hard disk is attached to the Phone port, 
don' t select it-this might corrupt the information on the hard disk. 

0 If you selected the LaserWriter driver, the title of the list box to the 
right J·eads Select a Laser Writer, and the laser printers available on the 
network appear in the list box. Click on the name of the LaserWriter 
to which you'll be printing. Depending on the version of the Chooser 
that you're using (the version number is in the lower right corner of 
the window), the Chooser may present another dialog box telling 
you to be sure that AppleTalk is connected to the printer port. You 
might also have to click the AppleTalk Active button. 

0 Selecting the AppleTalk Image Writer driver is like selecting the 
LaserWriter, except that you see a list of the Apple Talk Image Writers 
on the network. 

When you're finished choosing the printer, click the close box to close the 
Chooser dialog box. You're now ready to print. 
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Choosing the LaserWriter Even If You Don't Have One 
If you will eventually print your document on a LaserWriter'but have only 
the ImageWriter, you've probably discovered that the line lengths change 
when you go from one printer to the other. This happens because with the 
ImageWriter, Word maps 80 screen dots to every printed inch, whereas with 
the LaserWriter (and the Wide ImageWriter), Word maps 72 screen dots to 
every printed inch. Consequently, the intervals in the Ruler change size 
when you switch printers. This can cause problems when you're trying to 
print a rough draft on the Image Writer so that you can polish the formatting 
in the document before printing it on the LaserWriter. You get the document 
the way you want it only to have everything change when you print it on 
the LaserWriter. 

You can get around this problem in two ways. First, you can do all the 
writing and editing and most of the initial formatting (for instance, creating 
style definitions or setting italics and boldface formats where desired) using 
the Image Writer to print drafts. Then, you can set the final formats when you 
have access to the LaserWriter. If you're renting time on the LaserWriter, 
however, this can be expensive. 

The second way is to use the Chooser to select the LaserWriter driver, 
even though you don't have one connected to your Mac. When you click the 
LaserWriter icon, no Laser Writer names appear in the list box. Simply click 
the close box of the Chooser dialog box; Word sets the screen dimensions 
for the LaserWriter. You can then use Print Preview to fine-tune the formats 
in your document for the LaserWriter, temporarily switching back to the 
ImageWriter if you need to prin.t a draft copy. 

• Setting Document Formats 
The first phase in preparing your document for printing is to be sure that all 
the Document formats are set as you wou ld like them. You might already 
have set some of them, such as for the page margins or the placement of 
footnotes, discussed in previous chapters. Word stores document formats 
with the document, as it does the character, paragraph, table, and section 
formats. As mentioned earlier, you can set certain document formats through 
the Page Setup dialog box, such as the page size, page orientation, and the 
printing reduction ratio for the document. If you select the Set Default option, 
these settings become the default for new documents. To change other docu
ment formats, such as the margins, numbering, and placement of footnotes, 
use the Document dialog box. When you dick the Set Default button in the 
Document dialog box, you record these options in the current Word Settings 
file, and they become the defaults for new documents. 

TIP ~ 
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The Page Setup Dialog Box 
To display the Page Setup dialog box, choose Page Setup from the File menu . 
The specific form this dialog box takes depends on whether you've chosen 
the Image Writer or the LaserWriter as the current printer. Many of the 
options you can set from this dialog box, such as page size and orientation, 
have a direct relationship to the placement of text on the page. Other options, 
such as Smooth Graphics in the LaserWriter Page Setup dialog box, affect the 
appearance of text and graphics, but they have no effect on line breaks or 
page breaks. 

The Image Writer Page Setup Options 
The ImageWriter Page Setup dialog box is shown in Figure 14-2. On version 
2.7, this box is labeled simply Image Writer.) By setting options in this dialog 
box, you can set the page size and orientation and set certain special effects 
for the document. 

~lm~a~g~eW~r~lt~er~----------~----------~x2~7 K:]i:JJ 
P11per: ®US l etter 0 A4 l etter 

0 US legal 0 lnternotlonol ron fold 
0 Computer Paper 0 Custom 5 by 3 In 

Orientation Speclll l Effect s: OT11II Adjusted 
0 50 '7, Reduction 
0 No Gops Between Poges 

[Document. .. ) 181 Set Defoult 

Figure 14-2 
The lmageWriter Page Setup dialog box. 

Paper Size Options 
Setting a paper size option tells Word how large a canvas it has to work 
with. The options set the following dimensions, depending on the unit of 
measurement you've specified in the Preferences dialog box: 

W idth x Height 
Paper Inches Centimeters Points 

US Letter 8.5 X II 2 1.59 X 27.94 6 10 X 790 

US Legal 8.5 X 14 21.59 X 35.56 610 X 1008 

Computer Paper 14 x II 35.56 X 27.94 1008 X 790 

A4 Letter 8.27 X 11.69 2 1.01 X 29.69 595 X 842 

International Fanfold 8.25x 12 20.96 X 30.48 594 X 864 

Notice the sixth entry among the options listed in the dialog box-the 
one starting with the word Custom. Jf you temporarily leave the Page Setup 
dialog box and choose Preferences from the Edit menu, you can enter the 
dimensions of a custom paper size in the fields at the bottom of the dialog 
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box. This custom paper size then becomes an op tion in the Page Setup d ialog 
box when you next call it up, and is s tored in the current Word Settings file. 
Obviously, your printer must be able to accommodate these dimensions. 
Notice that these numbers are always lis ted width firs t: In Figure 14-2, we've 
set up a custom page size for a 3-by-5 index card which Word reports as 
Custom 5 by 3 in . You can set custom paper s izes only when the current 
printer is the Image Writer-for any other p rinter, the Custom Paper Size 
fields are dimmed. 

Orientation Options 
By clicking one of the two page-orienta tion icons, you can specify whether 
the document is to be printed normally or sideways. The Tall option (some
times called portrait), Word's p reset default, prints the document in normal 
fashion, lines of text parallel to the short edge of the paper. By choosing the 
Wide option (sometimes called landscape), you can print sideways, in order 
to generate documents that are wider than they a re tall, as shown in Figure 
14-3a and Figure 14-3b on the following page. 

The Fish 

by John Hammond 

"'lli'irl.t-·~-~~jlll. __ _ 
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._. __ 'll!lodib __ _ 

'ir------..... ----------[lillrl.~ Ill ----------___ ,... __ . ._.. .... __ 111111 --b--O.:a.MtiiiJIIII.. ............ ........ zzzl 
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Figure 14-3a 
Document printed using the Tall orientation option. 
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The Fish 
by John Hammond 
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Figure 14-3b 
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Document printed using the Wide orientation option 
(formatted here for two columns). 

Tall Adjusted 
The Tall Adjusted option corrects the discrepancy between the horizontal 
resolution of the Mac's screen (72 dots per inch) and the horizontal resolu tion 
of the standard Image Writer (80 dots per inch). (The Wide Image Writer 
prints a t 72 dots per inch.) This discrepancy is the reason the size of inches 
in the Ruler changes when you switch to the Image Writer after using the 
LaserWriter. Without the Tall Adjusted option, circles onscreen print as 
ovals. With Tall Adjusted, a circle prints as a circle. Click the Tall Adjusted 
option whenever you must p reserve the exact proportions of a graphic. This 
option works only in documents printed in the Tall orientation (the normal 
orientation). 

You pay a slight price when you use this option. With Tall Adjusted, text 
is squeezed slightly, although the effect isn' t especially noticeable. You will 
notice, however, that because Word can fit more text on a line, the line breaks 
might not be the same as they were with Tall Adjusted turned off. This can 
have a domino effect, throwing off paragraph and page breaks. 

50% Reduction 
Setting the 50% Reduction option compresses the number of dots printed in 
both the horizontal and vertical dimensions by a factor of two. Interestingly, 
Word adjusts the reporting of measurements in the Ruler, Print Preview, and 
Page View by doubling wha t is reported. For example, for 8.5-by-11 inch 
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paper, the measurements in Word seem to indica te the page is really 17 in
ches wide and 22 inches tall. To compensate, halve the measurements you 
use to arrive at the corresponding printed values-18-point type becomes 
9-point type on the paper, tabs set every 0.5 inch are printed every 0.25 inch, 
and so on. 

No Gaps Between Pages 
The primary use for the No Gaps Between Pages option is for printing 
mailing labels onto continuous stock. To do this, you would set the top and 
bottom margins for the mailing list document to 0 and set the No Gaps 
Between Pages option. If you didn't set the option, you would see V2-inch 
omissions in the printed material every 11 inches. 

LaserWriter Page Setup Options 
When you choose the LaserWriter driver and then choose the Page Setup 
command, you see the dialog box shown in Figure 14-4, which corresponds 
here to version 5.2 of the driver (which accompanies Macintosh System 
version 6.0 and later). 

loserWrlter Page Setup s2 

Peper: ® US l etter 0 R4 letter 0 Tabloid 
0 US l egal 0 85 letter 

Reduce or llliliJI% Printer Effects: 
Enlorge: 181 Font Substitution? 
Orientation 181 Tent Smoothing? niil'litRll 181 Graphics Smoothing? 

R OK ]I 
( Cnncel J 

( Options J 

~ 

1100 n~ 181 Faster Bitmap Printing? 

('-oo- c-um_ e;::n::;:;t.:;;., •• ). 181 Fractional Widths 0 Print PostScript Ouer Tent 

181 Set Default 

Figure 14-4 
The LaserWriter Page Setup dialog box. 

Paper Size 
The Paper size options tell Word how large a canvas it has to work with. 
Clicking one of these options sets the following dimensions, depending on 
the unit of measurement you've set in the Preferences dialog box: 

Width x Height 
Paper Inches Centimeters Points 

US Letter 8.5 x II 2 1.59 X 27.94 610 X 790 

US Legal 8.5 X 14 2 1.59 X 35.56 610 X 1008 

A4 Letter 8.25 X 11 .67 20.96 X 29.64 594 X 840 

85 Letter 7.2 X 10. 1 18.28 X 25.65 518 X 727 

Tabloid II X 17 27.94 X 43.18 792 X 1224 
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The fifth entry, Tabloid, is for desktop publishing on large-format 
PostScript printers that can handle 11-by-1 7-inch paper stock. Unlike the 
Image Writer, you can' t set up a custom page size for the LaserWriter: When 
the LaserWriter is the current printer, the Custom Paper Size fields in the 
Preferences dialog box are dimmed. 

Orientation Options 
As with the ImageWriter, you can click one of the two page orientation 
icons to specify whether the document is to be p rinted normally or sideways. 
Selecting the first icon sets the document for printing in normal fashion, with 
lines of text parallel to the short edge of the paper. Clicking the second icon 
sets the format for printing documents that are wider than they are tall. 

Reduce/Enlarge % 
The Reduce/Enlarge % option lets you specify the amount by which prin ted 
material is to be reduced or enlarged. You can specify a number from 25 per
cent (one-fou rth the size of the original you see on the screen) to 400 percent 
(four times the size of the original). As with the Image Writer, if you set a 
reduction factor other than 100 percent, Word multiplies on-screen distances 
by the corresponding factor. For example, if you specify a reduction ratio of 
50% and set a tab stop of 0.5 inch in the Ruler, the resulting distance on paper 
w ill be 0.25 inch. 

Fractional Widths 
The Fractional Wid ths option causes Word to measure the widths of charac
ters in PostScript fonts in a different way and improves the spacing of text 
when printed on a PostScript-compatible printer. When you set this option, 
the line breaks change because Word calculates d ifferent widths for the 
characters in each line of text. You might notice that the right edge of justified 
text on the screen is not precisely even with the right indent. This happens 
because the screen character widths and the printed character widths are 
now slightly d ifferent. Also, the spacing of characters on screen can vary 
slightly, because Word must convert the fractional wid ths of characters in 
memory to whole-pixel increments on screen. Some pairs of characters 
appear pinched and genera lly harder to read than when Fractional Widths is 
turned off. The ad vantage of this in Word 4 is that text is placed much more 
accurately on screen than in p revious versions of Word. 

Also, if you' re using a Mac II with color, you 'll find tha t turning on both 
color and Fractional Widths d ramatically slows down scrolling speed in the 
document. The decrease in speed is proportional to the number of colors 
being displayed . To work around this, either decrease the number of colors 
displayed or turn off Fractional Widths until you need accurate character 
widths for working with line breaks, hyphenation, and page breaks and for 
printing the document. 
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Print PostScript Over Text 
Normally, the special effects you add when inserting PostScript code into a 
document are all printed before any of the text in the document is printed. 
(See Appendix C, "Using PostScript.") The gray screen in the Tip sections of 
this book is an example of this process: Firs t a gray rectangle is printed, and 
the text belonging to the tip is printed over it. When you select the Print 
PostScript Over Text option, however, PostScript special effects are printed 
over (rather than under) text and non-PostScript graphics. This trick is useful, 
for example, when you want to draw a PostScript-genera ted shape over a 
border created in Word. 

Font Substitution 
The Font Substitution option allows the LaserWriter to substitute one of 
its internal fonts when it encounters a bit-mapped font in your document. 
Printing of text formatted in a bit-mapped font is faster when Font Substitu
tion is on, but you might notice unsightly gaps between letters and words. 
Don' t use a bit-mapped font on the LaserWriter unless you have a real need 
for it. This option is set by default. 

When this option is turned off, the Mac must send a complete specifica
tion for the font to a PostScript printer: the resulting increase in printing time 
is a leading source of what are called timeout errors on PostScript printers. 
If an error diclionary isn' t resident on the printer (see Appendix C, "Using 
PostScript," for more information on error dictionaries), you might find that 
documents containing large numbers of bit-mapped fonts will stop printing, 
with no indication of what happened. 

Text Smoothing and Graphics Smoothing 
These options smooth the edges of bit-mapped fonts and graphics. This im
proves the appearance of some text and graphics, but blurs the appearance 
others. Printing is much slower with these options turned on; they are on by 
default. 

Faster Bitmap Printing 
The Faster Bitmap Printing option speeds printing by using memory in a 
PostScript printer more efficiently for bit-mapped graphics. The cost, how
ever, is less available space for downloaded text and other types of graphics. 
Consequently, sometimes the printer runs out of memory and the page 
doesn' t print. If this happens, d eselect this option and try again. 

LaserWriter Options Button 
If you click the Options button, you see a dialog box like the one shown in 
Figure 14-5 on the following page. The features in this dialog box are most 
useful when your Word document contains bit-mapped graphic images that 
you want to print with as few distortions as possible. 
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Figure 14-5 
The LaserWriter Options dialog box. 

0 Flip Horizontal and Flip Vertical let you print a graphic upside down 
or reverse an image. 

0 Invert Image turns white to black and black to w hite. This is handy 
as a special effect or if you want to create a negative image (for 
example, to create an image for a silkscreen). 

0 Precision Bitmap Alignment is probably the most useful option in 
this dialog box. Almost every bit-mapped image created by scanners 
or paint programs on the Macintosh has a pixel density of 72 dots per 
inch. The LaserWriter prints at 300 dots per inch. Unfortunately, 72 
doesn' t divide into 300 evenly-if you used 4 LaserWriter dots to 
represent each Mac screen pixel, you'd get 288 dots per inch. 

You can deal with this inconsistency in two ways. One is to shrink 
the image a little (to 96 percent, which is 288 divided by 300) and 
retain the 4-to-1 pixel-mapping ratio. This leads to a 4 percent 
misalignment with the o ther elements on a page; the larger the bit
mapped graphic, the larger the error. The second way is to scale up 
the bit-mapped image by an extra 4 percent so that the dimensions of 
the image remain accurate and the image stays aligned. However, 
because the pixel-mapping ra tio is not exactly 4 to 1, this method 
produces d istortions in the printed image of the bit-mapped 
graphic-some Mac pixels are 4 LaserWriter pixels square, some are 
4 by 5 LaserWriter pixels, some are 5 by 4, and some are 5 by 5. 

The Precision Bitmap Alignment option solves this problem by 
scaling down everything in the document to 96 percent, including 
the text elements around the graphic. In this way, the graphics retain 
the 4-to-1 ratio and alignment is maintained . 

0 The Larger Print Area option allows you to cl1a11ge the way in which 
the LaserWriter manages its memory. Normally, the prin ter reserves 
some memory for downloaded fonts. If you' re printing very compli
cated pages with many elements and aren' t downloading fonts, you 
can claim some of this memory so that the LaserWriter can store 
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larger images. This can be useful for printing onto legal-sized paper 
when feeding it manually, even though you have the standard-sized 
paper tray loaded in the LaserWriter. 

0 The Unlimited Downloadable Fonts in Document option is also very 
useful. Before the current version of the LaserWriter driver made it 
available, you had to limit the number of downloadable fonts in a 
document, because each font was stored in the p rinter's memory and 
a finite amount of memory is available on every printer. With this 
option, the printer purges an old font from memory to create room 
for the new font. However, this can slow down printing, because the 
Mac often must re-download fonts several times d u ring the course of 
a print job. 

The Document Dialog Box 
When you choose Document from the Format menu, click the Document 
button in the Page Setup dialog box for the currently selected printer, or 
double-click inside the margin near the corner of a page in Page View, you'll 
see the dialog box shown in Figu re 14-6. As mentioned earlier, the formats 
you set in this dialog box are stored with the document. If you click the Set 
Default button, the formats are stored in the current Word Settings file and 
become the default for all new documents. 

Do cument 

Margins: Top: llli!MI Left: 

Bottom: I In Right: 

0 Mirror £uen/ Ddd Mnrgins [8) Widow Control 
0 £uen/ Odd He11ders 

Gutter : c:=J Footnotes 
Position: 

(EJ) 
~ 

[Set Def11u1t ) 

Number Poges From:~ 

Number lines From: c=J 
Default Tab St ops: ~ 

[ NeKt File ... 

I Bottom of P11ge !OJ 
Number Fr om: c=J 
[8) Rest art £ach section 

Figure 14-6 
The Document dialog box. 

The Margins Fields 
Word measures the page margins from the edges of the page set in the Page 
Setup dialog box. The 0 point on the Ruler indicates the left margin for all but 
positioned paragraphs, the left edge of the cell containing the insertion point 
in a table, or the left edge of the current column in multicolumn documents. 
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A light dotted line on the right side of the Ruler shows the position of the 
right margin for text formatted in one column, the right edge of the cell 
containing the insertion point in a table, or the right edge of the current 
column of text. The indents are at the margins until you change them. 

The Margins f~elds set the area for the body text of the document. (Page 
numbers, headers, and footers are usually printed outside this area.) To 
change a margin, click in the appropriate field and enter a measurement. You 
can use inches, centimeters, or points, but when you call up the dialog box, 
measurements are reported in the unit set in the Preferences dialog box. 

As was discussed earlier, the left and right indents are measured rela tive 
to the margins. You can place the inden ts either inside the margins-the 
normal case-or outside them. When you drag the firs t-line indent marker to 
the left of the left indent, you create a hanging indent. When you drag a right 
indent marker to the right of the right margin, you create what is known as a 
breakthrough indent or a margin violation. When you change the left and 
right margins, the indents retain their positions with respect to the margins. 

Setting a Fixed Top or Bottom Margin 
As was mentioned in the previous chap ter, if you create a header or footer 
that is more than a few lines deep, Word moves the top or bottom margin of 
the body text to accommodate it, if necessary, so that the header or footer 
text does not overlap the body text. 

If you want to set a top margin that remains at a constant distance from 
the top of the page regardless of the size of the header, enter a negative 
number in the Top edit field . And if you want to set a bottom margin that 
remains a t a constant distance from the bottom of the page, enter a negative 
number in the Bottom edit field. Word uses the absolute value of the number 
you enter to set the margin. 

You could use this feature to place a header to the side of the body text 
rather than over it, as shown in Figure 13-3 in Chapter 13. (Of course, using 
the Positioned paragraph format works well for this, too.) Or you can create 
an "electronic letterhead" when you have established a stock design on a 
page and want the body text to appear within the limits of the design. The 
electronic letterhead project in Chapter 18, "Blueprints," shows an example 
of this. Finally, you could put a frame around the body text in a magazine or 
newsletter design, for example, as shown in Figure 14-7. 

You' ll learn more about how to set up these design elements in Chapter 
16, which describes how to copy graphics into a Word document, and in 
Chapter 18, which presents projects you can adapt to your own documents. 
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Figure 14-7 
A page frame for a magazine or newsletter. 

Mirror Even/Odd Margins 
Click the Mirror Even / Odd Margins check box if you' ll be printing the 
document on both s ides of the pa per and assembling it in book form. When 
you do this, the names of the Left and Right margin fields change to Inside 
and Outside, respectively. When you give a paragraph the Outs ide Bar 
Border forma t, Word places the bar on the outside of the page, just to the 
left or right of the paragraph. 
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Even/Odd Headers 
When the Even/Odd Headers option is set, Word creates separate headers 
and footers for the left-hand and right-hand pages (known as even and odd 
pages, respectively) and adds Even and Odd Header and Footer commands 
to the Document menu in Galley View. If you've set the Auto page number
ing option in the Section dialog box, it also places page numbers in the 
outside corners of the paper-the upper left corner of even-numbered pages 
and the upper right corner of odd-numbered ones, according to the measure
ments entered in the From Top and the From Right fields in the dialog box. 

The Gutter Field 
Entering a number in the Gutter field lets you add space for the binding of 
the document, on the inside edge of the paper. (The inside edge is interpreted 
as being the left edge of odd-numbered pages, and the right edge of even
numbered pages.) The space you specify is added to the Inside margin if you 
selected the Mirror Even/Odd Margins option. 

With Mirror Even/Odd Margins on, you can set a gutter margin, which 
increases the inner margin of each page to allow for the binding. Leave the 
Gutter field blank or enter a measurement in inches, centimeters, or points. A 
gutter of 0.5 inch, for example, shifts even-numbered pages V2 inch to the left 
and odd-numbered pages V2 inch to the right, as indicated by the gray area 
on the inside of each page shown in Figure 14-8, even if you're also using the 
Mirror Even/Odd Margins option. Word still sets the 0 point on the Ruler to 
the left margin. 

::.=..:=-..=:.:··---------··------ .. _ .. ___ .. __ ---· ----·--s:.r.::-.::=..~:.-:=: 
~~ .. -:.:.-:::.-::.·~·~ ni.;.i::::--r..r.: 
:~~~Y::. 
--...... lit_ .. __ _ 
__ 

, __ _ 
··--...... _ . ..._. __ _ 

Figure 14-8 

---·---... --.... 
~~~~~~:. -·--... -·--· ::.:.-::::::.- .. --- .. ·-----------5:;i5{:.:..~el~ ......,, _____ ._._ ...... -
~":"'.::.":.tt:"--:1=.-= 
::::~-=:::.-:.=:::::-

=----:...=.=-w.--:.:r:.~-:.:::.. =·--·-·--··· ... ::=t:;:-!~::::· 
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~Gutters 

A page spread with 0.5-inch gutters. 
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The Widow Control Option 
A widow occurs when the first line of a paragraph appears by itself at the 
bottom of a page. Widows are considered bad form because they are easy for 
a reader to lose. Word's Widow Control option prevents this from happening 
by moving the first line of a paragraph to the top of the next page. The option 
is normally set; click the box to turn it off. This option also causes Word to 
correct for orphans, which occur when the las t line of a paragraph appears by 
itself at the top of a page: If an orphan occurs, Word brings over one more 
line from the bottom of the previous page. 

The Number Pages From Field 
Normally, you leave the starting page number at 1, unless the document is 
a unit in a larger series of documents (discussed later in this chapter in the 
section called "Chaining Files"). To have Word do the numbering for you, 
remove the number in the Number Pages From field, or enter a 0. If you 
haven' t linked a series of documents through the Next File d ialog box and 
still want the document to start on a specific page, enter the page number in 
the field. For example, if the last page of the previous document was page 24, 
enter 25. 

The Number Lines From Field 
The Number Lines From option, similar to the Number Pages From option, 
lets you set the starting line number for pa ragraphs having the Line 
Numbering paragraph format in the document. See Chapter 9, "Paragraph 
Formatting," for more informa tion on line numbering. 

The Default Tab Stops Option 
The Ruler contains default tab s tops if you haven' t placed any tab markers on 
it. Normally, Word places these at 0.5-inch intervals. Enter another measure
ment in the Default Tab Stops field to make the default tabs closer together or 
farther apart. Defaul t tab stops appear as small upside-down Ts on the Ruler. 
If you don' t want any default stops, enter 22 in. 

The Footnotes Options 
As was d iscussed in the previous chapter, the Footnote Position drop-down 
list lets you specify where Word prints the footnotes: 

0 At the bottom of the page containing the footnote reference. The end 
of the last footnote on the page ends at the bottom margin. 

0 Directly beneath the text (even if the text only partially fills the page). 

0 At the end of a section. 

0 At the end of the document. 
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In documents with more than one section, you can collect footnotes at the 
end of certain sections by setting the End of Section option and then setting 
the Include Endnotes option in the Section dialog box for the section where 
the footnotes are to be collected. Word prints the accumu lated footnotes at 
the end of each section in which this option is set. 

Use the Number From field to set the number of the first footnote in the 
first section. Set the Restart Each Section option to restart footnote numbering 
at 1 in each section. I.f you selected the Bcncnth Text or Bottom of Page option 
in the Position drop-down list, the numbering starts with 1 on each page. If 
the End of Section option is selected, numbering s tarts at 1 at the beginning of 
each section. If you select the End of Document option, Word numbers the 
footnotes consecutively throughout the document regardless of the number 
of sections. See Chapter 13, "Headers, Footers, and Footnotes," for more 
details on these footnote options. 

Chaining Files 
Clicking the Next File button tells Word to link another document to the end 
of the current one. A s tandard dialog box appears, listing the files stored on 
the currently mounted disks. You use this feature to chain-print two or more 
documents, making it easier to print them all at once. You also use chained 
files when compiling a table of contents or an index (described in Chapter 15, 
"Creating a Table of Contents and Index"). 

If you're chaining more than two files, open each document in the series 
and select the name of the succeeding file in the Next File dialog box. For 
example: 

Filename 

From Matter 

Part I 

Part 2 

Appendixes 

Enter into next file box 

Part I 

Part 2 

Appendixes 

(Leave blank) 

When you set a chained file in this way, Word displays the name of 
the next file to the right of the button and changes the name of the button 
to Reset Next File. If you click this button, Word removes the link. 

With chained files, even though Word continues the page numbers 
from one document to the next (if you've left the Number Pages From field 
blank or entered a 0), it doesn't continue line numbers or fooh1ote numbers. 
Therefore, you must enter the correct starting line or footnote number in the 
appropriate field if you want to continue the numbering. 

If you want to chain the currently opened document to a document that 
doesn't exist yet, temporarily close the Document dialog box, create a new, 
empty document, save it under the name of the document to be created or 
obtained later, and close the empty document. Having created an empty 
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document with the desired name, reopen the Document dialog box and chain 
the first document to the second through the Next File dialog box. 

A final note: If you want to chain files to extract an index or table of 
contents, but don' t want to print all the documents in the series, deselect the 
Print Next File option in the Print dialog box (discussed later in this chapter). 

• Hyphenation 
Once you reach a point where the line lengths in your document will no 
longer change, you can hyphenate it, if you want. Do this after you've chosen 
a printer, set the final page margins, and made final adjustments to the left 
and right indents. It's also a good idea to use the spelling checker and do 
your final editing first. Correcting spelling errors after hyphenation might 
change the lengths of words in a line of text, requiring you to do another 
hyphenation pass through the document. 

As was mentioned earlier, hyphenation is optional. Some designers 
avoid it except where absolutely necessary, making the case tha t a hyphen
ated word is harder to read than an unbroken one. Most documents need 
only light hyphenation, especially those w ith ragged right (left-aligned) 
text. Hyphenation can improve the appearance of text, particularly when 
long words are placed on short lines, and in multiple-column documents. 
Justified text (text aligned at both the right and the left indents) and narrow 
columns often require heavier hyphenation because lines containing too few 
words tend to look stretched out, as Figure 14-9 illustrates. 
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When hyphenating your document, keep the following guidelines in 
mind. Avoid hyphens at the end of more than two consecutive lines-too 
many hyphenated lines can be distracting. lf more than two lines out of six 
or seven end with a hyphen, you're probably using text columns that are too 
narrow: Consider using a wider column or reducing the point size of the text. 
Don't hyphenate a word that is already part of a hyphenated compound. For 
example, don't hyphenate ma-trix in dot-matrix. Finally, acronyms, proper 
nouns, and addre:;:;es are seldom hyphenated. 

Word lets you hyphenate in two ways: You can enter hyphens manually, 
or you can choose the Hyphena te command from the Document menu. 

Hyphenating Manually 
Word lets you manually enter three types of hyphens: normal, nonbreaking, 
and optional. (You can also enter em and en dashes, which are discussed in 
the next tip and in Chapter 5, "Writing and Editing Techniques.") Normal 
hyphens always appear in a line of text and can fall at the end of a line, 
whereas nonbreaking hyphens always appear in text but can't fall at the end 
of a line. Optional hyphens appear only when they fall at the end of a line. 

Normal Hyphens 
You enter a normal hyphen by pressing the hyphen, or minus, key (next to 
the= key). Word can break a line at a normal hyphen, as in the following: 

They always thought he was a ne'er-do
well , but he proved them wrong. 

Nonbreaking Hyphens 
You use a nonbreaking hyphen when you want to hyphenate two words but 
don' t want Word to break them at the end of a line. You might use this type 
of hyphen in a hyphenated last name, such as Smyth-fones, or to keep a unit 
such as an account number or other hyphenated number together on one 
line. To enter a nonbreaking hyphen, press Command--. The- character is 
called a tilde; the key is located in the upper left corner of the standard key
board and to the left of the Spacebar on other keyboards. Technically, you 
press Command- '; you don't press the Shift key. However, the tilde is easier 
to remember because it appears above a nonbreaking hyphen(~) when you 
choose Show 1[. 

Optional Hyphens 
You enter optional hyphens manually when you don't want to hyphenate 
text extensively, but simply want to fix a few problem lines, or when you 
want Word to break a word at a different point than it would on its own. To 
enter this type of hyphen, press Command-- (hyphen). Optional hyphens 
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are normally invisible; unless Show 'li is in effect, they appear only if Word 
breaks the hyphenated word at the end of a line. 

Suppose, for example, that the word countermeasure occurs at the end 
of a line, and that the last four cha racters of the word will not fit within the 
indents you've set. Normally, the word would be dropped to the next line. 
With Word's built-in hyphenation feature, countermeasure could be broken as 
follows: countermea-sure . However, you might prefer to divide the word at 
the prefix: counter-measure. Simply place the insertion point between the two 
parts and press Command--. 

This highlights an important property of Word's automatic hyphenation 
feature: Word uses a set of rules to divide words at syllables- sometimes it 
divides a word at other than the ideal location. When in doubt, consult a style 
manual, such as The Chicago Ma nual of Style from the University of Chicago 
Press. Such manuals exhaustively explain the fine points of word division in 
the English language. 

If, after hyphena ting a document, you make changes to it so that some 
words that you hyphenated w ith an optional hyphen no longer occu r at the 
end of lines, Word rejoins the words and does not display the hyphens. 
When you choose Show<[, Word marks the location of each optional hyphen, 
whether at the end of a line or not, by a normal hyphen with a dot under it 
( .,. ).If subsequent editing causes a word containing one of these special 
characters to again end a line, the word is broken at tha t point. 

Other Kinds of Dashes 
Some people use two hyphens together (--) to represent an em dash(- ). 
This type of dash is often used to indicate a break in the flow of a sentence 
that isn't as extreme as that produced by parentheses. You can get this 
special character on your Mac keyboard by pressing Shift-Option- -
(hyphen, or minus). Remember-if you want to use this character-that 
youJeave no space on either side of the em dash. , 

Less common, an en dash is used to separate the beginning and endof 
a range, such as in 1988-91, or in a compound, such as Seattle-San Jose flight. 
You enter this character by p ressing Option-- (hyphen). Again, style 
manuals are good sources of information about the use of these special 
characters. Word treats both the em dash and the en dash as' it does the 
normal hyphen. 

Using Word's Hyphenation Feature 
Word's hyphenation feature analyzes line lengths and splits words between 
syllables according to an internal set of rules. This set of rules is kept in a 
special file called Word Hyphenation. When the hyphenation feature breaks 
words, it inserts optional hyphens; however, if you edit the document or 
change the line lengths, the d ivided words are rejoined and the hyphens 
disappear. Using the hyphenation fea ture is easy; you set the insertion point 

TIP , , 
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where you want to start hyphenating, or you select a specific passage and 
choose Hyphenate from the Utilities menu. A dialog box like the one shown 
in Figure 14-10 appears after a short delay, so Word can load its hyphenation 
dictionary. 

ID Hyphenote 

Hyphennte: lt__ _____________ __JI 
0 llyphennte Copltollzed ll.lo~ds 

(sto~t ttyphenotionn( Ch<ln!Je ] [ Hyphenote All ] ~ 

Figure 14-10 
The Hyphenate dialog box. 

You can choose to have the program hyphenate words automatically, or 
you can review and verify each candidate for hyphenation. If you've set an 
insertion point within a paragraph, Word starts hyphenating at the beginning 
of that paragraph, not from the insertion point. Be sure to turn off Show 11 
first: Word doesn't compensate for the width of characters that are visible 
only when Show 11 is on, including the optional hyphen itself. 

Automatic Hyphenation 
To hyphenate words automatically, click the Hyphenate AU button if you've 
set an insertion point or the Hyphenate Selection button if you've selected 
some text. Simply wait until the hyphenation process is complete. While 
Word is hyphenating, it pauses each time it inserts an optional hyphen so 
that you can watch the progress. When the word is hyphenated, the part 
before the hyphen moves to the end of the preceding line. 

If you set the insertion point anywhere but at the beginning of the docu
ment, Word presents a dialog box when it reaches the end of the document 
and asks if you want to start over from the beginning. It's a good idea to look 
over the document to be sure you agree with the way words are divided. 

You can change a hyphen in one word by double-clicking on the word, 
choosing the Hyphenate command, and clicking Hyphenate Selection. Word 
presents a dialog box stating that it has hyphenated the word. However, for 
the hyphenation to work properly, the word you selected should be the first 
word on the line; otherwise, no part of the hyphenated word will move to the 
end of the preceding line. 

You can also manually delete the existing optional hyphen; simply select 
it and press the Backspace key. If you edited or othenvise changed the line 
lengths, you can see the hyphen by turning on Show <J:(. You can then enter an 
optional hyphen in a different place by placing the insertion point where you 
want the hyphen and pressing Command-- (hyphen). 



Verifying Hyphenation 
To verify each word before it is hyphenated, click the Start Hyphenation 
button. When Word finds a candidate for hyphenation, it displays it in the 
Hyphenate dialog box, with hyphens separating the syllables. Word high
lights the hyphen it proposes to use, and in the document it highlights the 
hyphen that would split the word. 

You'll want to pay careful attention to the dotted vertical line that 
appears in the Hyphenate field. (See Figure 14-11.) This line indicates where 
the word would break on the line if the rules for breaking between syllables 
were ignored. Adding optional hyphens to the right of the dotted line isn't 
helpful, because the word would still be too long to fit on the line. 

llllphenote 

llyphenate: I neu- erllttlo- less 

[81 1typhenote Copitolized UJords 

K No Change Dl Chonge I ( ltyphenote Rll I ~ 

Figure 14-11 
A candidate for hyphenation in the Hyphenate dialog box. 

Once Word has displayed a candidate for hyphenation, you have several 
alternatives: 

0 Accept the suggested hyphenation by clicking the Change button. 

0 Do not hyphenate the word at all, by clicking the No Change button 
(or pressing the Return key). 

0 Choose one of the other hyphen points by clicking on it and then 
clicking the Change button. 

0 Choose an entirely new hyphenation point (one not shown by Word) 
by setting an insertion point between any two letters. After doing 
this, click the Change button. 

0 Stop hyphenation at any point by clicking the Cancel button. 

Skipping Capitalized Words 
Words in which the first letter or every letter is capitalized are usually 
not hyphenated. For example, proper nouns, such as names of persons or 
companies, are usually not hyphenated. It's also considered bad form to 
hyphenate the first word in a sentence or the last word in a paragraph. 
Acronyms should not be hyphenated unless absolutely necessary. 
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You can skip over capitalized words by turning off the Hyphenate 
Capitalized Words option (it's normally on) before you begin hyphenating. 
If you want to consider hyphena ting capitalized words, leave the option 
checked and then review each candidate. 

Searching for and Removing Hyphens 
Unhyphenating a document is more difficult than hyphenating it. No 
"unhyphenate" command exists, although you can choose Undo Hyphenate 
immediately after you hyphenate a word. Sometimes, however, you might 
need to remove both optional and nonbreaking hyphens for any of these 
reasons: 

0 To conform to a certain format, such as when changing from a 
justified and hyphenated format to one that is left aligned and 
ragged right. 

0 If you decide that your document is too heavily hyphenated and you 
want to remove some of the hyphens. 

0 To make a Word document usable by some other word processor. 

For an example of the last reason, suppose that you saved a document 
having optional and nonbreaking hyphens as a Text Only file and then 
opened the file in MacWrite. Each optional or nonbreaking hyphen would 
appear as a square, signifying an undefined character, as shown in Figure 
14-12. The same thing happens when you open Word documents with other 
Macintosh word processors. 

Al l thi s conceptual discussi on asi de, when Macintosh 51 2 KB (and 
larger) machines became mainstream product, Woro·s worl d suddenly 
beOcame f i ll ed w ith i mmensely mor e potential . And i t i s into this I: 
enhanced world that Word st eps and cast s its presence. WI th more 1· 
memDory comes more f eatures that ere neverthel ess part of r ouOline II 
document cr eati on and fini shing: outl ines , spel ling check ing, and (at last!) 
st yles. 

I 

Figure 14-12 
Optional hyphens as they appear in MacWrite. 
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You can use Word's search-and-replace feature to remove optional and 
nonbreaking hyphens. To s tart, position the insertion point at the beginning 
of the document. Then do the following: 

0 Choose Change from the Search menu. 

@ To remove optional hyphens, enter"- in the Find What field (the 
caret- Shift-6 -and the hyphen character). If you prefer, you can 
specify the ASCII equivalent of the optional hyphen by entering "31. 
To remove nonbreaking hyphens, use"-. (The ASCII equivalent of 
the tilde is "30.) 

@) Leave the Change To field empty. 

0 Click the Start Search or Change All button, depending on whether 
you want to verify each change or have Word change every 
occurrence automatically. 

Word finds all optional or nonbreaking hyphens and replaces them with 
nothing, thereby closing up each hyphenated word. 

• Repagination, Page Breaks, and Page Layout 
When you enter text and copy graphics into a Word document, the result is 
similar to writing on a long scroll of paper. Most people use the vertical scroll 
bar to move up and down in a document, either a line at a time by clicking 
the scroll arrows, or one or more pages at a time by dragging the scroll box. 
Yet when you print the document, Word divides it into pages so that the text 
flows from the bottom of one page to the top of the next. The process of 
breaking a document into pages is called pagination. 

Word paginates a document by adding up the line lengths, the point 
sizes of the text, the height of the graphics, the dimensions of the margins, 
and so on- a nearly endless list of factors-and calculating how much fits on 
each page. This calculation takes time. If Word repaginated dynamically
that is, every time you added text or made a formatting change-the amount 
of recalculation needed to handle the range of formatting features Word 
offers would cause an unacceptable degradation in performance. Therefore, 
Word repaginates only when necessary, as in the following instances: 

0 When you choose the Print or Print Merge commands. Word must 
do a repagination to generate an image for each page. 

0 When you choose Print Preview from the File menu. Word can't 
display the image of a page unless it repaginates the document up to 
the point where you chose the Print Preview command. 

0 When you' re working with a document in Page View. 



0 When you choose Table of Contents or Index from the Utilities menu. 
Both of these commands need the correct page numbers of the head
ings or index references in the document. 

0 When you choose Repaginate Now from the Document menu. 

0 When the Background Repagination option in the Preferences dialog 
box is set. This feature is close to dynamic repagination; if this option 
is in effect, Word waits for idle moments when you're not entering, 
editing, or formatting text to update the line and page breaks in the 
document. 

The page breaks that Word creates when repaginating are called 
automatic page breaks, and each appears as a light dotted line, as shown in 
Figure 14-13. When Word breaks the text into pages, each element falls on 
the page at the point determined by the dimensions of all previous elements 
combined. This arrangement is called the page layout. If the layout on a 
particular page isn' t to your liking, you can adjus t the position of the 
elements in a document in several ways: 

0 You can set the Page Break Before paragraph format for a paragraph 
that is to begin a new page. This is helpful when you want the title 
of a section to appear at the top of a page, especially when you are 
using styles to format the heads in a document. 

0 You can set the New Page, Odd Page, or Even Page formats for a 
section. This is good for starting a chapter in a book or an article in 
a magazine at the top of a new page, or for placing a large table on 
a page by itself. 

0 You can force a page break by clicking the insertion point where you 
want the page to end and pressing Shift-Enter. Word displays a 
manual page break as a heavy dotted line, as shown in Figure 14-13. 
To delete a manual page break, select it and press the Backspace key. 

0 You can force page breaks in Print Preview and convert an automatic 
page break to a manual one, but only for one-column text. 

0 You can add a Position format to paragraphs or tables you'd like to 
break out from the standard serial format as entered in Document 
view. 

You can' t delete automatic page breaks by selecting and deleting them, 
but you can "move" them by setting a manual page break earlier in the text. 
Word then recalcu lates automatic page breaks from the start of the new page. 
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Figure 14-13 
Types of page breaks, which appear on screen as dotted lines. 

If you alter the text or insert manual page breaks, the length of one or 
more pages is affected . When you repaginate the d ocument, Word places 
new automatic page breaks where appropriate but leaves your manual page 
breaks intact. You can use this rippling effect to change the layout for a 
particular page by making adjustments in the pages preceding it. Often, the 
resulting change in page breaks ripples through to the problem page and 
improves its layout. You can also alter the page layout by adjusting a 
multitude of other factors: 

0 Adding or removing lines by editing the text. 

0 Turning widow control on or off, through the Document dialog box. 

0 Changing the font or font size. 

0 Pressing Shift-Return to break lines in different places than where 
Word does automa tically. 

0 Changing the spacing formats of paragraphs. 

0 Making small changes to the right indents of selected paragraphs, 
effectively changing the line lengths for certain paragraphs and 
causing lines to break in different places than previously. This trick 
works best in flush-left (ragged-right) paragraphs: If done with 
restraint, the read er seldom notices. 

Word displays the current page and section number (if your document 
has more than one section) in the status area in the lower left corner of the 
document window. After repagination, these numbers appear in boldface 
and change as you scroll through the document. Word displays the number 
of the top line in the window. If you've made changes since the last repagi
nation, the page numbers are dimmed, but you can still use them as an 
approximation (useful for traveling through the document). Also, don' t 
forget that you can double-click in this area to bring up the Go To dialog 
box, useful for jumping to specific pages. 
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;Full Repaginatio:q,. . . 
lAs was mentioned earlier, many calculations must be done to determine the 
size of the elements m a document and where the page breaks should occur. 
Jn order to repaginate as quickly as possible, Word skips any paragraphs 
that haven't changed since the last repagination. This occasionally leads to 
problems if you changed printers or if a document specifies a font that isn't 
'installed m your System file when you print the document. You can suspect 
:.lm inaccurate repagination if page breaks seem to be in the wrong places; if , 
lines are missing or'overlap in Print Preview, in Page View, or on the printed 
page; or if objects aren't positioned accurately on the page. 

To tell Word to leave no stone unturned (or to skip no paragraph) in 
its recalculation of page breaks, press the Shift key as you choose the 
Repaginate Now command. As you drag down the list of options on the 
Document menu, you'll see that the Repaginate Now command now reads , 
full Repaginate N0w. 1 • • 

The Print Preview Command 
Print Preview allows you to audition the page as it will appear on paper, 
manually set page breaks, adjust the margins, and move certain objects on 
the page (such as headers, footers, and positioned paragraphs and tables). 
To audition a document from the beginning, click at the start of the text and 
choose Print Preview from the File menu. You'll see small versions of the first 
two pages of your document, like the screen shown in Figure 14-14. Each 
page is scaled proportionally to the paper size specified in the Page Setup 
dialog box. 

Print Preuiew: lorem lpsum Poges 1-2 [ Poge Ulew J [ Concel) 

-~~~iiiiii0 

---------·"--·---~------.. --------·---

Figure 14·14 
The Print Preview screen. 
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You can't edit the document while in Print Preview, and all the menu 
commands are inaccessible. You can display other pages in the document by 
using the vertical scroll bar or pressing the up or down arrow key on the 
keyboard. If you turned on the Even/Odd Headers option or the Mirror 
Even/Odd Margins option in the Docwnent dialog box, the pages scroll two 
at a time, so the left-hand page is an even-numbered page and the right-hand 
page is an odd-numbered page. The four icons on the left side of the window 
let you manipulate the document. These will be discussed in a moment. 

If you need to check the page layout for an entire document, possibly 
setting a few manual page breaks, do so with Print Preview. With Print Pre
view, the document is repaginated up to the page displayed and no further. 
If the document is a large one, you can both repaginate it and check the lay
out by starting at the beginning and scrolling through it page by page. 

You can return to Galley View or Page View, whichever was the last 
mode selected, by clicking in the window's close box, clicking the Cancel 
button, or pressing Command-(period). When you do this, you are returned 
to the last page you displayed in Print Preview. This feature also works in 
reverse. If you want to preview a specific page, you can scroll there in Galley 
View or Page View and then choose the Print Preview command. You can 
also jump to Page View by double-clicking at a location on a page or by 
clicking the Page View button. 

The following sections describe the icons on the left side of the Print 
Preview window. 

The Page Number Icon 
Clicking the Page Number icon lets you add page numbers to the document. 
Click the icon (the pointer turns into a 1 with arrows on either side), and click 
on the location where you want the number to appear. Or double-click the 
icon to put the number in the default location in the upper right corner of the 
page. The number is placed in that location on all pages. You can see the 
measurements corresponding to its location by displaying the Section dialog 
box. To see the position of the page number in Print Preview as you move it 
into place, click at any location on the page and hold down the mouse button 
as you drag the page-number pointer. The current position appears at the top 
of the dialog box. 

If the Even/Odd Headers option is set in the Document dialog box, the 
position of the page number is symmetrical with respect to the inside edge 
of the page. For example, if the option is set and you double-dick the Page 
Number icon, the number appears in the upper left corner of even pages and 
the upper right corner of odd pages. 

The type of number used is determined by the Page Number options in 
the Section dialog box, and the automatic style named page number governs 
the character formats of the page numbers. 
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You can also include the page number in a header or footer, as described 
in the previous chapter. There is no relationship between the page numbers 
you specify in Print Preview and the ones placed in the header or footer. 

The Margins Icon 
When you click the Margins icon, guidelines for these page elements appear 
on the currently selected page. Click on the facing page to move the guide
lines there. Figure 14-15 shows the various types of guidelines displayed. By 
dragging the guidelines you can change the position of the top, bottom, right, 
and left margins, automatic and manual page breaks, the header, the footer, 
and the location of positioned paragraphs and tables. You can also change 
the position of the page number if you've added one. The procedures for 
adjusting these will be described in a moment. 

. ~!9:!-r::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: Page number 

--r ------------ ~ Header 

l"'""u••~--nu••--•=~-•E-•-•• 

! 

Top margin 

Section mark 

Manual page break 

A11tomatic page break 

Bottom margin 

"\Left margin 

Footer 

\Right margin 

Figure 14-15 
Guidelines showing elements that can be moved atter you click the Margins icon. 
(However, you wouldn't see both the manual and automatic page breaks on the same 
page.) 

The One-Page Display Icon 
When you click the One-Page Display icon, only one page appears a t a time. 
Click it again to return to the two-page display. Previewing your document 
one page a t a time is useful for inspecting single pages on certain monitors, 
because the dimensions of the dialog box vary according to the monitor 
you're using. Also, it takes Word less time to create an image for one page 
than for two pages. 
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If you've set the Mirror Even/Odd Margins option, the Even/Odd 
Headers option, or set a gutter width in the Document dialog box, scrolling 
between pages proceeds by two facing pages at a time. Otherwise, when you 
scroll forward through the document, the right-hand page shifts to the left. 

The Printer Icon 
When you click the Printer icon, the standard Print dialog box for the cur
rently chosen printer appears. This is most convenient for printing a page or 
two at a time, so you can check the placement of details too small to see well 
on screen. 

Working in Print Preview 
The Print Preview feature is the easiest and most straightforward way to 
adjust the placement of margins, page breaks, headers, footers, and page 
numbers in a document. It's not easy to create an extremely accurate design 
with it, however, especially on the small screen of the Mac Plus or Mac SE. 
This behavior becomes apparent when you click the Margins icon and drag 
an object-the current position displayed in the status box changes by incre
ments, depending on the current unit of measure. Therefore, Print Preview is 
most helpful when you're first setting up a design for a document or when 
you don' t have stringent requirements for the accuracy of a design. 

Adjusting Margins 
To move one of the margins in Print Preview, simply click the Margins icon 
and drag one of the four margins by its handle (the little black box at the end 
of the margin guideline). Word displays at the top of the dialog box the cur
rent position of the object you 're dragging; the unit of measure is the one 
specified in the Preferences dialog box. 

If you change the margins, the effect of the alteration won't appear until 
you either click the Margins icon again or click anywhere outside that page. 
The reason for this is that, again, it takes a little time to recalculate the posi
tion of each element on the page, and updating the screen every time you 
make an adjustment would slow down the program. However, if you've set 
the Background Repagination option, the screen updates automatically after 
a short delay. If you click the close box before updating the screen, the 
changes you've made will still take effect. 

If you change the left or right margin after you hyphenate the document, 
you'll probably have to rehyphenate it. The margin change affects the entire 
document. You see the new margin measurement either when you next dis
play the Document dialog box or in the Ruler after clicking the scale icon. 
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Adjusting Headers and Footers 
To move the header or footer, simply click the Margins icon (you don' t have 
to do this again if the guidelines are already displayed), place the pointer 
over the header or footer, and drag it to the new position. When you' re done, 
click outside the page to update the screen. 

Although you might notice a little horizontal play when you drag the 
header and footer, you can change only the vertical placement. In addition, 
the range of vertical movement for the header (for instance) is stopped by 
the top margin, unless you've set a "negative" top margin in the Document 
dialog box. If you have, you can move the header the full height of the page, 
or even into the area occupied by the footer at the bottom of the page. The 
Header /Footer options in the Section dialog box reflect the new positions 
and pertain only to the section in which you adjust the header. 

Related to this is the behavior of headers and footers in Print Preview 
when you haven' t set a negative margin in the Document dialog box and the 
header is more than a few lines deep. When you switch to Print Preview and 
click the Margins icon, you'll see that the outline for the header overlaps the 
body text. If you click on the header to adjust its position, it will pop up to a 
position over the body text, and you won't be able to move it back down into 
the text. (Usually you won' t want to do this, but it can sometimes create an 
interesting effect.) Hold the Shift key down as you drag the header down into 
the body text. This also has the effect of automatically entering a negative 
margin in the Document dialog box. To reverse the effect, temporarily leave 
Print Preview, open the Document dialog box, and remove the minus sign 
preceding the number in the top margin field. 

As you drag the header or footer, Word displays its vertical position at 
the top of the dialog box. For the header, the measurement shown is the 
distance from the top of the header to the top of the page. For the footer, the 
measurement shown is the distance from the bottom of the footer to the 
bottom of the page. 

Adjusting the Page Number 
To create a page number on a given page, you must click the Page Number 
icon and place the number somewhere on the page, double-click the icon to 
put the page number at the default position, or specify page numbering in 
the Section dialog box. To change the position of the page number, click the 
Margins icon and drag the page number to the new position. Click outside 
the limits of the page to have Word update the screen image. Also, if the 
document contains more than one section, the new position you set affects 
only that section. To find the precise position of the page number, place the 
insertion point in that section and look in the Page Numbering group of the 
Section dialog box. To remove the page number, drag its icon off the page. 
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Adjusting Positioned Paragraphs and Tables 
If a paragraph or a table has a Position format, Word draws a dotted line 
around the object in Print Preview. When you move the pointer over it, the 
arrow pointer changes to a cross-hair pointer. As you drag the object, Word 
displays the position of the upper left corner of the object at the top of the 
dialog box. Click in the gray area outside the edges of the page to update 
the screen. If you return to Galley View or Page View, select the object, and 
choose the Position command, you' ll see that Word has entered the new 
location of the object as a pair of absolute page locations in the two drop
down fields. 

However, when an edge of the object you've relocated happens to coin
cide with one of the other options offered in the drop-down fields, Word 
often substitutes the option for the absolute number. For example, if you drag 
the object so that its right edge overlays the right margin in Print Preview, the 
Horizontal drop-down field changes from an absolute measurement to the 
Right option. 

Working with Page Breaks 
Print Preview really shines when you've already set the margins, the line 
lengths, and so on, and want to adjust the layout of each page before print
ing. Do this by scanning the document and checking each page layout. An 
automatic page break appears as a light dotted line; a manual break appears 
as a darker dotted line. If you click the Margins icon, drag an automatic page 
break up into the page, and then click outside the page, the line becomes 
darker, indicating that it's now a manual page break. When you convert an 
automatic break to a manual break, it is as though you had pressed Shift
Enter at that point. When you return to Galley View or Page View, the 
manual page break appears where you placed it in Print Preview. 

To delete a manual page break, drag it into the bottom margin of the 
page. If you've set a manual break by pressing Shift-Enter in Document view, 
you' ll see it in Print Preview. 

Fortunately, Word also lets you change the column and page breaks in 
sections having more than one column of text. When a section has more than 
one column, pressing Shift-Enter starts a new column, not a new page, unless 
it's the end of the last column on the page. To set a column break from Print 
Preview, place the pointer a t the bottom of the column that you want to 
break higher on the page. The arrow pointer changes to the cross-hair 
pointer. Drag the dotted line up from the bottom of the page. (Even though 
the dotted page-break line extends all the way across the page, from the left 
margin to the right margin, it affects only the column in which you originally 
placed the pointer.) When you release the mouse button, Word updates the 
screen, displaying the shorter column. 
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Unfortunately, once you've placed a manual column break in a column, 
you won't be able to select and drag it off the page with the pointer unless it's 
the lowest manual column break on the page. If you find a multiple-column 
page break that isn' t to your liking, you can remove it manually as follows: 

0 In Print Preview, identify the spot where you want to remove the 
column break, and then locate the same place in Galley View. 

@ Select the dark dotted line representing the manual page break (in 
this case, it represents a column break), and delete it. 

@) Switch back to Print Preview to verify that the column break is now 
gone, and add a dHferent colunm break if you want. 

• Printing 
After your document is the way you want it, you're finally ready to print 
it. The first part of this section describes how to set print options for the 
Image Writer. Following that are instructions for using the LaserWriter. 

To print a document on any printer, choose Print from the File menu, 
check the current settings in the dialog box, and click OK. What happens next 
depends on whether you're sending files across AppleTalk or printing them 
on a printer cabled directly into your computer. (LaserWriters connected to 
Macs use AppleTalk cabling and connectors.) If AppleTalk is not active, a 
dialog box appears, giving you the option of pausing or canceling. Clicking 
Pause stops the printer (the action is not immediate) until you click the 
Resume button. Clicking Cancel stops the printer and resets it to the top 
of the next page so that it's ready for another document. If you're using 
AppleTalk, you see a dialog box showing the status of the print job. The 
message in this box will change as the job progresses. 

All options you set in the Print d ialog box remain in effect until you 
change them (even if you quit Word), except for the Pages and Copies 
options. The following options appear in the Print dialog box regardless 
of the printer you've selected.' 

Specifying Page and Section Ranges 
The Page Range option (called Pages for the LaserWriter's version of the 
dialog box) specifies the text you want to print. Normally, the All option 
is selected, which causes the entire document to be printed. You can also 
choose to print only the selected text or only certain pages and sections. 



To print a selection, first select the text you want printed. It can be as 
little as one character or as much as the entire document. Then choose the 
Print command, click the Print Selection Only option, and click OK to print. 
When you print a selection, only those page numbers, headers, footers, or 
other elements that are part of the body text are printed. 

To print a range of pages or sections, first repaginate the document, if 
necessary. Jot down the beginning and ending pages or section numbers for 
the pages you want to print. (They are displayed in the status box.) Then 
choose the Print command and enter the page numbers in the From and To 
fields. Enter the starting and ending section numbers in the Section Range 
fields. If the document has only one section, Word displays the number 1 in 
both Section Range fields. If your document is divided into sections with 
pages that are numbered separately, you should use both the page and 
sectien numbers for the range you want to print. Figure 14-16 shows some 
examples of page and section numbers you can enter. If you want to print 
from a particular page to the end of the document, leave the To field blank. 
If you want to print only one page, enter its number in both fie lds, and enter 
the relevant section number in both Section Range fields. 

Coples:EJ Poges: 0 All ®From: EJ To: 0 
Couer Poge: ® No 0 First Poge 0 Los t Page 

Po per Source:® Poper Cassette 0 Monuol Feed 
Section Aonge: From: I To: 1 D Print S<~ le< tlo 

Coples:EJ Poges:OAII @ From:[Q To: EJ 
Couer Poge: ®No 0 First Poge 0 Lost Poge 

Paper Source:® Poper Cassette 0 Manual Feed 
Sec tion Aonge: From: I To: 1 D Print SC!I<H tio• 

Coples:EJ Poges: 0 All ® From: [Q To: 199991 

Coue r Page: ®No 0 First Poge 0 Lost Page 

Paper Source:® Pope r Cossette OManual Feed 
Section Aonge: From:LJ To:LJ D l' rlnt S<!I<H tlo• 

Coples:EJ Pnges: 0 All ®From: D To: ~ 

Couer Pnge: ®No 0 First Poge 0 Los t Poge 

Paper Source:® Paper Cassette 0 Manual Feed 
Section Aonge: From:D To:EJ D Print S<!lc< th) 

Figure 14·16 
Sample ranges of page and section numbers for printing. 
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L_ TIP 

The Copies Option 
The Copies option specifies the number of copies of the document to be 
printed. If you know you want three original copies of your document, it's 
faster to print them all at once rather than separately. Enter a number up to 
99 in the Copies field. On PostScript printers, Word doesn't collate the copies 
but prints each page the specified number of times before moving on to the 
next. If you print on the Image Writer, Word prints the entire document 
before printing the next copy. 

The Print Hidden Text Option 
Characters formatted as hidden can be displayed or hidden independently 
on the screen and on paper. You can choose to print hidden text (PostScript 
commands, index entries, notes to yourself, and so on) by clicking the Print 
Hidden Text option. When hidden text is printed, it doesn't have the gray 
underline you see when you display it on the screen. 

The Print Next File Option 
If you've linked a series of documents through the Next File button in the 
Document dialog box, you can print the next file or files in the series by 
setting the Print Next File option. If you haven't specified a following file, 
this option appears dimmed. 

Printing Items That Are .Not Documents 
You can use the Print command to print Word styl~ sheets, gl()ssa:ries, 
~~~,d .outlines ~~ ,well as th~. contents of ~he scre~n.'J;'o print th~, §.prle 
'sheet for a document, choose the Styles or Defme Styles command and 
then choose the Print command. You can get a full listing of the automatic 
styles by pressing the Shift key while choosing the Define Sty~es com
mand. The automatic styles, each preceded by a bl\llet, print out with 
'tne others; ' · ;, ' 1!< ' 

. To print a glossary, choose the Glossary comrband and th~n choose 
Print. To print the outline for a document, choose the Outlining command 
and then choose Print. You can print the contents of the active window 
,~?ne by pre~~ing S~-Co~mand-4; to print the COfl~ents of 1t~~i ~nt~re 
;screen on an lmageWnter, press the Caps Lock key ftrst. How17ver, 1f , ·~ 
you're trying to print the screen on a LaserWriter, press Shift-C:ommand-3'' 
instead to save a screen dump, and print the screen dump from a paint 
program such as MacPaint. 

;;:L , "' <h ~ - ": l /h ·- ~ 



Printing with the Image Writer 
If you've already used the Chooser to select the Image Writer printer driver, 
as described earlier, choosing the Print command displays the dialog box 
shown in Figure 14-17. For most printing tasks involving an ImageWriter 
loaded with continuous fanfold computer paper, you need only click OK to 
begin printing. Word prepares the document for printing and then, after a 
pause while Word creates a print file on disk, the printing commences. (Note 
that the program disk must have enough blank space on it to accommodate 
the print file generated by Word.) 

~lm;.;,;o~g~eW;;;.;r~it;,;;;er~~~--~~--~==-~.:,v2w,Z ( OK )J 
Quality: 0 Best ®Foster · 0 Draft 

Poge Range: ® Rll 0 From: D To: 0 
Copies: 0 
Paper Feed: ® Rutomotlt 0 llond Feed 

Section Range: From: 1 To: 1 0 Pr in t Sele < tlon llnhJ 

0 Print Hidden TeHt 0 f'1 in1 N1~11 t fll<l 

Figure 14-17 
The lmageWriter Print dialog box. 

The following additional options appear in the Print dialog box when 
you choose the ImageWriter. 

The Quality Options 
You can select the quality of printing with the Best, Faster, and Draft options. 
Examples of each are shown in Figure 14-18 on the following page. 

0 The Best option prints each character twice, giving the document 
a dark, neat appearance. If you've installed fonts that are twice 
the point size of those used in your document, Word uses these, 
compressing the pattern of bits that makes up each character into 
the point size you've chosen, which yields more detailed characters. 
Graphics, however, are printed in one pass. Using this option slows 
the printing speed and causes more wear on the printer's ribbon. 

0 The Faster option is the standard setting; it prints text and graphics 
as they appear on the screen, but in only one pass. This option prints 
about twice as fast as the Best option. 

0 The Draft option uses the fonts built into the lmageWriter to print 
your document, and it doesn't display fonts, graphics, or special 
paragraph formatting, such as lines and boxes. Different fonts, attri
butes, and point sizes affect the look of the print. (See Figure 14-18.) 
You get more reliable results in this mode when using a monospaced 
font such as Seattle, Monaco, Courier, or Dover. 
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Best Plain Bold liJJlic @JiQbm Undedined 

Best Plain Bold /t.tlk !Stg!hm Underlined 
Best Plain Bold Italic ~ Underlined 

Faste¥ Plain Bold liJJlic f3IWt8m Undedined 

Faster Plain Bold /f.ti.k JillulliJw Underlined 

Faster Plain Bold Italic ~ Underlined 

Dzatt Plain Bold Italic !§IWiaw Undedined 

Draft Plain Bold /f.tlk !Stg!hm Underlined 

Draft Plain Bold Italic ~ Underlined 

Figure 14-18 
Samples printed with the Best, Faster, and Draft options. 

The Paper Feed Options 
You can tell Word to print nonstop from beginning to end or one page at a 
time. For nonstop printing in which paper is fed into the printer automati
cally, set the Automatic option. For page-at-a-time printing, when you need 
to hand-feed single sheets into the printer, click the Manual option. At the 
end of each page, a dialog box appears, telling you to insert the next sheet. 

Printing with the Laser Writer 
Apple's LaserWriter printer, probably more than any other factor, has 
fueled the development of high-powered word-processing programs such 
as Microsoft Word. Until the release of the Mac SE and the Mac II, it was 
said that the LaserWriter was the most powerful computer Apple made; 
it contains the same 68000 microprocessor as the Mac Plus but operates at a 
higher speed, has more internal programs (as well as fonts) stored in its 512 
kilobytes of read-only memory (ROM), and has 1.5 megabytes of random
access memory (RAM). Now the newer LaserWriters, such as the Plus, II NT, 
and II NTX, have even more fonts and more memory than the standard 
LaserWri.ter. The benefits of using a LaserWriter w ith Word are many: 

0 The LaserWriter prints at 300 dots per inch instead of 72 or 80. You 
get higher-resolution text, clearer graphics, and faster text output. 

0 The fonts in the LaserWriter's ROM are stored in a form that makes 
use of this higher resolution. These fonts are registered with the 
International Typesetting Committee (ITC), which guarantees close 
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conformity with the standard fonts having the same names as those 
used by traditional typesetters. If you format a document in any of 
the LaserWriter fonts, such as Times or Bookman, and then take the 
document to a type service bureau that has a PostScript-compatible 
printer, the typeset version will look very much like the LaserWriter 
version. 

0 With the LaserWriter, you can reduce or enlarge pages from 25 to 400 
percent of the normal size. You can reduce a large document to fit on 
a small piece of paper. (A document that is 22 by 22 inches is only 
5.5 by 5.5 inches when reduced to 25 percent of its original size.) 

0 You can take advantage of all the benefits that PostScript offers
even if you don't know PostScript-because most of the newer 
graphics programs, such as Cricket Draw and Illustrator, are 
designed specifically to create high-quality images that can be 
printed only on PostScript printers. Appendix C, "Using PostScript," 
describes how you can insert PostScript graphics into your 
documents. 

Since the LaserWriter's appearance, several other PostScript-compatible 
printers have been developed , such as the QMS-PS 810 and the Mergenthaler 
Linotronic 300. Although we cannot give specific recommendations for using 
these printers, the same issues that apply to the LaserWriter apply to most 
of them as well. For example, you use the Laser Writer driver to set options 
for PostScript-compatible printers, and many use the same fonts as the 
LaserWriter. The following discussion is oriented toward the LaserWriter, 
but it will also apply to the majority of PostScript printers. 

What Happens When You Print w ith a Laser Writer 
If you haven't already specified the LaserWriter as your printer, you should 
do so before setting the final margins and other document formats. Be sure 
that the LaserWriter is connected to the printer port of your Macintosh over 
AppleTalk. The LaserWriter printer driver (called LaserWriter) and the prep
aration program (called Laser Prep) must be in the System Folder. Choose 
the Chooser command, click the AppleTalk Active option, and select the 
LaserWriter icon. The names of the available printers are shown in the 
list box. Select the one you want, and then click the close box. 

When you click OK in the Print dialog box, you see a dialog box that 
shows the status of the print job and a message that the Mac is looking for the 
LaserWriter on AppleTalk. If nothing has been printed on that LaserWriter 
before, another message states that the printer is being initialized. This means 
that the Mac has sent the Laser Prep file to the LaserWriter. This file consists 
of a set of PostScript instructions that the computer inside the Laser Writer 
uses to decode subsequent printing commands coming from the Mac. 
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Once the LaserWriter is initialized, Word repaginates the document and 
converts it to a sequence of PostScript commands, which it transmits to the 
LaserWriter over AppleTalk. Word translates the elements on each page in a 
particular order, whether printing on the Image Writer or the LaserWriter: 

0 PostScript (for the LaserWriter only). However, if you've set the Print 
Postcript Over Text option in the LaserWriter's Page Setup dialog 
box, the PostScript commands are saved until last. 

@ Header. 

40 Footer. 

0 Automatic page numbers. 

0 The body of the text. (If you' re using line numbering in a paragraph, 
the paragraph is printed first, then the line numbers.) 

<D Footnotes. 

Knowing this printing order is useful when you want to achieve special 
effects such as printing text over a graphic, or a header behind the body of 
the text in a document. For example, this is why we can put the gray tint 
behind the tip elements in this book. 

The LaserWriter then transforms these PostScript commands (with the 
aid of the Laser Prep file) into a fine-grained bit-mapped image that is trans
ferred to the paper in the form of small piles of black toner powder. The toner 
is fused to the paper, and the page rolls out for you to see. 

Fonts 
Three types of fonts are available to you when you print on a LaserWriter: 
bit-mapped fonts, the high-resolution fonts stored in the LaserWriter's ROM, 
and special high-resolution fonts stored in the Mac and downloaded to the 
LaserWriter when specified in one of your documents. The latter two types 
we can lump together under the category of PostScript fonts. 

Bit-mapped fonts, also called screen fonts, are the fonts you see on 
the screen. Each character consists of a pattern of bits; each point size has 
a different pattern. You can use these fonts in documents printed on the 
LaserWriter, but printing is much slower because only the 14-point version 
of the font is sent to the printer, which must scale that font to the point size 
specified in the document. In general, the quality of the text printed in a bit
mapped font is never as good as that achieved with the LaserWriter's own 
fonts. If you formatted text in a bit-mapped font, Word assumes that you d id 
so unintentionally; therefore, the Font Substitution option in the LaserWriter 
Print dialog box is turned on by default. If you really want to print i~ a bit
mapped font on the LaserWriter, tum off the Font Substitution option. 
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The LaserWriter is most often used with its own internal fonts, such as 
Times, Palatino, and Symbol. This produces the fastest results because the 
fonts are built into the LaserWriter, and thus font information does not need 
to be transferred from the Mac to the printer. The Mac simply sends the com
mands to print the characters in the desired font and point size. A full page 
of text can be printed in less than 15 seconds. 

Every font stored in the LaserWriter has a bit-mapped version, called 
its screen font, which you see on the screen while you're entering and for
matting text in that font. If you've installed these fonts in your System file, 
you can use them to format a document even though a LaserWriter isn't 
attached to your Mac. You can print text formatted in one of these fonts on 
the Image Writer as though it were any of the other bit-mapped fonts. 

The third type of font is very much like the LaserWriter fonts, but the 
high-resolution patterns are stored in the Mac instead of the LaserWriter. 
These range from other ITC-registered fonts licensed by Adobe Systems to 
special-purpose and display fonts offered by companies such as Casady. 
These fonts are downloaded to the LaserWriter when needed. The down
loaded font takes up memory in the LaserWriter, so you might find it 
impossible to print pages filled with complicated text and graphics if 
the LaserWriter runs out of memory. 

Working with Fonts 
You might have noticed that some character formats make text more difficult 
to read on the screen. Italics are an example of this-it often looks as if the 

:~pace after an italicized word has disappeared, and it can pe difficult to place 
the insertion point between characters correctly. Adobe Systems li.as released 
a set of screen fonts that are much easier to read. 

Sometimes you need a special character that isn' t available in any of the 
Laser Writer fonts. (Remember that you can use the Key Caps desk accessory 
to view the characters in a font.) You could search for the one character in the 
fonts offered by third-party suppliers. Instead, however, consider creating 
the character with a Laser Writer-compatible font editor such as Fontographer 
from Altsys Corporation. 

The Laser Writer Print Dialog Box 
The Print dialog box you see when you choose the LaserWriter is different 
from the one displayed for the ImageWriter. (See Figure 14-19 on the 
following page.) The additional options are as follows: 

0 Cover Page. Prints a page identifying your document. For use when 
more than one Mac shares a single LaserWriter. You can control 
whether the cover page is printed before the document or after it 
by selecting either the First Page or Last Page option. 

TIP ,. 
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0 Print Back to Front. Printing begins with the last page of the docu
ment and ends with the first. This is a little slower than printing 
front to back because Word must repagina te all the way to the end 
of the document before beginning to print. If you're printing to a 
LaserWriter II or other printer that ejects pages printed side down, 
setting this option has the opposite effect, stacking sheets from back 
to front. 

lnserWrlter " laserWrl ter II NT" ~.2 n OK I 
Coples:J•J P11ges: ® All 0 From: D To: D [ C!lncel ) 

Couer P11ge: ®No 0 First Page 0 Lost Pogc ~ 

P11per Source:® Pnper Cnssette 0 Mnnunl Feed 
section Rnnge: From: 1 To: I 0 l' r tn t Sole< ttun Only 

0 Print Hidden Teut 0 P1inl N~llt f llo 0 Print Dnck To Front 

Figure 14-19 
The LaserWriter Print dialog box. 

The Paper Source Options 
The Paper Source options are almost identical to the Paper Feed options for 
the Image Writer. For nonstop printing in which paper is fed into the printer 
automatically, set the Paper Cassette option. For page-at-a-time printing, 
when you need to hand-feed single sheets into the printer, click the Manual 
Feed option. At the end of each page, a dialog box appears, telling you to 
insert the next sheet. 
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• Points to Remember 
0 The document format domain represents the filth and most global level of 

formatting. This domain controls the dimensions of the paper on which the 
document is printed, the location of the page margins, the default tab stop 
interval, whether even-numbered and odd-numbered pages are treated 
differently, where footnotes are printed and how they are numbered, 
whether widows should be allowed at the top or bottom of a page, and 
whether the document is part of a series. You set these formats through the 
Document dialog box and the Page Setup dialog box. 

0 Word repagina tes a document automatically when you choose the Print, 
Print Merge, Table of Contents, Index, or Print Preview command. (With the 
last of these, it repagina tes only as far as the page being viewed.) You can tell 
Word to repaginate the document by choosing Repaginate Now from the 
Document or by setting the Background Repagination option in the Prefer
ences dialog box. Once a document has been repaginated, the page and 
section numbers in the status box are not dimmed. 

0 Repagination affects only the paragraphs that have changed since the last 
pagination. If you need to repaginate the entire document, including para
graphs tha t have not changed, press the Shilt key while you choose the Full 
Repaginate Now command. This might become necessary if you have chosen 
a different printer, for example. 

0 Automatic page breaks appear as light dotted lines in the document. Manual 
page breaks appear as darker dotted lines. Word doesn't change manual 
page breaks when it repaginates a document. 

0 In addition to entering manual page breaks, you can set the Page Break 
Before format for paragraphs that must begin at the top of a new page and 
the New Page format for sections that must begin a new page. 

0 Word uses three types of hyphens. Normal hyphens always appear in text 
and can fall at the end of a line. Nonbreaking hyphens always appear in text 
but cannot fall at the end of a line. Optional hyphens appear only when they 
fall at the end of a line. The hyphenation feature inserts optional hyphens 
into the words it divides, or you can insert optiona l hyphens manually. 

0 Margin positions tha t you set in Print Preview appear in the Document 
dialog box. Positions you set in Print Preview for the page number, header, 
and footer appear in the Section dialog box. 

0 The Chooser desk accessory tells Word the type of printer to be used . The 
printer you choose may affect the appearance of your document, so it's best 
to choose the printer before final formatting. 
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• Techniques 

Choosing a Printer 
Choose Chooser from the Apple menu. The dialog box lists the printer 
drivers in the System Folder. Click Active or Inactive to indicate whether or 
not your printer is connected to AppleTalk. Click the icon for your printer 
type; the box to the right of the icons asks for specific printer information: 

0 Image Writer: Click the ImageWriter icon, and select a printer port, or 
click the AppleTalk Image Writer icon, and select an available 
AppleTalk Image Writer. 

0 LaserWriter: Click the LaserWriter icon, and select an available 
LaserW riter. 

Click the close box when you are done. 

Page Layout 
The ImageWriter Page Setup Dialog Box 
Item 

Paper options 

US Leller 

US Legal 

Computer Paper 

A4 Letter 

International Fanfold 

Custom 

Orientation options 

Tall 

Wide 

Action 

Sets a standard paper size for the document. 
When you click an option, the proportions 
of t.he page in Print Preview and Page View 
change correspondingly. 

Inches Centimeters Points 
8.5 X II 2 1.59 X 27.94 6 10 X 790 

8.5 X 14 2 1.59 X 35.56 6 10 X 1008 

14 x II 35.56 X 27.94 1008 X 790 

8.27 X 11 .69 2 1.0 1 X 29.69 595 X 842 

8.25x 12 20.96 X 30.48 594 X 864 

Enter the width and height of the page in the 
Custom Paper Size fields in the Preference 
dialog box. This paper size then becomes an 
option only in the Image Writer Page Setup 
dialog box. 

The default option; orients the page in the usual 
way; sometimes called portrait orientation. 

Rotates the page 90 degrees to print each line 
across the length of the page; sometimes called 
landscape orientation. 



Item 

Printer Effects 

Tall Adjusted 

50% Reduction 

No Gaps Between Pages 

Action 

Sets various printing effects. 

Changes the horizontal printing pixel density 
from 80 to 72 dots per inch, which prints 
graphics in the correct proportions. Units on 
the Ruler change accordingly, as do line 
breaks. 

Compacts the number o f dots printed in both the 
horizontal and vert ica l dimensions by a fac tor 
of two. Word adjusts measurements in the 
Ru ler and in Page Preview by doubling what is 
reported. 

Removes the 0.5-inch omissions in the printed 
material at every page break if top and bottom 
margins are set to 0. 

The LaserWriter Page Setup Dialog Box 
Item 

Paper options 

US Letter 

US Legal 

A4 Letter 

85 Letter 

Tabloid 

Orientation options 

Tall 

Wide 

Printer Effects 

Reduce/Enlarge % 

Fractional Widths 

Print PostScript Over Text 

Action 

Sets a standard paper size for the document. 
When you c lick an option, the proportions 
of the page in Print Preview and Page View 
change correspondingly. 

Inches Centimeter s Points 

8.5 X II 21.59 X 27.94 6 10 X 790 

8.5 X 14 21.59 X 35.56 6 10 X 1008 

8.25 X 11.69 20.96 X 29.64 594 X 840 

7.2 X 10.1 18.28 X 25.65 51 8 X 727 

II X 17 27.94 X 43.18 792 X 1224 

The default option; orients the page in the usual 
way; sometimes called portrait orientation. 

Rotates the page 90 degrees to print each line 
across the length of the page; sometimes called 
landscape orientation. 

Sets various printing effects. 

Specify a number by which printed material is to 
be reduced or enlarged, from 25 to 400 percent. 
Word multiplies distances on screen by the 
corresponding fac.tor. 

Causes Word to measure the widths of characters 
in LaserWriter fonts in a different way and 
improves the spacing of text when printed on a 
PostScript printer. 

PostScript special effects are printed over (rather 
than under) text and non-PostScript graphics. 
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Item 

Printer Effects, cont. 

Font Substitution 

Text Smoothing, Graphics Smoothing 

Faster Bitmap Printing 

LaserWriter Options 

Flip Horizontal 

Flip Vertical 

Invert Image 

Precision Bitmap Alignment 

Larger Print Area 

Unlimited Downloadable Fonts 
in Doc. 

The Document Dialog Box 
Item 

Margins option group 

Top 

Bottom 

Left 

Right 

Action 

Substitute one of its internal fonts when it 
encounters a bit-mapped font in your document. 

Smooths the edges of bit-mapped fonts or 
graphics. Improves the appearance of some 
text and graphics, but blurs others. 

Speeds printing by using memory in a PostScript 
printer more e fficiently for bitmaps, but leaves 
less space for downloaded text and other types 
of graphics. Consequently, some documents 
might not print. 

Click the options button to select the following 
Laser Writer effects: 

Reverses the page image so that it prints 
backwards. 

Prints the page image upside down. 

Prints the page image as a negative. (Black is 
white and white is black.) 

Prints the page image at 96 percent of its original 
size so that bit-mapped images are mapped into 
the printer at a precise 4-to-1 ratio (288 dots per 
inch to 72 dots per inch). 

Reallocates memory in the LaserWriter for storing 
more of the page image instead of storing fonts. 
Usefu l for printing pages larger than 8.5 x II 
inches. 

The printer purges an old font from memory to 
create space fo r new fonts. This often slows 
down printing, because fonts often have to be 
re-downloaded several times during the course 
of printing. 

Action 

Determines the area on the printed page occupied 
by the body text. Enter measurements from the 
edge of the page in inches, points, or 
centimeters. 

Sets the top margin. Enter a negative number to 
set a fixed margin that does not move to 
accommodate the header. 

Sets the bottom margin. Enter a negative number 
to set a fixed margin that does not move to 
accommodate the footer. 

Sets the left margin. 

Sets the right margin. 



Item 

Mirror Even/Odd Margins 

Even/Odd Headers 

Widow Control 

Gutter 

Default Tab Stops 

Number Pages From 

Number Lines From 

Next File button 

Footnotes options 

Position drop-down list 

Boll om of Page 

SUMMARY 

Action 

When set, replaces the Left and Right fields with 
Inside and Outside, respectively, lelting you set 
different ins ide and outs ide margins for facing 
pages. 

Causes even-numbered and odd-numbered pages 
to be treated di fferently. When this option is set, 
Word replaces the Open Header and Open 
Footer commands w ith Open Even Header, 
Open Odd Header, Open Even Footer, and 
Open Odd Footer commands; this opt ion places 
page numbers in the upper left comer on even
numbered pages and in the upper right comer 
on odd-numbered pages; and Outside Bars 
assigned to paragraphs are placed on the left on 
even pages and on the right on odd ones. 

Prevents the first line of a paragraph from 
appearing alone at the bottom of a page and the 
last line of a paragraph from appearing alone at 
the top of a page. 

Specifies extra margin space on the right edge of 
even-numbered (le ft -hand) pages and on the left 
edge of odd-numbered (right-hand) pages. 
Enter the measurement in inches, centimeters, 
or points. 

Sets default tab stops for the document. Word 
represents these tab stops with inverted Ts in 
the Ruler. These tab stops are overridden by 
any tabs you set for a paragraph. They remain 
beyond the rightmost paragraph tab stop you 
set. 

Sets the starting page number for the document. 
When you are chaining documents through the 
Next File dialog box, leave this fie ld blank. 

Sets the starting li ne number for the document. 
This is useful when you are chaining documents 
with the Next File dialog box. 

If you want to print a series of documents or 
compile a table of contents or index for a series 
of documents, select the name of the next 
document in the Next File dia log box. To avoid 
printing linked documents, deselect the Print 
Next File option in the Print dialog box. 

Cont rols the placement and numbering of 
footnotes. 

Determines where the footnotes are placed in the 
document. 

Prints each footnote at the bottom of the page on 
which its reference appears. 
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Item 

Footnotes options, cont. 

Beneath Text 

End of Section 

End of Document 

Number From 

Restart Each Section 

Action 

Prints each footnote immediately beneath the last 
paragraph on the page on which its reference 
appears. 

Prints accumulated footnotes at the end of the 
fi rst section for which the [nclude Endnotes 
option is set in the Section dialog box, or at the 
end of the document if none of the sect ions 
have this option set. 

Prints accumulated footnotes at the end of the 
document. 

Sets the starting footnote number. This is useful 
when you are chaining documents through the 
Next File dialog box. 

Restarts footnote numbering at I at the beginning 
of each page or each section, depending on 
which Position option is set. If this option is 
not set, Word numbers all footnotes 
consecutively. 

Previewing and Pagination 
Preview a document 
0 Scroll to the page at which you want to begin previewing the 

document. 
@ Choose Print Preview from the File menu. 

~ Click in the vertical scroll bar or press the up or down arrow key to 
display other pages. 

0 Wlien done, click the Cancel button. 

Switch to a one-page display in Print Preview 
0 Click the One-Page Display icon. The display changes to show one 

page instead of two. 
@ Click the icon again to return to the two-page display. 

Add page numbers in Print Preview 
0 Click the Page Number icon. 
@ Position the number on the page, and click to set the position. A page 

number is added to all pages. 



Double-click the icon to place it at the default location. If the Even/Odd 
Headers option is set, the page number is placed symmetrically with respect 
to the inside edge of the document: in the upper left corner on even
numbered pages and in the upper right corner on odd-numbered pages. 

Adjust the page margins in Print Preview 
0 Click the Margins icon. Margin guidelines appear on the current 

page. 

@ Drag the appropriate margin by its handle (the black box at the end 
of the margin) to the new location. 

@) Click anywhere outside the page to update the screen. 

The change affects the entire document, not only the page you've altered. 
You must update the screen before returning to Galley View for the change 
to take effect. 

Position a header, footer, page number, or positioned object 
in Print Preview 
0 Click the Margins icon. The elements you can move are shown 

surrounded by a dotted box. 

@ Drag the element you want to move to its new position. Word 
displays the current position at the top of the dialog box as you 
drag it. Press the Shift key before moving headers and footers to 
drag them into the body area of the document. 

@) Click anywhere outside the page to update the screen. You must 
update the screen before returning to Galley View for the change 
to take effect. 

A change to a header or footer affects only the section containing the page 
you've altered. A change to the page number affects the entire ~ocument. 

Insert or move a manual column or page break in Print Preview 
0 Display the page to be changed. 
@ Click the Margins icon. 

@) Drag the automatic page break from the bottom of the page to the 
new location. The automatic page break becomes a manual page 
break. 

The page is updated when you release the mouse button. This also works for 
multiple-column sections, but you must begin dragging in the column within 
which you want to establish the column break. 
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Remove a manual page break in Print Preview 
0 Display the page to be changed. 

@ Click the Margins icon. 

@) Drag the page break into the bottom margin. 

The screen is updated when you release the mouse button. To remove 
manual column breaks in multiple-column sections, select and delete them 
in Galley View. 

Insert a manual page break in Galley View 
0 Set the insertion point where you want the page to break. 

@ Press Shift-Enter. 

Remove a manual page break in Galley View 
0 Select the page break. 

@ Press the Backspace key. 

Hyphenation 
Enter a normal hyphen 
0 Press the- (hyphen, or minus) key. 

Enter a nonbreaking hyphen 
0 Press Command-- (technically, Command-' ). The character is 

displayed as ':;if Show 1I is on. 

Enter an optional hyphen 
0 Press Command-- (hyphen, or minus). The character is invisible unless 

it fa lls at the end of a line or Show 1I is on. Then it appears as -:-. 

Hyphenate the document and veriftJ each hyphenated word 
0 Set the insertion point at the beginning of the document, and choose 

Hyphenate from the Document menu. 

@ To ignore capitalized words, turn off Hyphenate Capitalized Words. 

@) Click Start Hyphenation. 

0 For each candidate Word proposes for hyphenation, click No Change 
to leave the word unhyphenated; click Change to accept the hyphen 
Word suggests (the one that is highlighted). 



To specify a different division for the word, click on another hyphen or 
between any two letters and then click Change. Place the division point to 
the left of the vertical dotted line. 

Hyphenate the document automatically 
0 Set the insertion point at the beginning of the document, and choose 

Hyphenate from the Document menu. 
@ To ignore capitalized words, turn off Hyphenate Capitalized Words. 

8) Click Hyphenate All. 

Hyphenate selected text only 
0 Select the text to be hyphenated, and choose Hyphenate from the 

Document menu. 

@ Click Hyphenate Selection to hyphenate the text automatically, or 
click Start Hyphenation to verify each word before it is hyphenated . 

Printing 
The Print dialog box 
Item 

Pages options 

Pages 

Section Range 

Print Selection Only 

Copies 

Print Hidden Text 

Print Next File 

Image Writer options 

Quality Options 

Best 

Faster 

Action 

Prints the entire document. Enter the starting and 
ending page numbers. 

Enter the starti ng and ending section numbers; if 
the document has only one section, then you 
can't edit the Section fields. 

Prints the currently se lected text. No headers, 
footers, page numbers, and so fo rth will be 
printed. You can use this with page and section 
ranges; the shorter of the two passages is 
printed. 

Sets the number of copies to print. 

Prints text formatted as hidden text regardless of 
whether you've set the Show Hidden Text 
option in the Preferences dialog box. 

Prints the nex t file in a series of documents linked 
through the Next File dialog box. 

Specify the quality of the printing. The better the 
quality, the slower the printing. 

Prints at highest quality, compressing (if possible) 
installed fonts that are twice the point size 
you' ve chosen into that point size. 

Prints at the standard quality. 
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Item 

Image Writer options, cont. 

Draft 

Paper Feed Options 

Laser Writer options 

Cover Page 

Paper Source Options 

Print Back To Front 

• Commands 
Command name 

Background Repagination 

Document ... 

Fractional Widths 

Full Repaginate Now 

Hyphenate ... 

Meaning, 
menu 

Action 

Prints at the lowest quality. Draft mode does not 
display fonts, graphics, or paragraph borders. 

Automatic: Indicates that the paper is fed 
automatically. 

Manual: Specifies that you'll be feeding 
individual sheets by hand. Word stops between 
pages and presents a dialog box asking you to 
insert the next sheet. 

Prints a cover page identifying your document. 
Select First Page or Last Page to print the cover 
page before or after the document. 

Paper Cassette: Indicates that the paper is fed 
automatically from a cassette. 

Manual Feed: Specifies that you will be feeding 
individual sheets by hand. Word stops between 
pages and presents a dialog box asking you to 
insert the next sheet. 

Prints documents from the last page to the first so 
that they appear in order in the output tray. 
Setting tl1is option on printers that eject pages 
print-side down prints documents front to back. 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Toggles option to automatica.lly repaginate a document during 
pauses in typing and editing. 

Changes formats affecting the entire active document. 

Format WF14 
Turns on and off the LaserWriter fractional pixel width feature. 

Forces repagination of document even though no changes have 
occurred since last pagination. In Page View, forces 
repagination from beginning of document to currently 
displayed page. 

Scans document and hyphenates words to improve line breaks. 

Utilities -frf 15 

(continued) 



Command name 

Insert Line Break 

Insert Nonbreaking Hyphen 

Insert Nonbreaking Space 

Insert Optional Hyphen 

Insert Page Break 

Insert Page Number 

Page Break Before 

Page Setup ... 

Page View 

Print Preview ... 

Print ... 

Repaginate Now 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Breaks a line of text without starting a new paragraph. Inserts 
newline character (displayed as+-' when Show~ is on). 

-a-... 
Inserts a hyphen preventing a line break within a hyphenated 
word that occurs at end of a line. Hyphen is displayed as :
when Show ~ is on. 

Inserts a space preventing a line break on either side of space. 
Space is displayed as':' when Show~ is on. 

~ ... or 
3C ... 

Inserts a hyphen that is printed only when a word is broken at 
the hyphen. Hyphen is displayed as~ when Show~ is on. 

3€ - ti - ~ 

Inserts a manual page break at insertion point. 

Document -frw 
Inserts automatic page number glossary entry .. 

Inserts a manual page break before selected paragraph. 

Sets page size, print orientation, and certain printer effects for 
a document. 

File -frf8 

Toggles Page View. 

Document 31:8 F13 
Displays one or two pages at reduced size as they 'Lllook 
when printed. 

File 001 ~Ft3" 
Prints active document. 

File 3€P F8 
Repaginates entire document. In Page View, repaginates from 
beginning of document to currently displayed page. 

Document_ ., 3€J 
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Creating a Table of Contents and Index 

wo of the most useful elements in any book are the table of contents 
and index. If you 've ever had to create and compile your own, you 
know how time consuming and frustrating the job can be. And any 

last-minute changes in the pagina tion of the document mean that your orig
inal table of contents and index are off and that you have to redo all the 
entries. It wasn' t fun the first time, and the second time isn' t any better. 

Once again, Word pitches in and saves you time and effort. The process 
of creating a table of contents and index for your documents is simple and 
straightforward; once you've identified the items you want to include, Word 
takes care of the rest. 

• Making a Table of Contents 
If your document is longer than 10 to 15 pages and has several major topics, 
you'll probably want to add a table of contents at the beginning. Not only 
will this give the document a more professional look, but it will also help 
your readers find what they are looking for faster and more efficiently. You 
can create a table of contents in two ways: by extracting it from an outline 
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you've created or by inserting a special code before each entry you want to 
include in the table of contents. 

Generating a Table of Contents from an Outline 
The levels in an outline can serve as the entries in a table of contents (TOC). 
The topmost level of the outline, consisting of topics formatted in the heading 
1 style, produces the main headings in the table of contents. Subordinate 
topics are subheadings formatted in styles heading 2 through heading 9. When 
you create a table of contents in this way, Word repaginates the document 
and then uses each heading, along with its page number if you want, as an 
entry in the contents. Word formats each level of entry with the correspond
ing automatic style, toe 1 through toe 9. 

Figure 15-1 shows part of this section and the resulting entries in a table 
of contents. The title of the section is formatted in the heading 1 style, which 
has been redefined to use bold, italic, 16-point text. The subheading uses the 
heading 2 style, subordinate to the main head ing, and has also been redefined. 
Word lists the headings in the table of contents and maintains the hierarchy 
of the levels of headings used in the body of the document. 
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Generating a table of contents from headings in the document. 
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To compile a table of contents based on the headings in your document, 
do the following: 

0 Choose Table of Contents from the Utilities menu. The dialog box in 
Figure 15-2 appears. The Outline and Show Page Numbers options 
should already be selected. 

@ Enter the range of headings (levels 1 through 9) you want in the table 
of contents, or let the All option remain selected. 

8) Click Start to begin. 

Tobie or Contents 

r:

Collect 
@ Outline 
0 .C. Pnrognphs I 

18) Show Poge Numbers 

Leuet: @ Rll 0 From: CJ To: c=J 

Figure 15-2 
The Table of Contents dialog box. 

Word first repaginates the document to ensure that the proper page 
numbers are used. It then goes through the document, collecting the various 
entries and assembling a complete table of contents. When it is finished, the 
table of contents is placed at the beginning of the document and is separated 
from the rest of the document by a section mark, so you can create a different 
page layout for it if you want. 

The table of contents is like any other block of text; you can cut and paste 
it to another place in the document, and you can edit it, adding text before, 
after, or betvveen the entries if you want. Most likely, you' ll want to add a 
title page and other front matter before the table of contents. Simply set the 
insertion point at the beginning of the document and paste in or type the 
additional text. 

Using Codes to Generate a Table of Contents 
Another way to compile a table of contents is to insert a special code imme
diately before each entry that is to appear in the contents. This method gives 
you more control over the compilation at the expense of greater effort. By 
using codes, you can insert table-of-contents entries tha t aren't headings in 
the document or create entries from insertions having the Hidden character 
format. You can assign up to nine levels of entries, as you can with the out
lining function (because there are nine levels of toe styles), but you' ll 
probably use only the first two or three. 
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Type the code .c. just before each entry you want on the contents page. 
(The c can be uppercase or lowercase.) You must format the code as hidden 
text That way, it won' t appear in the final printout of the document Word 
will generate a table of contents even if the hidden text is d isplayed (as it is in 
Figure 15-3), because it temporarily turns off Show<[ in its internal 
representation of the document while generating the table of contents. 
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Figure 15-3 
A table-of-contents entry. (Show Hidden Text is on.) 

To assign different toe levels to entries, you insert a number within the 
contents code, as follows: 

For Type 

1st level .c. or .cl. 
2nd level .c2. 

3rd level .c3 . 

4lh level .c4. 
5th level .c5. 

6th level .c6 . 

7th level . c7. 

8th level .cB. 
9th level .c9. 

How does Word know where a table-of-contents entry ends? In most 
cases, you' ll be using the headings in your document as entries, and headings 
almost always end in a paragraph mark In such cases, the paragraph mark 
or newline character (entered by pressing Shift-Return) signals the end of the 
entry. However, many tables of contents contain entries that don't appear as 
headings in the document; an example of this is shown in Figure 15-4. 
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Figure 15-4 
A table-of-contents entry that isn't a heading. 

f. 
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I- Ending semicolon 

To use text taken from the middle of a paragraph as a contents entry, 
precede it with the .c. code and put a semicolon after it, both formatted as 
hidden text. Make sure the Show Hidden Text option is turned on in the 
Preferences dialog box before you do this, so that adding the Hidden format 
doesn' t make the codes "disappear." 

When you choose Insert TOC Entry from the Document menu, Word 
inserts both the .c. code and the ending semicolon for you, formatted as hid
den text, placing the insertion point between them. Because the last period in 
the .c. is formatted as hidden text, the text you type will also have the Hidden 
format. (You can press Shift-Command-X to turn off the Hidden character 
format quickly.) This is useful, for instance, if you want to include a brief 
overview of each section in the contents. 

If you want to use the actual text in the document as an entry, first select 
the passage, and then choose the Insert TOC Entry command. Word inserts 
the hidden-text codes before and after the selection. If, however, the entry 
already ends with a paragraph mark or a newline mark, Word doesn't add 
the ending semicolon (remember that you can also end an entry with either 
of these characters). After the codes are inserted, go back to insert the appro
priate number within the .c. code. 

If you need to place the codes around text, but you don't want the text to 
be hidden, you can also try using the glossary for storing and inserting all 
nine of the .c. codes as well as the ending semicolon, instead of using the 
Insert TOC Entry command. This has the advantage of making at least the 
entry of the numbered starting code a one-step process. 



You can also create subentries in the table of contents by separating the 
main entry from a subentry by a colon. Thls convention is the same as that 
for creating subentries in indexes, discussed later in this chapter. If you need 
to include a semicolon or a colon within an entry, put single quotes on both 
sides of the entry, and format the quotes as hidden text. 

After you've inserted the appropriate codes into your document, you're 
ready to compile the table of contents. You do not need to repaginate the 
document first; Word does it for you. 

0 Choose the Table of Contents command. 

@ Select the .C. Paragraphs option. The Show Page Numbers option 
should already be set. 

@} Enter the range of levels you want in the table of contents, or leave 
the All option selected. 

0 Click Start to begin. 

Word prepares the table of contents and places it in its own section at the 
beginning of the document. 

Changing the Format of a Table of Contents 
Word's automatic toe styles establish the layout for nine levels of entries in 
the table of contents. This is the case regardless of how you generate the table 
of contents. You can redefine any or all of these styles. Chapter 10, "Working 
with Style Sheets," explains how. 

Replacing or Editing a Table of Contents 
After you've compiled a table of contents for a docwnent, you can compile 
another at any time and use it to replace the old one. Before recompiling the 
table of contents, Word asks if you want to replace the old one. Click Yes in 
the dialog box that appears. 

Because the table of contents is standard text, you can edit and reformat 
it in any way you want. These changes are lost, however, if you subsequently 
recompile and replace the table. 

For example, if you set the Show Page Nwnbers option in the Table of 
Contents dialog box, Word adds a tab mark with leader dots and the page 
number to each entry in the table of contents. Some designs, however, call for 
the page number to appear for the major headings only and not for the sub
headings. In this case, you would set the Show Page Numbers option and 
then manually remove the tabs and page numbers from the subheadings. 
You would have to do this each time you recompiled the table of contents. 
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Creating Other Types of Lists for a Document 
You can use Word's table of contents feature to generate lists of other 
elements in a document as well. You can use it, for example, for a list of 
the illustrations and plates in a book or article. Word doesn' t add the 
phrase Tnble of Contents before the table it crea tes, so you can type any 
title you like, such as List of Illustmtions, Projects, or Workshop Exnmples. 
If the table or list doesn' t require page numbers, you can easily omit them 
by turning off the Show Page Numbers option in the Table of Contents 
dialog box. 

Your document can have more than one table crea ted with the Table 
of Contents command, but you have to be careful that you don' t erase an 
old table when you compile a new one. To extract an additional list, do 
the following: 

0 Generate the main table of contents from the headings, or by 
using the .c. codes, as was discussed earlier. 

f9 Format the entries for the new table using .c. codes with a 
deeper level than any you used before-starting at .c4. or so, for 
example. Alternatively, you can format entries for the new table 
with deeper levels of headings. For example, you can reserve the 
heading 1 through heading 4 styles for the actual headings to be 
used in the main table of contents, and reserve heading 5 through 
heading 9 for the second table. 

fO When you have identified all the entries and specified the 
levels to be used in the resulting table of contents, choose the 
Table of Contents command. 

0 Click the .C. Paragraphs option. 

0 Enter the range of levels for the elements you want to list in 
the From and To edit fields. You must enter numbers in both 
fields even if you are extracting only one level of entry for 
resulting table of contents. 

<D Click the Start button. 

If any of the levels are duplicated in another table, Word asks if you 
want to replace the existing table of contents. Click the Cancel button and 
edit the entries in the document, using n~w numbers to avoid any overlap. 
You can use this method to genera te a collection of different lis ts, each 
using a different range of table-of-contents codes. For example, if the 
deepest level of entry in your document uses the .c4. code, you can use 
.cS. for figure numbers, .c6. for table numbers, and .c7. for hidden in-text 
editorial comments. 
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L TIP 

Multiple Tables of Contents 
You can create multiple tables of contents simply by clicking No in the dialog 
box that asks if you want to replace the exis ting table of contents. If you have 
not moved the table, Word adds the new one before it. If you have moved the 
table of contents, Word leaves it where you put it. You can use this feature to 
generate additional tables when you have run out of outline or .c. levels or 
when you want to create an alternate table of contents. For example, you can 
create one table of contents comprising levels 1 through 3 for a student's 
study guide, and one comprising levels 1 through 5 for a teacher's reference. 

Using Both Types of Tables in One Document 
You can create tables of contents from the headings and from .c. codes in 
one document. This is useful in documents that have more than one type 
of list in the front matter, such as the table of contents proper, a list of 
figures, and a list of tables. Simply extract the main table of contents from 
the outline, and insert .c. codes for the figures and tables lists. Then extract 
each list separately by setting the correct options in the Table of Contents 
dialog box. 

Compiling a Table of Contents for Linked Files 
If your manuscript or other work spans several documents, you can link 
them together and have Word compile the table of contents from the whole 
group at once. The secret is in the Next File button in the Document dialog 
box. For each document that is followed by another in the sequence: 

0 Choose Document from the Format menu. 

@ Click the Next File button and select the following document. 
If you want Word to do the page numbering for you, delete the 
contents of the Number Pages From field in each document except 
the first in the series. Otherwise, be sure the starting page number 
in each document is correct. 

8) Click the OK button. 

When you start compiling the table of contents for the topmost docu
ment on the desktop, Word repaginates and scans each document, in order, 
and extracts its table. If Word can' t find a file in the sequence, it prompts 
you to locate the folder or insert the disk that contains the document. There
fore, it's a good idea to have all the disks at hand when you assemble the 
table of contents. 



A very useful application of this technique, even for smaller documents, 
is to put the table of contents in a "front matter" document file that precedes 
the main body of the document. To do this, crea te a new, blank document, 
open the Document dialog box, and specify the first file in the sequence 
through the Next File dialog box. When you compile the table of contents, 
Word places it in the new, first file. You can then put the other front-matter 
elements, such as the copyright page, the title page, and the acknowledg
ments, in the sam e file as the table of contents. This is a good way to set up 
special page layouts for the front matter without affecting the main body of 
the document. 

Merging a Large Table of Contents 
Another way to develop a table of contents for a large opus that spans 
many.smaller doq..tments-the chapters in a book, for example-is to use 
the method just described to generate a table of contents for each chapter, 
each in a separate document that is linked to tha t chapter alone. Then, 
create a new document which uses Word's INCLUDE merge language 
cornma,nd to combine into one file the table of contents belonging to each 
chapter. For more information on Word's merge feature, see Chapter 17, 
''Merge Printing." 

This trick is particularly useful when combined with the process of 
converting a table of contents back into an outline, discussed next. 

Converting a Table of Contents to an Outline 
Occasionally, you might want to play with an outline without having to deal 
with the body text that goes with each heading. For example, you might be 
dealing with a large document that is divided into many smaller files and 
want to work with an outline that covers all the files. Or you may want to 
format an outline in a different way than with the formats you get when 
printing a collapsed outline from Outline View with the Show Formats 
feature set. 

To assemble one outline for a set of documents or to print a formatted 
outline without the body text, first extract a table of contents for the docu
ment or series of linked documents. It's best to put this table by itself in a 
blank document. Then choose Define Styles from the Format menu, select 
each toe style in turn, and change its name to the appropriate heading style. 
For each name change, Word asks you to verify that you want to reassign 
the text formatted in that style to the heading style. After you've converted 
all the toe style text to heading style text, you can work with the outline in 
Outline view or switch to Galley View or Page View to reformat the heading 
styles for printing. 

TIP _,r 
' 



• Making an Index 
If done skillfully, an index provides a way of navigating in a document that 
is as useful as the table of contents. Indexing is an art, but Word makes this 
art of creating and maintaining an index much more accessible to everyone. 

Generating an index is only slightly more difficult than generating a 
table of contents with the .c. codes. Each index entry must begin and end 
with special hidden codes that don' t appear when you print the document. 
You type the code .i. at the beginning of each index entry. Format the code 
as hidden text. The entry must end with an end-of-entry code, which can be 
a semicolon, a newline mark, or a paragraph mark. If you insert a semicolon 
to end an entry, format it as hidden text so that it won' t be printed . Figure 
15-5 shows a number of different index entries. 

i!D Untitled3 €# 

index entry with semicolon ,l,Cir st .entry; 

index.entry with paragraph m ark ,l,second.entry'll 

index entry with new hne mark ,l,thi rd .entry ... 

Figure 15-5 
Examples of formatted index entries. 

If only the indexing codes are formatted as hidden text, the index entry 
will remain visible as text in the body of your document. However, if you 
want to link an index entry to a particular point in the document but prevent 
the entry from becoming part of the document, format both the indexing 
codes and the entry as hidden text. 

When you choose Insert Index Entry from the Document menu, Word 
enters both the .i. code and the terminating semicolon and places the 
insertion point between them. The subsequent text you enter will have the 
Hidden format unless you remove the forma t. (Press Shift-Command-X to 
turn off the Hidden character format quickly.) If you want to turn existing, 
nonhidden text into an index entry, select it firs t, and then choose the Insert 
Index Entry command. Word inserts the codes before and after the selection, 
unless the selected text ends with a paragraph mark or a newline character. 
(Remember that these characters can end index entries, as does the 
semicolon.) 

You can also take advantage of Word's glossary function to store the 
indexing codes. Create two index entries, one for the starting code and one 
for the ending semicolon. Give the glossary entries convenient names, such 
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as ind and end (end because you can use it for ending table-of-contents entries 
as well). Insert the index starting code in text by pressing Command
Backspace, typing ind, and pressing the Return key. 

After you've coded all the index entries, you can compile the index. 
As with generating a table of contents, it isn' t necessary to hide all hidden 
text in the document by turning off the Show Hidden Text option. Now, do 
the following: 

0 Choose Index from the Utilities menu. The Index dialog box, shown 
in Figure 15-6, appears. 

@ Click the Nested or Run-in option, as desired. (A description of these 
is given next.) 

@) Leave selected the All option in the Index Characters group. 

0 Click the Start button. 

lnde11 

Formot: @Nested 
0 Run- in 

I ndeH Chorocters: 

@All 
0 From: 0 To: D 

Figure 15-6 
The Index dialog box. 

Word's two basic index formats, nested and run-in, specify different 
ways of handling subentries, the subordinate entries that follow the main 
entry. With the nested format, subentries appear below the main entry and 
are indented. With the run-in format, Word places subentries on the same 
line as the main entry, using semicolons to separate them. Figure 15-7 shows 
both kinds of formats. Select the format you want by clicking the appropriate 
option in the Index dialog box. 

INDEX - BUY ING A COPIER 
l&ase 1 
ownership 2 
Photocopier I o 

coated paper 12 
plain paper I 0 
thermal 11 

renting 2 
Xerox 9 

IPII Sl 

Figure 15-7 

INormcl 

The two kinds of index formats. 

INDEX -BUY ING A COPIER 
lease, 3 
ownership, 2 
Photocopier, 10; coated paper, 12; 

plain paper, I 0; thermal, II 
renting, 2 
Xerox, 9 

I PII Sl INormol 
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When you click Start, Word repaginates the document and then searches 
through it to collect the entries you identified, along with the page number 
on which each entry falls. It assembles them in alphabetical order and places 
the index in a new section at the end of the document. The program also re
moves duplicate entries occurring on the same page and assembles a list of 
page numbers when the same en try occurs on different pages. 

If you 're working with a very large series of documents, you might find 
that Word doesn't have enough available memory to extract more than about 
4000 index entries. If Word presents a dialog box such as Not enough memory 
to complete operation, try using the Index Character group in the Index dialog 
box to extract only a range of entries at a time. For example, if you want to 
extract entries beginning with the letters A through F, enter the letters in 
the From and To fields. Next, you might extract entries beginning with the 
letters G through N, and so on, until the index is complete. 

After Word has compiled the index, you'll probably want to go over it 
and edit or combine entries that aren't exactly what you wanted. The most 
common type of change you're likely to make is to combine entries that 
are phrased differently at two or more locations in a document, such as 
Formatting:ita/ics and Character Formats:italics. It's best to develop a consis
tent style for citing index entries; a manual such as Tile Chicago Manual of Style 
is a good place to learn about indexing conventions. 

Creating Subentries 
Word assumes that all entries are main entries unless you tell it otherwise. 
To create a subentry, you specify the main entry firs t and then the subentry, 
separated by a colon, as in Word:using or Word:printing with. Do not insert a 
space after the colon. You'll want to make the entire entry hidden, as shown 
in this example: 

.·1:W.9.~9: .:Jh~Dg:~.~~rrf.l.~~~;. 

You also use hidden text for expository index entries. Such entries consist 
of words and phrases that don't occur in the text but tha t more accurately 
reflect the subject matter of the entry. Forma t as hidden text both the starting 
and ending codes and the entry between them. Suppose, for example, that 
you are indexing the following paragraph: 

The two main classes of cast iron are gray iron and white iron. Gray iron is inexpensive 
and easy to machine. It is, however, brittle and only about half as 
strong as steel. White iron is stronger and harder than gray iron but considerably 
more difficult to machine. 
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One way to index this paragraph might be to code the words cast iron, 
gray iron, and white iron, but those entries aren't very descriptive. A better 
way would be to create a new entry and format it as hidden text. Assigning 
the-hidden format to the entry causes it to be omitted from the printed docu
ment. The entry you use might be something like the following: 

cast iron, gray and white 
comparison of cost, strength, and machinability, 143 

You would generate this entry by typing: 

,l ... 9.~Li.l:'!;ln ... g~Y..~.~.~~.i.~~.;!?.9.!DP.~i~.9.!':1 .. 9.f .. 9.9.?.L .~.~~!':Ig~.~ .... ~.~.!D.~Nn~.iJ.i.\v.;. 

You can create up to seven levels of subentries, corresponding to a 
maximum of seven index styles, by adding more subentries and more colons. 
An entry such as: 

.. .i. : W9X9.;~.?.!!':1g .:.~9X.~.~!li.r:l!':l.~r.?.~ 

would appear like this in the index: 

Word 
using 

for beginners, 17 4 

You can skip a level by typing two colons with nothing between, as in: 

...i.J~~9.~.;J9X.~.~!li.r:l!':l.~r.?.~ 

In the index, you'd find: 

Word 
for beginners, 174 

Using the Index Styles 
When you create an index, the character and paragraph formats attached to 
the entry are removed, and the entry is formatted with one of the seven index 
automatic styles. The index 1 style is for main entries; index 2 through i11dex 7 
are for subentries. The only difference between these s tyles is the position of 
the left indent; it moves to the right 0.25 inch at each index level. You ca n 
redefine the index styles in any way you like. See Chapter 10, "Working with 
Style Sheets," for more information. 

Of course, you can also edit and format the index manually after it is 
compiled, but any such changes will be lost if you recompile the index. 



Using Special Index Formats 
You can change the way that Word formats the page numbers or specify text 
to be used instead of a page number, by including certain characters in the 
index entry code. Many books use boldface or italic page numbers to indicate 
illustrations or definitions, for example. The following table shows examples 
of the various formatting options available. 

Code 

.ib.emry; 

.ii.entry; 

. i(.entry; 

. i).entry; 

. i.entry#text; 

Formal 

Boldface page number; you can use either an 
uppercase or lowercase IJ. 

Italic page number; you can use either an 
uppercase or lowercase i. 

Start of multi page reference . 

End of multipage reference . 

Text replaces page number . 

The following table gives some examples of how these codes might be 
used. As before, the dotted or gray underline signifies hidden text. If the 
entry is actually part of the text, don' t format the entry as hidden text. 

Index entry 

:f!?.:Y.~~DgW.Q~~i. 
... U.:Y.~~DgW.Q~~;. 
.. .tCY.~~ng.W.9.~~;. 

on the first page of the topic, and 

:~~ .. .Y.~tog.W.g.~.4~ 
on the last page of the topic 

Produces this index listing 

Using Word 10 

Using Word /0 

Using Word 10-14 

:~Y.~~DgW.9.~~~§~.~.W.9.~~~ .. P.:~JDg)~ Using Word (See Word, Using) 

As with a table of contents, if you want to include a colon, semicolon, or 
other special character (such as the# character) in an entry, put single quotes 
around the entry and format the quotes as hidden text. For example, if you 
wanted to create an index entry which looks like this: 

PRINT#, Using 127 

You would enter this text on page 127 of the document: 
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Recompiling an Index 
If you make changes to a document that affect the pagination, you'll want to 
recompile the index. When you do this, Word asks if you want to replace the 
old index. Click Yes if you do. Word then replaces the index, even if you 
moved it from the end of the document to some other location. Clicking No 
adds a second index without deleting the one that already exists. You can use 
this feature, for example, if you' re designing the index and want to compare 
different formats. To recompile the index, choose the Index command again. 

Compiling an Index for Linked Files 
If your manuscript spans several documents, you can link them and have 
Word compile the index for the whole group all at once. You use the Next 
File button in the Document dialog box to link the files. For each document 
to be followed by another one in the sequence: 

0 Choose the Document command. 

~ Click the Next File button, and select the following document. 
If you want Word to do the page numbering for you, delete the 
contents of the Number Pages From field in each document except 
the first in the series. Otherwise, be sure the starting page number 
in each document is correct. 

@) Click the OK button. 

When you compile the index, Word assembles the entries for all docu
ments and places the index at the end of the last document. If Word can't 
find a file in the chain, it prompts you to find the folder or insert the d isk 
that contains the document. Also, as with tables of contents, you can compile 
an index into a blank document at the end of the chain of linked files. 
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SUMMARY 

• Points to Remember 
0 Word's Table of Contents command generates a table of contents 

for your document, adding the page numbers automatically. You can 
base the contents on either the levels or headings in the document 
or on codes that you enter and format as hidden text. 

0 You can use the Table of Contents command to generate lists of 
figures and tables. Assign these elements levels of heading or .c. 
codes that are deeper than any used in the document; then enter 
the range of levels for the list in the From and To fields in the 
Table of Contents dialog box before compiling the table. 

0 Word' s Index command generates an index for your document, 
adding the page numbers and a lphabetiz ing the entries auto
matically. You must code each entry to appear in the index. 

0 To include an entry that isn' t in the document in a table of contents 
or index, type it at the appropriate loca tion and format the entire 
entry as hidden text, or use the Insert TOC Entry or Insert Index 
Entry command from the Document menu . 

0 Entries in the table of contents are assigned the automatic styles 
toe 1 through toe 9; the number corresponds to the heading level or 
to the number in the .c. code for the entry. Entries in the index are 
assigned the automatic styles index 1 through index 7, corresponding 
to the levels of subentries. You can redefine these s tyles in any way 
you like. 

0 Word places the table of contents in its own section at the beginning 
of the document and the index in its own section at the end of the 
document. You can edit and reformat these as you would any other 
text. 

0 You can create glossary entries for the table of contents and index 
codes to make the job of coding easier. 

• Techniques 

Creating a Table of Contents 
Generate a table of contents from the headings in the outline 
0 Choose Table of Contents from the Document menu. 

~ Be sure that the Outline option is on. 

@) Be sure that the Show Page N umbers option is on if you want the 
contents to include the page numbers. 



6 Specify the range of levels to appear in the contents, or leave All 
selected . 

0 Click Start. 

<D If a table of contents already exists for the document, Word asks if 
you want to replace it. Click Yes to replace it or No to generate a new 
table without deleting the old one. 

Generate a table of contents from inserted codes 
0 Before each entry to appear in the table of contents, insert the code .c. 

or .cl. for first-level entries, .c2. for second-level entries, and so on to 
the deepest level. Format these codes as hidden text. Each entry must 
end with a paragraph mark, a newline mark, or a semicolon. If you 
insert a semicolon, format it as hidden text. You can insert the codes 
with the Insert TOC Entry command, by typing them, or by inserting 
them from the glossary. 

@ Choose Table of Contents from the Utilities menu. 

@) Select the .C. Paragraphs option. 

6 Be sure that the Show Page Numbers option is on if you want the 
contents to include the page numbers. 

0 Click Start. 

If the entry itself is formatted as hidden text, it is still compiled in the table of 
contents but doesn't become part of the printed document. 

Creating an Index 
Code index entries 
0 To insert a new index entry, set the insertion point and choose the 

Insert Index Entry command. Word inserts the hidden-text codes 
and places the insertion point between them. To insert index codes 
around existing nonhidden text, first select the text, then choose the 
command. Word inserts the codes before and after the selection. 

You can vary the format of the page number by using the following 
codes: 

Code 

.ib.entry; 

. ii.entry; 

. i(.ewry; 

. i).entry; 

. i.elllry#lexl; 

Format 

Bold page number; you can use either an 
uppercase or lowercase b . 

Italic page number; you can use either an 
uppercase or lowercase i . 

Start of multi page reference . 

End of multi page reference . 

Tex1 replaces page number. 
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@ For subentries, type the usual index code; then enter the main entry, 
followed by a colon, and then the subentry. (Do not insert any space 
after the colon.) A subentry can be followed by a colon and a sub
subentry, to a maximum of seven levels. 

@ Format subentries and any other index entry that is not part of the 
document as hidden text. 

If the entry itself is formatted as hidden text, it is still compiled in the index, 
but doesn't become part of the printed document. 

Compile an index 
0 Choose Index from the Utilities menu. 

@ Select the Nested option to place each subentry on its own line with 
a suitable indent; select the Run-in option to place the subentries on 
the same line as the main entry. Enter a range of characters in the 
From and To fields to extract an alphabetic range of index entries. 

@) Click Start. 

0 If an index already exists for the document, Word asks if you want to 
replace it. Click Yes to replace it or No to generate a new index with
out deleting the old one. 

Generate a table of contents or index for linked files 
0 Code the files as usual. 

@ For each file in the sequence that is followed by another file, specify 
the file to follow it through the Next File feature of the Document 
dialog box. If you want sequential page numbering throughout the 
files, delete the default number in the Number Pages From field in 
the Document dialog box. 

@) Open the first file in the sequence. 

0 Choose the Table of Contents or Index command, set the appropriate 
options, and click Start. 

0 Word places the table of contents in a new section at the beginning 
of the first document and places the index at the end of the last 
document. 



• Commands 
Comma nd name 

Index ... 

Insert Index Entry 

Insert TOC Entry 

Table of Contents . . . 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Compiles index based on index entries inserted in document. 

Utilities 
Inserts index entry codes, formatted as hidden text. before and 
after selected text or on either side of insen ion point. 

Document 
Inserts table-of-contents entry codes, formatted as hidden tex t, 
be fore and afte r selected text or on either side of insertion 
point. 

Document 
Compiles table of contents based on document outline or table
of-contents entries. 

Utilities 
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Transferring Text and Graphics 

ord is a powerful program that can do much more than most 
people expect of word processors. You can extend this power 
by creating material in other programs and transferring it into 

a Word document. You can transfer three main classes of data to and from a 
Word document: raw text, graphics, and files from certain word processors 
such as MacWrite and Word for the IBM PC. 

Raw text is any collection of characters without formatting such as 
boldface or underlining. You work with raw text when you want to incor
porate into a Word document information taken from a bulletin board or 
information service such as CompuServe or DIALOG, tables of financial 
sta tistics from a spreadsheet, or text created with another p rogram. 

You can create illustrations and other visual elements in graphics appli
cations, such as MacPaint, MacDraw, SuperPaint, Cricket Draw, or Adobe 
Illustrator, and move them into a Word document. You can also copy images 
from applica tions not ordinarily considered graphics programs. For example, 
you can create a chart in Microsoft Excel, copy the image of the chart to the 
Clipboard, and paste it into a report you' re writing in Word. 
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Finally, Word can read and write files in a variety of formats, The ability 
to read and write files in MS-OOS Word format makes it easier to maintain 
common documents in an office where both Macs and PCs are used . Word 
can also read files containing graphics and formatted text created with 
MacWrite and Microsoft Works. You can even send a fully formatted Word 
document through an electronic mail system such as MCI Mail, first saving 
the document in the Rich Text Format (RTF), or by sending the document 
to another user of a Microsoft Mail server. 

This chapter describes how ~o transfer text and graphics into and out of a 
Word document. You'll learn how to cut and paste data, manipulate text and 
graphics once they are in Word, and use Apple's MultiFinder for maximum 
efficiency, 

• Transferring Text 
You can import and export text between Word and another program in two 
ways: by transferring selected text via the Clipboard or the Scrapbook and 
by opening and saving whole documents in a format that another program 
can read. Each of these will be discussed in turn. 

Using the Clipboard and Scrapbook 
The routines for cutting and pasting between programs are much the same 
no matter what program you are using. You select text or graphics in the 
source document and choose Cut or Copy from the Edit menu. This places 
the material, or a copy of it, in the Clipboard . Exit the application, and 
then start the program into which you want to move the material. Once 
you' re in that application, place an insertion point and choose the Paste 
command. 

When you cut and paste within an application such as Word, the 
Clipboard is maintained within an area of the Mac's memory. However, 
if you leave the application with something in the Clipboard, it saves the 
Clipboard's contents in a special file called Clipboard File, usually kept in 
the System Folder. A few programs store the Clipboard File on the disk that 
contains the application, and so to transfer information from one application 
to another, you might have to move the Clipboard File from the first disk to 
the second before you s tart the second program. 

The Clipboard holds only one item at a time, but the Scrapbook can hold 
up to 256 items. Also, the contents of the Clipboard disappear when you 
copy another item to it, but items s tored in the Scrapbook remain there until 
you remove them, allowing you to keep a collection of clip art, for instance. 
If you're cutting and pasting several items at a time, you can copy each item 
to the Clipboard and paste it into the Scrapbook before moving to the second 
program. 
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Just as the contents of the Clipboard are stored in the Clipboard File 
when you leave a program, the items in the Scrapbook are stored in the 
Scrapbook File, which is associated with the system files on the start-up disk. 
lf the application you're pasting into is on another start-up disk, copy the 
current Scrapbook File on it. If that disk a lready has a Scrapbook File, change 
its name before you copy; otherwise, the existing file will be erased. 

You can have many scrapbook files on a given start-up disk, but each 
must have a different name. You ca n maintain different scrapbook files for 
different purposes; simply give each a name that reflects its purpose, such as 
Newsletter Scrapbook, and change its name temporarily to Scrapbook File when 
you need to access its contents. The Mac always accesses the scrapbook file 
named Scrapbook File . If a file with that name doesn't exist on the current 
start-up disk, the Mac creates a new, empty one. You can also use a scrap
book desk accessory, such as SmartScrap from Solutions International, to 
easily switch from one scrapbook file to another. 

When you select and copy something from a program to the Clipboard, 
the program determines what kind of material you've copied and attaches at 
least one four-letter data hjpe code to the Clipboard. If you paste the clipping 
into the Scrapbook, you can see these codes in the lower right comer of the 
Scrapbook window, as shown in Figure 16-1. 

D Scropbook 

Use the Scrapbook as a place to keep pictures, 
charts. text, or anythi ng you create w1 th Macontosh 

• Keep a letterhead des ign to paste Into your memos 
• Store e distri bution list or other rrequently used text 
• Bui ld a library or MacPeint images to illus t rate 

documents 

See your owner·s guide ror more lnrormation. 

fQI ,, 1'·'1•1·: ~ ( . I IIQI 
40 / 41 M'IIRT, TE)(l' 

Figure 16-1 
Data type codes attached to material pasted into the Scrapbook from MacWrite. 

A data type code is like a message between the routines in a program or 
between programs; a program uses the codes to determine how to handle 
material stored in the Clipboard. For example, if you copy some boilerplate 
text from a program and store it in the Scrapbook, you' ll undoubtedly see the 
code TEXT in the lower right corner of the Scrapbook window. If you paste 
this material into a Word document, Word checks the data type codes and 
determines that the material in the Clipboard should be inserted into the 
document as text (and not, say, as a graphic). 
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When you copy something, the program often transfers more than one 
version of the selected material to the Clipboard. If you're copying formatted 
text, for instance, the program doesn' t know whether you intend to paste 
the ma terial back into a document belonging to the current application (and 
therefore want to retain the formatting) or whether you intend to paste it 
into a document tha t belongs to another application. Because a given pro
gram can' t depend on another program to be able to interpret the internal 
s tructure it uses to format text, the program might transfer to the Clipboard 
both its internal version of the formatted text as well as a copy of the raw, 
unformatted text. When this happens and you paste the material into the 
Scrapbook, you' ll see two da ta type codes in the Scrapbook window-one 
code for the internal format and the TEXT code for the more standard format. 
When you paste this materia l into a document belonging to the receiving 
program, it nearly always is able to use the unformatted version of the copied 
material if it is not able to handle the formatted version. 

For example, if you copy text in the Mac Write format to the Scrapbook, 
you' ll see two data type codes in the Scrapbook window-M WRT and TEXT, 
as shown in Figure 16-1. If you start Mac Write again on another occasion and 
paste this material into a MacWrite document, the program uses the MWRT 
version of the text so that the forma tting is retained . If, however, you paste 
this material into a document within a different program, the program uses 
the TEXT version of the material, and the formatting does not appear. 

The d iscussion so far has centered on how most applications handle the 
Clipboard and the Scrapbook. Fortunately, Word works in almost the same 
way. Instead of using the standard Clipboard, Word maintains its own 
interna l Clipboard to conserve space in memory. When you copy something, 
Word keeps only one version of the materia l- in its own internal data type
in its Clipboard. When you paste the material into the Scrapbook or switch to 
another application, Word converts its internal Clipboard to the standard, 
external Clipboard in two formats-the standard TEXT format and the RTF 
format (discussed below). If the receiving application can read material that 
is formatted in the RTF format, the forma ts are preserved. If not, the ma terial 
is pasted as raw text. You can see this in the Scrapbook after pasting there 
text copied from Word: In the lower right corner of the Scrapbook, you see 
the data types TEXT and RTF (strictly, RTF and one space character, making 
four characters). 

When you paste raw text (having the data type TEXT, and not RTF) 
copied from the Scrapbook or from another program into a Word document, 
Word assigns it the style of the surrounding text. If the pasted text contains 
paragraph marks, the text preceding each paragraph mark takes on the 
Normal style. 
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Transferring Tabular Data 
As discussed in the previous chapter, tabular data consists of a series of lines 
in which each item is separated by tabs and each line ends in a paragraph 
mark. You can transfer raw text structured in this way between Word and 
spreadsheet and database programs, either by copying it from Word and 
pasting it into the other program or by saving the file in Text Only format 
(discussed in the next section). 

Some programs, including Microsoft Excel, File, and Multiplan, can 
translate tabular data into their own file formats. In spreadsheets such as 
Microsoft Excel, each line of text is considered one row divided into columns 
by tabs. In database programs such as Microsoft File, each line of text is 
treated as a complete record. Commas or tabs in the table divide the items 
into fields. To export data from Word to a spreadsheet or database program: 

0 Select and copy the desired section of data from within Word. 

~ Quit Word and start the spreadsheet or file-management program. 

~ Set an insertion point in the spreadsheet (or start a new record in the 
database manager). Choose the Paste command. 

Technically, the data in Word need not conform strictly to a rows-and
columns structure for it to be transferred into a spreadsheet or database pro
gram. For example, a series of lines with no tabs in Word will become a single 
column in a spreadsheet program, with one paragraph per cell. 

Importing data from a spreadsheet or database program to Word works 
similarly: A row in Microsoft Excel translates to a paragraph in Word. When 
pasted into Word, the cells within each row are sepFtrated by tabs. With a 
database manager, each record becomes a paragraph, and the contents of 
the fields are separated by commas or tabs. To import data from a spread
sheet or database manager, do the following: 

0 Select and copy the desired area of data from within the spreadsheet 
or file-management program. 

~ Quit the program and start Word. 

~ Set an insertion point for the data and choose the Paste command. 

0 Select the data you pasted in, and set the tab stops in the Ruler to 
accommodate the columns. If necessary, adjust the right indent so 
that each row of data takes up only one line in the Word document. 

If the imported data is separated by commas, you can use the Change 
command to replace all commas with tabs automatically: 

0 Select the text you pasted into the Word document. 

~ Choose Change from the Search menu. 

~ In the Change dialog box, type a comma in the Find What field and 
type " fin the Change To field. Click the Change Selection button. 



Alternatively, you can select the pasted text and use the Insert Table 
command to convert the pas ted text to a table. See Chapter 11, "Formatting 
Tables and Lists," for more information on converting text delimited with 
commas and tabs to tables. 

Some database managers allow you to copy only one record at a time or 
require tha t you use a conversion utility or save selected records to an ASCII
format document and then open the resulting document in Word. Once a 
file has been converted, Word can open it as a text-only document. See the 
instructions that accompany the database-management program for more 
details on the steps you must perform to import and export data . 

Transferring Text Documents 
If the block of text you want to transfer is large, it's often better to bypass the 
Clipboard and work with the text at the documen t level. Word can directly 
read and write documents created by a variety of other word processors and 
programs. You see a list of these formats when you choose Save As from the 
File menu and click the File Format button. The use of certain of these for
mats involves some interesting practical issues, however. The range of 
formats and document structures Word offers is extensive (multicolumn 
section formats, table structures, and footnotes, for example), and so Word 
translates formats to and from other applications as best it can. 

The Text Only and Text Only with Line Breaks File Formats 
You could call the Text Only format and the Text Only with Line Breaks 
format the generic options for transferring files from Word to any other 
Macintosh program. Both these formats save a Word document as raw text, 
but the Text Only with Line Breaks format puts a paragraph mark a t the end 
of each line. This is helpful when you want to upload a Word document to an 
electronic mail or bulletin board service-simply format the lines for the 
length you want, and save a copy of the document in the Text Only With 
Line Breaks format. 

Of course, all of the character and paragraph formats disappear from 
text saved in these formats. Word also converts newline marks, section 
marks, and page breaks to paragraph marks, and it converts optional 
hyphens to normal hyphens. If you intend to transfer the document to a 
computer other than a Macintosh, either through a modem or via a bulletin 
board service, be aware that other computers do not share many of the Mac's 
special characters (such as<[, • , TM, - ,and so on, almost all of which have 
ASCII codes from 128 to 255); you' ll have to search for these and change 
them manually. 
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Word can also read files that have been saved in a text-only format with 
another program. Even if the program you are using can' t save the document 
in any of the formats that Word can translate, it probably does have some 
type of text-only, file-saving option. When you choose Word's Open com
mand, you see the names of all the standard Word documents, as well as the 
documents that Word is able to read and translate into a normal Word docu
ment: text only, those created with MacWrite, MacTerminal, Microsoft Write, 
Works, MS-DOS Word, and so on. 

In Microsoft Excel, for instance, you can choose Save As from the File 
menu and select the Text file-format option. (lncidentally, Microsoft Excel 
saves either the values in the worksheet or the formulas, depending on which 
is visible when you choose the Save As command. Choose Display from the 
Options menu to switch between the two views.) Be sure to change the name 
so that you don't overwrite the original worksheet file. If a cell in the work
sheet contains a comma, Microsoft Excel surrounds the text with quotation 
marks in the file saved on disk. 

Once you've saved a file in this way, the name of the file appears in the 
Jist box when you choose Word's Open command. When you open the file, 
you can remove the quotation marks by searching for them and replacing 
them with nothing, but if you want to use the text in a data document for a 
merged form Jetter, you might want to keep these marks. (Read Chapter 17, 
"Merge Printing," for a complete discussion of form letters.) 

Microsoft Word Formats 
The File Format dialog box offers a number of options for saving documents 
in formats that can be read by other Microsoft products, and by applications 
that can read and write those formats. 

Version 1.05 and Microsoft Works File Format 
Some people who don't need the power of Word 4 prefer the ease of use and 
integration offered by Microsoft Works. Works is able to read the Word 1.05 
format well, so there isn't a separate option for saving a document in Works 
format. Use the Microsoft Word 1.05 file format to store a Word 4 document 
in a format readable by Word 1.05 or Works. Again, not all of a Word 4 docu
ment's formats survive the translation. For example, Word 1.05 doesn't 
support style sheets, so if you save in Word 1.05 formatted text assigned a 
style, the text takes on the character and paragraph formats of the style 
without actually keeping the style. 

The Word 3.0 and Microsoft Write File Format 
If you want to send a version of a document to someone who has Word 3 or 
Microsoft Write, use this format. Certain other programs, such as PageMaker, 
read Word 3 files. Again, features peculiar to Word 4, such as colored text 
and tables, won't survive the transfer. 
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The MS-DOS Word File Format 
Mac Word's conversion of files in the MS-005 Word format is perhaps the 
most complete with respect to the actual structure of the document. This 
feature is helpful in offices that use computers from both the Macintosh and 
the IBM PC families, because it permits the sharing of standard documents 
between the two types of machines. Word-specific features such as headers, 
footers, footnotes, and so on, transfer well between the two versions of Word. 

However, certain features that the programs don't share--such as 
graphics, character formats (such as outline and shadow), and paragraph 
formats (such as the border options)-are not translated. The transfer of style 
sheets depends on the direction of the transfer: You can transfer a style sheet 
for an MS-OOS document to the Mac, but you can't transfer the style sheet 
for a Mac document to the PC. Also, section styles from MS-DOS documents 
aren't converted. When you save a Mac Word document containing styles in 
the MS-OOS Word format, the styles are converted to individual character 
and paragraph formats. 

Probably the main issue regarding the sharing of files is how to actually 
get the file from one machine to the other. One method is to use network 
software such as Sun Microsystems' TOPS to connect Macs and PCs via 
AppleTalk. Another is to connect a special drive to either the Mac or the PC 
that can read the other machine's formats. The most common way is to con
nect the two machines through modems or with an appropriate cable that 
connects their serial ports (the Phone, or modem, port on the Mac), run tele
communication software on each machine, and use an XModem communica
tion protocol to manage the transfer of the file. Here are some suggested 
communication parameters for Microsoft Access on the IBM PC and for 
MacTerminal on the Macintosh: 

Access 

Modify settings 

MacTerminal 

Terminal settings 

Compat ibility settings 

File-transfer settings 

9600 baud, half duplex, 8-bit word length, no 
parity, I stop bit, TTY terminal, XOn/XOff 
protocol. 11M end-of-line character. 

TTY, on line, local echo, auto wraparound. new 
line. 

9600 baud, 8 bits, no parity, XOn/XOff protocol , 
connection via either modem or another 
computer (depending on how you've connected 
the machines), Phone port (also called the 
modem port). 

No delays for pasting or sending text (but change 
the setting if the received text is missing 
characters), straight XModem protocol. 
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To transfer a document from MacTerminal to Access, do the following: 

0 Save the document in MS-DOS Word format. It's helpful to use a 
filename that conforms to the MS-OOS Word file-naming conven
tion, up to 8 characters, plus the .DOC extension. The name of the 
document doesn't change, because you're only saving a copy of it 
in the MS-DOS format. 

@ Start both communications programs, and set the programs' com
munications parameters if you haven' t already done so. (You can 
save these sets of parameters to make subsequent sessions easier.) 

~ Establish a connection, and choose Send File from MacTerminal's 
File menu. A dialog box appears; find the name of the Mac Word file 
saved in the MS-DOS format and double-click on the name to open 
the file. A dialog box appears, saying Sending the file "filename". At 
this point, MacTerminal waits for Access to respond to its attempts 
to send the file. 

0 On the PC, press the FlO key to activate the command menu, and use 
the Transfer Protocol Receive command (type T, P, and R). Access 
prompts you for a filename; enter the name of the file you are trans
ferring. Soon Access will tell MacTerminal that it's ready to receive 
the file: You' ll see the ga uge in MacTerminal's dialog box begin 
to move, and the By tes Received field in Access increases by incre
ments of 128 bytes at a time. (The XModem protocol transfers da ta 
in blocks of 128 bytes.) 

To send an MS-DOS file to the Mac, the process is similar, but because 
MS-DOS Word does not keep the style sheets belonging to a document with
in the document, you have to transfer the MS-OOS Word document and its 
style sheet in separate s teps. 

0 In MS-DOS Word, save the document in the Formatted format, and 
quit the program. 

@ Start both communications programs, and set their communications 
parameters if you haven' t already done so. Establish a connection 
between the machines. 

~ On the PC, press the FlO key to activate the command menu, and 
use the Transfer Protocol Send command (type T, P, and 5). Access 
prompts you for a filename; enter the MS-DOS Word document's 
name. (You might also need to supply a pathname.) At this point, 
Access waits for MacTerminal to respond to its attempts to send 
the file. 

0 In MacTerminal, choose Receive File from the File menu. A dialog 
box appears; enter the name of the MS-DOS file, and then click the 
Receive button. A second dialog box appea rs, saying Receiving the file 
"filename". Soon MacTerminal will tell Access that it's ready to 
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receive the file: Ins tead of the gauge in MacTerminal's dialog box, 
you' ll see the Blocks Received number begin to increase in blocks of 
512 bytes; in Access, the Count field begins to increase as well. When 
the transfer is complete, MacTerminal presents a dialog box telling 
you that the transfer was successful . 

0 When you've transferred the document, repeat steps @} and 0 to 
transfer the style sheet for the document, if you have defined one. 

<D Once both the document and its style sheet have been transferred to 
the Mac, start Mac Word and choose the Open command. Double
click on the filename of the MS-DOS Word document to open it. 
When Word opens the document, it discovers its source and presents 
a dialog box asking if there is a style sheet fil e for the document. If 
you click Yes, you' ll see another dialog box containing a file list box. 
Simply double-click on the name of the style sheet file; Word then 
uses it to create a normal Word document. If you don' t have a style 
sheet file for the document, click No; Word then uses its default style 
sheet. 

The MacWrite Format 
If you've moved up to Word from MacWrite, you' ll find that it's easy to 
convert all your MacWrite documents into Word documents. Simply open 
the MacWrite file from within Word, and the file will be converted to the 
standard Word format and placed in an untitled window. Some programs 
are able to read and save documents in MacWrite format but not in Word 
format: If you need to transfer a file to or from such a program and preserve 
as much formatting as possible, and Word doesn't support the native format 
of the program, try saving the file in the MacWrite format. 

The Interchange (Rich Text) Format 
The Interchange format, commonly called Rich Text Format (RTF), might 
seem obscure, but can be very useful when you want to transfer a fully
formatted Word document to someone via an electronic communications 
medium that can' t handle the binary transfer of Mac files. With MacTerminal, 
for instance, you can transfer any Mac document, associated icon and all, by 
using the MacBinary file-transfer protocol. However, many bulJetin boards 
and communications services, such as MCI Mail, cannot store and transfer 
such files to their destination in this format and can only accept straight 
ASCII, raw text files. 

If you save a Word document in RTF, Word converts everything in it 
to sequences of standard ASCII text characters-even complicated structures 
such as graphics and style sheets. Word also breaks paragraphs into lines 
of at most 255 characters so that the long lines that make up paragraphs 
will not confuse the computer system through which you' re sending the 
document. Figure 16-2 shows an example of a text file resulting from this 
conversion. 
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End of document 

Figure 16-2 
A document shown in Word format and in RTF format. 

Paragraph code 

If you inspect this format, you might realize that its codes aren' t 
impossible to decipher. For example, paragraph marks become \par, and 
boldface text becomes {\b boldface text}. You can upload a file in this format 
to an electronic mail service or a text-only bulletin board or transmit it 
directly to someone who doesn' t have a communications program that can 
handle binary file formats. 

When you receive an RTF file, you can capture the RTF text in two ways. 
The first way is to use the communication program's capture-to-disk feature 
(most of them have this) and save the RTF text on disk as a text file. The 
other way is to select and copy the RTF text within the communications pro
gram and pas te it into a blank Word document. Save this document in the 
Text Only format, and close the document. The most important step in cap
turing and saving this text to a file is to be sure the actual beginning of the 
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RTF text, {\rtf, starts within the first two characters in the file. This signals 
Word that the text in the file is in the RTF format. 

Regardless of how you created the text file containing the RTF text, when 
you open the document in Word, the program presents a dialog box saying 
Interpret RTF Text? This gives you the option of opening the document as 
uninterpreted RTF codes if you want. If you click Yes, Word reassembles the 
formats in the document and creates a standard Word document in a new 
document window. After the conversion is complete, you can save it in the 
default format; from that point on, it's like any other Word document. 

Advanced Uses for RTF Files 
An earlier chapter mentioned that because Word knows a font by its internal 
identification number, rather than by its complete font name, text formatted 
in a font on one Mac sometimes appears in a different font when opened on 
another Mac. As you can see in Figure 16-2, however, when a document is 
encoded in RTF, the fonts in it are referred to by name as well as by font ID 
(FlO) number. If you send a document in this format, when the receiving 
copy of Word on the destination Mac opens the RTF document, the fonts are 
mapped correctly, by name rather than by FID number. If you have problems 
with text changing fonts from one Mac to the next, try transferring the 
document as an RTF file. 

Programmers f.i,nd another interesting use for RTF files. Because h1 an 
RTF file the entire structure of t~e document, including graphics and styles, 
is encoded in a (for programmers) readable ASCII text format, it's much 
easier to write utility programs that manipulate RTF files to translate or 
otherwise operate on the internal structure of Word documents. Some 
examples follow: 

a You can make global formatting changes by using the Change com
mand to replace one format code with another. For example, to 
change every instance of boldface text in a document to underlined 
text, first save the document in RTF. Then, replace every instance of 
\b with \ul. Finally, close and reopen the document and convert it to 
standard Word format. 

a You can 'WTite programs that automatically scale all the graphics in a 
document at once. To see how Word translates graphics jnto RTF, try 
pasting a simple MacDraw graphic (a circle, for instance) into a short 
Word document, save the document as an RTF file, and then open 
the file without interpreting it. 

a You can perform complicated· searches for combinations of text 
strings and formats, such as "replace all instances of*** with an 
incremented 1mmber tl1at represents a bibliographic reference (from 
a list in another document), and put it in bold, 8-point, superscripted 
text." You could use this technique to number bibliographic 
references automatically across mq,ny chapters in a book at once. 
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0 You can enforce one style sheet more easily across many documents 
by saving a document as an RTF file and then replacing its style sheet 
with the master style sheet. You could even extend this principle and 
develop document-level and section-level "style sheets" that stan
dardize document and section properties, such as page size, margin 
settings, header and footer formats, and so on. 

The possibilities are endless. For more information on the RTF specifica
tion, write Microsoft Corporation, RTF I Applications, 16011 NE 36th Way, 
Box 97017, Redmond WA 98073-9717. 

The Document Content Architecture Format 
The Document Content Architecture format (DCA, sometimes also called 
RFT or Revisable Format Text, not to be confused with RTF) was developed 
by IBM to provide a standard translation protocol between IBM mainframe 
and PC word processors. 

The DCA format is not represented by an option in the Save As dialog 
box, but you can convert Word files saved in the RTF format to the DCA 
format (and back again) through the Apple File Exchange utility, which 
accompanies the Macintosh system software. (If you don't have this utility, 
ask your local Apple dealer.) The AFE utility uses a special translation file, 
called DCA-RTF/Microsoft Word, found on the Word Utilities 1 disk. Once 
you've converted a DCA file to RTF, you start Word and open the RTF file to 
convert it into a standard Word document. Conversely, to convert a standard 
Word document into a DCA format file, save the document as an RTF file; 
then quit Word and use the Apple File Exchange utility to translate it to the 
DCA format. 

Most popular PC word processors also provide support for the DCA 
format, including DisplayWrite, Manuscript, MultiMate, WordPerfect, and 
WordStar. MS-DOS Word can use this format too, although for transfer to 
Mac Word, you'll generally save files in the default MS-DOS Word format 
instead. To convert files from the DCA format to the MS-DOS Word format 
and vice versa within the MS-DOS Word environment, use the RFTOWORD 
and WORDTORF programs that accompany the software. (Notice that the RF 
in these program names refers to Revisable Format text.) 

Two-Step Conversions 
As you can see, converting a standard Word document to a DCA-format 
file is a two-step process. Other combinations are possible. For instance, 
if you needed to convert an MS-DOS WordStar file to a Mac Word docu
ment, you could use the WordExchange utility, from Systems Compatibi
lity Corporation (available by sending in a card that accompanies the 
MS-DOS Word 5.0 package), to convert the file into an MS-DOS Word 
file. Then, transfer the file to the Mac and convert it into a standard Mac 
Word document. 
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Using Shift-Open as a Last Resort 
If the program from which you want to import text can' t save the file in 
one of the formats that Word can translate (even Text Only), you can try 
using Word's ability to open just about any type of document, no matter 
what source program was used to create it. You can also use this fea ture 
when you need to get a t the contents of a document but don' t have access to 
the program that created it. Word will not, of course, recognize the internal 
codes used by the sou rce program for special formatting or graphics. These 
formatting codes migh t appear in the opened file as gibberish, nontext or 
symbol characters, or squares denoting undefined characters, which you 
must manually remove. 

To open an alien document in Word, first try to save it in an ASCII 
or text-only format from the source program; if one is not available, use 
a format that is as close to raw text as possible. If you want to preserve 
the original copy of the file, make a duplicate of it from the Finder's 
desktop by selecting it and choosing Duplicate from the File menu. Then 
do the following: 

0 In Word, press the Shift key and choose the Open command. 
Word changes the name of the Open command to Open Any File. 
(Use the mouse to choose the command, not the Command-O key
board shortcut. You can also add the Open Any File command to 
a menu through the Commands dialog box.) 

f9 In the Open dialog box, you 'll see a list of all the documents on 
the current d isk, regardless of whether or not they are in a format 
that Word can read . You might even see filenames you never knew 
existed; these might be hidden, temporary files used by some 
programs or by the Macintosh operating system. It's best to leave 
these files, programs, and system files alone, unless you're opening 
a copy of the file. When you find the documen t you want, open it. 

@) Nine times out of ten, Word opens the document successfully; if it 
can' t, Word presents a dialog box telling you this. For example, 
even though you can try to open files such as the MacPaint program 
as a "document," Word might not be able to make enough sense of 
what it finds to open the file a t all. Some portions of the document 
might include squares, odd characters, and page and section marks. 
Remove these manually (but first read the next section for tips on 
doing this). 

0 When you' re finished ed iting the file, choose the Save As com
mand, click the File Format button, select the Normal file format, 
and click OK. Use a new name for the opened, edited version. The 
documen t is now a standard Word document, and you can format 
and print it as usual. 



Cleaning Up Imported Files 
After you've brought text into a Word document, particularly after using 
Word's Shift-Open feature or after a conversion from another format, you'll 
often see strange characters sprinkled throughout the imported text. You can 
simply delete many of these characters. Others require a little more work 
because they're not visible when Show'-[ is off. Even when you've turned 
on Show <[,you might see only empty boxes sprinkled throughout the docu
ment, denoting an ASCII code for which no corresponding character exists. 
To remove these characters, do the following: 

0 Choose Show <[ from the Edit menu. 

@ Select one of the undesired characters in the document. 

@) Press Option-Command-Q. The status area displays the ASCII code 
of the character. 

0 Choose Change from the Utilities menu. Enter 1\ and the character's 
ASCII number in the Find What field. Leave the Change To field 
blank (or replace the character with one space if necessary). Click 
the Change All, Start Search, or Change Selection button as need ed. 

G) Repeat s teps@ through 0 for each undesired character. 

For example, if you've transferred a PC file to the Mac, you might have 
linefeed characters as well as paragraph marks (otherwise known as carriage 
returns) at the end of each paragraph . If you follow these steps, you will find 
that the ASCII code for a linefeed character is 10, and so you would enter AJO 
in the Find What field of the Change dialog box. 

Using Microsoft Mail 
Microsoft Mail is a new application that Jets users of an AppleTalk network 
send messages and files through a Mac that has been set up as a Microsoft 
Mail server. Word su pports this application by Jetting you open documents 
you r Mac has received if they're compatible with Word. To use Microsoft 
Mail with Word, your Mac must be connected to a Mail server, and you must 
be logged on to the server. See the system administrator of the Mail server for 
more information about Microsoft Mail. 

The File menu has two commands for sending and receiving messages. 
The Open Mail command lets you open one or more messages that are listed 
in a window, shown in Figure 16-3 on the following page. The messages that 
you haven't read yet are listed in boldface type. To open a message, you can 
either double-click its title or select one or more messages (hold down the 
Shift key to select more than one message) and then click the Open button. 
Each message you open appears in a separate document window and 
becomes a s tandard Word document. To delete a q~.essage, simply select it in 
the Open Mail dialog box and click the Delete button. If you try to delete a 
message you haven' t read, Word presents a dialog box to verify your choice. 
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Figure 16-3 
The Open Mail dialog box. 

To send a Word document as a Mail message, bring to the front the 
document you want to send, and then choose the Send Mail command. The 
Send Mail dialog box appears, as shown in Figure 16-4. Word suggests a title 
for the message, which you can edit if you want. If you click the Address 
button, Word presents the Address Mail dialog box. Select one or more 
recipients for the message, clicking the Add button for each, and then click 
the Close button. (You can a lso add recipients for complimentary copies by 
selecting the appropriate option in the Add As group.) The list appears in the 
To scroll box in the Send dialog box. If you want, you also can enter a short 
cover note for the document. Finally, click the Send button to send the 
document with its accompanying note. 
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Figure 16-4 
The Send Mail dialog box and the Address Mail dialog box. 



To send and receive messages that aren't Word documents, use the 
Microsoft Mail desk accessory that has been installed if your Mac has been 
set up to communicate with the Mail server. For more information on Micro
soft Mail, consult your Mail manual, or see the system administrator of the 
Mail server to which your Mac is connected. 

• Transferring Graphics 
Word is almost as comfortable with graphics as it is with text. You can easily 
create images in any of the common graphics programs, such as MacPaint, 
FullPaint, SuperPaint, MacDraw, Cricket Draw, and Illustrator, and move 
them into a Word d ocument. However, to achieve the highest quality pos
sible from the combination of Word, the graphics program, and the printer 
you're using, you need to understand more about the kind of graphics you're 
transferring and some of the deeper issues involved in preparing and moving 
them into a Word document. 

The Types of Graphic Elements 
The Macintosh, and programs written for it, support a variety of formats 
for d escribing graphics. The d evelopers of a program are, for the most part, 
free to represent a graphic within the program itself in any way they want 
in order to display it on the screen as patterns of pixels. On the other hand, 
the Mac environment is intrinsically an integrated system, one of the main 
advantages of which is the ability to share information more easily among 
programs than is possible with other computers. 

To use an image you 've crea ted with a drawing program, for instance, 
in a Word document, the image must be represented in a standard format 
so that both programs can read it. The transfer of graphic data from one pro
gram to another usually happens so natura lly in the Mac world that it's 
sometimes difficult to think of a graphic as an ything other than simply a 
picture. This is a tribute to the vast amount of work the developers of the 
Mac have devoted to making this integration as seamless and intuitive as 
possible. However, every graphic image, after all, is still a complicated 
pattern of bits and bytes. 

There are three common ways of representing a graphic for transfer 
between programs: as a bit map, as a QuickDraw graphic, or as a set of 
PostScript commands that describe the graphic object. 

Bit-mapped Graphics 
Bit-mapped graphics are represented as pixels. A program describes an 
image in this format as rows and columns of bits, with each bit representing 
a black or white dot, or pixel, in the image. (Newer programs which use the 
color capability of the Mac II can create pixels in colors other than black and 
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white; such pixels are represented by more than one bit of information.) Pro
grams that create bit-mapped graphics use a painting metaphor, in which 
you apply patterns of pixels with an image of a brush. Figure 16-5 shows a 
close-up of some objects having this format. 

n . .....______.., 

Figure 16-5 
Several bit-mapped graphic objects, magnified by a factor of 2. 

Bit-mapped graphics have many advantages. Most common graphics 
programs, such as MacPaint, FuilPaint, and SuperPaint, handle bit-mapped 
graphics (although SuperPaint can work with object-oriented graphics as 
well). Word opens bit-mapped graphics saved in the MacPaint format 
directly; simply choose Open and double-click the name of the file. Often, the 
textures created by the patterns of bits you use in a painted image produce an 
artistic effect tha t can't be duplicated by any other means. 

Another advantage is related to the fact that everything you actually see 
on the Mac's screen is a bit map, regardless of what that bit map represents 
(a circle or some text, say). For example, if you want to include a picture of a 
Mac screen in a document (as has been done throughout this book), you 
create a screen dump in this bit-mapped format by pressing Shift-Command-3. 
(This is described in more detail in "Creating a Screen Dump," a Tip that 
appears later in this chapter.) 

Also, if you digitize a photograph using any of the scanners available, 
the program that drives the scanner can save the image as a bit-mapped 
graphic, in its own internal format (which often cannot be read by or trans
ferred to any other program), or as a PostScript image (discussed later in 
this chapter). Bit-mapped graphics are the most compatible graphics inter
change format in the Mac environment. 

However, bit-mapped graphics have disadvantages as well. Most paint
ing programs do not le t you create an image based on independent objects; 
if you move an object in the foreground tha t covers something in the back
ground, you have to reconstruct the part of the background that was hidden. 

In addition, bit-mapped graphics have a lower resolution than other 
types of graphics because almost all bit maps are derived from the 72-dots
per-inch resolution of the standard Mac screen. Consequently, when you 
copy a graphic from a painting program into another program and print it, 
particularly on a PostScript printer such as the LaserWriter, the printed 
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image is constructed of square pixels instead of smooth lines. You can use 
this to your advantage, however, as you will see a little later, because Word 
lets you squeeze a 72-dots-per-inch image into a smaller space, resulting in 
much higher resolution. 

QuickDraw Object-Oriented Graphics 
Object-oriented graphics consist of discrete elements-such as circles, 
squares, lines, and polygons-that together make up the image. The objects 
are created with QuickDraw, a graphics language and set of special routines 
built into the Mac's ROM. So-called drawing programs that create object
oriented graphics include MacDraw, Cricket Draw, and the drawing features 
in SuperPaint. You can also copy QuickDraw images from Adobe Illustrator, 
even though the program is designed to genera te PostScript descriptions of 
graphics. Certain nondrawing programs, such as Microsoft Excel and Micro
soft Chart, also provide QuickDraw graphics. Figu re 16-6 shows the same 
objects as those in Figure 16-5, but shows them as QuickDraw graphic objects 
printed on the Linotronic 300 imagesetter. 

Figure 16-6 
The same graphic objects as in Figure 16-5 shown in OuickDraw format. 

You'll want to use object-oriented graphics if the document is to be 
printed with the LaserWriter or another PostScript-driven output device, 
such as a digital phototypesetter. These devices smooth the contours of 
object-oriented graphics much better than they do the con tours of bit
mapped graphics. The result is a sharper image. 

Printing quality is only one of the advantages of QuickDraw object
oriented graphics. Because each component of the graphic is encoded in 
QuickDraw commands ins tead of having every pixel in the image set expli
citly, QuickDraw graphics take up much less space in memory and on disk 
than bit-mapped graphics. This can be a great help when you're working 
with large Word documents because it becomes more difficult to edit a 
document larger than a certain size, depending on the amount of memory 
installed in your Mac and the complexity of the document (the number of 
styles, paragraphs, and so on). Therefore, try to copy an image as a collection 
of QuickDraw objects rather than as a bit map whenever possible; charts, 
line drawings, diagrams, and tables are good candidates for this. 

531 
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Another advantage of object-oriented graphics is that each component 
of such an image is independent of the others. Whereas moving the parts of 
a bit-mapped image usually requires repainting the uncovered areas in the 
image, with object-oriented graphics you can select, modify, and reposition 
each element without disturbing the others. For instance, let's suppose that 
you create an image in MacDraw, paste it into a Word document, and then 
discover you need to edit the graphic. Because the graphic is in QuickDraw 
format, you can cut the graphic from the Word document, paste it back into 
a MacDraw window, and then select and move each part of the image, as 
you did when creating it. 

The PICT Graphic Format 
The PICT graphic format is a special interchange format for transferring 
both bit-mapped graphics and object-oriented graphics beh-veen programs 
on the Mac. Technically, the PICT format is like a recording medium for calls 
that a program makes to the QuickDraw toolbox in the Mac ROM. The lis t 
of operations that construct an image in MacDraw, for instance, becomes a 
list of encoded instructions in the PICT format. You can see this when you 
copy a graphic from a painting or drawing program and paste it into the 
Scrapbook: The PICT data type code appears in the lower right corner. This 
format and the TEXT data type are used in the majority of data interchanges 
that occur through the Clipboard and Scrapbook. 

When you copy an item from a document within a program that deposits 
two versions of the material into the Clipboard, and then pas te the item into 
another program, if one of the data type codes attached to the Clipboard is 
either TEXT or PICT, you can usually count on the program's being able to 
interpret and use the materia l. For example, when you copy a chart from 
Microsoft Excel and paste it into MacDraw, every part of the chart becomes 
a separate object that you can move or alter as you want. Figure 16-7 shows a 
chart copied directly from Microsoft Excel and pasted into the document that 
eventually became this chapter. Figure 16-8 on page 534 shows the same 
chart after changes were made in MacDraw. 

A graphic in the PICT format has all the benefits of both bit-mapped and 
object-oriented graphics. You can edit the object-oriented parts of the graphic 
in a program that uses the QuickDraw format, such as MacDraw or Cricket 
Draw, and then copy any bit-mapped elements it contains into a painting 
program such as MacPaint, Ful!Paint, or SuperPaint, edit it there, and copy it 
back into the drawing program. (Note that SuperPaint is able to handle both 
bit maps and a limited range of object-oriented functions.) 



If you want to achieve the highest attainable level of qua lity h om 
graphics programs on the Mac, the PICT format does have one drawback: 
The minimum resolution any object can have is one pixel, roughly equa l to 
one point. This means that you can position any element in a PICT graphic 
only to the nearest point, and the thickness of lines must be in mu ltiples of 
a point. This is fine for most documents but doesn' t come close to the level 
of refinement attainable with traditional graphic arts techniques. To reach 
this level of quali ty, you need PostScript. 
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A graphic copied directly from Microsoft Excel. 
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The same chart after being altered in MacDraw. 

The PostScript and EPSF Formats 
The third major format for encoding graphics in the Mac environment is the 
PostScript format. As both printers and programs become more powerful, 
software developers are finding it increasingly difficult to support the range 
of printer control codes offered by a large number of printers. John Warnock, 
Chuck Geschke, and others of Adobe Systems, Incorporated, developed 
PostScript to respond to this need for a standard page-description language to 
control printers. PostScript acts as an intermediary between a program and 
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a PostScript-compatible printer; the program needs only to translate the 
elements in a document into a set of operators that describe those elements. 
PostScript is a powerful and extensive language, but you can use it to achieve 
a surprising range of effects without a deep understanding of the language. 
However, if you would like to write PostScrip t programs to create special 
effects in your documents, Appendix C presents enough of an overview for 
you to get started . 

The set of PostScript routines for creating graphics is larger than that 
of QuickDraw. And whereas the lower limit of resolution for the description 
of graphic objects offered by QuickDraw and the PICT format is one pixel 
(Vn inch), the lower limit of resolution supported by PostScript is the lower 
limit of the printer, not the screen, and can be as small as 'V2540 inch. For 
example, the thinnest lines you can create in QuickDraw are 1 point wide. 
Because of this, you can create PostScript graphics tha t a re too detailed to 
be represented on the Macintosh screen. Therefore, programs that generate 
PostScript graphics usually create two forms of the graphic-one for the 
screen and one in PostScript. When you make changes to the screen version, 
which might not show all the detail of the printed result, the program 
changes both versions. 

Programs that support PostScrip t directly, by explicitly encoding their 
graphic objects in PostScript code that you can save or transport to another 
program, do so in several ways. The first way is simply to generate a text list 
of the PostScrip t commands that create each graphic object on the printer. 
The data type of these PostScrip t commands is TEXT, and you can send them 
directly to a PostScript-compatible printer without using Word (via Ad obe's 
SendPS program, for instance, or from the program itself in the case of 
Cricket Draw). 

Some graphics programs, such as Cricket Draw and Illustrator, can save 
PostScript graphics in the Encapsula ted PostScript File, or EPSF, forma t. This 
format is iden tical to the raw text version of the graphic, except that it saves a 
PICT version of the graphic in addition to the PostScript code. (For those who 
have a little more background, the PostScript code is stored in the data fork 
of the EPSF file, and the PICT image is stored as a resource in the resource 
fork.) Although Word cannot open these fil es directly, if you press the Shift 
key while choosing the Open command ·with the mouse, you' ll see the names 
of files stored in this format among those lis ted in the Open dialog box. 
Simply double-click on the name of a file in the EPSF format; when Word 
opens it, you' ll see the PostScript commands that correspond to the image, 
although you won' t see the PICT-format image. 

Once you get the PostScript code representing a graphic into a Word 
document, either by copying the PostScript code or by opening a file con
taining the PostScript code, select it and assign it the PostScript automatic 
style. When the document is printed, the PostScript code is interpreted to 
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produce the graphic; you don't see the graphic until the document is printed. 
A few fine points are involved in copying PostScript graphics into a Word 
document; Appendix C goes into these in more detail. 

There is another approach for those who want to get the benefits of 
PostScript without doing the work. When you copy a graphic from either 
Cricket Draw or Illustrator as a PJCT image, the program uses a special 
feature of the PICT data format called a PICT comment. By using PICT com
ments, the program can bury the PostScript description of the object in the 
PICT image itself. If you paste this image into the Scrapbook, you'll see the 
PICT data type but no indication that Pos tScript commands are buried in 
the image. When you paste the image into a Word document, you see the 
PICT graphic, but when the document is printed, the PostScript version is 
printed, not the PICT version. Figure 16-9 shows a graphic created in Cricket 
Draw as you might see it in a Word document, and Figure 16-10 on page 538 
shows the same graphic when printed on an Image Writer, a LaserWriter, and 
a Linotronic 300 imagesetter. 

Untitled I 

Page 1 

Figure 16-9 
A PICT image as it appears on screen after being pasted into a Word document. 

This approach has a drawback, however. When PostScript code is 
buried within a PICT image like this, the collection of PostScript operators 
that describe the graphic can often become very large. Oddly, most graphics 
programs that support this feature include in the copied graphic the entire 
set of PostScript routines which can create every effect possible in the pro
gram, even if you're using only one effect. A standard screen dump used in 
this book, for ins tance, is usually between 10 KB and 15 KB in size. The same 
image, with labels and other embellishments added in the form of buried 
PostScript comments, might exceed SO KB. 
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To determine the size of a graphic containing buried PostScript, paste the 
graphic into an empty document, save the document, and check the size of 
the file in the Finder. If you're using many such images in a Word document, 
the size of the document may grow enormously-in fact, it can get so large 
that Word might no longer be able to handle the document effectively. Until 
new versions of graphics programs a re developed that minimize the amount 
of PostScript cod e buried within a PICT graphic, you might need to either 
limit the number of such graphics in your Word documents or split u p the 
document into smaller segments. 

Printing Quality and the Format of a Graphic 
To explore the differences between bit-mapped , QuickDraw, and PostScrip t 
graphics more fully, let's follow a simple graphic from conception to printed 
image. A circle, for example, is fundamentally a mathematical shape. You can 
d escribe the shape ma thematically by sta ting the coord ina tes for its center 
and its radius, using a grid corresponding to a piece of paper or the screen. 

A program can take that description and translate it into an image con
sisting of an arrangement of pixels, either on screen or on paper. It can do 
this either by painting bits or by encoding the image as a series of QuickDraw 
object-oriented graphics commands. When you print the graphic with the 
latter method, the p rogram translates it into a list of QuickDraw operations 
that are fed to the driver for the printer you've set in the Chooser. If you 
are printing with the Image Writer, the Image Writer printer driver converts 
the QuickDraw commands into bands of bit-mapped graphic data and sends 
off each band to the ImageWriter. You see the image on the page grow from 
top to bottom not by lines of type, but by bands of bits. 

In terms of the quality of the resulting image, if the ultimate destination 
of the graphic is the Mac screen or the ImageWriter alone, it doesn't matter 
whether the graphic is in bit-mapped, object-oriented, or PICT-with-buried
PostScript format. All you see is the image in pixels, and therefore the small
est detail you' ll see will be pixel sized or larger. 

The situation is different, however, if you're printing on a LaserWriter 
or other PostScrip t printer. When you send the graphic to a PostScrip t
compatible printer, the LaserWriter d river converts the QuickDraw com
mands to PostScript. If the document contains PICT images, it breaks them 
apart and converts each component, whether it's a bit-mapped graphic or an 
object-oriented graphic, to the appropria te PostScript commands. Although 
bit-mapped graphics cannot be trans lated into a higher resolution than their 
structure in pixels, the LaserWriter printer driver converts object-oriented 
graphics into PostScrip t commands that describe every object in the image. If 
the d ocument contains any PostScript commands, either as text commands 
assigned the PostScript style or as PostScript code buried within a PICT 
image, they are passed on to the p rinter unchanged. 
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When all these PostScript commands reach the printer, they are drawn 
on the paper at the highest resolution the printer is capable of producing. The 
resolutions of the more common output devices, expressed in dots per inch, 
are as follows: 

Device 

Mac screen 

Image Writer 

LaserWriter 

Linotronic 300 

Resolution 

72 DPI 

72, 80, and 144 DPI (When you print at 50% 
reduction, you can compact the image's pixels 
to 144 DPI.) 

300 DPI (for the LaserWriter and most laser 
printers) 

635, 1270, and 2540 DPI 

Thus, depending on your printer and on the graphic format, a printed 
graphic migh t have a much higher level of detail than the same image when 
displayed on the screen. Figure 16-10 shows an image p repared in Cricket 
Draw and printed on different printers. 

Figure 16-10 
A Cricket Draw graphic printed on an lmageWriter, a LaserWriter, 
and a Linotronic 300 imagesetter. 

Importing and Working with Graphics 
The type of graphic format doesn' t matter when you' re importing an image 
to a Word document. You copy and paste both bit-mapped and QuickDraw 
graphics in the same way. To import a graphic: 

0 Create the graphic, if necessary, in the graphics program. Select 
it and copy it to the Clipboard. (See the next section for specifics 
regarding various programs.) 

@ Quit the graphics program and start Word. 
@) Set an insertion point for the graphic, and choose the Paste com

mand. You can insert the graphic either in a paragraph by itself 
or in a paragraph containing text or other graphics. 



When you insert the graphic, the insertion point moves to the immediate 
right of the graphic; it is as tall as the graphic itself. If you click on the graphic 
to select it, you will see the graphic's cropping box. You can also display the 
limits of the graphic by choosing Show <j! from the Edit menu. Also, you can 
greatly increase scrolling speed through the document by turning on the Use 
Picture Placeholders option in the Preferences dialog box-when the option 
is turned on, Word replaces graphics with a gray rectangle. (This option, 
incidentally, is a prime candidate for adding to a menu or assigning a key 
sequence through the Commands dialog box.) 

Word can a lso directly open bit-mapped graphics saved in the MacPaint 
format. Simply save the graphic in the MacPaint format: In Word, choose 
the Open command; the Open dialog box lists the names of files saved in 
the format. 

Copying from Various Applications 
Transferring a graphic from an application is usually easy: You copy it from 
a document in the application and then paste it into the Word document. The 
graphic will be in the PICT format and will .be made up of some combination 
of bit-mapped, object-oriented , and buried PostScript elements. In certain 
applications, however, transferring graphics can be a little more complicated. 
Keep in mind that most of the following programs transfer an object-oriented 
version of the copied graphic to the Clipboard. Consequently, if you want to 
modify the graphic before copying it again and pasting it into Word, do so in 
a drawing program that can accept PICT graphics, such as MacDraw, Cricket 
Draw, or the drawing portion of Super Paint, if possible. 

0 In Microsoft Chart, choose Copy Chart from the Edit menu. A dialog 
box appears asking if you want the image to be copied as it appears 
on the screen or as it appears when printed. If you're pasting the 
graphic into MacPaint before it goes to Word, select the As Shown 
On Screen option, or the chart won't fit into MacPaint's window. 
Most other applications, including Word, can accept the As Shown 
When Printed option, which creates a chart sized to the dimensions 
of the printed page. 

0 Microsoft Excel works similarly for charts. To copy a PICT image 
of a range within a worksheet, select the range you want to copy, 
then press the Shift key while choosing Copy; the command changes 
to Copy Picture. Otherwise, you'll simply copy the text contained in 
the range. If you paste this graphic into Mac Draw, each element
every line and piece of text- becomes a separate object. Figure 16-11 
on the following page shows how this range looks as a PICT image 
and how it might look after being cleaned up in MacDraw a nd 
copied into Word. 
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Figure 16-11 
Graphic copied from Microsoft Excel; the same graphic after modifications in MacDraw. 

0 As was discussed earlier, w hen you select and copy a graphic from 
Cricket Draw, the program buries the PostScript commands for the 
graphic into the PICT image. Be aware that this can dramatically 
increase the size of the image in bytes. To copy the PICT image only, 
without the embedded PostScript code, save the image as a file in the 
PICT format and then open the file with another application that can 
read the format, such as MacDraw or SuperPaint. To copy only a bit
mapped version of the selected objects, press the Option key while 
choosing the Copy command; note that you' ll lose quality in the 
resulting image. 

0 Illustrator doesn' t permit the pasting of graphics into any other pro
gram and doesn't normally support the Scrapbook. However, you 
can copy a Pos tScript-embedded PICT image from an Illustrator 
document by pressing the Option key while choosing Copy with 
the mouse. As with Cricket Draw, however, the size of the copied 
graphic increases. 

I 
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Creating a Screen Dump 
You can send the contents of an entire screen, regardless of the current 
program, to a file on disk by pressing Shift-Command-3. If you're using 
color on a Mac II, turn it off first, Ltnless you want color in the screen 
dump. The screen shots are saved as MacPaint files with the names 
Screen 0 through Screen 9. (The icons might not look Uke MacPaint 
documents until you edit or print them with MacPaint.) The documents 
a re placed on the same disk as the application. The Mac beeps at you 
when you've used up alllO screen shots (or if you've run out of space 
on the disk). 

The ROMs in all the newer Macs (the 512K Enhanced, the Mac Plus, 
the Mac SE, and the Mac II) don' t allow you to create screen dumps of or 
print the contents of menus. If you press Shift-Command-3 while a menu 
is pulled down and then release the mouse button to start the screen dump, 
the menu disappears before the screen dump is sent to the disk. If you 
have to create a screen dump of a menu, you need what is called an FKEY 
resource, which is essentially a patch for the Mac's system software and 
is available from Macintosh users' groups. 

Formatting Graphics 
Interestingly, graphics pasted into Word are treated like characters. You 
can search for graphics by choosing the Find command and entering " 1 in 
the FindWhat field. You can a lso format graphics with many of the formats 
you can characters, but not all the character formats work when you apply 
them. You can select the graphic and give it an outline and a shadowed box, 
for instance, but to get a proper shadow you must use both formats, not the 
shadow by itself. On the other hand, the Bold format doesn't make the 
graphic itself bolder, but it does make an outline box thicker. The All 
Caps, Small Caps, fon t, and font s ize formats have no effect. The Position 
and Spacing formats do work, however, and are useful for making minor 
adjustments to the placement of a graphic, whether it is in a paragraph by 
itself or within the text of a paragraph. You can even hide graphics by giving 
them the Hidden character format. 

If the graphic is in a paragraph by itself, you can adjust its horizontal 
position by moving the firs t-line indent. You can also place the insertion 
point before the graphic and press the Tab key to move it to the next tab 
stop, or you can choose one of the alignment icons in the Ruler. 

To adjust the graphic vertically, you can add or remove lines above or 
below it or place it in a paragraph by itself and add a Space Before or Space 
After paragraph format. You can even give the paragraph a style, called 
Graphic, for instance, and change the formats for all such graphics at the 
same time by redefining that style. Giving the paragraph a Position para
graph format is very useful for "floating" a graphic between two columns 

TIP .ai 
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of text in a newsletter, for example, because Word wraps the text around the 
space reserved for the paragraph. You can also select the graphic, cut it, 
and repaste it anywhere in that or another Word document, including into 
headers, footers, and footnotes. 

Speed Scrolling by Using Picture Placeholders 
Word takes longer to scroll through a document when graphics are in view 
because it redraws the image every time you scroll the window. To speed up 
scrolling during editing, hide the graphics temporarily. You can redisplay 
the graphics when you need to format them and just prior to final pagination 
and printing. To hide a graphic, simply choose Preferences from the Edit 
menu, and select the Use Picture Placeholders option. Word replaces every 
graphic in the document with a gray rectangle, retaining the character and 
paragraph formats it had previously. If you work with graphics frequently, 
it's also useful to add this command to the Edit menu (for instance) and give 
the command its own key sequence (sucll as Shift-Option-Command-P). 

Cropping a Graphic 
The term cropping refers to the process of removing the outer edges of a 
graphic, leaving only the portion that you want to have appear in the docu
ment. When you click on a graphic, the cropping box appears around it; this 
box has three handles, one each on the right edge, the bottom edge, and the 
lower right corner. The cropping box lets you either scale (magnify or reduce) 
the graphic to a particular size or crop off portions you don't want to show, 
although you can remove only the right and bottom edges of the graphic. For 
this reason, you should set the correct left and top edges for the graphic in 
the drawing or painting program from which it originated. 

0 To crop the graphic horizontally, d rag the right handle, as shown in 
Figure 16-12. The status box displays the width of the graphic (in the 
unit of measurement set in the Preferences dialog box). 

0 To crop the graphic vertically, drag the bottom handle. The status 
box displays the depth of the graphic. 

0 To crop the graphic both horizontally and vertically while retaining 
its original proportions, drag the lower right handle. Note that the 
status box shows the percentage of reduction or enlargement of the 
frame around the graphic. If you size the frame larger than 100%, 
Word centers the graphic within the frame. 

I Wor~'?B wit~ 
Figure 16-12 
Cropping a graphic by dragging the right handle. 
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Scaling a Graphic 
You can crop or scale a graphic in Word, but you can' t do both a t the same 
time. If you have demanding requirements for the arrangement and posi
tioning of elements within a graphic, try doing the scaling in a program 
that can handle object-oriented graphics, such as MacDraw, SuperPaint, 
or Cricket Draw, and do the cropping (if necessary) in Word. 

0 To scale a graphic horizontally, hold down the Shift key and drag 
the right handle. The status box displays the current width of the 
graphic. 

0 To scale the graphic vertica lly, hold down the ShHt key and drag the 
bottom handle. The status box displays the current depth of the 
graphic. 

0 To scale the graphic but retain its original proportions, press the Shift 
key and drag the handle in the lower right corner. (See Figure 16-1 3.) 
The status box gives the percentage of reduction or enlargement, 
rounded to the nearest whole number. The graphic is scaled by the 
percentage you see in the status box, even though it sometimes seems 
that you can drag the graphic's handles to positions between 
percentage points in the status box. 

Figure 16-13 
Scaling a graphic. 

With both cropping and scaling, you can revert to the original size 
of the graphic by d ouble-clicking on it. 

Scaled object-oriented graphics typically look better than scaled bit
mapped graphics. If an object-oriented PICT image contains text, the text 
prints at the full resolution avai lable on PostScript printers and isn't con
verted to the bit-mapped version of the text. If an object-oriented graphic 
contains text, the text w ill be scaled along with the rest of the graphic. 
This can yield some interesting effects. For example, you can stretch text 
when you scale the image of text pasted in as a PICT graphic, as shown in 
Figure 16-14 on the following page. 
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Figure 16-14 
Distorted text resulting from a scaled object-oriented graphic. 

When you scale down an image containing a bit-mapped component, 
either in a drawing p rogram or in Word itself, the bits that make up the 
image are compressed into the smaller space, not lost. By using this feature, 
common to both drawing programs and Word, you can create an effect sim
ilar to tha t of a halftone image, particularly w hen working with scanned 
images, as shown in Figure 16-15, which was printed on a Linotronic 300 
imagesetter. Because the pixels that make up the original image are com
pressed into a smaller space, the apparent quality of the image increases. 

Figure 16-15 
A bit-mapped graphic scanned with ThunderScan and scaled to 50%. 
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A scaled graphic looks considerably better when printed on a PostScript 
printer than when printed on the ImageWriter, due to the higher resolution. 
The correspondence between the scaling factor you apply to a graphic and its 
quality when printed depends on the ra tio of the pixel density of the graphic 
to the pixel density of the output device. 

For example, when you make a screen dump and use the resulting full
size image in a Word document, the pixels in the image have the same den
sity as the Mac's screen-typically, 72 dots per inch, depending on the moni
tor you're using. The LaserWriter can print at a density of 300 dots per inch. 
Because 72 doesn' t evenly divide into 300, some Mac pixels, when printed, 
are 4 LaserWriter pixels square, some are 4 by 5 LaserWriter pixels, some 
are 5 by 4, and some are 5 by 5. Normally this results in a peculiar type of 
distortion in the printed image known as a moire pattern, as shown in Figure 
16-16, which is copied from the same LaserWriter output that produced the 
graphic in Figure 16-15. 

Figure 16-16 
Moire pattern caused by an inexact ratio of screen resolution to printer resolution. 

If you pasted the image into Word and scaled it to 50 percent of its 
original size, the same situation exists because the pixel density increases to 
144 dots per inch, which still doesn't divide evenly into 300. As mentioned in 
Chapter 14, "Document Formatting and Printing," when we discussed the 
Precision Bitmap Alignment option in the LaserWriter Page Setup dialog box, 
you can deal with this inconsistency in the ratio of pixel densities between 
the graphic and the printer resolution in h-vo ways. 
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One is to shrink a full-size image to 96 percent (which is 288 divided by 
300) to establish a 4-to-1 pixel-mapping ratio. This leads to a 4 percent mis
alignment of the graphic with the other elements on a page; the larger the bit
mapped graphic, the larger the error. The second way is to scale up the bit
mapped image by an extra 4 percent so that the dimensions of the image 
remain accurate and the image stays aligned. However, because the pixel
mapping ratio is not exactly 4 to 1, this method results in distortions in the 
printed image of the bit-mapped graphic. 

The Precision Bitmap Alignment option solves this problem by scaling 
down everything in the document to 96 percent, including the text elements 
around the graphic. In this way, the graphics retain the 4-to-1 ra tio and 
alignment is maintained . 

When you're printing a scaled image with this option set, the ratio of 
image pixels to printed pixels can vary from this 4-to-1 ideal over the entire 
range of scaling, which leads to the same problem aU over again. It turns out 
that the only reduction values that divide evenly into 288 pixels per inch 
result in 25 percent (1:1), 50 percent (2:1), or 75 percent (3:1) reductions. 

If you' re printing to a PostScript printer that is capable of more than 
300 DPI, however, you should adjust your consideration of the ratios accord
ingly. At very high resolu tions, moire effects tend to disappear, because the 
printer can represent image pixels with many more pixels when the image is 
printed . For example, most of the illustrations in this book, printed with a 
Linotronic 300 imagesetter, were reduced to 50 percent of their original size, 
but because they were printed at 1270 dots per inch, the distortions due to 
bit-map scaling tend to be less noticeable: 72 DPI compressed to 144 DPI by 
scaling to 50%, and each image pixel at 144 DPI represented by either 8 or 9 
printed pixels. 

Inserting a Blank Graphics Frame 
Sometimes it's use.ful to reserve space for a graphic without actually moving 
the graphic into a Word document. You might do this if you were in the 
process of writing or designing the document and didn' t want to take the 
time to create and transfer the graphic. Also, because scrolling slows down 
noticeably when the graphics have been pasted into a document, you might 
find it convenient to do most of the writing and editing before incorporating 
the graphics. Fina lly, graphics in a document tend to increase its size dra
matically; if a document is large (say, more than 100 KB), you might find it 
necessary to reduce its size for memory-intensive operations such as sorting 
and generating tables of contents. 

You can insert a blank g raphics frame anywhere in a Word document 
(including headers and footers). Do so as follows: 

0 Set an insertion point where you want the graphics frame to appear. 

~ Choose Insert Graphics from the Edit menu. 
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Word places a 1-inch-by-1-inch empty graphics frame at the insertion 
point. (It's easier to see this frame if you've chosen Show<]! .) You can leave 
the box empty until you' re ready to paste a graphic into it. (See Figure 16-17.) 
If you want to resize the frame, click in it to display a cropping box, and drag 
the appropriate handles, as you would with a s tandard graphic. The size or 
percentage appears in the status box. 

~····················· ············· .... . . . . 
: : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

• . . 
: : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................................... • 

Figure 16-17 
A graphics frame and the same frame with Show~ on. 

You can also format the empty frame as you might if a graphic were 
actually pasted there. For example, you can assign the frame the outline 
character attribute to create a resizable box in your document. Simply select 
the box and choose Outline from the Format menu. An outline appears 
around the box, as shown in Figure 16-18, and remains even when the box 
is not selected and Show 1[ is off. 

Figure 16-18 
A graphics frame boxed with the Outline format. 

You can use this handy trick to create small check boxes. Resize the blank 
box to the desired size, and give it the Outline format. Remember that the 
outline is always s lightly larger than the box itself. 

Choose various formats to see the effect they have. For example, you can 
create a box with a drop shadow by choosing both Outline and Shadow or 
make the box heavier by choosing Bold. You can even use the Strikethru for
mat to draw a horizontal line through the graphic. You can add vertical lines 
within the frame by selecting the paragraph containing the frame, choosing 
the Show Ruler command, and then dragging a vertical-line icon in the Ruler 
to the desired position over the frame. The vertical lines show up over both 
text and graphics. Figure 16-19 on the following page shows some examples. 
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Boxes created from graphics frames. 

Creating a Box Around a Group of Paragraphs 
Setting one of the border paragraph formats is one way to draw a box 
around a single paragraph, but what do you do if you want to draw one 
box around more than one paragraph? The best way to do this is to use 
Word 4's Border formats to create simple borders composed of lines. 
Another way to do this involves inserting a graphics frame before the 
paragraphs and using the Side-by-Side or Position paragraph formats 
to lay the frame over them. 

The following method uses the Side-by-Side format, but you could 
adapt it for the Position format easily. To overlay one set of paragraphs 
with another set of paragraphs, do the following: 

0 Insert an empty graphics frame before the paragraphs. Drag otit the 
frame until it's approximately the size it would be if it surrounded 
the paragraphs. Format the frame as desired, usually by giving it 
the Box and/ or Shadow character formats or one of the Border 
paragraph formats. 

@ Select the paragraphs and move their left or first-line indent 
(whichever is leftmost) to the right by a small amount, say Vs inch. 
Or, select the graphics frame and move its left or first-line indent 1/s 
inch to the left. (Pressing the Shift key and clicking on the left scroll 
arrow is helpful for scrolling to the left of the left margin.) 

@) Select both the graphics frame and the relevant paragraphs 
and give them the Side-by-Side paragraph format. As discussed in 
01apter 9, "Paragraph Formatting," you have to add the command 
for the Side-by-Side format to the Format or other menu through 
the Commands dialog box, because it isn't listed in the Paragraph 
dialog box. 

0 Finally, flipping between Galley View and Print Preview, adjust 
the dimensions of the graphics frame until it surrounds the 
paragraphs evenly. 
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Figure 16-20 shows how this might look in Galley View and in Print 
Preview. You can also use this same technique with a real graphic, rather 
than an empty frame. Figure 16-21 shows an example of this. 
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Figure 16-20 

Tiger. Tiger. burning bright 
In the forests of the night. 
What immortal hand or eye 
Could frame thy fuarful symmetry? 
In what distant deeps or sides 
Burnt the fire of thine eyer? 
On what wings dam he aspire? 
What the hand dam seize the fire? 

William Blake, Sonar of Experiene< 

Paragraphs boxed with a graphics frame and the Side-by-Side format in Galley View 
and as they appear when printed. 

Figure 16-21 
A graphic placed behind some text with the Side-by-Side format. 
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Multiple Graphics on One Line 
Microsoft Word is one of the few word-processing programs for the 
Macintosh that can place more than one graphic on the same line or 
successive lines within one paragraph. To insert a graphic alongside an 
existing one (assuming that the second graphic is already on the Clipboard) : 

0 Set the insertion point on the right edge of the exis ting graphic. 
You can do this by clicking on the graphic and pressing the right 
arrow key. 

@ Press the Tab or spacebar key, if you wa nt, to sepa rate the 
two graphics. 

@) Choose the Paste command. The graphic appears at the insertion 
point, and the insertion point moves to the right. 

You can repeat the process as many times as you like to put any number 
of images on the sam e line. If you need to reposition the graphics along the 
length of the line, carefully set the insertion point and add or take out spaces. 
If a graphic is selected when you press a key on the keyboard, you' ll delete it. 

You can also place a graphic on the same line as text. To add a line of text 
after a graphic, for example, place the insertion point immed ia tely after the 
image and type. To place the text before the graphic, set the insertion point at 
the front of the image and type. The bottom edge of the text aligns with the 
bottom of the graphic. You can use the Superscript and Subscript character 
formats to adjust the placement of graphics relative to the text on the line. 

Exporting Graphics 
Word is not a graphics program, and normally you would n' t use it to d raw 
pictures. Sometimes, however, it is useful to transfer an image of the text 
that you've formatted in Word to another program . The special formatting 
features of Word (such as boxes and columns) are not likely to be shared by 
the other program, and so the only way to transfer the material with the 
formats intact is to first convert it to an object-oriented picture. After the 
image of the formatted material is in the Clipboard, you ca n paste it into a 
document belonging to another application, or you could stay in Word and 
paste it to another location. Of course, the destination program must be able 
to accept PICT images from the Clipboard. 

To transfer an image of the formatted text: 

0 Select the desired material, and press Option-Command-D. The 
selection is copied to the Clipboard as an object-oriented graphic. 

@ Quit Word and start the destination program. 
@) Paste the contents of the Clipboard into a document belonging to the 

program. Manipulate the image as you would any other graphic. 
Note that font formatting is retained. (The font and point size you 
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used for the text in Word must also be present in the System file of 
the destination program; otherwise, the font will be scaled or it will 
be replaced with Geneva or New York.) 

Word treats each line of text as a separate object. Each piece of text that 
changes in font, font s ize, or character attributes also becomes a separate 
object, as do any of the graphic formats, such as boxes and lines. Because the 
image copied to the Clipboard is a PICT image, you can transport it to an 
object-oriented graphics program, such as Cricket Draw, MacDraw, or 
SuperPaint. You can then manipulate the elements of the selection separately 
and copy the result to another program or even back il1to Word. The format
ting boxes and lines are also transferred . 

You can use this technique to create some interesting special effects with 
Word. Write and initially format the text, as usual. Select the font, size, char
acter attributes, and margins you want to appear in the final version. Copy 
the text block to the Clipboard using Option-Command-O, as d escribed. Quit 
Word and start the graphics program (let's say MacDraw). Once you' re in 
MacDraw, paste the selection into the window, and then use the drawing 
tools to embellish it. Add extra boxes, charts, or other elements as desired . 
The technique is particularly helpful when you've used Word's mathematica l 
typesetting feature to create a formula-you can convert the resulting image 
to QuickDraw format to "lock" the formula or copy it to a document in 
another program. 

When you' re finished, select the text and added graphics, copy them, 
and restart Word. Delete the old text and paste in the new image from the 
Clipboard . If all goes well, the revised version, which you handle as you 
would any other imported graphic, looks like the surround ing text bu t has 
the Ma~Draw flourishes you added. 

Creating Boxed Text Elements from Formatted Text 
It's sometimes difficult to use the border paragraph formats to position a 
box a speci fic distance from some text. Instead, try converting the text to a 
graphic and then formatting the gra phic. First, format the text as you would 
like it to appear. Then, do the following: 

0 Select the text and p ress Option-Command-O to transfer an image 
of it to the Clipboard. 

@ While the text is selected, format it as Hidden text. 

@) Paste the image of the text after the text itself. Draw a box around the 
graphic by giving it the Outline character format, or put the graphic 
in a paragraph by itself and use one of the Border formats. 

0 You can drag the handles of the graphic to enlarge it; the graphic 
remains centered within the frame. 

If you need to edit the text, set the Show Hidden Text option in the 
Preferences dialog box, edit the text, and repeat the process. 

TIP .• 
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• Linking Information with QuickSwitch 
Word has a unique feature called QuickSwitch that lets you partially 
automate the transfer of text, data, and graphics between programs. With 
QuickSwitch, you establish a kind of pipeline from a source program to a 
location in a document belonging to Word. This process is almost identical 
to the manual process of running Word and another application under 
MultiFinder, creating material in the other program and copying it, switching 
back to Word, and pas ting the ma terial in a location in the Word document. 
If you need to change the pasted-in da ta or graphics, you can switch to the 
source program, edit the source ma terial, copy it, and then replace the 
original in Word . 

For most programs, the above procedure is what you must do to transfer 
material from another program to a Word document. If, however, you want 
to transfer information from the following lis t of programs, using Quick
Switch can make the transfer nearly automatic: 

0 Graphics copied from painting and drawing programs such as 
MacPaint l.x, MacDraw 1.9, SuperPaint 1.1MS (which is included in 
the Word package), and SuperPaint 2.0. 

0 Tables prepared in Microsoft Excel. Once you 've established the link 
between a table in a Word document and a range of cells belonging 
to a source spreadsheet in Excel, you can convert the table to Word's 
cell table structure, and Word will still be able to update it. 

0 Charts prepared in Excel. Using QuickSwitch, you can transfer an 
image of the chart from the source document and easily update the 
copy of it in a Word document. 

0 Links between a location in a Word document and other programs 
that support QuickSwitch. As of this writing, however, no programs 
other than those listed above support it. 

To use QuickSwitch, you must also use MultiFinder- the extension to 
versions 5.0 and later of the Macintosh system software tha t lets you run as 
many applications at a time as memory permits. (Two megabytes of RAM is 
the minimum useful amount of memory for runn.ing most applications under 
MultiFinder.) For more information on MultiFinder, consult the MultiFinder 
manual, available from Apple or your local Apple dealer. 

To turn on MultiFinder, choose Set Startup from the Finder's Special 
menu, and then select the MultiFinder option. If you want to automatically 
open certain documents or applica tions, select their icons on the Finder's 
desktop before choosing the Set Startup command and select the Selected 
Items option. If you want to reopen the currently open applications and desk 
accessories when you restart your Mac, select the Opened Applications And 
Desk Accessories option. Otherwise, select the MultiFinder Only option. 
Then click OK, and restart your Mac. 
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To turn off MultiFinder, choose the Set Startup command and select the 
Finder Only option. Then click OK, and restart your Mac. 

When operating, MultiFinder allocates a specific amount of memory to 
each applica tion you launch; the amount of memory is set in the applica tion's 
Get Info dialog box. To change this amount, select the application's icon in 
the Finder and choose the Get lnfo command. In the lower right corner of the 
Get lnfo dialog box, enter in the Application Memory Size field the amount 
of memory you want to allocate to the application. Above the field is dis
played a recommended minimum application size, usually 384 KB or more. 
The specific number you use depends on the applica tion and the size of the 
documents with which you typically work. For example, Word needs a mini
mum of 384 KB to work well, but if you use this amount when working with 
large documents, Word might present messages telling you it's running out 
of memory. Setting Word's Application Memory Size to 512, 1024, 1536 or 
even 2048 KB of memory gives Word the room it needs to work optimally. 

Three commands on the Ed it menu enable you to easily update linked 
information. The Paste Link command lets you establish a link between a 
graphic in a document belonging to an application other than Word. You can 
use the Update Link command to locate, open, copy, and paste the updated 
version of something created in another program. Finally, you can use the 
Edit Link command to temporarily switch to the program so that you can 
copy the material and replace the original in the Word document-sort of 
a semiautomatic update. We' ll explore the use of each of these commands 
through an example, crea ting a link between a chart in Microsoft Excel and 
a location in a Word document. Afterwards, we'll discuss the process of 
establishing links between a Word document and documents crea ted with 
other applications. 

The Paste Link Command 
Let's say you want to prepare a report containing a chart. You've prepared 
the chart in Microsoft Excel but have done only the first-pass, rough work
just to get the report started. To establish a link between a document opened 
under Excel and a graphic in a Word document, you must first prepare the 
material to be linked. Figure 16-22 on the following page shows Excel run
ning under MultiFinder, with a document containing the chart to be trans
ferred, as well as the table used to create the chart behind it. 
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Figure 16-22 
The open chart in Microsoft Excel running under MultiFinder, and its supporting 
spreadsheet. 

After you've created the chart, use the Paste Link command to create a 
link between the document containing it and a location in a Word document. 
First tum on Show«[, so you can see the result of creating the link more 
clearly. Then do the following: 

0 Choose Copy Chart from Excel's Edit menu to copy the chart. 

@ Use MultiFinder to switch to the Word document containing the 
report. U necessary, launch Word and open the report. 

@} Place the insertion point where you wan t the chart to be, preceding 
an empty paragraph mark. 

0 Choose Paste Link from Word 's Edit menu. Word pastes the chart 
into the report, which has been converted to a graphic, as shown in 
Figure 16-23. 
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Figure 16-23 
The chart linked into the Word document. 

Notice the paragraph of text which Word has inserted before the chart 
graphic, called an identifier paragraph. It is Normal style text, except tha t 
Word has added the Keep With Next paragraph format (to ensure that the 
identifier paragraph is not separated from the graphic by a page break) and 
the Hidden character format (so that the identifier paragraph doesn't appear 
when the report is printed). 

We' ll discuss the characteristics of the identifier paragraph in more 
deta il in a moment-for now, notice that the identifier paragraph has two 
parts, separated by an exclamation mark. The fi rst part identifies the program 
that was used to create the source material; here we used Excel. Although the 
exact filename attached to the Excel program is usually different from this 
(for example, Microsoft Exce/ 1.5), the text Excel is all that's needed. The 
second part consists of "full pathname" of the source document: the name 
of the floppy disk or hard disk, a series of folder names, and the name of the 
document itself. 
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The Update Link Command 
So far, the only difference between pasting a graphic and pasting a link is 
the insertion of the identifier paragraph. Let's say you ed it the source chart 
in Excel without having opened the destination Word document under 
MultiFinder, and add a border, for example, as shown in Figure 16-24. You 
then close the document and quit Excel. 
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Adding a border to the source chart, in Excel. 
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Later, when you return to working with the report in Word, you can 
easily update the chart without having to go though the mechanics of 
manually switching to the program, copying it, and switching back again: 
The Update Link command does all this automatically. Assuming you've 
launched Word and opened the report document, do the following: 

0 Click on the chart graphic to select it. 

@ Choose the Update Link command. Word uses MultiFinder to switch 
to the application specified in the identifier paragraph-in this case, 
Excel. It doesn't matter if the source application isn' t currently 
running under MultiFinder-if not, MultiFinder launches it. (The 
first time you try this, Word may ask you to locate the application; 
this location is then stored in the current Settings file). It also loads 
the specified document. 



@} After the source chart has been opened, Excel presents a dialog box 
asking if you want to update the chart from the table used to create 
it. Click Yes. (Earlier, you could have also edited the information in 
the table, independent of the formatting changes made to the chart, 
and the current version of the chart would use the new information 
from the table. You could consider this a two-step update.) 

0 The instant the source chart is updated, MultiFinder copies it, 
switches back to Word, and replaces the original chart in the 
report, as shown in Figure 16-25. 
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Figure 16-25 
The updated chart graphic in Word. 

Notice that the source chart in Excel is still open; after you've updated 
the report in Word, you can temporarily switch back to close the d ocument 
and quit Excel. 

The Edit Link Command 
If you press the Shift key while dragging down the Edit menu, you' ll see that 
the Update Link command changes to Edit Link. The two commands are 
similar, but Edit Link pauses in the source program rather than copying and 
immediately returning: You can edit the source material before MultiFinder 
transfers a copy of it back to Word. 
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If, for example, you decide that you want to add the border while the 
report is opened in Word, you could do the following: 

0 Select the graphic of the chart in the Word document. 

@ Hold down the Shift key and choose the Edit Link command, or 
simply press Command-(comma). You could also add the Edit Link 
command to the Edit menu through the Commands dia log box, 
discussed in Chapter 3, "The Word Environment." 

@) Word uses the identifier paragraph to find the source document and 
passes the information to MultiFinder, which launches Excel and 
opens the document. 

0 Edit the chart. 

0 Press Command-(comma) again. The chart is copied and MultiFinder 
switches back to the report in Word, and replaces the prior version. 

Notes on Using QuickSwitch 
As you can see, the process of using QuickSwitch really isn' t very different 
from simply opening both a Word document and a source document and 
then copying ma teria l from source to destination. The main advantage is 
speed and convenience. At the time of this writing the only applications 
incorporating support for QuickSwitch are MacPaint, MacDraw, SuperPaint, 
and Microsoft Excel. (Apple supports the programming internals of Quick
Switch as one way of interfacing with MultiFinder, so it's possible for other 
developers to add QuickSwitch to their products.) 

Following is a collection of notes that will help you make the best use 
of QuickSwitch. 

Specifics of the Identifier Paragraph 
Word uses the identifier paragraph to keep track of up to three pieces of 
information, all of which are optional: the source program, the name of the 
document, and the location of the source material within the source docu
ment. Each item is separated from the others by an exclamation mark. 

As men tioned earlier, the text is formatted as Normal s tyle text, with 
the Keep With Next paragraph format and the Hidden character format. 
Interestingly, you could create a style for the text, for example called 
QuickSwitch, and add other formats you might want to the style, but if you 
use the Update Link or Edit Link commands to update the material, Word 
replaces the identifier paragraph and removes the style. 

The Application Name 
The first item in the identifier paragraph is the name of the application that 
created the sour~e material. This part is optional- if the name is not supplied , 
Word assumes the source program is MacPaint or MacDraw. (See page 560 
for specifics on using MacPaint and MacDraw with QuickSwitch.) Only Excel 



and SuperPaint need to be identified by name, and you don' t have to type the 
name exactly. For example, the actual name of the version of SuperPaint that 
accompanies the Word package is SuperPnint 1.1MS, but you need only use 
SuperPnint in the identifier paragraph. 

If and when other developers support QuickSwitch, you could also use 
a four-letter creator code here, instead of the name of the program. You can 
discover the creator code of a program by using a file utility such as ResEdit 
or the DiskTools II desk accessory from RainMaker Research. In ResEdit, for 
example, you select the name of the application and then choose Get Info 
from the Edit menu; the Get [nfo window for the application appears, as 
shown in Figure 16-26. Be certain you use the exact name, uppercase and 
lowercase, and spaces (if used). As shown in the figure, the creator type of 
the Canvas graphics program is "DAD "-three letters and a space character. 

MyUordDisk I 
D GFH I 
D li) 10 Info for file Conuos'" 
li) ~ 
li) ~ File IConuas '" 

Creotor l§!IT:J D~ 
D~ 

Type RPPL I 
CJD 0 Locked 0 lnulslble [8) Bundle osy st em 

D o 0 On Desk 0 8ozo 08usy 0 Changed 
CJ ~ 0 Shored 0 No I nits [8) lnitcd 

~~ 0 Rlwoys switch lounch 

~ 0 File Busy 0 File Lock 0 Fil e Prot ec t 
0 Resource mop Is reed only 
0 Printer drluer Is MultiFinder compatible 

Creotcd I 8/ 15/ 35 6: 16:53 PM I 
Modified 1121 16/ 35 11:05:29 PM I 
Resource fork size • 258756 bytes 
Dolo fork size • 0 bytes 

Figure 16-26 
The Get Info window for Canvas, in ResEdit. 

The Full Pathname of the Document 
The second item in the identifier paragraph is the full pathname of the 
document, each element separated from the others by a colon: 

0 The volume name (name of the floppy disk or hard disk containing 
the document). 

0 Every intermediate folder name. 

0 The name of the document itself. 

In Figure 16-25, the full pathname of the document is MyHnrdDisk:Report 
Folder:Grnin ProductionjChnrtl; the volume name is MyHnrdDisk, which con
tains the folder called Report Folder, which in turn contains the document 
entitled Grnin ProductionjCI!nrtl . 
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Interestingly, none of these names can include an exclamation mark. If 
one of them does, Word interprets this as an exclamation mark that separates 
the various parts of the identifier paragraph, and it either does something 
unexpected (such as opening a document you didn't want opened) or 
displays a dialog box containing an error message (such as No reference area 
allowed for Microsoft Excel Chart). 

As mentioned earlier, if you use the Edit Link command (for example), 
and Word cannot find the document specified in the identifier paragraph, 
the application is launched anyway. A dialog box appears, asking you to 
find the document. When you switch back to Word, the pathname of the 
document is updated. 

The Reference Area in the Source Document 
The last item in the identifier paragraph specifies the location of the area in 
the source to be transferred. The actual form this can take depends on the 
application you're using, but this concern really applies only to SuperPaint 
and Excel. We'll discuss these in more detail in the following sections. 

Using QuickSwitch with MacPaint and MacDraw 
The way in which QuickSwitch works with MacPaint l.x and MacDraw 1.9 is 
different from the way it works with Super Paint and Excel. When you copy 
something from either MacPaint or MacDraw, switch to Word, and use the 
Paste Link command, you see the message Clipboard does not contain/inking 
information, and Word doesn't produce an identifier paragraph. If you 
subsequently choose the Update Link command, Word acts as if the Edit 
Link command is being used. 

Either or both of the graphics programs must already be running for the 
transfer to work. If either (but not both) of the programs are running and 
you select a graphic and press Command-(comma), Word copies the graphic 
and switches to the program, regardless of whether the graphic is an object
oriented graphic or one composed of bit maps. If both MacPaint and 
MacDra\"\' are running, Word switches to MacPaint, even if the graphic 
originated in MacDraw. 

If neither program is running and you select a graphic and press 
Command-(comrna), Word reports No painting or drawing program is active, 
even if another graphics program (such as SuperPaint) is already running 
under MultiFinder. 

As mentioned earlier, neither MacPaint nor MacDraw requires the 
identifier paragraph. In fact, the graphic doesn't even have to be in a 
paragraph by itself. For example, you could paste a graphic from MacDraw 
into the middle of a paragraph of text, then select it and press Command
(comma). If MacDraw is running, Word would copy the graphic and switch 
toMacDraw. 

When you select the graphic and press Command-(comma), Word 
copies the graphic, switches to either MacPaint or MacDraw (depending on 



which program is running), pastes the material, and draws a box around it. 
If the destination is MacPaint, the rectangle tool is used to draw the box. If 
the destination is Mac Draw, four lines are used. These lines mark the area 
you have to work in: You can draw outside the lines, but when you press 
Command-(comrna) to transfer the edited graphic back to Word, only the 
area within (but not including) the box is transferred. Consequently, you 
should work only within the borders provided. 

Using QuickSwitch with SuperPaint 
For SuperPaint, the reference area of the identifier paragraph specifies both 
the coordinates of the rectangle containing the graphic and whether the 
graphic belongs to SuperPaint's drawing or painting layer. A typical iden
tifier paragraph for a graphic copied from SuperPaint's drawing layer (for 
instance) might look like this: 

SuperPaint!HardDisk:YourFolder:YourDoc:Draw(1 00, 200, 300, 400) 

An important caveat: Do not resize or move the graphic from the 
position it has in the SuperPaint document. Because the reference area 
in the identifier paragraph specifies what part of the source document 
is to be transferred, moving the material outside that area might prevent 
QuickSwitch from finding it. 

Using QuickSwitch with Microsoft Excel 
QuickSwitch is compatible with Microsoft Excel versions 1.03 and above, but 
only versions above 1.5 generate the identifier paragraph. You can use the 
name Excel alone-you d on' t have to enter the full filename of the program 
as stored on disk. 

If you're transferring a chart, as we've discussed in the example above, 
you don' t use the reference area. If you're transferring a table from an Excel 
spreadsheet, the reference area can specify a range of cells in the source 
spreadsheet in either of two forms. Ln the first, you use the RlCl format 
familiar to users of Excel, as follows: 

Excei!MyDoc'sFuiiPathname!R1 C1 :R20C7 

In this case, we've specified that the range of cells from rows 1 through 20 
and columns 1 through 7 be transferred from Excel into the Word document. 

In the second form, you specify a named range in the source spreadsheet 
that contains the d ata you want, as follows: 

Excei!MyDoc'sFuiiPathname!MyTable'sAreaName 

To assign a name to a range of cells in an Excel spreadsheet, select the range 
and choose Define Name from the Formula menu. Enter a name in the Define 
Name dialog box, and then click OK. 



This method is ad vantageous because you can assign a name to the entire 
table in Excel and subsequently add and subtract rows and columns, without 
having to keep track of exactly which rows and columns you want to transfer 
back to Word. Interestingly, if you name the range first, then copy and paste 
the table into the Word document, Word gives priority to the name of the 
range over the R1C1 expression for that range. 

After you've used the Paste Link command to both transfer a table 
and establish a link to an Excel spreadsheet, you ca n then use the Insert 
Table command to convert the initial tabbed data to Word 's Table format. 
To update the table, first select it by pressing the Option key and then 
double-clicking anywhere in the table. Next, choose either the Update 
Link command or the Ed it Link command if you want to edit the table 
before updating it. Word places each item of data from the source spread
sheet into the correct cell. 

Unfortunately, if you then refine the table by merging cells or adding 
or deleting rows and columns, and if you subsequently update or edit the 
link, Word tries to put the new information into the table structure you've 
created, but it might put table elements in the wrong cells. For this reason, 
you would be wise to preserve the rectangular structure of the table as 
imported from Excel, and refrain from deleting or merging rows, columns, 
and cells in linked tables. 
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• Points to Remember 
0 You can transfer raw, unformatted text and graphks to and from 

Word via the Clipboard and Scrapbook. Word can also read 
formatted files created by Word version 1.05, Microsoft Works, 
MacWrite, and MS-DOS Word; it can store files in all these formats 
except for the Works format, and it can' t generate a style sheet for an 
MS-DOS format Word file. 

0 All items on the Clipboard and in the Scrapbook are assigned one or 
more four-character data type codes. The TEXT code means that the 
material consists of raw text; the PICT code means that the material 
is either a bit-mapped or object-oriented graphic. Other codes are 
assigned by application programs to mark material stored in the 
program's internal format. 

0 You can keep formatted Word text in the Clipboard and in the 
Scrapbook; Word clippings kept there are stored both in the RTF 
format and as raw text. 

0 If you'll be uploading a file to a bulletin board or on-line service, save 
it in the Text Only vvith Line Breaks file format. You can also use RTF 
(Rich Text Format), if the person or system receiving the file can con
vert RTF files. 

0 Saving in RTF stores a Word document, formatting and all, as an 
ASCII file. The formats are converted to text codes. 

0 Bit-mapped graphics are images typically represented as rows of 
white or black pixels. Object-oriented, or QuickDraw, graphics are 
images that are made up of discrete elements that can be moved 
independently of one another. The PICT format is used to transfer 
both bit-mapped and object-oriented graphics from program to 
program. 

PostScript graphics are images represented as PostScript commands. 
These can be printed only on PostScript-compatible printers. Some 
graphics programs bury PostScript code in PICT-format images; this 
is one form of encapsulated PostScript (EPS). 

0 Bit-mapped graphics are limited to 72 dots per inch, the resolution of 
the Macintosh, but you can compress bitmaps to higher pixel densi
ties, both in Word and in most object-oriented graphics programs. 
When sent to a PostScript-compatible printer, object-oriented and 
PICT-format graphics are converted into PostScript code. PostScript 
graphics are printed at the resolution of the printer. 

0 The QuickSwitch feature allows you to update a chart or table in 
Microsoft Excel or a graphic in MacPaint, MacDraw, or SuperPaint, 
and then transfer the changes to a Word document automatically. 
QuickSwitch works only when Word is running under MultiFinder. 
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• Techniques 

Transferring Text 
Transfer text with the Clipboard and Scrapbook 
0 In the source program, cut or copy the text to be transferred to the 

Clipboard . From there, paste it into the Scrapbook, if you want. 

f9 In the destination program, set the insertion point where you want to 
insert the text. 

6) Choose the Paste command to insert the text from the Clipboar d, or 
open the Scrapbook, display the text clipping to be inserted, copy it 
to the Clipboard, and then paste it into the document. 

0 Text inserted into a Word document from another program or from 
the Scrapbook is assigned the style of the surrounding text, but 
pasted paragraphs take on the Normnl style. 

Store a Word file for use by another program 
0 Choose the Save As command, and click the File Format button. 

@ Specify a file format in the d ialog box that appears. If the destination 
program is not listed, specify Text Only. 

@} Click OK, type a name for the new document, and then click Save. 

Open a file created by another program 
0 If the file was created in Word 1.05, Microsoft Works, MacWrite, or 

MS-DOS Word or was saved in the MacPaint format, simply open 
the file as you would a Word document. Files stored in the MacPaint 
format open in a new window containing the graphic. 

f9 Otherwise, in the source program, save the file in a text-only or 
ASCII format, if possible. 

6) Quit the program and s tart Word. 

0 Choose the Open command. lf Word can read the file you want to 
open, its name will appear in the list box. 

If the name of the file does not appear in the list box, try p ressing the 
Shift key and choose the Open Any File command. This displays all the files 
on the disk, regardless of their format. Files opened in this way are likely to 
contain garbage characters, which you can remove manually. To save the file, 
choose Save As, click File Format, and click Normal. Give the file a new name 
before saving it. 
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Transfer a table in Word to a spreadsheet or database program 
0 Set up the data in the Word document so that each paragraph con

tains a record (for a database program) or a row (for a sp readsheet) 
of da ta. Separate the fields or cells with tabs. (You can use tabs or 
commas if the destina tion is a database program.) 

@ Select the data to be transferred and copy it to the Clipboard, or save 
it in the Text Only or Text Only with Line Breaks forma t. 

40 Quit Word and start the destination program. 

0 Set the insertion point and paste the data into a document in the 
program, or open the document saved in Text Only format. 

Transfer spreadsheet data or database records to Word 
0 In the source program, copy the desired data or records to the 

Clipboard, or save it in a text format, if available. 

@ Quit the program and start Word . 

40 Set the insertion point and choose the Paste command, or open the 
document saved in text format. 

0 Each row or record in the resulting text is a paragraph, and the cells 
or fields are separated by tabs or. commas. 

If you wish, you can then convert the tabbed table into Word's cell table 
format, as discussed in Chapter 11, "Formatting Tables and Lis ts." 

Transferring Graphics 
Copy a graphic into a Word document 
0 In the source program, create the graphic and copy it to the 

Clipboard . 

@ Quit the program and start Word. 

40 Set the insertion point and choose the Paste command. 

0 Format the graphic, if you want, to adjust its position or to add an 
outline. 

Crop a graphic 
0 Click on the graphic. A cropping box with three handles appears. 

@ Drag the right handle to crop the graphic horizontally; drag the 
bottom handle to crop the graphic vertically. To crop the graphic 
both horizontally and vertically while maintaining its original 
proportions, drag the corner handle. 
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Scale a graphic 
0 Click on the graphic. A cropping box with three handles appears. 

f9 Press the Shift key while you drag the right, bottom, or comer 
handle. The right handle scales the graphic horizontally, the 
bottom handle scales it vertically, and the corner handle scales 
it but maintains the original proportions. 

Insert a blank graphic frame into a Word document 
0 Set the insertion point where you want the frame to appear. 

@ Choose Insert Graphics from the Document menu. Word inserts a 
1-by-1-inch frame. 

@) To change the size of the frame, click in it to display a cropping box, 
and drag the handles to the desired size. 

0 Format the frame, if you want, as you would a graphic. 

Create a screen dump 
0 Press Shift-Command-3. The contents of the screen are stored in a 

MacPaint file under the names Screen 0 through Screen 9. If you're 
using a Mac II, set the display to black and white unless you want 
color in the screen dump. 

Copy Word text to the Clipboard as an object-oriented graphic 
0 Select the text to be copied. 

@ Press Option-Command-D. The selection is copied to the Clipboard 
as a PICT-format graphic. 

@) Quit Word and start the destination program. It must be able to 
accept PICT images. 

0 Paste the Clipboard image into the program. You can paste it into a 
drawing program and alter it to achieve special effects. 

Using QuickSwitch with Super Paint or Excel 
Paste a Link 
0 Copy the material in Super Paint or Excel that you want to transfer 

to Word. Both the source and the destination programs must be 
running under MultiFinder. 

@ Switch to Word, and choose the Paste Link command. 

Word inserts the material and an identifier paragraph that specifies the 
source program, the full pathname of the document, and the location of 
the linked material in the source document, if needed. 
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Update a Link 
0 Select the linked material in the Word document. 

@ Choose Update Link from the Edit menu. If the destination program 
isn't currently running, MultiFinder launches the program and opens 
the document. 

The material is automatically copied from the source document and pasted at 
the location of the link in the Word document. The source document isn't 
automatically closed. 

Edit a Link 
0 Select the linked material in the Word document. 

@ Press the Shift key and choose Edit Link from the Edit menu, 
or press Command-(comma). If the destination program isn't 
currently running, MultiFinder launches the program, opens the 
document, and returns control to you, so you can edit the file. 

@} When you are done editing the file, press Command-(comma) to 
copy the source material, switch back to Word, and replace the 
previous version in the Word document. 

• Commands 

Command name 

Copy 

Copy as Picture 

Edit Link (QuickSwitch) 

Insert Graphics 

Open Any File . .. 

Open File Name: 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard 

Copies selection to Clipboard. 

Edit ace 

Keypad 
Extended 
keyboard 

F3 

Copies selection as a MacDraw graphic onto Clipboard. 
3&~0 ' 

Switches to the source application and file of the se lected 
information in your Word document. After you revise the 
original file and return to Word , Word updates your document 
with the revised data or graphic. Avai lable only when running 
under MultiFindcr. 

~F2 

Inserts an empty graphics frame at insertion point. 

Document 
Opens a document. Dialog box lists all files in current 
folder/drive. Files in formats not recognized by Word are 
opened as ASCII text. 

<l'F6 
Opens indicated document. 

(continued) 
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Command name 

Open Mail. .. 

Open . .. 

Paste Link 

Save 

Save As ... 

Send Mail... 

Show Clipboard 

Update Link 

Use Picture Placeholders 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Lists Word mail messages in your Microsoft Mail mai lbox. 

File 
Opens a document. Dialog box lists all Word files and files in 
formats recognized by Word. 

File :!CO F6 

Pastes contents of Clipboard into your document with an 
identifier paragraph linking pasted data or graphic to its source 
application and fi le. 

Edit ~F4 

Saves active document under its current name. 

File F7 
Renames document and saves it in a different format, or saves 
it in a different drive or folder. 

File 

Displays Microsoft Mail directory list window for selecting 
recipients of current Word message (active Word document). 

File 
Displays contents of Clipboard. 

Window 
Updates selected information in your Word document to match 
current data or graphic in the original source application and 
file. Available only when running under MultiFinder. 

Edit ~F3 

Toggles display of gray rectangles in place of graphics. 



Merge Printing 

he form-letter fea ture in Word is commonly called merge printing. 
The concept involved is straightforward: Names, addresses, and 
other data in one document are inserted, or merged , into a template 

document. This template document can be a form letter, an invoice, or a set 
of mailing labels. 

If your needs are simple, merge printing is easy to do. For example, 
setting up a basic form letter and having Word generate letters for a given 
set of names and addresses is a relatively simple task. However, if you' re 
so inclined, you can also use this feature to achieve complex effects. You 
can include commands that specify that certain data be inserted only if a 
condition or set of conditions is met, that instruct Word to prompt you for 
data to be inserted, and that tell the program to include an entire file at a 
given point in the d ocument. These instructions and advanced techniques 
are covered later in the chapter; first, you need to know the basics. 
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The document that contains the template-the text to appear in every 
letter of the mailing-list format-is called the mnin document. The document 
that contains the names, addresses, and other data to be inserted into the 
template is referred to as the datn dowment. When you choose Print Merge 
from the File menu, Word inserts information from the da ta document into 
the appropriate locations in the main document and creates a series of form 
documents, which Word then sends to the printer, as shown in Figure 17-1. 

<<name» 
«address» 
«City», «State» «Zip» 

Dear <<name»; 

Sorry to infonn you that 
I' ve run off with another 
man! 

Best wishes, 
Jane Doe 

Main document 

name, address, city, .. . 
John Doe, 124 E St., .. . 
Don Doe, 143 F St. , .. . 
Ron Doe, 24 1 G St., .. . 

Data document 

Figure 17-1 
Merge printing. 

Ron~~-----------L---, 
241 
Doe 

Doeville, W A 98765 

Dear John Doe; 

Sorry to inform you that 
I' ve run off with another 
man! 

Best wishes, 
Jane Doe 

Form documents 

Merge printing saves you the most time when many variables change 
from one letter to the next, or when you must prepare a large number of 
letters. If you have only a few letters to prepare, each with only a few 
variables, it is easier to type in the information directly. If you use the same 
data over and over again (such as the names and addresses of only a few 
major vendors), try storing the information in the glossary. Set it up so that 
you can call up a complete name and address by typing in a code name. 
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• Setting Up a Data Document 
The data document contains the sets of information to be plugged into the 
main document. In the example used throughout this discussion, the data 
document contains these items: 

0 First name 

0 Last name 

0 Address 

0 City 
0 State 

0 ZIP code 

Of course, a data document can contain any kind of information, includ
ing account balances, phone numbers, and favorite foods. The idea is that a 
different set of information is provided for each person who will receive one 
of your form letters. The complete set of information for each person is called 
a record. Here are examples of two records: 

Joe+ Smith+ 123 Elm Ave. + Gary + 
Mary Sue + Ellison + 6703 Highland St. + Santa Cruz + 

IN+ 
CA+ 

46401~ 

95060~ 

The data in a record is divided into fields. These example records consist of 
six fields: first name, last name, street address, city, s tate, and ZIP code. 

The way the data is arranged is important: The arrangement tells Word 
the contents of each field. Each record consists of one paragraph and ends 
with a paragraph mark. You separate the fields in a record either by commas 
or by tabs. The fields must a ll be in the same order for each record, or Word 
might print a person's name where you expect to see the name of a town. 
Each record can have as many as 256 fields and take up as many lines as 
necessary, as long as the record contains only one paragraph mark that falls 
at the end. 

You can enter the data for each record by hand, or you can copy data 
from another program, such as Microsoft File or Microsoft ExceL Excel, for 
example, has a file-saving option called Text Only, and you can open files 
saved in this format as Word documents. Each row of a spreadsheet file is 
a record; it ends with a paragraph mark, and its cells are separated by tab 
characters. 

Each record should be followed by only one paragraph mark; otherwise, 
Word will display a dialog box saying Missing comma in data record. (It will 
say comma even if you use tabs to separate the fields.) Word assumes that a 
record exists for every paragraph mark, and it will treat extra paragraph 
marks as empty-and therefore faulty- records. This isn't a serious problem, 
but you can avoid the dialog box by deleting blank lines between records and 
extra paragraph marks at the end of the document. 
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Special Cases 
If the data in a field contains one or more tabs, commas, or quotation marks, 
you must surround the entire field with quotation marks. Also, you must 
double every quotation mark in the field. This prevents Word from seeing 
two fields where there should be only one. Here are two examples: 

"Joe+ Bob" + Smith+ 123 Elm Ave. + Gary + 
""Mary Sue"" + Ellison + 6703 Highland St. + Santa Cruz + 

IN+ 
CA+ 

4640111 
9506011 

If you want to leave a field blank, simply leave the entry at that position 
empty. This tells Word to skip over the empty field and ensures that the 
contents of subsequent fields are associated with the correct field names. 
Here's an example: 

+ Resident + 6703 Highland + Santa Cruz + CA + 9506011 

The Header Record 
After you have entered your data, you still have one small task to complete in 
the data document. Word needs to be told the name of each of the fields. You 
will then enter these names in the main document where you want Word to 
insert their data. 

To assign field names, you enter a special record containing the field 
names, in the exact order in which they appear in the data records, at the 
very beginning of the data document. This special record is called the header 
record for the data document. Separate the field names in the header record 
with the same character you used to separate the fields in the data records
either a comma or a tab. Tabs are more useful because they arrange the data 
in easy-to-read columns. Each field name can be up to 65 characters long 
and doesn't have to be one word, unlike field names in most programming 
languages. For example, first name and street address are legal field names. 

When the header record is complete, save the document under an easy
to-remember name. A complete data document, with a header record 
containing field names and one record, is shown in Figure 17-2. 

0 CG Orders 

Last .Name• First.Name • company • Address• City • State• ZIP 
• Country• l tem•Amount'll 
Foster. Blair. • 5746-Goodk.in.Rd.• AndersonviUe• TX 
• 75030• • Dental Floss•I4 9€:/t 

Figure 17-2 
A sample data document. 
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Using a Cell Table in a Data Document 
Separating records by commas or tabs is one way to structure the entries in a 
data document, but you can also enter data in the cells of a table. The cell 
table must be the first element in the data document. Enter the header record 
in the first row, entering one field name in each cell. Remember that you can 
enter more than one paragraph of text in each cell; Word transfers the entire 
contents of the cell into the form letter. Because cell tables are limited to a 
maximum of 31 columns, however, data documents set up in this way are 
limited to 31 fields. For more information on cell tables, see Chapter 11, 
"Formatting Tables and Lists." 

• Setting Up a Main Document 
The main document can be almost any kind of document. In most instances, 
it will be a form letter of one type or another, so in this section we use a 
simple form letter to continue the discussion of merge printing. Main 
documents almost always contain these items: 

0 Field names inserted at various points throughout the body of the 
document. 

0 A print merge DATA instruction placed at the beginning of the 
document, which names the document holding the data to be 
inserted in each field name. 

The body of the document consists of the standard text that everyone 
receives. It remains the same from letter to letter. You can give the body of 
the document any set of character, paragraph, table, section or document 
formats you want. 

Field Names 
You insert a field name wherever you want Word to insert a piece of infor
mation from the data document into the body of the main document. You 
can place a fi eld name anywhere, even inside a paragraph of body text. The 
capitalization of field names must be the same in both the main document 
and the header record of the data document. Also, you must enclose each 
field name with the special characters « (Option-\) and » (Shift-Option-\). 
(See Figure 17-3 on the following page.) If a field name appears on a line of 
its own, you can end it with the paragraph mark instead of the final ». 

TIP • 
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10 Info letter I 
~<DATA !n!O>> ~ «Name,, 
«Company» 
«AddreSS» 

'i~ «CitY>>, «State>> «Zip>> 

March 3, 1990 

Dear «Name,,: [\' 
Thank you ror your Interest in our bool:, How to Farm jn your Backv~ 

1

11 
We have included a Uyer !bat explains the book ror your rereren~. H you 
would like to order. please !i ll out the enclosed order form and return it to 
us. 

~~ We look rorward to hearing from you ! 

tR 
JP<t!)l! 1 JNormol 101 1Fl< ''· J fi l l IG '21 

Figure 17-3 
A sample form letter. 

The DATA Instruction 
The DATA instruction specifies the name of the data document containing 
the header and the data records that will be inserted in place of each field 
name in the main document. Other, more advanced merge instructions are 
available and are discussed later in this chapter, but the DATA instruction is 
all you need to create a form letter. The OAT A instruction must be the first 
merge instruction in the document, and it must be enclosed by the same « 

and » bracket characters that enclose the field names. Specify the name of 
the data document after the word DATA, before the closing » character. 
(See Figure 17-3.) Be sure to type the name of the data document correctly. 

Using a Separate Header Document 
Word lets you keep the header record and the data records in two separate 
documents if you want. To do this, you must use a slightly different form of 
the DATA instruction: 

«DATA header document, data document>> 

In place of header document, enter the name of the document containing 
the header; this document must contain only the header record. In place of 
data document, enter the name of the document containing the data records; it 
must contain only data records. Separate the two names with a comma. As in 
a regular data document, the field names in the header document must be in 
the same sequence as the fields in the data document. 
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In most cases, you' ll keep your data records and header record in one 
file, and so the header document name is not necessary. Sometimes, however, 
it's helpful to keep the header record and the data records separate. You 
might want to use the same header record for more than one document, for 
example, or you might be using a data file created by saving database records 
from a program such as Microsoft Excel in Text Only file format. In such 
cases it can be more convenient to use a separate header document rather 
than opening the data file and inserting the header record . 

Using Graphics in a Data Document 
In addition to storing text in the fields of a data document, you can also 
store graphics. Because Word treats graphics like characters, you can insert 
a graphic within a paragraph and hence within a record in a data document. 
Here's an example: 

round+ 2.5+ iron+ 

flat+ 
...._.u =a;;:tiaC 

1.75 + brass+ 11 

half-round + 1.0 + galv. + 

square+ 1.5 + zinc+ 

• Printing the Document 
To initiate printing, w ith the main document open choose Print Merge from 
the File menu. The dialog box shown in Figure 17-4 appears. Select the All 
option to print a form document for every record in the data document, or 
enter a range of record numbers in the From and To edit fields. The first data 
record is record 1, the second is record 2, and so on. 

Print Mer e 

Merge Records: ® Rll 0 From: C=:J To: C=:J 
fCEEj) (New Document ) (concel] 

Figure 17-4 
The Print Merge dialog box. 

If you click the Print button, Word merges the data records into the main 
document according to the field names you've placed in the main document 
and sends each resulting form document to the printer. First, however, it 
p resents the Print dialog box so that you can set the print quality, page range, 
number of copies of each form document, and so forth. Click OK when you 
are finished setting the options.and are ready to print. 

TIP jl 



If you click the New Document button, Word opens a new, blank docu
ment and appends each merged form document to it. Section marks separate 
the documents. Placing the documents in a new document is useful when 
you want to see the results of the merge before printing or if you want to use 
the merge feature to synthesize new documents (from complicated sets of 
boilerplate text, for instance). Treat this file like an y other Word document. 

When merging very large files (containing more than 15 or 20 pages), 
Word might report that the editing session is too long and ask that you save 
your work. If this happens, some of the records in the da ta document might 
not be merged. To remedy this, divide the records in the data document into 
more sets of da ta documents, and merge them in more than one pass. Note 
that this error condition doesn' t occur when you're sending the merged 
documents directly to the printer. 

When you print the merged documents, each form document is repagi
nated to accommodate the inserted data. Because the length of the data in 
any given field can vary from record to record, the finished documents might 
look slightly different because their lines are broken differently. If you've set 
up a strict page layout involving forced page breaks, this can upset your for
matting and repagination. If this is a problem, try merging the form docu
ments into a new document and then correct the formatting there. Once 
everything is to your liking, you can print the document by choosing Print 
instead of Print Merge. 

• Using the Merge Instructions 
The DATA ins truction isn' t the only instruction you can include in the main 
document when creating a main document for merging. You can instruct 
Word to interact with you during a merging session, set cond itions and rules 
for merge printing, or insert entire files into the main document. Word sup
ports six types of merge printing instructions. You've already encountered 
the first, the DATA instruction. The others are: 

0 IF, ENDIF, and ELSE-for changing what is inserted depending on 
whether a condition is met. 

0 NEXT-for skipping a record. 

0 SET - for creating temporary variables within a print merge. For 
example, you can store the name of a company in a variable, 
independently of the contents of the data document, and use the 
sam e company name in every form letter. 

0 ASK-which presents a dialog box on screen, for you to enter text 
which is inserted at that point in each form. 

0 INCLUDE- for including the entire contents of a file in the form 
letter. 
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The IF Instruction 
"If it's foggy, I'll wear my mac." That's an example of conditional branching, 
a basic concept in daily life as well as in computer programming. You can 
break an IF ins truction into two parts: a question and a result which depends 
on the ques tion's answer. In our example, the question is: "Is it foggy?" If the 
answer is yes, you put on your overcoat; if the answer is no, you don't. 

The question '1s it foggy?" can also be stated more completely as a 
condition: "Is the weather foggy?" Should the condition weather= foggt) be 
met, you go off to the closet. But what do you do if it's not foggy? Then the 
condition isn' t met, and nothing happens. 

The IF instruction uses the same logic. You can use it to set up your form 
letter in such a way that it "asks" the records in the data document a set of 
questions. The text inserted in the merged document for that record varies
depending on whether or not the condition is met. You can set up three kinds 
of conditions within the IF instruction: 

0 Does this field contain anything at all? 

0 Does the text in this field match this text string? 

0 Does the text in this field match this number? 

Checking for Text in a Field 
One type of IF instruction checks to see if a particular field is empty and, if 
not, inserts text specified in the instruction at that location in the document. If 
the field contains any characters at all (including numbers, symbols, or even 
one blank space), then the condition is met. If the field is completely blank, 
the condition is not met. The syntax of this type of IF instruction is as follows: 

«IF field name., text to insert «ENDIF» 

You place this instruction in the main document at the point where you 
want to insert text if the field is not empty. In p lace of field name you enter the 
name of the field you want to test. In place of text to insert you type the text 
string you want inserted if the condition is met. The ENDIF element signals 
the end of the insertion text. Incidentally, the ENDIF element doesn' t have 
to be on the same line or even in the same paragraph; you can insert whole 
paragraphs, graphics, or any thing you like. 

The first window in Figure 17-5, on the following page, shows a data 
document containing three data records; the second window contains the 
main document. The first line in the main document contains a DATA 
instruction specifying the name of the data document being used . The next 
five lines constitute the body of the document, with the field names used in 
the data document inserted at the appropriate places. 
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The last line in the main document consists of an instruction in Word's 
merge language that specifies: If the field called Discount is not empty, print 
the text "Discount Given." In the example, the field name is Discount. If the 
Discount field contains anything at all, as does the second record in the data 
document, the text Discount Given is inserted. If the Discount field is blank, 
no text is printed at that location. 

10 EHnmple 1 

Company• Item• Quantity• Price • Discount• Total <I 
Four.State+ Pa~r.Rolls+ 10+ 12.911.. 129.110<1 
Alabama.Crulsers • Table .Napk.lns• I 000+.)9+ 40ih 354.00<1 
Golden. West+ Plas tic. Forks • 1 00+ . 19+ • 19.00<1 

' --- -M--------M-<M _____ M ________________ MM---M-MO .. 

10 
.. Data Example h> 

Order fo r: <<Company •• 

Item Purchase<!: « Item,. 
Quantity: «Quantity» 
Price Each: «Price» 
Total Due: «Total» 

Until 

«IF Discount>.Discount Given .. ENDIF» 

Order for : Four State 
Item Purchase<!: Pa~r Rolls 
Quantity: 10 
Price Each: 12.9ll 
Total Due: 129.l\O 

--
Order for : Alabama Cru1sers 
Item Purchased: Table Napkins 
Qua ntity: 1000 
Price Each: 59 
Total Due: 354.00 

Discount Given 
--~--------------------------~-. 

Order for : Golden West 
Item Purchased : Plastic Fork.s 
Quantity: 100 
Price Each: 19 
Total Due: 19.00 

Figure 17-5 
An IF instruction that inserts text if a field isn't empty. 
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Matching Text 
Simply testing for the presence or absence of text in a field might not be 
enough. You might want to see whether a field conta ins certa in characters 
and insert text if it does. The syntax for the IF instruction to accomplish this 
is as follows: 

«IF field name = "text to match", text to insert «ENDIF» 
In place of field name, enter the name of the field you want to check. Replace 
text to match with the exact s tring for which you're checking. Don' t forget the 
double quotation marks. Replace text to insert with the string that you want 
printed in each document for which the specified field meets the condition. 

Figure 17-6 shows a set of records and part of a form letter containing an 
IF instruction that tests whether the Country field contains the text Canada. 
If this condition is met, the following text is printed: Please refer to our sales 
office in Canada for your supply needs. Note that the text to be inserted can be 
any length. Word s tops when it reaches the ENDIF instruction. 

0 Euample 1 

Company• Country• l tem• Quantily• Prlce+Discount• Total<!! 
Four.Stale• USA+ Paper Rolls• 10• 12.96++ 129.60<1 

~~~~- w:_~---·---~~~~-~--~~~~Forks~--100~~--!.~~~ L 

«Data Example I» 

Order tor: • .company» 

Item Purchased: <<i tem» 
Quantity: «Quantity .. 
Price Each· «Price» 
Total Due: « Totah> 

Untltled2 

«IF Country•"Canada"»Piease refer to our sales off ice in Canada for your 
supply needs .• ,ENDIF,~ 

Order tor : Four State 
I tern Purcllased: Paper Rolls 
Quantity: 10 
Price Each 12.96 
Total Due: !29.60 

Order lor: Golden West 
Item Purchased : Plastic Forks 
Quantity: 100 
Price Each: . I 9 
Total Due: I 9 oo 

Please refer to our sales office 10 Canada for your supply needs 

Figure 17-6 
An IF instruction that inserts text if a field contains a certain string of characters. 
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Matching Numbers 
Word provides some additional flexibility when you want to match numbers 
instead of text. You can test whether a field contains a specific number or a 
number that is higher or lower. The IF instruction for matching a number is: 

«IF field name= number» text to insert «ENDIF•• 

In place of field name, you enter the name of the field to test, and in place of 
number, type the number to match. (It must be an integer.) Replace text to 
insert with the string you want printed in the merged document if the condi
tion is met. Instead of an equal sign, you can use a greater-than sign(>) or a 
less-than sign(<) to determine whether the value in the field is higher than 
or lower than the test number. 

Figure 17-7 shows a series of records and a main document containing an 
IF instruction that tests whether the number in the Total field is greater than 
100. The condition is met when the number is 101 or greater. In the example, 
if Total is greater than 100, the text printed is: We are enclosing a FREE gift as 
our way of saying thank you for your patronage. 

EHnmple 1 

Company• Item• Quantity• Price• Discount• Totalq 
Four.State• Paper.Rolls• 10• 12.98... 129.8W 
Golden. West• Plastlc.Forks• I OO• . 19• • 19.00'11 

10 
«Data Example h> 

Order tor: <<Company, 

Item Purchased: <<i tem, 
Quantity. «Quantl ty» 
Pnce Each: ,&>nee, 
Total Due: «TOtal>> 

Somple form 

«IF Quantity>J O,we are enclosing a FREE girt as our way of saying thank you 
for your patronage .«ENDJF,~ 

Order tor : Four State 
Item Purchased : Paper Rolls 
Quantity: 10 
Price Each: 12.98 
Total Due: 129.80 

Order for : Golden West 
-- Item Purchased: Plastic Forks 

Quantity: 100 
Price Each: 19 
Total Due: 19.00 

We are enclosing a FREE gUt as our way of saying thank you for your 
patronage. 

Figure 17-7 
An IF instruction that tests a numeric value in a field. 
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Nesting IF Instructions 
You can tuck IF instructions within other IF instructions. This is called 
nesting, and it provides a means of creating an elaborate tree of alternatives. 
Nesting allows you to refine the circumstances under which text will be 
inserted. Instead of having only one condition that must be met, you can 
specify that a record meet a number of nested IF conditions. 

If you've done any programming, you'll recognize the nesting scheme 
as a way to implement the AND logical operator. It goes something like this: 
IF condition 1 AND condition 2 AND condition 3 are met, insert the text. Should 
a record fail to meet any of the three conditions, the text is not inserted. 
A typical nested IF instruction is as follows: 

«IF Discount .. «IF Total>100» You are a valued customer, and we would like to extend 
open account privileges to you. Please contact our sales office to set up a new 
account. «ENDIF» «ENDIF» 

The syntax is simple: String all the IF statements one right after another, and 
then enter the text to be inserted . Finish by supplying an ENDIF for each of 
the IF instructions. If two IF instructions are used, for example, add two 
ENDIFs. 

Using ELSE Within an IF Instruction 
In the examples of the IF instruction that you've seen up to this point, 
nothing happened if the condition wasn't met. If the Discount field was 
blank, for example, no text was inserted. But what if you need a specific 
response if the condition isn' t met? The ELSE ins truction fulfills this need. 
You provide a condition in the IF instruction. (Any of the three types of 
condition will work.) You then enter the text to be inserted if the condition is 
met and another string to be inserted if the condition is not met. The syntax 
looks like the following: 

«IF condition» text to insert «ELSE, alternative text to insert «ENDIF» 

In place of condition, you enter the name of the field you want to test and 
also a conditional test if desired. If the condition is met, Word prints the text 
to insert. If the condition isn't met, Word prints the alternative text to insert. 
Figure 17-8 on the following page shows some examples that use the ELSE 
instruction. 

You can also use ELSE within a set of nested IF instructions to provide an 
alternative when testing for more than one condition at a time. For example: 

«IF Discount» «IF Total>100» You are a valued customer, and we would like to extend 
open account privileges to you . Please contact our sales office to set up a new 
account. «ELSE» Please contact our sales office for more information about open 
account privileges.«ENDIF, «ENDIF» 
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Moule llbror 

Movie• Date.Made• Director. Star• Color /b&w<ll 
Goodbye.Agaln• 1<)6 1+Anatole.Litvak• lngrid.Bergman• b&w<J 
The.Flrelly• 1 <J37+Robert.Z .. Leonard• jeanette.McDonald<b&w<ll 
The. Devils• 1 <)71 • Ken.Russeli+Oiiver.Reed• Colorq 

iiD 
«DATA Movie Library» 
Movie Library 
Title: 
Year M ade: 
Directed by: 
Starring: 

«MOVl &>> 
,d)ate Made» 
,d)lrector,. 
«Star» 

Untllledl 

Color? «IF Color / b &w•"Color·,. Yes«ELSE»NO«END!Fn 

Movie Library 
Title: 
Year Made. 
Directed by: 
Starring: 
Color ? 

Movie Library 
-- Title : 

Year Made: 
Directed by: 
Starring 
colon 

Goodbye Again 
196 1 
Anatole Litvak 
Ingrid Bergman 
No 

The Firelly 
1<)37 
Robert Z. Leonard 
jeanette McDonald 
NO 

Movie Library 
·-·- Title: 

Year Made: 
Directed by: 
Starring: 
Color? 

Figure 17-8 

The Devils 
1<)7 1 
Ken Russell 
Oliver Reed 
Yes 

--------------- ·" 

An ELSE instruction that inserts one item if a condition is met and inserts another item 
if the condition isn't met. 

The NEXT Instruction 
You can use the IF instruction to determine whether a form document for a 
certain record should be printed at all. If you know that you want to print 
only a certain range (from the third to tenth record, for instance), simply 
enter the appropriate values in the From and To edit fields in the Print Merge 
dialog box. If you want to print only those records that meet certain criteria, 
however, such as ones for past due accounts, use the NEXT instruction. You 
can think of the NEXT instruction as a filter: It passes (prints) only those 
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records that meet the criteria specified in the IF instruction. The syntax for 
the NEXT instruction is as follows: 

cc iF condition» «NEXT» «ENDIF» 

The condition can test for text in a field, matching text, or a matching 
number. If the condition isn' t met, Word skips to the next record, as shown 
in Figure 17-9. If the condition is met, the record is merged into the main 
document and printed with the rest of the form documents. NEXT works 
when you' re sending forms to the printer and also works when you're 
placing them in a new document. 

Condition met 

!:.:::::···! Condition not met 

Condition met 

............... 

Figure 17-9 
How the NEXT instruction works. 

You can also use the NEXT instruction by itself. This is useful when you 
want to print more than one record in one document. For example, you can 
set up a merge document to print labels on an 81/2 -by-11-inch sheet of labels 
by using a series of merge commands that look like this: 

«name »~ 
«address»~ 
«City», «State» «ZIP»~ 
«NEXT"~ 
1! 
«name"~ 
••address"~ 
«City••, «State» «Z I P ·· ~ 
«NEXT»~ 

1! 
«name»~ 

«address"~ 
«City», «State» «ZIP»1{ 
«NEXT»1{ 
~ 
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• h,,. TIP 

When you set up the merge document, you should create a single page of 
labels in this pattern and format the document for as many columns as the 
labels you're using. Also, use a font, line spacing, and margin measurements 
that position the addresses correctly with respect to each label. When you 
print merge the mailing list, each time the merge document is printed, it goes 
on to the next set of addresses. For example, if the labels you're using are 
arranged 3 across and 12 deep, you would set up the merge document for 
printing 36 records at a time . 

Including a Condition Test in the Record 
Setting up complicated co11ditions using Word's merge instructions can take 
some work. If you prepare data documents with a database or spreadsheet 
program, you can take advantage of its abilities to test for conditions instead. 
For example, you can create a new column called PrintRecord in a database 
worksheet that you've created in Microsoft Excel. Enter the test condition as a 
formula in the worksheet, throughout the range of that column. Have the 
formula return true if the condition is met and false if it is not. Then use the 
following instruction in the main document in Word: 

«IF PrintRecord ="false",. cc NEXT" ccENDIF» 

In this way, you can have the data document tell the main document whether 
a form document should be created for that record. 

The SET Instruction 
The SET instruction lets you store information in a field that remains constant 
for every record merged. If, for example, you want to provide the current 
date in your monthly statements, you could include a SET instruction in the 
main document that asks you for the current date before merging and print
ing begin. Neither the data document nor the main document is physically 
altered by this. 

You usually place the SET instruction right after the DATA instruction 
in the main document, although it can appear anywhere in the document 
as long as it falls before the field on which it acts. If you're using the SET 
instruction to enter the date, for instance, be sure to place the instruction 
before the date field, as shown in Figure 17-10. 

The three ways to use the SET instruction are as follows: 

ccSET field name =text string» 
ccSET field name = ?» 
••SET field name = ?prompt» 

The field name you specify must not be one of the names specified in the 
header record for the data document. 



10 lnuolce 

cDATA CG Bill Date• 
cASK Dote Shipped•7Dete Shipped for cf ir st Nome• cLast Nome• .Company> 
cSET Dete•7'1/hatls Toda y's Dote?. 
Please Remit within 15 Days to: 

GRAND MUSIC COMPANY 
14 Elvis Presley Blvd. 
Nashvi lle, TN 372 19 

I 

~ 
~ 
'II 
~~ 
f1 

Date: «Date.. 1 

Sold To: 
«First Name>> «Last Name, 
«Company,, 
«Address.. 
l«CltVn «Stalf>» aZ!Dn 
322 Chors lNormol 

Figure 17-10 
Storing data in a field with the SET instruction. 

I 
if 
Iii 
t5 

e~ · 1 
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Use the first form to enter a text string into the field specified in field 
name. Word stores the characters indicated in text string in the field given in 
field name. Then, when you merge the document, Word replaces all occur
rences of «field name» in the main document with the text string. 

Use the second form of the instruction when you want to enter the text 
string for the field just before the documents are merged. When you begin 
merging, you'll see the dialog box shov.rn in Figure 17-11. 

Enter dolo (EJJ 
[Stop Merge I 

Figure 17-11 
The standard SET dialog box. 

If you want to provide a prompt in the dialog box, use the third form. 
Simply enter a message of up to 99 characters after the question mark, such 
as What is the person's firs t name? When Word encounters this type of SET 
instruction, it presents a dialog box like that shown in Figure 17-12. 

Whot ts the person 's first nome? fCEJ 
(Stop Merge I 

Figure 17-12 
The SET dialog box with a user-specified prompt. 
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The ASK Instruction 
The ASK instruction is like the SET instruction, except that Word presents a 
dialog box requesting new information for each record in the data document. 
Whereas the SET instruction plants the same text in all the form documents, 
the ASK instruction allows you to plant different text in each one. 

Use the ASK instruction as you do SET: Place it right after the DATA 
instruction at the top of the document or anywhere before the field on which 
it acts. During the merge process, Word stops and asks you to enter the 
information for that record. The ASK instruction has two forms: 

«ASK field name= ?» 
«ASK field name = ?prompt» 

Again, this field name must not be one of the fields in the data document. 
As it does with the SET instruction, when Word encounters an ASK 

instruction, it presents a dialog box in which you enter the text to be placed 
in the field . In the first form, the dialog box lacks a prompt. So, if you have 
several SET or ASK instructions in the document, use the second form to 
have Word prompt you for the proper response. 

The INCLUDE Instruction 
Word's regular merge feature is useful when you want to insert individual 
words or sentences into the main document. But what if you want to merge 
entire paragraphs or pages? What if you're preparing a series of contracts 
in which certain paragraphs are used in some of the documents but not in 
others? Use the INCLUDE instruction. This instruction lets you import the 
contents of an entire file and place it within the merged document. 

You can use INCLUDE by itself or with an IF instruction. When used by 
itself, INCLUDE inserts the contents of the specified document into the main 
document. You can place an INCLUDE instruction anywhere in the main 
document; Word then inserts the document at that point. 

When used with an IF instruction, INCLUDE allows you to dictate which 
documents receive the included text and which do not. Figure 17-13 shows a 
main document in which the document that is entitled Quantitt; Discount is 
merged into the letter if the Quantity field contains a number greater than 
250. If the value in the Quantity field is 250 or less, the file is not included. 

When you copy a document into the main document with the INCLUDE 
instruction, not all of its formats are transferred with it. The document-level 
formats for the included document, such as page margins, default tab stops, 
and the contents of the Next File field, are not transferred. 

In addition, if you've defined styles in the included document that have 
the same names as styles in the main document, the styles in the main docu
ment take precedence. This can be convenient because you can redefine styles 
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in the main document without having to hunt for and redefine the styles in 
all the documents you might include in the main document. 

If a DATA or INCLUDE instruction specifies a document tha t isn' t in a 
disk drive when you choose the Print Merge command, Word presents a 
dialog box asking you to find it. Locate the folder or insert the disk that 
contains the d ocument you need . 

~.0 EHft mple 1 

Company• Country + ltem+ Quantity+ Price+Dtscount+ Total'll 
Four. State• USA• Pap&r .Rolls + 2 10+ 2.96+ • 625.601: 
Golden. West• Canada+ Plastic. Forks + 32 5+ .19+ + 

- -=-----------•-•R•••·---------------------------------------------------------• ~-

Quontlt Disco unt 

We would like to extend to you volume purchase and open credit terms .... <J 

Somple ror m 

<illata Example I» 

Order lor: «Company, ~i 

Item Purchased: « Item>> ~.il'l 
Quantity: «Quantity>> !H 
Price Each: «Price,, I! 11· 

Total Due: «Totah> :·

1

,
1

1 

«IF Quantlty>250»«lNCLUDE Quantity Discountm<ENDIF>> !1.~ 
-~------·--·--·- ··----- ·· ---·-- ----------------- -------------------------------------- ---- ----------------- - -----···-·----- J;~. 

Order for: Four State 
l tern Purchased : Paper Rolls 
Quantity: 2 10 
Price Each: 2.96 
Total Due: 62 5.60 

Order tor: Golden West 
Item Purchased· Plastic Forks 
Quantity: 32 5 
Price Each: . 19 
Total Due: 6 1.75 

We woUld like to extend to you volume purchase and open 
credit ter ms .... 

Figure 17-13 
The INCLUDE instruction used with an IF instruction . 

One further point: Word can open up to 22 documents at one time, and if 
you've added headers or footers and footnotes to a d ocument, each counts as 
an additional document. Because Word opens every included document, a 
simple main d ocument could therefore contain up to roughly 21 INCLUDE 
statements before running out of space. (Technically, Word can also keep 
"open" a document that you've opened, copied text from, and then closed, 
even though Word no longer shows a window for it on the desktop. You can 
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"close" this document by either quitting and restarting Word, or by copying 
any text from a currently open document.) 

Therefore, if you have many INCLUDE instructions in a document, close 
all unneeded documents. If you're using more INCLUDE instructions in the 
main document than Word can handle, you should do the merge in two or 
more passes, as follows: 

0 Replace all « characters after, say, the twentieth INCLUDE 
instruction with a unique text string, such as@@@. 

@ Do the merge printing and create a new document. This merges 
the first 20 included documents into the new document. 

6l Replace the next set of 20 @@@ strings with one « character. 

0 Do another merge printing from the newly created document to 
insert the next 20 included documents. 

~ Continue replacing @@@ strings and merging from the new 
document until all the included documents are in place. 

Nesting INCLUDE Instructions 
Normally, only the main document has an INCLUDE instruction. However, 
Word allows you to put INCLUDE instructions in included documents, too. 
This can produce a waterfall effect in which Word includes document after 
document, each of which contains its own INCLUDE instructions. 

A document named in an INCLUDE instruction can itself contain field 
names and an assortment of IF, ELSE, NEXT, SET, and ASK instructions. 
However, it can' t contain the DATA instruction. All included documents 
retrieve records from the data document specified in the DATA instruction 
for the main document. 

Using INCLUDE by Itself to Assemble New Documents 
You don't have to create more than one form document to use the INCLUDE 
instruction effectively. The figures for this book, for example, could have 
been added not by copying and pasting them individually or by using 
QuickSwitch, but by moving each graphic into a Word file by itself and 
then merging all the graphics at once with the INCLUDE instruction. Each 
file might consist of one paragraph containing one graphic. Each graphic 
could be merged into a chapter document by inserting an INCLUDE com
mand in this form: 

«INCLUDE c16 f xx 

where xx is the number of that figure· in the chapter, and c16 f xx is the file
name of the document containing that graphic. The final » character was 
omitted to avoid having an extra paragraph mark inserted when the merging 
was done. (See "Omitting the Closing·"§,r:acket," on page 591.) 
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You might choose this way to insert graphics in a document for two 
reasons. The first is that generally you don't need to have the figures in place 
until after the writing and editing is done, and having all the figures in the 
document would slow down scrolling, making it harder to move around and 
edit in the document The second is that merging the graphics into a new 
document often doubles the size of the file. Working \o\rith very large files 
lessens the amount of memory left for processes such as editing and opening 
many documents at the same time. 

• Formatting Fields 
The data placed into fields in data records doesn't keep its original forma ts 
when merged into a form document For example, if a name in a data record 
is in boldface, it loses its formatting when merged with the main document 
and takes on the formats in effect where it is inserted. 

You can, however, have character formats applied to merged text by 
specifying the formats in the field names in the main document To do this, 
apply the character formats you want to at least the first letter of the field 
name. To make the ZIP code in a mailing list bold, for example, format the 
z in the ZIP field as boldface. (See Figure 17 -14.) You can apply any other 
character format in the same fashion. 

«Name» 
«AddreSS » 
«Cit~», «State» «Z IP» 

John Anderson 
1423 Evergreen St. 
Kansas Cit~, MO 64142 

Figure 17-14 
Specifying a boldfaced ZIP code with a boldface Z in the ZIP field. 

The only way to set paragraph formats for merged text is to insert the 
field into a paragraph of its own and assign the paragraph formats you want 
to the paragraph mark in the main document 

Controlling Blank Lines 
For every paragraph mark in a main document, Word places a matching 
paragraph mark-which starts a new line-in the form documents. This 
isn't normally a problem, but sometimes you must control the number and 
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placement of paragraph marks to prevent gaps in the text. You must be 
particularly wary of extra paragraph marks when printing mailing labels; 
if too many blank lines appear, the names and addresses won't fit correctly. 

Even though the various merge instructions (such as DATA, SET, and 
ASK) don't appear in the final merged documents, blank lines will appear if 
you end these instructions by pressing the Return key. You can avoid these 
blank lines in one of three ways: 

0 By grouping instructions and text on the same line. 

0 By omitting the » character at the end of the instruction. 

0 By formatting the merge instruction as hidden text. 

Grouping Instructions 
You can put more than one instruction on a line, or you can surround an 
instruction with the text of the main document, as shown in Figure 17-15. 

CG M811 Lobels 

«DATA Orders» « ASK Order Number>> « ftrst N.!lme» « l e't Name» I 
«Compo f"IY » 1 

__ ;~~~~~~~~~~~~D~::~~~~:--·---- · -·---·······--- ---···-·-·-···-·--·----·---·--· -·--·· -····-·-1 
Figure 17·15 
Grouped instructions and instructions with text. 

You can position instructions (such as ENDIF) to suppress blank lines, as 
shown in Figure 17-16. By putting the ENDIF in the salutation, you avoid an 
extra line if the preceding paragraph doesn't print. 

10 CG Lole Complolnt Response 

response. to.our .book ... Since.the. first. of. the. y ear,. we.l\ave.had. to. 
r eprint. the. book. three. times,.and.it.look s.Uke. we·u. be.reprinting.lt. 
again .later. this. month ... Fortunately,. we. ha ve.caugh t. up .on .our .orders. 
and.are.fill!ng. them. within. 4 /l.hours.of .recelpt.<l! 
<f 
«IF. Late» You.may ,.if. you. wish,.cancel .the.order. Wlthln. 15.days,.and. 
we.will .r etund.your.remlttance ... A .postage.paid .envelope.is.lncluded. 
for. your .reply .<l! 
<l! 
<<ENDIF>>Sincerely,'ll 
<l! 
<l! 
'll 
qr 
Anderson.Book .Company'i 
'll 

NormB 

Figure 17-16 
ENDIF positioned to avoid an extra blank line. 



Omitting the Closing Bracket 
If you end the instruction with a paragraph mark, you can avoid an extra 
blank line by omitting the final >> symbol. Figure 17-17 shows a mailing-label 
document without and with the closing» character. Both documents produce 
the same labels, but the one with the paragraph mark and the closing bracket 
has an empty line at the top. 

« DATA .. 0 rde rs!JI 
« First. Name>>-« Last. Name»IJI 
« Co mpan Y»IJI 
«Address »IJI 
«City» ,.«State>>- .«ZIP »IJI 

Figure 17-17 

« DATA .. 0 rde r s »IJI 
« Fi rst. Name >>-« Last. Name »IJI 
« Company»IJI 
«Address»IJI 
«City»,.« State>>-·« Zl P »IJI 

A mailing-label document without and with the closing bracket. 

Hiding Merge Instructions 
Because the DATA, SET, and ASK instructions don't appear when the 
merged documents are printed, you can make them invisible by formatting 
them as hidden text. As long as you also format the paragraph mark as 
hidden, it won't cause an extra blank line to appear in the printed document. 

You can't format as hidden text the names of fields that you want to have 
printed in the final documents. If the fields are hidden, the merged text will 
be, too. You can use this to your advantage if you're using the Print Merge 
command to create a new document containing the merged form documents 
and you want to include special notes for each record. The hidden text will 
be merged into the documents, but unless you specify that hidden text be 
printed, the printed version of the document won't contain the notes. You 
can view the notes by opening the document and displaying the hidden text. 
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• Points to Remember 
0 Word's Print Merge feature lets you create form letters and other 

items that combine standard text with text that is different for each 
document. The main document contains the standard text plus 
special instructions tha t tell Word when and where to insert the 
variable text. The data document contains the data to be inserted 
in the form documents. 

0 The set of data for a given form document is called a record. Each 
record ends with a paragraph mark. Records in the data document 
are divided into fields; each field contains text or data to be inserted 
at a certain point in the main document. A field can contain a word 
or even a sentence but cannot contain a paragraph mark. The fields 
in a record are separa ted by commas or tab characters. Each record 
can have up to 127 fields. 

0 A special record called the header record assigns names to each of 
the fields in a given data document. The header record can be either 
at the beginning of the da ta document or in a separate file. 

• Techniques 

Create a data document 
0 Type the header record at the beginning of a new document. Enter 

the name of each field you' ll use, separated by commas or tabs. A 
field name can have up to 65 characters and can include spaces. 

@ Type the data records. Separate the fields with the same character 
you used in the header record. End each record with only one 
paragraph mark. U a field contains tabs, commas, or quotation 
marks, enclose the entire field in quotation marks. To leave a field 
blank, enter an extra tab or comma. 

Create a main document 
0 Place the instruction «OAT A filename» at the beginning of the 

document; replace fi lename with the name of the data document. 
(Press Option-\ to enter the « character; press Shift-Option-\ to 
enter the » character.) 

@ Type the standard text for the form documents. 

@} At each point where you want to insert a field from the data 
document, enter «field name», replacing field name with the 
appropriate name. 
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0 If a field is to be inserted on its own line or at the close of a para
graph, omit the final » character to avoid genera ting an extra 
blank line. 

Merge and print form documents 
0 With the main document open, choose Print Merge from the File 

menu. 

I . 

@ To merge a specific range of records, enter the beginning and ending 
record numbers in the From and To edit fields. 

@) Click Print. 

0 Choose the appropriate options in the Print dialog box that appears. 

0 Click OK. 

Merge form documents into one file 
0 With the main document open, choose Print Merge from the File 

menu. 

@ To merge a specific range of records, enter the beginning and ending 
record numbers in the From and To edit fields. 

@) Click New Document. The form documents are placed one after 
another in a document. They are separated by section marks. 

0 When you are ready to print the form documents, choose Print. 

The Print Merge Instructions 
You include these instructions in the main document to specify conditions 
for the printing of text and so forth. Only the OAT A instruction is required. 
You can use any combination of uppercase or lowercase for field names or 
for instructions, as long as the field names are consistent with each other. 
The italicized elements are optiona l. 

<<ASK field name = ?prompt>> 

Causes Word to present a d ialog box requesting text for each form 
document. It stores the text you enter in the specified field. If you 
specify a prompt, Word displays it in the dialog box. 

«DATA header document, data document» 

Specifies the da ta document. If the header and data are in one file, 
you need only specify the name of that document. 

<<IF field name» text to insert «ELSE» text to insert «ENDIF» 

If the specified field contains text, Word inserts the specified text at 
that point in the document. If you use the ELSE element and the field 
is empty, Word inserts the text after the ELSE element. 
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«IF field name= "text string"» text to insert «ELSE» text to insert «ENDIF» 

Word inserts the text if the contents of the field ma tch the text string 
enclosed in quotation marks. If you use the ELSE element and the 
field doesn't match the text string, Word inserts the text after the 
ELSE element. To include a quotation mark in the text string, enter 
two quotation marks. 

«IF field name= number» text to insert «ELSE» text to insert «ENDIF» 

Word inserts the text if the contents of the field equal the integer 
number. If you use the ELSE element and the field isn' t equal to the 
number, Word inserts the text after the ELSE element. Instead of the 
equal sign, you can use the greater-than(>) or less-than(<) operator. 

«INCLUDE document name» 

Replaces the INCLUDE instruction with the file named. Omit the » 
character to avoid an extra paragraph mark. Styles in the main 
document take precedence over styles of the same name in the 
included document. An included document can itself contain an 
INCLUDE instruction, up to 64 levels deep. This instruction doesn't 
require a DATA instruction at the beginning of the main document. 

<<NEXT» 

Causes Word to jump to the next data record without creating a form 
document for the current record . Usually used in an IF instruction, in 
place of text to be inserted. 

«SET field name = text» 

Specifies the contents of a field to remain constant in every form 
document. 

«SET field name = ?prompt» 
Displays a dialog box, with an optional prompt, requesting text tha t 
Word uses for that field in every form document. 

• Command 
Command name 

Print Merge ... 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Merges specified data records with active main document. 

File 
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Blueprints 

his chapter features sample documents that show you how the 
various features of Word work together in real situa tions. The 
examples are arranged in order of complexity, culmina ting in a 

description o f some of the elements that went into the preparation of 
this book. 

The first hvo sam ple documents are accompanied by a detailed descrip
tion of the steps taken to construct each element in the design; you can re
create the design exactly or adapt parts of it to your own documents. As the 
documents progress in complexity, only the trickier parts will be highlighted; 
otherwise, a complete specification for a newsletter, for example, might take 
an entire chapter. If a procedure looks un familiar, take a moment to review 
the relevant material in the preceding chapters. 

Once you 've rep roduced or adapted one of these models, be sure to save 
it in its original sta te so that you can use it as a template for further altera
tions. A good way to do this is to add a tag, such as .template, to the docu
ment's filename; that way you'll know it's the original. 
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• Electronic Letterhead 
You can use Word not only to print the text of your letters but to print your 
letterhead as well. You might want your letterhead to consist of formatted 
text alone. If so, you'll probably want to use a special font for it-or at least 
a unique font size or style. Your letterhead can also contain graphics in bit
mapped, object-oriented, or PostScript format or some combination of any 
of these. Remember that object-oriented and PostScript graphics reproduce 
better when printed on a PostScript printer such as the LaserWriter. 

'IIie Cdtic 9{arp Consortium 

771 LEan p{aa, Staltft, 'Hias~illfj/011 98072 pf.o11<: 1·800· 7JI ·20JI 

Figure 18-1 
Sample electronic letterhead. 



• 

----------~~ 

The letterhead shown in Figure 18-1 contajns the image 
of a harp digitized by the Mac Vision video scanner (running 
under the control of More Vision) and then combined with 
a border pattern in the form of object-oriented graphics 
(created with Cricket Draw). The combined image was 
copied from Cricket Draw into Word, and the name and 
address of the company were added at the top, next to 
the logo. 

Both the graphic and the text are stored in the header 
of the document, leaving the body of the document blank. 
Thus, everything shown in the figure is actually the header 
of an otherwise blank document. Normally, a large header 
such as this would push the body of the document down be
low it on the page. To avoid this, set a negative top margin in 
the Document dialog box. This tells Word that you want the 
top margin to start at the specified location regardless of the s ize 
of the head er. 

The main reason for setting up the letterhead in this way is so tha t you 
can open the document and start typing a letter without having to pay much 
attention to the formatting of the header. You need only be sure that the left 
margin and left indent are set far enough to the right to avoid printing over 
the graphic. 

Preparing the Letterhead 
The first step is to create the graphic you wnnt to use for your logo. You can, 
of course, use any program or method you like to get the effect you want; 
you' re not limited to the programs used to create the sample. However, for 
the purposes of this discussion, it would be best to crea te a graphic of the 
same approximate dimensions as those of the example: roughly 1 inch wide 
and 9 inches tall. 

When you' re done, select and copy the graphic to the Clipboard and start 
Word. You'll see the usual blank document window. 

Next, pas te the graphlc into the header of the blank document and add 
the name and address of the company, following the s teps given here. (You 
could use the footer instead, setting a negative bottom margin rather than a 
negative top margin, but this project uses the header.) 

0 Choose Open Header from the Document menu, and then choose the 
Paste command. The insertion point should be blinking at the right 
edge of the pasted graphic in the Header window. 

@ Display the Ruler, if it isn' t already visible. Press the Shili key and 
click the left arrow in the horizontal scroll bar twice to shift the Ruler 
and the graphic to the right in the Header window. 
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@) Drag the left indent for the graphic to the left to place it 1.25 inches 
left of the left margin for the body of the document. 

After you paste the graphic into the header, the next steps are to add the 
company's name and address and to format the text appropriately. 

0 The insertion point should still be at the right edge of the graphic. 
Press the Return key once to start a new line, and reset the line's left 
indent to the left margin (the 0 point on the Ruler). 

@ Enter the following text. Press the Return key where you see the <JI 
mark and press the Tab key where you see the + mark. 

The Celtic Harp Consortium11 
11 
11 
11 
771 Llan Place, Seattle, Washington 98072 + + phone: 1-800-731-203111 

@) Select the line containing the name of the company, and set the font 
to 18-point Zapf Chancery (or any other font you like). 

0 Select the line containing the address, and set it to 14-point Zapf 
Chancery. Notice that this line is still in the Header style, so the two 
tabs move the phone number past the center-aligned tab stop to the 
right-aligned tab s top at the right margin. 

0 To add the three rules below the company's name, select the three 
lines separating the company's name and address. Next, choose the 
Paragraph command, and enter -3pt in the Line Spacing edit field. 
Click the Borders button and, in the Borders dialog box, select the 
Hairline line weight and click on the middle and bottom horizontal 
boundaries of the paragraph schematic. Click OK to dismiss the 
Borders dialog box, and click OK again to dismiss the Paragraph 
dialog box. 

(i) Select everything in the Header window. To do this, press the 
Command key and click in the selection bar, or press Option
Command-M. Next, choose the Commands command. Select the 
Side-by-Side command, and click the Do button. If you want, you 
can also add the Side-by-Side command to the Format menu and 
choose the new menu command instead of using the Commands 
command. 

Because the left indent of the company's name and address is to the right 
of the left indent of the paragraph containing the graphic, the address aligns 
with the top of the graphic. The final step is to position both the letterhead 
and the body of the document on the page. 

• 
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0 Close the Header window, and then choose the Document command. 
Enter -1.5 in the Top Margin field and enter 1.5 in the Left Margin 
field. Click OK, and close the Header window. 

@ Choose the Section command, and position the header vertically on 
the page by entering 1 in the From Top field. 

Of course, if you're using a graphic with different dimensions, you' ll 
have to experiment with these specifications until everything is arranged in 
the way you want it. You can use Print Preview to check the positions of the 
different elements. 

Instead of using the Side-by-Side paragraph format to arrange both the 
graphic and the text containing the company's name, you could have placed 
them at absolute locations on the page with the Position format. This method 
has one advantage; you can move the objects around by dragging them in 
Print Preview, rather than through setting indents and specifying the header 
position in the Section dialog box. However, with the Position format, the 
text in the body of the document wraps around the graphic and letterhead, 
even though it's in the header. As discussed in Chapter 9, "Paragraph For
matting," one benefit of the Side-by-Side format is that it lets you overlay 
elements on the page, ra ther than wrapping them around each other. 

Tips and Techniques 
It's a good idea to keep the letterhead in a template file. When you need to 
create a letter, open the template and immediately save the document under 
a new name. You can then type the letter and print it or save it as you want. 
To avoid accidentally editing the template letterhead, you can lock the file. 
To do this, quit Word, select the file, and choose Get Info from the File menu. 
Click the Locked field in the Get Info box. 

To prevent the letterhead from appearing on the second and subsequent 
pages, click the First Page Special option in the Section dialog box. Or you 
could create a variation of the letterhead to use on the subsequent pages. 

The time required to print a letter on electronic letterhead stock varies 
with the complexity of the graphic you create. Graphics composed solely 
of QuickDraw objects require the least amount of time to print, whereas 
graphics containing PostScript or compressed bit-mapped images require 
considerably longer to print. 

To avoid lengthy printing times, you can print many copies of the letter
head as blank stock, without any body text, and then later enter the body of 
the document into a blank window for printing on the letterhead stock. This 
is also more convenient if you have infrequent access to a LaserWriter or 
other PostScript printer and you would prefer the higher printing quality for 
the letterhead. If you use a letterhead like the one laid out in this blueprint, 
be sure to adjust the top and left margins of the document accordingly, to 
avoid printing over the design elements. 
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• Reply Memo 
With a reply memo like the one shown in Figure 18-2, you can quickly pre
pare memos for distribution to clients, customers, associates, and business 
prospects. It contains an area tha t the recipient can use, if necessary, to 
respond to the message. 

Memo 

From: 

To: 

Date: 

Subject: 

Re l Please respond 0 No respons e n~ded 0 J'h:usc lelcphouc D 

Dale: 

Figure 18-2 
Sample reply memo. 



The reply memo is divided into four areas: 

0 A heading, composed of the memo title and four spaces for the 
sender's name, the name of the recipient, the date, and the subject 
of the message. 

0 An area for the message. 

0 Another heading for the reply, with instructions for the recipient. 

0 An area for the reply. 

In addition to the areas in the memo proper, the entire page has been 
surrounded with a box, entered into the Header window so that it overlaps 
the body of the memo. Now let's construct the document. 

Building the Memo Form 
The first step is to choose New from the File menu . Choose the Document 
command and set the page margins to 1 inch on all sides. Enter a minus sign 
(hyphen) in front of the Top margin measurement to overlap the contents of 
the Header window with the body of the document. Click OK. Then select 
a standard font and font size for the blank document, as follows: 

0 Choose the Define Styles command, and select the Normal style. 

@ Choose a font-Bookman, for example, and the 12-point font size. In 
the Define Styles dialog box, click Define and then Cancel. 

Next, type the following text. (Don't enter the line numbers; they're for 
reference purposes only.) Where you see the 'll mark, press the Return key; 
where you see the + mark, press the Tab key. 

1 Memo~ 

2 ~ 
3 +From:~ 
4 +To:~ 
5 + Date:~ 
6 + Subject:~ 
7 11 
8 11 
9 11 

. 10 11 
11 11 
12 11 
13 ~ 
14 ~ 
15 ~ 
16 ~ 
17 ~ 
18 ~ 
19 ~ 
20 ~ 
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21 Reply+ Please respond+ No response needed + Please telephone~ 
22 ~ 
23 +Date:~ 
24 ~ 
25 ~ 
26 ~ 
27 ~ 
28 ~ 
29 ~ 
30 ~ 
31 ~ 
32 ~ 
33 ~ 
34 ~ 
35 ~ 
36 ~ 
37 ~ 
38 ~ 
39 ~ 

Next, format the header and the first few lines of the memo sheet: 

0 Select the first line by clicking in the selection bar to the left of the 
word Memo. 

~ Choose the Character command, change the font size to 24 points, 
and click the Italic option from the Character Formats group. 
Click OK. 

@) Choose the Paragraph command, and click the Borders button. In 
the Paragraph Borders dialog box, select the double line type and 
click the bottom horizontal boundary in the schematic. Click OK to 
dismiss the Borders dialog box, and click OK again to dismiss the 
Paragraph dialog box. 

0 Select lines 3 through 6 (the From through Subject lines). 

0 Choose Show Ruler from the Format menu, click the Right-aligned 
tab-stop icon (the third from the left), and drag a tab marker to 0.75 
inch from the left margin. If you entered tab markers at the begin
ning of each of these lines as shown, each word is now right aligned 
at 0.75 inch. 

Leave the second area unchanged. You can enter the message when you 
actually type a memo (or, as with the electronic letterhead, you can print 
many copies or take the form to a printer for offset printing). Next, format 
the Reply heading: 

0 Double-click on Reply to select it, and then press Shift-Command-> 
three times to increase its size to 24 points. Choose Italic from the 
Format menu. 

~ Add a double border as in@) above. 



@} Place the insertion point immediately a fter Please respond, and press 
the Spacebar once to add a space. 

0 Choose Insert Graphics from the Document menu . Select the result
ing graphics frame by clicking on it, and choose Outline from the 
Format menu to create a resizable box. The graphics frame appears 
as a l-inch-square box. Drag the right and bottom handles in the 
graphics frame until the box is 0.25 inch square. 

0 While the box is selected, copy it to the Clipboard . Place the insertion 
point after No response needed, press the Spacebar once, and paste in 
the box. Paste another box after Please telephone. 

<D Select the phrase Please respond, and choose Character from the 
Format menu. Change the font size to 10 points. Click the Superscript 
option, and enter Spt in the By field. This raises the phrase so that it's 
centered vertically w ith respect to the box. Repeat this for the phrases 
No response needed and Please telephone. 

8 To format line 23, which contains the reply date, select line 5, copy it, 
select line 23, and paste in the copied line, replacing the original. 

The lines for the reply are simply a series of empty paragraphs having 
one hairline border between each pair of paragraphs and one border below 
the last paragraph: 

0 Select lines 23 through 39, choose the Paragraph command, and click 
the Borders button. The Paragraph Borders dialog box appears. 

@ Select the hairline line weight, and click the middle and bottom 
horizontal botmdaries. Click OK to dismiss the Borders dialog box 
and OK again to dismiss the Paragraph dialog box. 

All that remains is to add the box surrounding the text of the memo and 
then adjust the page dimensions so that the elements on the page are posi
tioned correctly. 

0 Choose Open Header from the Document menu. If the Ruler isn' t 
visible at the top of the Header window, choose the Show Ruler 
command. 

@ Choose the Insert Graphics command to insert an empty graphics 
frame. Select the frame and give it both the Outline and Shadow 
character attributes. Drag the frame out to 7.5 inches wide and 10 
inches tall. (The current position appears in the status box when you 
drag a handle.) Unless your Mac has a large screen, you' ll have to 
alternate between dragging the graphics frame and shifting the 
document by clicking the horizontal and vertical scroll arrows. 

@) Press the Shift key and click the left scroll arrow to shift the docu
ment 1/2 inch to the right until you can see the first 1/2 inch past the 
left margin in the Ruler. You need to do this before you can move the 
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left edge of the graphics frame to the left of the left margin. If the 
graphics frame isn't selected, click in it to select it, and then drag the 
left indent marker in the Ruler to the left until it's 1/z inch beyond the 
left margin. Click the Header window's close box. 

Now you have the finished memo form. Be sure to save this form with a 
name that reflects its use, such as Memo Form Template. To avoid accidentally 
editing and resaving the template, lock the documen t from the Finder's 
desktop. (Use the Get Info box and click the locked check box.) Word won't 
let you alter a locked file. 

Although the steps for constructing this document have been presented 
as though it was clear from the beginning how to get the desired result, in 
practice it's necessary to experiment and make many adjustments as you 
refine the design for a document. 

Often, you can achieve a certain effect in many ways. For example, 
instead of using a graphics frame in the header, you could create a box of the 
proper dimensions in MacDraw and paste it into the Header window. The 
advantages of this approach include being able to create boxes with rounded 
corners and in patterns and different densities of gray. You could also create 
the entire form as a cell table, adding borders to cells instead of paragraphs. 
One advantage to this is that you can enter a "negative" Minimum Row 
Height in the Cells dialog box (chosen from the Format menu) to create a 
form that retains its structure regard less of the amount of text entered into 
cells. (See Chapter 11, "Formatting Tables and Lists," for more details on 
using cell tables to create forms.) 

Using the Memo Form 
To use the memo form, open the document and save it under a new name 
that describes the memo you want to write, such as Memo to Clients, 900823. 
Fill in the information at the top of the memo (From, To, Date, and Subject). 
You can easily enter text at these points by clicking immediately following 
the word Date:, for example, pressing the Tab key once to move to the next 
tab stop, and entering the current date. Because the next tab stop is a default 
left-aligned tab stop, the field names and the text you enter will stay correctly 
aligned. If you want, change the character format for the information you 
enter to distinguish it from the form itself. 

To enter the message, type it in the sender's message area. Keep the 
message short, or the memo might spill onto a second page. If necessary, you 
can adjust the lengths of the message and reply areas by deleting lines or 
copying and pasting lines within the appropriate area. Save the completed 
memo if you want to keep a record of it. 
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• Calculated Invoice 
The blueprint provided in this section is an invoice template designed to 
let you enter the items and then have Word calculate the extended prices, 
subtotal, tax, and grand total for you. We'll use Word's cell table format to 
cons truct most of the form. Figure 18-3 shows a blank invoice, and a com
pleted one is shown in Figure 18-4 on the following page. 

'TTie Cdtic :Harp Co11sortium 

771 lion 'P(au, S cattk , ?l'ashinoton 98072 

Ship O"te l--------. Cont."'rt NaiT'K' I-. -------
Ship To BtU To L__ _____ _ 

Order D• t< I I CusL I'.O.ol 

I 
QjJantity 

Please rem it within 30 days. 

S u6tota(: 
8.296 1~ 

'Total: 

I 
l 

Accounts o lder than 45 days may be sub feet to a I 5% service charge. 

I Sh ipping ln.rtructions: 

Figure 18-3 
Sample blank invoice. 

' 
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Setting Up the Invoice 
Instead of giving exhaustive directions for reproducing this template, we'll 
describe only the main features; use these as a starting point for your own 
invoice form. It's a good idea to set the margins at this point so that indents 
and column widths in the cell table have the correct dimensions. Choose the 
Document command and set l-inch margins a t the top and bottom of the 
page and 1.25-inch margins on the left and right. If you're printing to the 
LaserWriter, this leaves 6 inches between the margins for the invoice. 

'Tfi t Ce{tic. Hap Cousortium 
771 £fan 'Pfau.Srau ft, ~ llas~ing ton 98012 plront: 1·800·7J1·20JI 

Order D.Jte 3 Mar 1990 
Ship Date 5 Mar 1990 

StupTo M r. & :11rs. Griffith 
901 St. Cad fan's Way 
Chicago, IL 90823 

'Dtsrri t ior~ 
Tar.> (Irish) 
Glcnsong (Scollish Clairsc.>ch) 
Myrddin (Welsh 3-string) 

Please remit within 30 days. 

Cusl. I'.O.r A1917 
Cont..ct N.unc Hc="'o"='o'=rg-:-c "M"'•"'cD"'o"'n"'• l'd _ _; 

Bill To M.tCOona_ld's Mu.sic 
728 Tywyn Lane 
Chicago, I L 90823 

Prir~ 
968.00 

1.26-1.00 
1,350.00 

1936.00 
3,i92.00 

16,200.00 

21,928.00 
1,i98.096 

23,726.096 

Accounts older tha n 45 days may be subject to a 15% service cha rge. 

S~ipping (nstnmians: 

Send by Scotty's Transport Trucking 

Figure 18-4 
A completed invoice. 
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You can copy the title of the invoice from the electronic letterhead 
template described earlier. Or you can start over and enter the name of the 
company and the add ress and put it all in the Zapf Chancery font: use 18-
point for the name and 14-point for the address. Use a right-aligned tab stop 
to position the phone number. 

The three horizontal rules beneath the name of the company are actually 
two paragraphs with horizontal borders above, between, and below. To 
create the lines, do the following: 

0 Press the Return key two times, select both empty lines, and choose 
the Paragraph command. Enter -2pt in the Line Spacing field to bring 
the lines close together. 

@ Click the Borders button, select the hairline border type, and click at 
the top, middle, and bottom boundaries in the schematic. (After this, 
we'll assume that you've added both the Paragraph Borders and the 
Cell Borders commands to the Format menu through the Commands 
dialog box.) You could also use a tab stop with an underscore tab 
leader; these sometimes produce cleaner lines. 

Skip a line after the address, enter the Invoice label in 18-point outline 
type, and add a double border line below the paragraph containing the label. 

To set up the area for entering the order date, the shipping date, shipping 
address, and so on, as shown in Figure 18-5 on the following page, we'll use 
the Table format and format it as follows: 

0 Choose the Insert Table command, and insert a table of 3 rows and 4 
columns. Choose Show <JI to make both the formatting marks and the 
table boundaries appear in Galley View. 

@ Click the Scale icon at the right end of the Ruler until the table scale 
appears, as shown in the figure. Set the column boundaries at 1, 3, 4, 
and 6 inches. 

@) Select the second column, and choose the Cell Borders command. 
Select the hairline border type, and then double-click in the sche
matic to add borders to every side of the second column. In the same 
way, add borders to the fourth column. 

0 Enter the text shown in the figure in the cells of the first and third 
columns. Select the first column, and set the font to 10-point Palatino. 
Select the third column, and choose Format Again from the Edit 
menu (or press Command-A). Set the Ruler to the Normal scale to 
activate the alignment icons; select the firs t column again, and click 
the flush-right alignment icon in the Ruler. Select the fourth column, 
and choose Format Again. (If you want, you can also create a style 
for these labels and apply the style to all the labels at the 
same time.) 
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When you' re done formatting the table containing the shipping informa
tion for the invoice, the document should look something like Figure 18-5. 
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Figure 18·5 
The boxed address areas as they appear on screen. 

The area in the invoice that lists the items sold is almost as straight
forward. This time, we'll insert another table and format it as follows: 

0 After the table containing the shipping information, press Return to 
skip a line, and choose Insert Table. Insert a table of 17 rows and 4 
columns. Leave the Space Between Columns format set to .111 in. 

@ Word places half the Space Between Columns format, or approx
imately 1/16 inch, on each side of every column in the table, even 
to the left of the leftmost column. Because we want to add border 
formats to the cells in the first column, we should move the entire 
table 1/16 inch to the right, so the borders line up with the left margin. 
Select the entire table, by holding down the Option key while 
double-clicking anywhere in the table. With the Ruler set to the 
Table sca le, drag the left indent marker to 1/16 inch. Also, set the 
column boundaries at 3, 4, 5, and 6 inches. 

@ In the cells of the first row, enter the table headings shown in Figure 
18-6. In the last three cells of the third row, enter the labels for the 
subtotal, the tax, and the grand total, as shown in the figure. 

6 Select the first row, and format the table headings in 14-point bold 
Zapf Chancery. Choose the Cell Borders command, select the hairline 
border type, and double-click the schematic to add borders around 
every cell. Notice that the cell borders line up with the 0 point in the 
Ruler because we've indented the table 1/16 inch. 

0 Select the second, third, and fourth cells of the first row. In the Ruler, 
switch to the Normal scale, and click the Centered alignment icon. 
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<D Format the cells containing the labels for the tota ls in the same way 
you did the table headings (14-point bold Zapf Chancery), but use 
flush-right paragraph alignment instead . 

@ Add a rule between the row containing the labels for the tota ls and 
the list proper. Select the third row from the bottom, and choose the 
Cell Borders command. Select the hairline border type, and click the 
top horizontal cell boundary in the schematic. 

0 Select the following range of cells in the area containing the listed 
items: from the second row to the fourth row from the bottom in 
columns 2, 3, and 4. Set the Ruler to the Normal scale, and place a 
decimal tab marker between the indents at 0.5 inch. When you do 
this, all the end-of-cell markers in the selected range jump to that 
position. To enter numbers in the table, you don' t need to press the 
Tab key; simply clicking in a cell places the insertion point at the 
position of the decimal tab. (The decimal tab stop is the only tab stop 
that does this.) With the range s till selected, choose the Cell Borders 
command, and select the hairline border type and the Every Cell In 
Selection option; the schematic changes to one displaying one cell. 
Click on the left cell boundary, and click OK. 

At this point, the body of the invoice should look similar to Figure 18-6; 
if you've used other fonts, or added other borders, your results might be 
d ifferent. 
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Figure 18-6 
The lower portion of the invoice. 
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To finish the invoice, add the hvo lines citing the payment instructions in 
12-point Palatino, as shown in Figure 18-6. The box that contains the shipping 
instructions is actually a one-cell table; you could crea te a similar border by 
using the Paragraph Border command, but here it's easier to simply copy the 
first cell of the first row and paste it at the end of the document. Set the Ruler 
to the Table scale, and then drag the right column boundary out to the right 
margin. Finally, change the text Description to Shipping Instructions, and press 
Retum a few times to leave room for the instructions. 

Using the Invoice 
To use the invoice, enter the appropriate text in the cells to the right of the 
labels for the order date, the customer's purchase order number, and so on. 

Next, enter the description, quantity, and price for each item on the 
invoice. If you need more lines, click in a row, choose Table from the Edit 
menu, and click the Insert button. If the list gets too long, however, you 
might need to extend the table to the next page by copying the row con
taining the headings and pasting it at the top of the next page. 

You calculate the extended price by multiplying the quantity by the 
price, so when you enter the price, precede it with an asterisk and give the 
asterisk the Hidden character forma t. Word requires that hidden text be 
visible when you do calculations, but after the calculations are finished you 
can hide the text. Remember that Word won't print hidden text unless you 
tell it to, even if it's showing on the screen. To be sure that hidden text won't 
print, check that the Print Hidden Text option (in the Print dialog box) is 
tumed off. 

To determine the extended price for an item, select both the quantity and 
the price and press Command- =. Word stores the value in the Clipboard and 
displays it in the status area, guessing at the format you want for the result 
based on the formats of the numbers you entered. Click in the appropriate 
cell in the extended-price column; the insertion point appears at the position 
of the decimal tab stop. Continue to calculate the extended price for each of 
the other items in the list. When you' re done, remove the asterisks if you 
want. (If you want, you could create a glossary entry for the hidden asterisk 
and give it a name such as mul for multiplication .) 

To arrive at the subtotal, select only the numbers in the extended price 
column by dragging over the appropriate numbers in the column. Press 
Command- = to calculate the sum of the extended prices, and then paste the 
number in the cell for the the subtotal. Instead of using Zapf Chancery, you 
might want to format the totals in a more legible font. Palatino was used for 
the example in Figure 18-7. 
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Figure 18-7 
Calculating an extended price. 

The invoice is also set up to calculate sales tax. The sales-tax percentage is 
included in the label for the tax line: 8.2% tax. If you insert a hidden asterisk 
before this label, select the tax and subtotal lines, and press Command-=, 
Word calculates the percentage for you and puts the result in the Clipboard. 
Word understands the percent sign at the end of the tax ra te; note also that 
you can "bury" a value in text instead of putting it in a column by itself. Paste 
the result after the label in the tax line, and format it as needed. 

Calculate the grand total by selecting the cells containing the subtotal 
and the tax and then pressing Command-=. Paste the result into the Total 
line. 

Tips and Techniques 
Word ignores such symbols as$ and (,so even if you have them in the Price 
and Ext. Price columns, they won' t be included in the result. If you want the 
symbols to appear in the result, you must type them yourself. 

With Word's calculator, the value with the most decimal places deter
mines the number of decimal places in the result, so some of your invoices 
might not be fu lly accurate unless the numbers in your calculations have 
enough decimal places. Applying the percent sign implies two decimal places 
in the result. For example, 75.90 * 6% yields 4.55. On a floating-point cal
culator, the value is shown more accurately as 4.554. Typing 75.900 * 6% 
produces the correct result. 

613 
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by J. Northcot~ John.on II, Pro•ldMt and CEO 

...J August sales figures oro up over last year • 

...J Wost Coast Division leading . 

...J Good year so far ... Congratulatlons! 

Figure 18-Ba 
First page of the presentation outline. 

:: :J M~~1~~~:~s 1:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

...J Wool prices sHeeted by Sheep Strike . 

...J Average sales $84,000 por month . 

...J West Coast Division now os ot July last yoor. 

~!Jy!lliWY!lY9 

Figure 18-Bb 
Second page of the presentation outline. 



Figure 18-8c 

...J All divisions up by an average of 27% this year . 

...J West Coast Division Increases by 63%. 

Third page of the presentation outline . 

...J Naw Product Lines 
L,.ma Pajema.--trom our Wtttl CoaJt DJvfsJon. 
Genetic rNNrch producu P~IIN Alpaca .. 

...J New Marketing Strategies 
Compulefl.zod Looma Cntale Cu1tomlzfKI Kllt1. 
AutoMonogtWn Jt.lt•. 
Publicity Drtvo-"FHd • ShHp, Youn to Ke.p '" 

...J Sales drive: West Coast Division wins prize I 

...J Our Speakers Today ... 
K..ttt Grltllth, Viet~ Pr•lfcNnt, Eut Ca.st OMs/on. 
JBcquo• Jscquard, Vlu Pre$(dtlf'lt, Rttsearch & O.velopmom. 
J. Northcoto John.on, W, VIc. Prelid«Jt, \!Vut COlli I DI\IJslon. 

Figure 18-8d 
Fourth page of the presentation outline. 

615 
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• Presentation Graphics from an Outline 
You can use Word's outliner to order your thoughts by entering items in 
Outline View and then switching to Galley View to add the body of the text. 
When you switch to Galley View, a ll the heading style entries become head
ings in the document. You might later turn some of these heading style entries 
back into text in the Normal style or another style. As you develop the docu
ment, you can adjust the formats for the headings that remain by redefining 
their styles through the Define Styles dialog box. 

This isn' t, of course, the only way you can use Word's outliner. In this 
project, we've turned an outline prepared for a presentation into a set of 
tTansparencies to be used for the presentation itself, as you can see in 
Figures 18-8a through 18-Sd on the previous two pages. 

Preparing the Outline 
This set of presentation transparencies had a humble beginning as the outline 
shown in Figure 18-9. Each topic in the speech has a level in the outline and is 
assigned one of the heading styles, from heading 1 through heading 3. 

I Presentation 1 01 
~ .. .. ... +> + - 1 2 3 4 Ill - n 

Q Introduction by J. Nor1hcote fohnoon 1!, President end CEO 
c August sales figures an up over lest yeor. 

i c West Coast Division leo.ding. 

~~ c Good year so C..r .. . Congratulationsl 
Q Lo.ot Year ~ 

c Wool prices affec ted by Sheep Strike. 
,j,: c Averaeo oales $84,000 per month. 

c Weot oast Division new ao of July last yeor. jl 
Q This Veo.r Iii c All divisions up by end o.verage of 27'1'o this year. 

c West Coeot Division increases by bJ'ro. ~, Q The Future 
Q New Product Lines 

c Llama Pajamo.s-from our West Coaot Dlvlslo.n. li 
c Genetic reseo.rch produces Polyester Alpacas. 

Q New Marketing Strategies 
c Computerized Looms Create Customized Kilts. 
c AutoMonogram kits. 
c Publicity Drive-'' Feed a Sheep, Yours to Keep" 

Q Conclusion 

ll\ c S..les drive: West Coast division gets prize! 
Q Our Speakers Today ... 

c Kate Griffith, Vice President, Eo.st Coast Division. 

f\t c b~ues focquo.rd, Vice President, Reseuch & Development. 
Q or1hcote Johnson, Ill. Vice Preoident, West Coo.st 

ivisionl I . 
5 -

I Ill,[~ I )heading 3 19l Ji'llliillilll ~ i'.!:.l'll2 '!!: 

Figure 18-9 
The outline of the speech in Outl ine View. 

After you've entered the main topics, you can write the speech in Galley 
View. When you switch to Galley View, the outline should look something 
like Figure 18-10, depending on how you've cus tomized your default style 
sheet. 
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m Presentotlon 1 0 1 

lntrndyc!ion hY. J. Northeota Johnson II, President and CEO ~ 
August sales figures arc up over last year. r~ 
West Coast Division leading. 

Good year so rar ••. CongratulaUons! r•, 

~ (, 
Wool prices atrectad by Sheep Strike. 
Average sales ~84,000 per monU1. 

~I West Coast Division new as or July last year. 

~ 

"'' 

All divisions up by ru1d average or 27"1. this year. 
West Coast Division Increases by 63"1.. 

The Futuro .I tlew Pmducl Unes 
Llama Pajamas - from our West Coast Divi sion. 
Genetic rosearcb produces Polyoster A l pacas. 

New MarkeUng Slratagles 
Computerizod Looms Create Customlzod ](!Its. i"i 
AutoMonogram ldts. 
Publici ty Drivo-·Feed a Sheep, Tours to Keep· 

~rr Conclusion 
Sales drive: West Coast division gets prize! I t;1 

Pege tneodlng 1 101 !HI!' ·~ :w ,, .. 1 

Figure 18-10 
The outline of the speech in Galley View. 

The next step is to transform this outline into a set of "screens," or pages, 
with each major topic on its own page. Start by choosing the Wide orienta
tion option in the Page Setup dialog box so that the arrangement of the page 
looks more like a slide. Then redefine the styles for the document according 
to this table: 

Style Name 

footer 

heading I 

heading 2 

heading 3 

Definition 

Normal +Tab stops: 3 in. Centered; 6 in. Right 
Flush 

Nonnal + Font: He lvetica 24 Point, Bold Italic 
Outline Shadow, Space After 12 pt., Page 
Break Before, Border: Bottom (Double) 

Normal + Font: Helvetica 18 Point, Bold, Indent: 
Left 0.5 in., Space Before 12 pt. 

Normal + Font: He lvetica 14 Point, Bold Italic, 
Indent: Left I in., Space Before 4 pt. , Keep 
With Next 

As the table shows, each of the major topics-those in the heading 1 
style-starts a new page and thus constitutes the title at the top of each slide. 
Each slide title has a double-line border beneath it to set off the title from the 
points to be covered in the slide. Also, each level of topic is indented V2 inch 
to the right of the one before it in the standard outline format. 
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After you finish redesigning the document through the style sheet, the 
next step is to add the graphics. In the example, the map of the United States 
is a bit-mapped image fi rst al tered in SuperPaint's paint layer to show the 
various sales regions and then copied to the program's drawing layer. Then 
the labels were superimposed on the map as text, and the collection was 
selected, copied, and pasted into the presentation outline, in a new paragraph 
inserted between the title on the first page and the first topic below the title. 

The sales stath;tics were prepared first as a table in Microsoft Excel and 
then converted into two charts showing the company's growth in sales. To 
transfer the charts into the Word document, choose Copy Chart from the Edit 
menu, and then paste them into new paragraphs below the titles on the sec
ond and third pages. To make the graphics a lign with the heading 2 topics on 
the page, select the graphics and assign them the heading 2 style. 

You can add the logo in the lower right corner of each page by creating 
the logo in a graphics program, copying it, and pasting it into the Footer 
window for the presentation document. To right-align the logo with the bar 
underneath the title on the page, give the paragraph containing the logo the 
Flush Right paragraph format by clicking the appropriate icon in the Ruler. 

The name of the company, DynnWeave, could have been added from 
within the graphics program. However, Word does a better job of kerning the 
letters in the name (manually or by using the Fractional Widths option in the 
Print dialog box, or both), so we added the name in Word . To position the 
company's name, put the insertion point at the right edge of the logo, press 
the Spacebar twice, and then type the name. Format the name in 18-point 
Helvetica, shadow, and italic, and raise it 3 points (by giving it a superscript 
character format) to align it with the logo. 

As you can see in Figure 18-8d, there are two heading 1 titles on the 
screen. The heading 1 style has the Page Break Before format, so we simply 
called up the Paragraph dialog box and removed the format to put both the 
topics in the same screen of the presentation. 

Tips and Techniques 
Generally, you wou ld develop the presentation with a more comprehensive 
set of notes than was detailed in this example. A good way to go about thjs is 
to continue developing the outline, adding the charts and the body text for 
your speech, without redefining the styles. When everything is to your liking, 
print a copy of the presentation for you to use; the headings in your copy of 
the document will match those in the slides you' ll use as visual aids. 

After you've printed your copy of the document, format your comments 
under each topic as hidden text and turn off the Show Hidden Text option in 
the Preferences dialog box. Now that your part of the presentation is hidden, 
continue converting the document into the actual images you want the 
audience to see in the presentation. 
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Another way to achieve the same effect is to develop the full text for your 
presentation from the outline and then to use the Table of Contents command 
to extract the headings from your speech. Then, instead of redefining the 
heading styles, redefine the toe styles. This method has the advantage of sepa
rating the styles for your part in the presentation and those for the visual aids. 
You can even print both the slides and your speech from the same document. 

• Screenplay Format 
Movie studios and producers expect screenplays to be in a specific format. 
Thanks to style sheets, Word is idea lly suited for preparing scripts in this 
format. The example shown in Figures 18-11a and 18-11 bon the following 
two pages is a simplified version of a Hollywood-format screenplay. 

Setting Up the Screenplay 
The sample screenplay uses automa tic line numbering, so firs t choose Section 
from the Format menu, select the Line Numbering and Continuous options, 
and click OK. Next, choose the Document command. The screenplay uses 
standard 8V2-by-ll-inch paper with l-inch margins on all sides except for 
the left, which uses a 1 V2-inch margin to accommodate the binding. 

Six styles other than Normal are needed for the basic script format; all are 
based on the Normal style. This allows you to change the font for all the other 
styles simply by redefining the Normal style, even though Normal-style text 
isn't used anywhere in the document. The following table lists the styles used 
in the screenplay. The defini tions in the table are precisely as Word lists them 
when you choose Print while the Define Styles d ialog box is on screen, except 
that we have added periods after pt and in to enhance readability. 

S ty le Na me Next S ty le Definition 

aclion,ax action.ax Nom1al + Space Be fo re 9 pt. , 
Not Line Numbering 

actor~r dialogue,d Norma l + Bold Caps, Centered, 
Space Before 12 pt .. Keep With 
Next. Not Line Numbering 

camera.c action,ax Nom1al + Bold Caps, Space Berore 
14 pl. , Keep With Next 

dialogue.d actor~r Normal + Indent: Left 1.25 in. 
R ig hL 1.25 in .. Not Line 
Numbering, Tab stops: 2 in . 

footer footer Normal + Bold, Border: Top 
(Double), Tab stops: 3 in . 
Centered; 6 in. Right Flush 

line number Normal Normal + Bold 

Normal Normal Font: Palatino 12 pt., Flush left 
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EXT. DARK STREETS-NIGHT 

SEVERAL SHOTS. Rex and Nixie ore running down some streets. At first, only 
the SOUNDS ol their FOOTSTEPS are heard. Gradually, SOUNDS of POLICE 
SIRENS can be heard approaching (rom tl1e dis tance. 

2 STREET CORNER-NIGHT 

They spot a cab, its lights on and motor mnning. They jump in. 

INT. CAB-NIGHT 

Relieved, out of brcatJ\, they lean back, exhausted. 

RllX 
(matter of ractly) 

Cotta go. 

CARL 
[( you gotta go, you gotto go. 

lie puts the car In gear and they drive orr. 

NIXIE 
We better hurry. 

REX 
You're follo\\' ing us. You were following us all 
day. Then you weren't there. Now we're here. 
How do you explnin tha t? 

CARL 
(disinterestedly) 

Coincidence. 

Rex and Nixie sit back nnd look out the window of the moving cab. Ughts reflect 
off their fnces. 

4 INT. LARGE AI'ARTh!ENT-NIGHT 

The apa.rtment consists of a large loft, olfering various J"":Sibili ties for complex 
CAMERA SETUPS and a variety of LOCt\TIONS withm the AI'A I~TMENT 
SCENES. 

SAILOR,jOjO, SCOTT, and NADIA arc ga thered around a table o n which arc a 
bu11d1e of dynamite sticks, some guns, hand grl!n..1dcs, alarm clocks, spools of 
w1re, etc. They an• listening intently to o1 shortwave mdio. 

RADIO 
(sound of a pri7c fight) 

l'ivc Minute~ to Doomsday 511190 

Figure 18-11a 
First page of sample screenplay. 

page 1 

Notice that the only element in the template that actually uses line num
bers is text assigned the camera style. All others have had line numbering 
turned off in the Paragraph dialog box (except for the foot er style, whose text 
isn' t numbered anyway). This allows you to number and refer to the camera 
shots in the screenplay without having to use the Renumber command. Also, 
the Next Style for each style has been set up so that it's easier to shift from 
one element to the one that logically follows. 
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One I \Yo thn.~ four five s ix seven eight nine ten 
you're out. 

SCOIT 
They've got it backwards. Turn it off. 

Jojo changes the station o n the shom .. •ave. After some noises, SOUNDS of a 
DEMONSTRATION arc heard. 

EXT. IND USTRIAL LANDSCAI'E5-DAY 

SEVERAL SHOTS of Rex and Nixie walking through desolate industria l settings: 
LARGE FACTORIES, AUTO j UNKYARDS, POWER PLANTS, DIRTY ALLEYS, 
and so on. They arc the only ones in the SHOTS. 

REX (VOICE OYER) 
(\vhispcring) 

It all comes together. Each of us carries a stick 
of dynamite. Thai does several things. One. II 
fomts a bond. Two. It n1akes you feel special. 
Three. It's how , ... e live today. Not only us, but 
everyone . . And it keeps you in touch w ith 
reality. the human condition . . . 

NIXIE (VOICE OYERl 
(whispering) 

Never stop talking. Make words, make sounds. 
Ir s the connection between body and head. All 
you can do is keep t·rnck ... 

They keep walking. 

6 EXT. STREET CAFE-DAY 

A street scene, a sidc,,•a\k cafe, tables and EXTRAS sitting at the tables and 
walking on the sidewa lk. In the distance down the street the DYNAWEA VE 
FAO'ORY emits columns of white s team. Rex and Nixie sit i'lt a til ble on t h~ 
strcet1 nervously g lancing down 1oward the factory. 

NIXIE 
VJc arc only particles of change, floa ting in il 
beam of sunlight. Soon the sunlight fades, the 
wind n'IOVCS, and no one sees us. 

REX 
Lighten up, OK? 

In the distance, bursts of black cloud rise up through the steam rising from the 
factory. Flickers of orange FLAME in the clouds. In the distance, figures of small 
EXTRAS run from the factory. MUFFLED B00:\11. Suddenly SUPERMAN 

Five Minutes to Dooms day 5n/90 page 2 

Figure 18·11b 
Second page of sample screenplay. 

This is a simple document; the only step remaining is to add an appro
priate footer showing the name of the screenplay, the da te, and the page 
number, as shown in Figure 18-12 on the following page. 
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mJ Screenplay template:Footer 0l! 

~. ®.1 <!> ( S<tm<~ fh Pn~11ious J i!=! 
10 ll 14 15 I 

:I t 
footer J IQI .. , 1 t . I 0 ~1131 1111 liZ Fl r=l ICll c:::r "'"' I 
Fl ... Miflutes 1o oocm;a"l'. 5Ailil+ page~ - I :}t 

ooter !(; II , I ~II l> iH•ID>I~< • 
Figure 18-12 
The footer for the screenplay format. 

Using the Screenplay Format 
Save the screenplay style sheet in a document named Screenplay Template. 
Open the document whenever you want to s tart a new screenplay, but save 
it immediately under a new name. You might want to lock the template 
document (caJI up the Get Info box from the Finder's desktop) so that you 
don' t accidentally modify it. 

When you s tart typing the screenplay, you can use the default Normal 
style for the title and introductory comments, if desired . To enter the first 
ca mera shot for the screenplay, press the Return key to begiJ1 a new line, and 
assign it the camera style. You can do this by choosmg the style name from the 
Styles drop-down field in the Ruler, in the Styles or Define Styles dialog box, 
or by pressing Shift-Command-S and typing the name directly from the key
board. With the latter method, you can type camera or the shortcut letter c. 
Then enter the text for the camera loca tion. You don't need to cap italize the 
text; Word does it for you because the style has the All Caps character format. 

When you press the Re turn key, Word switches to the action style, be
cause after a camera shot you might want to describe what is happening in 
the scene. If you don't want to use the action style, choose another style. 

When it's time for a character to speak, choose the actor style. Again, you 
don' t need to capitalize the character name. When you press the Return key 
after typil1g the name, Word assumes that you want to enter dialogue, so it 
shifts to the dialogue style for you. If you need to indicate a manner of speech 
for the character, press the Tab key once to indent the text, and then press the 
Return key again to start the dialogue. 

Word provides the required spacing between the elements of camera, 
action, actor, and dialogue; consequently, you usually don' t need to add 
extra blank lines by inserting paragraph marks. 

Both the camera and actor styles use the Keep With Next Cj{ paragraph 
format. This keeps the camera direction and action together and the actor's 
name and dialogue together; Word won' t separate them with a page break. 
However, if the d ialogue or action description is more than two lines long, 
Word might break the page between the lines. 



• Multiple-Column Newsletter 
Preparing a two-column or tluee-column document takes more time than 
preparing a single-column document, but the results are much more s triking, 
especially if the text is printed on a PostScript printer such as the LaserWriter. 
The sample newsletter described here and depicted in Figures 18-13a and 18-
13b on the following page is patterned after a page format in a typical news 
magazine. 

Tho Now Wavo Tlmes 

\Vashington·srare wtiter 
J. Sreuen )'ork I.S t.'isl!ed 
~J aliens from ruwther 
planer- jOf' tltc rhlrd tlme 
ln rile puS! sU: ucars. 
111e latest uls(tors. York 
cloims. nlfocked hhn ami 
caused flhn bodily harm. 
Sornc liFO watchers 
bel!et.-e \~ork ls sfncere 
and ceUtng tltc tn.llh. 
but a growhtgnumber 
of C).pcms rhtnk York ts 
ready for llle .fwmgfamt 

Figure 18-13a 

Aliens Attack 
Writer 
"They Came From Nowhere· 

EUSTACE PODGRASS 

January, 1990 

e saL on the chaise in U1e back yard 
and watched a s hower of s hooung 
stars d escend on the Seattle. Wash
ington twiltghL. The imagery was 

breathtaking. and his mind raced to put Lhc 
Image into words. !I'Hc liked words: all writers 
do. But few writers have U1e capacity for words 
of J. Steven York. three-lime Yugoslavian Yugo 
Award winne r for lhe Best Science Fiction 
Novel. 11York rose to felch a notepad , to jot 
down his menlal image of the meteor shower. 
He s tretc hed his s ix- foot-four fra me and 
grabbed a t U1e sheaf of paper resllng on lhe 
palto table . 11York began writing, but before he 
could dol his firs t i, his eyes were blinded by 
an Intense nash of e lectric-blue light. He fell to 
hi s knees, covering hi s eyes In burning 
anguis h . !/Though Yo rk wa s te mporarily 
b linded, he knew some thing was going on 
arou nd him- someUllng very big. t-Ie could feel 
heat rus hing to his face, as if someone ha d 
opened a pizza oven In front of him (and If so, 
he hoped it would be a large sau sage and 
mushroom. with extra c heese). Air hissed 
around his ears. a nd he fe lt a heavy thump 
s hake tile ground. !I'York knew: The a liens had 
la nded. Again. 

First page of sample newsletter. 
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January, 1990 

At least that's how J . Slt\."CO Yo rk. aulhor of 
l7 besHJelll ng books and three b lockbuster 
movie SC rlJlUt, claims he wns visited by extra· 
terrcs lrlals. l11ts lime, they want~ more 
than Jus t dln:cUons to the nearest ln·N-Oul 
Burger resl:lumnt. They v."3Jltcd me!· 

A day arter he was visited by the aliens 
from Tnu Ups ilon IV. Yo rk held n press con· 
ferencc tmd told reporters from arow1d the 
globe that he was a sked to accompany U1e 
green-faced aliens. but he hnd to d isrobe 
before he could enter the space s hip. 

·r knew these guys could mclt my brntn l( 
they wanted to. so I decided to go along v.1th 
their request. · York said. · a ut v.•hen my 
neighbor saw me taking my clothes off. s he 
went Into laughing hys tcrtca. mn off Into the 
street screnmtng at U1e top o f her lungs. a nd 
nnally was etruck and killed by a dark green 
1959 Bel Alr.· 

At this , the a liens became nervous. York 
recounted. so they grabbed him wtth their 
gtrult ptncher cl..'lws, :1ppnrenUy lnt.endtng to 
wrest le him Ins ide t.helr lntcrgnlncuc spoce 
Ah lp. ~ See thts~r York exclnlmcd, rolling up 
his right s h irt steeve. ·1 received this gtfi from 
1 heir gi.·un claws ... 

York's nnn V.'a.S completely band::a~. but 
no Injury could be seen. 

!( York Is Indeed telling the truU1, whnt 
did the a liens wnnt from the hulking wrtler 
(rom Dothan, A labama? Were U1ey. as York 
tns tsts. toking him back to t heir home planet 
(or a bold npopulnUon exper1ment? And II so. 

Figure 18-13b 
Second page of sample newsletter. 

The New Wave Tin• a 

would t_hey gh-'1: him Coke nod pe;-.nuts along 
the y,-ay, us tht'Y do In a.trptnnes? 

'"I think thts Ste\1en J. York (stc) has 
flipped.· claimed no ted parnllSychologtst 
Ephmlm Schwnn. ·t thlnk thiS whole attack 
thtng exf.MI only ln hls t\lo1Str:d lmaglnaUon.· 

Untvenlty or Mnrytnnd ntm and literary 
cr1UCism prorca.sor Tn:nt Johansonn. agrees. 
·-.J. York Stc\~n lslcl no longer has the ablllly 
lo &e jl:mHe the worlds or renUty a nd science 
Octlon.· Johonsonn said nfler the pres s 
conference. Despite the cr1Uc.tsm ngalnst Wm , 
York holds atcndrnslly to ht.s nccount. 

Shortly nfter the vts.ltaUon. U.S. Air Force 
Colonel F. l . A. Hood lm~sllfJUCd the sight · 
lng and made tests or the nn:n surroundlnf{ 

~~~ ~~~~~g~~~c~~~r11~~1.'11t;:~t~;;~c~~ 
doubt that tt wna n apace crnfi." 

York offered nn nntfuc t to llood that he 
cJolmed wna left by the a liens when they 
mode their hasty re t rent. Immediately 
followtng the nulomobllc dcn1h or the next · 
door n elp,hhur m n1 York'A tU n,aggle to esf.:npe. 
• tt's cllhcr un honesl · lo·goodn ess allen 
arttract," ltooc:l &ald. ·or n wcek·old p tun 
cnast. Our lab t.s \\'Orktng on tt r1ght now. We 
shou ld hnvc Ute IC8t results tn n week or tv.-o.· 

·n1ts Ls not the nrst time York hns been 
''lstted by alien s. IUs nrs t '"close encounter· 
occurred more thn n Ovc yenrs ago. In 
Fcbn .al)' 19Bl. wh11e workln~ us .o sales clerk 
ror Radto Shack. York cla trm he ~A-as \•billed 
by the same aliens two mon ths Inter. 0 
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Preparing the Newsletter 
Depending on the size and sophistication of the group publishing a news
letter, the person doing the writing might or might not be the person who 
transforms the articles into the formatted result. Typically, the people re
sponsible for a newsletter first establish a design and then take articles from 
writers and format them according to the design specifications to construct 
each issu e. It's best if the writer works on the content of the article first, either 
leaving the refinement of its appearance until later or letting others do it. 

Therefore, we'll assume that a design for this newsletter has already been 
set up in a template document that contains a style sheet for the various ele
ments. The style sheet that follows is for an article. A complete newsletter 
would use many more styles, of course, for such items as the table of con
tents, advertisements, the masthead, and so on. As you tour this document, 
refer back to this table to find exact specifica tions for each element. 

Style Name 

Byline 

Display 

Drop Cap 

Fig/caption 

Figure 

First Page 

f ooter 

header 

Normal 

Reading Line 

Synopsis 

Title 

Title Bar 

Definition 

Display+ Font: 14 Point, Bold Small Caps, 
Indent: Left 2 in. , Space Before 36 pt. After 18 
pt. , Border: Bottom Between (Single) 

Font: Avant Garde I 0 Point , Flush left 

Font: Bookman 14 Point, lndenL: Left 1.944 in. 
Justified, Side-by-Side 

Nonnal + Font: 9 Point, Bold Italic, Space Before 
2 pt. After 6 pt., Border: Bottom Between 
(Single) 

Nonnal + Outline 

Nonnal +Font: 14 Poim, Indent: Left 2 in., Side
by-Side, Tab stops: 2.819 in. 

Nom1al + Tab s tops: 3 in. Centered; 6 in. Right 
Flush 

Display+ Bold, Line Spacing - 14 pt. , Space After 
2 pt., Border: Top (Single) Bottom (S ingle 2 pt. 
Spacing), Tab s tops: 6.5 in. Right Flush 

Font: Bookman I 0 Point, Justified 

Display+ Font: 14 Point, llldent: Left 2 in. 

Nom1al +Italic, Indent: Right 4.75 in. Flush left , 
Side-by-Side 

Display + Font: 36 Point, Bold, Indent: Left 2 in., 
Space Before 2 pt. 

Display + Font: 36 Point, Bold Indent: Left 1.944 
in. Right -0.5 , Space Before 2 pt. 
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Because the newsletter uses a single-column format for the first page of 
an article and for figures and a two-column format for the remainder of an 
article, the design makes extensive use of sections and section formats. The 
template document contains a set of sample sections; the person composing 
the document would copy them and replace the text they contain with the 
actual contents for that part of the article. The sample shown in Figures 
18-13a and 18-13b contains three sections: one for all of the first page, one for 
the graphic at the top of the second page, and one for the two-column text in 
the body of the article. 

The measurements for the design elements in the template document 
depend on the settings in the Document dialog box. For this article, the 
following settings were used: 

Oplion 

Top margin 

Bottom margin 

Lefl margin 

Right margin 

Even/Odd Headers 

Gutter 

Defau ll tab stops 

Measurement 

-1.25 inches 

-1 inch 

0.75 inch 

0.75 inch 

Set 

0.5 inch 

0.25 inch 

The minus sign before the top and bottom margin measurements pre
vents any interaction between the size of the header in a section and the top 
and bottom margins for a page. 

Section One: The First Page 
The first page of the article comprises three main areas: the header and 
footer, the title area for the article, and the first few sentences of the article 
with the synopsis in the Side-by-Side format. 

The Header and Footer 
As you might remember, each section in a document can contain a separate 
header and footer for its odd and even pages (if you set the Even/ Odd 
Headers option in the Document d ialog box) and for its first page (if you set 
the First Page Special option in the Section dialog box). The newsletter uses 
two headers, one for odd pages and one for even pages. Because inflexible 
top and bottom margins have been set in the Document dialog box, the From 
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Top and From Bottom measurements specified in the Section dialog box are 
placed relative to the edge of the page; adjust these values so that the headers 
will be 1 inch from the top of the page and the footers will be 0.5 inch from 
the bottom. 

Every sample section in the template document has the same set of odd 
and even headers, so the person composing the newsletter can assume that 
the headers will be there until they are explicitly removed (for example, on a 
page consisting only of one graphic or of advertisements). When you create 
a new section, its initial formats come from the section after it. Thus, if all 
or most of the sample sections in the template document use the standard 
headers, you have to adjust only the headers for pages that are different in 
some way. 

The set of headers used in the article is shown in Figure 18-14. Because 
the article s tarts on a left-hand page, it uses the even header. The status area 
in the Header window indicates that the two lines of the header have the 
header style. You can see by referring to the table containing the style sheet 
that this style has a Border paragraph format, and the line spacing is set to 
-14 points so that the text in the header is evenly spaced with respect to the 
two lines. 

Like the headers, the footers for each section consist of odd and even 
versions, but they contain only one line, which has the Border format. 

![] Newslet t er:Euen lleoder (S I ) 

00]. ®J 0 (Some Rs Preulous) 

Ill 13 14 l'i 
~ 

h .. der 1101 .. f :t f . I 11!11 1•1 I'SI 1•1 1-t l=t l=t 

'leN.,..WM>Trres+ 
~ 

-
lheoder ton 

~0 Newsletter:Odd lleoder (S 1) 

~. @J 0 [same fh Pn~uluus) 
0 

lheoder 

Figure 18-14 

16 I 

l!!:liiO::::O ..... 
Jau:wy, 199iil 

,• ' ·r· 

The set of odd and even headers for the newsletter. 
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AI ims. Attock. · 
\1\titffcv 
"Thet.Came.From.NOI'ffiere"<i - ------..U- Rending Line 

Drop Cap 

Figure 18-15 
The article title in Galley View, and the names of the styles attached to the various 
elements. 

The Title 
Creating the title of the article is straightforward; Figure 18-15 shows how 
it looks in Galley View. Each element in the title has its own style so that all 
the corresponding elements in other articles will be consistent. Heavy use is 
made of the Space Before and Space After paragraph formats; there are no 
blank lines between elements. 

Even though the bar above the title is a graphic copied from MacDraw, 
it has a style, which is used only for positioning the graphic relative to the 
running head and the tHie. As you can see by referring back to the table that 
describes the document's style sheet, the rule under the byline is done with 
a Border format, and the text for the author's name is in the Small Caps 
character format. 

The Synopsis, Drop Cap, and First-Page Text 
The synopsis of the article in the left margin, the drop cap that starts the 
article, and the decorative treatment for the first-page text are all single 
paragraphs having the Side-by-Side format. We could have used the Position 
paragraph format to place the drop cap and the text in the Synopsis, but the 
Side-by-Side forma t affords a little more control. It also permits overlapping 
the text on the first page and the drop cap, as the graphic frame surrounding 
the drop cap indicates. Figure 18-16 shows how they look on screen. 
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+ e . sat. on. the . chaise . ln . the .back . yard.+' "~ 
+ a nd . watched . a . shower . of . shooting ... . .-J v First Page 
+ stars . descend on. the . Sea t tle . . Wash.-..-- If\ 
+ ington . twilight . . The . imagery · was.l I :iii 
breathtaking, .and . his . mind. raced . to . put. the . [j:l! 
image .lnto. words . . !He . liked . words; . all. w riters. !l 
do .. But .few.w rt ters.have.the.capaclty.for .words. Iii 
of. J . . Steven. York ,. three -time . Yugoslavian. Yugo. ~··I 
Award . winner . for the . Bes t . Scien ce . Fiction. 
£\bvel.. YYork . rca: . to . fetch . a . notepad , . to . jot. 

Figure 18-16 
The three paragraphs in Galley View and their corresponding styles. 

When the newsletter is printed, Word arranges the three paragraphs 
in one row because their styles contain the Side-by-Side format and the left 
indent of each is to the right of the one before it. The drop cap is another 
graphic created in MacDraw, although we could have used Word to create 
a large capital letter in a paragraph by itself. 

Notice the space for the drop cap in the first paragraph. Even though the 
First Page style specifies a tab stop at 2.81 inches-just enough room for the 
superimposed drop cap- in p ractice you'd probably have to adjust the exact 
position of the tab stop manually for the width of the particular letter being 
used . Also, because the design for the newsletter specifies that the first para
graph be justified, newlines were added at the end of the first four lines; they 
cause Word to force each line to align at the right indent. If tab stops alone 
had been used, the first four lines would be ragged right, and the rest of the 
paragraph would be justified . 

Section Two: The Figure and Caption 
The graphic in the figure was digitized at 200 percent by MacVision from 
photographs of the alien spacecraft and the house and then squeezed down 
to 100 percent using the methods d escribed in Chapter 16, "Transferring Text 
and Graphics." The graphic and its caption, two paragraphs, reside in a one
column section, as shown in Figure 18-17 on the following page. 
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Figure 18-17 

around . his .ears, .and . he . fel t . 
shakr: .the.ground .. 'fYorl< knew:. he.aHens.haol.- --1+!11- First Page 
la n ded .. Again .<l! 

- - lin - Figure 

II 
I 

The graphic and its caption in Galley View, and their corresponding styles. 

The style for the figure, simply named Figure, adds only two formats 
to those it inl1erited from the Normal style. The paragraph containing the 
graphic has 2 points of Space Before, which leaves a small gap between the 
top border of the graphic and the running head. It also has Outline character 
format, which creates a frame for the graphic. 

In practice, instead of putting a box around the entire paragraph, you 
could select the graphic and give it a paragraph border format. The Outline 
character format was used here because it draws a black outline tightly 
around the graphic. However, it's difficult to generalize about what kind 
of graphic will be in the figure: a halftone picture, an object-oriented line 
drawing, or simply a graphic that you'll paste in after printing the document. 
A paragraph border format draws a box around the paragraph that goes 
from indent to indent at a given distance from the material in the paragraph, 
regardless of what's in the paragraph. 

The caption underneath the graphic has its own s tyle, the Fig/caption 
style, which uses a Border format below it to separate the figure from the 
text below it. It also uses the Space After format to leave a space between 
the figure and the two-column section beneath it. 
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Headers and Footers in the Second Section 
The second section uses an interesting property of sections: namely that the 
headers and footers for a page are to be taken from the section at the top of 
the page. Because the section containing the figure is at the top of the second 
page of the article, the header and footer attached to it are the ones Word 
prints. Therefore, both the odd header and the odd footer on the second page 
belong to the second section . The structure of the odd header has already 
been d iscussed , but the odd footer for this section is special because it creates 
both the footer and the vertical line separating the two colum ns of the third 
section. Figure 18-18 shows this footer. 
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Figure 18-18 

Norme~ l ... ... 

The footer for the second section. 

This footer interleaves with the two-column section in the second half of 
the page. Every line in the footer has the Normal style, with a vertical-line tab 
stop set mid way between the two columns. To adjust the length of the line 
between the two columns, simply add empty paragraphs in the Footer win
dow until the length of the line matches the length of the column. You can 
work between Print Preview and the Footer window to do this. 

Another way to do this would be to insert a paragraph mark at the bot
tom of the first column in the third section and add the vertical-line format 
for every line in the second column, but if you then had to edit or rearrange 
the article's text, rebreaking the column and reformatting the text in the 
second column would be unnecessarily time-consuming. By laying the con
tents of the Footer window over the text in the third section (remember that 
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setting a negative bottom margin in the Document dialog box lets you do 
this), you can adjust the size of the figure so that the text in the third section 
fits exactly in the space provided, 

If, however, you wanted to crea te something other than a 1-point line, 
you could could use a hairline border (set in the Paragraph Borders dialog 
box), or you could create a graphic in a program such as Cricket Draw, or 
insert a few PostScript commands in the header or footer of a section in the 
document. The latter method isn't difficult at all; for more informa tion, see 
Appendix C, "Using PostScript." 

Section Three: The Second-Page Text 
This section offers few surprises; it's simply a two-column section with 0,25 
inch of space between the columns. You could use the Section dialog box to 
set these values. As was discussed, the size of the figure in the second section 
determines how much space is left on the page for the text. The remaining 
text for the article doesn't go beyond the article's second page, so the figure 
was cropped vertically to adjust its size until the text filled out the bottom of 
the page exactly. 

Incidentally, the moon symbol that ends the article is a Zap£ Dingbat m. 
A few tab characters were inserted between it and the end of the sentence to 
right-align the symbols. This forces the text in the last line of a justified para
graph to align at both left and right indents. Ordinarily, it would align at the 
left indent alone. 

• Creating This Book 
At last we come to the Big One: the creation and development of this book as 
a set of Word documents. In a sense, a full description of the methods used to 
produce this book fills a book itself-the one you're reading. However, many 
of the design elements used in this book are the result of a fair amount of 
work because we wanted not only to develop methods of achieving certain 
effects but also to achieve those effects in the easiest, most economical way 
possible in a publishing environment. 

We believe that Word is preferable to any other desktop publishing pro
gram for large projects such as books because it lets you automate processes. 
Instead of hand-placing columns of text and graphics on a page-by-page 
basis, we simply pas ted in each graphic and assigned it a style. Instead of 
finding and manually reformatting every instance of text elements, such as 
level headings and figure captions, every time we wanted to experiment with 
or refine the design, we simply adjusted the style sheet in one chapter and 
merged it into the other chapters. This allowed us to play with the design 
until quite late in the production cycle for the book. 
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Because we could print proofs for the chapters on the LaserWriter before 
final output on a Linotronic 300 imagesetter, we could fold the production of 
the book into the editorial cycle and d o both the editing and the design 
development concurrently. We like to call this method a sculptural paradigm 
for developing a document, because both the design and the text are refined 
in small increments until the result is ready to be printed; at every stage the 
document is readable and is continuously better looking. 

We call the standard method of document production a transformational 
paradigm because the writers and production people are separated from one 
another in their approach to the document, and the process of taking the 
document from the draft to the printed version requires what often seems 
like a miraculous conversion that consumes much time and energy. 

With Word, everyone involved in a project works only at the level of 
training and expertise required for his or her role. For example, a writer's 
understanding of styles needn't extend much beyond using the outlining 
feature. The persons implementing the design, on the other hand, can exer
cise style sheets, import graphics, and use PostScript to achieve the look they 
want for the document. And they all work within the same environment. 

Now let's take a tour of some of the prominent features of this project. 

The Style Sheet 

The style sheet for a typical chapter in this book follows: 

Style Name 

*body 

*chap.Num 

*chapDJ 

*chapD2 

*disp.helv 

*display 

*Spacing 

dropcap/8 

footer 

header 

header/even 

Definition 

Normal + 

*disp.helv + Fonl: 60 Point, Outline, Superscript 
3 Point, Space Before 6 pt. , Tab stops: 0.625 
in. Centered 

*chap.Num + Side-by-S ide, Tab stops: 0.375 in. 
Centered; Not at 0.625 in. 

*chap.Num +indent: 0.028 in ., Side-by-Side, Tab 
stops: 0.8 19 in. Centered; Not at 0.625 in. 

Nom1al +Font: LB Helvetica Black 12 Point, 
Line Spacing: 0 pt. 

Font : He lvetica 18 Point, Bold , Flush left 

Font: Times 9 Point. Flush le ft , Line Spacing: 
-10 pt. , Tab stops: 4.875 in. 

Normal + Line Spacing: -13 pt. , Tab stops: 
0.569 in. 

*display+ Font: I 0 Point, Italic, indent: Right 
- 1.25 in ., Line Spacing - 13 pt., Tab stops: 
4.75 in. Right Flush 

*disp.helv +Font : 9 Point, Outline, Line Spacing: 
12 pt., Side-by-S ide, Tab stops : 0.083 in. 

header+ Tab stops: 4.75 in. Right Flush 
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Style Name 

header/odd 

heading .I , I, chapHead 

heading 2, 2, aHead 

heading 3 , 3, bH ead 

heading 4, 4 , cHead 

heading 5, 5, tip 

heading 6, 6, note 

heading 7, 7,figGfx 

heading 8 , 8.figNtmt 

heading 9, 9,]/gCap 

L/bu/1 

Normal 

page number 

PostScript., ps 

slfig>fig, sift 

s/fig>levl , s!f/ 

s!fig>lev2 , slj2 

s!fig> lev3 , s!f3 

s/fig>lev4, sl/4 

s/fig>norm, slfn 

s!fig> nttm, s!flt 

sllev4 >norm, s/4n 

slnorm>jig, slnf 

s/norm>lev4, s!n4 

slnorm>norm, slim 

Definilion 

header + Tab stops: 4.861 in. Right Flush 

*display + Space Before 11 0 pt. After 148 pt. 

*display + Font: Palatino 16 Point, Ital ic, Space 
Before 30 pt., Keep With Next, Tab stops: 
0.25 in. 

*display + Font : Palatino 14 Point, Ita lic, Space 
Before 20 pt. After 5 pt. , Keep With Next 

*display+ Font: Palatino 12 Point, Italic, Space 
Before 15 pt., Keep With Next 

*display+ Font: Palatino 10 Point, Line Spacing: 
- 13 pt. , Side-by-Side, Keep With Next 

*display + Font: Times 9 Point, Not Bold, indent: 
Left 4.875 in. Right - 1.25 in., Side-by-Side 
Border: Top Bottom Left Right Between 
(S ingle) 

*display + Font: Palatino I 0 Point, Not Bold, 
indent: Right -1 .25 in., Side-by-Side, Keep 
With Next 

*display+ Font: 9 Point, I talic , Line Spacing: 
- 10 pt., Space Before 10 pt. , Keep With Next, 
Tab stops: 5 in. 

*display + Font: 9 Point, Not Bold, Line Spacing: 
I I pt. , Side-by-S ide 

*body+ indent : Left 0.25 in. First -0.25 in. , Right 
0.25 in., Space Before 3 pt. 

Font: Pa lati no 10 Point, Flush left, Line Spacing:-
12 pt. 

header + Not Out line , indent: Left -I in., Tab 
stops: -0.1 67 in. Right F lush; 4.931 in.; Not at 
0.083 in. 

Font: Courier 9 Point, Hidden, indent: Right 
-1.292 in. Flush le ft, Side-by-Side, Keep With 
Next, Tab stops: -0.111 in. Vertical Line; 
-0.083 Vertical Line; -0.056 in. Vertical Line; 
0.25 in.; 0.5 in.: 0.75 in. ; I in.; 3.5 in. 

*Spacing+ Space Before 12 pt. 

*Spacing+ 

*Spacing+ 

*Spacing+ 

*Spacing+ 

*Spacing + Space Before 2 pt. 

*Spacing+ 

*Spacing+ 

*Spacing+ 

*Spac ing+ 

*Spacing+ 
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slnorm>num, slnfl 

slnorm>user. slt111 

slmun>fig, sltlf 

slnum>lev4. s/#4 

slnum>norm, sllln 

slnum>user. slllu 

sluser>norm, slun 

sluser>mml, slult 

Tl* 

T/2 col 

T/2 col/wrap 

T/3 col 

T/3 col/wrap 

T/4 col 

T/cmds 

T/cmdslhead 

Tlkeys 

Tab 

Tab/chap 

Tab/summary 

Tip 

User Emry 

Definition 

*Spacing + Line Spacing: -3 pt. 

*Spacing+ 

*Spacing+ 

*Spacing+ 

*Spacing+ 

*Spacing+ 

*Spacing+ 

*Spacing+ 

Normal + Font: Times 9 Point, Line Spacing: 
- 10 pt., Space After 3 pt. 

T/* +Tab stops: 0.125 in.; 2.25 in. ; 2.375 in. 

T/2 col + indent: Left 2.375 in. First -2.375 in. 

T/* +Tab stops: 0. 125 in. ; 1.875 in.; 2 in.; 3.375 
in.; 3.5 in. 

T/3 col + indent: Left 3.5 in. First -3.5 in. 

T/* +Tab stops: 0. 125 in. ; 1.75 in .; 1.875 in.; 2.75 
in.; 2.875 in.; 3.75 in.; 3.875 in. 

T/* + indent: Left 1.625 in. First -1.625 in., Space 
Before 2 pt. After 2 pt., Tab stops: 2.375 in.; 
3. 125 in. ; 3.875 in. 

Normal +Font: Times 9 Point, Bold. Line 
Spacing: -I 0 pt., Space Before 2 pt. After 2 pt., 
Tab stops: 1.625 in.; 2.5 in.; 3.25 in.; 4 in. 

T/cmds +Font: Word Chicago, indent: First 0 in., 
Space Before I pt. After I pt., Tab stops: 2.5 
in.; 3.25 in.; 4 in. ; Not at 2.375 in ., 3. 125 in. ; 
3.875 in. 

*disp.helv +Font: 14 Point , Outline, Superscript. 
3 Point, Line Spacing: -1 8 pt. 

Tab+ indent: Left -0.5 in., Tab stops: 0.667 in. 
Centered 

Tab+ indent: Left -0.25 in., Tab stops: 0.653 in. 
Centered; 4.222 in. Centered 

Font: LB Helvetica Black 10 Point , Outline, 
indent: Left -I Flush left, Space Before 3 pt. , 
Side-by-Side, Keep With Next, Tab stops: 
-0.25 in. Right Flush; 5.028 in. 

Normal + Font: Helvetica 9 Point. Line Spacing: 
-10 pt. 

Probably the most noticeable aspect of the style sheet is the large number 
of styles d evoted to spacing, all of which begin with sf, such as sffig>norm. 
Because Word doesn't measure the space before and after a paragraph from 
baseline to baseline, we created these special styles to get the most control 
over the elements in the book. Many of these styles are simply based on the 
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*spacing style, but we added them in case we wanted to adjust globally the 
spacing between certain pairs of elements. A single line having one of these 
styles goes between each element in the book and the next; for example, 
s/fig>norm would go between a figure caption and body text having the 
Normal style. 

Figure 18-19 

tMMI§iiiljjiMfiiifitfflJ~ Me 

Figure 16-l1llhowo how 1hls mlzhllool: lnCalloy Vlow and In Prlnr 
Pttvit:w. You ca.n also Ult' thb um~ techn.lque wtth a ml gnp~ nthn 
than an <mpty frame. FlSU"' 16-21 shows an ... mplo ollhls. 

w.n 

D 
~~~20 
PatiiQr"""' boxed wtlh a gropNca hma and lho Sldo-Oy·Sido 1onno1 k1 Galty \'low 
and u lhov-when-· 

,.,.,14, 
AQI'II>hlopaood--IOXI-Iho~Sidolormll. 

A typical page from this book. 
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Figure 18-19 shows how a typical page looks, including the crop marks, 
spacing elements, and margin notes. Each line that has a spacing style con
tains a label formatted with the hidden character attribute, making it easy to 
verify that the spacing elements have been placed correctly. We added one 
line for each of the spacing styles to the Standard Glossary so that it would 
be easy to insert them where needed. 

Preparing the Graphics 
All the images of screens in the book were produced by using the Shift
Command-3 key sequence to create screen dumps on disk. Super Paint was 
used to clean up the images, reduce them to 50 percent of their original size, 
and add labels where needed. We could have added lines running from each 
label to the item it references, but because 1 point is the smallest increment 
that the PICT data format represents for object-oriented graphics, we decided 
instead to use special arrows drawn with PostScript commands. (For a 
discussion of the commands you can use to create arrows and other special 
effects, see Appendix C, "Using PostScript.") 

In order to present high-quality samples for Word's formatting options, 
we prepared many of the full-page graphics by printing them on the Laser
Writer, photographically reducing the result, and pasting them by hand into 
appropriately sized boxes on the final L300 output. 

Design Elements 
The design elements for the running heads, the Tip tabs, the chapter opening 
headings, and the section openers were prepared by a designer who used 
FreeHand from Ald us. These elements were then converted to PostScript, 
and a PostScript programmer modified them so that they could be printed 
from a Word document. This was done more as a feasibility study than 
because it was the only way to create sophisticated effects in this book. For 
example, you can create graphics in Cricket Draw and copy them into a 
Word document with much the same effect, because PICT-type graphics 
copied from Cricket Draw carry embedded PostScript commands, as was 
d iscussed in Chapter 16, "Transferring Text and Graphics." 

Much of the custom PostScript developed for this book was added to the 
Word program itself, using the method described in Appendix C, "Using 
PostScript." 

Word's table-of-contents feature was used to create the table of contents. 
We didn't use the indexing feature extensively, however, because indexing at 
Microsoft Press is done by freelancers who don't use Mac Word. 
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Statistics 
For the curious, some statistics on the size of this book as a set of files: 

0 The source material used to research this book, including specifica
tions, bug reports, recommendations from the developers of Word, 
and project management files, comes to 1,157 KB. 

0 The test documents we used to explore every feature of Word we 
could manage total 4,262 KB. 

0 In the first edition of this book, each screen dump in the book was 
stored in its original, cleaned-up, and final form-once for each of 
these three forms. These figures took up 4,900 KB. In the second 
edition, we decided that this was unnecessary, and stored final 
graphics in the chapters themselves. 

The actual text of the book totals about 1,300 KB of written text in 
18 chapter files, 5 appendix files, 6 section opener files, and 7 other 
files for items such as the index, the table of contents, and the 
introduction. 

0 The total size of one "electronic" copy of this book, including text, 
figures, PostScript, and so on, comes to 4,507 KB. 

The full-time team that produced the first edition of this book consis
ted of two writers, an editor, and a copy editor. We also used a designer, 
a PostScript programmer, a layout person, and two part-time proofreaders, 
for short-term projects. The team for the second edition (which corresponds 
to Word version 4) consisted of one writer, one editor, one technical/graphics 
editor, and two part-time proofreaders. The final page proofs were printed 
on a LaserWriter II NT; after each chapter was finished, it was printed on a 
Linotronic 300 Laser Imagesetter by a typographic specialist in the p roduc
tion department of Microsoft Press. 





Setting Up Word 

• • 
efore you start working with Word, you should prepare working 
copies of the Word Program and Word Utilities disks. You can 
optimize these working copies for the type of Mac you have and 

the size of your disk drives. You can use Word on any Mac except the 128 KB 
Mac and the unenhanced 512 KB Mac, which don't provide enough random
access memory (RAM). Your Mac must have at least two double-sided 800 
KB disk drives because the Word 4 program no longer fits on one 400 KB disk 
and you should use the internal disk drive for the system disk. The Word 
program and its associated files come on double-sided disks, which a single
sided drive cannot read. 

Also, the Word 4 package doesn' t include the Macintosh system soft
ware, known as the Macintosh System Tools, as did earlier versions of the 
program. With rare exceptions, you should always use the most current 
version of the System Tools software-check with an Apple dealer for the 
most recent versions. Remember that all the components of the System Tools 
package are designed to work together. You should use the Installer program 
from the Sys tem Tools disks to install the most recent versions of the System, 
Finder, Control Panel, and printer drivers such as the Image Writer, Laser
Writer, and Laser Prep files. 
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• Preparing Working Copies of Word 
You should make copies of the Program and Utilities disks because you can 
then store the original disks in a safe place-and use the copies for your 
everyday work. Using a copy reduces the chance of a serious loss of data if 
something catastrophic should ever happen to a disk. If you have a hard disk, 
you'll probably prefer copying the files you need from the originals to the 
hard disk. Making working copies of Word and its support files is easy; 
because they aren't copy-protected, you won't ever have to insert a master 
disk to start the program. 

It's a good idea to begin by sliding open the write-protect tabs in the 
comers of the Word Program and both Word Utilities disks. This prevents 
accidental modification of the disks' contents when inside the Macintosh. 

After you prepare working d isks (or copy the files you need to your hard 
disk), store the original disks until you need them again. Word and its sup
port files come on three 800 KB disks. The following is a list of the files on the 
Word distribution disks: 

Disk and Files 

Word Program 

Microsoft Word 

Word 4 ReadMe 

Utilities 1 

MS Dictionary 

Word Help 

Word Command Help 

Word Hyphenation 

Standard Glossary 

AutoMac Ill 2.1 

Demo Documents 

Formula Glossary 

Getting Started Documents 

Sample Documents 

Sample Settings Files 

PostScript Glossary 

Size 

668 KB 

26 KB 

180KB 

147KB 

32 KB 

24 KB 

3 KB 

108 KB 

39 KB 

36 KB 

27 KB 

113 KB 

I OKB 

12 KB 

Contents 

The Word application itself. 

Last-minute information. 

Word's main dictionary. 

Word's help file. 

Help messages that appear when you select a 
command in the Commands dialog box and 
click the Help button. These messages are 
listed in the Commands sections at the end 
of each chapter and in Append ix E, "Word' s 
Preset Defaults." 

Word 's hyphenation rules. 

Word's default glossary. 

The AutoMac III macro-recording utility. 

Documents for creating dropcaps, legal 
stationery, resumes, and macros for redlining. 

A glossary containing entries for creating 
formulas, and a Settings file specifying a list of 
these glossary entries on the Work menu. 

The documents used in "Getting Started and 
Learning Word." 

The documents used in the "Microsoft Word 
Sampler." 

Settings files that configure Word so that it works 
like other products. 

Sample PostScript code you can add to your 
documents , and notes on using PostScript. 
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Disk and Files Size 

Utilities 2 

UK Dict ionary 164 KB 

SuperPaint 188 KB 

Word Finder 147 KB 

Conversions 168 KB 

Mailing Labels 79 KB 

Contents 

British spellings: To use this dictionary, name this 
file MS Dictionary. 

SuperPaint version 1.1 MS. 

The Word Finder thesaurus desk accessory. 

Apple File Exchange modules that convert files 
between the Microsoft Rich Text Format 
(RTF), DCA-RFT, and Word Perfect fo r the PC 
version 4.x fo rmats. 

Folder containing merge documents for preparing 
mailing labels: two sample data documents and 
a collection of fo rm documents. 

Of course, you don't need to transfer all these files to your working disks 
or to your hard disk. At a minimum, to write with Word you need only the 
Word program file and the Word Settings file. (Even though it isn' t included 
on any of the distribution disks, Word itself creates the Settings file and puts 
it in the System folder when you first quit the program.) The other files, 
including the dictionaries, Help files, Standard Glossary file, and so forth, are 
required only when you specifically access them. When Word needs to access 
these supplementary files, it will prompt you to insert into the drive the disk 
that contains them. 

In the next sections we' ll discuss how to best arrange the files you need in 
the space you have. If you have two floppy drives and no hard disk, read the 
next section: even though it's theoretically possible to run Word on a system 
that has only one 800 KB drive, in practice you would be swapping the sys
tem and Word disks too often for it to be a useful way to work. lf you're 
installing Word on a hard disk, you can safely skip the next section. 

Mac with Two 800 KB Drives 
In practice, you cannot use Word 4 unless you have at least two 800 KB disk 
drives. Because it's impossible to fit both Word and your system files on one 
disk, your only option is to spread them across two or more disks and swap 
disks where necessary. This table shows a disk layout for two 800 KB drives, 
assuming you're using three or more disks: 

Disk 

System disk 

Drive 

Internal drive 

Files on disk 

System Folder containing any printer 
d ri vers needed, such as the [mage
Writer or LaserWriter and Laser Prep 
fi les, and your documents (depending 
on the size of your System Folder). 
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Disk Drive 

Program disk External drive 

Utilities disk External drive 

Data disks External drive 

Files on disk 

Word program, Standard Glossary, 
·Word Hyphenation. Roughly 90 KB 
left for your documents. 

MS Dictionary, Help fi les, custom 
glossaries and user dictionaries, and 
SuperPaint 1.1 MS. Roughly 250 KB 
free. 

Copy documents from the external 
drive to the System disk, and work 
with the copies on the System disk. 

When setting up your System files, you should look for every available 
economy, so that as much room as possible is left for your documents. Use 
the Font/DA Mover to remove from the System file all fonts and desk 
accessories except those you really need. Fonts in particular consume a large 
amount of disk space. 

If you want to strip your System file to the bare minimum, you can 
remove all fonts but 9-point Monaco, 9- and 12-point New York, and 9-point 
Geneva (the only fonts the Macintosh operating system requires), and all 
DAs but the Control Panel, the Chooser, and perhaps the Scrapbook. In the 
System Folder retain only the System, Finder, General, Keyboard, Mouse, 
Startup Device, Clipboard, and Scrapbook files. 

Also keep in the System Folder only the printer drivers you need. For 
example, if you rarely use the LaserWriter, remove the Laser Prep and the 
LaserWriter drivers, which together count for more than 50 KB. 

If you keep many items in the Scrapbook, consider copying the Scrap
book file in the System Folder onto another disk and removing everything in 
the first Scrapbook. You can replace the Scrapbook desk accessory with one 
that can open a Scrapbook from a disk other than that containing the System 
Folder, such as SmartScrap from Solutions International. 

Of course, you can also prepare more than one type of system disk, each 
optimized for different requirements. For example, you can create system 
disks containing different collections of fonts, or you can create one disk for 
printing on the Image Writer and one for printing on the LaserWriter. 

A good strategy for using the extra space on the system disk is to copy 
your documents from a data disk to the system disk to work on them and 
then to copy them back to the data disk when you're done. Eject the program 
disk and load the data disk to transfer the document to the system disk, and 
then replace the program disk to use Word with the copy of the document on 
the system disk. If you need to access the Dictionary, Hyphenation, or custom 
glossaries, swap the Program and Utilities disks. 
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To use Word more effectively with small documents, choose Preferences 
from the Edit menu and select either the Now or Always option in the Keep 
File in Memory group. If you select the Always option, it becomes the default 
the next time you start Word, and you won' t have to call up the Preferences 
dialog box again. Then, when you open a file, Word loads as much of it as 
possible into memory. 

If your Mac has 1MB or more of memory, it might be more effective to 
start Word (this might require a few disk swaps) and select either the Now or 
Always option in the Keep Program in Memory group. This loads almost all 
of Word into memory, so you can eject the Program disk and insert a Utilities 
disk. When you're using a dictionary, accessing Help, or hyphenating the 
document, eject the Utilities disk and reinsert the Program disk. 

Any Mac with a Hard Disk 
You can load all 2,171 KB of files from the three Word disks onto your hard 
disk if you want, but you really don't need to use every file that's distributed 
with Word. For example, you might load the collection of sample documents 
until you've browsed through them and then delete them, retaining the 
copies on the masters until you need them again. 

The best way to install Word on a hard disk is to create a new folder 
called, for instance, Word Folder, and then copy Word and its support files 
into it. If you keep the Standard Glossary, Word Help, and Word Hyphen
ation files in the same folder as Word, Word will open them without 
presenting a dialog box asking you to find them. However, if you want to 
split up Word's files, read the information in the next section. 

It's also a good idea to keep your documents in a folder other than the 
one containing the Word files. This makes it easier to keep track of docu
ments. The following table shows a sufficient arrangement of files for a hard 
disk: 

Folder 

System Folder 

Word Folder 

Word documents folder(s) 

Files in Folder 

Normal system files plus any printer drivers 
needed, such as Lhe Image Writer or LaserWriter 
and Laser Prep files. 

Word program. Word Help, Word Command 
Help, Standard Glossary, MS Dictionary, 
Word Hyphenation, custom glossaries and 
user dictionaries, Super Paint 1.1 MS (or put 
it in the fo lder containing your other graphics 
programs). 

Your documents. 
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Some people don't like to put their applications in a folder because 
they don't want to have to open a folder to start an application. Also, 
the first folder you see after choosing the Open command is the folder 
containing Word, which typically shouldn't contain document files. They 
prefer placing their applications at the topmost level on their hard disks. 
Word works well with this arrangement; if you do this, however, put the 
files which would otherwise reside in the Word Folder in the System 
Folder instead, to make it easier for Word to find them. 

• How Word Finds Files 
Word must be able to find its files when it needs to access one of them. You 
open the vast majority of files in Word by choosing the Open command and 
locating the file on a disk or in a folder. However, Word opens the Standard 
Glossary, the User 1 dictionary, the Help file, and the Word Hyphenation file 
by following a search path through a list of certain folders on the disks that 
you've mounted. If Word can't find the file, it presents a d ialog box asking 
you to find the file by inserting a disk or opening the correct folder. 

If you have more than one file named Standard Glossary, for example, 
Word opens the first one found, and it might be difficult to determine exactly 
which of the files was opened. This issue is important if you have a hard disk, 
because with the extra space it's easier to develop a multiplicity of files and 
folders and therefore easier to lose track of their names and locations. 

The following list shows the search path Word uses to find files. If you 
keep this list in mind when saving the Standard Glossary or User 1 files, you 
can avoid creating secondary version of these files. You can't as easily modify 
the Help or Hyphenation files as you can the Standard Glossary and User 1 
files, but you can avoid the dialog box asking you to find them if you ensure 
that Word can find them. Word searches through disks and folders in the 
following order: 

0 The folder containing Word. 

@ The root, or topmost, folder of the disk containing Word. 

@) The System folder. 

0 The root, or topmost, folder of all other disks. 

0 The last folder that was displayed in an Open or Save dialog box. 

When you do a print merge, however, Word looks first in the folder 
containing the main document before it looks in the folders listed above. If 
Word can't find a file it needs, it displays a dialog box asking you to find the 
folder or insert the disk that contains the file. Also, Word 4 can remember 
where many of its files are-after you've indicated their location. This infor
mation becomes part of the current Settings file, and Word remembers the 
information the next time you start the program. 



Table of Character Sets 

ppendix B presents a table of the complete character sets for six 
common Macintosh fonts. The character sets for three different 
types of fonts are represented: 

0 Two standard Mac screen fonts-Geneva and New York. 

0 Two standard LaserWriter fonts- Times and Courier . 

0 Two special LaserWriter fonts-Zapf Dingbats and Symbol. 

Each font contains several types of characters, and the way you enter a 
character depends on its type. You can look up the key sequence for a given 
character in the Keystrokes column in the table. To save space, we condensed 
the words Shift, Option, and Command to single letters. For example, we rep
resent the keystrokes for creating an em dash (Shift-Option--) as SO-. For 
clarity, we represent an uppercase letter or symbol as Shift-letter. 

Often, you can enter a character in more than one way. You can enter its 
key sequence from the Keystrokes column in the table. Or you can place an 



insertion point, press Option-Command-Q enter its ASCII code from the 
table, and press the Return key. You can enter a paragraph mark, for exam
ple, either by pressing the Return key or by pressing Option-Command-Q, 
entering 13, and then pressing the Return key (although this is a roundabout 
way to enter a simple paragraph mark). 

Neither method works for all characters. For example, Word represents a 
graphic (or an empty graphics frame) with a character that has the ASCII 
value 1. You can insert a graphics frame by choosing Insert Graphics from the 
Document menu, but you cannot get the graphics frame by pressing Option
Command-Q, entering 1, and then pressing the Return key. On the other 
hand, you could remove every graphic from a document at one time by 
searching for "1 and replacing it with nothing. 

Normal characters: Those you use in everyday writing-the uppercase 
and lowercase letters from A through Z, the numbers, and the punctuation 
marks. You enter one of these in the expected way, by pressing a key on the 
keyboard or by pressing the Shift key at the same time as you press the key 
for the character. For example, in the table we represent an A as Sa. 

Dingbat and symbol characters: Supported in many Macintosh character 
sets, such as the standard bullet • (Option-S) or the paragraph symbol en 
(Option-7). You enter these by pressing the Shift or Option key in conjunction 
with a key. In the table, Option-S is represented as 08. 

Accented characters: Normal characters with added accents, such as e 
and o. You enter these by fi rs t pressing, at the same time, the Option key and 
a key for the type of accent you want, and then pressing, alone, the letter you 
want accented. For example, to enter i:i, first you press Option-u, and then 
press o. This sequence is represented in the table as Ou,o. 

Control characters: Assigned to ASCII characters between 0 and 30, such 
as the tab, paragraph, and newline marks. You can enter only a few of these 
from the keyboard. For example, enter a tab mark by pressing the Tab key, a 
paragraph mark by pressing the Return or Enter key, and a newline mark by 
pressing Shift-Return. In the table these keys are spelled out in a small point 
size, such as SRetum for a newline mark. 

Word's reserved characters: Set aside for marking some of the internal 
structures in a document, such as section marks, page breaks, and graphics. 
Some you can enter with a key sequence, such as Command-Enter for a sec
tion mark or Shift-Return for a newline mark. Others, such as the character 
produced when you click the Page Number icon in a Header window, can't 
be entered from the keyboard, because even though Word uses a character to 
represent a component of a document, it also adds other internal attributes 
that you can't add from the keyboard. If you want to enter one of these 
special characters, start by entering it in the normal way (by clicking an icon, 
for instance), and then create a glossary entry for it that you can enter by 
pressing Command-Backspace and a code you have chosen. 

Many of the special characters Word uses to place items such as graphics, 
paragraph marks, and so on, are visible only when Show en is turned on. The 



Comments column in the table identifies some of these special characters by 
name and offers some other notes where needed . Some ASCII characters in a 
given font are undefined and have no unique shape. When you turn on Show 
'IL you see either a box ( D ) or nothing at all . Because PostScript printers 
don' t print these boxes, we've added boxes to the table as graphics to show 
you which are visible and w hich are not. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that the shapes attached to certain ASCII 
numbers in certain fonts vary with the point size. In Geneva, for example, 
Shift-Option-' can be a fish, a sheep, a rabbit, or a Mac. (We spelled these out 
rather than showing you the images associated because the 12-point size of a 
font is downloaded to a PostScript printer, and the printer scales that size to 
whatever size is need ed in the d ocument. Therefore, a PostScript printer will 
always represent Shift-Option-' as a~ .) 

Comments 

0 0 D D 0 D 
1 0 D D 0 Graphic (either an Insert 

Graphic box or an 
actual graphic) 

2 0 D 0 Page number in header 
or footer 

3 0 D 0 Short d ate in head er 
or footer 

4 0 D 0 Short time in header 
or footer 

5 0 D 0 Footnote reference 

6 \ \ \ \ * .. Formula character ("\ ) 
and footnote 
separator 

7 0 D D 0 Footnote continued 
separator 

8 0 D D 0 
9 Tab Tab (" t), also long form 

of date. 
10 Linefeed , also abbrev. 

form of date. 
11 SReturn Newline (" n), also 

HH:MM:SS form of 
time. 
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12 

13 

14 

15 

16 
17 
18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
26 
27 

28 
29 
30 

31 
32 

33 
34 

35 

36 
37 

38 

39 

40 
41 

'f£.,, .· SECTION 6 

0 D D 0 
0 D D 0 
0 D D 0 
0 D D 0 
0 D D 0 
0 D D 0 
0 D D 0 
0 D D 0 
0 D D 0 
0 D D 0 
0 D D 0 
0 D D 0 
0 D D 0 
0 D D 0 
0 D D 0 
0 D D 0 

II 

# # # 

$ $ $ 
% % O?o> 

& & & 

# ~ # 
$ ~ 3 
% 'B' % 
& ({) & 

@ 3 

( ( ( ( + ( 
) ) ) ) r8l ) 

SEnter 

CEnter 

Return 

C
C-

Comments 

Page-break mark and 
Section mark (/\d) 

Carriage return or 
paragraph mark (Ap) 

Nonbreaking hyphen 

Optional hyphen("_) 
Spacebar Normal space 
51 
S' 

53 
54 
55 
57 

59 
so 

Double quote, inches, or 
seconds (see also 
ASOI 210-213) 

Single quote, feet, or 
minutes (see also 
ASCII 210-213) 

(zero) 



42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
so 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 

60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 

68 
69 
70 
71 

72 

73 

74 
75 
76 

* * * 
+ + + 

I 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

< 
= 
> 
? 

@ 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 

I 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
g 

< 
= 

> 
? 
@ 

A 
B 
c 
0 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 

I 
0 
1 
2 
) 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

< 
= 
> 
? 
@ 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 

* ,.. * 

I 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 

< 

> 
? 
@ 

A 
B 

c 
D 
E 
F 

G 
H 

I 

J 
K 
L 

I 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

< 
= 
> 
? 

A 
B 
X 
~ 

E 
<I> 
r 
H 
I 
~ 

K 
A 

58 
5= 

I 
0 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

S; 

S, 

= 
s. 
5/ 
52 
Sa 
Sb 

Sc 
Sd 

Se 

Sf 
Sg 
Sh 

Si 

Sj 
Sk 

51 

Comments 

Comma 

Normal hyphen 

Period 

Zero 

(semicolon) 

(comma) 

(period) 

(slash) 

·~ 651 
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~" ~ * ~ q,., 

cY ~ 4,_0~ ~ <j~ ~ ~ 
q,., q,.:;, ~ . q, !c. ':00 '!<$ 

'r-"3 ,<, .. ~ ci~; ~q, cP.:P '\1~~ "->~~ +q,~., 
Comments 

77 M M M M * M Sm 

78 N N N N * N Sn 

79 0 0 0 0 * 0 So 
80 p p p p 'Ct rr Sp 
81 Q 0 Q Q * 8 Sq 
82 R R R R ~'( p Sr 

83 s 5 s s * L Ss 
84 T T T T * T St 

85 u u u u * y Su 

86 v v v v * c; Sv 

87 w w w w * n Sw 

88 X X X X • - Sx 

89 y y y y • 'I' Sy 
90 z z z z • z Sz 
91 [ [ [ [ * [ [ 

92 \ \ \ \ * .. \ Backslash 

93 ] ] 1 ] * ] ] 

94 1\ /\ 2is j_ 56 Caret ( "") 

95 tl S- Underscore 

96 ciJ Grave accent; however, 

97 a a 8. a 0 a a in the Symbol font 

98 b b b b 0 p b pressing ' p roduces 

99 c c c c * X c 
a NOT operator over 

100 d d <1 d * () d 
the succeeding char-
acter. For example, 

101 e e e e * £ e pressing ' and then 
102 f f f f * <I> f a in _?ymbol results 
103 g g g g * ' y g in 0 .. 

104 h h h h * ' 11 h 

105 i i * t 

106 J j j j 
,,, 
"",f;' <p j 

107 k k k k * K k 
108 I 1 1 1 • 'A 
109 m m m m 0 !.! m 

110 n n n n • v n 
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111 0 

112 p 
113 q 
114 r 
115 s 
116 t 

117 u 
118 v 
119 w 
120 X 

121 y 
122 z 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 D 
128 A 
129 A 
130 <; 
131 E 
132 N 
133 6 
134 0 
135 a 
136 a 
137 a 
138 a 
139 a 
140 ~ 

141 9 
142 e 
143 e 
144 e 
145 e 

0 0 
p p 
q q 
r r 
s s 
t t 
u u 
v v 
w w 
X X 
y y 
z z 
{ { 
I I 
} } 

A 
A 
c; 
E 
N 
6 
u 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
c; 
e 
e 
e 
e 

' a 
h 

a 
a 
a. 
<> a 
'9 e 
' e 
A 

e 
e 

0 

p 
q 
r 
s 
t 
u 
v 
w 
X 

y 
z 

'A 
A. 
<; 
E 
N 
b 
0 
a. 
a 
a 
a 
a 

<; 
e 
e 
e 
e 

0 
0 
0 
0 

• T 

• 
t 
I 
I 
I 
i 

!J 

~ 

~ 

( 

) 

( 

) 

( 

) 

< 
> 
c 
J 
[ 

) 

{ 

J 

0 

1t 

e 
p 
cr 
't 

'\) 

m 
(!) 

~ 
'I' 
1;; 
{ 

I 
} 

0 

p 
q 
r 

s 

u 

v 

Vf 
X 

y 
z 
S[ 
S\ 
S] 
S' 

Comments 

(backslash) 

(tilde) 

Ou,Sa Zapf Dingbats and 
SOa Symbol characters 
SOc from ASCII 128 

Oe,Se 

On,Sn 
Ou,So 
Ou,Su 
Oe,a 
O',a 
Oi,a 
Ou,a 
On,a 

Oa 
Oc 
Oe,e 
O' ,e 
Oi,e 
Ou,e 

through 160 are 
undefined. However, 
even though 
characters in Zapf 
Dingbats from 128 
through 141 are 
undefined (i.e., have 
no screen image), 
when printed on a 
PostScript printer 
they produce the 
images shown here. 
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146 

147 l 
148 I 

149 i" 
150 fi 
151 6 
152 0 
153 6 
154 0 
155 6 
156 u 
157 u 
158 G 
159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 
168 
169 
170 

171 

172 
173 

174 

175 
176 
177 

178 

0 

¢ 

£ 
§ 
• 

B 
® 
© 
TM 

-::f; 

.tE 
0 
00 

± 
~ 

T 
'i 
n 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
(J 

u 
0 
u 

<t 

£ 
§ 

• 
qj 

f3 
® 
@) 
Tt·l 

IE 
0 
00 

± 

, 
1 

i 
i 
1 
n. , 
0 
0 
0 
6 , 
0 

u 
u 
u 
u. 
t 

0 

¢ 
£ 
§ 

• qr 

f3 
(!) 

@ 

D 
f£ 

QJ 
D 
D 
D 

i 
i 
1 
i 
n 
6 
6 
6 
b 

6 
u 
u 
u 
u 
t 
0 

¢ 

£ 
§ 

• 

B 
® 
© 
'I'M 

-::f; 

lE 

0 
00 

± 
~ 
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• • 
• • 
• • 'i' 

~ 

+ 
• • 
~ 

CD 
@ 

@ 

® 
® 
® 
® 

y 

~ 

I 
00 

f 

0 

± 
II 

Oe,i 
O',i 
Oi,i 
Ou,i 
On,n 
Oe,o 
O',o 
Oi,o 
Ou,o 
On,o 
Oe,u 
O' ,u 

Oi,u 
Ou,u 
Ot 
SOB 
04 
03 
06 
08 
07 

Os 

Comments 

Dagger 
Degree 
Cent 
Pound sterling 
Section symbol 
Standard bullet 
Paragraph mark (the 

symbol itself, not the 
Word marker) 

Or Registration mark 
Og Copyright mark 
02 Trademark symbol 
Oe,Oe Acute accen t 
Ou,Ou Umlaut or diaeresis 
0= 
SO' (single quote) 
SOo 
05 Infinity symbol 
SO= 
0, (comma) 



179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 

194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 

200 

201 
202 
203 

~ 

¥ 

!.1. 
a 
I 
I1 
1t 

I 
Q 

.Q 

,; 
f 
:::::: 

« 

» 

A 

~ 

¥ 
ll 
a 
2: 
n 
n 
J 
~ 

Q 

-1 
f 

/:::,. 

« 

» 

A 

D 
¥ 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
9 
S! 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

~ 

¥ 

!.1. 
a 
I 
I1 
1t 

I 
Q 

,; 
f 
:::::: 

« 

» 

A 

® 
@ 

@ 

® 
(f) 

@ 

® 

@ 

0 
8 

~ 

X 

a 
• 

u 

Comments 

0. (period) 

Oy Japanese yen symbol 
Om 
Od 
Ow 
SOp 
Op 
Ob Integral 
09 
00 (zero) 
Oz 
0' (single quote) 
Oo 
SO/ (slash) 
01 inverted exclamation 

point 
01 
Ov 
Of 
Ox 
Oj 
0\ (backslash) European 

open parenthesis, 
math much less than, 
and the symbol 
starting a merge 
language command 

SO\ (backslash) European 
close parenthesis, 
math much greater 
than, and the symbol 
ending a merge 
language command 

0; Ellipsis 
Ospace Nonbreaking space 
O' ,Sa 

655 
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204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 

212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 

225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 

235 
236 
237 
238 

A 
6 
CE 
re 

" 
" 

0 
y 
y 
I 
a 

fi 
fl 
:j: 

" 
%o 
A 
E 
A 
E 
E: 
i 
1 
1 
l 
6 

A 
0 
CE 
ce 

0 

y 
~ 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

N 

A 
6 
CE 
ce 

D 
¢ 

y 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

A 
0 
CE 

ce 

\\ 

, 

0 
y 
y 

< 
> 
0 
0 
:j: 

, 
0 
A. 
E 
A 
E 
E 
j: 

r 
I 
i 
6 

-~ 

, ... 
II .. -

c 
~ 

E 

~ 

L 
\1 
® 
© 
TM 

1\ 

v 

<=> 
¢= 

It 
=> 
v. 
0 

< 
® 
© 
TM 

I 

( 
t 
I 
L 
r 
i 
l 

On, Sa 
On,So 
SOq 
Oq 

Comments 

0- En dash 
SO- Em dash 
0[ Open double quote 
SO[ Close double quote 
0] Open single quote 
SO] Close single quote 
0/ 
SOv 
Ou,y 
SO' 
SOl 
S02 
S03 
S04 
S05 
506 
S07 
S09 
SOO (zero) 

SOw 
SOe 
SOr 
SOt 

SOy 
SOu 
SOi 

SOs 
SOd 
SOf 

SOg 
SOh 



239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 

245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 

6 

6 
(J 

0 
0 

. 
0 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
D 

6 

6 
0 
0 
u 
1 

' 
0 

) 
J 
( 
I 
J 

I 
i 
I 
J 
l 
r 
J 

SOj 
SOk 

Comments 

SOl (letter "el") 
SO; 
SOz 
SOx 
SOb 
SOn 
SOm 
SO, 
SO. (period) 
Oh 
Ok 

No keyboard equivalent 
No keyboard equivalent 
No keyboard equivalent 
No keyboard equivalent 



Using PostScript 

ostScript is a deep and beautiful language. In some ways, however, 
it shares the reputation of languages based on the syntax of FORTH, 
namely, that it's difficult to read and to learn. Some have said that 

you can tell a program in FORTH is well written if you can't read it at all! 
But nothing could be further from the truth. Programs written in Post

Script can be as clear and self-documenting as those in any other computer 
language. While the depths of PostScript require as much study as any 
language, you can achieve many special effects in your Word documents, 
such as thin lines, gray-scale text, and boxes, without great effort. This 
appendix is by no means a complete introduction to the language, but it 
should give you enough background to get started. We assume that you've 
had some exposure to at least one other programming language. For further 
study, the PostScript Language Reference Manual and PostScript Language 
Tutorial and Cookbook, by Adobe Systems Incorporated and published by 
Addison-Wesley, are highly recommended . (It might be a good idea to 
review the material on printing with the LaserWriter in Chapter 14, 
"Document Formatting and Printing," especially the section entitled "What 
Happens When You Print on a LaserWriter.") 
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• Understanding PostScript Syntax 
The PostScript language is easy to understand, once you become accustomed 
to its inverted syntax. If you've ever used a Hewlett-Packard calculator, 
you've already had a taste of this syntax, in which you enter the numbers for 
the calculation first, and then enter the operator for the calculation. When 
you enter the numbers, they go into a special structure within the calculator 
called a stack-the last number entered becomes the topmost entry on the 
stack. When the operation is performed, it acts upon one or more of the top
most entries in their order of entry and puts the result on the stack for the 
next calculation. Here's an example of some PostScript: 

2 3 add % Th is enters two n umbers and then adds them together 

The two numbers precede the add command. (Most commands, known as 
operators in PostScript, are spelled for ease in reading ra ther than being 
represented by symbols. Other math operators include sub for subtraction, 
nwl for multiplication, div for division, and neg for reversing the sign of a 
number.) Here, the two numbers are pushed onto the stack, and the add 
operator adds them, putting the result-5-back on the stack. Finally, the % 
character signifies that whatever follows on the same line is a comment and 
is to be ignored by the PostScript interpreter. 

• Writing a Simple Program 
PostScript operators in a Word document act upon one of five rectangular 
areas: a page, a paragraph, a graphics frame, a cell in a table, or a row of cells 
in a table. The drawing commands that your program issues are measured 
relative to the lower left comer of one of these areas, depending on which 
you specify. The coordinate system PostScript uses sets the origin at the 
lower left corner and measures positive distances in points (1h2 inch) to the 
right and in an upward direction from the origin. For example, the coordi
nates of the origin are (0,0), and the coordinates of a point one inch to the 
right and two inches upward from the origin are (72,144). Where this origin is 
placed on a page depends on which ar ea you set in your PostScript program. 

Let's create a simple shape and show how it looks when printed. Here's 
a short program for drawing a box in the lower left com er of a page: 

. page . 
newpath 
72 7 2 moveto 
72 144 lineto 
144 1 44 l i neto 
144 72 lineto 
c l osepath 
. 5 setgray 
stroke 

% Draw relat ive to t he p age rectangle 
% Start t he path to be drawn 
% Move to bottom left corner of box 
% Draw to top left co rner of box 
% Draw to top r ight corner 
% Draw to bottom right corner 
% Close path (dra w back to first point ) 
% Set a 50% gray level for the box 
% Draw l ines on the path just defined 
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To experiment with this PostScript, enter these lines into a blank docu
ment window. (You don' t have to type the comments.) Then select all the 
lines from beginning to end, choose the Styles command, and give the lines 
the PostScript automatic style. If the style doesn't appear in the dialog box, 
press the Shift key while choosing the Styles command to make all the auto
matic styles appear. Because the definition of the PostScript style contains 
the Hidden attribute, you need to select the Show Hidden Text option in the 
Preferences dialog box so that you can see code assigned to the style. If you 
click the Set Default button while the PostScript style is selected, the style 
will appear in the Define Styles dialog box for any new document you create. 

Word knows that any text in the PostScript style is to be sent on to a 
PostScript printer, such as the LaserWriter, as PostScript code instead of 
document text. When the PostScript interpreter inside the printer receives 
this series of operators, it executes each in the order received, creating 
patterns of pixels, which are then printed on paper or transferred to film. 

The final step is to choose the Print command, ensure the Print Hidden 
Text option is not selected, and Click OK. The printed page should look like 
Figure C-1 (allowing for the 75% reduction in size tha t was used to represent 
the image of the page). 

1- ! 

Figure C-1 
The PostScript code as it looks when printed. (This figure is reduced to 25% 
and adds arrows to show the order of drawing.) 
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Let's look at this code more closely. The first PostScript operator, .page., 
tells Word that the PostScript tha t follows is to be drawn relative to the 
rectangle of the page. The next operator, 11ewpath, expresses a peculiarity of 
P'ostScript relative to other languages that contain graphics commands. 

In other languages, when you draw a line, that line is drawn immedi
ately. In PostScript, however, you create a path first, and then your code tells 
the PostScript interpreter in the printer what to do with the path. It's as if the 
PostScript interpreter first outlines a pattern with an empty pen, creating a 
template, and then waits for subsequent commands to draw the pattern in 
the way you want. 

Here, the newpath operator tells PostScript to create a new, empty path, 
and the moveto operator moves the location of the imaginary pen to the first 
point in the new path. The lineto operators add line segments to the path after 
the last point specified in the path. The program contains three of these lineto 
operators, which create the left, top, and right edges of the box. The arrows in 
Figure C-1 show the direction of this path. The c/osepath operator 
is a convenience; it tells the PostScript interpreter to add a line segment to the 
current path leading from the last point in the path back to the first point, 
without requiring that you specify the coordinates of the path. The line not 
marked by an arrow is the line segment created by the c/osepath operator. 

Because PostScript uses the point system to set measurements, these 
instructions specify a path for a box that is 1 inch square and starts 1 inch up 
from and to the right of the lower left corner of the page. The setgray operator 
sets the gray level of any subsequent drawing. It takes the number that 
precedes it on the stack; this can go from 0 (black) to 1 (white), so this box is 
drawn in 50% gray. 

Finally, the stroke operator tells the PostScript interpreter to draw the 
path as a series of lines. This can be confusing at firs t, because you might 
have thought that this is what the program was doing all along-the use of 
the lineto opera tors seems to imply that actual lines are being drawn. 

Turn Off Background Printing when Using PostScript 
If the lower left corner of the box in this example seems to start roughly 
1/2 inch lower and to the right than described above, you probably have 
Background Printing turned on. Macintosh system software versions up to 
6.0.2 contain a bug that displaces PostScript on the first page of a Word 
document down and to the right by roughly V2 inch. To turn off Background 
Printing, choose Chooser from the Apple menu, and select the LaserWriter 
icon. To the right appea,rs a list of the available Laser Writers in your , 
AppleTalk network; below it is a pair of radio buttons for turning 
Background Printing on and off. 
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• Modifying the Program 
To understand the difference between a path and the lines drawn on the path 
with the stroke operator, let's repeat the program but replace the stroke 
operator with another, the fill operator: 

. page . 
newpath 
72 72 moveto 
72 14 4 lineto 
1 44 14 4 lineto 
1 44 72 lineto 
closepath 
. 5 setgray 
fill 

% Draw relative to the page rec t angle 
% Start the path to be drawn 
% Move to bottom le f t corner of bo x 
% Draw to top l eft corner o f box 
%Draw to top. r ight corner 
% Draw to bottom r i g ht corne r 
% Close the path back to first point 
% Set a 50% gray level fo r the box 
% Fill the path with a g ray level 

When you change the one line in the program above that's different from 
the previous example (which we've indicated in boldface) and print the 
document, the page you'll see should look like Figure C-2. 

1111 

Figure C-2 
The same path drawn with the fill operator instead of the stroke operator. 

Now let's write a new program and define a new operator called 
squarePath, which we can use to draw a both filled and stroked box. 

. page . 

/squarePath 
{ 
ne•..,path 
72 72 mo ve t o 

% Draw relative to the page rectangle 

% Start the definition of t h e operator 
% Start the path to be drawn 
% Move to bottom left cor ner of box 
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72 144 l ine t o % Draw to t:op lef t corner of box 
144 14 4 l i neto % Draw to top right corne r o f box 
1 44 72 lineto % Draw to bo ttom r i g ht corner 
c l osepa th % Cl ose the p ath back to f irst poin t 
} def % De fine the operator 

. 5 setgray % Se t a 50% gray level for the box 
squarePath fill % Draw the box as a filled path 
0 setgray % Set the color to black 
squarePath stroke % Draw the box as a series of stroked lines 

We pulled out the part of the PostScript tha t sets the path for the box 
and defined it as an operator. When you do this, you must precede the name 
for the new operator with a slash and surround the opera tors that define it 
with curly braces. Finally, end the definition with the def operator. When 
you print the page containing this code, it should look like Figure C-3. 

!Ill 
Figure C-3 
Using both fill and stroke with the new squarePath operator. 

• If an Error Occurs 
If your PostScrip t program contains an error, your LaserWriter or other 
PostScript printer usua lly does the worst thing possible (other than blowing 
up)- nothing. The yellow light blinks as the page is processed, and when the 
error happens, the blinking s tops. You might get a partially completed page, 
letting you determine where in the page the problem occurred, but it's likely 
that you won' t even get this. Errors that occur in the PostScript sent to the 
printer might not be reported to you by Word or by the printer. 
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Fortunately, there are steps you can take. If either a blank page or 
nothing at all appears instead of the results you expected, first check your 
typing. Also, in the last program, notice the blank lines between the groups of 
code. All the lines in a group of PostScript code must have the PostScript 
style, with no lines inadvertently assigned another style such as the Nanna! 
style--even the blank lines. This misassignment can happen easily, because 
the Next Style set in the definition for the PostScript style is the Nanna! style, 
which means that whenever you press the Return key after entering a line of 
PostScript, the next line reverts to the Normal style. To prevent this from 
happening, redefine the PostScript style, setting the contents of the Next Style 
field to PostScript. 

Also, it's easier to read your code if you remove the Bold character 
attribute and set the font to Courier so that the spaces between operators are 
easier to see. In fact, you can change the PostScript style to any thing you 
want, but leave the Hidden a ttribute set-it's not necessary in Word 4, but 
typically you want to print the PostScript effect, not the PostScript code and 
the effect. 

You can also use a set of routines, called an error dictionan;, which runs to 
about 30 lines of PostScript. (Groups of programs in PostScript are called 
dictionaries because you define operators that act like words in a sentence.) 
Error dictionaries, when sent to the printer ahead of your code, tell the 
printer to eject a page containing text describing what kind of error occurred 
and what was on the s tack a t the time of the error. From this you can usually 
discover the bug. You c;an get error dictionaries from user groups or from 
CompuServe; some are included with graphics programs that support 
PostScript. 

You can use an error dictionary in two ways. First, you can download 
the dictionary to the PostScript printer before starting Word, making the 
dictionary resident on the printer until you reset it or turn it off. Cricket Draw 
has this ability, as does the SendPS utility from Adobe Systems. Using a 
resident error dictionary is handy because once you've sent it to the printer, 
you don' t have to worry about including it before every piece of PostScript 
code you place in a document. 

Second, you can include the dictionary in your Word document before 
the PostScript code you're writing and want to test. This type of dictionary is 
called a nonresident dictionary because it is cleared from the printer's memory 
after the printing is done. When your code works, remove the preceding 
error dictionary; including the error dictionary before every occurrence of 
your PostScript in a document can become unwieldy. (Later in this appendix 
we'll describe a method that lets you add your own PostScript dictionaries to 
the Word program itself.) 
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.. TIP Saving a Printed Document's PostScript to a File 
When you begin to plumb the depths of using PostScript in Word, you may 
find it useful to take a look at exactly what PostScript code is being sent to the 
printer. As discussed in Chapter 14, "Document Formatting and Printing," 
when you print a document on a PostScript printer, Word sends the docu
ment to the LaserWriter driver, which translates the graphics commands 
that comprise it into PostScript commands and sends them on to the printer. 
It precedes this stream of PostScript with a file called the Laser Prep file, 
consisting of about 25 KB of PostScript definitions for many of the operators 
used by the LaserWriter driver when it translates tl1e document. 

You can intercept this translation process and send the PostScript to a file 
rather than to the printer. This file can take two forms. If you choose the Print 
command and immediately press Command-K, the PostScript is sent to a file 
called PostScriptO (or PostScript!, and so on) beginning with the 25 KB of · 
PostScript in the Laser Prep file. However, if you press Command-F instead, 
the file is saved without the Laser Prep header. The file is saved in the same 
folder as the Word program, and you can open it as a text file from Word to 
see the PostScript commands it contains. Finally, this technique works only if 
Background Printing is turned off. 

• Working with Operators and Variables 
Earlier we defined a new operator by giving a group of operators a name. 
You can define other objects in the PostScript environment as well. For 
example, consider this operator for converting inches to points: 

/inc h 
{ 72 mul I d e f 

The inch operator takes a number from the stack and multiplies it by 72, 
returning the result to the stack. You could use it in this way to change the 
definition of the squarePath operator: 

/inch 
{ 72 mul } def 

/squarePath 
{ newpath 
1 inch 1 inch moveto 
1 inch 2 inch l i net o 
2 inch 2 inch l ineto 
2 inch 1 inch l i neto 
c losepath 
I def 



The number of inches to be converted precedes each instance of the 
inch operator in squarePath. When the PostScript interpreter encounters the 
number, it puts the number on the stack. When the interpreter reads the inch 
operator, it looks up the definition and executes its code. The code in the 
definition first puts the number 72 on the stack, pushing the number repre
senting the inches to the second position on the stack. The mul operator multi
plies the first two numbers on the stack and puts the result on the stack. 

Defining Variables 
In PostScript, variables are almost identical to opera tors. If you wanted, you 
could define the number of points per inch as a constant, as in this code: 

/pointsl?erinch 
{ 72 } def 

/i nch 
{ pointsl?erinch mul } def 

/ squ arePa t h 
{ newpath 
1 inch 1 i nch mo veto 
1 inch 2 i nc h l i neto 
2 inch 2 i nch line t o 
2 inch 1 inc h lineto 
c l osepa th 
} de f 

In the above code, squarePath uses, or calls, the inch operator and passes 
it the number to be converted on the stack. The inch operator in turn calls 
pointsPerlnch to find its value and puts that number on the stack. The mul 
operator multiplies the numbers and puts the result on the stack. When 
control returns to squarePath, the number returned becomes a value passed to 
either the moveto or lineto operators. By defining values as constants in this 
way, you can make your code easier to read and to change. 

Setting Values Outside a Routine 
You can make a routine more useful, and therefore more general, by passing 
it values, which the routine uses internally. You can make the squarePath 
operator more generat allowing you to specify the coordinates of the lower 
left corner and to draw the sides of the square relative to that point. The 
complete code you need to draw a square in this manner is as follows: 

. page . 
/inc h 

% Us age : number i nch 
% Tak e : n umbe r i n inches to be conver t e d to poi nts 
% Return : number converted to poi nts 

72 mul } def 

667 
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/squarePath % Draws a l-inch squa r e 
% Usage : x Left yBottom s quarePath 
% Take : coordinates of lower l eft corner 
% Return: nothing 
( ne wpath % Start ne\v path 
moveto % Move to x and y coordinates on stack 
0 inch 1 inch r lineto 
1 i nch 0 i nc h r lineto 
0 inch - 1 i nch rlineto 
closep ath 
} def 

% Draw 
% Draw 
% Draw 
% Draw 

1 inch 1 inc h squarePath stroke 
3 inch 3 i nc h squarePath fi l l 
. 5 setgray 
5 inch 5 i nc h squarePath stroke 
7 i nch 7 inc h squarePath fill 

up 1 inch 
right 1 i nch 
dovm 1 i nc h 
back to beginni ng o f pat h 

These lines of PostScript code might seem heavily commented for such short 
routines, but the style presented here is good for maintaining your work in as 
understandable a format as possible. Notice that lineto has been replaced with 
rlineto; whereas lineto adds a line to the current path in absolute coordinates, 
rlineto adds a line relative to the preceding point specified. In this version of 
the squarePath routine, you specify the first point in the path- the lower left 
corner of the square, outside the squarePath routine. The first rlineto operator 
measures from that first point 0 inches in the x dimension and 1 inch in they 
dimension. Figure C-4 shows how these squares look when printed. 

II 

D 
II 

tD l 

Figure C-4 
Specifying the starting point of the square outside 
the squarePath routine. 
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Defining Variables Within a Routine 
Often, it's helpful to give names to the values passed to a routine, making 
them variables to be used within the routine itself. You can make squarePath 
even more useful by passing it the size of the square as well as the position of 
its lower left corner . 

. page . 
/inch 

% Usage : number i nc h 
% Take : the number in inches to be converted to poincs 
% Return : the n umber converted to poin ts 
{ 72 mul } def 

/square Path % Draws a variable-sized square 
% Usage : xLeft yBottom size squarePath 
% Take : coordinates of lowe r left corner and size 
% Return : nothing 
{ 
/size exch def 

newpath 
move to 
0 size rlineto 
size 0 rlineto 

% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

Store first number on stack 
in variable size 

Start new pat h 
Move to X and y coordinates 
Draw up size points 
Draw right size points 
Draw down size points 

on 

0 size neg rlineto 
closepath % Dra\'1 back to beginning of path 
} def 

1 inch 1 inch 3 inch squarePat h st roke 
3 inch 3 inch 2 inch squarePat h fi l l 
. 5 setgray 
5 i n c h 5 inch 1 inch squarePath stroke 
7 inch 7 i nch .5 inch s quarePach fill 

stack 

In this version, squarePath takes three values-two numbers representing 
the coordina tes of the lower left corner and one number for the size of the 
square in points. Because the size value is the last one set before squarePat/1, 
it's the first value on the stack when the routine is executed. 

Notice the first line in the squarePath routine: /size exch def. This is a 
special construction in PostScript; first the label /size is pushed onto the stack, 
making the size the second value. The exch operator exchanges the positions 
of the first two values on the stack, and the def operator then assigns the 
value representing the size to the label size. Subsequently, every instance of 
the variable size is replaced with the number the label contains. 

Creating variables in this way is very useful because you can use values 
over again or set a variable to a value at the beginn ing of a routine and alter 
the value at various points within the routine. In the squarePath routine, the 
size variable sets the amount by which all the relative movements are added 
to the current path through the rlineto operators. Figure C-5 shows how this 
code looks when executed. 
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• 

Figure C-5 
Specifying both the starting point and size of the square 
outside the squarePath routine. 

Word's Drawing Rectangles 
Earlier we mentioned that the PostScript operators tha t you group at one 
place in a document are drawn on the page relative to one of five areas, 
called drawing rectangles. The distances you specify are measured from the 
lower left comer of one of these areas. You've already encountered one of 
them-the page. Each group of PostScript operators that you insert in a 
document should be preceded by one of the following group operators, to 
specify the area you want to draw in: 

Group operator 

.page. 

.para. 

.pic. 

Applies to 

The limits of the printable area on the page. If you don' t spec ify 
a group operator, Word defaults to this area. 

Applies to the page containing the PostScript. 

Vertically, from the top of the Space Before value for the 
paragraph to the bottom of the Space After value. 
Horizontally, from either the fi rst- line or left indent 
(whichever is leftmost) to the right indent. 

Applies to the fi rst non-PostScript paragraph following the 
group. 

The limits of a graphics frame within the first non-PostScript 
paragraph following the group. 

The fi rst .pic. group applies to the fi rst graphics frame in the 
following paragraph, the second .pic. group applies to the 
second, and so on. 
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Group operator Applies to 

.cell. The limits of the cell containing the PostScript. 

.row. The limits of the entire row containing the PostScript. 

As shown in the table, you place the group of PostScript operators that 
you want to apply to an area either inside the area or immediately before it. 
With pages, cells, and rows, you can place the PostScript anywhere within 
the area. With paragraphs you place the PostScript immediately before the 
paragraph. Applying PostScript to graphic frames is like applying it to 
paragraphs, with a minor difference we'll discuss in a moment. 

Let's look at a few examples of how you might apply PostScript to these 
areas. We've already discussed drawing within the page. You might use 
squarePath within a paragraph to create an interesting effect in this way: 

. para. 
/inch 

% Usage : number inch 
% Take : the number in inches to be converted to points 
% Return : the number converted to points 
{ 72 mul l def 

/squarePat h % Draws a variable - sized square 
% Us~ge : xLeft yBottom size squarePath 
% Take : coor d i nates of lower left corner and size 
% Return : nothing 
{ 

/size exch def % Store first number on stack 
% in variable size 

ne1~path % Start ne1~ path 
mo ve to % Move to x and y coordinates 
0 s i ze r l ineto % Draw up size points 
size 0 rlineto % Draw right size points 
0 size neg r l i neto % Draw down size points 

0:1 

closepath % Oral·/ back to beginning o f path 
l def 

0 setgray 
0 inch 1 inch .5 inch squarePath fill 
.25 setgray 
.25 inch .75 inch . 5 inch squarePath fill 
.5 setgray 
.5 inch .5 inch .5 inch squarePath fill 
.75 setgray 
. 75 inch . 25 inch .5 inch squarePath fill 

stack 
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Figure C-6 
Using squarePath within the rectangle of the paragraph. 

The paragraph in Figure C-6 containing the text was indented from the 
left margin and has 1 inch of Space After; all the x values are measured from 
the left margin of the paragraph, and all they values are measured from the 
bottom of the Space After format. We added a Border format above the 
paragraph after the one the PostScript was applied to, providing a reference 
point. Notice that the squares were drawn behind the text; the PostScript on 
a page is drawn before any Word text is printed, regardless of where on the 
page it is placed or which drawing rectangle it applies to. However, if you 
want to draw the PostScript effects over all the Word's text, select the Print 
PostScript Over Text option in the Page Setup dialog box. 

Applying PostScript to graphics frames is similar to applying it to pages 
and paragraphs, but there is one difference. To draw within a graphics frame 
that is itself within a paragraph, place the code before that paragraph. If more 
than one graphics frame exists in the paragraph, you can apply PostScript to 
each in sequence by preceding each group of PostScript operators with a .pic. 
operator, as shown below. You can see the resulting output in Figure C-7. 
(However, as of this writing, Word 4.0 puts each PostScript effect in the first 
of a series of graphics frames instead of placing one effect in each graphics 
frame, as shown in the figure, which was printed from Word 3.02.) 

. pic . % graphics frame 1 
/squarePar.h 

( /size exch d e f 
newpath move t o 
0 size r lineto s ize 0 rlineto 0 size neg rl ineto 
closepath 
) def 

0 setgray 0 0 9 squarePath fi l l 
. pic . % graphics frame 2 
/squarePath 

(/size exch d e f 
newpath move t o 
0 s i ze rline t o size 0 rlineto 0 size neg rlineto 
closepath 
) def 

. 25 setg r ay 9 9 9 squarePath fi ll 



. p i c . % g r aphics frame 3 
/sq uarePat h 

(/ size e xch d e f 
ne 1vpa th mo ve t o 
0 size r l i ne t o size 0 rlineto 0 size neg rlineto 
c l osepat h 
1 def 

. 5 setgray 18 18 9 squarePath fill 

. p ic . % graph ics frame 4 
/sq uarePat:h 

{/size e x c h def 
n e wpath mo vet:o 
0 size r lineto size 0 rlineto 0 size neg rl i neto 
closepath 
l def 

. 75 set:gra y 27 27 9 squarePath f i l l 

DThe [;::]quality of G mercy D ;, not sttained, 
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven 
Upon the place benea th. 

Figure C-7 
Using squarePath within the rectangle of four graphic frames. 

As you can see, you must repeat the definitions of every operator used 
for each instance; to shorten the resulting code, we reverted to the point 
system instead of using the inch operator. We also removed the comments 
and compacted the remaining code. Each graphics frame has the Outline 
attribute, so you can see the position of the squares relative to the frame. 

One benefit of being able to specify drawing areas with the group 
operators is that you can nest effects. For example, if you wanted you could 
nest a graphics frame within a paragraph, within a cell, within a row, within 
the page, and give each area a different type of PostScript effect. 

Word's Drawing Rectangles and Clipping 
Word's dra·wing rectangles have an additional property that can be both a 
help and a hindrance, depend ing on the effect you want to achieve. When
ever you draw within one of Word's five types of drawing rectangles, the 
images drawn on the page are limited to the edges of that area. The perimeter 
of the rectangle within which your commands are drawn is often called its 
bounding box. The path of the box that clips the image beyond its borders is 
called its clipping path. 

This behavior is useful when you want to limit, for example, the extent 
of a PostScript effect you' re add ing to a certain paragraph. But what do you 
do if you want to draw something immediately outs ide a paragraph? For 
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example, if you want to place a shaded square to the left of a paragraph by 
using the squarePath operator described earlier, you might use code such as 
the following: 

. para . 
/in ch { 72 mul } def 
/sguarePath 

{/size exch def 
newpath moveto 
0 size rlin eto size 0 r l ineto 0 size neg r l i neto 
closepath 
} def 

. 5 setgray 
-. 5 i nch 0 i nch . 25 i nch squarePath fi ll 

The last line in this code will start the lower left corner of the square 1 inch 
to the left of the left indent. Because the width of the square is 0.25 inch, the 
square is positioned outside the paragraph's clipping path. 

You can empty the clipping path that Word automatically attaches to 
the drawing rectangle for the region associated with a group of PostScript 
commands by using the initclip operator. This reinitializes the clipping path, 
allowing you to draw anywhere on the page relative to the lower left corner 
of the drawing rectangle you've specified. To draw the square in the last 
example correctly, you would use code such as this: 

. p ara . 
/ inc h { 72 mu l } def 
/squarePath 

{/size exch def 
nev1path moveto 
0 size r lineto size 0 rlineco 0 s i ze neg rlinet o 
closepath 
} def 

initclip 
. 5 setgray 
-. 5 inch 0 inch . 25 inch s q uarePath fi l l 

The .diet. Group Operator 
There's actually a sixth group operator, called the .diet. operator, new in 
Word 4. It doesn't specify an area on the page, but solves a problem associ
ated with defining routines in your documents. Let's say that you want to use 
the inch and squarePath opera tors as defined in the last example to the left 
of the following paragraph, but didn't use the .diet. group operator. If you 
wanted to draw the grey square to the left of several locations on a page, 
you'd have to redefine both routines at every location. This happens because 
Word forgets the operators defined in each group of code after the group has 
been sent to the printer. 
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This behavior is both beneficial and problematic. It's beneficial because 
usually you don't want the effects of the PostScript you send to the printer 
to accumulate or to affect subsequent PostScript. If Word remembered every 
change made from one group to the next, some characteristic you've set in 
one group could affect the results specified in another. If, for example, you 
set the grey level to 50% in one group, and didn't set it to a11other level in 
the next group, the grey level would remain at 50%. Unless controlled, the 
combination of possible effects among groups could make it very hard to 
write, debug, and predict the effects of your PostScript routines. 

On the other hand, having to redefine effects at every ins tance can be 
cumbersome, because it clutters your document with text that has nothing 
to do with its actual content. Having a large amount of code distributed 
throughout a document makes it much easier to damage code inadvertently, 
particularly in work-group situations, where writers and formatters have to 
work together. Also, if you want to adjust an effect, you have to find and edit 
or replace every instance of the code in the document. 

The .diet. group goes far to solve the problem of redundant PostScript 
in a document. With it you can define operators that hold for an entire page, 
not solely for one group. When you want to use a routine defined in a .diet. 
group, you need only use the name of the routine, not redefine it. To continue 
our example mentioned above, you can isolate the definitions for the inch 
and squarePath operators in a .diet. group, and use them many times on a 
page without having to redefine the operators: 

. diet . 
/inch { 72 mul } def 
/squa r ePa th 

{/ s ize e x c h def 
n e wpath mo veto 
0 size rlineto s i ze 0 r l i neto 0 s ize neg rlineto 
closepat h 
} de f 

(non-PostScript text in the document) 

. para . initclip . 5 setgray 
-. 5 i nch 0 i n c h . 25 inc h squa r e Path f i ll 
(following non-PostScript paragraph to have the special effect) 

. para . initclip . 5 setgray 
-. 5 i nch 0 inch . 25 i nch squarePath fi l l 
(following non-PostScript paragraph to have the special effect) 
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When you use the .diet. group operator, the operators in the group 
shouldn' t actually draw anything on the page. Instead, use the operators 
you've defined here v.rithin the other groups of PostScript on the page. 

It's "beyond the scope of this book," as they say, to go into a detailed 
explanation of the reason why the definitions in .diet. groups last only for 
one page. Technically, it's because the Macintosh Printing Manager, which 
is responsible for converting the Toolbox commands used to create the docu
ment into a series of PostScript operators, inserts several levels of save and 
restore opera tors between one page and the next. These operators "protect" 
the PostScript which creates one page from the PostScript on the next by 
saving the state of the printer's memory before executing the PostScript on 
the page. When the PostScript that creates the image of the page has been 
executed, the saved memory state is restored. Because the operators you 
define are defined v.rithin the page-level PostScript, the operators are 
forgotten when the page is done. 

However, you can use a trick to get around this limitation. As we 
discussed in Chapter 14, "Document Formatting and Printing," Word prints 
the contents of a page's header before anything else on the page. If you put 
the .diet. group in the header belonging to a section, the definitions are sent 
automatically before each page in the section. In this way, you can hide a 
definition as a routine in the header, and use it at one or more locations in the 
body of the document. If the document has only one header, you can define 
PostScript routines that hold for the entire document in only one place. 

Word's Variables 
Word makes it easier to position PostScript effects relative to the current 
drawing rectangle by passing certain variables to the PostScript printer 
before each group of code you place in a document. Some of these variables 
contain the same information regardless of which drawing rectangle is being 
used, and some change. The following table lists these variables. 

Variable Type and un it Applies to 

Variables that remain constant f or all drawing rectangles 

wp$page number all 

wp$fpage string all 

wp$date 

wp$time 

string 

string 

all 

all 

Contains 

Current page number. 

Current page number in the fonnat 
set in the Section dialog box. 

Current date. 

Currentt.ime. 



Variable Type and unit Applies to Contains 

Variables that change depending on the drawing rectangle specified 

wp$yorig number in points all Location of the lower left comer 
wp$xorig of the drawing area, expressed 

in page coordinates (e.g., for the 
.page. group, both variables are 
set to zero). 

wp$y number in points all He ight of the drawing rectangle. 

wp$x number in points all Width of the drawing rectangle. 

wp$box path all Defines a path containing the 
current drawing rectangle. 

wp$sryle string .para. only Full style name of the paragraph 
following. 

wp$top number in points .page. Top margin. 

. para. Space Before value . 

.cell. Space Before value of the first 
paragraph in the cell. 

.row. Space Before value of the first 
paragraph in the row. 

wp$bollom number in points .page. Bottom margin. 

.para. Space After value . 

.cell. Space A fter value of the first 
paragraph in the cell. 

.row. Space After value of the fi rst 
paragraph in the row. 

wp$/eft number in points .page. Left margin, including the gutter. 

.para. Distance between left margin and 
left indent. 

.cell. Distance between left margin and 
left indent of the first paragraph 
in the cell. 

.row. Distance between left margin and 
left indent of the fi rst paragraph 
in the row. 

wp$right number in points .page. Right margin , inc luding the gutter. 

.para. Distance between right margin and 
right indent. 

.cell. Distance between right margin and 
right indent of the first 
paragraph in the cell. 

.row. Distance between right margin and 
right indent of the first 
paragraph in the row. 

wp$first number in points .para . only Width of the first-line indent. 

wp$co/ number .page. only Number of columns . 

wp$co/x number in points .page. only Width of each column. 

wp$co/xb number in points . page. only Space between columns . 
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Notice tha t in the second section of the table the four entries wp$top, 
wp$bottom, wp$/eft, and wp$right contain measurements that are defined for 
either pages or paragraphs- but not graphic frames. Using a variable in a 
group of code for an area in which the variable isn't defined creates an error. 

Also, there are no entries for the .diet. group in the table, because Word 
doesn' t generate variables when you use this group. You can use the variable 
names in your definitions, however, because the PostScript interpreter in the 
printer looks up the definitions of the routines in the .diet. group only when it 
encounters the name of the routine in one of the other five groups. Because 
the code you include in any of the other groups is preceded by variable 
definitions which pertain to that group, those variables will be used in the 
routines you defined in the .diet. group. 

Let's look at a few examples of how you might use these variables in 
your PostScript code. If you want to put a gray box behind the text in a para
graph, as we've done with the tip design elements in this book, use this code: 

. par a .. 9 setgray wp$box fi l l 

Here, the wp$box variable defines a path for the fill operator, in much the 
same way that we used the squnrePnth operator above. 

If you want to draw a box around a paragraph, use this code: 

. para . 1'1p$box str o ke 

This produces an effect much like using the Box Border paragraph format. 
However, whereas the Box format does not take into account the Space 
before and Space After values, the PostScript version does. If you want to 
change the width of the line used to draw the box, use the set/inewidth 
operator, which takes a value in points: 

. para .. 5 setline widch wp$box stroke 

Finally, if you want to draw a 0.5-point line around a paragraph that 
takes into account both the Space Before and Space After formats and starts 
at the margins rather than at the left and right indents, you might use code 
such as this: 

. para . 
initclip 
. 5 setlinewi dch 
nev1pa th 
wp$ l e f t neg 0 mov eto 
wp$ l e ft neg wp $y lineto 
wp$x wp$r i ght add wp$ y lineco 
wp$x wp$right a dd 0 l i neto 
closepath 
s t r o ke 

% Reset che clipping path 
% Draw half - poi nc - wi de lines 
% Start a new pach 
% Move t o first poin t 
% Dr a w l eft s i de o f box 
% Draw top of box 
% Draw right side of box 
% Recurn to beginning 
% Dra w the pach as a series of lines 



The possibilities for PostScript in your Word documents are limitless, 
and this book can only hint a t the range of the effects you can produce. The 
two books cited at the beginning of the chapter are great aides for extending 
your knowledge of Pos tScript. 

• Adding PostScript Operators to Word 
You can add your own PostScript operators to Word by modifying the Word 
program itself. This isn't difficult, but you should take a few preliminary 
steps. First, make a copy of Word to use in your experiments. Next, find the 
SerialPrinter driver file; if it isn't in your System Folder already, copy it there 
from the Word Utilities disk. 

If you're using a hard disk, put a copy of ResEdit on the hard d isk. If 
you're using floppies, put a copy of the ResEdit program on the startup disk. 
ResEditl.2b2.2 is about 264 KB, so you might have to remove or rearrange 
some files to get the System Folder and ResEdit to fit on one disk. 

Finally, you' ll need the definitions for the PostScript operators you want 
to add to Word. For this example, suppose you've developed the following 
code, inventing two new operators. The PostScript in boldface contains the 
operators you want to add . 

. para . 
/inch 

% Usage: num inches 
% Take: a number in inches 
% Return : the number converted to points 
{ 72 mul } def 

/grayBoxFill 
% Usage: num grayBoxFill 
% Take: the graylevel, from 0 (black) to 1 (white) 
% Return: nothing 
{ 

setgray 
wp$box fill 

de£ 
. 5 g r a yBoxFill 
0 setgr a y 

% Takes the graylevel from the stack 
% Fills the path with that graylevel 

0 0 mo veto 2 inch 1 i nch l i neco scroke 

A good way to go about developing this code is to first write and debug 
it as text given the PostScript style in a Word document. When everything 
works the way you want, select and copy every line of the code between the 
.para. operator and the commands that execute the operators you've d efined. 
Then paste them into the Scrapbook where they'll remain until needed. Also, 
save the Word d ocument you used to develop the code so that you can make 
further refinements later. 
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The following procedure describes a method for adding our PostScript to 
a special resource called the PREC 103 resource within the Word program. 
Word doesn 't come with a PREC having this ID number, but it does have one 
called PREC 4, which we can duplicate and convert to a PREC 103 resource. 

0 Start ResEdit. You 'll see a small window for each volume you have 
open. Scroll in the list box, and double-click the name of the folder 
which contains Word. Another window opens which lists all the files 
in the folder, as sho·wn in Figure C-8. 

Hard Disk 
D =o w4 
D D !PS t ester / header 

~~DI,I.ole!telulltlwlorldlse1tt1lnlglsl() 
D DAutoMec 1112. 1 n 
D D Backup of Word 4 ReadMe j,;; 
D D Demo Documents i!::: 
D D Formula Glossary !· ~ : : 
D 0 Getting Started Documents 0 I 
D D MS Dl ctlonery I ! 

OPostScrlpt Glosser 

Figure C-8 
The window listing the fi les contained in the Word folder. 

f9 Find the entry for the Word program and double-click its name. 
Another window opens, listing Word's resources. Scroll in the list 
box until you find the PREC resource, as shown in Figure C-9. 

Hard Dlsk I 
0 w4 I 
0 D ! !iD I!i!iiiiiiiiii 1Word4 
lil <311 PCOD , 0 D ! PICS 
D 0 PICT 
D D . 
Do Serv 
Do SIZE 
Do SrLI 
.Q.o STR 

~ £ STR• 
vers 

Figure C-9 
The window listing all the resources attached to the Word program. 

@) Find and double-click the entry containing Word's PREC resources. 
Yet another window opens, listing Word's PREC resources, as shown 
in Figure C-10. Only one entry should be listed-the PREC 4 resource. 



lford Disk I 
D w4 I 
D D. !Word4 I 
it) <JI 

PCJ!DII PRECs from !Worll4 -D D PI 
D D PI 
D D p~ 

D D Se 
D D Sl 
D D sr 
Q.o s 

Q. s 
ve ...._ 

lo 

Figure C-10 
The window listing the PREC 4 resource in the Word program. 

9 Select the PREC 4 resource and choose Duplicate from the Ed it menu 
to create another copy of the PREC 4 resource. The new resource has 
the same contents as the PREC 4 resource, but ResEdit assigns it a 
random ID number. (When you do this step, you'll likely get a 
different ID number.) 

(f) Select the new resource and choose Get Info from the File menu. 
The window shown in Figure C-11 appears. Change the contents 
of the ID field to 103, and close the Get Info window. Now the 
resource has the correct ID number, but retains the same contents 
as the PREC 4 resource. 

Hord Disk 

Size: 96 

Owner type 

Attributes: 
0 System Heop 0 Locked 0 Prelood 
l8l Purgeoble 0 Protected 

Figure C-11 
The Get Info window for the new resource. 

(!} Double-click the entry for the PREC 103 to see what it contains. 
Another window opens, as shown in Figure C-12, displaying the 
contents of the resource in both hexadecimal and text format. 

~ 681 
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Hnrd Disk I 
CJ w4 I 
CJ o 1Word4 I fl) <31 p~ PRECs from 1Word4 I D D 

PI PFIJO • PREC 10 • 103 from 1Word4 EliiB D CJ 
D D :~ p 000000 0005 0529 03FC 0579 ODD< DO Ox f!'! 
DCJ 

000009 OOOE 0690 03FC 05AO DDDiDDD• 
SE 0000 10 OOOE 0528 OOQO 0 1EF OD D< Di DO 

DCJ 0000 19 03FC 0955 5320 4C65 DD DUS Lo 

DCJ 
5 1 000020 7474 0572 OQ4 1 3 420 ller[ft4 
Sr 000029 ·= 7474 ~72 0955 LelterOU 

Q. o s 000030 5320 4C6S 0701 OC15 S LOQO I D 
000039 4Q6E 7465 726E 0 174 Internal g 151 000040 OQI!F OEO 1 6C20 400 I lono l Fa 
000049 OEOO I!F6C 640E 430F nfo ldOCo 

~ 000050 6070 7574 6572 2050 ttpular P 
000059 0 170 = 0 1CO 0000 oporOI.DD 

~ '--- ooooeo 
000069 '2l 

Figure C-12 
Word's new PREC 103 resource, in both hexadecimal and text formats. 

8 Select all the text in the text area of the resource by dragging from 
just before the first character to beyond the last character, as shown 
in Figure C-13. Choose Clear to delete the text, leaving only the 
insertion point. 

Figure C-13 
How the PREC 103 window looks after selecting all its text. 

E3 Copy the PostScript cod e from the Scrapbook where you pasted it 
earlier. Paste it into the PREC 103 window at the insertion point. The 
window should now look like Figure C-14. Close the window for the 
PREC 103 resource by clicking its close box. 
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!lord Disk I 
D w4 I 
D D . !Word4 I 
~ <31 . PC PRECs from !Word4 I 
D ~ · : : P 10 - PREC 10 • 103 from !Word4 l!!!!l!!!iil 
D D p~ P 000000 2F69 6E63 6600 092:5 /lnchDO:. !::! 

D D Se g~g ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~:·y~ 
D D 51 0000 19 6573 0009 2~20 ' 461 osoo• Ta t 
D D Sr ~~~ ~i~~~~ ::::~: , ;:"' t 
£ D s ~~~ ~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~"~:~~ ·.I £ 5 000040 3A20 7469 M20 ~ : the nu 

000049 &l52 6572 2063 6F6E mbor con , 1 
~ 0000,0 766, 7274 6~ 2074 V<tr l od I I 

0000'8 OF20 700F 600£ 7473 o po i nt s 

'--- ~~g ~~ ~~ ~~ = ~~ ~ ~~~ : 
000070 0000 2F67 7261 7942 DD/ gr Q\19 I 
000078 OF78 4669 6C6C 0000 O>tF I I I (10 I 
OCKXJBO 2520 5573 6 167 e~ 1: Usoo- : ·! 

~~g ~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~ ~~~=F 'j";~ II 
000099 0009 ~20 ~61 t>B6~ DOl Take i 
OOOOAO 3A20 7469 6520 6772 : the gr j 
OOOOA9 6 179 6C65 7665 CC2C ~I ove I , 
000090 2066 7261' &l20 3020 fr o.. 0 i 1, 
000099 2862 6C61 6369 2920 <b lack) 
OOOOCO 746F 2031 2028 7768 l o 1 <•h 
OOOOC9 6974 65 211 0009 ~20 I to l DD .• 
000000 5265 7475 726E 3A20 Re hrn: 
000009 6E6F 7469 6116E 6700 nalhlngO 
OOOOEO 0978 0009 0973 6574 O(O DDso l 

~~g ~~ ~~~ ~~ ~ r."¥:~~ ~ 

Figure C-14 
The PREC 103 resource after pasting in the PostScript code. 

Q) Quit ResEdit. A dialog box appears asking if you want to save the 
edited copy of Word . Click Yes. 

To verify that you've successfully added new PostScript commands to 
Word, start the copy of Word to which you've added the PREC 103 resource, 
and enter the same PostScript code as before, but this time leave out the 
definitions for the commands you've added: 

.para . 

. 5 g r ayBoxFill 
0 setgray 
0 0 mo ve to 2 i nc h 1 inc h line to stro ke 

If the operators you've added don' t work correctly or don' t seem to work 
at all, try the following suggestions: 

0 Be sure you've fully debugged the code in the Word document you 
first used to develop the code. 

0 Even though you've moved the definitions for the new PostScript 
commands into the PREC 103 resource, you still need to precede each 
group of PostScript code in your document that uses the commands 
with a group operator. If you don' t use one, .page. is assumed. 
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0 Make the first block of code in the PREC 103 resource an error 
dictionan;, which you can get from user groups, CompuServe, or 
from some software packages that support PostScript, such as 
Cricket Draw. The various forms of these error dictionaries can 
report certain types of errors, such as the following: when an 
operator needs more values on the stack to work properly; when a 
procedure generates so many entries on the stack that the stack 
overflows; or when a value on the stack isn't in the form the operator 
needs (for example, a character string instead of a number). 



Mathematical Typesetting 

f you work with mathematical formulas frequently, you'll appreciate 
Word's math typesetting feature. However, it's a feature that requires 
study and a fair amount of practice to master, because it diverges from 

the philosophy of What You See Is What You Get. To use this feature, you 
encode mathematical terms in a special language instead of entering text and 
arranging the terms with the mouse. For example, to express the equation for 
the length of the hypotenuse of a right triangle, you could create an equation 
such as this: 

It's easy to superscript the number 2 in this example and to change the point 
size from 9 to 8. But how do you create the square root, or radical, symbol? 
For effects like this, you must use the math typesetting feature. The same 
equation expressed in math typesetting code looks like this: 

r = \R(x2 + y2) 

This equation has only one component that isn't part of the text of the 
formula: the backslash with a dot under it, called the formula character, and 
the capital R that follows it. The R command draws a radical around what-
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ever is enclosed in the parentheses. Word's typesetting commands typically 
use one or more arguments, listed inside parentheses; in the example above, 
the text x2 + y2 is an argument used by the R command. You can format the 
contents of an argument as you would any other text in Word. 

You enter the formula character by pressing Option-Command-\. You 
must have Show <j[ on, or you'll see only a normal backslash. Each typesetting 
command begins with \ and a letter specifying the command. After you 
construct the formula, press Command-Y again to turn Show 'II off. Word 
converts the typesetting codes into the actual formula; the formula 
characters, typesetting codes, and the parentheses surrounding the argu
ments disappear. You can select parts of the formula to format when Show 'II 
is off, but remember that the placement of the parts is determined by the 
typesetting codes and not by Word's standard routines for arranging text, 
so the results can be unpredictable. Do all your formatting and editing within 
the typesetting code, when Show 'II is on, or format an entire line containing 
the formula a t once. 

Most of the typesetting commands have options that alter their effects. 
You enter an option immediately after a command and precede each option 

· with the formula character. For example, if you want to draw brackets 
around the name of a variable, you might use typesetting code such as this: 

\B\BC\{(X) 

to create this: 

IX} 

Some additional points to remember: 

0 When typesetting formulas, avoid putting a minus sign in front of 
the Line Spacing measurement in the Paragraph dialog box, because 
this might cause parts of a formula that extend beyond the limits of 
the line spacing to be cut off. Often, however, the text will reappear 
when the document is printed. 

0 Use a glossary to store fragments of formulas. Give each entry a 
name you can remember. Select only the fragment you want to 
record-not an ending paragraph mark, for instance-because you 
want the fragment inserted from the glossary to take on the character 
and paragraph formats of the surrounding text. When you insert the 
glossary item, use it as a template, replacing its parts as needed. The 
distribution disks for Word contain a glossary file that you can 
customize for your own needs. 

0 You can use many of the characters in the Symbol font to represent 
special characters in formulas. For example, to get the symbol for pi 
(n), switch to the Symbol font and type the letter p. A special key 
sequence exists for using the Symbol font: Press Shift-Command-Q, 
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and the next letter you type will be in the Symbol font. Text you enter 
after the first character returns to the base character format for the 
style. 

0 Often, it's easier to use Word's standard character formatting 
features to create an effect, rather than construct complex 
arrangements of typesetting code, For example, you can superscript 
by using the \S command, but you can also superscript by using the 
Character command, 

0 Once you create a formula, you can prevent changes to it. To do this, 
select the formula, press Option-Command-O to copy an image of 
the selection to the Clipboard as a PICT graphic, and paste the image 
over the original selection. Or you can keep the original formula in a 
separate place and transfer only the finished image of the formula to 
the main document. Also, you can transfer images of formulas to 
programs other than Word by copying the PICT version and pasting 
it into a document opened from within the other application. 

0 If you rarely need to create formulas, remember that you can create 
the image of a formula as an arrangement of text objects in an object
oriented drawing program such as Super Paint and then copy the 
image into Word. 

0 You can also use the typesetting commands to create other effects 
besides mathematical formulas. For example, you can position 
characters with the D, or Displace, command, as shown below. 

The codes and options for each command and some examples showing 
their use are listed below: 

A, Array 
The A command creates a two-dimensional array from a series of arguments. 

Usage \A\options(argume11tl, ... ) 

Options AL, AR, AC Alignment: left, right, or centered. 

Examples 

COn 

VSn 

HSn 

(
1 23] 456 
789 

Formats for 11 columns. 

Sets line spacing to 11 points. 

Sets column spacing to 11 points. 

Draw a 3-by-3 ma trix. 

\B\BC\((\A\AC\C03(\S\AI4(1),\S\AI4( 
2),\S\AI4( 3 ), 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 )) 
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B, Brackets 

Create an n-by-n array. 

\B:..sc:.. [(~A\AC\COS( x\S\003(11) I.,., ., 
x\S\ D03(J n) 1 • 1 1 1 1 • 1 • 1 1 1 1 • 1 • 1 1 1 1 • 1 

x:..S\D03(nl), ., ., ., x\S\D03(nn))) 

The B command places brackets on one or both sides of an argument. 

Usage \ B:..options(argument) 

Options LC\c, RC~c, BC:..c Sets brackets on left, right, or both sides 

Example 
I f(x) I 

D, Displace 

with character c. If c is{,[,(, or<, the 
corresponding closing character is 
used on the right side. 

Absolute value of f(x). 

\B\BC\ I (f(x)) 

The D command positions the next character horizontally. It doesn't take an 
argument, but you must supply the parentheses anyway. 

Usage \Doptions() 

Options FOn 

Examples 

BAn 

LI 

X 

y X 

y 

Moves to the right n points. 

Moves to the left n points. 

Draws a line from the end of the first 
specified character to the starting position 
of the second specified character. 

Draw Y 30 points to the right of X. 

X:-..o~F03ooY 
Draw Y 40 points to the left of X. 

X\D~BA400Y 



x __ y 

y X 

F, Fraction 

~ 689 

Draw Y 30 points to the right of X, and draw 
a line between them. 

X:--.D~LI\F03ooY 
Draw Y 40 points to the le ft of X, and draw a 

line between them. 

X:--.D~LI\BA4ooY 

The F command creates a fraction from tv.ro arguments (numerator and 
denominator) centered above and below the line. 

Usage :\F(argumentl , argument2) 

Example 
a+ b 
c+ d 

I, Integral 

Fraction a + b over c + d. 

\F(a + b,c +d) 

The I command creates integral, product, and summation symbols from three 
arguments: In the case of the integrand, the first sets the lower limit; the 
second sets the upper limit; the third sets the integrand . 

Usage \ Joptions(argumentl , argument2, argument3) 

Options SU, PR Changes the integral symbol to a summation 

IN 

FC~c, VC\c 

symbol (SU) or the product symbol (PR). 

Inline format, with the limits printed to the 
right of the symbol. 

Changes the integral symbol to c. FC creates 
a fixed-height character, and VC creates a 
variable-height character that matches the 
height of the integrand. 
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Examples 

Jbf da 
a 

L, List 

Integral off from a to b. 

\1\IN (\S\DOS(a),\S\UPlS(b),f) da 

The symbol f is Option-7 in the Symbol font. 
The symbol a is the letter a in the Symbol 
font. 

Product of Xi from 1 to n . 

\ 1\ PR (i =l,n, x \S\D03(i)) 

The L command creates a lis t of values from any number of arguments, 
without requiring the use of\ before each value. 

Usage \L(argument1, ... ) 

0, Overstrike 
The 0 command draws arguments over each other, in the order given by the 
arguments. 

Usage \O(argument1 , nrgument2, ... ) 

Options AL, AR, AC Aligns the characters on their left or right 
edges, or centers them (the default option). 

Example 
\ Simulate the formula character. 

\0\AL(.,\) 

R, Radical 
The R command draws a radical symbol. If one argument is supplied, it 
appears under the radical. If two arguments are supplied, the first appears 
over the radical. 

Usage \R(argument1, argument2) 
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Examples 
...Jx Square root of x . 

\ R(x) 

Nth root of x. 

\R(n,x) 

S, Superscript or Subscript 
The S command positions vertically one or more arguments. 

Usage \ S(argumentl , argument2, ... ) 

Options UPn, DOn Moves the argument up or down n points. 

Example 

X, Box 

Aln, Din Adds space in points above the ascender or 

f, 

below the descender of the argument. You 
can use this with the X command to adjust 
spacing around bordered elements. These 
options are affected by "negative" line 
spacing measurements. 

Function f sub 1. 

f\S\ D03(I) 

The subscript is in 7-point Palatino font. The 
f symbol is Option-7 in the Symbol font. 

The X command draws borders around an argument. If you don't supply an 
option, it draws borders on all four sides. 

Usage 

Options 

Example 

\X(argument) 

TO 

BO 

LE 

RI 

label 

Top border. 

Bottom border. 

Left border. 

Right border. 

Draw a box around abc. 

\X(abc) 
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Word's Preset Defaults 

he tables in this chapter present the d efaults stored in the Word 
Settings (4) file, which comes with the Word Program disk and is 
normally kept in the System Folder of the startup disk. As you 

add commands to Word's menus, assign key sequences to commands, set 
preferences, and so on, the new settings become the defaults stored in the 
current Settings file. This Settings file is either the Word Settings (4) file 
itself or one you 've crea ted by clicking the Save As button in the Commands 
dialog box. To return the current Settings file to the preset state: 

0 Open the Commands dialog box. 

@ Press the Shift key while clicking the Reset button. Word responds with a 
dialog box asking, "Are you sure you want to revert to default settings?" 

@) Click OK. Word returns the current Settings file to its preset defaults. 

For more information about commands, defaults, and storing defaults in 
Settings files, see Chapter 3, "The Word Environment." 
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• Settings Stored in a Word Settings File 
Following is a table describing what is stored in a Word Settings file and 
showing the preset state (indicated in italic type) of the Word Settings (4) file 
from your original Word Program disk 

Where and What Set 

Preferences dialog box 

Unit of measurement 

Show Hidden Text 

Use Picture Placeholders 

Show Table Gridlines 

Show Text Boundaries in Page View 

Open Documents in Page View 

Background Repagination 

"Smart" Quotes 

Keep Program in Memory 

Keep File in Memory 

Custom Paper Size 

Options 

Inch , Centimeter, Points, or Picas 

On or off 

On or off 

On or off 

On or off 

On or off 

On or off 

On or off 

Now and/or Always; neither 

Now and/or Always; neither 

Length and width, or no custom paper size 

Menu configuration and Commands dialog box 

Full/Short Menus 

Menu configurations 

Key sequences for commands 

Work menu 

Document formats 

Document dialog box 

Page Setup dialog box 

Either Shorr Menus or Full Menus 

You can assign almost any of Word 's commands 
to any menu. See the Commands table later in 
this appendix. 

You.can assign almost any Shift, Option, and 
Command key sequences to all of Word's 
commands. See the Commands table later in 
this appendix. 

Document, glossary, command, and style names. 
No entries. 

When you click the Set Default button, Word 
records the state of every option in the dialog 
box. When you choose New from the File 
menu, Word uses the new defaults. (See 
Chapter 14, "Document Formatting and 
Printing.") 

I in. top and bottom margins, 1.25 in. left and 
right margins, 0.5 in. default tab stops. Widow 
Comrol, Footnotes at Bottom of Page, Number 
Pages from I . Number Lines from 1. 

Options are stored in the document , not in the 
Settings file. 



Where and What Set 

Docume11t formats, co11t. 

Print dialog box 

Section formats 

Section dialog box 

Style formats 

Define Styles dialog box 

Other defaults 

H ide/Show~ 

Dialog box placement 

File locations 

Outline View 

Print Preview 

Index 

Table Of Contents 

Word Count 

Spelling 

Hyphenation 

Find/Change 
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Options 

Print Hidden Text (On or Off) . Print Back to 
Front (On or Off), Print Quali ty ( lmageWriter 
only-Best, Faster, Draft), Cover Page 
(LaserWriter only-First Page, L'lst Page. 
or No). 

When you click the Set Default button, Word 
records the state of every option in the dialog 
box. When you choose New fTOm the File 
menu, Word uses the new defaul ts. (See 
Chapter 12, •·section Formatting.") 

When you c lick the Set Defau lt buuon, Word 
records the delinition of the se lected style. 
When you choose New from the File menu, 
Word adds all recorded styles to the document. 

(See the table below for the preset style defini
tions; see also Chapter 10, " Working with 
Style Sheets.") 

Either Hide for Show~ 

If you move a dialog box, Word remembers the 
new position. 

Help, MS Dictionary, up to three user diction
aries, Hyphenation, and the location of the 
Excel and SuperPaint programs (for Quick
Switch, covered in Chapter 16, "Transferring 
Text and Graphics"). 

If Word can' t find one of these files in an 
expected folder (see "How Word Finds Files" 
in Appendix A, "Setting Up Word"), it presents 
a dialog box asking you to find the file . This 
location is stored in the Settings file. 

Show Formats, Show Body Text. 

Number of pages displayed. 

Run-in or Nested style. 

Outline or .i. method of table-of-contents 
extraction, and whether page numbers are 
extracted. 

Characters, Words. Lines, and Paragraphs . 

Ignore Words in All Caps. 

Hyphenate Capitalized Words. 

Match Case, and Find Whole Words. 
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• Preset Style Sheet Definitions 
Below is a list of Word's automatic styles and their preset definitions. As with 
the other settings s tored in the current Settings fil e, you can reset the default 
definitions for the automatic styles by pressing the Shift key while clicking 
the Reset button in the Commands dialog box. However, when you do this, 
you lose the other styles you've added to the current Word Settings fi le as 
well as the other preferences you've set. 

Name 

f ooter 

footnote reference 

footnote text 

header 

heading I 

heading 2 

heading 3 

heading 4 

heading 5 

heading 6 

heading 7 through heading 9 

index I 

index 2 through index 7 

line number 

Normal 

page number 

PostScript 

toe I 

toe 2 through toe 9 

Definition 

Normal + Tab stops: 3 in. Centered; 6 in. Right 
Flush 

Normal + Font: 9 Point. Superscript 3 Point 

Normal+ Font: 10 Point 

Normal +Tab stops: 3 in. Centered; 6 in. Right 
Flush 

Normal + Font: Helvetica, Bold Underline, Space 
Before 12 pl. 

Normal + Font: Helvetica, Bold, Space Before 
6 pl. 

Normal+ Bold, Indent: Left 0.25 in. 

Normal + Underline, Indent: Left 0.25 in. 

Normal + Font: 10 Point, Bold, Indent: Left 
0.5 in. 

Normal + Font: 10 Point, Underline, Indent: Left 
0.5 in. 

Nom1al + Font: I 0 Point, Italic, Indent: Left 
0.5 in. 

Nom1al + 

Normal + Indent: Left (in multiples of 0.25 in.) 

Normal + 

Font: New York 12 Point, Flush left 

Normal + 

Normal + Font: I 0 Point, Bold Hidden 

Normal + Indent: Right 0.5 in , Tab stops 5.75 in. 
... ; 6 in. Right Flush 

Normal + Indent: Left (in multiples of 0.5 inch), 
Right 0.5 in., Tab stops: 5.75 in ... ; 6 in. Right 
Flush 



• Word's Commands and Key Sequences 
Following is a table listing the complete range of commands, dialog box 
options, and actions that are available through Word's Commands dialog 
box. A few actions available in Word are not represented in this list, and you 
cannot add them to menus or assign key sequences to them; for example, the 
key sequences you can use to navigate in dialog boxes have no equivalent 
commands. (Navigation in dialog boxes is discussed in Chapter 3, ''The Word 
Environment.") Accompanying each entry is a description of the meaning of 
each command, compiled from the messages Word itself presents when you 
click the Help button in the Commands dialog box, as well as the preset key 
sequence assignments stored in the Word Settings (4) file. A few notes: 

0 Italicized entries in the table are not generated when you click the List 
button in the Commands dialog box in the preset configuration. Only 
those entries that have been placed on a menu or have been given a 
key sequence are listed when you click the List button. 

0 Toggle in the table means turns on and off. For example, to put text in 
boldface, you use the Bold command in some form, either from the 
command on the Format menu, through the Character dialog box, or 
by using the Shift-Command-B key sequence. To remove the bold 
attribute, use the command again. 

0 As discussed in Chapter 3, commands followed by an ellipsis( .. . ) 
call up the relevant dialog box, within which you can set one or more 
options. 

0 When you select a command in the Commands dialog box followed 
by a colon, Word presents a dropdown list or dropdown field in the 
dialog box for selecting further options. For example, when you 
select the Apply Style Name command, Word displays a dropdown 
list presenting the names of all style names that are defined for the 
current document as well as the names of all automatic s tyles. 
Similarly, when you select the Font Size command, Word displays a 
dropdown field listing a range of font sizes. You can select a font size 
from the list to add to the Font menu or enter a new font size in the 
field . 

0 Many commands take effect even though you might not see the effect 
on screen. For example, you can use the Show Heading 5 command 
in Page View and see no change on screen. However, when you 
switch back to Outline View, you' ll see that the command actually 
does display the outline to heading 5. 

0 Even though the rest of this book references the command key from 
left to right (i.e., Shift-Option-Command-A), this table lists them in 
the order they appear in the list generated when you click the List 
button in the Commands dialog box. 
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0 When you generate your own list of commands and key sequences, 
Word also adds the names of documents you've added to the Work 
menu, and the names of fonts and font sizes you've added to the 
Format (or other menu). 

Command Key Icons 
Following is a table of the icons associated with various keys as represented 
on Word's menus, in the Commands dialog box, and in the Commands table 
on the next page: 

Icon Meaning 

Command 

Option 

Shift 

Tab 

Left arrow 

Right arrow 

Up arrow 

Down arrow 

Delete or Backspace 

Delete forward, on the extended keyboard 

Keypad (another key follows the icon) 

Enter 

Return; not the newline character entered when 
you press Shi ft-Return 

Spacebar 

Clear, or NumLock key, on the keypad 

Also, many of these keys in the Key group of the Commands dialog box 
are spelled out instead of being represented by an icon. Function keys for use 
on the Extended keyboard are noted with an F followed by the number of the 
function key. 
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Command name 

I 112 Line Spaced 

About Microsoft Word 

Activate Keyboard Menus 

Add to Menu 

Again 

All Caps 

All Styles . .. 

Alphabe1ic Page Numbers 

Apply Siyle Name: 

Arabic Page Numbers 

Assign to Key 

Awo Page Numbering 

Background Repagination 

Backspace 

Black 

Blue 

Bold 

Calculate 

Cancel 

Cell Border: 

Cell Borders .. . 

Cells ... 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standa rd 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Sets one-and-one-hal f-line spac ing ( 18 points) for selected 
paragraphs. 

Identifies version or Word and provides access to online help . 

• 
Activates menu bar so that you can choose menu commands 
using keys. 

8€+1 1§]1. 

Adds the selected command to its predefined " home" menu. 
Mouse pointer changes to +. 

3€~= or 
3€0~= 

Repeats latest command or ed iting action. 

Edit 
Toggles the All Caps character format. 

3€0K OF10 
Applies a selected style to selected paragraph(s). Dialog box 
lists defined sty les and all automatic styles. 

Selects uppercase letters A-Z for page numbers of current 
section. 

Applies indicated style to selected paragraph. 

Selects Arabic numerals for page numbers of current section. 

Assigns a key combination to a command. Mouse pointer 
changes to 3€. 

Toggles automatic page numbering fo r current section. 

Toggles option to automat ically repaginate a document du ring 
pauses in typing and ed iting. 

Deletes selection or character le ft of insertion point. 

Toggles black character color. 

Toggles blue character color. 

Toggles bold character format. 

Format 3€08 Fl 0 
Computes numerical expression in the selection and places 
result on the Clipboard. 

Utilities 3€= 
Stops current command action. 

3€. u (clear) 

Applies specified type of border to selected cells of a table. 

Applies and removes cell borders in a table. 

Changes appearance of cells within a table . 

Format 
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Command name 

Centered 

Change Font 

Change Ruler Scale 

Change Style 

Change .. . 

Character. . . 

Clear 

Close 

Close Spacing 

Collapse Selecrion 

Collapse Subrexr 

Columns: 

Commands ... 

Condensed: 

Context Sensitive Help 

Copy 

Copy as Picture 

'l'j"'l'H" ~~ :t! iun" SECTION 6 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Centers text of selected paragraph between left and right 
indents. 

:1€-frC 
Changes current font to fon t you indicate by typing font name 
and pressing Retum. 

a€1)E 

Cycles among the three ruler scales: normal, page, and table 
scales. 

Changes style of selected paragraphs to style you indicate by 
typing style name and pressing Return. 

acos 
Finds and replaces tex t witl1 replacement text you specify. 

Utilities :lCH 
Changes character fonnatting of current selection. 

Format :1€0 F14 
Deletes selection fTOm document without placing it on 
Clipboard. 

Edit 
Closes active document. 

File oow 
Removes vertical space before se lected paragraphs. 

In Outline View, hides selected outline headings and/or body 
text regardless of heading level. 

In Outline View, hides all subordinate levels or the next 
higher leve l subordinate to the se lected outline heading, 
depending on whether the entire heading is selected. 

Fonnats current section with number of text columns you 
specify. 

Creates and opens customized keyboard and menu 
configurations. 

Edit 
Reduces space between characters by specified number of 
points. 

Displays Help infonnation fo r open command dialog box or a 
command you subsequently select from a menu. 

a€/ help 

Copies selection to Clipboard. 

Edit OO C F3 
Copies selection as a MacDraw graphic onto Clipboard. 
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Command name 

Copy Fonnats 

Copy Text 

Cut 

Cyan 

Define All Styles . .. 

Define Sty les .. . 

Delete Cells, Shift Left 

Delete Cells . Shift Up 

Delete Columns 

Delete Forward 

Delete Next Word 

Delete Previous Word 

Delete Rows 

Delete ... 

Demote Heading 

Document . . . 

Dotted Underl ine 

Double Space 

Double Underline 

~·~ 701 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Copies character or paragraph formatting of selection 
(depending on whether entire paragraph is selected) and 
appl ies it to subsequently selected text. 

38~U fiF4 
Copies current selection to new location or copies subsequent 
selection to current position of insertion point. 

£t-F3 
Deletes selection from document and places it on Clipboard. 

Edit 38H F2 
Toggles cyan character color. 

Defines. modifies, and applies styles. Dialog box lists defined 
styles and all automatic styles (even if you haven't explicitly 
defined them). 

Defines, modifies, and applies styles. Dialog box lists defined 
styles and automatic styles used in your document. 

Format 38T 
De letes selected cells. Ce lls to the right of deleted cells are 
shifted left . 

De letes selected cells. Cells be low deleted cells are shi fte? up. 

Deletes se lected columns of a table or column containing 
insertion point. 

De letes character to right of insertion point. 

38~F 

Deletes word (or part of word) to right of insertion point. 

00~6 

Deletes word (or part of word) to le ft of insertion point. 

00~<81 

Deletes selected rows of a table or row containing insertion 
point. 

Deletes an unopened document. 

File 

Lowers selected heading paragraph to next lower outline level. 

Changes fonnats affecting the entire active document. 

Format OO F14 
Toggles dotted underlining. 

OOfi\ ~F12 

Sets double-spacing (24 points) for selected paragraphs. 

OOfiY 
Toggles double underlining. 

OOfil fiF 12 
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Command name 

Edit Link (Quickswitch) 

Expand Subtext 

Expanded: 

Extend to Character 

Fast Save Enabled 

Find Again 

Find Formats 

Find .. . 

First Line Indent 

First Page Special 

Flush Left 

Flush Right 

FontName: 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Switches to the source application and file of the selected 
information in your Word document. After you revise the 
original file and return to Word , Word updates your document 
with the revised data or graphic. Available only when running 
under MultiFinder. 

~. ~F2 

In Outline View, displays all subordinate levels or the next 
lower level subordinate to the selected outline heading, 
depend ing on whether the entire heading is selected. 

Increases space between characters by specified number of 
points. 

Extends selection (highlighted area) to character you type. 

~~" rnm-
Toggles option to save a file more quickly but with less 
effic ient use of memory. 

Repeats search for tex t or fonnat you specified when you last 
chose Find or Find Fonnats command. 

u tllities 
Searches for character or paragraph fonnats matching that of 
selected text, depending on whether an entire paragraph is 
selected. 

~~R 

Searches for text and/or special characters. 

Utilities ~F 

Indents first line of selected paragraph to first default tab stop 
to right. 

~<O-F 

Adds Open First Header and Open First Footer commands to 
Document menu so that you can create first-page headers and 
footers for current section. Turns off automatic page 
numbering for first page. 

A ligns text of selected paragraph nush with left indent. 

3€-fr l 
Aligns text of selected paragraph nush with right indent. 

3€-frR 
Applies specified font to selected text or to text typed at 
insertion point A drop-down list appears at the top of the 
dialog box, where you can select a fon t to add to the Font 
menu. You can also ass ign a key command to the selected 
font. 

Font 



Command name 

Font Size: 

Footnote Coni. Notice ... 

Footnote Coni. Separalor ... 

F oornole Separalor ... 

Footnote .. . 

Fractional Widlhs 

Full Repagincae Now 

Glossary Entry: 

Glossary ... 

Go Back 

Go To . .. 

Green 

Hanging Indent 

Help . .. 

Hidden Text 

Hide Ruler 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Applies specified font size to selected text or to text typed at 
insertion point. A drop-down fie ld appears at the top of the 
dialog box, where you can select a font size to add to the Font 
menu or enter an un listed font size. You can also assign a key 
command to the selected font size. 

Font 
Opens footnote continuation notice window so that you can 
type continuation notice. 

Opens footnote continuation separator window so that you can 
edit characters separating main text from footnotes continued 
from preceding page. 

Opens footnote separator window so that you can edit 
characters separat ing foo tnotes from main text. 

Inserts a footnote reference mark at insertion point and opens 
footnote window. In Page View, moves insertion point into 
footnote text area. 

Document OOE 
Toggles the fractional character width option in the 
LaserWriter dialog box. 

Forces repagination of document even though no changes 
have occurred since last pagination. In Page View, forces 
repagination from beginning of document to currently 
displayed page. 

Inserts indicated glossary entry at insertion point. 

Inserts or defines a glossary entry . 

Edit OOK 
Displays previous selection or returns insertion point to its 
previous position. 

Utilities 00"'::':2 ffiTIIO 

Displays indicated page if document has been paginated. 

Utilities OOG 
Toggles green character color. 

Indents lines after first line of selected paragraph to next 
default tab stop to right. 

00{)-T 

Displays list of on-line Help topics. 

Window 
Toggles hidden text character format. 

00{)-U 3€'i).H 
Toggles display of the Ruler. If the Ruler isn't visible, the 
command reads Show Ruler and appears in the list box after 
Show Menu Function Keys. 

OOR 
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Command name 

Hide~ 

Hyphenate ... 

Include Endnotes in Section 

Include RTF in Clipboard 

Index ... 

Insert Cells Down 

Insert Cells Right 

Insert Columns 

lnser/ Date 

Insert Fonnula 

Insert Glossary Text 

Insert Graphics 

Insert Index Entry 

Insert Line Break 

Insert New Paragraph 

Insert New Section 

'~l ... ·, SECTION 6 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Toggles display of Word's nonnally invisible characters, such 
as spaces, tabs, and paragraph marks. If the characters aren't 
visible, the command reads Show fl and appears in the list box 
after Show Text Boundaries. 

SCR 
Scans document and hyphenates words to improve line 
breaks. 

Utilities -frf 15 
Toggles option to print footnotes at end of current section. 

Toggles option to include RTF code when something is 
copied to the Clipboard for pasting into another program. 

Compi les index based on index entries inserted in document. 

Utilities 
Inserts empty cells above selected cells. Number of cells 
inserted is equal to the number of selected cells. Selected cells 
are shifted down. 

Inserts empty cells to the left of selected cells. Number of 
cells inserted is equal to the number of selected cells. Selected 
cells are shifted right. 

Inserts empty column(s) in a table to left of column containing 
insertion point or to left of selected columns. 

Inserts current date glossary entry (m/d/y). 

Inserts fom1ula code (\ ). 

3€~\ 

Prompts you to type a glossary entry name and inserts 
glossary entry text at insertion point or in place of se lection. 

OOdelete or 
00 backspace 

Inserts an empty graphics frame at insertion point. 

Document 
Inserts index emry codes, fonnatted as hidden text, before and 
after selected text or on either side of insertion point. 

Document 
Breaks a line of text without start ing a new paragraph. Inserts 
newline character (displayed as +-' with Show~ on). 

-o-... 
Tem1inates current paragruph and inserts a paragraph mark . 

...., or 
w 

Inserts a section break at insertion point. 

OOw 



Command name 

Insert Nonbreaking Hyphen 

Insert Nonbreaking Space 

Insert Optional Hyphen 

Insert Page Break 

Insert Page Number 

Insert Rows 

Insert Tab 

Insert Table ... 

Insert Time 

Insert TOC Entry 

Insert ~ Above Row 

Italic 

Italic Cursor 

Justified 

Keep Lines Together 

Keep with Next f 

L Thick Paragraph Border 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Inserts a hyphen preventing a line break within a hyphenated 
word that occurs at end of a line. Hyphen is displayed as:
when Show , is on. 

:l€' 

Inserts a space preventing a line break on e ither side of space. 
Space is displayed as'":' when Show ~ is on. 

~ .... or 
:l€ ... 

Inserts a hyphen that is printed only when a word is broken at 
the hyphen. Hyphen is displayed as~ when Show~ is on. 

:l€-

Inserts a manual page break at insert ion point. 

Document fr~ 

Inserts automatic page number glossary entry. 

Inserts empty rows in a table above row containing insertion 
point or above selected rows. 

Inserts tab character, di splayed as+ when Show ~ is turned 
on. 

+1 or 
~+I 

Inserts a table having speci fied number of rows and columns 
at insertion point. 

Document 
Inserts print time glossary entry. 

Inserts table-of-contents entry codes, formatted as hidden text, 
be fore and after selected text or on either side of insertion 
point. 

Document 
Inserts a paragraph mark having Normal style above table row 
containing insertion point. 

3€~ .... 
Turns italic character format on and off. 

Format Fll 
Toggles slanted insertion point and mouse 1-beam pointer in 
ita lic text. 

Justifies text of selecled paragraph between le ft and right 
indents. 

Prevents a page break within selected paragraph. 

Prevents a page break between selected paragraph and 
following paragraph. 

Adds a thick border on the le ft side of the selected paragraphs. 

:l€~2 
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Command name 

Larger Font Size 

Line Numbers By Page 

Line Numbers By Section 

Line Numbers Cominuous 

List All Fonts 

Load File into Memory 

Load Program into Memory 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Increases font size to next larger size. 

3Cfr . or 
3Cfr> 

Extended 
keyboard 

Turns on line numbering for current section and restarts line 
numbering from I on each page. 

Turns on line numbering for current section and restarts line 
numbering from I at beginning of section. 

Turns on line numbering for current section and continues 
numbering sequence from preceding section. 

Lists all installed fonts on Font menu. 

Toggles option to load as much as possible of open file into 
memory for current session. 

Toggles option to load as much as possible of Word program 
into memory for current session. 

Loll'ercase Alphabetic Page Numbers 
Selects lowercase letters a-z for page numbers of current 
section. 

Lowercase Roman Page Numbers 

Magema 

Make Backup Files 

Make Body Text 

Merge Cells 

More Keyboard Prefix 

Move Down One Text Area 

Mo1•e Heading Down 

Move Heading Up 

Move Left One Text Area 

Selects lowercase Roman numerals for page numbers of 
current section. 

Toggles magenta character color. 

Toggles the option to make a backup file when the document 
is saved. 

Makes selected paragraph the body text of preceding outline 
heading. 

Combines selected cells in a row into one cell. 

Amplifies extent of subsequent keyboard action; e.g., right 
arrow key moves to next paragraph instead of next character. 

oo~· 

Moves insertion point to text area below text area containing 
insertion point (in Page View) or to cell below cell containing 
insertion point (within a table). 

OO~mill2 

Moves selected out line heading or body text below next 
visible paragraph in outline. 

Moves selected outli ne heading or body text above preceding 
visible paragraph in outline. 

Moves insertion point to text area le ft of text area containing 
insertion point (in Page View) or to cell at left of cell 
containing insertion point (within a table). 

3C~mill4 
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Command name 

Move Right One Text Area 

Move Text 

Move to Bottom of Window 

Move to End of Document 

Move to End of Line 

Move to First Text Area 

Move to Last Text Area 

Move to Next Cell 

Move to Next Character 

Move to Next Line 

Move to Next Page 

Move to Next Paragraph 

Move to Next Sentence 

Move to Next Text Area 

Move to Next Window 

Move to Next Word 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Moves insertion point to text area right of text area containing 
insertion point (in Page View) or to cell at right of cell 
containing insertion point (within a table). 

00~1§)6 

Moves current selection to new location or moves subsequent 
selection to current position of insertion point. 

t}f2 

Places insertion point after last character visible in window. 

end . 

Places insertion point after last character in document. 

OO I§J 3 a€ end 
Moves insertion point to end of current line. 

l§Jl 

Moves insertion point to first text area visible in window (in 
Page View) or to first cell vi sible in window (within a table). 

00~1§)7 

Moves insertion point to last text area visible in window (in 
Page View) or to last cell visible in window (within a table). 

OO~Iml!l 

Moves insertion point to next cell (to right). 

Moves insertion point right one character. 

+or 1§)6 
OO~L 

Moves insertion point down one line . 

.. or l§J2 
3€~ , 

In Page View, moves insertion point to top of next page. 

OOpage down 
Places insertion point at start of next paragraph. 

a€+ or 3€ffi1il2 
00~8 

Places insertion point at start of next sentence. 

001§) 1 
Moves insertion point to next text area at right (in Page View) 
or to next cell (within a table). 

Activates next document window, based on order in which 
you opened windows. 

oo~w 

Places insertion point after current word or next word. 

3€+ or 001§)6 
a€~; 
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Command name 

Move to Previous Cell 

Move to Previous Character 

Move to Previous Line 

Move to Previous Page 

Move to Previous Paragraph 

Move to Previous Sentence 

Move to Previous Text Area 

Move to Previous Word 

Move to Start of Document 

Move to Start of Line 

Move to Top of Window 

Move Up One Text Area 

Nest Paragraph 

New 

New Window 

New~ After Ins. Poim 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Moves insertion point to preceding cell (to left). 

0+1 
Moves insertion point lef1 one character. 

+or 1§14 
:IC~K 

Moves insertion point up one line. 

+or 1§18 
ac~o 

In Page View, moves insert ion point to top of preceding page. 

38page up 
Places insertion point at start of current paragraph or 
preceding paragraph. 

38+ or :ICI§l8 
38~Y 

Places insertion point at start of current sentence or preceding 
sentence. 

Moves insertion point to preceding text area at left (in Page 
View) or to preceding cell (within a table). 

3€~1b¥ll9 

Places insertion point before current or preceding word. 

38+ or 381b¥ll4 
38~J 

Places insertion point be fo re fi rst character in document. 

38[§)9 :!Chome 
Moves insertion point to beginning of current line. 

1§17 

Places insertion point before fi rst character visible in window. 

38 liml5 home 
Moves insertion point to text area above text area containing 
insertion point (in Page View) or to cell above cell containing 
insertion point (within a table). 

38~1§18 

Shifts left indent of selected paragraph to next default tab stop 
to right. First-line indent is relative to new left indent position. 

380N 
Opens a new untitled document. 

File 38N 
Opens a new window for active document. 

Window 

F5 

OFS 
Inserts a paragraph mark after insertion point without moving 
insertion point to next line. 

38~ .... 



Command name 

New~ with Same Style 

No Line Numbers 

No Line Numbers in Paragraph 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

.~ 709 

Extended 
keyboard 

Starts a new paragraph with same style as current paragraph. 
Overrides Next Style indicated in Define Styles dialog box. 

~ .... 
Turns off line numbering for current section. 

Turns off line numbering for selected paragraph. Available if 
line numbering option is on for current section. 

Normal Paragraph Applies Normal style to paragraph. 

Normal Position 

Normal Spacing 

Numeric Lock 

Open Any File ... 

~-Q-P 

Applies normal character position (relative to text baseline) to 
selected text or text you type at insertion point. 

Applies normal character spacing to selected text or text you 
type at insertion point. 

Toggles Num Lock so that you can type numbers using 
numeric keypad. 

Opens a document. Dialog box lists all files in current 
folder/drive. Files in formats not recognized by Word are 
opened as ASCll text. 

' -Q-F6 

Open Document.\' in Page View Toggles option to open documents in Page View rather than 
Galley View. 

Open Docume111s with Ruler 

Open Even Footer ... 

Open Even Header ... 

Open File Name: 

Open First Footer .. . 

Open First Header .. . 

Open Footer ... 

Open Footnote Window 

Open Header . . . 

Open Mai l .. . 

Toggles option to automatically display Ruler when 
documents are opened. 

Opens footer window for even-numbered pages in current 
section. 

Opens header window for even-numbered pages in current 
section. 

Opens indicated document. 

Opens first-page foo ter window for current section. 

Opens first-page header window for current section. 

Opens standard footer window for current section. In Page 
View, moves insertion point into footer tex t. 

Document 
Opens footnote window and displays footnotes re lated to 
foo tnote reference marks visible in document window. 

~-o~s 

Opens standard header window for current sect ion. In Page 
View. moves insertion point into header text. 

Document 
Lists Word mail messages in your Microsoft Mail mailbox. 

File 
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Command name 

Open Odd Footer ... 

Open Odd Header ... 

Open Spacing 

Open .. . 

Outline 

Outline Command Prefix 

Outlining 

Page Break Before 

Page Setup ... 

Page View 

Paragraph Border: 

Paragraph Borders ... 

Paragraph ... 

Paste 

Paste Cells 

Paste Link 

Paste Special Characte r 

Plain For Style 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Opens foo ter window for odd-numbered pages in current 
section. 

Opens header window for odd-numbered pages in current 
section. 

Adds 12 points of vertical space before selected paragraphs. 

3€-i}O 

Opens a document. Dialog box lists all Word files and files in 
formats recognized by Word. 

File 3€ 0 F6 

Toggles outline character format. 

Format 3€-o-D F11 
Sets the prefix enabling you to promote, demote, and move 
outline paragraphs in Galley View or Page View by pressing a 
key. 

3€~T 

Toggles Outline View. 

Document 3€U i}F13 
Inserts a manual page break before selected paragraph. 

Sets page size, print orientation, and ce::nain printe r effects for 
a document. 

File i}f8 
Toggles Page View. 

Document 3€8 F13 
Applies specified type of border to selected paragraph. 

Applies and removes paragraph borders. 

Changes paragraph formatt ing of selected paragraph(s). 

Format · SCM -o-F 14 

Inserts Clipboard contents at insertion point or in place of 
current selection. 

Edit f4 
Inserts contents of cells on Clipboard into an equal number of 
table cell s. 

Pastes contents of Clipboard into your document with an 
identifier paragraph linking pasted data or gmphic to its source 
application and file. 

Edit ~F4 

Inserts a special font character indicated by decimal code you 
type. 

3€~0 

Removes all character formatling not defined in the current 
style from selected text. Restores fon t, font size, and other 
character formats defined for style of a paragraph. 

Format 3€ -o-... ·rg 



Command name 

Plain Text 

Position ... 

Preferences ... 

Print Merge ... 

Print Preview ... 

Print ... 

Promote Heading 

Quit 

Red 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Removes character formatting that can be turned on and off, 
such as bold, italic, and underlining. 

Format 3€ fr2 frF9 
Positions selected paragraphs on current page. 

Format 
Brings up the Preferences dialog box. 

Edit 
Merges specified data records with active main document. 

File 
Displays one or two pages at reduced size as they' lllook 
when printed. 

File 3€1 ~F13 

Prints active document. 

File 3€P F8 

Raises selected heading paragraph to next higher outline level. 

Quits Word and prompts you to save changes to open 
documents, glossaries, and dictionaries. 

File 3€Q 
Toggles red character color. 

Redefine Sryle From Selection Redefines the style attached to the selected paragraph based 
on the fom1ats in the selected text. 

Remove From Menu 

Renumber . .. 

Repaginate Now 

Reset Spelling 

Removes a selec ted command from a menu. Mouse pointer 
changes to-. 

Automat ically numbers or renumbers selected paragraphs in 
specified sequence. 

Utilities 3€F 15 
Repaginates entire document. In Page View, repaginates from 
beginning of document to currently displayed page. 

Document 3CJ 

Clears list of spell ing corrections Word remembers for current 
session. 

Restart Page Numbering at I Toggles option to start page numbering of current section 
from 1. 

Roman Page Numbers Selects uppercase Roman nu merals for page numbers of 
current section. 

Save 

Save As ... 

Saves active document under its current name. 

File 3€S F7 
Renames document, saves it in a different format, or saves it 
in a diffe rent drive or folder. 

File 
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Command name 

Screen Test 

Scroll Line Down 

Scroll Line Up 

Scroll Screen Down 

Scroll Screen Up 

Section Starts on Even Page 

" liLt:::·-, ,, SECTION 6 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Displays graphics to test display monitor. Click the mouse to 
stop. 

Scrolls first line in window out of view, displaying one more 
line at bottom of window. 

S!l~/ [§!* 

Scrolls last line in window out of view, displaying one more 
li ne at top of window, 

00~[ [§!+ 

Displays next screenful (based on window size) of document. 

00~ . [§13 page down 
Displays preceding screenful (based on window size) of 
document. 

page up 
Starts current section on next even-numbered page. 

Section Starts on New Cplumn Starts current section in next text column on same page or, if 
current and preceding sections have different numbers of text 
co lumns, on next page. 

Section Starts on New Page Starts current section on a new page. 

Section Starts on Odd Page Starts current section on next odd-numbered page. 

Section Starts with No Break Starts current section on same page as preceding sect ion. 

Section... Changes page layout within the current section. 

Format ~F14 

Select Whole Document Selects entire document. Same as pressing the Command key 
while clicking in the selection bar. 

S!l~M 

Select Window: Activates indicated document w indow. 

Send Mail ... Displays Microsoft Mail directory list window for selecting 
recipients of current Word message (active Word document). 

File 
Shadow Turns shadow character format on and off. 

Short Menus 

Show All Headings 

Show Clipboard 

Show Heading 1 

Show Heading 2 

Show Heading 3 

Show Heading 4 

Show Heading 5 

Format ~F l l 

Switches between Full Menus and Short Menus. 

Edit 
In Outline View, displays headings of all levels and body text. 

Displays contents of Clipboard. 

Window 
In Outline View, displays only heading level I. 

In Outline View, displays only heading levels 1 and 2. 

In Outl ine View, displays only heading levels 1-3. 

In Outline View, displays only heading levels 1-4. 

In Outline View, displays only heading levels 1-5. 



Appendix E : ,;::;u;~s 

Command name 

Show Heading 6 

Show Heading 7 

Show Heading 8 

Show Heading 9 

Show Hidden Texl 

Show Menu Function Keys 

Show Ruler 

Show Styles on Ruler 

Show Table Gridlines 

Show Text Boundaries 

Show~ 

Show/Hide Body Text 

Show/Hide Forma/ling 

Side by Side 

Single Line Spaced 

Small Caps 

Smaller Font Size 

Smart Quotes 

Sort 

Sort Descending 

Spelling ... 

Split Cells 

Split Window 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

In Outline View, displays only heading levels 1-6. 

In Outline View, displays only heading levels 1-7. 

In Outline View, displays only heading levels 1-8. 

In Outline View, displays heading levels 1-9. 

Toggles display of hidden text, indicated with a dotted 
underline. 

Toggles display of extended keyboard function keys assigned 
to menu commands. 

Toggles display of ruler at top of document, footnote, or 
header/footer window. 

format OOR 
Displays list of styles from ruler style selection box. 

Toggles display of nonprinting grid li nes in a table. 

Toggles display of nonprinting boundary lines of text areas in 
Page View. 

Displays screen symbols such as~ (paragraph mark). 

Edit ~3€Y 

In Outline View, switches between display of all body tex t or 
first line only . 

In Outline View, turns on and off display of character 
formatting. 

Applies side-by-side format to selected paragraphs. 

Sets single-spacing (I 2 points) for se lected paragraphs. 

Turns small capitals character format on and off. 

3€1)-H ~fl 0 
Decreases font size to next smaller size. 

3€1)-< 00 1)-, 

Toggles option to use " " and ' ' instead of " " and ' ' when 
you press the standard quote key. 

Sorts elllire document or selected paragraphs, columns, or 
lines in ascending order (A-Z or 1-9) according to leftmost 
character. 

Utilities 
Sorts entire document or selected paragraphs, columns, or 
lines in descending order (Z-A or 9- 1) according to leftmost 
character. 

Checks a document or selected text for incorrect spelling. 

Utilities OOL F 15 
Splits a merged cell back into separate cells . 

Splits active window. 

oo~s 
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Command name 

Strikethru 

Styles ... 

Subscript: 

Subscript 2 pt 

Superscript: 

Superscript 3 pt 

Symbol Font 

Table of Contents .. . 

Table to Text . .. 

Table ... 

Tal;s ... 

Underline 

Undo 

Unnest Paragraph 

Update Link 

Use Picrure Placeholders 

White 

Word Count ... 

r~lkl·' SECTION 6 

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard Keypad 

Extended 
keyboard 

Turns strikethrough character format on and off. 

WoO/ 
Appl ies a selected style to selected paragraph(s). Dialog box 
lis.s defined styles and automatic styles used in your 
document. 

Format 
Lowers characters below baseline by specified number of 
points and reduces font size to next smaller size. 

Subscripts by 2 points and decreases the font size. 

llllofr -

Raises characters above baseline by spec ified number of 
points and reduces font size to next smaller size. 

Superscripts by 3 points and decreases the font size. 

:Mlofr= 
Applies Symbol font to current selection. 

:MlOQ 
Compiles table of contents based on document ou tline or 
table-of-contents entries. 

Utilities 

Converts a table created with Insert Table command to text 
separated by paragraph marks, tabs, or commas. 

Adds and deletes rows, columns, and cells in a table and 
merges and splits cells. 

Edit 
Sets and clears tabs for selected paragraph(s). Controls tab 
alignment and type of tab leader. 

Turns single continuous underlining on and off. 

Format WOU F12 
Reverses latest command action if possible. 

Edit WZ Fl 
Shifts left indent of selected paragraph to next default tab stop 
to le ft. First-line indent is relative to new left- indent posit ion. 

WOM 
Updates selected information in your Word document to 
match current gmphic or data in the original source 
application and fi le. Available only when mnning under 
MultiFinder. 

Edit 
Toggles display of gray rectangles in place of graphics. 

Toggles white character color. 

Displays number of characters, words, paragraphs, and lines in 
a document or selection, excluding headers and footers. 

Utilities ~F15 



Command name 

Word Underline 

Yellow 

Zoom Window 

---Separator---

Meaning, 
menu 

Standard 
keyboard 

Toggles word underlining. 

ac-o 1 
Toggles yellow character color. 

Keypad 

·~~ 715 

Extended 
keyboard 

3CF12 

Switches active window between its full size and an a lternate 
s ize. 

all~ ] 

Inserts a dashed line at bottom of se lected menu (used to 
separate groups of commands). 



Index 

Symbols 
" in fields 572 
" smart quotes 84 

. % percentage operator 376 
* multiplication operator 376 
+ addition operator 376 
' smart quotes 84 
- hyphen 4 
- subtraction operator 376 
... ellipsis following a command 89 
I division operator 376 
: colon following a command 89-90 
<> numerical values in data fields 580 
>> omitting in merge printing instructions 59 1 
? wildcard search 140-41 
"search for special characters 14 I, 142, 461 
50% Reduction option 444-45 

.A 
About Microsoft Word command 89 
Accent marks. See Diacritical marks 
Action style 6 I 9, 622 
Activate Keyboard Menus command 89 
Actor style 619, 622 
Addition (mathematics) 375 
Address Mail command dialog box 528 
Again command 

applying styles with 303 
changing Ruler paragraph formats with 274 
editing with 145 

Alignment 
paragraph I I, 239 
rows 365 

Anchor point 134 
AND logical operator 58 I 
AppleTalk 440 
Application name in identifier path 558-59 
ASCII codes and characters 13 1, 649-57 

finding 142-43 
finding footnote characters with 425 
for footnote separator characters 428 
saving as 94 
sorting sequence 372, 373 (table) 

ASCII fi les 94 
ASK instruction 576, 586, 591 
Automatic styles 53, 292. See also Normal 

style 
footnote text 424-25 

formats for 309 (table) 
redefining 308-9 
unusual characteristics of 309-10 

Auto-numbered Reference option 422 
Auto numbering 14,258 

•n 
Background Repagination option 84, 265, 

462,467 
Backspace command 89 
Backspace key 19, 133 
Backup copies 93 
Bars 253. See also Borders 
Based On fie ld in style definition 3 I 0-17 
Beneat11 Text option 429,430, 454 
Best option (Print command) 473,474 
Bit-mapped fonts 476-77 
Bit-mapped graphics 529-31 

faster printing 447 
LaserWriter printing options 447-49 
scaled 544 
smoothing 447 

Block selection 133, 134 
Blueprints. See Template(s) 
Body Font 3 I I 
Body text 

demoting outline headings to 114 
entering 44-47 
frame around 450,451 
overlapping headers with 412, 4 I 3 
show outline 116 

Boilerplate text 7 
Boldface character attribute 209-10 
Book template 632-38 

design elements 637 
graphics preparation 637 
statistics 638 
style sheet 633-37 

Borders 250-56, 258. See also Boxes 
in cell tables 339, 365-66 
custom boxes and other effects 253- 55 
four formats 250, 251 
outside bars 253 
plain and shadow 25 I , 252, 253 
special effects 254-55 
techniques summary 280, 285-86 

Bottom of Page option 429, 430, 454 
Boxes. See also Borders 

around tables 337, 338 
bounding 673 
created from graphics frame 548, 549 
creating, around a paragraph group 548-49 
creating boxed text from formatted text 55 1 
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sidebar 264-{i5 
Bulleted lists 236 

•c 
Calculate command 375 
Camera style 619,620,622 
Capital letters 

capitalizing text 14 1--42 
drop caps (see Drop caps) 
ignoring, in the spelling checker 179 
skipping, in hypenation 459--60 
small or all caps 2 10 

Captions 629-32 
Cell(s) 338. See also Cell tables 

borders 365--66 
copying, cutting, and pasting 347--48 
formatting tables by deleting 363 
inserting/deleting new ranges of 350 
merging and splitting 356-57 

Cell Borders command 383, 609, 6 1 0, 6 11 
two c,lialog boxes 365--66 

Cells command (Format menu) 339 
formatting cell tables with 357, 359--67, 

383 
Cell tables 329, 338--68 

creating and converting 340-45 
converting a paragraph series to a table 

342-44 
converting a table to a series of 

paragraphs 344-45 
inserting a blank cell table 340-4 1 

in data documents 573 
editing 345-56 

copying, cutting. and pasting cells 
347-48 

moving in tables 346-47 
operating on rows, columns and cells 

with Table command 349-57 
selecting in tables 345-46 

formatt ing 357-67 
with Cells command 359--67 
with Ruler 358-59 

one-cell 35 I 
positioning 367--68 
spacing in 366--67 
techniques summary 380-83 
uses 338-39 

Chaining fi les 454-55 
Change command 7. 517 

dialog box 140 
Change To command 142 
Character(s) 127-3 1 

anatomy of 212 

ASCll codes and 131, 649-57 
changing attributes (see Character formats) 
color 201 
dashes 130-3 1, 457 
footnote 425 
graphics (see Graphics) 
hyphens (see Hyphenation) 
position 201,212-13 
removing undefined, from imported text 

Iiles 143 
search for and replace special 141 
spaces (see Space(s)) 
spacing (see Spacing of text characters) 
special font 128-29, 147-48,648-49 
string of (see Strings) 
table of character sets 649-57 

Character command dialog box 201, 202 
changing text position 213 
choosing character styles 208 
choosing fonts from 4 1, 203 
choosing font size from 206-7 
removing character formats from 2 17-18 
techniques summary 220-23 
testing and applying new formats from 

2 18-19 
undoing style, position and spacing formats 

from 209 
Character fonnats 9, 25, 49, 197-226. See 

also Style(s); Style sheets 
applied to merged text 589 
applying styles to text having preexisting 

304-5 
changing 49-5 I 
changing character styles 207-12 

bold, italic, outline, shadow, and 
strikethrough styles 209-10 

capitalizing text 2 10 
choosing character style 208-9 
hidden text use 2 1 1- 12 
underlining text 2 10 

changing fonts 202-5 
from Character dialog Box 203 
choosing fonts from Font Menu 203 
choosing fonts from keyboard 203--4 
font fD numbers 204-5 

changing font size 205-7 
choosing size from Character dialog box 

206-7 
choosing size from Font Menu 207 

changing color of screen text 217 
changing text position 2 12-13 
changing text spacing 2 14-16 
commands summary 224-26 
copying 276 
document design overview 198-200 



keyboard shortcuts 223-24 
overview of 199,201-2 
points to remember 220 
removing 2 17-18 
show, for outline headings 116-17 
techniques summary 220-23 
testing new 2 18-19 
transferring, between s tyles 307-8 
undoing 209 

Chooser 439,440, 44 1, 475 
Clipboard 

automating foo tnote entry with 424-25 
copy/move text with 22-23, 136 
cut/copy styles with 307-8 
moving data in celled tables 347-48 
pasting text into glossaries with !59 
transferring data with 5 14-18 
viewing contents of 136, 14 7 

Clipping path 673-74 
Codes 

ASCII (see ASCII codes and characters) 
creator 559 
generating indexes with 502-3 
generating tables of contents with 495-98 

Collapse icon 11 4-15 
Color, on-screen text 20 I 
Column(s) 14 

creating multiple, w ith section formats 
398-402 

newsletter 400-402 
renumbering, in tables 372 
selection 133, 134 
starting new sections at the top of a new 

393 
tables constructed from side-by-side 

368-69 
varying number of, within a page 391-93 

Column balancing 398-99 
Columns in cell tables 

formatting width 360 
inserting and deleting 350 
inserting past the rightmost column 352-53 
space between 360-62 
switching the order of 353-55 

Columns option (Section command) 398-402 
Command- . (period) 13 1 
Command-- (hyphen) 456-57,458 
Command- ? 77-78 
Command-- (tilde) 130,456 
Command(s) 697-98, 699-7 15 (table) 

command key icons 698 
de fining a new style with 297 
repeating (see Again command) 
sets (see Full Menus mode; Short Menus 

mode) 

summaries 102-7 
character formats 224-26 
ed iting 153-56 
glossaries 175 
headers, footers, and footnotes 435 
outl ines 125- 26 
paragraph formats 288-90 
sections 406-7 
spell ing checker 193 
styles and style sheets 327 
table of conte nts and index 5 11 
tables and lis ts 385- 87 

undoing/cancelling 144-45 
Command-A 303. See also Again command 
Command-Backspace 161 
Command-Return 304 
Commands command 

changing menus and key sequences with 
87-90 

changing menus without 86-87 
commands and key sequences available 

with 697- 7 15 
dialog box 75, 88 

types of commands lis ted in 89-90 
paragraph formatting from 257 
tabs set from 246 

Command-U 12 1 
Command-X 335 
Conditions tested on fie lds 583, 584 
Contro l characters 648 
Control Panel, customizing Word by 

changing 80-8 1 
Copies option 472 
Copy command 

copy/move text with 136 
data in celled tables 347-48 
transferring fonnats between styles with 

307-8 
Copying character/paragraph formats 276 
Copying tex t 135-38. See also Transferring 

text 
techniques summary 149-50 
transferring styles by 3 19 

Copy To command 137-38 
Courier font character set 647, 649-57 (table) 
Cover Page option 477 
Creator code 559 
Cricket Draw 535 

copying graphics 536, 540 
Cropping box 539 
Cropping graphics 542 
Current glossary 166-67 

clearing 167-68 
combining/extracting entries 169-70 
moving groups of entries 170 



opening 168--69 
printing 170-71 
saving, as Standard Glossary 167 
techniques summary 174-75 

Custom Box option 253 
Customizing Word 79-8 1 

adding PostScript operators 679-84 
Control Panel changes 80-81 
defau It changes 8 1-91 

Custom Paper Size option 84 
Cut command 

copy/move text with 136 
moving data in cell tables wi th 347-48 
moving data in tabbed tables with 333-35 
transferring forrnats between styles with 

307-8 

•v 
Dashes 130-3 1, 457. See also Hyphenation 
Data document (merge print) 570, 57 1- 73 

cell tables used in 573 
header record 572- 73 
special cases 572 
using graphics in 575 

DATA instruction 573, 574-75, 591 
Data type code 515, 516 
Date. See Time and date 
Decimal tabs in tables 33 1, 347 
Default settings 44 1, 693-7 15 

commands and key sequences 697-715 
command key icons 698 

customizing Word by changing 8 1-9 1 
creating custom menus and key 

sequences 86-91 
selling preferences 82-86 

fon t 4 1 
stored in Settings file 694-96 
style 293, 294, 308, 309 (table), 3 19 

(see also Normal style) 
style defi nition sheets 696 
tabs 453 

Default Tab Stops option 453 
Define Styles command 

applying styles with 300 
Based On field from, and style families 

3 10-17 
change heading style I 17 
defining styles with 46, 295-96, 297 
dialog box 43, 296 
establishing style design with 49- 51 
in outlines 42-44 
styles defined by example through 298 
styles redefined through 306 

styles renamed through 306-7 
techniques summary 321-22 
using to ass ign styles 49, 295-96, 297 
viewing glossary style with 164 

Delete dialog box 76 
Demote icon I I 0 
Demote to Body Text icon 114 
Diacritical marks 128, 648 
Dialog boxes 

navigating in, with the keyboard 75-77 
edit fields 76 
list boxes 76 
selecting options by item 77 
selecting options by letter 76- 77 

objects found in 75 
.diet. group operator 674-76 
Dictionary. SeeMS Dictionary; Personal 

Dictionary 
Disk caching, using Memory-Management 

Options with 86 
Disk drive, using Memory-Management 

Options with one 85 
Display font 3 11 , 315 

creating with Based On option 31 1-14 
Distance From Text option 260--61 
Document(s). See also Filc(s) 

converting dictionaries to 188-89 
counting words in 145-46 
creating, in five steps 5 
creating a leiter 18-30 
creating a two-page 37--62 
design (see Document design) 
dividing into sections 390-9 1 
forrnat (see Document fo rrnats) 
Help file as a 78- 79 
INCLUDE instruction used to c reate 50 I, 

588-89 
linking 454-55 
merging (see Merge printing) 
opening a glossary as a 164 
opening Help file as a 78- 79 
page number, time and date stamps entered 

into window of a 4 16 
pathname 559--60 
placing footnotes in 429-30 
printing (see Printing text) 
saving 92-95 
sharing styles among 3 17-20 
style work area created in 299 
tables and lists in (see List(s); Table(s)) 
template 318 (see also Template(s)) 
transferring text 5 18-29 
transformational vs sculptural paradigm for 

producing 633 
views of 65, 66--69 



Document command dialog box 44 1, 449- 55 
bars set from 253 
chaining files from 454-55 
Default Tab Stops option 453 
Even/Odd Headers option 452 
Footnotes options 453-54 
Gutter Field option 452 
Margin option 449- 50 
Mirror Even/Odd Margins option 45 1 
Number Lines From Field 453 
Number Pages From Field option 453 
tab stops set from 246, 247.453 
techniques summary 482- 84 
Widow Control option 453 

Document Content Architecture (DCA) 
forrnat 525 

Document design. See also Formatting text 
overview 198-200 
repeating elements of 291-92 
styles and elements of 3 10-1 I 

Document formats 14, 200,437- 89 
commands summary 488-89 
hyphenation 455-61 
page breaks 15 
points to remember 479 
for printing 470- 78 (see also Printing text) 
repagination, page breaks, and page layout 

461-70 
setting 441-55 

Document command for 449- 55 
Page Setup command for 442-49 

techniques summary 480-88 
Double-click speed 80 
Draft option (Print command) 473, 474 
Drawing rectangles 670-73 

clipping and 673- 74 
variables remain ing constant for 676 
variables that change 677 

Drop caps 266, 272- 73, 628- 29 

Editing graphics in glossaries 165 
Editing tabbed tables 330-33 
Editing text 7-8,20-24,47-49, 132-45 

adding paragraphs 2 1 
automatically (see Glossaries) 
backspacing over text 133 
basic editing 132-35 
commands summary 153-56 
copying/moving text 135-38 
counting words in a document 145-46 
creating paragraphs for 132 
editing words 21 - 22 

error checking 23- 24 
finding/changing text 138-43 
glossary entries 165- 66, 174 
moving paragraphs 22- 23 
outline headings 40-42 
outl ining as a tool for 120-21 
Personal Dictionary and 47-49 
points to remember 147 
search and replace 7-8 
selecting text 133-35 
spelling (see Spelling checker) 
tables of contents 498 
technique summary 32, 147-52 
Undo and Again commands used for 

143-45 
Edit Link command 557-58 
ELSE instruction 576 

used wi thin IF instruction 581- 82 
En (- ) and em(-) dashes 130, 457 
ENDIF instruction 576 

avoiding extra lines with 590 
Endnotes option 430 
End-of-cell marker 339 

showing 341 
End of Section option 430, 454 
Entering text 6-7, 19- 20, 37-47 

automatic (see Glossaries) 
entering body text 44-47 
making outlines 38-39 
with special and standard characters 

127- 3 1, 147-48 
using styles 42-44 

Enter key. See Return key 
EPSF (Encapsulated PostScript File) forrnat 

535- 36 
Error checking 23- 24. See also Spelling 

checker 
Error dictionary 665 , 684 
Errors in PostScript programs, 447, 664-66 
Even/Odd Headers option 397, 4 17, 452 
Even Page option 393, 462 
Expand icon 114-15 
Exporting graphics 550-5 1 

Facing page headers 4 17- 18 
Faster Bitmap Printing option 447 
Faster option (Print command) 473, 474 
Fast Save option 92- 93 

when not to use 93 
FID (font fD) numbers 204-5, 524 
Field(s) 

checking for text in, with IF 577-78 



conditions tested on 583, 584 
data document 57 1 
forn1atting 589-91 
inserted into main documents 585 
main document names 573 
matching numbers in 580 
matching text in 579 
special case 572 

Fie ld name 585 
File(s). See also Document(s) 

available on Word distribution disks 
642-43 (table) 

chaining 454-55 
cleaning up imported 143, 527 
customized loading, saving, and resetting 

Settings 90-9 1 
formats (see File fom1at(s)) 
how Word finds 646 
index compiled fo r linked 507 
print next 472 
replacing, when saving 92 
saving printed document's PostScript code 

to 666 
sharing different fom1at files 520-22 
table of contents compiled for linked 

500- 501 
transferring (see Transferring graphics; 

Transferring text) 
File fom1at(s) 519-25 

Mac Write 522 
MS-DOS Word 520-22 
PICT graphic 532-33, 536 
Postscript and EPSF 534-37 
RTF 94, 205, 5 16, 522- 25 
saving in different 94-95, I 0 I 

F ile Format command, dialog box 95 
Filename, replacing files by using the 

same92 
Find command 72 

dialog box 139 
Find What option 140, 142 
First page 

headers/footers on 397, 4 13- 16 
mult iple-column newsletter 623, 626-29 
previewing and printing 57 
screenplay 620 

First Page Special option 60 I 
headers/footers with 4 13, 4 14 

Flip Horizontal/Vertical option 448 
Font(s) 9, 25. See also Charncter(s); Character 

fom1ats 
bit-mapped (screen) 476-77 
changing 202-5 

through style sheet 293, 294 
character fom1ats and 199, 200-20 I 

character sets for 647-48, 649-57 (table) 
default 4 1 
display and body 3 II 
downloadable 449 
ID numbers (FID) 204-5, 524-25 
kerning (see Kerning) 
LaserWriter 476-77 
monospace 2 14 
proportional 214 
scaled 205 
size (see Font size) 
special font characters 128- 29, 647-48 
substituting internal fonts for 

bit-mapped 447 
Font/DA Mover 204 
Font menu 

for Avant Garde sizes 206 
choosing fonts from 203 
choosing font size from 207 
Geneva 205 

Fontographer (software) 128 
Font s ize 42, 201, 205-7 

for Avant Garde font 206 
choosing from Character dialog box 206-7 
choosing from Font menu 207 
choosing from keyboard 207 
nom1al and scaled fonts 205 

Font style (attribute) 201 
Font Substitution option 447 
Footers 13, 409-2 1 

adding page numbers and time and date 
stamps 415-16 

adjusting from Print Preview 468 
commands summary 435 
creating first page 4 13-16 
creat ing standard 4 11-13 
definition and use of 409-10 
fom1at ting 414 
newsletter 52-54, 626-27, 63 1-32 
points to remember 431 
positioning 397, 420-2 1 
techniques summary 43 1-33 

Footer style 292, 620, 622 
Footnote(s) 13, 421- 30 

automating entry of 424-25 
changing references fom1at 427 
commands summary 435 
creating 422-25 
definition and use of 409-10 
deleting 427 
Document command options fo r 453-54 
editing and changing fom1at of 425-27 
ed it ing foo tnote separators 427-29 
finding special footnote characters 425 
indicating 421 



numbering 430 
placing in documents 429-30 
points to remember 43 1 
section formats for 398 
speeding up entry of 423-24 
styles 310 
techniques summary 433-35 
two parts of 422 

Footnote command dialog box 422-23 
Footnote options (Document command) 

453-54 
Footnote Reference Mark 422 

changing 426 
Footnote reference style 310.426 
Footnote separators, editing 427-29 
Footnote Separators window 428 

formats in 429 
Footnote text style 423, 426, 427 
Footnote window 422, 423 
Fonnat(s) 

changing outline headings' 116-17 
entering characters for 128-3 1, 147-48 
file (see File format(s)) 
five domains 199- 200 
footnote 425-27 
within glossary entries 162-63, 164 
graphics 537-42 
index 502, 503 , 506 
saving in different 94-95, I 0 I 
table of contents 498 
tables 329-30 

cell tables 357-67 
tabbed tables 330-33 

text (see Formatt ing text) 
Format menu (Full Menus) 8, 88, 208, 212 
Formatting text 8-14. 25- 27,49-54 

character (see Character formats) 
document (see Document formats) 
establishing design with styles 49-51 
final adjustments on 52 
footers (see Footers) 
headers (see Headers) 
marks 18 (see also H ide~ command; Show 

~command) 
merge print fields 589- 91 
page numbers (see Page number(s)) 
paragraph (see Paragraph fonnats) 
sections (see Section formats) 
table (see Cell tables; Side-by-side 

paragraph tables; Tabbed tables) 
techniques summary 33- 34 
WYSIWYG user interface 9 

Form letter. See Merge print ing 
Formulas. constructi ng and using 377 
Fractional Widths option 446 

From Bottom option 397, 420-21 
From Top option 397, 420-2 1 
Full Menus mode 4, 5, 37 

customized for loading, saving, and 
resett ing Settings fi les 90-9 1 

Full Save 93 

•c 
Galley(s) 66 
Galley View4, 18 

document displayed in 66 
returning to 4 1 
side-by-side paragraphs in 268 

Geneva font 205 
character set 647, 649-57 (table) 

Get Info 
determining application name with 559 
locking templates in 319 

Glossar ies 7, 157-75 
anatomy of 158-59 
commands summary 175 
creating entries for 159-60 
formats within entries 162-63 
formatting entries 275 
inserting entries into 160-62 

with Glossary command 16 1 
with keyboard 16 1-62 
with Work menu 162 

inserting styles with 320 
modifying entries 165-66 

changing entry names 165-66 
deleting 165 

opening as a document 164 
points to remember 172 
printing 472 
techniques summary 173-75 
working with glossary files 166-7 1 

clearing current glossary 167-68 
combining/extracting entries 169-70 
moving groups of entries 170 
opening a glossary 168-69 
printing current glossary 170-7 1 

Glossary command 
creating glossary entries wi th 159-60, 173 
dialog box 160 
editing glossaries with 165, 166 
glossary entries inserted with 160, 161, 

173 
index entries stored with 502-3 

Go Back command, navigating with 72, 
73- 74 

Go To command, navigating with 73 
Graphics 



bit-mapped 529-3 1 
boilerplates 7 
caption 629-32 
characters / 29 (see also Appendix B) 
cropping 542 
cropping box 539 
in data documents 575 
editing, in glossaries 165 
float ing 541-42 
format of, am.l print quality 537-38 
formatting 54 1-42 
inserting, with INCLUDE 588-89 
multiple, on one line 550 
in newsletters 629-32 
paragraph image converted into 255 
PICT graphic format 532-33, 536 
PostScript and EPSF formats 534-37 
preparation of, for this book 637 
QuickDraw object-oriented 531-32 
scaling 543-46 
template fo r presentation (see Presentation 

graphics template) 
trans ferring (see Transferring graphics) 

Graphics frame, inserting a blank 546-49 
Graphics Smoothing option 447 
Gridlines, table 339 
Gutters, facing pages with 452 

Half-tone images 544 
Hard disk, file arrangement on 645-46 
Hard return 132 
Header record 572-73 

condition test in 584 
using a separate document fo r 574-75 

Headers 13, 15, 409-2 1 
adding page numbers and time and date 

stamps 415- 16 
adjusting from Page Preview 468 
commands summary 435 
creating different, for each section 4 18- 20 
creating first page 41 3-16 
creating for facing pages 417- 18 
creating standard 4 1 1- 13 
definition and usc of 409- 10 
formats for footnote separator windows in 

429 
formatting 414 
keeping header windows open 412 
newsletter 626-27, 63 1-32 
null41 8 
overlapping body text with 412, 413 
points to remember 431 

positioning 397,420-21 
techniques summary 431-33 

Header style 292, 411 ,414 
Header window 4 11 , 412 
Heading(s) 

change style of 11 7 
demoting 110-12 
display character formats of I 16-17 
insert new 112 
moving main, by collapsing 11 5 
moving up and down 11 2-14 
promoting 110-12 
reformatting style of 49-51 
selecting material in outlines by 113-14 
setting levels of outline II 0-12 

Heading style 39, 43,312-14 
change 117 

Help 77-79 
on command names 89 
dialog box 78 
opening Help file as a document 78-79 

Hidden text 
formatof2 11- 12 
index entries as 502 
math operators as 376, 377 
merge instructions as 59 1 
print 472 
showing 82-83, 177-78 

Hide~ command 18, 53 
Hide Ruler command 53 
Highlight, selecting with 52 
Horizontal lines in tables 336-37 
Hyphenate command 16, 130, 457-60 

dialog box 458, 459 
Hyphenation 16-/7,455-61 

dashes vs 457 
hyphenation feature 457-60 

automatic hyphenation 457, 458 
skipping capita lized words 459-60 
verify ing hyphenation 459 

manual 456-57 
nonbreaking hyphens 456 
normal hyphens 456 
optional hyphens 456-57, 460 

searching for and removing 460-61 
techniques summary 486-87 
types of hyphens 130-31 

1-beam pointer. See Pointer 
IBM PCs, trans ferring text between 

Macintosh and 520-21 
Icons, command key 698 (table) 



Identi fier path 558-60 
IF instruction 576, 577-82 

checking for text in a field 577-78 
matching numbers 580 
matching text 579 
nested 58 1 
using ELSE with in 581, 582 

Ignore Words in All Caps option 179 
Illustrator, importing graphics from 540 
Image Writer 438 

cancel printing 57 
choosing 439,440 
Page Setup command options 442-49 
printing with 473-74 

Print dialog box 29,473 
Quality options 473, 474 

screen resolution 538 
techniques summary 480-8 1 

Imported text files 
de leting unneeded characters from 143, 527 
tabular data 5 17- 18 

Importing graphics 538-4 1 
copying from various applications 539-4 1 
creating a screen dump 541 

Include Endnotes option 398, 454 
INCLUDE instruction 576, 586-89 

assembling new documents with 588-89 
in IF instruction 586, 587 
nested 588 
using to assemble new documents 50 I 

Indents 10, 233-38 
checking special values fo r 238 
gallery of indent ion effects 234-37 
hanging 10, 236 

fi rst tab stops set by 249 
negative 236, 237 
nested 235 
nonnal 235 
Ruler markers 230 
required (automatic) 10 
setting 233-34 

from Paragraph dialog box 238 
from Ruler 237 
using style sheets for 268 

spacing between columns with 362 
standard (user-entered) 10 
techn iques summary 279, 283 

Index 502- 8 
command summary 51 I 
creating an 502-7 
for linked files 507 
formats 502, 503, 506 
points to remember 508 
recompiling 507 
repagination and 462 

styles for 505 
subentries 504-5 
techniques summary 509-10 

Index Character option 504 
Index command dialog box 503 
In Line option 262, 263 
Insert Index Entry option 502 
Insertion point 202 

blinking 8 1 
moving back 73 
moving text with 138 
selection with 52, 134 

Insert Table command (Document menu) 329, 
339,5 18 

converting paragraphs to tables with 
342-44 

dialog box 340 
inserting blank cell table with 340-41 

Instruc tions, print merge 576-89 
grouping 590 
hiding 59 1 
omitt ing c losing bracket to save lines 59 1 

Interchange fonnat. See RTF (Rich Text 
Fonnat) 

Invert Image option 448 
Invoice, template for calculated 607-13 

body of 611 
boxed address areas 6/ 0 
completed 608 
extended price calculation 6 12, 613 
sample blank 607 
set up 608-12 
tips and techiques 6 13 
useof 61 2- 13 

Italic character auribute 209-10 
added manually vs in a style sheet 304-5 

Keep Lines Together option 256, 258 
Keep With Next ~ option 256, 257 
Kerning 214-16 

expanding or contracting text 2 16 
fonts 2 16 
pairs of leiters 2 14-15 
tables, in Word 215 

Keyboard, 74-77. See also Keyboard 
shortcuts 

applying styles from 301-3 
changing, with Control Panel 80-8 1 
choosing character style from 209 
choosing fonts fTom 203-4 
choosing font size from 207 



combining key sequences with macros 
90-91 

commands and key sequences available in 
Word 697- 71 5 

customizing key sequences with 
Commands command 86-9 1 

inserting glossary entries with 16 1, 162, 
173 

moving among menus with 74-75 
moving/copying text with commands from 

137-38 
moving in a dialog box with 75-77 

Keyboard icons 80, 698 (table) 
Keyboard shoncuts 35, I 02-7 

character fonnats 223-24 
editing 152 
outlines 124 

Key Caps, viewing font characters with 
128-29,477 

.L 
Labels, mailing 583-84, 589-91 
Larger Print Area option 448-49 
LaserWriter 

cancel printing 56 
choosing 439-41 
fonts 476-77 
Page Setup command options 445-49 
Print dialog box 29, 477,478 
printing with 438, 474-78 
print order 476 
screen resolution 538 

LaserWriter options button 447-49 
Layout, page 46 1- 70 

adjusting, with repagination and page 
breaks 461--64 

with Print Preview command 464-70 
techniques summary 480-84 

Layout , paragraph 255-73 
keep paragraph with next paragraph 

256,257 
line numbering 256, 258 
positioned paragraphs 256, 258--65 
side-by-side paragraphs 256, 257, 266-73 
start paragraph on new page 256, 257 
techniques summary 280-8 1, 286-87 

Leuer, tutorial for creating a 18- 30 
Leuerhead 450 

creating 25-26 
e lectronic template for 598--601 

preparation 599--60 I 
tips and techniques 601 

text 26-27 

Letters, form. See Merge printing 
Level I style. See Heading style 
Line(s). See also Borders; Boxes 

alignment I I 
automatic style for line number 309-10 
controlling blank, in merge print fie lds 

589-90 
horizontal, in tables 336-37 
lengths, in Image Writer vs LaserWriter 441 
multiple graphics on one 550 
numbering 258, 396, 453 
selecting material in outlines by 11 3 
vertical, in tables 336 

Line Numbering option 256, 258, 396 
to number a list 370 

Line Number style 309-10 
List(s) 329, 369. See also Table(s) 

bulleted 236 
creating, with Table of Contents 

feature 499 
Line Numbering format used to 

number a 370 
numbered 236 
points to remember 378 
Renumber command used to number a 

370-71 
sorting 372-73 
techniques summary 384-85 

MacDraw 
Excel data altered in 532, 534, 540 
using QuickSwitch with 560-61 

Macintosh computer 
screen resolution 2 13 
setting up Word on 641-46 

hard disk 645-46 
with two 800 KB drives 643-45 

transferring MS-DOS files to 521-22 
transferring text between Microsoft Access 

and 520-2 1 
MacPaint , using QuickS witch with 560--6 1 
Macro(s) 75 

combining key sequences with 90-9 1 
MacTerminal, transferring text to/from 

520-22 
Mac Write 

data type code pasted into Scrapbook from 
5 / 5, 51 6 

file formats 94, 522 
optional hyphens in 460 

Main document (merge print) 570,573-75 
Margin(s) 



adjusting, in Print Preview, 55, 466,467 
annotations in, 264-65 
from Document command dialog box 

Gutter options 452 
Margin options 449-50 
Mirror Even/Odd Margins option 451 

Margin Set icon 27 
Margins icon 466 
Match Upper/Lowercase option 139 
Mathematical calculations 375-77 

addition 375 
constructing and using formu las for 377 
on invoices (see Invoice, template for 

calculated) 
math operators used in 376-77 

Mathematical typesetting 215, 685-9 1 
commands 687-91 

Memo. See Reply memo template 
Memory for index entries 504 
Memory Management options 

customizing with 84-86 
us ing with disk caching 86 
using with one disk drive 85 

Menu(s) 
blinking 81 
customized 86-91 
moving among, with keystrokes 74-75 
techniques summary 99-10 I 

Merge cell table cells 356-57 
Mergenthaler Linotronic 300 printer 538 
Merge printing /7, 569-94 

data document set up 57 1-73 
formatt ing fields 589- 91 
main document set up 573-75 
merge printing instructions 576-89 
points to remember 592 
printing the document 575-76 
techniques summary 592-94 

Merge style sheets 3 17-19 
Microsoft Access, transferring text to/from 

MacTerminal 520--2 1 
Microsoft Chart, importing graphics from 539 
Microsoft Excel 329 

data transferred from 532, 533, 534 
importing graphics from 539, 540 
using QuickS witch with 554,555.556. 

557,56 1--62 
Microsoft Mail, transferring text with 527-29 
Microsoft Word 

command and keyboard shortcuts 102-7 
customizing 79-9 1 

changing defaults 81-91 
Control Panel 80--81 
techniques summary 99-100 

file fonnats for different versions of 94, 
519-25 

fundamentals (see Tutorial) 
how Word finds files 646 
navigating in 65-79 

document views for 66--69 
help for 77-79 
by keystroke 74-77 
multiple methods of72-74 
techniques summary 97-99 
window management for 70-72 

points to remember 96- 97 
PostScript operators added to 679-84 
saving work 92-95, 101 (see also 

Saving text) 
set up 64 1-46 
techniques summary 97-101 
tutorial 18-30, 37--62 
word processing concepts and 3-35 

Microsoft Works, file formats 94, 5 19 
Microsoft Write, file formats 94, 5 19 
Mirror Even/Odd Margins option 253, 

394,45 1 
Modes, toggling between 4 
Moire pattern 545 
Mouse, Control Panel changes of the 80--8 1 
Mouse icon, double-cl ick speed 80 
Mouse shortcuts 35 

editing 152 
in outlines 124 

Move Down icon I 12 
Move To command 137- 38 
Move Up icon 112 
Moving in tables 346-47 
Moving text 

wi th keyboard commands 137-38 
in outlines 112- 14 

Moving windows 70-71 
MS Dictionary 180 

changing to UK dictionary from 186 
MS-DOS format 

data transfer to Macintosh from 52 1-22 
file formats 94, 520-22 

MultiFinder, used with QuickSwitch 552-53 
Multiplan 329 

Nested IF instruc tions 58 1 
New Column option 393 
Newline marks 132 

vs paragraph mark 228, 229 
New Page option 462 
Newsletters, multiple column 623-32 



figures and captions 629-32 
headers/footers 631-32 

first page 623 
header/footer 626-27 
synopsis/drop cap/first page 628-29 
title 628 

preparation 625-26 
second page 624 

text 632 
side-by-side paragraphs and graphics in 

268,269,270 
starting 400-402 

New Window command 72 
New York font character set 647, 

649-57 (table) 
Next File option 454-55 
NEXT instruction 576, 582-84 
Next Style option 303-4 
No Break option 39 1-93, 399 
No Gaps Between Pages option 445 
Nonbreaking hyphens 456 
Non-documents, printing 472 
Normal style / 2,292,3 15,3 16 

in outlines 116-17 
redefining 295-97 
resetting a style to 308 
in screenplays 6 19 

Notes, electronic posted 264-65 
Null header41 8 
Numbered li sts 236 
Numbered outlines 117-20, 123 
Number From option 454 
Number Lines From option 453 
Number Pages From option 394, 453 
Numbers, matching with IF 580 

Object-oriented graphics 53 1-32 
scaled 544 

Odd Page option 393, 462 
One-page display 28 
One-Page Display icon 28, 466-67 
Open Any Fi le command 526 
Open command 76, 526, 646 
Open Dictionaries 48, 186 
Open Documents in Page View option 66, 

83- 84 
Open First Header/First Footer 

commands 413 
Open Footer option 53, 397, 4 11 , 4 15 
Open Header option 397, 4 11 , 4 15 
Open Mail command 527, 528 
Operators, mathematical 376-77 

as hidden text 377 
Operators, PostScript 660, 662, 663-64, 

666-79 
adding to Word 679-84 
.diet. group 674-76 

Optional hyphens 456-57, 460 
Option-Command- + 86, 87, 162, 203, 207, 

208,212 
Option-Command-- (minus) 87, 130, 203, 

208,212 
Option-Command-A 274. See also Again 

command 
Option-Command-C 138 
Option-Command-O 255, 550, 55 1 
Option-Command-Q 131, 143,425, 527 
Option-Command-R 273, 274 
Option-Command-Return 132, 228 
Option-Command-T I 15 
Option-Command-X 138 
Option-Command-;z 424 
Outline(s) 109- 26 

collapsing and expanding subtext 114-15 
command shortcuts 125-26 
creating 38-39 
demoting headings 110-12 

to body text I 14 
displaying character formats of headings 

116-17 
editing 40-41 
as an editing tool 120-2 1 
entering text in Outline View 6 
mouse and keyboard shortcuts 124 
moving headings up and down 112-14 
numbering levels in 117-20 
points to remember 122 
printing 123,472 
promoting headings in 110-12 
setting levels 110-12 
showing all text 11 6 
showing body text 11 6 
showing specific levels 11 5-16 
table of contents converted to 50 I 
table of contents generated from 494-95 
techniques summary 60, 122-23 
using to create presentation graphics (see 

Presenta tion graphics template) 
Outline character attribute 209- 10 
Outline icon bar 110 

levels 11 5-16 
Outline View 6, 38, 109 

document displayed in 68 
entering body text in 6 
navigating within 121 
techniques summary 122-23 



.p 
Page(s) 

first (see First page) 
headers/footers for facing 4 17-18 
layout (see Layout , page) 
margins for facing 4 17-1 8 

Page break(s) 15. See also Repagination 
adjusting 55-56, 462, 469-70 
automatic 462, 463 
manual (forced) 56 
moving 462-63 
types of 463 

Page Break Before option 256, 257, 462 
Page description language 534-35 
Page formatt ing. See also Document formats; 

Footers; Headers; Page number(s) 
by previewing and printing 54-58 
techniques summary 62 

Page number(s) 16. See also Pagination; 
Repagination 

added to header/footers 4 15-16 
adding with foo ters 52-54 
adding with Page Number icon 465-66 
adjusting, in Print Preview 468 
adjusting, with linked documents 453 
duplicate 4 16 
odd/even 4 17- 18 
specifying in the Section dialog box 

393-95 
Page Number icon 27,465-66 
Page Number options (Section command) 

393-95 
Page number style 292, 309, 395 
Page Range option 470--71 
Page Setup command 14,441,442-49 

Image Writer options 442-45, 480--81 
LaserWriter options 445-49, 481-82 

Page View 15-/6,21-22 
document displayed in 67 
entering footnotes in 423 
opening Word in 66 
positioned paragraphs in 260 
repagination and 461 
side-by-side paragraphs in 268 

Paginat ion, 16, 461, 484. See Page number(s); 
Repagination 

Paper Feed options 474 
Paper orientation/size/width/height 

Image Writer 443-45 
LaserWriter 445-46 

Paper size 
custom 84, 442, 443 

lmageWriter 442-43 
LaserWriter 445-46 

Paper Source options 478 
Paragraph(s) 

adding 2 1 
assigning styles to 299-305 
basics of 228-29 
converting a series of, into a table 342-44 
converting a table to a series of 344-45 
creating 132 
creat ing boxes around a group of 548-49 
formats (see Paragraph formats) 
inserting, above a cell table row 35 1 
layout and positioning (see Layout, 

paragraph) 
moving in documents 22-23 
moving in outlines 121 
numbering 120 
positioned (see Posit ion paragraph format) 
typical 233 

Paragraph command dialog box 9, 23 1, 232 
borders 250, 251 
fonnatting options 257 
indents set from 238 
line spacing set from 241 
paragraph spacing set from 244 
positioning (see Position paragraph format) 
tabs stops set from 246, 248-49 
techniques summary 279-82 

Paragraph formats 9-12, 199, 227-90 
adding to the Format menu 233 
Again command to implement Ruler 

format changes 274 
alignment I I, 239 
basics of 228-29 
borders 250--55 
changing 5 1-52, 229-33 
characteristics controlled by 227 
commands summary 288-90 
copying character and 276 
glossary entries 275 
indents 10, 233-38 (see also Indents) 
layout options (positioning) (see Layout, 

paragraph) 
line spacing 239-43 
points to remember 277-78 
search for and replace 273-74 
spacing 243-45 
styles and style sheets 12 
tabs 245-50 
techniques summary 278-88 
transferring 274-75 
transferring between or to styles 307-8 

Paragraph mark II , /32,275,293 
Paragraph style 292-93 



730 ~l:l 

Paste command 
copy/move text with 136 
pasting cell s in tables 347-48 
pasting data in tabbed tables 333-35 
text into glossaries I 59 
transferring formats between styles with 

307-8 
transferring tabular data with 517-18 

Paste Link command 553-55 
Pat.hname of a document 559-60 
Personal Dictionary 

adding word lists to 186-87 
adding words to 48, 18 1- 82 
converting a non-Word to a Word 187-88 
converting to a document 188-89 
correcting words and adding to 182 
creating 47-48, 185 
moving words from one dictionary to 

another 184 
opening/closing 186 
removing words from 183 
saving 48-49, 184- 85 
skipping past words 183 
techniques summary 61, 19 1-93 

PICT data type code 532 
PICT graphic format 532- 33. 536, 550 
Pixe ls 2 13 
Plain Text 207 
Pointer 23 

rate of blinking 8 1 
selection with 52, 133- 34 

Point size 42, 82, 241 
Position command 

dialog box 367 
formatting cell table position with 358, 

367-68 
Position paragraph format 256-57, 258-65 

adjusting paragraphs in Print Preview 469 
combinations for vertical and horizontal 

options 26 1, 262 (table}, 263 
dialog box 259 
electronic posted notes, marginal 

annotations and sidebar boxes 
264-65 

miscellaneous positioning tips 265 
page breaks and 462 
tables formed from 330 (see also Side-by

side paragraph tables) 
techniques summary 281, 286-87 

PostScript475, 659-84 
encoding graphics with 534-37 
font changes and 129 
hiding commands of 21 1 
operators 660, 662, 663-64, 666-79 

adding, to Word 679-84 

.diet . group operator 674-76 
drawing rectangles and clipping 670-74 

printing delays caused by errors 447, 
664-66 

print PostScript characters over text 447 
programming 660-62 
program modification 663-64 
sending code to a file 666 
style sheets and 3 I 0 
syntax 660 
turning off background printing when 

using 662 
variables 666-79 

defining 667 
defining, within a routine 669-70 
setting values outside a routine 667-68 
Word ' s 676-79 

PostScript style 3 10 
Precision Bitmap Alignment option 448, 

545-46 
Preferences command 82-86 

checking for hidden text with 177-79 
customizing Word by changing defaults 

82-86 
dialog box 82 

Presentation graphics template 6 14-19 
out I ine preparation 6 16-18 
presentation out li ne pages 614-15 
tips and techniques 618-19 

Preview text. See Print preview command 
Print Back to Front option 478 
Print command 56-58, 470-78 

Copies option 472 
dialog box 28, 29 
Image Writer 473-74 
LaserWriter 477-78 
Print Hidden Text option 472 
Print Next File option 472 
repagination and 46 1 
techniques summary 480, 487-88 

Printer, choosing a 28, 439-4 1. See also 
lmageWriter; LaserWriter 

Printer icon 28, 467 
Print Hidden Text option 472 
Printing glossaries 170-71 
Printing graphics, quality of, and graphic 

format 537-38 
Printing merged documents. See Merge 

printing 
Printing outlines 123 
Printing style sheet definitions 320 
Printing tex t 15- 17, 27- 30, 470-78. See also 

Merge printing; Postscript 
cancel/pause 56-57 
choosing a printer 439-4 1 



commands text 488-89 
hidden text 472 
hyphenation (see Hyphenation) 
with Image Writer 438, 440, 473-74 
with LaserWriter 438,440, 441,474-78 
next file 4 72 
non-documents 472 
number of copies 472 
Page View 15 
pagination 16, 461 , 484 
points to remember 479 
preparation process for 438-39 
previewing before (see Print Preview 

command) 
specifying page and section ranges for 

470--7 1 
techniques summary 34, 487-88 
tum off background printing when using 

PostScript 662 
Print Merge command 575-76 

dialog box 575 
repagination and 461 

Print Next File option 472 
Print Postscript Over Text option 447 
Print Preview command 15, 27, 28, 464-70 

documents displayed with 68, 69 
headers and footers adjusted with 54, 55, 

421,468 
margins adjusted with 467 
Margins icon and 466 
One-Page Display icon and 466-67 
page breaks adjusted with 55-56, 462, 

469-70 
Page Number icon and 465-66 
page numbers adjusted with 468 
positioned paragraphs and tables adjusted 

with 469 
preparing to print with 439 
Printer icon 467 
repagination and 461 
techniques summary 484-86 
uses in laying out pages 464-65 

Promote icon I I 0 

•Q 
Quality print options 473, 474 
QuickDraw object-oriented graphics 531-32 

scaled 543, 544 
QuickSwitch 7, 55-62 

Edit Link command 557- 58 
notes on using 558-62 
Paste Link command 553- 55 
techniques summary 566-67 

Update Link command 556-57 

Record. See Header record 
Reduce/Enlarge % option 446 
Reference area in source documents 560 
Renumber command 

dialog box I 17, 371 
used to number a list 370--72, 384-85 
used to number/renumber outlines 

117-20, 123 
Repaginate Now command 52, 439, 462, 464 
Repagination 439,461- 70 

background (see Background Repagination 
option) 

c ircumstances under which Word 
repaginates 461-62 

full464 
page break produced by 462, 463 

Reply memo template 602-6 
building the memo form 603-6 
sample 602 
use of606 

ResEdit utility 78 
Restart Each Section option 430 
Return , hard vs soft 132 
Return key 

avoid when retyping outlines 4 1 
creating a hard return 132 
ending paragraphs with 132 

RFT format. See Document Content 
Architecture (DCA) format 

Rich text format. See RTF (Rich Text Format) 
Rows in cell tables 

alignment 365 
height 363-64 
indentation 362-63 
inserting, past the rightmost column 352-

53 
inserting and dele ting new 350 
inserting a normal paragraph above 35 1 
inserting new, at the end of a table 35 1 
switching the order of 353-55 

RTF (Rich Text Format) 94 
advanced use for 524-25 
save as 205 
text transfer wi th 5 16, 522-24 

Ruler 9, 18, 229- 3 1 
Again command used for Ruler format 

changes 274 
clearing 23 1 
drop caps setting 273 

731 



fonnatting cell tables with 357, 358-59, 
382 

four graduations of 19 
indents set from 237 
intervals in Image Writer vs LaserWriter 

44 1 
line spacing set from 240-4 1 
paragraph fonnaning with 51, 52, 229-31 
paragraph spacing set from 244 
scale 

nom1al 230, 23 1 
page 23 1 
table 23 I, 358 

styles applied from the 300 
styles defined by example from 298-99 
styles redefined from 306 
tabs set from 246, 247-48 
techniques summary 278-79 
units of measurement 82 

Rules, 250. See also Borders 

Same As Previous option, creating new 
headers with 418-20 

Save As command 14 
Save command 14 
Save Dictionary command 184,185 
Saving documents 92-95 

in different formats 94-95 
doing a ra~t ~ave 92-93 
making backup copies 93 
replacing a file when 92 
techniques summary I 0 I 

Saving text 14-15.27,92-95 
dictionaries 48-49, 184- 85 
in different fonnats 94-95 
doing a fas t 93-93 
making backup copies 93 
personal dictionary 48-49 
replacing a file 92 
Settings fi le 9 1 
techniques summary 34 

Scale icon 230-31 
Scaling graphics 543-46 
Scrapbook, transferring tex t with 7, 5 14-18 
Screen dump 530 

creating a 54 1 
Screen font 477 
Screen graphics. See Bit-mapped graphics 
Screenplay format template 619-22 

selling up styles 6 19-21 
use of 622 

Screen resolution 537,538 

Scroll 20 
speed 446, 539, 542 
synchronized 72, 12 1 
techniques summary 32,98-99, 122 
vertical 20 

Scroll bars, managing windows with 70 
Search and replace 138-43 

hyphens 460-6 1 
special characters 14 1 
techniques summary 150-52 
wildcard searches for 140-41 

Second page, newsletter 624 
Section(s) 

creating a different header fo r each 4 18-20 
dividing documents into 390-91 
formats (see Section formats) 
priming ranges of 4 71-72 

Section command dialog box 390, 391 
applying section formats with 390-91 
Columns options 398-402 
command buttons 402 
Header/Footer options 397, 420-2 1 
Include Endnotes option 398 
Line Numbers options 396 
Page Number options 393-95 
Start options 39 1- 93 
techniques summary 403- 5 

Sect ion formats 13-14,200, 389-407 
auto numbering 14 
beginning new sections 39 1-93 
columns 398-402 
commands summary 406-7 
dividing documents into sections 390-91 
footnotes 398 
headers and footers 397 
line numbering 396 
page numbering 393-95 
points to remember 403 
tables formed from 330 
techniques summary 403-6 

Section marks 390, 391 
Selecting/deselecting text 133-35 

extending/reducing a selection 135 
with shift-clicking 134 
in tables 345-46 
techniques summary 32, 149 

Selection bar 23, 133 
Select opt ions in dia log boxes 76-77 
Send Mail command dia log box 528 
Set Default opt ion 44 1 
SET instruction 576, 584-85, 591 
Seuings fi le 

customized loading, saving, and reselling 
90-91 

defaults stored in 44 1, 694-96 



exploiting memory-management options 
84-86 

multiple, and default style sheets 294 
saving 9 1 
switch to new 9 1 

Shadow character attribute 209-10 
Shift-clicking to select text 134 
Shift-Command- + 213 
Shift-Command-- (minus) 130 
Shift-Command- >< 207 
Shift-Command-E 203, 204 
Shift-Open, transferring files with 526 
Short Menus mode 4, 5, 18 

configurations for loading, saving, and 
resetting Settings files 90-91 

Show ~ command 18, 83 
showing end-of-cell markers in celled 

tables 341 
showing hyphens 130 
showing normal and nonbreaking spaces 

with 13 1 
showing paragraph boundaries 132, 228 
showing tabs with 245 

Show All icon 116 
Show Body Text icon 116 
Show Clipboard command 136 

with range of cells from celled table 348 
Show Heading Formats icon 116 
Show Hidden Text option 82-83, 177- 78, 

2 11,376 
adding to Format menu 212 

Show Level command 11 6 
Show Ruler command 9, 18 
Show Table Gridlines option 83, 341 
Show Text Boundaries 67, 265 
Show Text Boundaries in Page View 

option 83 
Sidebar boxes 264-65 
Side-by-side paragraphs 256,257, 

266-73,287 
drop caps 266, 272-73 
experimenting with 271 
forming tables from (see Side-by-s ide 

paragraph tables) 
rules 271 
two-step set up 266--Q8 

Side-by-side paragraph tables 330, 368, 369 
Smart Quotes option 84 
Soft returns 132. See also Newline marks 
Sort command 

lists 372- 73 
order of single ASCII characters 372, 

373 (table) 
in Outline 39, 40, 120 
tabular data 374 

techniques summary 60, 384-85 
Space(s) 

blank, before tabs 249 
mark 132 
normal vs nonbreaking 131 

Space After format 243, 244 
Spacebar 131 
Space Before format 243, 244 
Spacing in cell tables 366--Q7 
Spacing of lines 42, 239-43 

measured from descender to descender 
242-43 

setting from Paragraph dialog box 24 1 
setting from Ruler 240-41 
techniques summary 279-80 

Spacing of paragraphs 243-45 
setting from Paragraph dialog box 244 
setting from Ruler 244 

Spacing of text characters 20 I 
changing 2 14-16 
Fractional Widths option and 446 
justified text and 455 

Spelling checker 8, 23-24, 177-93 
doing a spelling check 177-84 

adding words to a personal dictionary 
181-82 

correcting words 179-80 
correcting words and adding to a 

dictionary 182 
ignoring All Caps words 179 
moving words from one dictionary to 

another 184 
removing words from a dictionary 183 
skipping past words 183 
suggestions for alternate spellings 24, 

25, 180-81 
points to remember 190 
techniques summary 32, 190-93 
working with dic tionary files 184-89 

advanced work with dictionaries 186-89 
changing MS Dictionary to UK 

Dictionary 186 
creating new dictionaries 185 
opening/closing dictionaries 186 
saving dictionaries 184-85 

Spelling command 48, 185 
dialog box 24 , 178 

Split windows 72 
Spreadsheets. See Cell tables 
Standard Glossary 159, 166 

saving current glossary as 167 
Start options (Section command) 391-93 
Status box 

displaying outline headings in 38 
style name in 295 
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Strikethrough character attribute 209-10 
Strings 

of footnotes 424, 425 
replacing 140, 141 
searching for 72, 139, 140-43 

Style(s) 12, 42-44. See also Style sheets 
Again command application of 303 
alternate names for 302, 303 
assigning to paragraphs 299-305 
automatic 53, 292, 308-10 
Based On edit field and families of 310-17 

example of 311-14 
strategies using 315-16 
subtracting formats from dependent 

styles 316-17 
changing character 207-12 
changing paragraph formats with 229 
creating a work area for 299 
defined 292 
defining individual 294-99 

by command 42-44, 297 
by example 298-99 
by redefining Normal style 295-97 

establishing a design with 49-51 
glossary 162-63, 164 
glossary used to insert a 320 
index 505 
Next Style option for 303-4 
Normal (see Normal style) 
paragraph formats and 229 
redefining 305-1 0 
renaming 306-7 
repeating design elements as a principle of 

291-92 
resetting to Normal style 308 
screenplay 619-20 
semi character 3 I 0 
sharing, among documents 3 17-20 
subtracting formats from dependent 3 16-17 
tabbed tables formatted with 333 
techniques summary 61,321-26 
transferring by copying text 319 
transferring formats between 307- 8 
updating, from Default Style Sheet 319 

Styles command dialog box, applying styles 
through 300 

Style sheets 12, 291- 327 
assigning styles to paragraphs 299- 305 
attached to glossaries 162-63, 164 
Based On edit field and style families 

310-17 
basics 292-94 
commands summary 327 
default definitions 696 
defining sty les 42-44, 294-99 

document sharing of 317-20 
indents set with 268 
merging, from another document 317-19 
newsletter article 625-26 
points to remember 321 
printing 320, 472 
redefining styles 305-10 
strategies using hierarchies of 315-16 
techniques summary 321-26 
template 318, 319 
this book 633-37 

Subscript 213 
Suggest spelling feature 24, 25, 180, 181 
SuperPaint, using with QuickSwitch 561 
Superscript 212, 213, 421 
Symbol font character sets 647, 

649-57 (table) 
Synopsis, newsletter article 628-29 
System Folder 439, 644, 645 

•r 
Tab(s) 245-50 

decimal, in tables 331,347 
default 453 

changing 247 
hanging indents and 249 
removing 248 · 
setting stops 246 

from the Paragraph dialog box 248-49 
from the Ruler 247-48 

tab leaders 249-50 
in tables 330-33 
techniques summary 280, 284-85 
types of tab stops 245, 246 

Tabbed tables 329, 330- 38 
converting, to cell tables 342-44 
cutting and pasting data in 333- 35 
editing and formatting 330- 33 
enhancing 335- 38 
techniques summary 379 
using styles to format 333 

Table(s) 329-87 
adjusting, in Print Preview 469 
cell (see Cell tables) 
commands summary 385- 87 
mathematical calculations performed in 

375-77 
overview of 329-30 
points to remember 378 
renumbering and sorting lists and 369-74, 

384-85 
renumbering columns in 372 
side-by-side paragraph 330, 368-69 



tabbed (see Tabbed tables) 
techniques summary 379-85 
transferring data from 517-18 

Table command (Edit menu) 
dialog box 349 
editing celled tables wilh 339 
inserting columns past the rightmost 

column 352-53 
inserting/deleting new rows, columns and 

cell ranges with 350 
inserting new row at the end of a table 

with 35 1 
inserting normal paragraphs above a row 

with 351 
merging and splitting cells with 356-57 
switching row and column order wi th 

353- 55 
Table format 12-13,200,256-57,329. See 

also Cell tables 
Table of contents 493-50 I 

changing format of 498 
compiling, for linked files 500-50 1 
converting, to an outline 501 
generating from codes 495- 98 
generating from outlines 494-95 
multiple 500 
points to remember 508 
replacing/editing 498 
techniques summary 508-9, 5 II 

Table of Contents command 494-95 
dia log box 495 
generating lists with 499 
repagination and 462 

Table To Text command 35 1 
converting table to a paragraph series 

344-45 
dialog boK 344 

Tab mark 132 
Tabs command (Commands command) 246 
Tall Adjusted option 444 
Tall (portrait) option 443 
Template(s) 

calculated invoice 607-13 
creating this book wilh 632-38 
electronic letterhead 598-QO I 
multiple-column newsletter 623-32 
presentation graphics from an outline 

614-19 
reply memo 602-Q 
screenplay format 619-22 
style sheets 318 

protecting 319 
Tempo (software) 426 
Text 

automatic entry of (see Glossaries) 

backspacing over 133 
body (see Body text) 
boilerplate (see Boilerplate text) 
boxed text, created from formatted 55 I 
checking for, in a fie ld 577,578 
color of screen 217 
copying (see Copying text) 
creating/manipulating outline 110-17 
distancing positioned paragraphs from 

260-Qt 
editing (see Editing text) 
entering (see Ente ring text) 
finding and changing 138-43, 1 S0-52 
formatting (see Fom1atting text) 
hidden (see Hidden text) 
letterhead 26-27 
moving (see Moving text) 
plain (see Plain Text) 
position 201,212- 13 
printing (see Print ing text) 
raw 513 
saving (see Saving text) 
select/deselect (see Selecting/dese lecting 

text) 
show outline 11 6 
transferring (sec Trnnsferring te>tt) 

TEXT data type code 515, 5 16 
Text Only format 

save as 94 
transferring text with 518- 19 

Text Only with Line Breaks fonnat 
save as 94 
transferring text with 5 18-19 

Text Smoothing option 447 
Time and date 

added to headers/footers 415- 16 
placing in a Document window 416 

Timeout errors 447 
Times fon t character set 647, 649-57 (table) 
Title, newsletter 628 
Toggling between modes 4 
TOPS (software) 520 
Transfer Protocol Send command 52 1 
Transferring formats 274-75 
Transferring graphics 529-5 1 

automating with QuickSwitch 552-Q2 
commands summary 567-Q8 
exporting graphics 550-5 I 
importing/working with graphics 538-50 
points to remember 563 
techniques summary 565-Q6 
types of graphic elements 529-38 

Transferring text 513- 29 
automating with QuickSwitch 552-Q2 
cleaning up imported files 527 



Clipboard and Scrapbook used to 5 14-18 
commands summary 567-68 
Document Content Architecture format 525 
Microsoft Mail used for 527- 29 
points to remember 563 
Shift-Open used fo r 526 
tabular data 517-18 
techniques summary 564-65 
as text documents 518- 29 
Text Only{fext Only with Line Breaks 

format 518-19 
Word fo rmats for 519-25 

Tutorial 18-30, 37-62 
editing text 20-24, 47-49 
ente ring text 19-20, 37-47 
fom1atting text 25-27, 49-54 
points to remember 59 
previewing and printing 27-30, 54-58 
saving work 27 
setting up 18-19 
techniques summary 59-62 

Typefaces. See Font(s) 
Typesetting, mathematical. See Mathematical 

typesetting 

•u 
UK Dictionary, changing to 186 
Underline command 25 
Underlining text 25 

five forms of 210 
Undo command 39, 143-45 

actions not affected by 144-45 (table) 
examples 144 
experimenting and redoing 144 
techniques summary 59 

Undo Hyphenate command 460 
Unit of measurement, Preferences 82 
Unlimited Downloadable Fonts option 449 
Update Link command 556-57 
Use Picture Placeholders option 83, 88 

speed scrolling with 539, 542 

•v 
Variables, PostScript 666-79 
Vertical lines in tables 336 
Views on documents 65, 66-69. See also 

Galley View; Outline View; Page 
View; Print Preview command 

switching 69 (table) 

Whole Word option 139 
Wide (landscape) option 443, 444 
Widow control option 453 
Wi ldcard searches 140-41 
Window(s) 70-72 

activating 71 
handling multiple 7 1-72 
panes 72 
resizing/relocatjng 70-71 
split 72 
techniques summary 98 

Window menu 7 I 
Word. See Microsoft Word 
Word Count feature 145, 146 
Word Help file 78-79 
Word list box 24, 25 
Word-processing concepts 3-35 

editing 7-8 
entering 6-7 
five steps of word processing 5 
formatting 8-14 
keyboard and mouse shortcuts 35 
points to remember 31 
printing 15- 17 
saving 14-15 
techniques summary 32-34 
tutorial 18-30 (see also Tutorial) 

Word Ru ler. See Ruler 
Wordwrap 8 

applying styles with 301 
inserting glossary entries with 162, 174 

Writing. See Entering text 
WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) 

user inte rface 9 

Zapf Dingbat characters 236, 647, 
649-57 ( table) 
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